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PREFACE
The Tenth International Congress of Egyptologists was held in the island of
Rhodes, Greece, from 22 to 29 May 2008. It was organized by the Department of Mediterranean Studies of the University of the Aegean under the
auspices of the International Association of Egyptologists, Academy of
Athens, Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Hellenic Ministry of Education
and Religious Affairs. The contributions were organised on a series of major
themes within Egyptology: Egypt – Greece in Antiquity, cultural heritage,
Egyptian archaeology and art, the Egyptian belief-system, sociology, literature and philology, the archaic state and the origins of culture, Egyptian
history, foreign relations and diplomacy. In accordance with modern trends
in academic conferences, the Organising Committee proposed to administer a refereed Congress. Therefore, all abstracts included in this volume were
accepted through the peer-review system established for the Congress. They
have been given very limited editing for grammar and spelling, and to ensure a degree of consistency in format and style. The abstracts were announced on the Congress website two months prior to the official opening
of the Acts. Special thanks are due to Nikolaos Lazaridis and Asimina Vafiadou, for assistance in editing and proof reading, and to Asimina Dimitra and
the Rhodian Graphic Arts in Rhodes, for the speed and efficiency in designing and printing this volume. However, the editor must be held responsible for any textual errors or omissions.
Panagiotis Kousoulis
Rhodes, 12 April 2008
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Coffin Texts Spell 823 and the Rites of Passage
Eltayeb S. Abbas

Coffin Text Spell 823 deals with the offering of a headrest to the deceased. The spell occurs on the back
of the coffin of a Mentuhotep, published in de Buck’s edition of the CT as T1Be. The spell reads:
rA n rdjt wrs n N pn
aHa Hr tp ibtyw
nHm=f N pn Dd=f j nTrw
sqdw m-Xnw S Ds
Hrw=sn m xsfj.t hrw jTt ibw Hsq tpw anxw
nn wnt jrj=Tn nw r=j n Dd nTrw
jnk amam=f iri Ds=f StAw irw
Anx=k it=j wTs=k tp=j
nn xpr Dsw=Tn r=j

A spell for giving a headrest to this N
Horus stands at the head of the trappers.
He saves this N; he says, “Oh those gods,
sailing inside the Lake of the Knife,
whose attention is directed to the meeting on the day of
seizing the hearts, and chopping off the heads of the living,
it is not possible that you do that to me because of what
the gods say.
I am his throw-stick, who created himself, mysterious of
shapes.”
“May you live, my father. May you raise up my head”.
“Your knives will not exist against me”.

It is implausible to study CT spell 823 on its own as self-standing evidence for the performance of a
ritual, and there a strong need to investigate the ritual context in which the spell lies. Spell 823 on T1Be
does not stand by itself, but fits into a sequence of spells. The following spells on the coffin deal with
the offering of other items presented for the deceased during the offering ritual; utterance 56-57 of the
Pyramid Texts dealing with the offering of the seven unguents follows. The preceding spell on the back
of the coffin of Mentuhotep deals with mummification and identifies the different parts of the deceased’s
body with the principal deities of Egypt.
The spell also makes better sense if it is interpreted in a wider context of comparative anthropology,
and the meaning and symbolism of ritual as actually practiced. In this context I take ideas from Van
Gennep’s study on rites of passage, and particularly from the anthropology of ritual as presented in Victor
Turner’s study on the Ndembu tribes’ rites of the passage. Turner argued from the prominent position that
ritual occupies in the life of the Ndembu tribes, and the most important themes developed in Turner’s
study are the uses of symbols in ritual practice. He defines the symbol in ritual as the smallest unit of the
ritual, which has the same specific properties of the ritual. The symbol used in ritual is the storage unit,
which has a lot of information relating to the ritual itself. The symbol can be an object, an action or
words, gestures, events, or even relationships. I am intending to work from themes developed in Turner’s
study on the Ndembu rituals, and their use of symbols, in the ways that are particularly applicable for
Egyptian material, towards the understanding of the practice of religion in ancient Egypt.
In the CT spell here, the son of the deceased, who is Horus in this spell, is performing the ritual for
his dead father Osiris. The son is begging the gods sailing over the Lake of the Knives to save his father.
There is a relationship between the using of symbols and the performance of the ritual. For instance, the
deceased is frightened that his head will be chopped off while he is sailing over the Lake of the Knives,
and heads are chopped off by knives. The head of the deceased will not be chopped off by knives as a
result of performing the rite of the offering of the headrest while crossing the place of passage. The
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deceased’s head will be raised up by a headrest offered to him. The father-son relationship is also obvious
in this spell where Horus as a son cares for his deceased father, and the father rewards his son by raising
up his head. It is now plausible to argue that spell 823 lies within a mummification ritual context, which
is followed by an offering of a headrest.
In this paper I will try to contextualize material from the CT within rites of the passage, to argue
how the using and handling of symbols within a ritual have their power to act upon and change the person
involved in the ritual performance. I will try to use spell 823 as evidence for the practice of religion in
ancient Egypt and argue how the rituals, religious beliefs and symbols used in Coffin Texts spell 823 are
closely and essentially related.

A woman’s coffin from Sedment
Eid-Ahmed Abdel-Aziz

This article is a publication of a wooden coffin of a woman, preserved in the Museum of Bani Suef, No.
466. It was found in Ezbet El- Mofatish in Sedment al- Gabal. The Measurements of the coffin are:
length 164cm, width 50cm. It dates back to the Graeco-Roman period. The coffin contains the mummy
and bears different scenes and texts.

Soziale Strukturen und wirtschaftliche Aktivitäten in Gebelein zur
Zeit der 4.-5. Dynastie (nach Angaben der Gebelein-Papyri)
Sergey Agapov

Die systematische Analyse der von P. Posener-Kriéger (†) und S. Demichelis 2004 veröffentlichten
Gebelein-Papyri1 ist ein wichtiges Desiderat der ägyptologischen Forschung. Diese Papyri stellen das
älteste erhaltene Archiv aus dem Alten Ägypten dar (Ende der 4. – Anfang der 5. Dynastie). Das Archiv
wurde von italienischen Archäologen in einem anonymen Grab der Zeit des Alten Reiches im Dorf Naga
el-Gherira (Gebelein) gefunden. Im Unterschied zu den bekannten Archiven aus Abusir beziehen sich die
Gebelein-Papyri nicht nur auf die Tätigkeit von Institutionen der Zentralverwaltung, sondern liefern auch
Informationen über verschiedene Aspekte des sozialen und wirtschaftlichen Lebens in der Provinz,
nämlich in der Ortschaft Jnrty-jnp.w (Gebelein) und in den umliegenden Dörfern JAr.w und Dn.t.
Das Papyrusarchiv von Gebelein dokumentiert in erster Linie die staatlichen Arbeitsaufträge für
die Bewohner von Gebelein, welche sie zusätzlich zu ihren täglichen Tätigkeiten zu leisten hatten.
Außerdem befinden sich in dem Archiv privatrechtliche Dokumente, die Beziehungen der Dorfbewohner
untereinander regulierten, zum Beispiel Abmachungen über den Austausch von verschiedenen Gütern.
Die Arbeitslisten wurden in Form einer Tabelle aufgeschrieben und enthielten in der Regel die folgenden
Angaben: Datum der Lieferung, Name und Titel des beauftragten Dorfbewohners und die Menge des
gelieferten und noch zu liefernden Produktes. Beauftragt wurden die Personen, die den Vorstand der
einzelnen Familien vertraten. Die Menge des zu liefernden Produktes war jeweils von der Anzahl der
Familienmitglieder abhängig, die an der Ausführung des Auftrags beteiligt waren. Die Bewohner der
Dörfer waren verpflichtet, eine bestimmte Zahl von Malzprodukten und Stoffen unter Kontrolle der
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königlichen Beamten (jrj-ix.t-nswt) abzuliefern. Außerdem wurden die Dorfbewohner für eine bestimmte
Zeit zu den Bauarbeiten an einer königlichen Tempelanlage rekrutiert.
Die zahlreichen detaillierten Personenlisten in dem Papyrusarchiv liefern Informationen über die
soziale Struktur der Dörfer. Von großem Interesse ist die Tatsache, dass ein bedeutender Teil der
Bevölkerung in Gebelein (sowohl Männer als auch Frauen) den Titel Hm-nswt (“Königlicher Diener”)
trägt. Die Frage um den Status und die Funktionen von Hm.w-nswt wurde in der Ägyptologie äußerst
kontrovers diskutiert: manche Forscher sehen in den Hm.w-nswt freie Landarbeiter, für andere wiederum
sind es Sklaven. Ein Grund für solche unterschiedliche Positionen war bisher die geringe Zahl der
Quellen, in denen der Status und die Funktionen von Hm.w-nswt belegt sind. Mit der Veröffentlichung
der Gebelein-Papyri besteht nun die Möglichkeit, diese Lücke in der Ägyptologie zu schließen. Nach
Angaben der Papyri aus Gebelein weisen die Hm.w-nswt keinen untergeordneten Status innerhalb des
Kollektivs des Dorfes auf. Sie bekommen die gleichen Arbeitsaufträge wie alle anderen Bewohner. Sie
handeln als selbstständige Partei beim Abschluss der Abmachungen über den Austausch von Immobilien
und Stoffen. Sie können auch als Vorstand einer Familie auftreten, und haben sogar Hilfskräfte (D.t), die
ihnen bei der Ausführung von Arbeitsaufträgen zur Verfügung stehen.

Dictionary of Ancient Egyptian Language
Ahmed-Mohamed Ali Mansour

There are many dictionaries of the ancient Egyptian language available, in which the lemmas order is
according to the alphabet. Nevertheless, there are no complete lists or dictionaries for the ancient Egyptian
language, in which the sign form is considered as the main criterion; Egyptology is still in need to a
dictionary, in which the word should be classified according to this sign not its phonetic value. For
instance, words ending with the sign A1 (man with hand to mouth) refer to meanings implying action
accomplished by the mouth such as eating, drinking, thinking etc. Therefore, this element is highly
considered when scholars need to decipher or understand an Egyptian word in both hieroglyphic script
(the one which is used generally on monument’s walls like temples and tomb) or hieratic script (the
handwriting of the daily life usages which is usually written by a brush and ink whether on stones or on
papyri and Ostraca.

A field for interdisciplinary research
Schafik Allam

Under Greek and Roman rule, Egypt underwent major reforms in many respects. Yet, the Ptolemaic
bureaucracy was to some extent the direct continuation of the Pharaonic one, especially at the local level.
Equally, the population continued to live more or less by its traditional principles, largely inherited from
the past. In fact neither the Ptolemies nor the Romans were willing to interfere in the Egyptian ways of
life, as long as their own interests were not at stake. In my paper my concern is to illustrate that by
widening their field of research Egyptologists are in a favourable position to provide important
contributions towards a better understanding of many aspects of the Egyptian civilization. In my abstract
two examples suffice to be presented:
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1) Regarding the administration of justice in Ptolemaic times, Greek papyri reveal a variety of lawcourts. Besides special courts for Greek and other immigrants there were particular law-courts
—called Laokritai— for Egyptians. Papyrologists suggested then that the judicial system in
Hellenistic Egypt had been introduced by the Ptolemies, namely by Ptolemaios Philadelphos. But
Egyptologists know for sure that during pharaonic times Egyptians had been seeking justice before
their law-courts. Hence a question arises: Did the Ptolemaic king created new courts also for
Egyptians; otherwise, ancient Egyptian courts, did they survive during the Hellenistic period? The
outcome of our egyptological research in this respect was extremely revealing. In fact, demotic
documents used specific idioms (“the judges” and “judgement house”) indicating the judicial
apparatus. These idioms were standardized as early as the reign of Psamatik I and remained in use
throughout the Hellenistic period. It is reasonable then to assume that the law-courts for Egyptians
under Greek rule were simply those inherited from the past; in Greek texts, however, they are called
Laokritai. Furthermore, at pharaonic law-courts there sat always an official — simply qualified as
“scribe”. He used to introduce the cases before the judges; sometimes he took actions in cooperation
with them. Under the Ptolemies, too, we recognise this official discharging the same functions. But
Greek texts mention him with the designation eisagogeus; even in Demotic documents he is called
eisagogeus. It emerges then that many an ancient Egyptian institution persisted well into Hellenistic
times, but henceforth under a Greek name.
2) In respect of land-registration, the pharaonic administration was always diligent in keeping records
of agricultural land, which supplied much to the royal granaries and treasury. Hence, royal archives
for land possessions were kept by the administration. In time, these archives began to be consulted
for reasons other than taxation – for instance, when disputes arose over private land. In such cases
the law-court, seeking a proof beyond reasonable doubt, had recourse to the land-registers. In
Hellenistic times, Greek documents mention an instrument called katagraphè — pointing likewise to
official land-registers recording private possessions of land. During the Roman era, too, such registers
existed in every town, labelled bibliothéké enktéseon. Among other functions, they enhanced the
publicity of private land possessions, so that the purchaser of a piece of land, for example, could
search the archives and be assured that nothing would obstruct his acquisition. From these separate
facts, here put together, we infer that neither the Hellenistic instrument nor the Roman land-archives
were real innovations; indeed, a counterpart of the pharaonic institution existed neither in Greece nor
in Rome. It is plausible then to assume that the Greek and Roman institutions successively arose
from the Egyptian institution that had been established long ago. Such examples demonstrate the
importance of interdisciplinary research carried out by Egyptologists. They are called for more and
more interdisciplinary work.

The Historical Inscription of Khnumhotep at Dahshur
James P. Allen

Final reconstruction of the newly-discovered inscription from the mastaba of Khnumhotep at Dahshur,
describing a conflict between Byblos and Ullaza and Egyptian intervention during the reign of Senwosret
III.
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The pottery from the Pyramid Complex of Senwosret III
at Dahshur after the Middle Kingdom
Susan Allen

Excavations at the Pyramid Complex of Senwosret III at Dahshur by the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, under the direction of Dieter Arnold have shown that it had a long history as a sacred site
beginning already in the Third Dynasty. During the New Kingdom the area of the South Temple
continued to function in royal rituals and new burials began to appear on the site. After the destruction
of the pyramid complex in the Ramesside Period, an increasing number of burials were made over the
debris levels left by the quarrying away of the limestone of the temples and pyramid casing as well as
in the ruins of the mastaba cemetery to the north. These burials continued from the Late Period into the
Late Roman era in substantial numbers. The nature of these burials indicates that they were probably
made by the nearby inhabitants who continued to regard the site as a cemetery. Pottery from this local
cemetery does, however, show considerable contact with the greater Mediterranean world in the form of
imported vessels and amphorae as well as providing information about local funerary customs.

Ugarit’s alleged dependence of the Eiteenth Dynansty pharaohs reconsidered
Amnon Altman

A long-lasting and most widely accepted opinion holds that before Ugarit had submitted to Šuppiluliuma
I it was subordinated to Egypt. This opinion is based, on one hand, on the mention in the Karnak and
Memphis stelae of Amenhotep II of the presence of an Egyptian garrison in the city of ’kt (i-k3-ty). This
unknown city-name was equated with the city-name of Ugarit, ikrt (i-k3-ri-ti), on the assumption that the
omission of the r is due either to a scribal error or to an archaic (Middle Kingdom) orthography, according
to which the sign k3 stands for the consonants kr. On the other hand, many scholars who have rejected
that equation still adhered to the above opinion basing themselves on Ugarit’s letters in the Amarna
archive (EA 45-49). Their conclusion was derived from the style of the opening paragraphs, as well as
certain phrases used in these letters, which are characteristic of letters written by the Canaanite kings to
their Egyptian suzerain at that time.
The purpose of this article is to reconsider anew the available evidence. It will first deal with the
equation ’kt /ikrt, adducing arguments negating the likelihood that Ugarit ever entered under Thutmose
III’s or Amenhotep II’s overlordship. Then, turning to the Ugarit’s Amarna letters, it will argue that they
by no means constitute conclusive evidence for the subordination of the addresser to the addressee. This
is so, since the same traits might as well have been employed as a courteous form of address indicating
differences in age, office, rank, power, prestige or within marital relations; and, on the other hand, these
letters contain some features that do not accord with the accepted manners of dependent courts in their
letters to the suzerain.
These results would be further reinforced by a series of arguments to the effect that not only is there
no evidence to an Egyptian claim over Ugarit, nor any hint to it in either Egyptian, Mittanian or Hittite
texts, but Egypt does not seem to have ever been in any position during the reign of the Eiteenth Dynasty
to cause Ugarit through force or voluntarily to submit to the Pharaohs. Now, while most of the above
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arguments are of negative nature, based mainly on evidence ex silentio, there is a positive piece of
evidence which precludes the possibility of Ugarit’s dependency on Egypt in the Amarna period,
testimony that to the best of my knowledge was never submitted in the discussion of this issue. It appears
in a letter of Suppiluliuma I to Niqmaddu II of Ugarit (RS 17.132), which includes a clear Hittite claim
to suzerainty over Ugarit, being based on previous such subordination. The discussion of this testimony,
together with some further considerations regarding the weight that may be ascribed to the total ignorance
of the alleged dependence of Ugarit on Egypt in Hittite records, will ended the paper.

The vignette of chapter 110 as a means of understanding the Book of Going
Forth by Day during the Twenty-first Dynasty
Maria Milagros Álvarez Sosa

More than 150 papyri of the Book of Going Forth by Day containing the vignette 110 (known as Field
of Reeds, Field of Offerings or Field of Hotep) are preserved; 25 of them belong to the Twenty-first
Dynasty. The singularity of this period, with its high productivity of funerary texts and new iconographic
repertoires, has motivated us to do a particular analysis of the copies of this chronology and to present
them in this congress. We have devised a methodological strategy that allow us to make a typological
classification of the vignettes of Chapter 110 of this period and to identify the origin of its model and the
process of its transmission. We have established six different groups of vignette type:
1. Seven papyri that repeat a single model whose origins go back to the 18th Dynasty.

2. Four papyri are a subgroup of the previous model, and only change in one of their registers. No
antecedents are known since it appears to be a transformation of the model made during the
Twenty-first Dynasty.

3. Two groups of several papyri, each one of them with no known antecedents in their vignettes;
their origin is probably the Twenty-first Dynasty.
4. Three papyri with independent vignettes among themselves, whose respective models were based
on the ones of the Twenty-first Dynasty, but modified at the same time; on these grounds we can
consider them to be an original creation of the Twenty-first Dynasty.

In addition, we have been able to identify the relationship among two type-vignette of the Twentyfirst Dynasty with two representations on tombs: one of the Eighteenth Dynasty and another of the
Twenty-second Dynasty. The repetition of these images of papyrus on the walls, will allow us to put
foward some hypothesis about the function played by the Book of Going Forth by Day on papyrus in the
decoration of the tombs.
The study of the sequential order of spells in which the vignette 110 is integrated is another area of
our study. The intention is to elucidate if the vignette of the Twenty-first Dynasty is part of a typified
sequence. In order to recognize this, we will proceed to compare all the papyri of the Dynasty with the
specific group of those which contain the vignette 110. Then, we shall compare them on the one hand
with the papyri of the precedent periods and, on the other hand, with those of the Amduat which made
part of the funeral furniture of this moment and where characteristic iconographic elements of the vignette
110 were introduced. We will complete our research with a sociological analysis of the owners of the
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papyri, because most of them belonged to the family of the High Priests of Amon or were members of
the sacerdotal group. The iconographic characteristics of the vignette will allow us to observe the
differences of quality in the execution of the images, and we will try to connect these differences with
the specific kinship groups. This will allow us not only to find the connection among profession, status
and ownership of the papyrus (besides the problems of gender that they raise) but it will also explain the
method of work used in the preparation of papyri in the workshop of production of the period.
As a conclusion we can say that the study of this image of the Afterlife in the context of the Twenty-first
Dynasty should allow us to understand the development of the vignettes of the Book of Going Forth by
Day and the change of function that they underwent in the funerary papyri of this age, as well as a new
organization of the Book of Going Forth by Day.

The Vatican Mummy Project:
A preliminary report on the restoration of the mummy
of Ny-Maat-Re (MV 25011.6.1)
Alessia Amenta

The Oriental Antiquities Department of the Vatican Museums has set up a project for the study and
conservation of its complete collection of human mummies, which consists of seven individuals. The
project has begun with the study of a female mummy (MV 25011.6.1) which reached the Museum in 1899
as the gift of the Khedivè of Egypt to the Pope, Leo XIII. The woman, whose name, Ny-Maat-Re, is
inscribed upon her splendid gilded and painted cartonnage coverings, came from Fayum and can be
dated to the 2nd century BC, as has been confirmed by radiocarbon dating. Poor embalming techniques
caused serious damage to the body, which displayed a large hole in the spine extending from the fifth
cervical vertebra to the pelvis. Some ribs and a great part of the spinal column had thus become detached
and there was risk of the thoracic cavity collapsing completely. A team of workers, which included
Andrea Felice (Stone Laboratory, Vatican Museums), worked out an ingenious system which allowed the
mummy to be turned in norma posterior and the entire spinal column to be reassembled; this complex
operation will be presented here at this congress.

Five years of excavations at Dangeil, Sudan:
A new Amun temple of the Late Kushite period
Julie Anderson

Excavations at the site of Dangeil, Sudan, have uncovered a previously unknown red brick and mud
brick Amun temple and temenos enclosure of the Late Kushite period. Fragments of Meroitic
hieroglyphic inscriptions suggest that Amanitore and Natakamani were important royal patrons of the
temple.
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News from the Louvre Museum
Guillemette Andreu

Ten years after the opening of the new egyptian galleries in the Louvre museum, which consisted in a
complete renovation of the display of the collection in the frame of the “Grand Louvre” operation, the
number of visitors has considerably increased. Conceived as the main entrance of the museum for 4
millions visitors, the glass pyramid of the Louvre has received some 8 millions and a half people in
2007. This evolution, as well as the multiplication of the national actions (Louvre-Lens for example) or
international projects (exported exhibits, Louvre in Abou Dhabi), have great effects on the life of the
museum, and, of course on the policy of the Egyptian department itself. This lecture will be the
opportunity to reveal the new orientations of the department for he coming years, the exhibits to be
organized, the cooperation overtures towards Sudan, the scientific publications (paper and on line), the
fields excavations in Egypt and Sudan. A special attention will be drawn on recent acquisitions, among
which is a rare medical papyrus.

More on hermeneutics: visual anomalies and interaction between text and image
from the tomb of Tutankhamun
Valerie Angenot

The so-called “scenes of daily life”, so specific to the ancient Egyptian funerary iconography, have been
widely discussed since the dawn of Egyptology. Their interpretation has gone from face value to a certain
awareness nowadays —though still too often put into question— of their highly codified character, and
of the presence of hermeneutical levels of interpretation exceeding the seeming triviality of their literal
meaning. In my latest few articles, I have worked at figuring out a way to reach the superior significance
of these images. My method notably leans on the identification of what could be qualified as “anomalies”
as regards the coherence of the image at its first level of meaning. Anomalies that actually make a great
deal of sense when considered at a higher level of decipherment, that is when viewed at the light of a
derived “symbolic” meaning.
Other iconographic techniques such as a forced symmetry between two distinct activities may also
betray the presence of derived meanings. Indeed, as two different activities cannot have the same
significance at the literal level, it means that their identity is to be found elsewhere. We know to what
extent the Egyptian funerary iconography has evolved towards codification and increased symbolism.
And it can be stated, without it being too risky, that this codification had reached a peak by the end of
the New Kingdom; a fact particularly well illustrated by the artifacts found among the treasury of
Tutankhamun. Having had a closer look at some of these items, I realized that the above “anomalies” were
not solely or necessarily of iconographical order, but that incoherencies in the text accompanying the
images could also help the reader reach the superior and transcendental significance of some outwardly
petty scenes.
This lecture will take examples from the funerary equipment of Tutankhamun to sum up the different
techniques the Egyptian artist would use to sow in his work indices working as hermeneutical bridges.
These indices allow us today to affirm with certainty the highly codified character of such depictions.
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Theban Tomb 39, Puimra, Tomb or Funerary Temple?
Gabriela Arrache

Theban Tomb 39 belonged to one of the most important and powerful man who lived during the
eighteenth dynasty, Puimra, Second Prophet of Amon, during the reigns of Hatshepsut and Tutmes III.
This Tomb is important not only from the artistic point of view, since it reflects great beauty, but because
of its historical significance, considering the time during which it was constructed; its religious
importance relies on the reliefs found inside. To prove the latter, a revision of the epigraphic salvage, and
a new evaluation of the texts will be of vital importance. The tomb was studied by Norman de Garies
Davis at the beginning of the twentieth century. The new findings achieved by the Mexican mission
reinforces some of the conclusions he arrived to, and helps us give a new interpretation of the character
and the purpose for which the tomb was built. Even though we are referring to a tomb, recent
investigations show that we are also dealing with a funerary temple. From the outside, while observing
its location, in the zone of Khokha, it is visible that the thoroughfare found in front of the Tomb is aligned
with that of the royal temple. The patio and the thoroughfare are at the same level. This fact, as well as
having discovered, just last year, the lateral limits of what was believed to be a patio, have lead us to think
that it is actually an esplanade. All this makes us consider that the “Beautiful Feast of the Valley” might
have passed in front of this tomb.
In the interior, a corridor accommodates three chambers. The two lateral chambers exhibit the typical
funerary reliefs that enable the deceased character’s transformation, but the central one presents an
architectural structure with a sanctuary that has characteristics appertaining to a temple, as well as reliefs
representing the “Beautiful Feast of the Valley”; both scenes are frequently represented in funerary
temples. It is especially relevant to consider that the techniques that are being applied are similar to those
used in the salvage of Pre-Hispanic Mexico and that these restoration techniques, which are very
characteristic of the Mexican field, have been highly efficient for the field work in Egypt. Given the
similarities between Egypt and Mexico, and the fact that both countries have and invaluable cultural
richness, it has become an especially interesting experience. For all these reasons, this work will provide
evidence, considering the new findings in the interior as well as at the exterior, to prove that we are
dealing not only with a tomb but also with a funerary temple.

Décans nocturnes et décans diurnes
Bernard Arquier

Il existe dans l’ancienne Egypte plusieurs listes de décans, du Moyen Empire à la période gréco-romaine.
Ils sont présents, en général sous forme de listes de noms sur la face interne des couvercles de
sarcophages, puis sur les plafonds des tombes royales ou de particuliers mais aussi dans les temples,
funéraires et cultuels. Ces décans ont une fonction horaire, en particulier dans les horloges stellaires
diagonales peintes sur les couvercles de sarcophages du Moyen Empire. Les étoiles horaires jouent un
rôle similaire dans les 24 tableaux des horloges stellaires ramessides présentes dans les tombes de Ramsès
VI, VII et IX. Les conceptions égyptiennes du cycle solaire sont représentées à de multiples reprises, avec
des formes diurnes et nocturnes. Ce fait est bien établi et les illustrations omniprésentes. Il en est de
même pour les astérismes, en particulier pour les constellations du Nord et, dans le cadre de l’étude
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actuelle, pour les décans. Lors du dernier congrès international des Égyptologues il a été démontré une
double représentation diurne et nocturne des constellations du Nord, notamment de la Grande Ourse ou
Mesekhtyou, en particulier dans la tombe de Ramsès VI. A travers l’étude des doubles systèmes de décans
dans la tombe de Ramsès VI et dans l’Osireion de Séthy Ier à Abydos, on mettra cette fois en évidence
une double forme des décans, correspondant à la partie diurne et nocturne du nycthémère. Les décans
associés aux constellations du Nord, dans la double représentation de la salle à pilliers de la tombe
ramesside, n’appartiennent pas aux mêmes types, tels qu’ils ont été définis par Neugebauer et Parker. Il
en est de même pour l’Osireion d’Abydos, avec la mise en évidence d’un décalage temporel entre la
double liste de décans; ce décalage correspond à une double représentation diurne et norturne des décans
appartenant là aussi à des types différents. Il en est de même dans la représentation associée de la tombe
de Ramsès IV. On retrouve ainsi les mêmes listes dans les mêmes conditions, en association avec les
doubles représentations des constellations du Nord dans les tombes de Ramsès VII et Ramsès IX.
Durant le jour, les étoiles décanales sont invisibles mais restent présentes dans la pensée égyptienne;
durant la nuit, visibles, elles jouent leur rôle horaire. Comme pour le soleil, le temps n’est pas interrompu
pendant la période d’invisibilité. Le jour, les décans continuent probablement le décompte des heures,
avant la tombée de la nuit et leur réapparition dans le ciel nocturne. C’est pourquoi la forme diurne
remplace la forme nocturne. Cette étude contribue au moins pour partie à rendre compte de l’existence
de listes multiples de décans, souvent contemporaines. Elle abonde également dans le sens d’une
conception d’un temps continu, quelle que soit la période du jour ou de l’année, que les astres soient
visibles ou non. Rien ne s’interrompt, rien ne disparaît : “tout se transforme et se conserve” pour
paraphraser Lavoisier.

Blue-painted pottery at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty
David A. Aston

Blue-painted pottery is probably the most well known of all Egyptian pottery wares, and its very
familiarity belies its rarity. Despite its long floruit of production, from the reign of Amenophis II to that
of Ramesses IV, it is found at remarkably few sites with only a handful of sherds being discovered outside
of the palatial centres of Gurob, Malkata, Amarna, Memphis and Per-Ramesses, and in the great cult
and funeral complex at Thebes. From the published sources three main phases of production may be
ascertained: a) the reigns of Amenophis II and Tuthmosis IV, b) the reigns of Amenophis IIITutankhamun, and c) the reigns of Ramesses II-Ramesses IV.
Thanks mainly to the work of Colin Hope, the earliest phases of blue painted pottery have been well
studied, thus for Phase A, the major deposits are those associated with the temple of Amenophis II at
Thebes, a temple of the same king at Giza, and the temple of Tuthmosis IV at Thebes, to which may be
added a small number of pieces from various elite tombs at Saqqara, Harageh, Deir Rifeh, Thebes, Sawama
and Aniba; whilst for Phase B the major deposits are undoubtedly those from the settlements at Malkata,
and Amarna, together with pottery from Karnak North, Gurob, the tomb of Tutankhamun, and various other
elite tombs at Thebes. The largest amount of Ramesside blue-painted pottery, albeit in a fragmentary state,
comes from Qantir, with other reasonable deposits known in elite tombs at Saqqara and Deir el-Medina,
with small quantities known from the Valley of the Kings. The gap between the reigns of Tutankhamun
and Ramesses II is, as far as the published record goes, only bridged by a small amount of material found
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in Shaft IV of the tomb of Horemheb at Saqqara. However a considerable amount of other blue-painted
pottery dating to this period has been known for some time but has not yet been published. It is the purpose
of this presentation to examine the blue-painted pottery of the period Horemheb - Seti I, and to relate it
to other blue-painted pottery which came before and after it in terms of date.

Women in the sed Festival: representation, participation, and role
Mariam Ayad

Women, both mortal and divine, feature prominently in scenes of the sed-festival. Yet to date, a study of
their role in this all-important religious ritual is still lacking. In an attempt to define their role and function,
this paper presents a preliminary outline of the various categories of women participating in this ritual.
It also traces the development in their representation from the earliest known examples through the end
of the Saite Period (525 BC). Iconographic developments and changes will be related to their social and
historical contexts.

Egyptian imitations of Mycenaean pottery
Natasha Ayers

Mycenaean pottery first appeared in Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty, and these imported wares
were soon followed by Egyptian-made imitations of the stirrup jar and rhyton. The distribution of these
imitations spans a wide geographical area from the Delta into Nubia. Egyptian-made stirrup jars first
appear in the late Eighteenth Dynasty, not long after the Mycenaean prototypes made their way to Egypt,
and continue into the Twentieth Dynasty. Rhyton imitations also appear in the Eighteenth Dynasty but
disappear before the Nineteenth Dynasty begins. These Egyptian adaptations of Aegean forms were first
documented at the end of the 19th century, but they have so far received little attention and study. The
stirrup jars are produced predominantly in faience but they also appear in Egyptian alabaster, as well as,
in alluvial and marl clays. An assessment of the material, form and decorative motifs of the imitations
shows they do not exactly copy those of the Aegean vessels. Egyptian imitations of the stirrup jar
commonly appear with the imported Mycenaean pottery in the same context or at least at the same site.
The smaller number of Egyptian-made rhyta are crafted in faience and alluvial clay. Shapes and
decorative motifs employed by the Egyptians diverge from those found on the actual imported rhyta and
from their depictions in the Theban tombs. Contextually the rhyta differ from the stirrup jars since none
were found in association with any Aegean wares.
This paper examines the Egyptian adaptations of the stirrup jar and rhyton through stylistic and
contextual analysis in order to evaluate their role within the archaeological record of the New Kingdom.
The imitations are compared to each other and the imports according to form, decoration, context and
chronology, as far as it is possible, in order to understand how the imitations were adapted from the
Aegean prototypes. Possible functions for the stirrup jar and rhyton in their Egyptian contexts are also
discussed and compared to their functions in an Aegean context. The complex issue of dating the vessels
both those with and without a secure context is addressed, including if it is possible to know which FS
(Furumark Shape) number was the model for the Egyptian craftsman. These vessels were adapted into
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Egyptian materials and ideas of aesthetics so is the FS system even applicable to the Egyptian-made
stirrup jars and rhyta? Another aspect that needs to be considered is their origin of production. A number
of faience stirrup jars with the same decorative scheme have been found as far apart as the Faiyum and
Nubia. Were these vessels manufactured completely independent from one another or is a more
centralized production a possibility? These points are investigated in detail with the aim to shed new
light on the Egyptian perspective on foreign goods in the New Kingdom.

Recent discoveries of intact tombs at Dahshur North:
burial customs of the Middle and New Kingdoms
Masahiro Baba and Sakuji Yoshimura

A mission from the Institute of Egyptology, Waseda University has been conducting excavations at the
Dahshur North since 1996. The site is located in the lower desert approximately 1 km northwest of the
pyramid of Senwosret III and 1 km southwest of the pyramid of Khendjer. This site is a large cemetery
consisting of several tombs with superstructures, a large number of shaft-tombs and simple pit-burials.
Initial excavations had been concentrated in the southern area where the New Kingdom tomb-chapels of
Ipay and Pashedw were discovered. Further investigations around them revealed approximately 40 shafttombs and many pit-burials, all of which could be dated to the New Kingdom period. Since 2004, a new
area was investigated at a small mound approximately 100 m to the west of Ipay’s tomb. In excavating
the small mound, it proved to be a typical New Kingdom tomb-chapel built of limestone with a shaft in
the center of its courtyard, although the superstructure had been totally destroyed. The tomb-owner could
be identified as Ta, a “wab and lector priest of Ptah”, from the inscriptions on relief blocks and funerary
objects. In subsequent seasons, the investigations around this tomb-chapel revealed completely intact
tombs containing coffins dating the Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom respectively. The reason that
the tombs had remained undisturbed for thousands of years is probably due to the foundation mound of
the Ta’s tomb-chapel which covered them. So far five intact coffins of the Middle Kingdom and two of
the New Kingdom have been discovered.
The MK coffins were found in shaft-tombs with north-south axis, all of which are rectangular shape
with a lid of per-nu type belonging to Senu, Sebekhat, Senetites, Keki and an anonymous owner. On the
long-side of the coffins an eye-panel and false door are represented in very fine work. Among the MK
coffins, Senu, a “commander”, had an intact mummy with an exceptional cartonnage mask. The most
distinctive feature of the mask is its feathered decoration represented on the head and extending to the
sides of the face. The burial equipment of Senu consists only of a broken pot found against the eastern
side of the coffin. Coffins of Sebekhat and Senetites found in each of the chambers of one shaft are
closely similar in their pattern of color and texts. Sebekhat, a “ka priest”, had an inner anthropoid coffin
covered with a fine shroud. His burial was furnished with funerary goods consisting of miniature dishes,
a sherd of beer jar and a medium-sized dish placed outside the coffin. Senetites, a “mistress of the house”,
also had miniature dishes scattered around the coffin. It is intriguing that the entrance of their shaft was
capped by a small Tafla mound, on which many sherds including miniature dishes were scattered. This
might be evidence for some funeral ceremony after burying the coffins and filling the shaft.
The NK coffins were found in pit-graves oriented to due east, both of which are of anthropoid type
and belong to Wiay and Tjay respectively. Coffins were entirely coated with black varnish and the text
bonds and figures were painted in yellow, which are a well known type during the late Eighteenth to the
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early Nineteenth Dynasty, but scarce in Saqqara. The burial of Wiay, a “senior craftsman of Amen
temple”, was furnished with two red-coated jars on the leg of the coffin and a wooden stick and a head
rest put inside the coffin. Similarly, Tjay, a “craftman”, was also buried with a red jar, a wooden stick
and a head rest. In addition, his coffin was accompanied with a small box shaped coffin containing the
mummy of a child.This presentation will discuss the burial customs of the Middle and the New Kingdoms
shown in the Dahshur North site, based on information from these intact tombs in conjunction with other,
disturbed, burials.

A late Middle Kingdom settlement at Tell el-Daba and its potential
Bettina Bader

The settlement, I would like to present in my paper, was excavated by the Austrian Archaeological
Institute under M. Bietak in 1968 and 1969 and then from 1975 to 1985. The research project is focussed
on a study of various aspects of the continuous settlement of the oldest levels of area A/II, namely local
strata H, G/4 and G/3-1. The settlement pattern of these three strata is dense and irregular and the
assemblage dates approximately from the late Twelfth to the middle of the Thirteenth Dynasty (ca. 18101710 BC). Compared to the other few known ground plans of settlements in Egypt at this time this
finding alone is unusual.2 The area opened up in the course of excavation covers about 3 500 square
metres. The comparatively small houses are divided by thin walls into larger precincts. Such a precinct
included facilities for keeping animals, food production and storage. It seems obvious through a
comparison of habitation sizes alone that this settlement was inhabited by a lower social stratum than the
other hitherto known and explored contemporary sites in Egypt.3 Yet, as with a few exceptions,4 the bulk
of the excavated material remains unpublished this hypothesis still needs to be proved by thorough
analysis of the material culture and all its features.
The setting for the settlement of Area A/II, which is only part of a larger settled area with several
different features like a palace and a cemetery belonging to that palace, is as follows. A layer with
domestic remains (phase H = d/2) dating to the late Twelfth Dynasty (later reign of Amenemhat III,
1853-1808 BC) contains some tombs, which is very unlike an Egyptian environment. The following
level (phase G/4 = d/1) saw the construction of a large palace out of a mansion in area F/I as well as the
creation of the so-called palace cemetery, which utilized the former palace garden.5 At the same time an
irregular settlement consisting of smaller houses thrived in the tell area (A/II, IV), which continued to
exist in the next level (phase G/3-1 = c). At this time various installations were built into the abandoned
and levelled palace of area F/I and it was adapted as a settlement area of more egalitarian pattern. At the
end of phase G/3-1 (= c) a plague seems to have occurred, because the settlements were partly abandoned
and many simple pit graves, mostly without grave goods, were found.
The aims of the project comprise the distinction of the three phases H, G/4 and G/3-1 within the area
A/II and the presentation of the finds of each phase and any development that can be deduced in turn.
The bulk of the finds are ceramic in nature, but there are smaller numbers of small finds, animal bones,
archaeo-botanic remains and a few metal and silex finds, some of which where studied by specialists.6
These studies will be incorporated within a comprehensive analysis of the finds. This addition will enable
us to greatly increase our knowledge of the environmental circumstances in which the rather humble
inhabitants lived about 3800 years ago, and therefore add to the field of settlement archaeology in Egypt.
The theories of spatial analysis7 will be applied to the object groups within the ground plans of the
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excavation, to test if, and if so which, patterns emerge. This analysis will help to learn more about use
and function and functional areas in the various parts of the settlement as well as allow to test, if there
are spatial differences detectable to other Egyptian settlements. This will be especially interesting taking
into consideration the non-Egyptian ethnic background of many of the inhabitants of these three
settlement layers. Thus it will be possible to study for the first time if an impact of a foreign population
on a settlement in Egypt can be observed in the material remains, as the skeletal remains suggest that a
part of the inhabitants of Tell el-Dabca belongs to a non-Egyptian population group.8 The existence of such
groups especially from Canaan can be seen as a long standing tradition in the Egyptian Delta since predynastic times.9 Their presence in this settlement give us the unique chance to compare the material
remains to other sites in Egypt and to apply and to test acculturation theories,10 that hitherto have been
utilised mostly for languages and only in limited scale to material culture.
The progress of the work will be shown by means of one compound and the finds made within,
which include stone implements, flints and pottery that constitutes the bulk of them.

Meroitic pottery from Napata. The Hellenistic influence [poster]
Grażyna Bąkowska

At the base of Gebel Barkal, there is a range of buildings dated to the Meroitic period. The site,
corresponding to the ancient town of Napata, is under investigation by an Italian archeological mission
headed by Prof. Alessandro Roccati (Torino University). Among the buildings that were discovered there,
rests of temples can be mentioned, as well as ruins of an impressive palace from the reign of Natakamani
and a recently unearthed monumental structure B2100 together with ruins of another structure B2200.
East to the palace of Natakamani lies the structure B3200. Close to the road, ruins of another building
were discovered in 2001. The latter was labeled palace B2400.
Nubia had been connected to Egypt for centuries until Hellenistic influence appeared in the Meroitic
kingdom. Its architecture and art were inspired by new cultural flows, well witnessed in the evidence of
Napata. Elements taken from the Hellenistic art feature in the palace of Natakamani, both in its
architecture and decoration. Implications of the Pharaonic and Hellenistic art, as a result of cultural
syncretism, are present also in the Meroitic pottery from Napata. Imports and their imitations are found,
with characteristic motives covering a number of painted vessels. Among representations on pottery
motives of religious and symbolic meaning but also vegetal, astral and geometric patterns can be
recognized. However, representations of people and animals occurred too. In the palace B2400 a fragment
with a female silhouette dressed in a long robe was discovered. She wears a Hathoric crown and holds
a sistrum in her hand. The figure represents probably a priestess or even the goddess Hathor herself or
the goddess Isis, who was very popular at that time in the whole Mediterranean. In one of the vessel’s
fragments an offering table and cow horns were pictured – the emblem of Hathor. From motives of
ancient Egyptian tradition that are known from the pottery of Napata it is worth to mention the popular
sign “ankh” and a lotus flower. From the Hellenistic world another very common motif of wine grapes
came to the Kingdom of Meroe, which was represented on vessels. It was a pattern spread in the whole
Meroitic period with a few stylistic changes. The motif of wine grapes is connected with revival,
personified in the Greek Dionysos, the god of reviving plants. In Egypt of the Greco-roman period
Dionysos was affiliated to Serapis. To the motives of the Meroitic tradition belongs a representation of
the lion god Apedemak. In two sherds from palace B2400 a picture of a lion head was found. The animal
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is presented frontally, similar to the lion statues which were discovered in the palace of Natakamani.
This picture may also be connected with representations of the Egyptian god Bes.
The motives pictured on pottery are representations based on local tradition as well as implications by
the Pharaonic and Hellenistic art. This variety and syncretism are visible also in the Meroitic architecture
of Napata and they assess a significant Hellenistic influence on the culture of the kingdom of Meroe.

Scenes of fish and fishing in Middle Egypt:
an examination of artistic continuity and change
Kathryn Bandy

Since the early study of Egyptian art, some of the most frequently examined scenes have been those
found in the private tombs of the Old and Middle Kingdoms. The detailed depictions found in the
mastabas and rock-cut tombs of so-called “daily life” have been extensively catalogued and studied.
More recently, such scenes have been viewed as not just art, but as a tool for comparative purposes, and
it has been illustrated that art and scene types can be used as a means of understanding Egyptian culture,
as well as tracing decorative elements through time and across cemeteries.
Among these studies, however, one group of tombs stands out as being underrepresented. While the
tombs of the Memphite necropolis have been thoroughly documented and examined, the documentation
of the provincial cemeteries is not as extensive. Provincial tombs are broadly labeled as not conforming
to the “Memphite” standards of orientation and style, and as a result, provincial cemeteries are frequently
viewed in isolation from those of Memphis and one another. Although searching for ties between Giza
and Saqqara seems logical, looking for ties between Saqqara and Deir el-Gebrawi or Deir el-Gebrawi and
Zawyet el-Maiyitin is often dismissed as unproductive. While previous artistic studies have included
provincial examples, they are almost never the exclusive focus of the study. Instead, the vast majority of
comparative studies limit the conclusions that can be drawn about provincial tombs due to their lesser
numbers and geographic distribution.
This paper looks specifically at provincial cemeteries in order to evaluate the commonly held
assumptions about provincial art using scenes of fish and fishing found in Middle Egypt. Although not
present in every tomb, representations of fishing are quite common in both Memphis and the provinces
and present an ideal sample for analysis due to the potential for artistic variation, despite their relative
standardization. Artists had to choose which species to depict, what methods of fishing to represent,
how to group these various elements together and where to place them within the tomb. An examination
of such scenes, therefore, provides a chance to not only investigate the general character of fishing scenes
in the provinces, but also to explore the level of detail for comparative purposes.
Using Middle Egypt as a sample provides several additional advantages. It contains the provincial
cemeteries closest to the Memphite necropolis and also has several cemeteries that contain tombs of the
Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and the Middle Kingdom, allowing for both geographic and
chronological study. The paper takes into account over thirty-five tombs with representations of fish and
fishing between modern day Cairo and Asyut. Attention was paid to not only the artistic representations,
but also their placement within the tombs and associated texts and other scenes. In taking these various
elements into account, it becomes evident that the geographic and chronological isolation of provincial
tombs of the Old Kingdom through Middle Kingdom is likely outdated, and that further study is likely
to reveal more about ties between the provincial cemeteries and the Memphite necropolis.
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The study of Eastern Desert Ware
Hans Barnard

Eastern Desert Ware (EDW) is a small corpus of well-finished hand-made cups and bowls found in 4th
6th century CE contexts in the Nile Valley between the First and Fourth Cataracts and in the Eastern
Desert between there and the Red Sea coast (BARNARD 2002; 2006; 2007a; Sidebotham et al. 2002; see
also http://www.barnard.nl/EDWdata/). Almost 300 EDW sherds from recent excavations, among which
Berenike (BARNARD and ROSE, in press), the Mons Smaragdus area (BARNARD, in press; Barnard and
Rose, in press; Sidebotham et al. 2005), and Tabot (BARNARD and MAGID 2006), as well as in museum
collections in Bergen, Khartoum, Prague (BARNARD and STROUHAL 2004), and Vienna (BARNARD et al.
2006), have recently been studied by macroscopic and microscopic inspection, trace element
fingerprinting (BARNARD and STROUHAL 2004) and organic residue analysis (BARNARD et al. 2006). The
results from these investigations suggest that EDW was made and used by the contemporary pastoral
nomads in the Eastern Desert, possibly in response to the large influx of outsiders (traders, miners and
quarrymen) at the time (SIDEBOTHAM et al. 2002; 2005). The identification of these pastoral nomads,
however, remains enigmatic (Barnard 2005; 2007b).
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Remote sensing and satellite imaging on the pyramid fields
Miroslav Bárta

With the exception of Giza, until 2003 there were no satellite images available of the greater part of the
pyramid fields including some of the key sites of the third millennium B.C.E. such as Abusir, Saqqara
and Dahshur. This was the main reason that led the Czech Institute of Egyptology during the year 2002
to undertake satellite imaging of the pertinent areas. The best solution was provided by the QuickBird
satellite, providing scenes with a resolution 61 cm per pixel in nadir. This satellite has been operated by
the DigitalGlobe™ company (Colorado, USA). At that time it was the only satellite (known to us)
providing commercially scenes with a resolution better than 1 meter. Following the decision, we have
generated the UTM coordinates of the required satellite scenes covering an area of 65 sq. km. which
included the sites of Abu Ghurab, Abusir, Saqqara and Dahshur, which represent, beside Giza, Zawiyet
el-Aryian and Meidum, the most important cemeteries of the Old Kingdom period. The selected area was
photographed on February 23, 2003 at 8.45 am.
Following the computer conversion of the rough data, the general picture of the vast necropoleis of
the ancient White Walls (later on called Mennefer and subsequently Memphis by the Greeks) came into
existence. Some of the major advantages of the imagery became self-evident: it reflects the whole
examined area as a whole, single unit, with all surface features visible at one discrete moment. Thus the
spatial relationships of individual objects – pyramid complexes, tombs and the like become more
transparent. Moreover, the structuring of individual cemeteries, the siting of recognizable archaeological
objects and their interaction with local geomorphology can be examined with high precision. Beside
these general observations, some more specific issues could be addressed as well.
The first results of applying satellite imagery during the surveying and excavating processes in Abusir
has proved extremely advantageous. Despite its immense contribution to a better understanding of various
intra- and extra-site features, it must be remembered that the most efficient results can be attained by
combining the satellite imagery with other available remote sensing methods. Among them may be
named the geophysics, surface survey, 3D mapping and application of various GIS software. In this way,
new putative avenues of research may be launched and we can expect new kinds of analytical tools in
the near future. Last but not least, the potential of satellite imagery for monitoring endangered areas
must be mentioned. Especially in Abusir and Saqqara where the cultivation is bordering the antiquities
zone, the danger becomes imminent. It is mainly that modern cemeteries and settlements are in deadly
combination with some developing projects that are swelling (invading) the antiquities areas from the
east. From the western plateau of the desert, garbage and the waste disposal areas of modern Giza and
Cairo are approaching and nearly descending on these unique sites.

Function of Area II in Tell el-Ghaba, North Sinai through its pottery evidence
Susana Basilico and Silvia Lupo

Area II is situated in the north of Tell-el Ghaba settlement excavated by the Argentine Archaeological
Mission. In this paper, we will analyze the Egyptian and imported pottery unearthed from the floors of
the buildings at this sector. Area II is made up of four occupation levels and a level of destruction and
abandonment of the site. Traces of hearths, fish remains, debris and utensils evidence that Tell el-Ghaba
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had once been intermittently occupied by fishermen. For a better study of Area II, it was divided into the
western and eastern sectors, where Buildings C, D, L and M were located. Building C lies in the western
sector and is almost square-shaped, forming casemates. Surveys of the casemates indicate the absence
of floors and what remains constitutes the basement of such structure. The lower levels of this building
reveal the existence of a possible foundation deposit where locally made and imported pottery and a
baboon statuette and a flutist’s head were retrieved, both of faience. The Egyptian pottery comprising
numerous bowls, storage jars, juglets and bakery trays are manufactured in Nile clay, Marl A4 and Marl
F. The imported pottery is represented by vessels from the Levant, Cyprus and the Aegean.
In the eastern sector, the lower levels are represented by sand and coal layered stratum on top of
which lies Building M. This was considered the earliest occupation level of this sector and is still not
completely excavated. A foundation deposit was also detected here, where three fired clay doughnutshaped loom-weights similar to those from Building A in Area I, as well as some Egyptian vessels and
a Levantine amphora were retrieved. The Egyptian pottery of this structure included bowls, jars and
storage jars in Nile clay and Marl F, whereas the imported pottery only consisted of amphorae sherds from
the Levant and Cyprus. Building L, made up of five rooms, was built on top of it, and is considered the
second occupation level of this sector whose excavation is still incomplete. Building L was reached
through the excavations of the casemates of Building D constructed over it. In this sector, the third
occupation level is represented by a clayish sediment especially composed of mud bricks fragments
covering the floors of Rooms L-4 and L-5, which shows the abandonment of this part of the Building L.
Room 5 had possibly served as storage place, since a group of big storage jars made of local clay were
found here. Various vessels such as bowls, jars, storage jars and bakery trays in Nile clay and vessels in
Marl A4 and Marl F were unearthed from all these rooms. The imported pottery consisted of bowls,
juglets and amphorae from the Levant, Cyprus and the Aegean. Later on, this part of the building became
an activity area where hearths appeared to be associated with numerous ceramic sherds. Building D,
with casemated rooms, and corresponding to the fourth occupation level was subsequently erected on this
sector. Several studies of these casemates revealed that they constituted the building foundation, that
there was an absence of floors and resulted in the unearthing of Building L, described above.
The study of the pottery allows us to answer questions related to chronology, function, distribution,
production, and social and political organization as well as provides important information on the
technical aspects of its manufacturing and decorative patterns. It also contributes to the knowledge of the
management of resources and uses of the space and it also enables us to infer what kind of exchange
relationships existed with other areas. The ceramic material from Area II does not differ from that
retrieved from the buildings located in Area I. Fabric, morphology and designs do not suffer important
changes from bottom to top layers. The great quantity of Egyptian pottery, especially storage jars, lids,
bakery trays and bowls, and the minor presence of imported pottery in comparison with Area I of Tell
el-Ghaba, point to a different function of these buildings especially Building L, where a deposit of vessels
was found. Tell el-Ghaba was located by the Egyptian state and included deposits of state supplies and
those products locally produced. Area II seems to accomplish the storage function for people living
contemporaneously in Building B in Area I.
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Xsy “Wretched”: the anatomy of a foreign relations concept
Mario H. Beatty

25

The earliest known textual reference of the pejorative foreign relations concept Xsy “wretched” applied
to foreign enemies emerge during the time of Senwosret I in the Middle Kingdom. In the Old Kingdom,
there is no historical precedent for the use of this pejorative concept applied to foreign enemies despite
the existence of continuous Egyptian conflict with surrounding foreign populations. Based upon
analyzing the text of the Instruction of Ptahhotep, we can firmly establish the use of Xsy as a pejorative
social category in the Old Kingdom, but not as a political category applied to foreign enemies. This
presentation seeks to provide an examination of the origins and meaning of this pejorative foreign
relations concept and explains how it was transformed from a social category in the Old Kingdom into
a political category in the historical and political milieu of the internal Egyptian civil war during the
First Intermediate Period and its aftermath. In highlighting information in texts like Ankhtify of Mo’alla,
it is apparent that during the internal civil conflicts the concept of the enemy was not only outside (i.e.
“foreigner”), but it was now, more importantly, inside the national identity. In this environment, I contend
that the Egyptians transformed and semantically broadened concepts like Xsy and Hwrw that had a
preexistent social referent into, more or less, political concepts in imagining each other as the enemy.
After the lapse of this significant period of internal turbulence, Egypt once again turned to the state
task of galvanizing and mobilizing the population for common teleological ends. National reunion was,
in part, mediated through renewed attacks on foreign enemies, but yet there was a subtle, yet important,
transformation in the state ideology of domination. During the Old Kingdom, foreign enemies were
simply “smited” and “hacked” as merciless objects of Pharaoh’s might, but in the Middle Kingdom,
Egypt and the Pharaoh were compelled to implicitly recognize foreign enemies not as defenseless objects,
but as subjects with competing interests that could potentially challenge the might of Pharaoh. The
enduring symbolic representation of Pharaoh smiting his enemies gave the outward perception of eternal
dominance, but the reality of Egyptian interactions with foreign populations was always more complex
than the state ideology. In analyzing various texts, I assert that the concept of Xsy was not used
indiscriminately against foreign populations, nor was it used to describe all foreign populations that the
Egyptians considered as enemies. Xsy was uniquely applied and reserved for use against foreign entities
that the Egyptians clearly saw as legitimate challengers, in varying degrees, to their national interests.
Xsy, as a pejorative political foreign relations concept, emerges in the Middle Kingdom as a new
characterization to re-imagine the foreign enemy which functioned to reaffirm Egyptian selfconsciousness and unity as a nation, to incrementally lessen the undeniable impact of the civil war in the
Egyptian national memory, and to refocus the energy of the nation on state-sponsored political and
economic goals.
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Astronomy & landscape in ancient Egypt: Temple alignments and their
implications for world view, sky watching techniques and chronology
Juan Antonio Belmonte, Mosalam Shaltout, Magdi Fekri

During the last few years, the Egyptian-Spanish Mission on Egyptian Archaeoastronomy, conducted
under the auspices of the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities, has been performing a ambitious
scientific project with the aim of studying the cosmovision of the ancient civilization of the pharaohs.
Part of the project consists of a re-analysis of the iconographic and historical sources that has allowed,
among other, a reassessment of the calendar theory11, or a new proposals for the sky-maps of ancient
Egypt.12 However, the most expensive part of the project, in time, efforts and resources, has been the five
campaigns devoted so far to measure the orientation and study the spatial location of ancient monuments
across the Nile Valley and beyond. Until now, more than 500 pyramids, hypogea, chapels, sanctuaries
or small and big temples have been measured, although our work has mostly concentrated in the analysis
of the 330 sacred enclosures visited so far. Three successive papers have been published on the temples
of Upper Egypt, the Oases and the Delta, respectively, where, stage by stage, we have analysed the
relation of temple orientation and location with the local landscape, understanding landscape in its
broadest meaning with both terrestrial (basically the presence or absence of the Nile) and celestial
(astronomical orientations) aspects.13 Our works are demonstrating that both components were necessary
and indeed intimately correlated. In this conference we will concentrate in a conclusive summary of the
results emanating from the astronomical and topographic analysis of the alignments and the skywatching
techniques presumably developed to obtain them. This should have most conspicuous implications for
the ancient Egyptian way of perceiving the cosmos. As an important corollary, relevant information on
certain chronological aspects of our results, as related to the most recent dating hypotheses,14 will be
presented as well.

Kom Tuman, “the Island of Memphis”
Galina A. Belova

The Russian Institute of Egyptology in Cairo (RIEC) conducted the regular season of archaeological
works (5-th) at the site Kom Tuman (Memphis) in 2007. The field works accomplished during the season
could be divided in two parts: 1. Archaeological excavations in 2007 and, 2. Soil investigations.
1. There were attempts made to localize the so-called “Dimick Building”, which was put on the survey
map of Memphis by Dimick in 1955 and accepted by many scientists as it is. To present day some
theoretical tryings were undertaken to identify the “Dimick Building” with some structures in the
field, but the positive result was not reached because of necessity to excavate the huge territory. It
was very important for historical reconstruction of the place to be ensured in one of two possible
statements: the above mentioned building really existed or it was the “falsification” presented the
complex of walls which were visible in the time of Dimick’s activities and considered as a single
structure by him. That’s why in season 2007 the excavation area was extended and covered as a
whole the 15x7 squares (10X10). Among other tasks of the season was the further investigation of
the structures which were discovered in the previous seasons: detailed study of architectural remains
of buildings and the possible comparison of their remains with “Dimick Building”.
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2. The results of soil investigations makes it clear that the Nile flowed very close to the excavated area
in the past, bounded it from north-east. That explained the efforts of population to strength the area
under construction with a help of water absorbed material: limestone chips, fragments of fired clay,
fragments of pottery etc. Material, which reduce the humidity of the soil and let to built the long-lived
structures. This method of construction accounts for the density of foundations levels and their
configuration. The soil investigations let us suppose that Kom Tuman was one of “islands of
Memphis” and help us also to reconstruct the relative chronology of the site.
The obtained results let us know much more about the climate of this region in antiquity, strategraphy
of the place, particularities of constructions of the site, historical changes in this part of Memthis. We
hope that further investigations throw more light on the history of the ancient capital of Egypt.

Die zyprischen Hathorkapitelle - ihre Typologie und Ikonographie
Edith Benhauer

In Zypern treten in einer Zeit als sich im Alten Ägypten allmählich die viergesichtigen Hathorsäulen bei
Tempeln für weibliche Gottheiten immer mehr in den Vordergrund schieben, erstmals Hathorkapitelle auf.
Diese sind in einem kurzen Zeitraum von etwa 90 Jahren, von 530-440 v.Chr. belegt. Die
doppelgesichtigen Hathorkapitelle zeigen ein diametral angelegtes Gesicht, das auf einer Papyrusdolde
steht sowie als Kopfschmuck einen Kronenaufbau hat. Der Kronenaufbau ist entsprechend dem Gesicht
diametral angeordnet, setzt sich aus Naos flankiert von Spiralen oder Doppelspiralen zusammen. Zumeist
zeigt eine Seite Beschädigungen. Säulenschäfte fehlen bisher, da kein in situ Fund geborgen werden
konnte. Als Aufstellungsmöglichkeit wird das Sanktuar der Aphrodite/ Astarte oder der Palastbereich
angenommen. Die Fundorte sind weitgestreut. Zu ihnen zählen: Kition, Amathus, Paphos und Vouni.
Das Material ist immer Kalkstein. Die Maße für die Höhe betragen im Durchschnitt 0,81-1,33cm.
Die zyprischen Hathorkapitelle zeigen mindestens zwei Typen, die sich vorwiegend durch die
Gesichtsstilistik, die Haartracht und die Darstellung im Naos unterscheiden. Typ 1: Kopf und Gesicht
zeigen keine griechische Beeinflussung, die Schneckenperücke ist durch Haarbänder unterteilt. Typ 2:
Kopf und Gesicht zeigen einen spätarchaischen oder frühklassischen griechischen Einfluß. Der
Kopfschmuck besteht aus Haaren mit Buckellocken oder strähnigem, gescheiteltem Haar mit einer
Stefane. Die Ohren tragen Schmuck. Die beiden Spiralen fehlen oder sind zu einer Doppelspirale
verändert. Dabei können die Ausführungen im Naos sehr unterschiedlich sein. Sowohl Schild und Kopf
der Uräusschlange, als auch Sphinx oder ein Jüngling zwischen zwei geflügelten Pferden sind belegt.
Die ägyptischen Hathorkapitelle setzen sich aus einem diametral angelegten dreiecksähnlichen
Menschengesicht mit Kuhohren zusammen. Geschmückt wird das Gesicht von einer Strähnenperücke.
Oberhalb der Perücke schließt der Kalathos mit jeweiligem Kronenaufbau flankiert von Spiralen an. Die
Perücken werden auf der Seite durch eine Papyruspflanze, deren Blüte auf dem Kalathos aufliegt,
getrennt. Wiederum auf der Papyruspflanze befindet sich häufig Schild und Kopf der Uräusschlange.
Auch im Naos ist zumeist Schild und Kopf der Uräusschlange anzutreffen. Der Säulenschaft besitzt
einen runden Querschnitt. Insgesamt ist die doppelgesichtige Hathorsäule als die rundplastische
Umsetzung des Naossistrums in Architektur aufzufassen. Neben der erstmals in der 18. Dynastie belegten
Hathorsäule gibt es zeitgleich den eingesichtigen Hathorpfeiler als halbplastische Vorblendung an den
Pfeiler. Das Spektrum wird im Laufe der Zeit durch den mehrgesichtigen Hathorpfeiler und ab der 26.
Dynastie durch die viergesichtigen Hathorsäulen erweitert.
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Hieraus ergibt sich, daß Bezüge zum Alten Ägypten bei aller unterschiedlicher Ausführung vorhanden
sind. Das diametral angelegte Gesicht, die Schneckenperücke, der Naos, die Spiralen sowie Schild und
Kopf der Uräusschlange gehören zu den auffälligsten ägyptischen Übernahmen. Der Kalathos, die
Kuhohren und die Papyruspflanze als seitliches Trennelement werden dagegen nicht beim zyprischen
Hathorkapitell eingesetzt. Hierbei ist die Gesamtkomposition des zyprischen Hathorkapitells immer
dergestalt, daß eine Vermengung der Einflüsse festzustellen ist. Dabei spielt die geographische Lage
Zyperns mit ihren vielfältigen Handelsbeziehungen bedingt durch den Kupferabbau und die dadurch
sich ergebenden unterschiedlichen kulturellen Einflüsse, eine Rolle. Nicht unerwähnt soll bleiben, daß
unter Amasis (570-526 v.Chr.) Zypern in Teilen von Ägypten besetzt war. Ziel des Vortrages wird es
sein herauszuarbeiten, ob nicht doch der ausschlaggebende Moment für den Aufbau der Hathorkapitelle
die Verbindung zum Alten Ägypten ist. Dabei gilt es zu klären, inwieweit neben den in der Architektur
bekannten Hathorstützen es nicht doch noch weitere nur anders überlieferte Möglichkeiten gibt.

The University of Pisa excavations at Dra Abu el-Naga [poster]
Maria Carmela Betro

The expedition of the University of Pisa at Dra Abu el-Naga (MIDAN – Missione Italiana a Dra Abu elNaga) has carried out seven archaeological campaigns in Theban Tomb 14, since 2003 until 2007. The
2004 campaign brought to the discovery of a new tomb, north-west of TT 14. The new tomb, buried
under a great amount of sand and debris, was previously unknown; it has been temporarily named
MIDAN.05. The poster will illustrate the main results of the campaigns and some preliminary notes on
the application of integrated technologies of Virtual Reality in a web Multi-User Domain to the study of
TT 14 and MIDAN.05. This interdisciplinary research is carried out in the frame of a FIRB (Fondi sulla
Ricerca di Base) project funded by the Italian Ministry for University and Research (MIUR).

Mendes and the Queens: a historical reconsideration of the naval mosaics from
Thmuis (Alexandria 21736 and 21739)
Katherine Blouin

In W. A. Daszewski’s work Corpus of Mosaics from Egypt published in 1985, the author has convincingly
proved that the two mosaics figuring a woman crowned with a ship found in Thmuis (Alexandria 21736
and 21739) and typologically dated from around 200 BC were not personifications of Alexandria (as
previously proposed by E. Breccia 1925-1931, followed by M. Rostovtzeff 1955 I), but rather idealized
portraits of a Ptolemaic queen. Acknowledging the fact that Arsinoe II (282-270 BC) was the Ptolemaic
queen with the most obvious maritime connections, he nevertheless proposed, on the basis of
iconographical evidences, to identify the queen with Berenike II (246-221 BC) and to consider these socalled “naval” mosaics as importations from Alexandrian workshops.
Until today, this hypothesis has been almost unanimously accepted by egyptologists and classicists
alike. Indeed, the only criticism we may state so far appears in S. I. Rotroff 2002 (review of M. Pfrommer
2001): “In other places, too, hypothesis is stated as fact; for example, [...] the woman with a ship crown
on mosaics from Thmuis are claimed unhesitatingly as portraits of Berenike II. While these are intriguing
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possibilities, they are far from certainties”. As for what concerns the supposed Alexandrian origin of the
mosaics, it has never, to my knowledge, been questioned. However, even though the importation in
Thmuis of fine Alexandrian mosaics is very likely, the idea that highly talented professional mosaic
makers could have lived or worked in Mendes, Thmouis or other cities of the Egyptian chora must not
be completely rejected. Indeed, the examples of the flourishing Mendesian flax and perfume industries
clearly show how, in Hellenistic as well as in Roman Egypt, luxury goods were not necessarily all
produced in Alexandria. Moreover, the confrontation of the naval mosaics from Thmuis with the
iconographical data and with the historical evidences available concerning the relationships between
Mendes, the Macedonian regime and its queens obliges one to seriously reconsider the identity of the said
“naval queen”. Especially relevant on that matter is the Mendesstele (Le Caire CG 22181 [JE 37089]),
a document which is not mentioned in W.A. Daszewski’s analysis. Yet this hieroglyphic stela dated from
264 BC celebrates the institution in Mendes by Ptolemy II himself of a joint cult to Banebdjed, the
tutelary god of Mendes, and to the deified Arsinoe II, a queen who was also considered the guardian of
Egypt’s fleet and maritime empire
This paper shall attempt to identify the “naval queen” of Thmuis as Arsinoe II and, also, to challenge
the purely Alexandrian origin of these works of art. Furthermore, considering the historical context in
which the works were executed, we shall argue that their production may well have been connected with
the dynamic socio-economical role of Mendes-Thmuis in the deltaic, Egyptian and Near-Eastern
networks of redistribution during that period. This new interpretation of the two most famous mosaics
from Thmuis has the advantage of being more historically rooted into the political, economical, religious
and hydric context of the Mendesian nome in the 3rd century BC.

Dramatic rituals of transformation in Old Kingdom funerals
Jennette M. Boehmer

This paper explores the specific role of ancient Egyptian funeral rites as mechanisms of transformation
that facilitated eternal life after death, in accordance with the ancient Egyptian belief in immortal
existence. The dramatic, ritual, and magically efficacious aspects of the non-royal funeral procession
will be examined, drawing on Old Kingdom tomb reliefs depicting the funeral, relevant Pyramid Text
spells, and the one known text thought to be a funeral liturgy.15 Closer examination of the funeral reliefs
will suggest that the funeral procession was both a physical and metaphysical journey of transition and
transformation, during which the deceased effected a transformation into an “effective akh” while moving
from corporeal home to the mouth of his or her “house of eternity”, a transformational journey that
occurred in a series of discrete dramatic rituals incorporating inter-related actual and symbolic/magical
activities, enacted by participants charged with specific roles.16 Further, these rituals will be situated
within the interpretative framework of the process of creation/regeneration, the quintessential
transformational paradigm of ancient Egypt. The funeral liturgy, directed to the deceased, will be seen
to elucidate and expand our understanding of some of these dramatic rituals and bring to light others not
depicted in the reliefs. As well, the point in time during the funeral at which the liturgy might have been
enacted will be suggested and correlated with relevant funeral reliefs. Critical analysis of the funeral
reliefs provides clear iconographic and inscriptional evidence of their ritual nature.17 At least eleven
discrete rituals can be isolated, each occurring at a different physical/metaphorical location along the
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processional route, and each expressing an aspect of the metaphysical transformation. The transformative
journey begins at the home of the deceased, as depicted in the Sixth Dynasty tomb of Ankhmahor, where
the explanatory caption reads “going forth from the estate to the beautiful west”,18 makes its way through
various physical/metaphorical geographies, where the enactment of specific rituals is clearly depicted,
and culminates at the mouth of the tomb, where the celebratory caption of the Fourth Dynasty tomb of
Debehen tells us that “his flesh is complete”.19 Notably, the general mood of the participants can be seen
to change from somber to joyous as the procession proceeds.
Although very fragmentary, the overall structure of the funeral liturgy is suggestive of its dramatic
ritual nature, and from six to eight separate rituals can be discerned in the remaining columns. It is also
possible to isolate a number of ritual activities, including “butchery”, “mourning”, “offering”, and
“encircling the mastaba”. The ritual motif of “encircling” will be examined in some depth, as it appears
to be the most structurally significant enactment of the liturgy, and, unlike the others mentioned, is not
depicted in the funeral reliefs. The act of “encircling” is a symbolically and metaphorically rich motif in
ancient Egyptian ritual, as Ritner has demonstrated,20 and, based on this liturgy, it is possible to suggest
the specific efficacious nature of “encircling the mastaba”, particularly with regard to rites of purification,
protection, and boundary. Further analysis of the liturgy, within the context of the funeral reliefs discussed
above, makes it possible to suggest a refinement to Gardiner’s hypotheses that the liturgy accompanied
the funeral procession and situate it more precisely within the sequence of transformative events.

The pharaonic titulary of Alexander the Great
Francisco Bosch-Puche

The occupation of Egypt by Alexander the Great marks a turning point in the historical development of
the country. On the one hand, the arrival of the Macedonian king brings the Second Persian Period to an
end, while on the other it inaugurates a new era, that of the Greek dominion or Ptolemaic Period. Three
different chronological stages can be distinguished in the relationship between Alexander and Egypt: 1)
the brief sojourn in the country from the autumn of 332 to the spring of 331 BC; 2) the time when the
Macedonian ruler is the holder of the throne until his death in Babylon on June of 323 BC; 3) the period
that continues beyond the end of Alexander’s own life, in which the king becomes the referent of the
Ptolemaic Dynasty and in which his body and his memory are “instrumentalised” in order to legitimize
the new established order.
For the study of the second of these periods, the Egyptian documentation represents the main source
of information. This diverse group of documents, which consists of different types of texts written on a
variety of media, has not been considered for its commonality, but rather has been published as separate
pieces, or remains entirely or partly unpublished. The documentation includes, amongst others, demotic
papyri, religious material, mainly stelae relating to the sacred animal cults and a series of clepsydrae
fragments, and, above all, a group of architectural works carried out around the country in the name of
the Macedonian sovereign. The analysis of this documentation shows the existence of an onomastic
protocol for the king that identifies him as a pharaoh. The main aim of this paper is to present a study of
this titulary, highlighting the irregularities and variants it displays, and to discuss the symbolic meaning
of its components. In this respect it should be noted that, due to the partial study of certain documents
and, in some cases, inaccurate publication, the extant compendia21 do not include a number of the titles
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and variants of this protocol that I have been able to document for the first time. This results in a need
to update the existing analyses22 in which only the forms collected in the above mentioned compilations
are generally taken into account. Most importantly, it is necessary to redefine the conclusions reached in
the latter works, on the basis of the onomastica, on questions of ideology and royal legitimisation.
Alexander, as every pharaoh, is recognized as the legitimate king of the country and interpolated in the
traditional theocracy, as clearly shown by the fact that he is bestowed a royal titulary. In this paper I will
present the new variants of the throne and birth names of the Macedonian ruler that I have collated, as
well as the new designations for his Horus name, which need adding to those already known. Most
importantly, however, this presentation will show the unique attestation of the existence of a complete
onomastic protocol for Alexander the Great, which includes the first and only example of his Two Ladies
and Horus of Gold names.

La collection des serviteurs funéraire (chaouabtis) du musée du Louvre
Luc-Jean Bovot

Après la publication du volume intitulé: “Les serviteurs funéraires royaux et princiers de l’Ancienne
Égypte” (Paris, 2003), l’étude de l’importante collection des serviteurs conservée au musée du Louvre,
environ 4500 exemplaires, sera publiée en deux lots. Etat de la question.

The Abu Bakr Cemetery
Edward Brovarski

In the Western Field at Giza, at some distance from the great stone mastabas of the king’s relative and
high officials lies a cemetery of more modest stone and brick mastabas of individuals who served the
kings who built the Giza pyramids in life and continued to do so in death. Between about 1960 and 1976
Prof. Dr. Abdel-Moneim Abu Bakr excavated at Giza in the far northwest corner of the great Western
Field of mastaba-tombs on behalf of Cairo University. In March 2000 a joint expedition of Cairo
University and Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, under the direction of Prof. Dr. Tohfa
Handoussa and Dr. Edward Brovarski, resumed work in the Abu Bakr Cemetery with the purpose of
recording and publishing the tombs uncovered by that eminent scholar.
To date some seventeen stone or mud brick mastabas with inscribed and decorated elements have
been copied, including the wholly decorated chapel of the Overseer of All the King’s Works, Persen. In
addition, numerous inscribed offering basins, false door panels with table scenes, lintels and drums attest
to the identity and status of other individuals buried in the Abu Bakr Cemetery. A brewer, a corn measurer,
a master of the seat, an overseer of eight (men) of a boat, an overseer of six (men) of a boat, a scribe, a
chief carpenter, two elders of the house, a tenant-farmer of the palace, and several ka-priests all owned
small tombs in the cemetery. Regrettably, Abu Bakr’s maps, plans, and field notes were lost. The
expedition was therefore faced with the task of reclearing the entire cemetery in order to map the location
of tombs and plan them and their shafts. To date, the project’s six seasons of field work have produced
over 16,000 survey points, mapping a majority of the visible structures on the eight-acre sight. The
present paper presents an overview of the six seasons of field work in the Abu Bakr Cemetery.
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The origins of the Temple of Mut:
new discoveries in and beneath the temple, 2004-2007
Betsy Bryan

Since 2004, the Johns Hopkins University expedition has been working to conserve and restore the court
and porch of the Temple of Mut. During the work for these efforts, highly endangered sandstone walls
and foundations have been dismantled and rebuilt. During this work, decorated blocks found reused in
the Late Period foundations have been replaced by newly quarried sandstone from Gebel es Silsila, and
conservation of the earlier material has been carried out. Many blocks of the Thutmoside stone temple
were recovered in this manner and following conservation efforts have been installed in an Open Air
display at the rear of the Temple. Excavations beneath the porch in 2006 revealed an earlier mud brick
form of the temple underlays at least the front parts and includes what appear to be flanks of a gate or
pylon, as well as surrounding wall. The date of this structure appears to be the late Second Intermediate
Period, but it may have existed earlier as well. Also found beneath the level of the present porch (dated
to ca. late Twenty-fifth Dynasty) were a gate and porch of the coregency of Hatshepsut and Thutmose
III, buried before the end of the latter’s reign. No evidence of the proscription of Hatshepsut exists on
these building elements, although it may be found on all the Thutmoside blocks found as reused material.
The gate and porch were dismantled in the reign of Thutmose III, while the sandstone blocks found
reused in the foundations, show the evidence of removal of Hatshepsut, Amarna mutilations, Post-amarna
restorations and additions, and Ramesside and/or Third Intermediate Period changes. As a result of the
work done through early 2008, the architectural development of the Temple of Mut is better known now,
but there is far more to be learned.
The cultic significance of the early temple of Mut is also part of the expedition’s investigations.
Evidence emerged in 2007 that suggests that the temple existed already at the beginning of the Twelfth
Dynasty. The early role of Mut within Thebes can so far only be tracked into the early Eighteenth
Dynasty, but even these researches have suggested that the goddess was less the consort of Amun than
the leonine uraeus goddess until the early Eighteenth Dynasty. Evidence for this derives both from
architectural and inscription sources, but also from emerging data concerning the development of the
Karnak precincts themselves. This discussion will focus on illustrating the points made here and on any
new material that is found in early 2008.

Black Magic in the Black Land: symbolism, system or synergy?
Stephen A. Buckley, Joan Fletcher, Don Brothwell

It is acknowledged that artificial mummification was an important part of ancient Egyptian culture, at
least for the elite. The sacred nature of the process is also alluded to in religious texts. Yet certain aspects
of the ‘art of Anubis’ remain so poorly understood, a true understanding of the whole burial ritual and
its real significance for the ancient Egyptians themselves has never been possible. Although it is
acknowledged that various plant, animal and mineral products were utilised in a variety of different
ways, and that they changed over time according to such factors as technological development, expansion
of trade routes and geopolitical changes, cost also being a factor at any given period, little attention has
been paid to the identification of these substances or their practical and indeed ritual role.
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Yet mummification clearly combined practical considerations of body preservation with ritualistic
concerns, and rather than an ‘either/or’ situation, the practical and symbolic worked together. Clearly a
sound understanding of the precise materials and methods the Egyptians employed in mummification
could therefore provide considerable insight into their religious and political affiliations, foreign relations,
levels of technology and scientific knowledge. The current over reliance on simple generic terms such
as “resin” and “bitumen” (though, notably, not ‘wax’ despite its widespread use!) is therefore distinctly
unhelpful, particularly when applied with little or no consideration of any role such products may have
played in the preparation of the dead, whether on a practical level, a sacred level or a combination of both.
Using a “biomarker” approach, i.e. components characteristic of the original substance and resistant
to degradation, combined with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS), we have been able to
characterise and identify a range of organic materials employed in Egyptian mummification, the results
revealing notable differences in the use and nature of these chemical agents depending on their proximity
to the body. Their selection and application also seems to reflect the extent of their preservative qualities,
revealing a highly developed understanding of their specific properties, in addition to any religious or
political symbolism these substances might have carried. Perhaps most notably, our work has located a
source of natural bitumen previously unidentified in Egyptian mummification, its presence on one
specific body suggesting a practical, religious, and political motivation for its application during a
particularly turbulent time in Egypt’s history.

(a) The Asasif revisited: new results from the Austrian concession & festival
pottery of the New Kingdom: the case of Elephantine
Julia Budka

The part of the Theban necropolis which is called the Asasif is situated in front of the valley of Deir elBahari. This cemetery saw its heyday during the Late period, a period which is still poorly understood
and randomly studied in Western Thebes. The subject of the paper is the history and development of this
area based on results from Austrian excavations. The earliest remains date to the Eleventh Dynasty, the
latest evidence comes from phases of reuse of the tombs in Coptic and Arabic times. The present focal
point is on the period of 750-300 BC. Austrian excavations directed by Manfred Bietak were undertaken
in the eastern part of the Asasif from 1969 to 1977. Work focused primarily on tombs of the Late period,
especially on the monumental tomb of Ankh-Hor (TT 414),23 but the remains of a large temple of
Ramesses’ IV at the entrance to the Asasif and the causeways to the royal temples of Mentuhotep
Nebhepetre and Thutmose III in Deir el-Bahari were studied as well. In addition, important evidence for
Kushites who held lower official positions and were buried in Thebes comes from the Austrian
concession.24 A series of small tombs with mud brick superstructures was built against the prominent Hill
104 in the Northern Asasif. These structures can be dated to the period between 750-650 BC and are
earlier than similar ones in the plain of the eastern part of the Asasif. Since one of the buildings, Tomb
VII, can be attributed to a family of Kushite origin (Irw and Kherirw), it is temping to assume a cluster
of Kushite burials along Hill 104.
A detailed analysis of the yet unpublished results from the Austrian excavations, both architecture
and finds, will be presented. Its contextual approach provides possibilities to reconstruct the general
development of the necropolis, focusing on the sacred landscape of the area. The funerary remains which
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were studied, especially the pottery, not only attest to numerous burials and tombs, but to rituals and
cultic activities as well. For one of the buildings, so called Tomb IX, an interpretation as embalming
shop is proposed – a, as yet, singular evidence in Thebes. A new typology of the non-monumental tombs
of the Late Period will be presented. The archaeological remains in the Asasif attest to various changes
in the society during the use of the cemetery, since there are clear differences regarding the burial
equipment, the building of tombs and the cultic activities in certain periods compared to others. By
naming these processes and presenting related finds and architecture, the paper aims to add to our
understanding of the historical development in Western Thebes, of the social dimensions of burials in the
Asasif, especially during the Kushite and Persian periods, and the multi-functional use of a necropolis
in Ancient Egypt in general. Last but not least, a joint mission of the Austrian Archaeological Institute
and the Humboldt University Berlin resumed work in the Austrian concession in the Asasif in winter
2007-08. The presentation will summarize the new results from the fieldwork and give an outline of
prospects of future studies.

(b) Festival pottery of the New Kingdom: the case of Elephantine [poster]

Blue painted pottery is among the best known wares from Ancient Egypt. Its main characteristics are the
blue colour, a large range of decorative motives and fancy shapes, a rather short lifespan (approximately
1430-1140 BC, mid-Eighteenth Dynasty till late Ramesside times) and a restricted distribution. The key
finding places of blue painted pottery are urban centres and capitals like Thebes, Memphis, Amarna and
Gurob. It was once believed that this specific ware was produced in Memphis and Thebes only25 and it
was labelled “palace pottery”.26 Despite its popularity, the specific functions are in some respects still
uncertain and new excavations at settlement and temple sites as well as in cemeteries and cultic centres
(e.g. at Qantir, Saqqara, South Abydos, Umm el-Qaab and Thebes) have produced additional material
which underlines the variability of use of this distinctive ware. Recent excavations at Elephantine yielded
blue painted pottery as well and will be the focus of the present poster. Although these sherds are small
in number, they are of significance for the ware and its use throughout Egypt. The poster will present this
new material and discuss possible insights on date, function and use of blue painted pottery on the island.
At Elephantine, blue painted pottery is attested in the New Kingdom layers Bauschichten 9, 8 and 7,
thus dating to the mid Eitheenth Dynasty until the Late Ramesside period. The majority of the surface
finds show linear patterns and are comparable to the material at Qantir and can consequently be dated
to the Ramesside period (Bauschicht 8). The rather limited variety of forms within the ware group is at
least partly due to the general randomness of the ware at the site. Mostly restricted forms like amphorae,
bottles, various types of jars (primarily funnel necked) and only a few open forms like plates and lids were
found.
Given the small number of blue painted pottery in Elephantine, one of the central questions
concerning the ware group is its function. Since there are some extraordinary pieces and considering the
rareness of rather simple ones, it is safe to assume that blue painted ware does not belong to general
household wares like it is known at Amarna or Deir el-Medine. At the island, it has certainly neither the
character of household ware nor of palace ware, but the blue painted pots seem to be rather connected
with the temple cult as it is well attested at other sites, for example at the Ahmose complex at Abydos27.
Large votive vessels like the so called “victory vase” bear a cultic connotation and suggest private
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donations in the form of painted pottery vessels for the local temples. The pottery vessels partly imitate
metal vessels that are frequently depicted as royal presents to the gods on temple walls.
Most of the blue painted pottery from Elephantine can be dated on one hand to the reign of
Amenhotep III/late Eighteenth Dynasty and on the other to the Nineteenth Dynasty, more or less to the
reign of Ramesses II. These two periods are in very similar ways peaks for other categories of monuments
on the island: rock inscriptions and small barque shrines. The latter are both connected with festival
processions and cultic activities. Consequently, a collective term implying the functional use of blue
painted pottery on Elephantine should rather be festival pottery than palace pottery which is far too
limited for the attested variability of its use. The study therefore underlines the need for a site specific
approach when dealing with blue painted pottery and contributes to our understanding of the use and
function of this particular ware.

The problem of an “international repertoire” reconsidered –
Royal iconography and private contexts exemplified
on a unique group of cosmetic boxes
Angela Busch

Since HELEN KANTOR’s publication The Aegean and the Orient in the Second Millennium B.C. in 1947
and WILLIAM ST. SMITH’s Interconnections in the Ancient Near East in 1965 a lot of authors tried to
deliver more precise definitions of the phenomenon of related iconographical patterns of the Near Eastern
World and Egypt, called ones “international style” another time “international repertoire”, “international
koíné” or “international icons”. Most studies are based on well known material from the late half of the
2nd millennium BC, from the royal courts of the ancient Near East, the Amarna-correspondence, and —
of course— on objects from royal tombs in mainland Greece or from Tutankhamun’s treasure. However
most recent publications on this topic like JANICE CROWLEY, The Aegean and the East. An Investigation
into the transference of artistic motifs between the Aegean, Egypt and the Near East in the bronze age
(1989) or MARIAN FELDMAN, Diplomacy by Design: Luxury arts and an “international style” in the
ancient Near East (2006), are still lacking firm criteria for motifs and patterns to distinguish objects to
be part of this repertoire or not.
The main artefacts, which served to confirm this international repertoire as a congenial pattern used
by rulers in a similar way, are e.g. the gold dagger, the linen tunic, the ivory chest or calcite cosmetic vase
with animal combat scenes from the tomb of Tutankhamun, the gold bowl from Ugarit/Ras Shamra and
the rhyton from Kition. Occasionally, the Tell Basta Treasure and Levantine ivories such as the Pyxislid from Minet el-Beida or ivories from Lachish were assigned to this corpus, too. However, already the
Egyptian material on its own displays a great variety of objects from minor art, whose iconographical
features must include to this repertoire but never did. On this enumerate a group of cylindrical cosmetic
boxes (far-scattered in the international collections and mostly disregard) whose decoration is dominated
by typically “international” motifs, like palmette-trees and animal combat scenes in combination with
genuine Egyptian elements.
As a part of the lecturers Ph.D.-thesis, these boxes were investigated for the first time as a whole
group characterised by their homogenous forms and iconographical appearance. On the basis of the
above mentioned literature some of the items must be interpreted as parts of a royal gift exchange —yet,
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they all originate from private contexts. So, the question arises of how “international” and “exclusively
royal” this repertoire really was, and from which contexts the patterns arose and developed. Finally: Over
which period can the tradition of relevant motifs traced back? We need a more precise definition of the
iconographical topics of a so called “international repertoire” and its significance not only for royal court,
but also within the ancient Egyptian society. This will be the starting point to interpret also objects from
minor art like the unique group of cosmetic objects on the background of the often exerted “royal
diplomacy” and its “international repertoire”.

King and temple in the Eleventh Dynasty
Richard Bussmann

The history of the provincial Egyptian temples is characterized by a process of constant growth from
small mud brick temples in the early dynastic period to the monumental stone temples of the New
Kingdom. The Eleventh Dynasty is a considerable step within this process as the temples of this period
witness the first stages of monumentalization. This monumentalization reflects a new social setting of
the provincial temples in the Eleventh Dynasty and can be described as transformation of a provincial
to a royal institution. Although this transformation has already been recognized by several authors a
closer look on the iconographic and textual environment of the temples gives a more comprehensive
insight into the mechanisms of this development. The comparisons of the temples of Mentuhotep II. and
III. to the funerary temple of Mentuhotep II. and to the reliefs of contemporaneous officials are especially
revealing. The paper will demonstrate the development of the temples in the Eleventh Dynasty and
discuss their position in the social history of the Old and Middle Kingdoms. The main focus will be on
the structural relationship between provincial Egypt and the royal culture.

Egyptian stylistic influence on stoichedon and
the Hekatompedon Inscription at Athens
Patricia Butz

This paper begins to discuss the origins and emergence of the stoichedon style, not as a phenomenon of
Greek epigraphy but rather of Egyptian, and linked chronologically to what is conventionally termed
the later or second canon of proportions. Evidence for and application of grid systems for both sculpture
and inscriptions in the Late Period are examined first, with attention given to ancient sources as well as
modern treatments of the subject (IVERSON, DAVIS, ROBINS). This information is then analyzed and applied
with respect to artistic developments in critical areas of the Mediterranean where Greeks have lived and
survived with major multi-cultural influences all around them. Foremost among these is Samos, where
the literary record strongly supports the idea of significant Egyptian interaction in the area of proportions.
Samos has been regarded as a candidate for the birthplace of the stoichedon style by R. P. AUSTIN in his
seminal work, The Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions (1938). The Greek-Egyptian connection at
Naukratis, where a number of important Ionic city-states having a tradition of early stoichedon are wellrepresented in the epigraphical record, will also be considered.
The paper proposes that the Hekatompedon Inscription at Athens, IG I3 4, one of the earliest and most
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famous sacred laws in Greek epigraphy, is the ideal inscription to use as an exemplar for these principles.
The term stoichedon for the gridded formation of Greek inscriptions is a modern epigraphical construct,
but a rare and meaningful ancient application occurs on the magical healing Stele of Moschion (SEG
8.464, Bernand, Inscr.Métr. 108), which today is found in two major fragments: the Cairo Lunette, as I
have termed it previously, in the Egyptian Museum; and the Berlin fragment in the Ägyptisches Museum
und Papyrussammlung. The Egyptian provenance of this stone and its association with a sacred precinct,
are noteworthy, despite the late date usually assigned to the monument. The Hekatompedon was
recognized by Austin as the very first of the Greek inscriptions to show clear evidence of a mechanical
grid used for its execution. The precision of the Hekatompedon’s layout in combination with the highly
geometric style of letterforms, surprisingly close to Carian examples found in Egypt, may well make
the inscription accountable on two major design fronts to Egyptian stylistic influence.

(a) Milchopferszenen in den ägyptischen Tempeln der griechisch-römischen Zeit
Silke Caßor-Pfeiffer

Milchopferszenen kommen in fast jedem Tempel der griechisch-römischen Zeit vor, sind aber nie
umfassend zusammengestellt, geschweige denn untersucht worden. Es handelt sich hierbei um
Ritualszenen, in denen der König einer Gottheit/mehreren Gottheiten Milch als Opfergabe darbringt,
meist in zwei speziellen Töpfen (Grammatik). Die Milch stammt in aller Regel von verschiedenen
göttlichen Kühen, insbesondere der Hesat-, Sechat-Hor- oder Achet-Kuh. Es finden sich hierbei für die
Milch neben der Bezeichnung als irT.t noch verschiedene andere Synonyme, deren Herkunft und
konkrete Verwendung zum Teil noch ungeklärt ist. Zum einen könnten sie sich auf die Zubereitung der
Milch beziehen (z.B. bei der Bezeichnung als bnr.t), zum anderen spiegeln die Bezeichnungen aber wohl
auch die Wirkungen der Milch wider (z.B. bei der Bezeichnung als anx wAs [vgl. Philae II, 109,10–11]
in Bezug auf den nährenden/stärkenden Aspekt oder HD.t in Bezug auf die Reinheit).
Ausgangspunkt meiner Forschungen waren die Interpretationen DAUMAS’ hinsichtlich der Mammisi
der griechisch-römischen Zeit.28 Ihm zufolge wird in den Mammisi durch das Milchopfer der
Kindgottheit Stärke und Gesundheit, aber auch das göttliche Königtum verliehen, die Milch steht zudem
für Reinheit und Schutz. Daneben kann sie aber auch eine Gottheit verjüngen. DAUMAS unterscheidet
daher, basierend auf den unterschiedlichen Intentionen des Milchopfers, verschiedene Arten des Opfers:

1. Grundsätzlich finden sich in allen Geburtshäusern Milchopfer für die dort verehrte Kindgottheit. Sie
dienen vor allem ihrer Ernährung im Sinne der Stärkung und Kräftigung, bringen aber auch Reinheit
und Schutz und werden somit zu einer essentiellen Opfergabe für das Götterkind. Des öfteren folgen
in diesen Szenen dem opfernden König die Gottheiten Thot oder Merit, die die unzähligen
Regierungsjahre oder Sed-Feste einschreiben. Das Milchopfer steht damit in unmittelbarem
Zusammenhang mit der Verleihung des göttlichen Königtums an die Kindgottheit; mit der Milch der
göttlichen Mutter-Kühe wird auch das göttliche Königtum übergeben.
2. Daneben finden sich aber in den Mammisi von Edfu und Dendera in Milchopferszenen mit einem
ähnlichen Formular Anspielungen auf den Tag der Geburt des Kindgottes des Mammisi. Hierin
möchte DAUMAS im Gegensatz vorher genannten ein eigenständiges, inhaltlich getrenntes Opfer aus
Anlass des diesbezüglichen Festes sehen.
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3. In Philae tritt im Mammisi eine weitere Variante des Milchopfers hinzu, nämlich das vor Osiris.
Hierbei handelt es sich um ein für Philae bzw. das Kataraktengebiet spezifisches Opfer des
Osiriskultes, das alle 10 Tage im Abaton erfolgte und der Verjüngung des Osiris diente. Bereits in den
Pyramidentexten tritt uns der nährende und schützende Aspekt der Milch, den Daumas für die
spätzeitlichen Mammisi herausgearbeitet hat, entgegen. In den religiösen Corpora des Alten Reiches
handelt es sich allerdings um den verstorbenen König, der durch das Stillen die Milch von seiner
Mutter oder einer göttlichen Amme erhält (vgl. Pyr. §§ 32, 381 f., 622d–623c, 707). Mit dem Stillen
verbunden ist auch bisweilen die Garantie des immerwährenden Königtums.29 Dieses Konzept findet
sich im Neuen Reich bei der „Geburt des Gottkönigs“ wieder —l hier allerdings bezogen auf den
lebenden König— und mündet dann in die bereits erwähnten Szenen der Mammisi, die das
Götterkind in Bezug nehmen.

Aus dem Neuen Reich stammen die frühesten, mir bis jetzt bekannten eigentlichen Milchopferszenen,
wie wir sie auch noch in der griechisch-römischen Zeit finden: das Darreichen von zwei Milchkrügen
an eine Gottheit durch den König, von Hatschepsut/Thutmosis III. an mehreren Stellen in der Chapelle
Rouge in Karnak, Amenophis III. im Luxor-Tempel, Ramses III. in Medinet Habu. In diesem Vortrag
sollen unter Berücksichtigung der bisherigen Erkenntnisse die Arten des Milchopfers in den Tempeln der
griechisch-römischen Zeit am Beispiel des Isis-Tempels von Philae und des Hathor-Tempels von Dendera
untersucht werden. Von besonderer Bedeutung ist beispielsweise in Philae das Milchopfer vor Osiris.
Dieses wird an erster Stelle in den Bestimmungen über das Abaton genannt, wie sie uns im „Götterdekret
über das Abaton“ überliefert sind,30 und zudem in zahlreichen Reliefs des Isis-Tempels näher erläutert.
Es dient, wie auch im Mammisi, der Verjüngung und Regeneration des Osiris. Eine Verjüngung und auch
Stärkung durch das Milchopfer erfahren im Tempel von Dendera im Gegensatz zu den Mammisi auch
erwachsene Gottheiten, wie beispielsweise Isis und Hathor.
Folgende Fragen sollen daher diskutiert werden: Weichen die Szenen der beiden Tempel in
Darstellung und theologischem Konzept von den Milchopfern in den/in ihren eigenen Mammisi ab oder
lässt sich auch hier eine ähnliche Unterteilung vornehmen? Gibt es darüber hinaus Unterschiede in der
Darstellung zwischen den beiden Tempeln? Was lässt sich daraus für das Milchopfer im Allgemeinen
sagen? Und wie lässt sich schließlich das Milchopfer in den griechisch-römischen Tempeln mit den
Szenen des Neuen Reichs in Verbindung bringen, inwiefern lassen sich Kontinuitäten oder Änderungen
des theologischen und dekorativen Konzepts feststellen?

(b) Digitizing the Schott Photo Archive [poster]

The Schott Archive which is housed at the University if Trier comprises some 8000 photographs of
Egyptian monuments. Until to now, the archive was known only by the photo numbers quoted in
Porter/Moss, Theban Necropolis: Private Tombs. Thanks to financial funding by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, the archive will be digitzed in the course of the next two years. After
completion of the digitizing project, the archive will be presented online together with all metadata that
is regarded in the photo inventory. By early 2010, high resolution scans of the Schott photos will be
available for research purposes (contact: Dr. Holger Kockelmann, kockelma@uni-trier.de).
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Some reflections on kinship terms in the Pyramid Texts
Marcelo Campagno

The importance of kinship in the ancient Egyptian society can be recognized not only regarding
Predynastic times —when, in agreement with anthropological models of non-State societies, it had to be
the main axis of social articulation in village communities— but also with respect to Dynastic times, when
the state forges a new kind of society based on the monopoly of coercion in which kinship continues to
be decisive for the inner organization of several realms. More specifically, this relevance of kinship
during state times can be observed in three different domains. In the first place, in the peasantry, since
kinship remains central to the social structuring of peasant villages; in the second place, in the state elite,
that exerts the monopoly of coercion outwards, but it is internally organized in terms of kinship, as it can
be recognized in the main links between its members; and in the third place, in the divine sphere, which
is usually modelled from the same principles of social organization — including kinship principles— that
operates in human society.
Regarding this third domain, the incidence of kinship can be seen, for instance, in the way the gods
of the Heliopolitan Ennead are related to each other: Atum creates a brother-sister pair (Shu and Tefnut),
who beget another brother-sister pair (Geb and Nut), who, in turn, engenders four sons (Osiris, Isis, Seth
and Nephthys). On the other hand, the importance of kinship can also be seen in the relationships between
the king and the gods: royal inscriptions are full of references to kings that evoke gods as their divine
parents. In particular, from the Fourth Dynasty on, the monarch incorporates a new name in his condition
of ‘Son of Re’, which directly connects the king to the sun god through a kinship link.
Both examples can clearly be recognized in the first corpus of long written texts of the Egyptian
history, that is, in the Pyramid Texts of the Late Old Kingdom. The use of kinship terms is frequent along
the Texts and allows us to note its importance for the expression of links among gods or between gods
and kings. In turn, the representation of these links through kinship terms is indicative of the relevance
of kinship in the society that produced those Texts. Taking this into account, this paper will focus on the
kinship relations that appear in the Pyramid Texts, trying to establish their importance inside the corpus
of texts as well as in the Old Kingdom Egyptian society. The main topics to be considered are the
following: a) an identification of the specific terms that were used; b) their frequency along the Texts;
c) the amplitude of their use (when they are applied to entities different than gods or kings); and d) the
semantic fields of the main terms employed in the Pyramid Texts, in order to get some ideas about the
social perceptions on different roles into the Egyptian kinship system.

Aramaic-speaking people in Egypt: religion and ethnicity
Sara Caramello

Many foreign peoples were buried in Egypt, mostly during the Late Period. Particularly, the communities
of Semitic people speaking Aramaic are well attested, especially in Elephantine and in the Memphis
area. The archaeological excavations have discovered many funerary objects with Aramaic inscriptions.
The examination of these funerary iconographies and texts clarifies that, on one hand, these people
wanted to show clearly their Semitic origins, for example by using the Aramaic language and Semitic
personal names; on the other hand, they began to “embrace” and elaborate the Egyptian religion in a
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very particular way. In fact the Semitic burials found along the Nile valley show us an organic and
homogeneous blend of Near Eastern influences and autochthonous characteristics. The iconographies of
the funeral scenes carved upon the stelae are typically Egyptian, even if often details deriving from the
Near Eastern culture may be found. In fact, the faces of the dead have pronounced Semitic features and
frequently also the clothes, the ornaments and the furnishings present Eastern influences.
In these cases, the divinity most frequently attested is Osiris. This god is represented or mentioned
in many of these objects, often with other Egyptian deities in charge of the funerary horizon. Many
deceased placed their trust in him to obtain a good life after death, so that he seems to exercise a sort of
“religious monopoly” regarding the Afterlife beliefs. In fact, Semitic divinities are attested only in
connection with priestly titles, but they were never directly invoked, at least in the epigraphs hitherto
discovered. Probably the well-known and powerful god Osiris offered more guarantees compared to the
Near Eastern divinities connected with the afterlife.
In his recent book The Aramaeans, Lipiński has written: “The main source for the religious history
of the Aramaic-speaking populations in the Iron Age is epigraphic and onomastic”. In fact, onomastic
studies have always made an essential contribution to the knowledge and understanding of the Ancient
Near Eastern religions. In this case, this kind of analysis reveals that the names are both Egyptian and
Semitic, and frequently they are “theophoric”. Furthermore, few Semitic deities are mentioned in priestly
titles, whereas foreign people holding an Egyptian priesthood are not attested. The Elephantine papyri
and the graffiti found in some Egyptian sanctuaries provide with other important information about the
worship and temples of Near Eastern divinities. The choices, the alterations and the elaborations put into
effect by these foreigners are very interesting, because they allow us to understand not only the “great
attraction and influence” exerted by Egyptian religion, but also the “extraordinary cultural-adaptation
capability” of the Near Eastern communities.
Summing up, the Semitic people adopted integrally the Osiris cult and the Egyptian funerary practices
(and sometimes also Egyptian personal names), but they did not renounce their Near Eastern divinities.
They elaborated and developed a peculiar religious coexistence of oriental cults and beliefs in the
Egyptian Afterlife. Actually, these Semitic people didn’t modify deeply their religion or create a new one,
they did not bring to effect a literal syncretism, in the true sense of the word. They set up a specific type
of coexistence where the religious Semitic and Egyptian aspects were clearly distinct: this must be viewed
as a new, or at least a different, expression of cultural identity, or as is nowadays said, of ethnicity.

Lapis Lazuli in the Tôd Treasure: a new investigation
Michèle Casanova, Virginie Danrey, Denis Lacambre,
Geneviève Pierrat-Bonnefois, Philippe Quenet, David Warburton

The “Tôd Treasure” was discovered in 1936 under the pavement of the Middle Kingdom Temple of
Montu by F. Bisson de la Roque at Tôd (Egypt). It consisted of four copper-alloy chests mainly filled with
silver and lapis lazuli artefacts. Not only the original publications did not fully record the actual content
of the deposit but the subsequent studies mainly focused on the silver objects and the burying date of this
ritual offering.
The Treasure was briefly described in the report of the 1934-1936 seasons (Bisson de la Roque 1937).
Thirteen years later came the first monograph, which consists merely of an inventory of the objects that
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remained in Cairo (Bisson de la Roque 1950). A second volume soon followed, in which the Treasure
was more abundantly commented but still not described in details (Bisson de la Roque et al. 1953). In
the 80s, attention focused on a particular set of silver cups, which might betray, depending on the opinion
of the scholars, either a Minoan, Mycenian, or Anatolian origin. These discussions raised once more the
crucial issue of the date of the Treasure itself since the invoked parallels are generally several centuries
younger than the reign of Amenhemat II. Recent articles by G. Pierrat have re-established the date of the
burying to the reign of Amenemhat II (ca. 1878-1843 BC) and drawn attention for the first time to the
potentialities of the lapis lazuli corpus, which provides a wealth of artefacts of conspicuous SouthMesopotamian provenience and makes the Treasure the best evidence so far of almost a millennium of
egypto-mesopotamian relations. She has also emphasized the variety of the lapis lazuli finds, which had
been somewhat obliterated by the attractiveness of the glyptic evidence.
Lapis lazuli is a fine stone known to come from Badakhshan (Afghanistan). In the Bronze Age it was
traded to Mesopotamia through Iran or the Persian Gulf, and then redistributed westwards in a raw or
finished form throughout the Near East, as far as Anatolia and Egypt. The Tôd Treasure conspicuously
represents the best evidence of such a network, for it not only provides (with Ebla in Syria, Ur in Iraq
and Shahr-i Sokhta in Iran) one the most impressive amounts of lapis lazuli ever found in a Bronze Age
primary context, but the artefacts it contains, undoubtedly foreign in origin and manufacture (mostly
South-Mesopotamian and Iranian), date back to a period of time ranging from the mid-3rd to the early 2nd
millennium BC.
Half a century after the first publications, a group of specialists is undertaking a new and this time a
complete review of the lapis-lazuli artefacts. Geneviève Pierrat-Bonnefois (Inventory of the Louvre
collection), Michèle Casanova (production, exchange, consumption of ancient Near-Eastern artefacts of
lapis lazuli), Philippe Quenet (Early Dynastic and Akkadian Glyptic), Virginie Danrey (Ur III and IsinLarsa Glyptic), David Warburton (Egypto-Mesopotamian relations & relative chronology), Denis
Lacambre (inscriptions engraved on the cylinder-seals).
The project aims at carrying out a detailed technological and typological study of the lapis lazuli
assemblage kept in the Cairo and Paris Museums, investigating its historical significance from a
chronological, social, political, and economical point of view, and possibly assess new synchronicities
between the Egyptian and Mesopotamian chronologies. As a whole this project is meant to bridge gaps:
firstly in our documentation concerning the relations between Egypt and the Near East from 2600 to
1850 BC; secondly between two areas of research, Egyptology and Assyriology, which are too often
considered independently.

The scribal palette as an elite gift in New Kingdom Egypt
Jenny Cashman

This paper examines representational, inscriptional, and archaeological evidence suggesting that in New
Kingdom Egypt (1550-1070 BCE), the scribal palette (pen case) achieved the status of an elite gift,
offered by the king and given to him, as well as being an object dedicated to the deceased in elite burials.
Also considered is whether the practice of gift exchange in international diplomacy during the Late
Bronze Age (ca. 1600-1200 BCE) may have influenced this development.
The Eighteenth Dynasty provides several examples, in both temple and tomb contexts. The military
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annals of Tuthmosis III inscribed on the temple walls at Karnak are known for their descriptions of this
king’s military campaigns and lists of the spoils of war he claimed in victory. Accompanying these texts
is a scene showing the king offering the booty of one campaign to the god Amun. These gifts to the god,
displayed as rows of objects in ten registers, include many vases and other vessels, some of apparently
foreign manufacture, necklaces and statues —and scribal palettes. Scenes from two contemporaneous
Theban tombs add to the pictorial evidence of the inclusion of scribal palettes among precious objects
being presented as offerings. In the Theban tomb of Menkheperreseneb (TT 79), a high official under
Tuthmosis III and Amenhotep II, a scene shows a line of offering bearers approaching an offering table
that is in front of seated figures, and one of these bearers carries two scribal palettes. Scribal palettes are
also included in another scene in this tomb, along with other objects representing Menkheperreseneb’s
funeral equipment, which was a gift of the king. In the nearby tomb of Kenamun (TT 93), chief steward
of the king under Amenhotep II, there is a scene in which the king, seated in a kiosk, receives the usual
gifts of statues, stone vases and metal vessels, and one of the offering bearers here presents three scribal
palettes.
Archaeological excavations have shown that scribal palettes inscribed with the names and titles of
high officials and priests were objects included in elite burial assemblages during the Eighteenth and
Ninetheenth Dynasties. Although the use of the scribal palette as an object for high-status individuals was
an aspect of burials throughout Pharaonic history, New Kingdom scribal palettes demonstrate innovations
in iconography and inscriptional content compared with earlier examples. This may be due to a range of
influences, including societal attitudes towards literacy, and changes in religious thought or expression,
such as the text of the Book of the Dead Chapter 94, in which the deceased requests a scribal palette. In
some cases, inscriptional evidence and archaeological context indicate that scribal palettes and painting
palettes (which may have served a similar purpose as a mortuary object in the New Kingdom) were
specifically dedicated to and/or provided as gifts to the deceased. Many of the scribal palettes and painting
palettes found in the tomb of Tutankhamun (KV 62) may well have been gifts to the deceased king from
members of his court. A later New Kingdom example of an ivory scribal palette, inscribed with the
cartouche of Ramesses III and found among the Megiddo ivories, will also be discussed.

Of the women, the mirrors and the “Social Revolution” (Admonitions: 8,5)
Jose Carlos Castaneda

In this report it is carried out a revision of the symbolic meaning of the mirror and their use in the
Egyptian old civilization, from the writing of the name until their connotations in the Egyptian woman’s
life in diverse spheres —daily life, sexuality, religion— meditating finally about the importance of the
mention of this instrument in the paragraph 8,5 of the papyrus Leiden 344 rectum, the Admonitions of an
Egyptian sage, of remarkable relevance for the social Egyptian history to the being source for the study
of an episode of historical controversial existence: the “Social Revolution” of ends of the Old Kingdom
or of the First Intermediate Period. It is known that not all the Egyptologists accepts the historical reality
of this event, but the names of those that support this perspective they are remarkable, maybe from the
same Alan Gardiner who dates the writing of Ipuwer in the Twelfth Dynasty, but it accepts that it is very
possible that makes reference to previous events, from ends of the Sixth Dynasty and throughout the First
Intermediate Period. Gardiner concludes: “There can, on the other hand, be no question that the pessimism
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of Ipuwer was intended to be understood as the direct and natural response to a real national calamity: the
references in the Admonitions to Asiatic aggression in the Delta and to the devastation of land through civil
war leave no room for doubt on this point… the Admonitions have an indubitable historical background…”
(The admonitions of an Egyptian sage, Leipzig, 1909, VII + 116 p.+ l9 lams., ilus.: 111).
The papyrus Leiden I 344, right; it was published initially by LEEMANS in l841-l842, then Lange
studied it in 1903, but the definitive work in this respect it is that of ALAN GARDINER, The admonitions of
an Egyptian sage (Leipzig, 1909). LORET (1916), BREASTED (1933), MONTET (1954), FAULKNER (1965)
studied and they also interpreted with detail this document. On the other hand, authors that have discussed
the historical existence of the “Social Revolution” are several also, from A. MORET (1922, 1926), S. LURIA
(1929), J. PIRENNE (1932 and 1961), ENGELBACH (1943), STOCK (1949), KOZINSKY (1950), STEINDORF and
SEELE (1957), VAN SETERS (1964 and 1966), KLASENS (1968), VERCOUTTER (1972, 1993), REDFORD (1973,
1986), M.LICHTHEIM (1975), SHEA (1976), B. TRIGGER et al. (1983), CARDOSO (1984), CRUZ-URIBE (1987),
LOPRIENO (1991, 1992, 1996, 2000), CASTAÑEDA (2003, 2007), IODICE (s.a.), among other.
In the reference papyrus, the “Egyptian Sage” writes: “Behold, she who had not box is possessor of
to coffer. She who looked at her face in the water is possessor of to mirror” (Admonitions: 8,5). Indeed,
independently of the utilitarian aspect that is the one that seems to stand out more in this reference, it is
necessary to say that the mirror is a highly symbolic bound element with the woman: It was designated
with the term anx “life”, and it seems to be related with the well-being and the woman’s fertility. If it
is found in tombs it makes reference to the resurrection of the dead. The mirror also appears in the context
of the statuettes of fertility and be indispensable instrument for all seductress woman. If it is considered
that this very so personal one was even mentioned in the matrimonial contracts, like one of the woman’s
more valuable properties, the fact that Ipuwer mentions that the slaves have “usurped” the mirrors of their
ladies it is a very important fact.
All the above-mentioned without a doubt is another sample about the importance of the popular
rebellion denominated by some Egyptologists the “Social Revolution” that seems that, at least for a brief
time, it transformed the life completely in old Egypt. As Ipuwer also wrote: “Forsooth, gold and lapis
lazuli, silver and malachite, carnelian and bronze, stone of Yebhet and. it plows fastened on the necks of
female slaves” (Admonitions: 3,2). Social group that provoked, the same as others that would have
rebelled also during the popular movement, that, maybe per time first in the history, and not, without a
doubt, the last, “the land turns round as does the potter’s wheel” (Admonitions: 2,8).

Les nécropoles d’Oxyrhynchos
Nuria Castelano

Le site archéologique de la ville gréco-romaine d’Oxyrhynchos, qui a succédée à la ville pharaonique de
Per-Medjed, se trouve à proximité de la ville moderne d’El-Bahnasa, dans la province de Minièh, à
environ 190 km au sud du Caire, sur la rive gauche du Bahr Youssef. L’importance d’Oxyrhynchos,
capitale du XIXème nome de la Haute Égypte, est due principalement à son emplacement géographique.
Sa position en plein réseau routier vers les oasis du désert occidental la convertait en véritable centre du
trafic caravanier, où s’échangeaient des produits d’Afrique Centrale, des oasis, de la Libye et de la
Méditerranée. L’étude archéologique du site a débuté entre 1897 et 1907 avec les fouilles des
papyrologues Grenfell et Hunt, à la recherche de papyrus. Ces travaux ont mis à jour l’énorme quantité
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de papyrus écrits en grec, hébreu, latin et démotique (d’époques hellénistique, romaine et byzantine) qui
ont fait la célébrité d’Oxyrhynchos dans les milieux universitaires internationaux. En 1922, Petrie a
réalisé une campagne de fouilles à Oxyrhynchos et il situait sur le plan certains des éléments dispersés
de la cité gréco-romaine, comme une base de colonne honorifique, les ruines d’un théâtre et il découvrait
quelques tombes et chapelles funéraires.
Depuis 1992, les buts des campagnes de fouilles de la Mission Archéologique Espagnole étaient:
1. étudier la trame urbaine du site à partir des plans, des papyrus, des photographies aériennes

2. Poursuivre les fouilles menées jusque là par le Service des Antiquités d’Egypte et l’étude des
Nécropoles.

Par rapport à l’urbanisme de la ville, on a mis à jour et situé dans une nouvelle carte archéologique
les principaux éléments architecturaux et urbanistiques de l’ancienne ville, comme la muraille occidental.
On a pu observer les ruines d’une grande colonne dédiée à l’Empereur de l’Empire d’Orient, Phocas.
Finalement, on a fouillé un théâtre que Petrie a mis à jour, une porte monumentale et une partie de la
colonnade signalée par Petrie.
Mais le secteur qui a fourni beaucoup d’information a été celui des nécropoles. la Nécropole Haute,
au nord-ouest de l’ancienne ville hors des limites de la ville, sur un emplacement élevé qui la rend visible
encore aujourd’hui. Ce secteur de la nécropole présente au minimum, tombes de la période saïte, des
tombes d’époque gréco-romaine et des tombes byzantines chrétiennes, ainsi qu’une maison funéraire de
la même époque présentant des peintures d’une importance extraordinaire. En 1996 et en 1998 la Mission
Archéologique a réalisé des prospections géophysiques au radar pour constater si, au sud du site, il y avait
des tombes monumentales en pierre. Le succès de ces prospections nous a poussé, en 1999, à fouiller dans
ce secteur. Dans cette zone, on a localisé un niveau de structures relativement superficielles, qui
correspondait à une nécropole byzantine. Elle présentait des tombes rectangulaires disposées
régulièrement le long de rues plus ou moins parallèles. Les structures les plus simples étaient des puits
faits dans le pavement et à l’intérieur desquels étaient déposés les défunts. Quelques-unes présentaient
une superstructure en briques crues à plan rectangulaire avec redans et parfois stuquées. Dans d’autres
cas, la tombe est composée d’une simple fosse sans superstructure. Ils possèdent des restes de cercueil
en bois, des feuilles de palmier pour protéger le corps. Chaque tombe possédait une seule inhumation
(avec des exceptions) et le mobilier funéraire était très pauvre et mal conservé.
À partir de 1982, le Service des Antiquités d’Egypte a mené des campagnes archéologiques qui ont
permis de découvrir des tombes en pierre de l’époque gréco-romaine. Il s’agit d’une série de structures
complexes, avec des puits qui articulent des chambres autour de cours. Elles étaient couvertes d’une
voûte en berceau, et il y avait des peintures murales. On a pu récupérer des cercueils en bois peints et
des momies. Mais les résultats les plus significatifs proviennent des fouilles dans la nécropole saïte. Des
tombes découvertes jusqu’aujourd’hui, au minimum cinq d’entre elles correspondent à l’époque saïte et
présentent diverses structures souterraines et monumentales aux formes très variées. Sans doute, ces
tombes ont été des vrais modèls pour la construction des tombes postérieures lesquelles, parfois, se
construisaient au dessus des tombes plus anciennes.
Bien qu’elles ont été saccagées, on a pu récupérer une partie du mobilier funéraire parmi lequel il y
avait des vases canopes de pierre inscrits, des ouchebtis, des perles tubulaires en faïence, des amulettes
et matériaux votive. En outre du trousseau funéraire, on a mis à jour plusieurs sarcophages en pierre
avec des inscriptions qui nous permettront de connaître mieux les habitants d’Oxyrhynchos en époque
pharaonique.
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The solar journey in the funerary chapel of Neferhotep (TT49)
Maria-Silvana Catania
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The path of the sun constituted a central element in interpretating the passage to the beyond. The
different phases of the solar journey in the bark were understood as the sun’s birth, its way across the
sky, its setting, and its entrance into the underworld, where the sun had to face dangers and overcome
obstacles in order to reborn every morning. In the funerary iconography, these stages were expressed
trough different motifs that help us to understand the mythical content of the journey. Inside this
architectonic and magic complex of the tomb, the space configuration and its decoration had some
elements that were common to structures of its type, while others were characteristic of the owner’s
social context and of each period. In this sense, we are interested in analizing the funerary-symbolic
function of certain iconographic motifs which are present in the chapel of Neferhotep tomb (TT49),
dated at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Most of the selected motifs correspond to offering scenes
performed by the tomb’s owner and they were placed at the eastern wall —on both sides of the
entrance— at the south of the western wall, and upon the four pillars of the chapel. The offerings in
the eastern wall were devoted to the rising sun. The one in the western wall was dedicated to the
offering of Neferhotep to Osiris, and the three decorated sides of the pillars were respectively
consecrated to Ra Harakhty (SE pillar), Amenofis I and Ahmes Nefertary (NE pillar), Anubis (NW
pillar) and Osiris (SW pillar). Lastly, the scene of the north side pilaster represents the owner with
the western goddess.
The perspective of this study comprises an architectonic approach that includes: the analysis of
the circulation between the different spaces inside the funerary chapel of Neferhotep, the orientation
of figures and scenes, and the interpretation of their functionality based upon the north-south and
east-west axes. Similarly, by means of a semiotic approach to the decorative program of TT49, we
analyze the individual organization of the selected motifs and their conceptual value in relation with
other scenes of the chapel and the religious context of that time. Taking into account these approaches,
the studied iconographic motifs will be considered in correlation with the phases of the solar journey.
Studying of this subject in TT49 becomes particularly relevant because the tomb belongs to the reign
of Ay (1327-1323 BC), a transition period in which important political and social changes took place.
In this context, we are interested in analyzing the idea of the sun’s path in the funerary beliefs after
its disappearence during the Akhenaten reform. From our view, the prevalence of the night phase in
the solar journey and the presence of the mythical union of Ra and Osiris constitute one of the
elements that allows the integration of the deceased into the eternal life with the gods. In connection
with that, the strong presence of the offering ritual accomplished by Neferhotep and his wife Merytra,
as well as the architectonic element of the four pillars that are doorways to the beyond, allow us to
establish links between the spaces in the tomb, particularly in the funerary chapel, and the spaces of
the beyond.
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From the Mediterranean Sea to the Nile:
new perspectives and searches on the Sherden in Egypt
Giacomo Cavillier

The military and social life of the Sherden people in Egypt has long been a topic of scholarly interest;
these mercenaries play an important role in defining the art of warfare, diplomacy and the evolution of
Ramesside Empire and its relationships with Near East. Recent discoveries in many Mediterranean
coastal sites have given new light to the presence of Sherden (and others sea-warriors) at the End of Late
Bronze Age. Thus, by archaeological data available, the aim of this paper is to propose an adequate view
and a correct interpretation of this important phenomenon for the Egyptian history and to offer precious
data to interpret the stratified relationships between Egypt and Mediterranean in Late Bronze Age at the
apparition of the “Peoples of Sea”.

Who did what and why: the dynamics of tomb preparation
Violaine Chauvet

The dynamics of tomb construction in the Old Kingdom are documented by a substantial corpus of
commemorative or dedicatory inscriptions (about 150). Next to the tomb-owners themselves, sons (and
occasionally daughters) claim to play a central role in the project. More restricted, though no less
interesting, is a small group of inscriptions referring to the contribution of the craftsmen. It has often been
suggested that the son of a tomb-owner could act as artist in the making of his father’s monument, an
assumption that has never been fully investigated. Obviously, claims such as that of Iri Tetiseneb
(Saqqara, Teti Cemetery) that he “did the work therein with [his] two hands, [his] children and brothers”
cannot be taken at face value; similarly the commemorative inscriptions claiming that a son “made” (jrj)
the tomb of his father need to be contextualized and should not be interpreted as evidence of his
involvement in the work-process proper. Of great interest in this regard are the distinctions made, within
a single monument, between the phraseology for a son’s commissioning the work and the summary
description of the work accomplished by the artist. Due to the nature of the documentation, the role of
the artists in the construction of private tombs has been primarily discussed in relation to their craft and
skills. This paper aims to examine a different sphere of activities revolving around the craftsmen’s ritual
role, linked to their knowledge of the sacred texts and rites. Indeed, the documentation suggests that the
contract (xtm) concluded between the craftsmen and the tomb-owner did not end with the physical
completion of the tomb but also covered the long term operation of the monument.
Recent studies on New Kingdom material have shown that the terminology used to describe the
craftsmanship process reflected a connection with ritual, medico-magical operations. The ritual
transfiguration (s3x) of the tomb may not be explicitly mentioned in Old Kingdom material, but the
present paper would like to consider the dw3-nTr n —the expected response of the workers to the payment
by the tomb owner— which is trivially translated as “to thank s.o.”, as evidence of the ritual synergy
existing between the protagonists. The ritual role of the artists is documented in tomb decoration where
some of the men are named and depicted as officiants in the funerary cult —bringing offerings, presenting
incense to the deceased, etc. Next to their craft-titles are priestly-titles confirming the versatility of the
artists’ responsibilities, beyond the specific field of their craft. Of central interest is the association of titles
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with the priesthood of the god Ptah, patron of the craftsmen, as well as the title “scribe of the god’s book”
attesting of the craftsmen’s familiarity with the sacred spells and rites needed to make the tomb
“effective”. The presence of doctors among the depicted artists, which has been noted as odd in view of
the high social status of this profession, also becomes meaningful when considering the care and cure
they could provide to the monument.
Finally, the documents mentioning the payment of the workers by the tomb-owner have been analysed
within the context of economic studies, and more importantly in terms of the tomb owner’s selfpresentation within the funerary discourse. Here the material is considered in conjunction with other
texts similarly written on the walls of the tomb, such as Curses and Calls to the Living, as promoting the
preservation of the sacred integrity of monument and the long-term maintenance of the funerary cult.

A l’aube de l’égyptologie hellénique et de la constitution des collections égyptiennes:
Des nouvelles découvertes sur Giovanni d’Anastasi et Tassos Neroutsos
Vassilis I. Chrysikopoulos

Dans le cadre de la recherche continue dans des archives inconnues et des bibliothèques, en Grèce et
ailleurs, l’effort est centré d’une part sur la présentation de l’oeuvre égyptologique des scientifiques
Grecs et d’autre part sur la désignation des éléments portant sur le dépistage de la constitution des
collections acquises par des Grecs et données ou vendues à des musées européens. L’abondance des
sources en matière égyptologique en Grèce existe, pour la plupart, grâce aux Grecs de la diaspora en
Egypte. La production —pas du tout négligeable— des travaux relatifs à la science de l’archéologie
égyptienne se confirme par des ouvrages, en langue grecque, souvent mal connus ou négligés par les
chercheurs. Des personnalités telles que Tassos Neroutsos, Demetrios Moschonas, Vasileios Apostolides
restent en étroite relation avec la “naissance” de la science de l’égyptologie au début du 19e siècle en
Europe et en Egypte, où ils vécurent une grande partie de leur vie. Plus particulièrement, dans cette
présentation on va tenter de déterminer quelle fut la motivation du docteur à la cour khédiviale, Tassos
Neroutsos, en Egypte des descendants de Mohamed Aly, à l’apprentissage de la langue et de la civilisation
des anciens Egyptiens? Lui est-il finalement réservé une valeur scientifique en égyptologie? Quel fut
l’écho de la publication de ses ouvrages au public averti ou non en Egypte et à Athènes? L’auteur de cette
communication est en train d’étudier la correspondance de Neroutsos avec des égyptologues de son
temps comme A. Mariette, K. A. Wiedemann, H. Brugsch et C. Leemans.
En outre, l’importance de l’homme d’affaires, Giovanni d’Anastasi (Ioannis Anastasiou en langue
grecque) en tant que collectionneur est connue et à maintes reprises démontrées. Si l’on sait suffisamment
des choses sur la donation de ses collections à des musées européens, au Louvre, au British Museum et
au Musée de Leyde, on en connaît moins sur le fait de la constitution de ses collections. De nouvelles
découvertes viennent de révéler son activité commerciale concernant le trajet maritime Athènes - Syros
(Ermoupolis) - Alexandrie et on examine la possibilité aussi d’une liaison avec l’île de Malta. Ces
éléments ont pour but d’éclairer les affaires d’entrepreneur-armateur de cet important collectionneur
d’antiquités égyptiennes que fut Ioannis Anastasiou. Pour la première fois est dévoilé grâce aux archives
athéniens l’arbre généalogique d’I. Anastasiou et son rôle dynamique d’homme d’affaires en Grèce de
la première moitié du 19e siècle —peu d’années après la libération de Hellas du joug ottoman— sans
perdre de vue que I. Anastasiou fut l’un des fondateurs de la puissante Banque nationale de Grèce.
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La connaissance minutieuse des biographies permet de résoudre des problèmes d’archéologie et ceci
sera démontré par des exemples précis. Cette étude rentre dans un projet plus vaste intitulé “Deux siècles
de présence et contribution hellénique à l’égyptologie : 1801-2007” qui a pour objectif l’élaboration de
la vie et de l’oeuvre des Grecs liés d’une manière ou d’une autre à l’égyptologie (scientifiques,
collectionneurs, artistes, voyageurs etc.) pendant les 19e et 20e siècle.

Funny signs, a new perspective.
Debora Cilli

The definition of “funny signs” was coined by Richard Parkinson to classify the symbols inscribed on
a relatively rich amount of ostraca, coming mostly from the Kings’ Valley and dated to the New Kingdom.
This expression conveys the hermeneutic fright in front of marks, whose writing is nor typically hieratic,
or hieroglyphic. Under this common label, one can distinguish two chronologically well-defined corpora.
The most ancient example dates back to the Eighteenth Dynasty, while the other one corresponds to the
Nineteenth-Twentieth Dynasties .
Despite copious evidence, no extensive study has been devoted to this topic. The scholars who have
mostly contributed to define it are: Bruyère, McDowell, Megally and Haring. They are in general
agreement on the major points:
1. The signs represent individual workmen.

2. When in combination with other words and numbers they may mark the workmen’s possessions
and/or represent deliveries of commodities to the gang.
3. When in series, they have to be interpreted as duty-roster.

4. They are work of apprentices that could be understood by the illiterate, or rather, semi-literate
people who represent a kind of ‘parallel’ recording to the contemporary, regular one, through
necropolis scribes.

The aim of my contribution is to intervene in the debate, presenting a small number of ostraca,
belonging to a larger corpus, which is the object of my PhD dissertation. These samples have been
discovered during the digging campaigns; that the Ägyptologisches Seminar of Basel University
conducted in the Kings’ Valley between years 2000 and 2005. The investigated area was that facing
Pharaoh Siptah’s tomb (KV47), from which almost 300 pieces, mostly inscribed with administrative
character, have been unearthed.
The importance of these documents is highlighted by three orders of reasons, both stemming from
the context they belong to, and from their inner qualities:
1. Thanks to the chronological reconstruction that is possible for their corpus as a whole, the ostraca
bearing “funny signs” can be dated back to the Nineteenth Dynasty and, more precisely, to
Pharaoh Siptah’s reign (1204-1198 BC). A period that is generally not well documented.

2. The comparison with guard duty rosters from this period allows connection of unidentified “funny
signs” with well-known workmen’s proper names . This achievement enriches the repertoire of
the deciphered symbols.
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3. One of the main arguments that innerve my dissertation justifies an interpretation of “funny
signs” contrary to the one established so far.
Choosing a specific sign, from those composing a whole name, to synthesize it, implies, in my
contention, a quite sophisticated mental process, that suggests a solid instruction. It is natural to think that
before being able to use shorthand, one needs to have complete mastery of writing technique. Within the
body of my article I aim to develop these leading lines and bring evidence that hold water to my
hypothesis, motivating it by the light of the reasoning of my PhD work. Through casual observations,
which can be raised succinctly in this excerpt, I can give an idea of the doubts that the common theory
leaves unsolved:
1. How can one explain the coexistence, in certain pieces, of hieratic, hieroglyphic and “funny
signs”? How could an illiterate use all of them?

2. How can one, who is supposed not to be able to write, succeed in choosing from a personal name
a single sign that will become a moniker for the whole form? And most of all, how can he, being
unlettered, make a reasoned choice and avoid those signs that, belonging to the more common
names, can trigger misunderstandings?
Through this work, I will endeavor to bridge some of the gaps and offer my contemporaries a different
perspective.

Naos of Deir Cheluite about two hymns to Isis and the Offerings of Maat
Marie-Eve Colin

In one of his letters from Egypt, dated from July 2nd 1829, Champollion mentioned the temple of Deir
Cheluit and gave a brief description of the rear wall in the naos. On the upper register, two hymns to Isis
portray the Roman emperor Hadrian as a worshipper while on the first register and right side of the deity,
the same emperor offers Maat to Montou as Lord of Ermant. On the left side, Maat is presented to AmonRa in relation with Thebes. These scenes stress the connection of Deir Cheluit with the two nomes of
Ermant in the south and Diospolis in the north. As noted by Zivie-Coche (1992, IV, 10), it is well situated
on the path from Djame, that is the temple of Thutmosis III, to Ermant.
In considering the two hymns, closer study of the display of texts shows a pattern of seven vertical
columns between the King and Isis as well as eight columns at the upper part (ZIVIE-COCHE, 1986, III,
195, 201). This may be paralleled with the six hymns to Isis engraved on the rear wall in the naos of Philae
and provides a possible link (ZABKAR, 1983) between these temples and the worship of the deity. In a
similar way, the offerings of Maat at Deir Cheluit may be related to the presenting of Maat on the rear
wall of the Sanctuary of Barque at Dendara and Edfu. The link between these displays is understandable
as both Dendara and Deir Cheluit are dedicated to the worship of the same deity. Concerning the rear
walls in the Sanctuary of Barque of Dendara and Edfu, a pattern of correspondence was already drawn
between the several offering scenes which include the four offerings of Maat, the four censing of the
ureai, the presenting of the solar and lunar eyes at Edfu as well as the diadem at Dendara (COLIN, 1993).
At Deir Cheluit, Isis appears in the traditional Osirian context. She is the Great Royal Spouse of
Osiris-Ounnefer. Similar to Hathor-Isis at Dendara, she also retains a solar and lunar aspect as she is
associated with Ra, being his diadem and the Mehenyt-snake and the moon which “shines all around her”.
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In her image as the main follower of Ra, Isis gives orders in the morning solar boat and stands in the
evening solar boat. In the Netherworld, those-who-belong-to-the-Caverns rejoice as the solar boat passes
by. At another level, she embodies and protects kingship. The inundation of the Nile comes back due to
her action and so are the greens and various plants which grow on the surface of the earth. All this
imagery is linked with a pattern of regeneration and renewal at work on all levels, cosmic and
mythological, solar and Osirian. As such, Isis creates unity out of duality, setting the right condition for
the process of renewal and the transformation and integration of Osiris into Ra.

Hathor Temple Project – The Epigraphic Survey at Philae (2006)
Federico Contardi, Gloria Rosati, Emanuele Ciampini

Since Barsanti’s initial attempt (1902) at reconstructing the Augustan forecourt of the Hathor Temple at
Philae, the best preserved part of the building, new blocks have come to light. Found when the structures
were being moved to Agilkia (1972-1980), they are currently stored to the north of the temple. In
November 2006, the Italian Archaeological Mission to Philae initiated a program of collecting and
copying the inscriptions on these blocks with a view to proposing a new reconstruction which will correct
errors in the existing reconstruction as well as incorporate the new blocks.

In life as death: funerary deposits as remnants of social and political change in
Late New Kingdom Thebes
Kathlyn Cooney

During the turmoil of the Late Bronze age in ancient Egypt —including mass migrations, invasions of
Sea Peoples and Libyans, the loss of the Syria-Palestinian empire, and the decline of mineral and metal
mines, Egypt suffered from political decentralization and repeated economic collapses. Theban Egyptians
had to adapt from well-endowed systems of monolithic political and religious institutions and turn
towards different strategies of rule, strategies that were based on decentralized power structures and a
newly formulated reliance on local community. Theban funerary arts of the Ramesside Period are actually
remnants of solutions to a variety of problems within a complex social landscape, reflecting a variety of
innovative and defensive strategies —particularly against tomb robbery and the desecration of human
remains in the burial. The Twentieth Dynasty coffin in particular is a survival of a complex negotiation
between two opposing forces: 1) on the one hand: extreme economic, political, and social instability of
the late New Kingdom, and 2) on the other hand, pervasive social demands that elites spend large amounts
of their income on funerary materials that were displayed in burial ceremonies.

Reflections on color terms, color use and surface texture in ancient Egyptian art
Lorelei H. Corcoran

The ancient Egyptians were masters with respect to their production of sparkling substances that, to their
minds, rivaled those that appear in nature. Evidence indicates that the Egyptians valued any of their
imitation, manmade materials that could gleam, glitter or sparkle as the equivalents of gemstones. Indeed
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who might fault them since, as J. R. Harris observed, the two properties for which semi-precious stones
were most highly prized (color and sparkle) are “more successfully controlled under artificial
circumstances than by nature!” This lexicographical and art historical study of color and shine examines
the Egyptian’s overriding fascination with surface brilliance and suggests that there was an underlying
cultic function for its application in works of art. Furthermore, although the Egyptians did not
discriminate between natural and artificially produced substances in their jewelry or funerary goods,
they did indicate in texts that they were aware of the distinction. An investigation of the central element
in a pectoral of Tutankhamun leads to the attribution of —a hitherto unassigned— geological term to its
material counterpart.

Four “daughters of the king” from the 2nd dynasty. Epigraphic and
iconographic analysis of the stelae of Hepetkhenmet,
Satba, Shepsetipet and Sehefner
Irene Cordon Solà-Salagés

The purpose of this paper is to study four funerary stelae (two from Helwan and two from Saqqara) of
royal women from the Second Dynasty who share the title of zAt-nsw, daughter of the king. Translations
for their inscriptions will be provided, followed by an iconographic analysis of the representations of
these women. We will observe how these stelae differ from each other, both technically and
morphologically. Indeed, the quality of the stelae from Saqqara surpasses that of their unrefined Helwan
counterparts. These differences will be explained through an artistic and lexicographic analysis that will
relate the artistic quality, iconography and written content of these stelae to the women they represent.
While one would be inclined to assume that the title “daughter of the king” was exclusively given to the
daughters of kings, there is evidence from as far back as the Old Kingdom that shows that the daughters
of the son of a king could also receive the title zAt-nsw. It has also been demonstrated that there were
women who, not being daughters of a king, carried such designation as an honorary title. Therefore, the
title “daughter of the king” was bestowed upon the descendants of an Egyptian monarch as well as other
women in his private circle. Were there, in fact, different types of princesses? Would it make sense to
relate the quality and content of the Helwan and Saqqara stelae to a specific type of daughter of the king?

The nome: naturally occurring local unit, or
artificial device of the state?
Gina Criscenzo-Laycock

The purpose of this study is to examine the available evidence with a view towards understanding
whether the nome was a naturally occurring local unit, appropriated as a tool of regional
administration by the state, or an artificially created mechanism to allow the central authority to
insert officials from the Residence into the provinces. This informs a discussion on the nature and
extent of royal involvement the provincial administration of Upper Egypt from the late 6th dynasty
through to the mid-Twelfth Dynasty. This is demonstrated by references (or often lack thereof) to
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the king, or palace-related titles, in tomb biography and title strings. An examination of the
genealogies of tomb owners reveals whether important regional titles all belonged to a local family,
or if there was a series of officials sent from Memphis. In this paper the primary question is
principally addressed by means of the study of a specific nome (Upper Egyptian 14, also known as
the Cusae nome). The application of the methods and questions raised here forms the basis of
ongoing research into the structure of provincial administration throughout Upper Egypt during this
period.

Ideology of nemes and khat at Deir el-Bahari
Andrzej Ćwiek

The temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahari is a unique monument in many aspects. Many features
of the royal iconography there are peculiar, rare or unparalleled. There are three main reasons for
this. Firstly, Hatshepsut was a female pharaoh, which caused unprecedented problems with the
proper representation. Secondly, her rights to the throne might have been contested. The story of her
miraculous birth as a daughter of Amun-Ra, as well as (probably fictional) co-regency and
succession after her earthly father Thutmose I, were intended to support her claim to the throne. The
role of the royal family was stressed and the close relationship with her father(s) was strongly related
to the idea of the royal ka. Thirdly, she reigned together with a male counterpart, Thutmose III.
Although officially they were two equal co-regents, his status as a younger partner was clearly
stressed. All around the temple, in the representations and texts, Hatshepsut was taking precedence,
Thutmose III appearing in secondary positions.
These circumstances resulted in a multi-layered, complicated iconographical message, which not
only displays the specific case of Hatshepsut, but reveals much more about the Egyptian ideology
of kingship. Nemes- and khat-headdresses played in this message a crucial role. Research conducted
at Deir el-Bahari under the auspices of the Polish-Egyptian Archaeological and Conservation
Mission allows to make some summary on their use. Nemes and khat are complementary and bear
basic solar and lunar meaning respectively, which resulted in a number of connotations: sun and
moon, king and his ka, south and north, old and young, the rebirth from the beyond. Multiple
examples of paired headdresses in the relief decoration as well as in the statuary display these roles.
Moreover, the evidence from Deir el-Bahari can be referred to that from other sites and periods.

The afterlife beliefs in the Sixth Dynasty private inscriptions
Doreta Czerwik

The burial customs of ancient Egyptians attest their faith in continued existence after death. The
evidence of belief in life after death goes back to the prehistoric times, however the way which this
afterlife was pictured is still a question. The archaeological evidences of the Old Kingdom show the
importance of the tomb preparation. The funerary customs of the Ancient Egyptians called for the
preservation of the body and provisions for the afterlife. The Old Kingdom funerary monuments
show all kinds of divine access and forms of existence of the king. The Old Kingdom idea of the
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afterlife is known from the main corpus of religious texts of that time —the Pyramid Texts. The
Pyramid Texts were designed specifically for the king and the vision of the beyond therein was
intended for the pharaoh. The author’s aim is to uncover the private person’s conception of the next
world during the time of the VIth dynasty.
The afterlife beliefs’ progress at the beginning of the VIth dynasty is attested in the
archaeological evidences. The architectural changes of the royal mortuary complexes in the Sixth
Dynasty and the occurrence of the Pyramid Texts at the end of that dynasty suggest development
of beliefs and alterations of the royal cult. That affected the private cult as well. The evolution of
the private person tombs illustrates borrowing idea of architectural elements from the royal mortuary
complex. Moreover, the decoration of the private tomb chapels and burial chambers was changed.
Furthermore, in some chapels one can find the imitation of the Pyramid Texts style of writing —a
use of blue paint to fill signs of the inscriptions. The innovation was adoption of some rituals in the
private offering lists from those devoted to the king as well as the main idea of the spells.
Another adoption from the royal mortuary cult was an organisation of the cult in the phyle
system. The private cults using phyle systems were most popular at the beginning of the Sixth
Dynasty. Human personality was understood as a complex psycho-physical entity consisting of
several essential elements which all needed to be preserved in the post-mortem world. The life after
death of a noble person in all states of his existence is the subject of the present lecture. Among
private tomb inscriptions from the end of the Sixth Dynasty and the Seventh Dynasty, several kinds
of texts refer to the ritual and magical knowledge of the deceased and his life after death:
the offering formula with afterlife whishes,
the self-presentation,
the statement of the magical and ritual skills of an effective spirit,
the affirmation of performing necessary rituals,
the appeal to the living with the offering request,
the threat to the passers-by.
The present author attempts a comparison of the activity of the nobleman’s spirit to the king’s
one. The emphasis is put on the activity and powers of an effective spirit, the state reached by the
dead thanks to the performance of the glorification rituals by the living. The information recorded
among the private inscriptions of the Sixth Dynasty reveals an increase of the significance of the
nobleman during his lifetime and especially after his death. He starts to be more powerful individual
entity existing in the next world. The important issue seems to be evolution of ceremonies for funeral
of the nobles and cult of the dead. The Sixth Dynasty was the time when the concept of immorality
of the nobleman was developed and gives the basis for the future —extension of afterlife beliefs
registered in the Coffin Texts, or later in the Book of the Dead.

•
•
•
•
•
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Architecture of the temple of Tuthmosis III at Deir El-Bahari.
Some remarks on the Hypostyle Hall
Rafal Czerner

The monograph on architecture of the temple of Tuthmosis III at Deir el-Bahari was presented by
J. LIPIŃSKA in 1977, soon after the archaeological excavations concluded (Deir el-Bahari II, The
temple of Tuthmosis III Architecture, Warsaw 1977). The architectural research continued, however,
resulting in corrections to the initial theoretical reconstruction, mainly to the temple’s general plan,
published in 1992 (cf. R. CZERNER and S. MEDEKSZA, in: Sixth International Congress of Egyptology,
Turin 1992). The present study aims at adding some more observations about the roof structure of
the temple Hypostyle Hall, in particular its central part. This section of the roof was supported by
higher and stronger columns than the rest of the hall. This was so, because the hall represents the
basilical arrangement – one of the first in Egyptian architecture (cf. G. HAENY, Basilikale Anlagen
in der Ägyptischen Baukunst des Neuen Reiches, Bf 9, Wiesbaden 1970).
The different sizes of columns, larger intercolumniations, bigger architraves, and thicker and
longer ceiling slabs obviously had to be elements of a separate structure, different from that of the
hall’s lower section though not structurally independent. This is because its peripheral supports had
to be laid on the roof of the lower level. They had thus to match the schema of column distances,
not simply according to the logic of the central part. This was the weak point of LIPIŃSKA’S
reconstruction in which the peripheral supports were not always above the columns of the hall’s
lower section but sometimes mid-way between them. This was soon corrected in the review by D.
ARNOLD (The Temple of Tuthmosis III, Architecture..., OLZ 75/2, 1980, 111-122), who suggested
that the ceiling slabs of this section of the hall must have surrounded it fanwise. The architraves of
this part thus could only have been put in a circumferential way, with no architraves linking the two
circumferences. This, however, seems an unlikely arrangement. The ties were structurally necessary
and one such probably linking architrave is preserved, whose sharpened ends were obviously
designed to be inserted into V-shaped recesses in the two adjacent architraves. Later studies showed
that the central part of the hall was longer in the north-south direction - perpendicular to the temple’s
main axis. That is, it comprised 12 columns in two rows, not merely 8 as was initially reconstructed
by LIPIŃSKA. In such a developed array it seems even less probable that the two circumferences of
architraves could be left untied.
The present study aims to reconstruct the most reasonable scheme for the roof of the central part
of the hall from the point of view of construction, which allows all the preserved parts of architraves
to find their logical places. This is particularly important since these pieces, although not very
numerous, nevertheless present quite a variety of kinds and dimensions. We also find preserved,
ceiling slabs of considerable size; three column bases; and parts of some other elements. Precise
measurement of the column arrangement in both the high-central and low-side sections of the hall
could also serve as a basis for study. It shows the pattern where two concentric perimeters of the
architraves in the central section would have been tied with two parallel rows oriented east-west, each
composed of three architraves in line. Exact measurement confirms this reconstruction, which is also
supported by the decoration of the preserved architraves that could accord with the presented array.
Some doubts have also arisen about the idea for the roof structure of the hall’s lower section as
reconstructed by Lipińska. It should be mentioned however that due to the lack of material for
broader architectural research, the only additional data has been obtained from the study of wall
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decoration. This will soon be presented by J. WIERCIŃSKA. From her earlier research (cf. J.
WIERCIŃSKA, ET XVI, 1992, 264-269) we heard for the first time about the widening of the main
doorway leading from the Hypostyle to the Bark Hall. This could either be the result of changing
the building design or of later alterations. Other transformations of the structure in the area of the
hypostyle hall can also be demonstrated. These findings will also be presented by J. WIERCIŃSKA.
Here it suffices to underline that the suggested reconstruction supports these changes.

The Valley of Amenemhat and the end of the Ramesside Period
John Coleman Darnell

During the final decades of the 2nd millennium BCE, New Kingdom Egypt was falling from her
throne of glory. The expense of the successful repulse of foreign invasions and the drain of several
periods of administrative corruption had exhausted the coffers of imperial Egypt. During the reign
of Ramesses IX the weakness or apathy of the central administration allowed incursions of desert
tribes to prey on trade and disrupt life in the Valley. Taking advantage of the turmoil, criminals
looted many private tombs, although the Medjoy still managed to protect, with a few lapses, the
royal necropoleis. Conflict between the Viceroy of Nubia and the High Priest of Amun during a
time of famine in the reign of Ramesses XI led to conflict throughout the country, until Panehesy
fled before the counterattack of the general Paiankh. In order to prosecute the war in the south, the
pharaonic state began the systematic looting of the royal tombs of Thebes. Continuing through the
Twentieth Dynasty, workmen whose ancestors had buried the royal dead became government
sponsored ghouls, removing valuables, rewrapping and transferring bodies.
A previously unknown northern extension of the Theban necropolis, numerous rock inscriptions
of late Ramesside date within that necropolis, and archaeological evidence from more distant sites
in the Theban Western Desert, shed new light on the activities and interrelationships of the people
who removed the burials, and help explain the seemingly rapid economic collapse in the Thebaid,
the central event that led ultimately to the official robbery of the royal tombs. Just south of the
Alamat Tal wadi, in two wadis within the northeastern corner of the Theban massif, the Theban
Desert Road Survey has discovered a previously unknown, northern necropolis for Western Thebes,
the undecorated shaft tombs dating to the Second Intermediate Period through the early New
Kingdom. The tombs are located behind a series of criss-crossing, cleared tracks in the low desert
to the east, and were guarded by mounted patrolmen, who left their inscriptions—and selfportraits—at an outpost high in one of the tomb wadis. The burials were cleared in antiquity, and
several chambers outside the tomb wadis preserve the remains of embalmers’ caches of late
Ramesside date. Within the wadis themselves are the rock inscriptions of late Ramesside workmen,
apparently those who emptied the tombs and reburied the dead.
The rock inscriptions belong to known West Bank workmen of the late Ramesside Period. An
inscription giving the name of a late “chief of the crew” makes an obscene threat against “the one
who will engrave these stones, and those who have made report”; the nearby erased name of
Meniounefer, son of Butehamun, reveals the zeal of the threatening chief of the crew. Another
inscription gives the name of the southern fork as “the Valley of Amenemhat”. Other inscriptions
mention a host of well-known late Ramesside workmen; connections between these men and their
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associates in other Theban inscriptions suggest that the mummy of a small child named Amenemhat
(now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York)—whom the Ramesside workmen believed
to be a king Amenemhat—buried alone, near the Deir el-Bahari cachette, is the Amenemhat for
whom the Ramesside resurrectionists named the wadi. The man who reburied him, and left his name
on a small pectoral attached to the mummy, was an associate of the chief of the crew who left the
curse in the northern branch. An inscription of Djehutymose, father of Butehamun, is dated to the
pontificate of Herihor and refers to Djehutymose as the butler (wdpw) of the pontiff, a unique title
for the official relationship between the chief workman and his superior.
The tombs and inscriptions in the area of the Wadi of Amenemhat support reconstructions of the
end of the Ramesside Period that see an official plundering of earlier tombs. In addition to providing
a missing necropolis of the Second Intermediate Period and early New Kingdom, the tombs, the
remnants of their original contents, and the assemblage of tomb contents removed to the embalmers’
caches reveal the wealth and quantity of material removed from relatively small burials in the
northern fringes of the Theban necropoleis during the early period of official tomb robbery. This
search for ancient wealth may not initially have been a response to a truly dire situation, however.
Archaeological deposits at the Gebel Roma and Gebel Qarn el-Gir caravansaries on the main desert
road leading north and west from Western Thebes reveal that at the same time that the state was
looting the Theban tombs and Thebes suffered famine, the state—far from impoverished and unable
to find income—was shipping unusually large quantities of grain in massive caravans to Thebes.
Earlier layers at the sites reveal constant traffic with a variety of ceramic fabrics and forms, and plant
remains dominated by—but not limited to—barley and emmer. During the Late Ramesside Period,
the caravansaries reveal periods of infrequent use, with sand accumulation, and the remains of what
appear to be less frequent visits by large caravans, outfitted with a limited corpus of ceramic shapes
and fabrics, suggesting official sponsorship—the absence of private or semi-private activities left
the skeleton of governmental systems to take up the slack, and in terms of the pace of grain shipment,
the government was more than prepared. The redistributive economic machines that were the
Egyptian temples appear to have continued taking in produce, but the release of their income into
the rest of the economy appears to have malfunctioned. Butehamun and his associates may have
participated in the terminal hoarding economy of the dying Ramesside state.

Projet de publication d’un répertoire prosopographique des monuments du
Département des Antiquités égyptiennes du Louvre
Elisabeth David

“Pharaon”, la base de données documentaire des monuments du Département des Antiquités
égyptiennes du Louvre, comporte pour chaque objet un champ “nom propre” où figurent les noms,
titres et épithètes des personnes citées sur les monuments. En 1993, après une vingtaine d’année de
saisie informatique, le Département des Antiquités égyptiennes m’a demandé de vérifier la
cohérence des renseignements de ce champ, et de leurs formulations. Après plusieurs années de
vérification systématique, nous avons constitué un fichier de plus de 1500 “titres” d’hommes et
environ 110 “titres” de femmes. Sur chaque fiche en carton figure d’abord le “titre”, puis par ordre
chronologique les noms des personnages et le ou les monuments concernés. Les éventuels liens
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familiaux entre les différents titulaires, ainsi que les variantes graphiques des noms comme des
titres, sont notés. Ce fichier, qui demande encore un long travail de recoupement et de vérification,
devrait être à terme publié par le Département des Antiquités égyptiennes, mettant à la disposition
des chercheurs un aperçu de la population égyptienne dont les monuments sont au Louvre, de la 1ère
dynastie à l’époque romaine.

Following the steps of the Queen: some remarks about the shod representations
of Nefertari
Cássio de Araújo Duarte

Depictions of kings and noblemen with sandals become frequent during the New Kingdom,
specifically after the reign of Amenhotep III and the following Amarna Period. As many stylistical
traits of Amarna art sandals have been icorporated to the human figure in many scenes of private or
royal monuments evoking the status of the ruling classes or the symbology of Egypt’s power over
its enemies. However, in some cases a number of characteristics in these images reinforce the link
between the person depicted with life on earth and its constant renovation. In others they stress the
imminent transition in direction to the land of the gods, as in the case of the iconographical repertory
on Tutankhamen’s or Nefertari’s tomb walls. The aim of this paper is discussing these meanings
focusing the case of Nefertari’s shod depictions comparing them with other similar contemporary
iconographical representations in kingship monuments.

Study of Human Figures in the Decorated Pottery of Naqada II in Egypt
Elena Torrado De Gregorio

Within the pottery produced by the culture of Nagada II in the Predinastic period there are some
vases of a great quality. Their surfaces present designs decorating their surfaces. Most of them have
arrived to us from funerary equipment from different Necropolis of Upper Egypt. Their decorative
repertoire is varied. We have chosen for this communication those scenes in which appear human
figures, men and women. These images create a great controversy between the different authors
and the hypothesis related to them are varied. Human figures also appear in the decorations of
directly previous cultural period denominated as Nagada I but the way to show these images in this
stage is different from the representations in the period of Nagada II. In some vases we can find that
the only human figures are women; in others men are the protagonists and in some of them both are
represented.
At first we will study the feminine figures and the masculine ones separately making a
description and study of their different positions and attires. We will also make mention of the
possible elements that some of these representations can carry in their hands. We will continue our
presentation doing reference to the way in which women and men appear interacting among
themselves within the scenes. We will show how some women hold the hand of other woman or
man, the last masculine figures touches the feminine sometimes; or even how some women hold the
hands of another women. All these figures appear in scenes which include other elements. In many
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of the cases the men and the women appear in the so called “boats scenes” but these are not the only
representations in which we have attested the human figures. The aim of this paper is to present some
examples where human figures are related to goats, deers or even another images such as harpoons,
which are represented in great number, that comprise to the scene an exceptional meaning. The
different attitudes of the figures and ways they interact each other, show us that these figures are
acquiring a role or another within the scene. In order to be able to understand better these scenes, it
is useful to compare them with others found in another type of supports, such as rock art, handles
of knives, where we can find the presence of human figures and some of the elements that also
accompany them in the decorated vases of Nagada II period.
The aim of our communication is a better knowledge of the human figures that were shown in
the vases and other supports given some hypothesis about their possible interpretation. The examined
pieces, all of them of great quality, can help us to throw something more of light about a period that
is very difficult to study due to the lack of texts.

Preliminary report on the survey in Shaykh Sa’id south
Zoe De Kooning

In the 2007 mission of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven at Dayr al-Barsha, a survey was carried
out in Shaykh Sa’id. This site is situated north of Tell al-Amarna and south of Dayr al-Barsha and
consists for the better part of a main Old Kingdom cemetery, which was reused in the Coptic period.
In addition to this cemetery and to the north of it, N. DE G. DAVIES31 mentions some smaller rockcut tombs, on the cliffs north of the Wadi al-Gamus (the wadi between Shaykh Sa’id and Dayr
al-Barsha). Most likely this is the cemetery mentioned by G.A. REISNER in his notebook reports of
his examinations of this area. Tombs are also present to the south of the main cemetery in Shaykh
Sa’id, on the cliffs to the north of the Wadi Zabayda – the boundary stele X of al-Amarna being
erected southward of the Wadi Zabayda. These tombs were both mentioned by N. DE G. DAVIES32
and A. KAMAL.33
The survey of the 2007 mission was carried out in the area around the Coptic wall, which is
situated in the plain, opposite the main Old Kingdom rock-cut tombs. In the course of this survey,
further interesting traces were discovered on a sloping hill to the south of this Coptic wall and to
the north of the Wadi Zabayda. Already at first sight both ceramic sherds and traces of production
of stone vases seemed to be present. In view of these interesting finds, a survey was undertaken in
this Shaykh Sa’id South area. Material was collected in circles of 1 m diameter that were set out
around all gridpoints. In each gridsquare, the most interesting diagnostics were gathered. Most
commonly found were pottery sherds, fragments of stone vases, and stone and flint drills. So far,
no mud-brick structures were discovered.
After initial investigation, two major groups of ceramics could be determined. Firstly, a group
of Old Kingdom pottery material was differentiated. These sherds were mostly found in a small
part of the survey-surface (Area A). The ceramics consist of large fragments of both bDA and flat
breadmoulds, fragments of beerjars and a couple of Maidum-bowl fragments. On some of the
breadmoulds, potmarks are present. Secondly, a group of New Kingdom pottery could be
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determined. So far, some characteristic types for the later New Kingdom/ Third Intermediate Period
could be identified (e.g. Bes vases, along with sherds of blue painted jars, flowerpots, sherds with
black band decoration, restricted vessels, ...). As the site of Tell al-Amarna is situated close-by, a
comparison could be made with the pottery material available from this area.
The presentation will give an overview of this new ceramic material, originating from the survey
in Shaykh Sa’id South. A typology of this group will be attempted to be made. All pottery-sherds
will be described and their fabric will be determined on the basis of the ceramic-corpus and
descriptions of adjacent sites.34 This typology and description will be done by STEFANIE VEREECKEN
(ph. D. student) together with the author during the 2008 mission of the Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven at Dayr al-Bersha (March-April 2008). The investigation and description of the stone
material are not the subject of this paper and will be carried out by LUCIA KUIJPER.

HIERATICA 1.0: a new and unique tool designed for egyptologists
Juan De la Torre

It was many years ago when I managed to program the software named “Amanuense”, the only
hieroglyphs editor completely done in Spanish language. This editor permitted to work with 800
signs, groups of hieroglyphs created and inserted automatically, auto-learning function of the own
program, many ways of writing and other utilities that lacked in the very extended software at that
moment, as the well-known Winglyph. That software, nevertheless, lacked one of the essential
elements to be useful in printed publications: vectorial graphics.
Two years ago, I began to work again in the “Amanuense” with the intention of complete it with
new functions and, fundamentally, to endow it of vectorial graphics. Now I can say that this purpose
is already managed, but I have wanted to go further, and now the Egyptological community have a
new program of hieroglyphs and hieratic edition. Now, at these moment, I am developing a new tool
that will turn out to be extremely useful for professionals of Egyptology, which will be at public
dispossal not before the end of this year, but at the begginings of 2008. It is known for all the existing
problem we have, when one try to insert hieratic signs into a hieroglyphs editor software and more
difficult is still to find a single and unique hieratic editor software. Just like the moment in which I
decided to create the “Amanuense”, the past year I began to work with HIERATICA 1.0.
HIERATICA 1.0
As its own name shows, HIERATICA 1.0 is an editor of hieratic writing. What intends the one
that subscribes, is to show in this Congress its more outstanding characteristics, the functions that
the software permits to carry out and its components, that can be summarized in:
Hieratic fonts taken from Müller, among others authors.
Hieratic fonts of new creation.
Multiple functions that we are used to work with using hieroglyphs editors.
Possibility to export the text to a document of Microsoft Word.
A small Spanish-Hieratic dictionary (English and French in project).
Automatic Insertions of words and short phrases.
Menus and help of the system in English and Spanish.

•
•
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Versatility in its use with different operating systems, included the new one Windows Vista.
Great user friendliness.
Visual form signs insertion possibility or by means of codes.

Aims
The principal aim that has moved to the author to create HIERATICA 1.0 is to provide the
professionals of Egyptology with a suitable tool to our days, avoiding specialized and scientific
publications with insertions of composed text of drawn-by-hand signs or with difficult intelligible
texts due to the lack of a suitable and specific software editor. It turns out to be evident that
Egyptology, like any other discipline, should be in harmony and has to be able to make use of new
technologies. The study of an ancient civilization does not imply to renounce the contemporaries
applied sciences. The application of the advances in modern technology, allow us to carry out our
work in a more efficient way and spend less time with matters of form, what provides us more hours
to dedicate to the study of the merits of the case.
Our purpose in presenting HIERATICA 1.0 in this Congress is not to give any publicity to this
software to be sold, because, among other motives, before its publication and from now we have yet
to attend some orders. We try to bring this new software to light, this new tool, to show all
egyptological community its user friendliness, its adaptability to the needs of the professional of
Egyptology, to show the need to create new tools and put them to the service of the study of ancient
civilizations, and to solve the doubts that can arise in the course of my communication.
That last point, especially, united to the recommendations and suggestions which can be
suggested by the participants in the Congress, will make us see if we have managed our principal
aim (to create a useful tool for Egyptologists) or, on the contrary, to lay the foundations of those
modifications or enlargements that we should carry out in HIERATICA 1.0 to adjust it to the needs
declared.

Presenting HIERATICA 1.0 in the Congress
To be coherent with the use of new technologies, my communication will be integrally carried
out in a multimedia way, combining several systems to make a broad view of HIERATICA 1.0
easier, as well as all the capacity that it possesses, with special emphasis in demonstrate its practical
use as a tool for Egyptologists.

First Intermediate Period restoration activity at Dayr al-Barshā, or how the
burial of Henu ended up in an Old Kingdom tomb
Marleen DeMeyer

Since 2004 the Belgian mission of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven has been conducting research
in the Old Kingdom rock tombs on the south hill of Dayr al-Barsha.35 This necropolis consists
largely of small undecorated rock cut chambers in which square shafts were hewn out. In four tombs
in this area restoration texts dating to the late First Intermediate Period have been found, which
were all written by the governor Djehutinakht, son of Teti.36 An initial objective of the mission has
been to excavate all these tombs with restoration texts to determine whether any traces of actual
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restoration activity remained. So far three of these tombs have been excavated.
The first was tomb 15J15/1, in which an intact Old Kingdom burial was found, but no traces of
restoration.37 The second was the tomb of An-Ankhy, in which hardly any Old Kingdom or First
Intermediate Period funerary remains were present due to its intense reuse by Coptic hermits. The
third was the tomb of Uky, which is located high up on the south hill. This tomb originally consisted
of one chamber with two square shafts, and a number of rock cut statues adorning the rear wall. In
these square shafts several remains of the Old Kingdom burials could be recovered. At a later point
in time a second room was added to the tomb, which was excavated in 2007. In this annex likewise
two shafts are present, one of which turned out to contain the intact burial of Henu. In the burial
chamber a wooden box coffin was found, on top of and next to which several well preserved wooden
tomb models were located. The mummy of Henu was found in the classic pose inside the coffin,
placed on his side with his head oriented to the north and his gaze turned to the east. This burial
offers a unique insight into provincial burial customs at the end of the First Intermediate Period, and
sheds new light on what the governor Djehutinakht meant by restoring the tombs of his ancestors.

(a) Debating the reasons for the demise of monumentality
in the Old Kingdom
Aloisia De Trafford

From the early mastaba tombs and royal enclosures, to the mortuary complex and step-pyramid of
King Djoser at Saqqara, and most eloquently the Fourth Dynasty pyramids of Snefru and those of
Khufu, Khafre and Menkaure on the Giza plateau, Egyptian kings expressed their power and divinity
through constructions on a monumental scale, that towered over the desert plains and nearby
administrative capital of Memphis. Why then, did pyramid size diminish steadily in the Fifth
Dynasty and Sixth Dynasty, never to be taken up again? This question has puzzled many scholars
and the consensus has been that this was linked to a combination of: the decline in the political
power of the monarchy and the spread of the political powerbase to the provinces towards the end
of the Old Kingdom (e.g. EDWARDS 1961; LEHNER 1997). While the above factors must have played
an important role, I suggest that other factors were also influential.
Focusing on the pyramid of Unis, and considering also other pyramids and tombs from the Sixth
Dynasty, this paper traces the trajectory of the diminishing use of the architectural metaphor of
monumentality, which is juxtaposed against the increasing use of other expressive media such as
writing. ASSMANN (2002) remarked that Unis’s pyramid can be considered iconic because although
it retains the established pyramidal form, it breaks away from the monumental proportions that had
been traditionally associated with that form. Unis’s pyramid, as the smallest pyramid of the Old
Kingdom seems to be a conscious and dramatic statement that (for whatever reason/s) the
monumental style of building had become obsolete. To further emphasis this turning-point and
signal the new direction ahead, the interior of the pyramid chambers of Unis were, for the first time,
inscribed with texts (The Pyramid Texts), establishing for the first time the symbolic and ideological
significance of the medium of writing in the royal mortuary sphere. The paper considers in detail
the main features of Unis’s pyramid interiors, including the Pyramid Texts and the palace façade
motif (see DE TRAFFORD 2007) and seeks within them clues to the historical, social and ideological
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motivations and reasons for the demise in the use and also the relevance of monumentality in the
later Old Kingdom. It suggests that there may have been rational and well thought out reasons why
monumental constructions were side-lined, and that these came as a result of embracing new social
and cultural practices, including the increasing use of writing, both as a tool for greater efficiency
in communication and status in the administrative sphere, and for its increasingly acknowledged
religious and ideological potency.
References:

ASSMANN, J. (2002) The Mind of Ancient Egypt: history and meaning in the time of the Pharaohs, USA.

DE TRAFFORD A. (2007) ‘The Palace facade motif and the Pyramid Texts as cosmic boundaries in Unis’s
Pyramid Chambers’, Cambridge Archaeological Journal, vol. 17.3, 271-83.
LEHNER, M. (1997) The Complete Pyramids, London.

(b) Egyptianising Influences in Mediterranean Islands: a focus on Malta [poster]

As this conference is being held on the Mediterranean island of Rhodes I would like to take the
opportunity to highlight an area of study which is not widely discussed within mainstream
Egyptology, that is, ancient Egypt’s enduring cultural influence in the Mediterranean. Particularly,
for the purpose of this paper, I will concentrate on Egyptianising artefacts that were transmitted
often via the Near Eastern ports and city states, such as Byblos, were there had been an Egyptian
presence or cultural influence since the Old Kingdom. With the expansion of Phoenician trading
routes throughout the Mediterranean from around 1000 BC, there is an increase in egyptianising
artefacts found throughout the Mediterranean, from Cyprus in the East, to Malta and Sicily, and
Majorca and the Spanish mainland in the East. This paper looks at the set of Egyptian religious
symbols and decorative motifs, including scarabs, amulets and figurines of prominent deities which
have been found and situates them within in their cultural, economic and social context, far removed
from that of ancient Egypt. These artefacts can be divided into three types: those produced in Egypt
and spreading to the Mediterranean from Egyptian ports such as Naucratis where the Phoenicians
had trading posts; those produced in the Phoenician homeland coastal city states (e.g. Tyre, Sidon,
Byblos) in the Near East and those produced locally on the various Phoenician colonies throughout
the Mediterranean, particularly Carthage which became the Phoenician (Punic) stronghold in the
Western Mediterranean.
Eye of Horus amulets and scarabs are particularly ubiquitous, and representations of Egyptian
gods are found as amulets and inscribed on various artefacts, sometimes in contexts that differ to
their traditional Egyptian ones. In other cases hieroglyphs are used, which on closer inspection are
found to be imitations, their form or positioning being incomprehensible in Egyptian. Not being
made for an Egyptian audience, such inscriptions were apparently not meant to be read but merely
to be appreciated aesthetically. In addition, their broad symbolic meanings may have been
appreciated, and possibly their protective powers. It seems that Egyptian hieroglyphs and Egyptian
motifs in general held certain kudos in terms of social status and may have also indicated certain
religious, cultural and intellectual affinities. In some cases, the extent of assimilation into Phoenician
culture is greater than in others. For example, an inscription on papyrus found in a tomb in Tal-
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Virtu, Malta, which also includes a vignette of Isis, is written in Phoenician script rather than in
hieroglyphs. The spell resembles an extract from the ancient Egyptian sacred Book of Apophis,
which has however, not been taken wholesale, but carefully adapted and tailored to suit the
Phoenician cultural and environmental milieu, for example, the Nile waters have now become the
sea, no doubt the Mediterranean sea which was so familiar to the sea-faring and trading Phoenicians.
In the allusions to the sea one may also detect the influence of mythology and beliefs originating in
the Near East and parallels may be found in texts from this region, notably in the corpus of Ugaritic
Texts.
This poster will compare approaches and interpretations of this material by Phoenician
specialists and Egyptologists. It will also attempt to build a framework for decoding the various
combinations of Egyptianising motifs and interpret them not just as artefacts but situate them within
their dynamic socio-cultural and material contexts. It will also consider the use of the term
“Egyptianising” and discuss what is meant by it.

The Memorandum of Understanding between Egypt and
Sudan in the field of Cultural Heritage
Costanza De Simone

In the frame of the International Campaign for the Establishement of the Nubia Museum of Aswan
and the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization in Cairo, in 2004 the Executive Committe of
UNESCO which administrates such Campaign, voted, during its XIV Session, a recommendation
for the organization of a joint mission Egyptian-Sudanese, in the area of Nubia on both side of the
border. A two weeks mission was carried in February 2005 under the patronage of UNESCO. It
aimed to asses archaeological sites and museums along the Middle Nile Valley (Khartoum- Aswan)
to individuate urgent support actions to be given. It terminated on 14th of February in Cairo with the
signature of the Memorandum of Understanding by Dr. Zahi Hawass General Secretary of the
Supreme Council of Antiquities in Egypt and Dr. Hassan Hossein Idris, Director of the National
Corporation of Antiquities and Museum in Sudan.

Enemies of the state: perceptions of “otherness” and state formation in Egypt
Tonny De Wit

Analysis of the iconography of subjugation during the Late Predynastic and Early Dynastic Period
reveals an interesting correlation between the founding of the territorial Egyptian state and the
emergence of ethnically differentiated individuals. In analogy with depictions of tamed wild beasts,
representations of smiting scenes and captives on palettes, maceheads and knife handles convey a
message of the containment of disorder and symbolise the eternal struggle between maat and isfet.
Particularly, the reigns of Narmer and Aha, at the apex of centralising tendencies, witnessed a
codification of the representation of both Egyptians and “foreigners”. From this moment onwards
individuals with clearly un-Egyptian features were displayed in smiting scenes or as captives and
tribute bearers.
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These topical depictions of otherness coincide with a remarkable change in attitude towards the
surrounding territories. Whereas the Predynastic was characterised by intimate interrelationships
between inhabitants of the Lower Nile and adjacent regions such as the Southern Levant and Nubia,
this situation radically changed with the advent of the state. During the climactic phase of state
formation, a fundamental change in the conception of the world resulted in a reformulation of the
reciprocal relations between the emerging state and neighbouring entities. The deliberate creation
of an empty border zone and a self-chosen isolationism seem to be the reflection of an emerging
feeling of territorialism.
With the creation of a unified Egyptian state the process of state formation was by no means
completed. The elites of former proto-states, who saw their status suddenly reduced to a provincial
level, were unlikely to stand around and watch their personal empires be absorbed by an absentee
ruler. Centrifugal forces, as epitomised in the persistence of Preformal culture and the erection of
large elite sepulchres in the vicinity of previous centres of power, continued to pose an immediate
threat to the stability of the state. In an attempt to overcome these regional propensities, a dormant
feeling of togetherness was called upon by the proponents of unity. Habitual similarities, originating
in conscious and subconscious dispositions caused by memories and circumstances that inhabitants
of valley and delta shared were actualised to create a distinct Egyptianness. As the presence of a
notion of difference lies at the basis of ethnic self-definition, the conceptualisation of an external
(“foreign”) threat resulted in internal bonding. Narmer and Aha developed, as “agents of change”,
a deliberate policy, characterised by an uncompromising attitude towards “foreignness” and
“foreign” territories, to substantiate the unity of the Egyptian state. The appearance of the “foreigner”
theme in iconography alludes to a new ideological construct in which the concept of the struggle
between maat and isfet and notably the role of the king as embodiment of maat and guardian of the
state is exemplified. As such this genre is the manifestation of an emerging xenophobia, used to
unite quarrelling factions in an Egyptian ethnos. Simultaneously, in “foreign” policy a clear
boundarism is the practical reflection of this new conception of the “self” and the “other”. Besides
shifts in trading routes, the changing attitude in the perception of otherness, as reflected in the
creation of a clear limes aegyptiacus between what from now on were “foreign” territories and the
newly constructed homeland, was central to the withdrawal from the Southern Levant and Nubia.

Quantifying language shifts in Graeco-Roman Egypt on the basis of Trismegistos
Mark Depauw

The interdisciplinary research platform Trismegistos (www.trismegistos.org), developed by the
project Multilingualism and Multiculturalism in Graeco-Roman Egypt (Cologne) in cooperation
with the K.U.Leuven, aims to bring together metadata about all published texts dating between the
early Twenty-fifth Dynasty and the disappearance of Coptic as a legal language in the 2nd millennium
AD. With the exception of only few genres of texts, Trismegistos now has come close to achieve a
complete picture of literacy in Egypt in that period, transgressing traditional disciplinary boundaries:
its over 100.000 entries include both epigraphic and papyrological material, from ostraca to statues,
and cover more than 20 different languages and scripts, from native Egyptian ones to those of foreign
rulers or even mere visitors.
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Rather than to replace already existing collections of metadata, the platform wants to facilitate
access to them for non-specialists. To do this it currently relies on a set of 10 partnerships,
graphically represented in the following table.

Greek & Latin

Demotic &
Abnormal Hieratic

Coptic

Hieroglyphic &
Hieratic
Meroitic
Aramaic
Arabic

other languages &
scripts

Papyrological
Documentary
HGV
52050 records
DAHT
13629 records
BCD
6870 records
HHP
1187 records

no partner
946 records
ATE
850 records
APD
432 records
no partners
ca. 400 records

Literary
LDAB
10562 records

Epigraphic

IGLE
ca. 10000 records

LDAB [Coptic]
ca. 1100 records

no partner
709 records
no partner
1991 records

no partner
no records

no partner
no records

Trismegistos seeks to expand its range of partners with further running projects to fill up the
missing gaps.
To show the value of an interdisciplinary tool such as Trismegistos, I will look at evolving
language preferences in the period of Greek and Roman rule by quantifying the preserved
documents, taking various difficulties into account. The first problem is that of determining what
constitutes a record in the database. In the majority of cases no distinction has to be made between
the document and the physical museum object (e.g. a papyrus) or the text written on it (e.g. a hieratic
Book of the Dead). Frequently, however, several texts are found together on a single writing surface
and then it must be decided whether these all should become individual records or not.
In defining what constitutes a document or book (and thus should become a separate record), our
approach has been to put material aspects central: in principle all texts written on what was in
antiquity a physically separate writing surface belong together and form one document, unless there
are good reasons to believe that the only (and unintended) relation between the texts is the writing
surface itself. In other words, only in the case of “unrelated” reuse of the writing surface will texts
written on the same material object be split up over various records. While this admittedly leaves
some room for interpretation, the definition to a large extent aligns with current papyrological and
epigraphic usage, and only poses problems for temple texts.
An entirely different but perhaps even more important problem is that of our dependence upon
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what has been called “the vicissitudes of discovery and preservation”. To quantify chronological
fluctuations in language use in the Graeco-Roman period, we would prefer to use the actual number
of documents written. That number is unknown to us, however, and was certainly higher than the
number of documents preserved, which in turn will be higher than the number of documents
published, which in turn will be higher than the number of documents which are exactly dated.
Since we have to work with figures for this last category, these various interferences need to be
examined in detail.

The role of Osiris in the mythological cycle devised around Heracleopolis Magna
Lucía Elena Díaz-Iglesias Llanos

In the sources of ancient Egypt, a constant process of actualization of mythological contents can be
established by means of the introduction, change or preferential use of some themes over others. It
is inside this ongoing process that we frame the development of the mythological cycle of
Heracleopolis Magna starting from the Heracleopolitan Period. It results in the creation of a new
image of the city in the mythical sphere, possibly promoted from the circles of royal and religious
power. The new imagery can be traced in the written documents of this period and those which
follow. They contrast sharply with those stemming from the Old Kingdom, above all the Pyramid
Texts, where it is remarkable the absence of mythemes that use any of the elements in the
Heracleopolitan territory as a frame of reference for the mythological arguments that are introduced
in the utterances. However, they are integrated from the Heracleopolitan Period onwards, especially
in compositions of funerary and religious nature (Coffin Texts and Book for Going Forth by Day;
hymns) on which our discussion is based.
Three factors give us the clue for the interpretation of the mythemes: the main characters at
stake, the spatial contexts and the actions or situations envisaged.
As regards the first factor, the sources highlight the role played by the local god Heryshef
and three of the most prestigious figures of the pantheon: Re, Osiris and Horus.
Concerning the second point, these characters are related with the following local landmarks:
the capital itself, the lake/s of Heryshef’s temple, a place of cult of a local form of Osiris
called Naref, connected with a necropolis in the nome; vegetable species such as the narettree and the uneb-flower. Through them, we assist in a process of recreation, whereby the city
and surroudings, either anthropic or natural but “tangible”, are mythically reconstructed and
projected into the realm of the gods and the deceased.
Lastly, the meaning of the characters and landmarks is rendered complete by relating them
to specific situations and mythological events: the fight between Horus and Seth; the
beginning of the destruction of humanity; the dwelling of the main deities and others of
minor status; the crowning and triumph of these gods over their enemies, and therefore of
order over chaos; the performance of rites such as the hacking of the earth; the subjection to
trials and subsequent justification of the deceased before specific judges; the stopping in the
nightly journey of the sun and the deceased in the Heracleopolis of the Beyond in order to
be purified and reborn.

•
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Among all the manifold aspects of the mythical topography of Heracleopolis, we will draw
attention to those that turn the city and Naref into a place of appearance of Osiris. In this case, as in
other examples of the manifestation of a god in the Heracleopolitan area (Osiris, Re, Herysef), either
a specific feature of his personality or a concrete episode of his mythological cycle is selected.
Osiris is therefore integrated in the following core themes: the crowning and handing over of
elements of regalia endowed with a specific symbolism and function (Atef and Wreret-crowns); the
jubilation and fear that his enthronement entails in the community of gods and the deceased; the
arrangement of the burial of his body by his father Re or his son Horus, or of one of his limbs as
the nome’s relic; and the celebration of rites as the hacking of the earth in relation to his being
justified and triumphant over his Sethian enemies. The figure of Osiris and these episodes enhance
the spatial frame, turning Heracleopolis into the legitimate seat of the royalty and Naref into the
western counterpart of Heliopolis.
We consider that the new mythemes, and above all the Osirian occurrences, with their noticeable
emphasis on royalty and the dynastic and legitimizing aspects of the office, are part of a complex
cycle. This cycle seems to be linked with the historical and cultural development of the city that
reaches the status of capital (more in a nominal than in a real way) of the country in the First
Intermediate Period. The Heracleopolitan case-study underscores some issues concerning the
analysis of myths in ancient Egypt: the need for contextual interpretations; the emphasis placed on
their nature and purpose, which explains their highly dynamic character; their role as a means of
articulating events and social values; the importance of the local traditions inside the national
dynamics; and their function in the political and religious sphere as an instrument for justifying and
legitimating power.

Widowhood in Ancient Egypt
Helena Díaz Rivas

According to the British Encyclopaedia, widow/widower is one person whose spouse has died and
has not returned to marry. In ancient Egypt this loss did not have the same meaning for man than
for woman. Some authors38 have suggested that the social status of Egyptian women with regard to
their contemporaries of others civilizations was better. Since they had quite independence, their
legal position was equal that of men, they could acquire and dispose of their own properties, sell and
buy, inherit etc., in spite of this, the man was always overriding to woman. Théodoridès has argued
that “existed a masculine dominance of economic origin in the family life in Ancient Egypt”39 and
this supposed, obviously, that death of the husband could leave to woman in a precarious situation.
In addition, as Meskell40 said, the vulnerability of the woman could be more significant, since the
man not only assured her welfare in life, but he would be also the responsible for guarantee her
provisioning for after life.
This economic and social inequality did that many women after the death of their husbands might
be in a precarious situation. This is one of the reasons that explain the different treatment that we can
find between widows and widowers in ancient Egyptian texts. Whereas the presence of the widow
in the documentation is enough frequent, the widower only appears nominally. The texts are more
explicit doing reference to the widows. They are documented in religious and literary texts, in wisdom
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texts, in legal documents, in census and in the distribution of grain rations…, ultimately, in all those
scopes of the Egyptian reality, whereas the widowers are more difficult to detect.
The presence of the widow as a recurrent motive is not a simply rhetorical resource, but it is an
indication of a social reality, there was a group of women who were helplessness after the death of
their husbands. As Eyre has argued “the widow or divorced woman need a ‘husband’, a ‘brother’
or a ‘son’ to stand up for her rights”.41 In spite of its relative independence, the protection that the
woman needed was always masculine. The nature of this protection was social, economic and legal.
These were the values that the male figure represented. Although the presence of widowers is
confirmed for all periods of ancient Egyptian history, the interesting fact is that the texts do not talk
about them like such. About men it is said that they “sit alone” or that they are “alone”,42 without
doing a distinction between single, married, divorced or widowers. Sometimes we can only deduct
the man’s condition by the context in which the references appear, and this allows us to discern
between unmarried, divorced or widower.
The conception of widowhood for ancient Egyptians was so linked to woman that the masculine
form to designate it, xAry, habitually translated as “be wifeless”,43 “weiblos” or “ohne Frau”44 is
documented in one unique case45 in the Middle Kingdom.46 Our intention is to investigate and to try
to demonstrate that the ancient Egyptians conceived the widowhood as an inherent condition of the
woman.

Two characters in search of an ending: the case of Apophis and Seqenenre
Camilla di Biase-Dyson

This paper discusses the portrayal of the characters in the historical narrative, “The Quarrel of
Apophis and Seqenenre” from Papyrus Sallier I and argues that linguistic study is useful for better
understanding both the story and its characters. Given that character development is linked to plot,
the story’s missing ending has so far hampered a satisfactory analysis. This story has been classified
as a historical narrative because it revisits past historical periods or figures. Additionally, it
establishes “generic intertextuality” by reflecting a familiar historical format, the “Königsnovelle”.
Consequently, many scholars see the story as mirroring historical events, and extrapolate an ending
based on this. For instance, they see Apophis’ ridiculous demands as leading to Seqenenre’s
retaliation and subsequent reconquest of northern Egypt. Other postulated endings involve a cosmic
battle between Amun and Seth, which undermines the tale’s comic elements and a “battle of wits”
between the two rulers, despite the manifest inertness of Seqenenre and his court. These ideas impact
on the way scholars portray the characters.
In order to better understand the characterisation of Apophis and Seqenenre, I have analysed the
text using systemic functional linguistics (HALLIDAY 2004). This method of analysis studies patterns
of transitivity (which concerns the actors and their actions) and mood and modality (which reflects
the protagonists’ speaking roles and opinions as well as their power relations). It also considers the
distribution of theme and rheme (the given and new information of the message) across the clauses
that initiate episodes in order to establish which character forms the focus of each episode. Lexical
features, like the protagonists’ names and epithets, shall also be noted.
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This grammatical analysis reveals the humorous qualities of the text by presenting the characters
as the opposite of what we would expect in a “Königsnovelle”. Seqenenre’s actions and words
seamlessly portray someone who is inactive, who receives rather than gives commands, and who
asks questions rather than makes statements. Apophis, on the other hand, is characterised as
consummately active, and as someone who makes decisions and issues commands, with a proclivity
both for worshipping Seth and causing trouble. This active role is corroborated by a theme/rheme
analysis of the clauses initiating each episode. Although both Seqenenre and Apophis are presented
as themes early in the text, only Apophis starts the action of the plot. Almost all subsequent clauses
that begin new episodes then relate to his activities. At the lexical level, Seqenenre is introduced as
a nsw, “king”, but he spends the majority of the text as merely a wr, “chief”, whereas Apophis is
introduced as a wr then spends the remainder of the story as a nsw. This appellation corresponds to
their behaviour and speech: the illegitimate Apophis acts like a nsw and the legitimate Seqenenre
behaves like a subservient wr. This subversion of “normality”, like the Ramesside papyri portraying
animals in human roles, is clearly ironic in intent: the topos has been inverted to convey mimesis.
We can conclude, therefore, that parody is expressed fundamentally at the grammatical level, though
it has a literary (generic) basis.
A linguistic methodology is therefore useful not only for better understanding characters, but also
for estimating their development throughout the plot. In this way, we can attempt to trace missing
endings with more accuracy. The humour of the tale undermines both the “historical” and “cosmic”
outcomes suggested by scholars. The ‘battle of wits’ theory has a willing participant in Apophis,
though Seqenenre is portrayed as ineffectual. To sustain the humour of the piece, perhaps an
accidental action by Seqenenre appears to Apophis to be a legitimate response, which results in his
discomfiture. Though it is also possible that the court’s incompetence is played out to the end, this
possibility provides little scope for plot development. It is therefore probable that Seqenenre
emerged as the victor of the tale, in however shambolic a manner. By demonstrating that the text is
a parody, a linguistic method helps us both understand the characters and also test hypotheses about
the plot’s trajectory.

The Egyptian coffins in the collection of Bristol’s City Museum and Art Gallery
Aidan Dodson

Bristol’s City Museum and Art Gallery and its predecessor institutions have owned over the years
eighteen coffins/mummy cases from Egypt, ranging in date from the Old Kingdom to the end of the
Late Period, together with masks of Ptolemaic/Roman times. This paper will review these objects,
together with what is known of their history, to mark the re-opening of the Museum’s Egyptian
gallery in 2007.
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Bird at the back of the atef crown
Monika Dolinska

The paper deals with the attestations of a small bird of prey decorating sometimes the back of the
atef crown. Usually it is described as a falcon – which is understandable, as three-dimensional
representations of Horus falcon protecting king’s head are well known (e.g. the famous Khafre
statue). However, on closer scrutiny, all of the birds appear to be vultures, not falcons. Why then this
bird was chosen to decorate the atef? What mythological motifs connected to the royal ideology
could have inspired this idea? And what was the time-range of its attestations? The atef in question
is of the variety enveloping the head of the king in a similar way as a white crown does, without the
ibes wig. This variety was especially popular in the first half of the Eighteenth Dynasty which was
also the span of time over which vultures appeared quite often (but not always) at the back of the
atef. Silhouettes of vultures are attested on royal atefs in temples of Deir el-Bahari, Medinet Habu,
Karnak, Elephantine, Kumma and in the tomb of Rekhmire in West Thebes. One can envisage the
possibility that there was an actual royal crown decorated with a bird made of gold foil, in use at
that time. Still the reason of using this motif remains to be explained. The most obvious seems the
identification of the vulture as Nekhbet if we accept that the uraeus at the front of the crown
represents Wadjyt, both of them together constituting the tutelary goddesses of Upper and Lower
Egypt. But are we sure that the uraeus really is Wadjyt? We should not forget about the broader
understanding of the uraeus as any goddess assuming the role of the Solar Eye under the allembracing name of Uret-hekau. The search for the real identity (or identities) of the uraeus goddess
can help to answer this question. Variants appearing on crowns (other than the atef crown) such as
the double uraeus, the couple: uraeus and vulture’s head, two uraei and vulture’s head etc. are also
taken into account. Some questions concerning the atef crown – its origin, evolution of shape and
possible meaning – are also commented upon.

Dating by events – The use of year-names during the
Early Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom
Günter Dreyer

Since Narmer until the end of the First Dynasty small labels attached to containers indicate various
events as specific year names to date deliveries of oil and other commodities. Such year names
occur also during the Old Kingdom in inscriptions on stone and pottery vessels. A compilation of
year names is preserved on the Palermo Stone. Although mainly serving as dating reference the
events mentioned in the year names give historic information and allow an insight into what kind
of events were regarded to be important.
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Greek loanwords and two grammatical features of Pre-Coptic Egyptian
Barbara Egedi
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The linguistic situation during the period comprising the 2nd and 1st centuries BC and the first centuries
AD in Egypt (from the later period of Ptolemaic rule to the emergence of Coptic script) is very
complex, multifaceted and intriguing. While the primary written form of Egyptian language had long
been the Demotic, limited uses of hieroglyphic script and certain forms of Hieratic also survived. As
a consequence of Egypt’s occupation by the Greeks and its effect on the economic and political life,
the Greek language— the language of power and higher administration —has gained a comparatively
great importance. With a growing Graeco-Egyptian cultural interrelationship, a bilingual social stratum
gradually evolved primarily in the northern part of the country. While the Demotic was the script
widely used among Egyptians, the language itself was subject to strong diglossia an otherwise normal
phenomenon, characteristic in every phase of the Egyptian language. Accordingly, the spoken version
departed from the written form until the Demotic script itself started to decline and was finally replaced
by Coptic. The linguistic relationship between Coptic and Demotic is far from being understood. It is
a well-known fact that Coptic cannot be considered as the direct successor of Demotic. Although the
former succeeds the latter in time, an unexpected number of lexical and grammatical differences may
be detected. Demotic is characterized by archaisms and a stiff resistance to foreign influences, at the
same time new grammatical constructions and elements appear in Coptic seemingly without any
precedent, not to mention the extremely large number of Greek loanwords in the Coptic vocabulary.
The evolution of this hidden spoken Egyptian (Pre-literal or simply Pre-Coptic) will be the subject
of my investigation. Even though the actual circumstances (time, extent, etc.) in which the borrowing
of Greek words took place remain mostly unrevealed, it is, nonetheless, the way the Greek words had
been integrated into the Egyptian grammatical system that certain properties of the spoken Egyptian
can be understood. Two concrete cases, two products of this complex linguistic situation, will be
examined in my lecture: firstly, the productivity of the plural suffix attached also to Greek nouns, and
secondly, the much debated issue concerning the borrowing of Greek verbs from a morphological
point of view. My analysis of the aforementioned topics will be based on the fundamental principle
that it is the grammar of the borrower language that conditions in what form the loanword is to be
integrated into the new linguistic environment.
According to written evidence, Demotic had a real, systematic plural ending, which is in striking
contrast with the Coptic data. Morphological plurality can be observed only with a close set of Coptic
nouns, therefore, on synchronic level, it can be interpreted only as irregularity; the plural suffix could
not be productive any more. However, when Greek nouns capable of bearing Egyptian plural endings
were eventually borrowed in Pre-Coptic, the suffix must have been productive, even if limited to
certain nominal classes only. As a consequence of the analytic nature of Coptic sentence patterns, the
borrowed Greek verbs can occur only in a single and unvarying form. This form in the Sahidic dialect,
strangely enough, seems to be the imperfectum imperativi activi, instead of the infinitive. Such apparent
inconsistency may be resolved by assuming that the periphrastic conjugations had already superseded
all of the sDm.f forms in the Pre-Coptic phase, and the same verb form (traditionally the Coptic
infinitive) occurred in every possible sentence position. However, in lack of real finite vs. non-finite
opposition, a verb in (Pre-)Coptic was most likely not perceived by the speakers as an actual infinitive
but rather as a sort of basic (lexical) form of the verb which —in its most neutral occurrence (with no
conjugation base or personal pronoun)— appeared sentence initially, in imperative use.
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Le Livre des Morts dans la Tombe d’Harwa (TT37): nouvelles découvertes
Silvia Einaudi

La Tombe d’Harwa (TT 37), grand majordome de la Divine Adoratrice pendant la XXVe dynastie
(règnes de Chabataka et Taharqa), est le premier grand monument funéraire construit dans l’Assasif
après le Nouvel Empire. La choix d’Harwa de placer sa propre tombe dans cette zone de la nécropole
thébaine, dont la grande partie n’avait pas encore été exploitée jusqu’à ce moment là, fut suivie, juste
après, par les autres hauts fonctionnaires de la XXVe-XXVIe dynastie, en faisant de l’Assasif une
des plus importants nécropoles égyptiennes de l’époque tardive. La tombe d’Harwa devint ellemême le cœur de la nécropole et, pour quelques aspects, un monument emblématique et un modèle
à imiter, comme il est démontré par la reprise de plusieurs scènes et textes dans quelques tombes
construites autour d’elle dans les années suivantes.
Les textes inscrits dans la cour de la tombe d’Harwa, objet de ma recherche, sont limités aux
demi-piliers et aux parois adjacents. Il s’agit toujours des extraits du Livre des Morts et notamment
des chapitres 15, 45, 50, 55, 89, 91, 106, 154. Le choix de ces chapitres et leurs positions par rapport
au plan de la cour devaient avoir des raisons précises, liées aux croyances religieuses et funéraires.
Presque tous les chapitres souhaitent une heureuse condition post-mortem pour le défunt, notamment
la conservation du cadavre (LdM 45, 50, 55, 154), la réunion du corps avec son ba (LdM 89), la
possibilité de sortir de la nécropole (LdM 91), la prière au dieu (“grand des grands”) afin d’avoir
pain et bière pour la survivance dans l’Au-delà (LdM 106). Le LdM 15 est, par contre, le seule
chapitre “spirituel”, lié au destin solaire du défunt, à la suite du dieu Re. La position précise de ces
chapitres dans la cour est probablement liée au parcours d’accès dans la tombe. Ceci est démontré
aussi par d’autres tombes de l’Assasif qui ont copié, dans leurs cours, quelques-uns des chapitres
écrits dans la tombe d’Harwa, en les mettant dans la même position par rapport au plan ou à l’entrée
dans la cour: il s’agit en particulier des tombes de Pabasa (TT 279 : cfr. LdM 15, 45, 50, 89),
Padihorresnet (TT 196 : cfr. LdM 50, 89, 106), Ankh-hor (TT 414 : cfr. LdM 45, 50, 89), Sheshonq
(TT 27 : cfr. LdM 15, 45, 50, 89, 91). Mais il est très intéressant de voir aussi les analogies entre la
tombe d’Harwa et la grande tombe memphite de Bakenrenef (LS 24), qui est un peu plus tardif, pour
montrer l’existence des éléments communs entre ces deux monuments, édifiés dans deux nécropoles
très distantes. D’ailleurs quelques chapitres du Livre des Morts d’Harwa ont beaucoup des
ressemblances philologiques avec les textes correspondants écrits sur le sarcophage de Nes-Imen
(CG 41044) provenant de Deir el-Bahari (première moitie de la XXVe dynastie), chose qui témoigne
de l’existence à Thèbes, pendant la XXVe dynastie, d’une version du Livre des Morts qui fut utilisée
comme modèle aussi pour le sarcophage que pour les tombes.

Antinous – Osiris
Mervat Seif El-Din

As one of the important historical event occurred in Egypt during the visit of the Emperor Hadrian
in 130/31 AD, was the foundation of the city of Antinous “Antinoopolis”. Due to the prematurely
death of his favorite young friend and lover Hadrian ordered to commemorate him by establishing
a special cult and to elevate him to the rank of divinities. Sanctuaries and statues were devoted to
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the deified Antionous. One of these statues exists among the notable collection of the Greco-Roman
Museum, Alexandria. It was discovered near by at Canopus. The statue represents Antinous in
traditional Egyptian attitude and surly avocet the association with the Nile God Osiris, expressing
the timeless character of this eternal main God of Ancient Egypt. A minute treatment of the statue
and a comparison study combined both historical, archaeological and religious analysis will be the
main points of this paper.

Sphinxes statues from ancient Alexandria and environments
Ahmed Abd El-Fattah

The aim of this topic is to throw light upon a group of sphinxes inspected by me inside
the boundaries of ancient Alexandria and her environments. The study of these sphinxes
is an attempt to fix the approximate relations of these sphinxes with the sites in which
they were found, and so the archeological environment.
I. The districts of the find are as follows:
1- ancient Alexandria ( Rhakotis)
2- Hippdrome (east of the ancient city)
3- El Mohamara ( Sidi Bishr)
4- Temple of Ras el Soda site
5- Canopus west beach
II. Southern bank of Mahmoudieh Canal.
III. Mareotis district.
1- Kilometer 20 ( Agami ) costal Alex-Marsa Matruh highway
2- Lake Mareotis ( ancient Taenia)
3- South of the lake:
A. Kom Hifein
B. Sidi Said
The significance of the sphinxes found the mareoctic district is that they would increase
our knowledge about this district concerning both religious and cultural points of view
and relatively fill a gap on Mareotic civilization which we know little about the period
from the Narmer slate palette until late Roman period.
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Die Schranken in den ägyptischen Tempeln
der griechisch-römischen Zeit
Khaled Motaz El-Gawady

Die Schranken sind eines der Hauptmerkmale in der spätägyptischen Tempel- und Grab-architektur.
Dieses architektonische Element ist in fünf Gebäudentypen zu finden: Grabkapellen,
Eingangskioske, Kioske und Kapellen, Pronaoi und Geburtshäuser. Die Schranken sind in ihrer
Gesamtheit nie zusammengestellt und analysiert worden. D. WILDUNG teilte in der bisher
ausführlichsten Studie über das Thema (in LÄ V, s.v. “Schranken”, Sp. 690–693) die Schranken in
drei Typen ein und datiert sie bis in die 3. Dynastie zurück. Ich hingegen teile die Schranken in nur
zwei Typen ein, wie ich demonstrieren werde. Der Ursprung der Schranken ist wohl in der AmarnaZeit zu suchen, wobei die ältesten noch erhaltenen Beispiele aus der Ramessidenzeit stammen. Im
Vortrag werden neue Interpretationen zur Problematik des Schranken-Ursprungs diskutiert werden,
doch bilden die Schranken in den ägyptischen Tempeln der griechisch-römischen Zeit den
Hauptschwerpunkt.
Es sind nur ca. 300 Schranken von etwa 60 Tempel- und Grabkomplexen erhalten geblieben;
davon weisen 160 heute noch 288 Darstellungen mit Inschriften auf. Folgende Kulthandlungen sind
dargestellt worden: Opfer, Libation, Räucherung, Krönung, Anbetungen und Tempelgründungsszenen.
Es ist zu bemerken, daß die Hohlkehle und der Uräen-Fries nur auf der Fassade oder Außenseite
dargestellt sind, nicht aber auf der Innenseite. Ebenso ist festzustellen, daß die Tempelgründungszenen
nur auf der Innenseite gezeigt werden — mit einer Ausnahme, nämlich in den Spätzeit-Bauten in
Medinet Habu. Dasselbe gilt auch für die Krönung und Reinigung des Königs: Diese Szenen kommen
nur auf der Innenseite vor. Sie erscheinen nur dann auf der Außenseite, wenn die
Tempelgründungsszenen in demselben Tempel auf der Innenseite gezeigt werden. Eine Ausnahme
stellt nur der Haupttempel von Kom Ombo dar, wo die Krönungs- und Reinigungsszenen auf der
Außenseite zu sehen sind, ohne daß sich die Tempelgründungsszenen auf der Innenseite befinden.
Die Tempelgründungsszenen kommen 21 mal auf den Schranken vor: 13 mal ‚Eintreten und
Herausgehen aus dem Palast’ und dreimal ‚Strickspannen’ in Edfu, Esna und Tod. Die Zeremonien
des “Erdaufhackens”, “Sandschüttens”, “Streichens der Ziegel” und “Verputzens mit Gips”
erscheinen nur auf Schranken der römischen Zeit in Esna und Tod, mit einer Ausnahme für das
‚Erdaufhacken’ in den Spätzeit-Bauten in Medinet Habu. Die Krönungsszenen des Königs sind nur
siebenmal auf Schranken dargestellt: dreimal zur Zeit Ptolemaios’ XII. Neos Dionysos und viermal
in der römischen Zeit. Die Reinigungsszenen des Königs werden 11 mal auf Schranken gezeigt:
zweimal in der Zeit von Nektanebos I., viermal in ptolemäischer Zeit und fünfmal in der römischen
Zeit. Diejenigen aus der ptolemäischen Zeit stammen aus der Zeit von Ptolemaios VIII., Ptolemaios
IX. und Ptolemaios XII.
Es ist anzunehmen, daß der praktisch Gebrauch der Schranken in den Tempeln der Spätzeit einer
neuen Entwicklung in der Architektur folgte, die generell Fenster vermied. Die Schranken spielten
eine doppelte Rolle, einerseits als zum Licht und zur Luft hin geöffnete Wandflächen, andererseits
um das Innere der Gebäude bzw. des Tempels ausreichend ab-zuschirmen. Die Schranken hatten
aber auch vor allem eine religiöse Funktion, und in diesem Sinne sind auch die darauf dargestellten
Szenen zu interpretieren. Der eigentliche Tempel bzw. die Götterwelt fängt erst nach den Schranken
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an, weshalb die Tempelgründungsszene normalerweise auf der Innenseite der Schranken angebracht
sind. Die Schranken gelten in diesem Sinne als Abschirmung zwischen der menschlichen und der
göttlichen Welt. Auf der Außenseite der Schranken werden Opfer, Libation, Räucherung und
Anbetungen gezeigt, um auf die Kulthandlungen hinzuweisen, die im Inneren des Tempels
durchgeführt werden. Im Inneren sind die Reinigung-, Krönung- und Tempelgründungsszenen
dargestellt, also die Handlungen in der Götterwelt und in der königlichen Kult-Kapelle. Meiner
Meinung nach können die Schranken auch als Nachahmung des Papyrus-dickichts gelten, wo Isis
Horus gebar. Die Schranken sind eine Nachahmung für den Platz der göttlichen Geburt, die
„kosmischen Dimensionen“ und die königliche Kult-Kapelle. Daher sind auch genau dort Szenen
wie die Krönung und die Reinigung des Königs zu finden.

Is the preterite sDm=f in Late Egyptian derived from present perfect iw/sDm.n=f
of MiddleEgyptian or historical perfect cDm=f of Old Egyptian?
Mahmoud El-Zerai El-Hamrawi

This paper deals with the derivation of the preterite sDm=f in Late Egyptian. The preterite sdm=f
expresses an action which has been completed in the past or in the present perfect. It functions as
indicative verbal form in the Ancient Egyptian Language. There are different points of view as to
the derivation of the preterite sDm=f. Some of them attempt to connect between the preterite sDm=f
and the historical perfect sDm=f while others connected between preterite sDm=f and the present
perfect sDm=f. They represent different stages of Ancient Egyptian Language and the development
of the Egyptian Language from Old Egyptian until Coptic. The essential aim of this paper is to
answer the question of where the Late Egyptian preterite sDm=f derives from: whether it is from the
present perfect iw/cDm.n=f of Middle Egyptian or from the historical perfect cDm=f of Old Egyptian.
The inflection of the 3ae-inf. and anomalous verbs could be used as a morphological criterion
to make a connection between the historical perfect cDm=f of Old Egyptian, present perfect
iw/cDm.n=f of Middle Egyptian and preterite sDm=f of Late Egyptian. In other words, is the
inflection of the verb di/rdi “give” for example equal in preterite sDm=f and in present perfect
iw/cDm.n=f? Does the verb di/rdi “cause”/“allow” have the same inflection in preterite sDm=f of Late
Egyptian, present perfect iw/cDm.n=f of the Middle Egyptian or in historical perfect cDm=f of Old
Egyptian? What is the inflection of the verb “come” iwi/iyi in the three verbal forms?
The following verbs are used as morphological criterion to justify my hypothesis:
a) Mutable verbs:
– iri “do”/“make”.
b) Anomalous verbs:
– di/rdi “give”.
– di/rdi “cause”/“allow”.
iwi/iyi “come”.
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The Egyptian Collection αquired in the Faculty of Arts-University of Alexandria
Hassan M. El-Saady

The museum is considered one of the rishest educational university museums in Egypt. Since it was
established in 1942 the museum acquired assorted collections of original antiquities belong to every
historic period (i.e. from prehistory to modern times). This paper aims to deal with the The Egyptian
Collection which includs more than one thousand original peace varying in type, provenance and
date. The museum has on display various ornamented pottery collections as well as amulets from
Naqada, merimdah and other predynastic sites. The stone vessels of more than twenty shapes come
from Giza and Saquarra, especially the alabaster collection found in the magazines of the step
pyramid. As for statues; the museum has ten pieces made of limestone, basalt, and red granite. The
notable ones are two heads of officials where one of which is made of wood, a limestone statue of
Thoth and a small bronze statue of Imhotep. The collection has also ca. 50 Ushabtis. Miscellaneous
collection is also displayed including some textile remains, make up pots, canopic jars, wooden
model of a plough, three coffins, head-rest, two offering tables, weights, anchors and children toys
etc. A collection of ca. 160 Sudanise antiquities is presented from the authorities of Sudan to the
museum and stands as a very important part of the museum acquisitions. Unfortunately we do not
have any descriptive catalogue of the collection and few of the above mentioned pieces were
published in scientific periodicals. Thus this paper would be considered the first step to the making
of a catalogue.

Les nobles qui établissent l’ordre cosmic. Sur les niveaux herménautiques d’un
aspect de la démocratisation dans les Tombes Thébaines du Nouvel Empire
Abeer El-Shahawy

L’art figuratif égyptien est un art mental, chez les anciens égyptiens apprendre de dessiner, c’était
apprendre à penser. Les anciens artistes décrivaient soigneusement un thème, non pour le faire voir
mais pour le faire comprendre. Il faisait les figures sous l’aspect qui lui semble le mieux répondre
à ce qu’il voulait faire comprendre. Il y a plusieurs niveaux herméneutiques dans les figurations
égyptiens c’est-à-dire une succession des plan de signification et d’interprétation des figures
Prenons l’exemple de la figuration de MAat dans la peinture égyptienne. MAat est la déesse qui
personnifie la vérité, la justice. Sur l’échelle cosmique, elle représente l’ordre divin de l’univers; le
concept qui était capital dans les idées et le code d’éthique des égyptiens. Le pharaon régnait au
moyen de son autorité; son image est l’offrande suprême donnée par le roi aux dieux. À partir de la
première période intermédiaire, et après ce qui s’appelle la démocratisation de la religion et des
rites ou l’usurpation des privilèges royaux par les nobles, ceux-ci ont été représentés en aidant le roi
d’établir le MAat. Au Nouvel Empire, la déesse était considérée comme la fille de dieu Rê, et comme
son œil, on trouve l’hymne de soleil sur les portails de Tombes Thébaines mentionnant que le noble
présente MAat au dieu de soleil Rê, ainsi assurant l’union de défunt avec le cycle solaire et en
conséquence sa régénération éternelle. Les nobles ont été représentés en établissant le MAat soit
d’une façon directe comme dans la Tombe Thébaine 111, où on a vu le noble portant la statue de la
déesse, ou d’une façon métaphorique.
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Prenons la scène de TT 85 du combat contre l’hyène qui peut être une représentation symbolique
de protéger le défunt des forces du chaos dans qui était vaincu par la pouvoir royale. À l’Ancien
Empire cette chasse de hyène était une prérogative royale; plus tard à partir du Moyen Empire, la
chasse de cet animal est apparue dans les tombes privées. Ici, la chasse est un symbole d’établir et
maintenir l’ordre cosmique que le noble joue un rôle à aider le roi pour créer ; on voit ici un sens
apotropaïque destiné à protéger le défunt du force de mal et du chaos qui ne peuvent plus pénétrer
dans la tombe et déranger son travail de régénération et son repos éternel. En plus, dans notre scène
le combat est probablement une vignette biographique qui symbolise une difficulté quel le noble a
surmontée. Dans les textes dans son tombeau, il a mentionné qu’il a vaincu un éléphant et sauvé la
vie de Tuthmosis III ; c’est un sujet biographique et symbolique qui est en émulation de et pour
applaudir le roi. Cette figuration a un sens mythique qui sera une réactivation de certain mythe
d’Horus, évoquant des combats desquels résulte une victoire qui peut etre celle de défunt sur sa
mort. Des autre exemple d’établir le MAat se trouve dans TT 56 dans la scène de présentation d’une
pièce d’apparat vraisemblement orfévrée qui est une image condensée et miniature de la Nubie ; au
TT 31 dans la scène des hommes qui se livrent au jeu du bâton sur le toit d’une cabine dans un
bateau militaire, au Tombeau de Nebamun au BM deux mulets calmes et tranquilles attelés à un char,
un d’eux se penche pour manger et le conducteur de char est endormi, un autre homme dort sous
un arbre, au même tombe la scène de jurer sur une stèle qui marque les frontières des terres assurant
que tout va bien et tout est en ordre et le MAat est maintenu. Un autre exemple dans la chasse qui
était contradictoire avec cette idée sz trouve au TT 93 ou on sent le MAat lui-même dans la scène des
animaux tranquilles avant qu’ils soient attaqués.
On doit quitter le plan littéral en développons les dimensions herméneutiques Il est important
d’étudier le langage figuratif égyptien dans sa dimension signifiante car les images ne sont pas
représentatives mais significatives et fonctionnelles
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Athribis Report 2008
Rafed El-Sayed

Since 2003 five seasons of fieldwork have been carried out at Athribis in Upper Egypt by a joint
German-Egyptian mission headed by Egyptologists from Tübingen University and comprising
Egyptologists, architects, geodesists and conservators from Germany, Poland and Egypt. The
objectives pursued include a comprehensive survey, study and publication of the material,
architectural and textual record of one of the few remaining Graeco-Roman town sites in the
Panopolite nome that are still acessible and offer the chance to explore an archaeological ensemble
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consisting of a town site, a necropolis of rock tombs, and a monumental temple precinct which was
reused as a monastic site during the Byzantine era.
Within a general site survey all archaeological features visible and their condition, including
the terrain, building remains, as well as textual and sculptural remains have been recorded
preliminarily. A first volume dedicated to the results of the 2003-2007 survey seasons will go to press
in 2008. Beside the epigraphic, architectural, and archaeological surveys, the project is concerned
with the preservation of the Ptolemaic-Roman temples which are built from local limestone and
which in many parts still bear the original polychromy on the sculptured surfaces. Some details of
the philological section of the project will be presented by Christian Leitz in a separate paper. The
present paper aims to inform about some of the more important results of the archaeological and
architectural survey gained during the last years, and about the project’s future plans.
The monument which is in the focus of our interest is the huge temple that was built during the
reign of Ptolemy XII. It is dedicated to the goddess Repit and her consort, the god Min-Ra. Many
of the reliefs were executed during the Roman period from Tiberius to Domitian. Approximately one
third of the building is still in need of clearance since it had been only partially excavated when the
former S.C.A. mission came to an end in 1996. For a complete documentation and comprehensive
study of the inscriptions and building remains still buried under debris and enormous fragments of
building stones, further clearance of the temple started in the 2007 season. We were able to gain
several instructive observations concerning the architecture and building history of the temple. Our
new plan shows a Ptolemaic temple which is in many ways exceptional.
Another subject within the scope of the speaker’s interest is the history of reuse of the temple
precinct during late Roman and Byzantine times. The question is approached by combining the
archaeological record with the textual sources, the latter attesting a Diocletian palace during the
end of the third century and a monastic congregation of women belonging to the Shenute community
from the end of the fourth century onward. There is clear evidence that the temple has was not
destroyed by Shenute as it is recorded in the Coptic literary corpus.
Apart from the temple of Polemy XII, the survey included all other building remains extant on
the surface such as other temple buildings, enclosures, and gates inside the temenos, as well as the
remains of the ancient town which are still largely covered by debris and sand. The necropolis in
the western mountain was included into our survey during the 2007 season. Here a rock temple for
Asklepios, some of the many rock tombs of Ptolemaic and Roman date, as well as several quarries
were surveyed. While a preliminary relative chronology for the occupation at Athribis has already
been established on the basis of our surveys, the reconstruction of the settlement history and the local
cults from the earliest occupation until its abandonment is a long-term objective of our project.

The representation of wild animals in the Egyptian environment on osraca
Mofida Hassen El-Weshahy

During the course of Egyptian art, the number and variety of themes permissible for tomb
decorations inscribed, it was a treasure for the ancient Egyptian environment, the scenes preserved
life itself. So the daily life of Egyptian brought them for surprise attack from wild animals which
dwell in desert, marshes, and riversides. This very real danger was a part of everyday life. Wild
animals were regarded with special awe and respect in ancient Egypt because of their great strength
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,savagery, violence, and ferocity; they appeared on scenes from Paleolithic period onwards where
the western and eastern deserts were inhabited by beasts such as felines (lion, lioness, wild cat, civet
cat and leopard), cannines (jackals, wolfs, dogs, foxes and hyenas) and other small wild animals.
the ostraca of wild animals were found at Thebes specially the valley of the kings and Dier elMadineh. it has been discussing the work of fully-trained artists whom status is derived from the
religious origin and the purpose of their work. The scenes of wild animals give the impression of
being pictures of daily life, for example the two hyenas heads that appeared in the hunting scene of
the tomb of intef.(TT.155). The paper studies the beautiful painter’s sketches, pupils practice books
and exercises of wild animals representation and wild animals who hoped to obtain a prize one or
a prey . the paper also aims at representing the Egyptian environment with its wild animals.

Les pièces du puzzle toponymique dans le nord du Delta
Åke Engsheden

L’étude des toponymes par les égyptologues se résume essentiellement à débattre de la lecture
hiéroglyphique (la bonne translittération) et, éventuellement, de localiser le site sur la carte. Cet
approche fait qu’une bonne partie des toponymes anciens est délaissée hors du champ de l’étude.
Car la plupart des anciens noms préservés jusqu’aujourd’hui n’ont pas laissé de trace dans les textes
hiéroglyphiques, coptes, grecs, etc. Il est donc peu surprenant que ce sont les régions riches en
matériel archéologique qui ont reçu le plus d’attention. Or, on n’a pas besoin de se rapporter à des
lieux illustres (Akhmīm, el-Achmounein, Assouan, etc.) pour se rendre compte jusqu’à quel degré
l’Égypte est encore très riche en anciens noms de lieux. Les villages aux noms anciens fourmillent,
que l’on soit dans la vallée du Nil ou dans le Delta. Pour que la recherche toponymique portant sur
l’Égypte puisse se constituer comme objet de recherche indépendant, en possession de ses propres
visées et méthodes de travail, il est souhaitable que des moyens adéquats soient élaborés qui laissent
le chercheur mieux apprécier l’information que ces noms orphelins nous livrent.
Le point de départ est l’état actuel de la toponymie égyptienne. Le lien avec l’actualité justifie
qu’on se concentre sur la division administrative moderne. Ainsi, au cœur de ce projet se trouve le
sort d’anciens toponymes dans le gouvernorat de Kafr el-Cheikh, au nord du Delta, qui recouvrent
des sites fameux tels que Tell el-Fara’in (Bouto) et Sakha (Xoïs). Le territoire de Kafr el-Cheikh
correspond en grande partie avec l’ancien VIe nome de la Basse-Égypte. Pourtant, contrastant avec
le petit nombre d’études qui s’occupent de cette région, une cinquantaine de noms de lieux —
hydronymes exclus — ont un nom qui paraît dater d’avant la domination arabe. Des tours ont été
effectués dans la région en vue d’assurer la bonne prononciation (locale) et d’enregistrer les
éventuelles légendes autour de l’origine du nom.
Il est probable que les toponymes non-arabes sont, dans cette région, aussi pré-arabes. Au fil de
leur intégration à l’arabe, ils se sont adaptés aussi bien à la phonologie qu’à la morphologie de cette
langue. En règle générale, on peut dire que les noms faciles à reconnaître à travers le copte, par ex.
Baqlūla < p-kelōl, « le chaudron », ou Damrū < ti-mrō, « le port », ont tendance à être tardifs. Dans
le cas de noms longs qui résistent à l’étymologie, on peut déduire qu’il s’agit soit de composés
égyptiens (Sandila), dont l’âge reste à préciser, soit d’emprunts du grec (Birimbāl). En revanche, on
est en droit de soupçonner que les noms non-arabes qui sont courts soient pharaoniques (Sakhā),
éventuellement réduits au cours des siècles par l’usure phonétique (Tīda).
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Une fois qu’ils ont retrouvé leur place dans la dimension géographique, les sites auxquels ces
noms de lieux se réfèrent se trouvent réinvestis d’une valeur qui contribue aux études de géographie
historique, même dans les cas où les vestiges archéologiques font défaut.

The language of grief: Reflections on the laments of Isis and Nephthys in some
mortuary liturgies attested in the Coffin Texts
Roland Enmarch

The term “laments” (Klagen) has been used to characterise several written traditions in Egyptian
culture: 1) captions accompanying tomb scenes of funeral preparations and burial;47 2) the speeches
by Isis and Nephthys keeping vigil over the dead and resurrected Osiris, occurring most often in
mortuary liturgies;48 3) a rhetorical style occurring as a component of literary texts of the Middle
Egyptian corpus and later, that focus on the inversion of society and nature, comparing the present
unfavourably with the past.49
This paper seeks to articulate the early relationship between these traditions in the Old and Middle
Kingdoms. The tomb scene captions are divisible into two broad groups:50 first, those accompanying
scenes of grieving relatives and dependents of the deceased, who are generally shown in or around
the threshold of his house or embalming hall, mourning as the body is being taken away in procession.
In the second scene type, the captions occur is the funeral procession itself, and is uttered by those
who partake in guiding the coffin of the deceased to his final resting place. There is a difference of
tone between these groups, with the grieving relatives directly addressing the deceased, and
occasionally demonstrating emotional distress. The funeral procession captions more typically stress
the positive aspects of the funeral. Some of the earliest major sets of laments spoken by Isis and
Nephthys occur within mortuary liturgies attested in the Coffin Texts (e.g. CT 51–59 and CT 74–5),51
and are notable for their strongly emotionally affective wording, which explicitly portrays the
goddesses as bereft survivors bewailing their separation from Osiris, but which also juxtaposes
positive attitudes towards Osiris’ journey to the next world. In several instances, the style and phasing
of these laments evoke those of the captions found in tomb scenes depicting mourning.
This demonstrable link raises questions of performativity for the Isis and Nephthys laments
found in mortuary liturgies. Early evidence for the performative context of any genre of Egyptian
text is slight,52 and while evidence from later periods suggests that the Isis and Nephthys laments
are likely to have been performed in a ritual context,53 the nature of these performances and the
identity of the performers remains debatable. The points of contact between the utterances of women
portrayed in tomb captions and the utterances of Isis and Nephthys at least present the possibility
that the latter represent a reasonably direct ritual and mythic embodiment of female funerary roles.
The complex and expressive style of some of Isis and Nephthys’ Coffin Text laments bears
comparison with the style of some of the dialogues presented in Middle Egyptian pessimistic
literature. Nevertheless, while the style of literary laments has been described as originating from
funerary dirges,54 the evidence for this is chronologically problematic and other generic influences
can alternatively be posited. The similarities between the goddesses’ laments and pessimistic literary
dialogue arises at least in part from their common ‘dramatic’ scenario: a speaker in distress seeking
redress from one or more addressees.
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A computer-assistance for the student, the epigraphist, and the philologist
Vincent Euverte and Mélinda Dessoles

The Rosette Project started with a dream: how and to what extent the technology could assist the
hieroglyph reader? There are many answers to that simple question; it is our purpose today to
summarize them. And we hope to convince you that this dream can become reality, even with only
few but talented and committed benevolents. Moreover, we will propose some routes which may
broader it toward a common standard such as Manuel du Codage (MdC) 2008, Hieroglyphs in
Unicode, consistent lexicographic word lists.

What is the Rosette Project today?
A three-year old online application, with still a long road ahead:
a computer assistance to identify and read ancient egyptian texts among a catalogue of 3000+
hieroglyphs, with associated description and paleographic samples;
including a dictionary (all Faulkner keywords with Griffith Institute authorization, and its
counterpart in French by the Medjat Association), an MdC compliant graphic editor, and a
corpus of translated texts;
with systematic association between hieroglyphic display, MdC coding, transliteration, multilanguage translations, and reference to source documents;
two home-made hieroglyph fonts in Unicode format developed by the project team;
totally free of charge and available on standard Internet, under Global Public Licence.

•
•
•
•
•

Why and how Rosette could contribute to Egyptology?
The essential concept developed by Rosette is “integration”. From original text capture, to
encoding, to displaying hieroglyphs, to searching a dictionary, to capitalize a corpus of ancient texts,
to make all these freely available on the Web, in a user-friend environment.
The final product of Rosette aims at a computer tool to facilitate the access to hieroglyphic
texts and Ancient Egypt culture.
It offers several features rarely combined in one single software: hieroglyph editor (MdC
compliant), lexical and syntactic analysis, text corpus storage.
It seeks at the most community-accepted standards, from an full MdC compliance, to the
respect of Gardiner coding, to scalable-hieroglyphic font, to Unicode structure, to XHTML
1.0 validation of every web-page.
Interactive concept: based on the Wiki approach, with an additional security control, it will
allow everyone to contribute to a community knowledge repository.
Multi-language: so far available in French, English, and partly Arabic, the entire application
is built to support as many languages as needed, should native translators be candidate.
A benevolent contribution: surprisingly, dozens of Internet surfers joined the project and
brought their own skills. To succeed, this project requires many different kinds of
competencies: IT experts, mathematicians, graphists, to support epigraphists, grammarians,
historians, and many students and amateurs contributing with their knowledge and time
availability.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Other ideas under evaluation : statistical analysis of hieroglyph apparition by period;
associating the genuine image to every document referenced in the database; cross-text
search tools; OCR; portable version (including on PDAs).
Should a worldwide standard emerge in the coming years, it could allow all texts to be encoded
in a unique format, available in one single database, with a common dictionary encompassing every
expert’s knowledge, assisted by a syntactic engine, and in multi-language translations. Even if these
standards are not ready yet, nothing prevents to start capturing the data in a temporary format.
Whatever Rosette can collect from now on, it will be easy to convert and transfer it to any future
“official database”, blessed by the Egyptology Community, as soon as this database is created. Is
not it worth starting the data collection now, in parallel with the development of the new standards?

Animal behaviour in Egyptian art
Linda Evans

Depictions of animals dominated Egyptian art from the predynastic era until the Greco-Roman
period, testimony to their lasting significance in the lives and culture of the Egyptian people.
Egyptologists have long been impressed by the beauty of these images and have noted the care and
precision with which artists reproduced the appearance of a diverse range of species. In nature, the
way in which different types of animals behave is often as idiosyncratic and distinctive as their
morphology. If the physical accuracy of their images indicates that Egyptian artists watched animals
very closely, then it is highly likely that they will have endeavoured equally to record pertinent
species-specific behaviour in their art. To date, however, the postures and activities of depicted
animals have received far less attention from Egyptologists and art historians than their aesthetic
qualities. Furthermore, scholars have often relied upon guesswork and anthropomorphic
impressions, rather than zoological information, to describe what they see animals doing in two- and
three-dimensional art. Consequently, the exact meaning of animal motifs and their ability to further
our understanding of Egyptian art have yet to be comprehended fully.
In a recent study, I adopted a new approach to the analysis of animal imagery by first
documenting systematically the way in which mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, amphibians, and insects
are shown behaving in Old Kingdom tomb scenes from Giza and Saqqara and then comparing each
of these representations with current zoological knowledge of contemporary fauna. During this
procedure, the behavioural meaning of each image was determined by considering the species
depicted, its body posture, and the social and environmental context in which it occurred. By
comparing these factors with the known behavioural repertoire of different species, I was able to
make a precise assessment of the way in which Memphite artists translated the dynamic actions of
living animals into two dimensions. This examination revealed that the Egyptians were acutely
aware of the natural behaviour of animals, as a range of depicted species was found to have exhibited
many different activities in a variety of contexts. These actions could be divided into eight broad
categories, namely: locomotion, herding, comfort-seeking, ingestive, predatory, aggressive, sexual,
and parental behaviour. It appears that artists were not only familiar with obvious, easily-observable
behaviours, but also subtle and rare movements that could be expressed by either wild or
domesticated species. The breadth of behaviour discovered suggests that the Egyptian people had
a particular interest in, and extensive knowledge of, this aspect of animal life.
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Despite the many different behaviours that were included in wall scenes, artists nevertheless
followed established artistic rules rigorously, often finding ingenious ways to show sequences of
action and complicated displays while staying firmly within the constraints of their idiosyncratic
method of representation. Contrary to common belief, animals were not depicted in a freer manner
than other elements, but instead conformed reliably to standard conventions. This study also revealed
that the application of behavioural information to the analysis of animals in wall scenes frequently
provided a key to the meaning of anomalous or unusual images and revealed hitherto unrecognised
aspects of Egyptian art. The potential of a behavioural approach for generating new insights about
both the meaning and the method of Egyptian art will be illustrated by describing just a few of the
remarkable animal representations that were found in Memphite scenes, such as the camouflage
behaviour of insects, the locomotor behaviour of fish, ingestive behaviour by crocodiles, fighting
and nesting behaviour by birds, mating and distress behaviour by cattle, aggressive behaviour by
hippos, and the hunting behaviour of genets, mongooses, and lions.

How innovative is too innovative? A discussion of the proposed re-display of the
Egyptian galleries at the Manchester Museum, UK
Karen M. Exell

Museum displays can often present ancient Egypt as a monolithic and isolated culture, with little in
the way of diachronic change, or cultural or ethnic diversity. In addition, displays frequently focus
on the Afterlife, as a result of the bias in the material through the accident of preservation, and the
ongoing public fascination with mummies. Egyptology as an academic discipline has been slow to
embrace a theoretical and multi-disciplinary approach, and to realise the potential that such methods
can offer for reconstructing ancient society. The situation is now changing, with recent scholarship
utilising theories of agency, identity, gender, materiality, and so on, to re-assess ancient Egyptian
material and demonstrate how it can reflect social complexity.
The Manchester Museum, a university museum, gave financial support to British archaeologists
working in Egypt in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In return, the Museum received a share
of the artefacts that were found. Of note is the material from Kahun, Amarna, and the extensive
collection of human remains (mummies, skeletons and samples), which latter formed the basis for
Professor Rosalie David’s ground-breaking Mummy Project in the 1970’s. The highlights of the
Egyptian material were re-displayed during the 1980s, in two galleries that divided the material
into Daily Life and Afterlife. The Manchester Museum is now proposing a complete re-display of
its Egyptological and Archaeological material that will attempt to dissolve historical and disciplinary
divides in archaeology, and to harness current academic thinking. One suggestion has been to use
the Egyptian material in a series of case studies of changing archaeological methods and theory, in
order to remove the concept that “Egypt” is separate from the rest of the ancient world, and its study
isolated from current archaeological theory. Central to the redisplay will be the manner in which
human remains are shown in line with Manchester Museum’s rigorous human remains policy
(http://www.museum.manchester.ac.uk/ourcollections/humanremains/). The application of the policy
to the re-display of the Egyptian mummies will offer a challenging test-case for balancing visitor
interest with the need for a sensitive and educational approach to all human remains in museums.
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Using Manchester Museum as the paradigm, this paper will explore the possibilities of a more
transparent curatorship of aspects of our collective past, of developing innovative and academicallyrigorous museum displays of Egyptian material, and of confronting the challenge of displaying
archaeological human remains. The paper will discuss how to balance such an approach with the
practicalities of public expectation (the Museum stakeholders) and the maintenance of visitor
numbers. Egypt continues to be taught at Key Stage 2 in UK schools, with thousands of children
visiting museums every year to view the Egyptian material, their groups making up the bulk of
visitor numbers. Egyptian mummies are a huge draw. The majority of non-specialists interested in
ancient Egypt have an idea of Egypt which is little related to the archaeological record. Egypt is
many things to many people.
Is it possible to radically change the way that Egypt is presented in a public museum? Can
museum displays be pro-active rather than reactive? How much risk should a museum take when
it attempts, not so much to rewrite history, but to write it transparently and reflexively?

Economy and society in Pharaonic Egypt
Christopher J. Eyre

The economy, defined as the relationship between production and consumption, self-evidently
underlies all social process and all social activity. The difficulty in clarifying that relationship, for
the ancient economy and ancient society, lies in the correlation of evidence with theory. In particular
it lies in the contrast between a qualitative and a quantitative approach: between a theoretical
approach that is essentially philosophical in its emphasis on structural generalisation, and an opposite
pole which emphasises mathematical quantification and detailed process. In analysis of the
pharaonic economy, generalisation is most evident in the presentation of an ideological, text-based
narrative that assumes a centrally overseen, ordered and controlled economic structure for the
regime. In practice this view is difficult to reconcile with hard evidence. There is indeed a striking
contradiction within archaeology in general, where the emphasis on accurate record and typology
of primary data, in dealing with the hard material record, can dissipate into a relatively uncritical
acceptance of theoretical frames, and appear as a theory-based explanation of socio-economic
structure that is not evidently derived from direct analysis of a specific evidence base. For Egypt,
for instance, it is difficult to clarify what the basis, or the real economic meaning might be a so
characteristic a cliché as the common assertion that in theory all land belonged to Pharaoh.
At the core of this problem, for pharaonic Egypt, is a need to distinguish clearly between macroand micro-economic analysis, or indeed macro- and micro-theoretical analysis. This means going
beyond the monolithic image of an essentially undifferentiated agrarian society that produced a
surplus to fund elite consumption, in order to explore regional and social differentiation in the
agricultural regime, and to consider the practicalities and realities of social and class hierarchy. The
bureaucratic model of Egyptian society emphasises a qualitative differentiation—literate against
illiterate, office holder against worker, possessor of cultural knowledge—that cannot necessarily
be mapped onto quantitative distinctions seen in the archaeological or documentary record.
In so far as the economy is a primary context of history, the evaluation of relevant data means
addressing questions of economic growth and decline in relation to political history. That is, to
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consider economic variation in terms of the historical clichés of change against continuity. In the
current political-intellectual climate the interpretative traps lie on one side in the clichés of
environmental determinism, and on the other in the paradigm of cultural evolution. These are both
approaches that can easily fall into a form of historical retrodiction—hindsight as explanation—
that glides too easily over proper evidence-based analysis in the attempt to provide explanations in
socio-economic history. Despite the difficulties of quantification, and to draw conclusions drawn
from micro-economic analysis of economic reality at a local level, this seems the best approach to
avoid anachronism, and to advance understanding of socio-economic behaviour in pharaonic Egypt.

New evidence on the sanctuary of Isis in the ancient city of Rhodes
Haroula Fantaoutsaki

The Rhodian Iseum, known from ancient testimonies, has only recently been located during a rescue
excavation in the modern city of Rhodes. The identification of the sanctuary as an Iseum, based on
the groundplan and a group of sculptures unearthed during the archaeological research in Kypriades’
plot, appears secure, although no inscriptions were found to confirm it. The precinct of Isis is located
in the south-eastern edge of the ancient city of Rhodes, next to the Hellenistic fortification that runs
along the rocky coastline inbetween two of the ancient harbours of the city, the Acandia harbour to
the north and the so-called south harbour of Zephyros to the south; thus it was easily accessible
from the harbours. The sanctuary occupied an entire building block, about 47 m wide and 80 m
long, surrounded by the ancient streets P17 to the north, P18 to the south, an anonymous lately
identified street to the west and probably the Hellenistic fortification to the east.
The excavation, which has not yet been completed, covers the northern half of the precinct and
has brought to light the foundation of a monumental building, the temple of the sanctuary, about 12
by 18 m in plan and orientated from north to south. The temple, built of local porous limestone, is
erected approximately in the centre of the northern half of the precinct, it consists of three successive
spaces and dates to the early 3rd c. B.C. Even though the over ground part of the building as well
as its architectural elements do not survive, it evidently was an impressive massive construction,
most likely a prostyle or in-antis temple, bearing a southward façade. In proximity to the southwestern corner of the temple lies an underground staircase leading to an ellipsoidal well. The upper
preserved part of the staircase was filled with a group of sculptures. These were obviously
dedications to the sanctuary thrown in the interior of the subterranean structure after the cultic
activities of the sanctuary were ceased. About half of the sculptures are pieces of Egyptian or
Egyptianizing statues made of dark grey stone. The most important pieces include: two statues of
male standing figures, a block-statue representing a god between the legs of the seated figure and
three pieces of Horus statues in the form of a hawk. The rest of the sculptures, made of white marble,
are Greek in style; among them two almost identical Sphinxes, a statue of Isis, an enthroned ZeusSarapis, a wingless Nike (all the above headless), the torso of a nude youngster with himation, the
heads of the statuettes of a young man and a child, and a bovine statuette.
The preliminary examination of the Egyptian or Egyptianizing statues found inside the
underground staircase reveals that they were directly generated from the Egyptian cultural heritage
and bear characteristics referring to the sculpture of the Ptolemaic period; this fact presupposes in
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Rhodes the existence of a group of Egyptian emigrant artists or a circle of sculptors apparently well
trained in the techniques of Egyptian art.
The choice of the deities represented in the statues undoubtedly indicates that, although the literary
texts positively refer to Isis as the chief deity of the sanctuary, the precinct did relate to the worship
of other Egyptian deities as well, such as Sarapis and Horus. Moreover, according to inscriptions
which oppose the literary texts, Sarapis was the chief deity of the sanctuary. An additional
contradiction exists when comparing inscriptions and archaeological data: the early dating of the
temple in the early 3rd c. B.C. also opposes the earliest inscriptions related to the established worship
of the Egyptian gods on the island of Rhodes, which date in the 3rd / 2nd c. B.C., and places Rhodes
among the earliest stations in the spread of the Isis / Sarapis cult outside Egypt.

Timeline of officials of the Old Kingdom
May Farouk

The aim of this article is to attempt to put the length of reigns of some of the kings of the Old
Kingdom into question being logically tested by the realistic life time of officials who served during
their reigns. To begin, one should set an average lifetime for the upper class officials in the Old
Kingdom. Such a matter has both ancient and modern estimations. The ancient records tend to give
the impression that the ancient Egyptians enjoyed long life spans, though this might express a hope
rather than a reality. Some sources are even as optimistic as expecting or hoping for a person to
exceed the age of 100 years. Though such an outstanding lifetime could not be considered the rule
in ancient times, the fact that the ancient Egyptians thought of such a long period implies the idea
that there must have been exceptional cases where ordinary non-royal persons enjoyed a similar
lifetime. Actually, 110 years seem to be the ideal Egyptian life span. In contrary to these
inscriptional sources, there is not any biological evidence to imply that the average life expectancy
of Egyptians was even close to the wished life time. Indications derived from modern technical
analysis of remains point out that in the absence of modern medicine life expectancy during the
days of the pheros was at the best in the order of thirty five to thirty nine years for males and three
to five years less for females . Though no study has been yet done to research the life expectancy
among the higher class officials during the Old Kingdom, one should not expect that they have
reached what we evaluate today as old age, being given the fact that in ancient Egypt one was
considered allready an old person at the age of forty according to the Insinger Papyrus. Actually, the
majority of the aging features during an examination of the remains of the mummy of king Djedkare
Isesi show that the king died between 45-60 years old. The eximination of the remains of mr.sanx III shows that she was around 50 years of age at her death. Thus any life time of an official which
exceeded 60 years of age should not be considered the rule and will be handeled here with some
suspiciousness as a case that needs exeplination and rsearch concentration.
A point should cleared here , that no attempt will be done to determine the date of birth of any
official, nor his date of death, since it is only in very rare cases that we have enough resources for
such a claim. Most resources would describe a period of activity, during which a person held sevral
positions under one or more kings. Quoting the Insinger Papyrus once more, it is to be assumed that
one started his career around the 20th year of his life. Such a principle will be generally accepted
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here, yet not considered a rule. Though it is very difficult to determine the officials who witnessed
the reign of any king, there might be three good criteria to decide such a matter. These three criteria
are the title imAxw xr , the biographical inscriptions of the official and reference to certain officials
in temple decoration and royal decrees. In addtion to that, the well known rules of dating any tomb
can be helpful in this context. Among such rules are the artistic feautres and relative position of
tombs of officials. In some cases such indications give an almost certain date, valuable when
compared to the previously mentioned three criteria. Royal genealogies, though often doubtful, can
be used in reconstrcuting liftimes of several generations in royal cemetires, using the assumption
that the sons or daughters of kings have been at least born within the reigns of their fathers, or at
most immidiatly after. Titles relating the official to the royal family should be taken into
consideration as well, in particular when the name of the king in question is mentioned. Officials
named after kings give also valuable indications, especially in the rare cases where an official
changes his name according to the name of the reiging king. In few tombs of the Old Kingdom, there
are incidents of written dates, either within the tomb itself or as quarry marks on its stones. Putting
the above mentioned elements togther with neccesry considerations and calculations, a time line for
the lives of the Old Kingdom officials can be created.

Stairway to Heaven: interpreting a new architectural drawing
from the Temple of Edfu
Ulrike Fauerbach

In 2003 four new architectural drawings were discovered in the pylon of Edfu (~110 BC). Three
represented capitals from the temple’s court, whereas the fourth remained a mystery for some time.
Finally it turned out to be a design drawing for the two stairways in the pylon in scale 1:1. The
drawing is scratched into a sandstone block and in this respect resembles other architectural
drawings found in Egypt, the antique Mediterranean world and even in European medieval
buildings. Rather unexpected is the positioning: The drawing was found on the ceiling of one of the
pylon’s rooms.
The staircases of the pylon in Edfu are as complex as they are sophisticated. They connect thirtytwo of the thirty-six rooms in the pylon and run from the ground level to the top at a height of
32.50 m. Space, heights, the human musculoskeletal system, illumination etc. are all aspects to
consider in the construction of stairs. To fit such staircases in a multi-storey building while using
as little space as possible is a highly advanced design task. It was fulfilled admirably by the builders
in Edfu. This is particularly remarkable given the applied building technique. The ancient Egyptians
used to build their stone architecture by transporting the material on solid ramps and scaffoldings.
Surprisingly, the investigation of the pylon revealed that this still held true at the end of the
2nd century BC, when cranes where already in use on Greek construction sites. Building with ramps
allowed to move very heavy blocks safely and was easy to do, given that enough workmen were
available. But the builders were forced to heighten the edifice gradually in one constant level, which
made some tasks far more complicated – like building stairs, for example, which require diagonal
blocks and the calculation of different elevations.
The presented drawing can provide new and surprising answers to the question how the builders
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designed and accomplished this task. The drawing measures approx. 3 by 1.20 meters. It is divided
into two parts according to the two different types of flights applied in the staircases: those with six
and those with nine stairs, four of which together form an oblong staircase. Each part of the drawing
gives details of the two types of flights in scale 1:1, though not the details we would expect. In
order to understand the actual use of the drawing, its strange position on a ceiling block has to be
taken into consideration: The builders seem to have taken the block with the drawing directly to the
construction site where the staircase was built. While the staircase rose along with the building,
they took the block with them, moving it higher step by step. Finally, when the staircase was
finished, the otherwise useless block was recycled to become part of the ceiling. The block was
certainly designed for this recycling right from the start. In this way, the builders saved a
considerable amount of papyrus, leather or wood. Burnished stone was a handy material on any
temple building site and taken regularly to draw on, yet this is the first example of a mobile
architectural drawing on stone, let alone in such dimensions.
The drawing gives insight in aspects of Egyptian buildings which remain often unnoted. The
subject covers questions of archaeology, building history, technical history and epistemic history.
It also fits well in the discussion about cross-cultural interactions and adaptions between Egypt and
Greece, for the technique to design by architectural drawings seems to arise at the same time in
different cultures around the Mediterranean, towards the end of the 2nd century BC.

Egyptian mortuary liturgies: an updated overview
Frank Feder

Recently the number of published or known manuscripts of the so called Mortuary Liturgies has
substantially increased as well as our knowledge concerning their composition and function. This
paper gives an updated overview over the manuscripts and the liturgies which they contain.

(a) Theorizing ancient Egypt: towards a new paradigm
Hasan Fekri

Claims have been made that Egyptology enjoys a sense of splendid isolation, and that better insights
into ancient Egypt may be by embracing approaches and methodologies developed in archaeology,
anthropology, sociology, cognitive sciences, geography and history. Although there have been a
few attempts in this direction, there has been next to little attention either to the theoretical or
intellectual foundations of Egyptology or to the advantages of “borrowing” from other fields. This
silent treatment of theory is understandable given the special history of Egyptology, but it is likely
to lead to a fragmentation of the discipline, an ossification of traditional methodologies, and even
greater isolation not just from other disciplines but also from society in general.
It would be beneficial and valuable to acknowledge, explore and debate the theoretical
underpinnings of Egyptology and Egyptian archaeology, and to go beyond the stereotypical views
of these two disciplines in order to find the means by which texts, artefacts and architecture are
articulated in a coherent theoretical matrix. To open this theoretical exploration, I contend that we
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must at first query our motivations, mission and objectives. I posit that we may wish to frame the
study of ancient Egypt in anthropological terms, as a study of one of the world ancient civilizations.
This will require a deeper understanding of the social dynamics by which that civilization was
shaped and modified through the millennia. In this regard we can not, for example, ignore current
discussions of the role of agents and structures, cognitive schemata, and cultural geography. We
may wish to consider ancient Egypt through a reflexive methodology that moves back and forth from
case studies, sites, regions, periods or microscopic concerns to interpretive strategies and models.
This will make it possible to generate focused research agendas of the most problematic issues of
Egypt’s past concerning its inner workings, continuities and change, sustainability and collapse. It
would be also helpful for integrating research methodologies to pay more attention to interpretive
models that acknowledge the intricate interplay between ideas, communicative modes, routine
practices, norms and durable structures and schemata, the production of knowledge, the mechanisms
of self presentation and social mobility, and the social significance of artefacts, or to put it succinctly
the interrelationships between cognition, practice and artefacts at different scales of time and space.
This eschews the pitfalls of excessively privileging “post-modern” stances and uncompromising
positivist methodologies.
A concern for Egypt’s past can hardly be justified in terms of objectives inherited from Victorian
times. The world has changed and is rapidly changing with not only perilous implications for the
survival of the material remains from ancient Egypt, but also with grave consequences for the way
ancient Egypt has been presented and marketed over the last century. Accordingly, it is imperative
to include elements of cultural heritage management both in the teaching and practice of Egyptology
and Egyptian archaeology, and to reconsider the thrust and consequences of popular discourses on
ancient Egypt. Egypt’s past is a valuable asset for learning about who we are and how the
“civilization” process has contributed to our current world woes.

(b) Egyptian Heritage Institute (EHI) —Mission and Objectives

Egypt is endowed with an incredible wealth of archaeological sites, artifacts, and landscapes;
ranging from world heritage sites already listed to potential world heritage sites and a myriad other
sites and monuments of local, regional, and national importance. It has become clear over the last
two decades that management of this diverse and plentiful heritage requires an institution for
capacity building. In 2001, the Egyptian Center for the Documentation of Cultural and Natural
Heritage (CultNat) prepared a UNESCO-UNDP document, “Strategic Approach to Egypt’s Cultural
Heritage”, which contained a preliminary proposal for a professional Cultural Heritage Management
educational program in Egypt. The report recalls the recommendations of the report by
McManamon and Rogers 1992 (crm.cr.nps.gov/archive/17-3-11.pdf) which specifies the creation of
a training institute for the then EAO (currently SCA) inspectors and other officials, providing
advanced and specialized cultural heritage management (CHM) courses. Since then, urgent calls for
the professional training of Egyptians have been voiced, for example by DAVID O’CONNOR and
others during the Eighth International Congress of Egyptologists. The first International Conference
on Cultural Heritage held in Alexandria (20-22 January 2006) recommended the establishment of
a Heritage Academy. Already in 2002, Zahi Hawass (Archaeology Magazine, September/ October
2002) reiterated the need for an institute to train qualified people to protect Egyptian heritage.
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As a follow up to a forum organized in London in November, practical measures are now
underway to establish an “Egyptian Heritage Institute” (EHI). Its mission is to 1) safeguarding
Egyptian Heritage, 2), contribute to Public education emphasizing continuities and the links between
heritage and society, 3) valorize Egypt’s overlooked historical heritage, 4) highlight Egypt’s
contribution to humanity and world civilization, 5) provide new technologies and interpretive
museological narratives, and 6) enhance the capacity for mobilizing heritage for cultural and
economic development. The Institute will offer postgraduate education and support for research
and CHM projects. It will offer modules in a wide range of topics such as heritage project
management, heritage information technologies, heritage economics, architectural heritage, heritage
and society, heritage tourism, and heritage museum displays and management. Staffed with a core
of qualified Egyptians and open to students and professionals from different academic backgrounds,
EHI will also provide teaching opportunities for international heritage professionals and academics
and will make it possible for international students to study, tour, undertake research and participate
in CHM projects in Egypt.

A new onomasticon from the Ptolemaic Period
Hans-Werner Fischer-Elfert

During an ispection of the former private collection Dr. Julius Kurth, now housed by the
Archaeological Museum of the University of Halle/Wittenberg, fragments of a Book of the Dead
turned up, accompanied by a substantial part of an onomasticon on the verso side. Although the
entries on the three columns still preserved share a couple of features with e.g. the great Roman
period Tebtunis onomasticon published by Juergen Osing in 1998, there are some points that may
add additional information with regard to minerals, plants and animals and their respective
correlation with divinities. Apart from this, the handwriting points towards a Ptolemaic, not Roman
date of this copy.

Newest results on Tell el Dab’a/Avaris. The surveys 2007 and 2008
Irene Forstner-Müller

The site of Tell el-Dab’a/Avaris in the Eastern Nile Delta is an area threatened by agricultural
intensification and the enormous growth of rural villages. Therefore it is very important to develope
strategies for the protection of antiquities or at least to gain a maximum of information before their
destruction. For this reason a long term geophysical survey has been undertaken by the Austrian
Archaeological Institute in Cairo together with the University of Vienna to focus the archaeological
effort. This survey gives us a completely new idea of the urban planning and activities of
Avaris/Piramesse which could not have been achieved by excavation only. In this paper the results
of the seasons 2007 and 2008 will be presented. Details are a newly discovered palace of the Fiftenth
Dynasty, the localization of the harbours and additional information on the ancient topography of
Tell el-Dab’a.
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Some snake deities from the temple of Edfu
Amr Aly Aly Gaber

Snakes, in ancient Egypt, were not only feared by the ancient Egyptians, and protective spells used
against them, but also some of them were worshipped for their good qualities and protective force.
Throughout the Graeco-Roman period, a number of snake deities frequently appeared in the temples
such as Edfu and Dendera, Accordingly, the scope of this study are two groups of snakes which
were identified in the Central Hall of the temple of Edfu. Each of these groups comprises four
crawling snakes. One group is represented on the lower part of the eastern exterior door jamb of the
Central Hall, while the other group is depicted on the corresponding location on the western door
jamb. Each group is depicted heading towards the door of the Central Hall. In addition, they were
accompanied with their names only and without any epithets.
Snakes of the western door jamb

Iry-dndn

@aw-@r

%wDA-Haw

aA pHty

“who belongs to rage”

“the body of Horus”

“who lets the body safe”

“the one with the great power”

Snakes of the eastern door jamb

%q-Haw

“who with the joined body”

@aw-nb.f

“The body of his lord”

#nty- @r

[…] wn

“the foremost of Horus”

[…] wen

This study investigates this topic through four parts. The first part examines the locations of the
representations of these snake deities in the temple of Edfu which show them in both corresponding
and non-corresponding locations. These representations show that some of them are depicted as
snakes, as snake-headed deities, or as both. Additionally, the texts, which mention them in of other
temples such as Dendera and Esna, are investigated. Furthermore, the deities, which accompany
them such as Rennenet and the offerings being offered to them, are considered.
The second part discusses the epithets and attributes of these snake-deities. The texts, which
accompany them at the temple of Edfu, show that some of the names of other snake deities which
appeared in the temple such as Akrw “earth-gods snakes”, aHaw-mnxw “the excellent snakes” and the
#tbw-snakes were used to refer to them. Moreover, their epithets show that the snake deities in
question are connected to Edfu.
The third part studies the role of these deities in the temple of Edfu. Four of them Iry-dndn, %qHaw, @aw-@r, and #nty-@r are mentioned in the texts of the temples of Edfu and Dendera among the
deities that belong to the chapel of the “Throne of Re” in the temple of Edfu. Moreover, it seems that
they have protective role as two of them are mentioned in the texts of Edfu, Iry-dndn together with
+sr-tp protect of the “secret chamber” while %q-Haw together with @r.f-m-ds protect the “southern
chamber”. Lastly, a comparison between the snake deities in question and the Agathoi Daimones of
Dendera will be made. R. Preys concluded that the latter provided protection, provisions and were
considered the ancestor deities that were buried in the necropolis of Khadit. The similarities and
dissimilarities, especially in terms of representations and functions, will thus be attempted. Hence,
this study is an attempt to approach some snake deities during the Graeco-Roman period.
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The courtyard of the Tomb of Djehuty (TT 11) at Dra Abu el-Naga
José M. Galán

The Spanish-Egyptian mission working at Dra Abu el-Naga has recently exposed the open courtyard
of the tomb of Djehuty (TT 11), overseer of the treasury and overseer of works under Hatshepsut.
Djehuty’s court has interesting features, starting with its elongated shape, its length (34 m.) being
well above average. The analysis of some of its details is particularly interesting due to the very few
courtyards dating to the first half of the Eighteenth Dynasty that have been excavated and
documented. The presentation will also offer an overlook on how the area was reused as burial
ground in later times (Ramesside and Third Intermediate Period), as well as on the evidence for the
use of the area prior to the construction of Djehuty’s tomb (Middle Kingdom). Finally, a few details
of the façade will be examined, particularly the raising of its height by means of very skilful masonry
work.
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Les chaouabtis du Musée National de Rio de Janeiro (poster)
Cintia Alfieri Gama

Cette présentation en forme de poster aura pour but de montrer le travail réalisé entre les années de
2006 et 2007 sur les chaouabtis/ouchebtis de la collection du Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro –
Brésil. Le poster portera la description systématique et analyses des principaux objets représentés
dans cette catégorie, ainsi que les références catalographiques, ce qui possibilitera l’échange
d’informations entre les professionnels, plus précisément pour ceux qui étudient les chaouabtis.

Textual criticism and textual corruption in Coffin Texts 131-142
John Gee

Coffin Texts 131-142 provide a useful basis for compiling lists of the types of textual corruption that
might occur in an Egyptian text. As a group of closely related texts copied sequentially when they
occur in coffins, they provide a convenient and cohesive unit with a wide geographic distribution.
As they also relate to contemporary stele, they are not trivial. I will catalog the various types of
textual corruption that occur and show how these corruptions can be used to make sense of some
of the variants in the text, and how they can be used to establish preferable readings of some
passages. I will also explain how the correlations between geographic readings might point to a
geographic origin of these texts. Thus I hope to show the usefulness of textual criticism for textual
research beyond the mere creation of a stemma.

Geoarcheological investigations on the West Bank (Thebes Mountain):
an integrated approach
Holeil Ghaly, Marie-Pierre Aubry, William A. Berggren, Christian Dupuis,
Chris King, Khaled Ouda, David Ward, Mustafa Youssef

In the 16th century BCE Egyptian rulers moved their capital from Memphis to Thebes on the West
Bank of the Nile. For nearly 500 years thereafter, following the initiative of the great Queen
Hatshepsut, the Pharaohs of the 18th-20th dynasties (ca. 1539-1075 BCE) ordered their tombs to be
excavated in the limestones and shales of the Theban Mountain, away from the funerary temples
built on the nearby floodplain, where religious rituals where regularly celebrated. Over 80 royal and
several thousand noble tombs, and numerous temples, have been discovered in the area. Today, this
(often restored) magnificent art—a main source of understanding of this ancient civilization—is
threatened by pollution engendered by human (modern agricultural practices, tourism) factors and,
perhaps more importantly, by little acknowledged factors linked to the geologic (lithology and
tectonics) setting of the tombs. In this respect, geology has the capability to provide archeologists
with background information critical towards managing the long-term protection of Egypt antiquities.
We have begun an integrated geological-geophysical survey of the West Bank that will involve
surface and subsurface fieldwork (leading to the delineation of the stratigraphic and structural
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position of the tombs in terms of outcrop stratigraphy), and construction of a GIS-based geological
map of the Theban Mountain. Preliminary field investigations, including guided tours in selected
tombs have shown that whereas the geology of the Upper Nile Valley appears to be deceptively
simple the lithologic succession is vertically variable. For instance, we have defined several new
lithostratigraphic units within the Esna Shale Formation. Immediate results of this improved
lithostratigraphy have been the delineation of lithologic contacts in several tombs (e.g., KV17, Sety
1; KV7, Ramesses II), and the recognition that the main chambers in some (e.g., TT353, Senenmut;
TT192, Jeruef) were excavated below the Esna Shale in the Tarawan Chalk, while some tombs
appear to have been excavated in the (displaced/slumped) El Miniya Limestone which overlies the
Thebes Limestone. We were able to document changing dip in the strata (warping) in several tombs
(as in KV11, Ramesses III), and delineate two major orientations of fractures in the field.
Investigations behind the temple of Hatshepsut, in the Valley of the Kings and around Deir el
Medina, revealed broad regional structures. These surveys strongly suggest that hills such as Sheikh
Abel Qurna do not belong to the tabular structure of the Theban Mountain, but are discrete displaced
blocks of the Minia Formation (which normally overlies the Thebes Formation), as supported by
Google Earth photographs. Lateral and vertical lithologic variations affect the mechanical properties
of rocks; faults and fractures weaken the architectural design; thick amounts of scree under which
they are buried prevent the drying out of the tomb after catastrophic, albeit rare, flash floods.
Our findings thus clearly point to the West Bank as a complex geologic structure contrary to what
has been published in recent literature. This implies that the geology of individual tombs, some of
which extend well over 100 m deep into the mountain, can only be understood from a comprehensive
regional, rather than local, perspective. Effective means of preserving and managing the pharaonic
tombs require a strong geological component. Our objectives involve a) detailed mapping of surface
geology (including structural features) and construction of a geological reference section (~400 m
thick); b) comparable studies within selected pharaonic (and other) tombs to place them within a
(surface) stratigraphic framework; c) integration of these data sets in the construction of the first
GSI-based geologic map of the West Bank area at a 1/10 000 scale, extending from the Valley of
the Kings, to the Valley of the Queens, the Temple of Hatshepsut, Sheik Abdel Qurna and Qurnet
Mura’i. All field data will be collected with reference to the global positioning system (GPS).
Our ultimate goal is to provide archeology with a framework for determination of the appropriate
geotechnical and hydrogeological remedies to be used in the restoration, preservation and
management of the Egyptian pharaonic heritage.

Egypt in the Homeric poems: an Egyptological perspective
Alexandros Giannakoulas

Egypt’s relations with the Bronze Age civilizations of the Aegean have been subject, since the
discovery of the latter, to countless different approaches and interpretations, fluctuating between a
total deny of direct contacts to an actual Egyptian colonization of the Aegean shores. In general,
references to Egypt in Homer have been regarded as Bronze Age reminiscences55, yet there have also
been concerted attempts to lower the date of their inclusion in the poems. Perhaps, the most rational
way would be to ruminate on each passage individually, as they are likely to be related to diverse
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historical contexts.56 The few explicit mentions have already been addressed extensively by others.
In the whole of the Iliad, Egypt is referred to only once57, as an archetypal example of wealth. The
sections of the Odyssey dealing with the Wanderings of Menelaus, contain fantastic elements (the
supernatural entity Proteus) as well as geographical inaccuracies (the position of the island of Pharos)
which prevent it from being attributed genuine importance. The most relevant reference is undeniably
the story that Ulysses, pretending to be a former Cretan pirate, relates first to Eumeus and then to
Alcinoos. Several elements demonstrate that the story reflects authentic historical events: the travel
from Crete to the Nile Delta, exploiting the northern winds; the seizure of women and children, to
be sold as slaves; the prompt reaction of the pharaoh’s army. Nevertheless there is ongoing debate as
to whether the description corresponds more to the Late Bronze or the Archaic Age.
This paper focuses on few select passages, in which a relation of some kind with Egypt, or an
Egyptian influence, can be discerned, notwithstanding the direct mention of the land itself. Indirect
traces have the advantage of being “beyond suspect”, as their presence is unintentional and cannot
be ascribed to a particular objective of the author. My hope is that Egyptology could aid in clarifying
such cases.
The first example is the most unequivocal: the second Book of the Odyssey mentions a man
whose name is Αιγύπτιος, “Egyptian”. This proper name appears also in a tablet from Pylos, as aiku-pi-ti-jo. As more than one commentator has reasoned58, we should decide whether this character
Αιγύπτιος had been preserved in the epos for five hundred years, before the poem was written, or
if the anthroponym had remained in common use until the poet decided, for some reason, to
incorporate it during the Archaic Age. Archaeological evidence for Egyptians in the Aegean, from
the Bronze Age to end of the Archaic Age, is partial and ambiguous at best;59 nevertheless,
determining whether, bar the slaves seized in the aforementioned raids, it was possible that free
Egyptian individuals travelled to, and settled in, the Aegean area, might improve our understanding
of the significance and the origin of this character.
The second example is the mythical account of Hercules’s birth, which displays, in many
accounts, striking similarities with the “biography” of Hatshepsut as it is narrated on the walls of
her temple at Deir el-Bahari. The prophecy of Zeus in the XIX Book of the Iliad strongly resembles
the one delivered by Amun. There have been several attempts to trace these analogies back to a
complete espousal of an Egyptian model of divine kingship by the Mycenaeans,60 however this is
unlikely to be the case. Indeed, as the presence of similar symbols does not by itself imply the
sharing of the belief system behind it,61 the recent studies on kingship during the New Kingdom,62
and in the Mycenaean World63 could aid in assessing the circumstances of this borrowing, and maybe
to conjecture its date.

Register in the Medinet Habu historical inscriptions
Todd Gillen

This paper deals with the concept of register in the Medinet Habu historical inscriptions. Beginning
with the categorisation of the texts as “literary Late Egyptian” (characterized by an array of Middle
Egyptian, non-literary Late Egyptian and unique literary Late Egyptian verb forms), the discussion
explores the correlation of particular grammatical features with particular subject matters in an
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effort to distinguish different registers and hence explore the principles underlying grammatical
variation in the texts. Particular attention is paid to the usage of the definite article, the choice of
possessive adjective over suffix possession, and variation in the use of the third person suffix.
The historical texts inscribed in the mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu are well
known for their accounts of Egypt’s conflicts with the Libyans and the Sea Peoples at the beginning
of the Twentieth Dynasty (12th century BCE). The grammar of the texts is particularly interesting,
given that, like many royal Ramesside texts, it incorporates features of both Middle and Late
Egyptian systems. Nonetheless, a grammatical consistency internal to the texts is discernible and the
first part of the paper is concerned with demonstrating the correspondence of this system to that
described by GROLL as “literary Late Egyptian” (GROLL, 1975). This system was recognised in texts
such as the Late Egyptian love songs, letters and stories, as well as the Teaching of Amenemope,
and comprises three types of formations: those originating from Middle Egyptian, those unique to
literary Late Egyptian, and those originating from non-literary LE. On this foundation the paper
proceeds to discuss the conditions framing particular grammatical features.
As to the material that is treated, both the longer texts and the shorter captions accompanying
the reliefs of the wars of Ramses III are considered. Particular attention is paid to features such as
the Late Egyptian usage of the definite article (pA/tA/nA), the choice of possessive adjective (pAy=f,
etc.) over suffix possession, and variation in the use of the (pronominal and possessive) third person
suffix (sn versus w). The usage of Middle Egyptian verb forms over against those originating from
Late Egyptian is of course also considered.
As to the type of analysis that is conducted, several avenues of investigation are pursued. The
first involves the well documented tendency for texts of this period to render direct speech as it
would have been spoken (close to non-literary Late Egyptian or a stylized version thereof). The
paper investigates whether this tendency is present and to what extent it occurs in the Medinet Habu
texts. Further factors for determining the grammar are suggested by the persistence of Middle
Egyptian verb forms in direct speech. The discussion thus turns to the examination of the texts
according to “register”, a term here loosely defined as a distinct grammatical feature (or set thereof)
closely or exclusively bound with a particular subject matter. Similar to GOLDWASSER’S study on
pAnastasi I (GOLDWASSER, 1990), it is tested to what extent the use of particular grammatical
features correlate with the occurrence of particular subject matters, and hence to what extent we can
speak of register in the Medinet Habu inscriptions. Final remarks evaluate the insights gained into
the principles underlying the variation in the Medinet Habu grammatical system.

The goddess Hathor in the Near Eastern context
Katja Goebs

The goddess Hathor is one of the most scintillating figures in the Egyptian pantheon. With a temple
to her dating to the early Third Dynasty64 —but iconographically present perhaps as early as the late
Predynastic Period65— she ruled over such diverse domains as the evening sky66 and its stars,
childbirth, the cyclical recreation of the cosmos, music and song, and expeditions to mines and
foreign countries, while embodying at the same time the solar disc of the sun god.67 Like all Egyptian
goddesses, she had maternal attributes, as do her Levantine and Mesopotamian counterparts68 —
most expressively shown in her iconographic form as a cow, as which she can be seen suckling the
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king69— and she could be worshipped as the “mother” of all child gods, such as the deities Nefertem,
Ihy, and Harsomtus. Her name —¡wt-¡rw, “House (or domain) of Horus”— is commonly thought
to refer to her maternal role in relation to the celestial god Horus,70 who is, however, most frequently
the son of Isis in historic times. Yet, unlike most Egyptian goddesses, Hathor did mostly not stand
in a specific (and ideal-typical) “triadic” relationship with the father(s) of the child gods thought to
be her sons:71 later sources group particular forms of Hathor together with a range of male deities,
and her most important relationship is with Re, but she was not specifically and dominantly
considered the “wife of a god”, as —for example— Isis in most of her forms and functions was the
“wife of Osiris”. These two chief goddesses of the pantheon do overlap, however, in their role as
mothers —a fact that led to the marked correspondence in their iconography.72
Hathor, then, was “unmarried” and, potentially, a “single mother” in significant mythical
contexts —characteristics that seem to render her akin to other important goddesses in the panthea
of adjacent Near Eastern and potentially Aegean areas, including deities who tend to be conceived
of either as “virgins” (such as Inanna/Ishtar73, Astarte, Anat74), or else as sexually active but
unmarried in some contexts (Inanna/Ishtar,75 Astarte76), and often promiscuous (Aphrodite).
With most of these goddesses, Hathor moreover shares certain violent characteristics, which are
usually associated with her forms of Hathor-Tefnut or Hathor-Sakhmet.77 The fullest account of the
goddess’s violent traits can be found in the famous “Myth of the destruction of Mankind”, which
sees her setting out to annihilate rebellious humankind and drinking ochre-coloured beer that she
mistakes for human blood.78 By comparison, Inanna/Ishtar is a celebrated warrior-goddess,79 as is
Astarte;80 Canaanite Anat is said to be “wading in the blood of her (male) adversaries” according to
the myth preserved in the Ugaritic Texts,81 and Aphrodite is a goddess with violent attributes in her
form of Aphrodite Areia,82 and involved in battle to protect her favourite son Aeneas in the Iliad.
With some scholars holding that Hathor was a “late construct” of the Third Dynasty, connected
with the rising sun cult and its importance for the institutions of kingship and state,83 and considering
her influence beyond Egypt (for example as one of the manifestations of Byblite Baalat) as well as
her interpretatio graeca as Aphrodite,84 it is appropriate to examine the significance of such
commonalities within the wider Near Eastern context and the possibilities of cross-cultural
influences. The paper will outline, trait by trait, the similarities that can be found in the nature and
functions, myths, and iconography of these goddesses and attempt an interpretation.

The Ramesside tomb of the chief steward Nebnefer and his son at Saqqara
Said Gohary

The tomb-chapel, No. S217, discovered at Saqqara in 1988 by Sayed Tawfik, appears to have been
shared by at least two members of one family, the Royal Steward and Overseer of the Treasury of
Ptah, Nebnefer, and his son, the Fortress Commander, Huynefer. The tomb-chapel is in a very ruined
state, but inscriptions and reliefs at the entrance name and depict Nebnefer, whereas elsewhere in
the tomb, loose blocks and reliefs in the cult-chapel at the western end of the tomb show Huynefer.
The tomb follows the general pattern of similar New Kingdom tombs in this part of the Saqqara
necropolis, to the south of the Unas Causeway. It consists of an entrance pylon and three open courts
leading to the cult-chapel at the western end of the tomb. The second and third courts had a
colonnade around the four sides with square pillars and round columns. The cult-chapel may have
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been in three parts, with the main chapel in the centre, flanked by two side chambers, although this
is now difficult to determine precisely. Apart from the first entrance pylon, which was of limestone
blocks with rubble fill, the second and third pylons were of mud-brick faced with limestone blocks.
Behind the rear wall of the tomb is a stone pyramid, of which about two-thirds survive. Many of the
blocks and columns from the tomb have disappeared, possibly reused by the monks of the nearby
Coptic monastery of St. Jeremiah. The tomb is unpublished.
This paper will describe the standing walls of the tomb from front to back (east to west), including
pylons, doorjambs, open courts, and the cult-chapel with the central funerary stela. As well as the
blocks in situ, other blocks were found in the vicinity covered with reliefs and inscriptions, which
recount the activities of the tomb owner, or contain hymns to various gods, in particular the sun god,
Re. An attempt will be made to match up the scenes on these blocks, and suggest a theoretical
reconstruction of the tomb, based on material from other New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. This tomb
is of special interest, as it contains several titles of the owner and members of his family. The
replacement of some personal names with others, and the reuse of several of the blocks, raise a
number of questions, as these actions cannot be coincidence. The discovery of the New Kingdom
necropolis at Saqqara also shows that Memphis maintained its religious and administrative
importance for a long period, alongside the southern and northern capitals. Finally, the author will
examine the possible factors which influenced the size of a tomb; whether it was royal favour, the
tomb owner’s official position, the length of time he was in office, or the status of his family.

A neglected group of miniature vessels in Twenty-sixth Dynasty
burials of Lower Egypt
Silke Grallert

The starting point of my research has been the anthropoid sarcophagi of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty
made of greywacke and their supposed influence on the appearance and shape of the marble
anthropoid sarcophagi from Phoenicia.85 These monumental artefacts are well known to Egyptologists
but they were only seriously studied by Marie-Louise Buhl in difficult post-war conditions of the early
Fifties. She based her study primarily on stylistic features.86 The focus on the Twenty-sixth Dynasty
sarcophagi required the elaboration of more detailed dating criteria and, therefore, made it necessary
to take into account archaeological data connected with these objects, especially since the scarce
biographical data available on the monuments often give no hint to an exact dating. Troublesome and
astonishing is also the fact that many sarcophagi still cannot be related with no tombs known in
Egypt, although sometimes we deal with famous personalities of the time.
The detailed reconsideration of the old excavation reports on several Lower Egyptian burials
with sarcophagi and the data of the recent excavations at the Late Period necropolis at Abusir
revealed that undisturbed tombs had contained only a very limited range of burial goods. Besides
the expected canopic jars, numerous shabtis, and extensive mummy adornment, several undisturbed
elite tombs of this period contained groups of miniature vessels arranged and connected on a
common base that were made of faience, silver or bronze. Most often four vessels of the nemset or
desheret type or ten vases with/without stem (similar to those for ointments) are grouped together.
The vessels of the third type, often interpreted in publications as imitating granaries (elongated
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conical body with a very small opening), are also grouped in fours. The amount of more than 80
examples already registered shows that they are more numerous than expected.
Archives of museums and of antique art dealers contain almost no information on them: no
provenance is usually known and very often they were acquired in early times (second half of 19th
century) from even older private collections. Only very few examples reveal some archaeological
information on their original context. Almost all of these instances belong to Lower Egyptian elite
burials of the 26th Dynasty (Saqqara, Abusir, Giza). No artefact can yet be related to the monumental
tombs of Western Thebes that were reused or plundered already in antiquity.
The aim of this paper is to present and define the collected material of these groups of vessels
in comparison with other kinds of miniature vessels and to reconstruct their provenance, date and
function in elite burials of the Saite Period. Their shape, specific archaeological context within the
burial chamber and their number (four or ten) seem to relate them with the Opening of the Mouth
ritual performed in temples and during burial ceremonies. This puts two questions: 1) Were the
Twenty-sixth Dynasty burials inspired by the earlier burial customs and, 2) which sources of
inspiration could have been used at that time so famous for its archaistic tendencies, for no similar
kinds of vessels are known in burials of the preceding Third Intermediate Period.

Pottery vases from a votive deposit found at Dra Abu El-Naga (Djehuty Project
Archaelogical Excavations)
Maria J. Grande-Lopez, Elena Torrado de Gregorio

A votive pottery deposit found during the 2007 field season in the cemetery area of Dra Abu el-Naga
is being studied. The assemblage contains a large number of vases, most of them in Nile silt with
few examples in Marl D. It includes forty-two complete or nearly complete jars of differents shapes
and size, a nearly complete bowl and more than a dozen of fragmentary plates. All the vases except
one jar of medium size were found broken, their fragments lain in a not very big pit found in the
area 8C-8D located just under the level of the open courtyard of Djehuty´s tomb (TT-11). Besides
the great amount of pottery fragments the pit included a quite interesting lot of findings which
includes forty-one dry bouquet of flowers which were found surprisingly in a very good state of
presevation, a very small fragment of written papyrus and a fragment of a medium-size seated
(apparently female) statue. These materials will be pressented to this Congress by Dr. J.M. GALAN,
director of our expedition. The measurement of the pit and the large amount of pottery and other
findings found inside it let us know that the pottery vessels where deliberatly broken, probably as
a part of a religous or offering practice. Rituals involving the breaking of vases are well documented
in Egyptian archaeology by archaeological and textual evidence.
The pottery assemblage exhibits similarities in finishing style, material composition and
technology. It can be considered in two main groups of vases, one for the opened shapes and other
for the closed ones. The former is represented by a fragmentary bowl and an uncertain number of
plates (more than twelve) of small an medium size (their diameter at the rim varies between 12 and
22 cm.), most of them with a red line painted on their rims. The later includes at least forty-two jars,
seven of tall size with elongated bodies without handles and neck and a sort rim. They have rounded
bases and a maximum width well below the middle of the height. Three of these jars have been
nearly complete restored and their length varies from 52 to 58 cm. Another thirty-five jars are of
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medium side, most of them have been restored. Twenty-four of them present elongated shape
without handles, rounded bases and long neck; their length varies between 22 and 28 cm. There are
another nine jars in drop shape, with rounded bases and a maximum width well below the middle
of the height; their length varies between 29 and 36 cm. Remains of two more jars with similar size
are known but their precise shape have not been determined. The typology of the forty-two studied
vessels, as well as some technical details related to their more or less accurate finish, allowed us to
suggest a date the whole deposit of an early moment of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

Moderne Parömiologie am altägyptischen Sprichwort – Grenzen
und Möglichkeiten
Christian Grandl

Die Parömiologie bildet neben der Parömiografie (Sammeln und Klassifizieren von Sprichwörtern)
den zweiten wesentlichen Bestandteil der Sprichwortforschung, deren lange Geschichte mindestens
bis zu Aristoteles (384-322 v. Chr.) reicht. Diese Tradition des Studiums der Sprichwörter setzte sich
ab der Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts in Person von Richard Chenevix Trench (1807-1886), F. Edward
Hulme (1841-1909) und – aller guten Dinge sind drei – Archer Taylor (1890-1973) mit seiner noch
heute klassischen Studie zum Sprichwort The proverb (1931) fort. Den vorläufigen Abschluss bildet
Wolfgang Mieder, einer der renommiertesten Sprichwortforscher der Gegenwart, mit seinem erst
kürzlich erschienenen und schon jetzt als das neue Standartwerk der internationalen
Sprichwortforschung zu bewertenden Buch Proverbs: A handbook (2004). Die moderne Parömiologie
beschäftigt sich mit Fragen der Definition, der Form, der Struktur, dem Stil, dem Inhalt, der Funktion,
der Bedeutung und dem Wert von Sprichwörtern. Darüber hinaus versucht sie zwischen dem
Sprichwort, seinen sprichwörtlichen Untergattungen (sprichwörtliche Redensart, sprichwörtlicher
Vergleich, sprichwörtliche Frage, Zwillings-/Paarformel, Wellerismus) und anderen kurzen, oft
formelhaften Gattungen (geflügeltes Wort, Aphorismus, Maxime, Sentenz usw.) zu differenzieren.
Zu Beginn gilt es für ein Hauptanliegen der Parömiologie zu sensibilisieren, nämlich jener
“incommunicable quality” (Archer Taylor) eines Sprichworts auf den Grund zu gehen. Die
Problematik besteht darin, dass selbst die umfassendste Definition des Sprichworts nicht dazu
geeignet erscheint, alle Sprichwörter zu identifizieren, was die Parömiologie in der Traditionalität
(Alter und Umlauf) eines Sprichworts begründet sieht. Da auch die altägyptischen Sprichwörter nur
selten explizite gekennzeichnet sind, wenngleich man sehr wahrscheinlich mit eindeutigen
Bezeichnungen für diese kleinste aller literarischen Gattungen aufwarten kann, gilt es zunächst auf
die von der Parömiologie an Sprichwörtern herausgestellten Merkmale (vor allem stilistischer und
struktureller Art) einzugehen, um diese in einem nächsten Schritt für die Identifikation altägyptischer
Sprichwörter heranzuziehen. Dabei gilt es gleichermaßen unverblümt auf die Stärken und Schwächen,
die eine solche Vorgehensweise ohne Zweifel mit sich bringt, aufmerksam zu machen und auch die
bisher von ägyptologischer Seite angewandten Kriterien auf ihre Tauglichkeit zu überprüfen.
Weiteres Augenmerk wird von der Parömiologie darauf gelegt, der vom Benutzer intendierten
Bedeutung eines Sprichworts nachzuspüren. Kopfzerbrechen bereitet dabei die Tatsache, dass diese
letztendlich nur aus ihrem unmittelbaren (rhetorischen, literarischen, sozialen, journalistischen usw.)
Kontext erschlossen werden kann. Der estische Parömiologe Arvo Krikmann spricht in diesem
Zusammenhang von der “semantic indefiniteness” von Sprichwörtern, die von ihrer Polysemantizität,
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ihrer Polyfunktionalität und ihrer Heterosituativität herrührt. Auf das altägyptische Sprichwort
bezogen, stellt sich sodann die Frage, welche Quellen einen dementsprechenden Kontext bieten
können und was für eine Bedeutung und Funktion dem jeweiligen Sprichwort dabei zukommt.
Abschließend mag noch ein Blick auf einen letzten Schwerpunkt der Parömiologie geworfen
werden, der sich mit dem Ursprung und der Verbreitung einzelner Sprichwörter befasst. Dabei gilt
es auf eine weitere, bisher nur wenig beachtete Eigenschaft des Sprichworts aufmerksam zu machen,
die mit den Worten Krikmanns als Polygenesis bezeichnet wird. Diese besagt, dass ein ähnliches
oder gleichlautendes Sprichwort an unterschiedlichen Orten zugleich wie auch zu verschiedenen
Zeiten entstanden sein kann und Parallelen beziehungsweise Varianten desselben nicht zwangsläufig
als Nachweis einer gemeinsamen Herkunft dienen müssen oder auf eine Entlehnung in welche
Richtung auch immer schließen lassen. Gerade in diesem Zusammenhang bietet sich der
altägyptische Sprichwortschatz an, der Frage nachzugehen, inwieweit man – wie in der Ägyptologie
(un)längst geschehen – dabei von internationalen Sprichwörtern sprechen kann.

Links between doorways and the Rekhyt in ancient Egypt
Kenneth Griffin

This paper will examine the various doorways (both non-physical and temple doorways) that have
a close association with the rekhyt, either through pictorial or inscriptional evidence. The topic of
the rekhyt is part of my larger, detailed examination on the religious role of the rekhyt throughout
Dynastic Egypt. The rekhyt are first mentioned in connection with doorways in the Pyramid Texts
(Utt. 373, 463, 611, 667A, 724) with the doors often used to “keep out the rekhyt”, while allowing
the king to pass through. The meaning of these utterances seems clear. While the king is allowed to
pass and be amongst the Axw, the rekhyt, as “subjects” or “commoners” are not permitted the same
privileges as the king. The link between doorways and the rekhyt continues in the Coffin Texts (CT
68, 226, 297, 320, 516), this time with the doorways often called “the doors of the rekhyt”.
Furthermore, while in the Pyramid Texts the doors are there to restrict the rekhyt from passing,
Spell 107 of the Coffin Texts talks of the doors of the Netherworld being opened in order that the
king may “go forth with a multitude (aSAt)”. The “multitude” here may refer to the rekhyt who are
mentioned several lines before. This spell, in which the multitude, as opposed to just the king, are
able to pass through perhaps reflects the changing attitudes of the Middle Kingdom with the socalled “democratisation of the afterlife”.
While the doorways mentioned in both the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts are of a non-physical
nature, the New Kingdom sees the introduction of several temple doorways which are linked to the
rekhyt. The most famous of these doorways, the so-called “people’s gate”, is located at Luxor
Temple and is connected to the open court of Ramesses II. Not only do the inscriptions call this
doorway “the great gateway of Ramesses II, whom all the rekhyt people adore that they might live”,
but depictions of at least three kneeling rekhyt people are depicted on the south-eastern jamb. Most
scholars (Baines, Bell, el-Razik, Grothoff, Kitchen, Nims) believe these gateways were used by the
rekhyt people to enter the temples, perhaps during certain times i.e. festivals. However, Gardiner
suggests otherwise, believing the function of this gate was to keep the rekhyt people outside.
However, giving the fact that doorways mentioning the rekhyt are not very common, one wonders
if that had any functional meaning at all.
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Depictions of people kneeling in adoration, as is depicted on the “people’s gate” at Luxor
Temple, can also be found flanking the doorways of a number of temples, all of which date to the
reign of Ramesses II. These people, whom SPIESER calls “Nubians and Syrians”, displaying the
characteristic lapwing crest on their head, are known from the temples of Ramesses II at Abydos,
Wadi es-Seboua and Gerf Hussain. However, a closer examination of these scenes, which are badly
preserved, suggests that the people should be identified as Egyptians, namely the rekhyt, as opposed
to foreigners. Finally, the Migdol of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu contains a number of unique
scenes depicting the kneeling pharaoh, one which is all too familiar with the rekhyt, including the
lapwings crest and pinned wings. It is noticeable that these representations only appear on the outside
of the gateway as if to greet any visitors to the temple.
This paper will examine the links between the rekhyt and the aforementioned doorways in order
to understand their meaning and function. A number of questions will be addressed including
whether the temple doorways were an access point for the rekhyt people or whether their function
was to restrict access. Furthermore, are the people identified by Spieser as “Nubians and Syrians”
really foreigners or should they be identified as the rekhyt? If they were foreigners, what
implications could their appearance have on our understanding of who the rekhyt are?

Essai de classification de la céramique de Antinoopolis
Cristina M. Guidotti

L’Institut Papyrologique de Florence, titulaire de la concession de fouilles dans le site de El-Sheikh
Abadah, c’est-à-dire l’ancienne ville de Antinoopolis, conduit maintenant les campagnes de fouilles
dans la nécropole du Nord. Pendant les recherches on a truvé d’énormes quantités de céramique:
comme on sait, la ville d’Antinoopolis en effet était très connue dans l’antiquité pour la production
de céramique. on veut présenter ici un essai de classification de cette céramique, provenant non
seulement des fouilles actuelles, mais aussi des recherches des années passées de la part de l’Institut
Papyriologique de Florence, dans l’ancienne ville. Dans les prochaines campagnes de fouilles on
pourra en effet documenter aussi la céramique trouvée pendant les vieilles fouilles, qui est conservée
dans les dépôts de la maison de El-Sheikh Abadah, à fin de rédiger un corpus de la céramique du
site d’Antinoopolis.
En vue de ce corpus on va maintenant essayer de faire une classification de la céramique
documentée jusqu’à présent, selon les critères qui suivent.
céramique sigillé d’importation et d’imitation. la céramique d’imitation sera partagée en Groupe K,
à pâte rose de Assouan, et en Groupe O, à pâte alluviale.
1. céramique non décoré divisée par Type de pâte: limoneuse, marneuse et rose de Assouan;
2. céramique avec décoration gravée ou en relief, fabriquée surtout en pâte marneuse;
3. céremique avec décoration peinte divisée par type de pâte: limoneuse, marneuse et rose de
Assouan. Il s’agit de la caractéristique céramique copte peinte, parfois avec un engobe rouge,
ou avec une décoration en noir sur un bain de chaux blache. Les motifs décoratifs
comprennent surtout des figures d’animaux et des dessins géométriques. Les jattes carénées
sont une production caractéristique des ateliers d’Antinoopolis: en terre limoneuse du Nil,
elles montrent une décoration géométrique en noir et blanc sur fond rouge;
4. amphores. Il s’agit surtout des Late Roman Amphorae 7 (LRA 7), qui n’étaient fabriquées
qu’au Moyenne-Egypte, et dont on a trouvé à Antinoopolis des ateliers de production aussi.
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La constellation de la Tortue : proposition d’identification
Nadine Guilhou
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La constellation de la Tortue et/ou des Deux Tortues est attestée dans la documentation égyptienne
du Moyen Empire, avec les horloges stellaires diagonales, à l’époque gréco-romaine, avec les
temples de Deir el-Haggar, Dendara et Esna. Elle est présente sur des supports aussi divers que les
tombes royales et les tombes de particuliers du Nouvel Empire à la Basse Époque, les temples
funéraires royaux du Nouvel Empire et les sarcophages tardifs —ceci pour les Deux Tortues; et sur
les plafonds des temples d’époque gréco-romaine— pour la Tortue. Lors d’une récente
communication à la 7th International Conference de Moscou (“Egypt and Near Eastern Countries
(II mil. B.C.-I mil. A.D.)”, 24-28 Octobre 2007), j’ai rapproché les représentations égyptiennes de
la constellation de la Tortue dans l’Égypte ancienne de certaines représentations arabes de la
constellation de la Lyre. Celle-ci, sur quelques illustrations du Catalogue des étoiles fixes de Al-Sûfi,
astronome arabe du Xe siècle, comme sur les globes célestes contemporains, peut en effet être
figurée comme une tortue. Cette iconographie renvoie à l’instrument de musique de la lyre, dont
l’hymne homérique à Hermès nous rapporte la fabrication, également connu en Égypte dès le Nouvel
Empire. Chez les astronomes grecs, si la Lyre est connue sous ce nom peut-être dès le VIIE siècle
avec Anacréon, en tous cas au Ve siècle avec Euctémon et Démocrite, Aratos la nomme χελυς,
“tortuex”, et Hygin situe plusieurs de ses étoiles précisément par rapport à la carapace qui en
constitue la caisse de résonance.
Les deux questions posées dans cette communication étaient les suivantes :
La Tortue et les Deux Tortues sont-elles une seule et même constellation?
La Tortue correspond-elle à notre constellation de la Lyre?
Il leur a été apporté des éléments de réponse sur la base d’arguments iconographiques, étayés
par des arguments d’ordre religieux et textuels, et enfin des considérations du domaine de l’histoire
naturelle. La présente communication vise à les compléter par des arguments d’ordre astronomique.
En effet, dans la documentation de l’Égypte ancienne, la constellation de la Tortue est
indéniablement liée à la crue (d’après le grand hymne à Sobek de Komombo) et/ou au début de
l’année (d’après les représentations sur les plafonds des temples d’époque ptolémaïque et romaine),
ce qui correspond, précisément, à la culmination de Véga, étoile la plus brillante de la constellation
et de l’hémisphère boréal selon Ptolémée, qui fait partie, avec Deneb du Cygne et Altaïr de l’Aigle,
de notre “Triangle de l’été”. Le parapegme de Géminos, qui fait suite à ses Commentaires aux
Phénomènes d’Aratos, rapporte les différents levers et couchers de l’étoile, confirmant l’attention
que lui prêtaient les astronomes grecs. Véga de la Lyre apparaît ainsi en corrélation étroite avec
Sothis: lorsque cette dernière fait son lever héliaque, Véga est installée tout en haut de la voûte
céleste depuis la tombée de la nuit, situation qui correspond bien à celle de la Tortue par rapport à
Sothis et Orion sur les représentations des temples gréco-romains, et en particulier sur celui de la
chapelle osirienne ouest n° 3 de Dendara.

•
•
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Local priestly titles: a big picture
Edoardo Alessandro Guzzon

The Third Intermediate Period and the Late Epoch represent the messy historical scenario for the
development and the diffusion of the local and specific priestly titles, one of the more peculiar and
fascinating products of the late ancient Egyptian religion (and of its administration). It can be noticed
that these titles kept multiplying in the most important priests’ protocols of titling, above all from
the Twenty-fifth Dynasty on and above all in the Lower Egypt. These definitions are phrases
containing mythological, religious and institutional allusions to a huge and vast field of tradition and
believes, linked to the most peculiar religion and to the culturally varied local scenes, mirroring
information that, above all from the Delta, is mostly lost, together with the papyri that carried it, due
to Lower Egypt highly risky environment conditions for documents and monuments.
These titles, the surfacing part of the “iceberg” of a still unknown geographical religion, contain
implicit but extremely important keys to the interpretation of the glance at their own past, cast by
those priests, and reveal a propagandistic use of the religious feelings and of the membership sense,
that an intelligent use of the art of rhetoric, could usefully recall from oblivion, to control the power
in a so troubled epoch in the history of the country. In effect, the parcelling out of the Delta territories
and the military interventions in the Lower Egypt by many foreign peoples, like Libyan, Nubian and
Assyrian, gave rise to a need for unity and to a feeling of belonging that, in a former moment of
division, were expressed in the call for tradition and ancient culture, and later in nationalism and
archaism, keeping together and supporting the Egyptian nation, united again. It’s precisely from
that need that priestly local and specific titles came to represent one of the most important
manifestations that lived on in this cultural and historical reality.
They were titles with allusive and evocative names, relating ceremonies and mythological
recounts, relevant to the divine characters worshipped in the most important religious centres of
the Lower (but also of the Upper) Egypt. Although they were used and studied very much, above
all in order to determine the geographical origin of the artefacts, it has never been drawn a big
picture for them, to analyse their more interesting general aspects and the cultural and political role
they played in the complex situation of those days. Their occurrences are numerous in the Lower
Egypt priests’ monuments with epigraphs, starting from the Twenty-fifth Dynasty on, but they are
not reflected in the same way (neither studied with sufficient intensity) in the other documents, in
the papyri containing rituals, in the demotic documentation, in literature and celebrative texts.
This lack of information has often let the scholars call them factitious, formal, honorific. The
research to understand how they were assigned, revoked, handed down, and what kind of prebends,
benefits and privileges they provided to their holders, is still in its first steps but is very badly needed.
Therefore, the forthcoming discussion represents a little contribute to the study of the whole of these
titles, in the great variety of the documents that have anything to do with them. The presence, although
marginal, of the discussed offices in the contracts of donation, in the rituals on papyri, in the
regulations of religious societies and all the indirect evidence, all this compared, will enable us to
deepen our knowledge of their functions, attributions, profits they were bound to and authority they
were granted, in a diachronistic perspective as well. The results of a research that constitutes a Ph.D.
thesis are anticipated here as a basis to attract attention to this section of the religious geography, in
the drift of a tradition of very important scholars as Sauneron, De Meulenaere and Yoyotte.
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This is not Egypt. Or how Greece appears on western maps
of Egypt (16th-18th century)
Lusile Haguet
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I choose here to adopt the famous title of Magritte’s picture to assert again that maps are not the
objective representation of one space, but an ideation. It doesn’t confuse itself with the object it
depicts. But the interpretation goes sometimes so far, that it almost seems to represent something
else, different from what it professes. That’s why, at modern times, Greece could appear on some
maps of Egypt. So, the relationship between Greece and Egypt has also consequences after a long
time, not only during Antiquity. The affluence of Greek sources on the Egyptian topic widely
contributes to provoke interest toward the Nile Valley, but under a Greek point of view only.
The presence of Greece in Egypt has an ambiguous meaning: does it mean Greece is influenced
by The East, or, on the contrary, that Egypt becomes Hellenic? Is it a glorification of Egypt as mother
to prestigious Greece, or is it a way to show Egypt as an archaic ancestor? Have the importance of
Greek components to be only understood through the lack of sources from the Pharaohs? Or should
we see here a deliberate and political purpose to give value to the filiation between Greece and
Egypt, and so, consequently, between Egypt and Europe?
The influence of Greek texts is well known. During Antiquity, a lot of Greek authors considered
Egypt as the origin of their own knowledge, mythology, and civilization in general. That antique
belief remained alive between the 16th century and the 18th century and the western cartography
of Egypt bears mark of it. Through these maps, we meet gods of Olympus through toponyms
(Herakleopolis, Aphroditopolis), the main cities of Greece (Thebes), but also the Maze who inspired
Dedalus, Minotaur, and even a geography of the Greek hell. The channel which follows the Pyramids
is called “Acheron channel”, while lake Fayoum, or Birket Keroun, is called “Charon’s lake”,
providing a home for the old ferry man.
However, this acculturation had heavy consequences on souls all the more so it is not identify
as such. Indeed, at modern times, western men become lately aware of the hellenisation of Egyptian
territory. Consequently, Egypt constitutes a kind of compact representation where Greek and
Pharaonic components mix themselves, without contemporaries having appropriate tools to
distinguish them. That perception of ancient Egypt is gradually fading during the 18th century due
to the emergence of an historical temporality. Scholars become aware that greco-latin sources
generate an acculturation of Egyptian territory, which cause the loss of pharaonic toponymy in
collective memory. Thus, the various layers of ancient Egypt become really independante from each
other from the 18th century. From this moment, the first historical maps dealing with pharaonic
civilisation are being drawn.
However, the importance given to Greece on maps of Egypt could not only be explained by the
lack of antique sources. When Greek Hell appears in front of Pyramids, when the Maze and
Minotaur materialize in Egypt announcing Dedalus’s story, then the representation of Egypt becomes
obviously a part of ancient Greece. So maps seem to hesitate between praise and palimpsest.
Moreover ancient greek beliefs are not passively developed by geographers. For modern
cartographers, they constitute ideological and political options. When a geographer chooses to draw
Acheron river in Egypt, then the Egyptian civilisation becomes the origin of western civilisation.
When he denies the antiquity of Egypt, then he underestimates the importance of the filiation in order
to distinguish Europe from a civilisation based on a theological system criticized widely by
philosophers from the 18th century.
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Exploring 3D mapping applications for the risk assessment and monitoring of
the conservation procedures of the Tomb TT14
Monica Hanna

The mural paintings documentation, preservation and conservation are from the most complex
procedures that require precise monitoring. The walls of Theban Tomb 14 (TT14) in Dra‛ Abu elNaga are in a serious need for those complex procedures based on its bad preservation status that
resulted from flash floods and nineteenth century raids. Attempting to use 2D representation of the
data needed for those procedures has proved to be quite inaccurate in the situation of TT14 where
the painted walls are far from being smooth or straight to allow for basic 2D epigraphy drawings
overlaid with photographs. The original bedrock of the tomb is bad and so the Ancient Egyptian used
many admixtures to prepare the surface for the painted pilaster for such a “low cost” tomb. This has
resulted to a very challenging situation of the tomb in terms of studying, and planning conservation
procedures. To be able to accurately georeference the information, a 3D scan of the tomb was done
and then nearly orthorectified photographs were taken to be meshed together and provide a sort of
a 3D state of preservation map for the tomb. On the 3D model, 3D polygons were drawn after
systematic meticulous observation in the tomb to specify the different areas current preservation
status as well as ancient technique of the surface wall preparation. These polygons are linked to the
data pertaining to those areas. This data is composed of alphanumeric elements such as descriptive
texts, archival photographs, and laboratory analysis such as archaeometrical data results. The
polygons allow for measuring, area and volume and thus help decision making and monitoring for
future conservation procedures through risk assessment based on statistical data. This will allow for
future better allocation of the resources for the conservation procedures and monitor the process of
the conservation through its different stages over time.

New directions and applications: the Tomb of Menna Project (TT 69)
Melina Hartwig

The tomb of Menna (TT 69) is one of the finest painted, non-royal Egyptian tombs open to the
public today. Its decoration represents the height of ancient Egyptian painting, a visual textbook of
what the Egyptians could do in that medium. Over the next two years, The Tomb of Menna Project
will conserve and document the archaeology, architecture, decoration and texts in the tomb using a
number of new technologies in the field of Egyptology. The goal of the Menna Project is to join
traditional methods of visual analysis with new scientific methods to preserve and record this
exceptional tomb for future generations.
This paper will discuss the results of the Fall 2007 season. Four phases of the project were
begun. In the first phase, the tomb and its environs were surveyed to create an exact ground plan of
the tomb. In the second phase, high resolution digital images were taken and joined with an extensive
net of measured points taken inside of the tomb to create an exact record of the chapel decoration.
These stitched photographs were used by the conservators for their condition survey of the tomb and
the archaeometrists to plot their points. The images and texts on these photographs will also be
traced digitally to produce a complete set of line drawings.
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Third, the first part of tomb conservation was undertaken which included emergency
stabilization of the painting and Paraloid B-72 (an acrylic polymer) removal which is found
extensively in the tomb. Fourth, the archaeometry phase was undertaken which included x-ray
fluorescence, RAMAN spectrometry, and chromatic characterization. These processes are utilized
to document the physical and chemical properties of the painting and its matrix and as well as to
track anonymous artists by their pigment recipes, all for the use of conservators and Egyptologists.
The goal of The Menna Tomb Project is to utilize scientific and visual methods of analysis, all
minimally invasive, in order to document the architecture and decoration, the process and
characteristics of painting, and the cultural context in which Menna lived.
The Tomb of Menna Project (TT 69) is a sponsored project of Georgia State University (GSU)
and the American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE), Egyptian Antiquities Conservation (EAC)
Project with funding from USAID, working in collaboration with a number of European partners,
most notably the University of Liège, the University of Ghent and the Centre de recherche et de
restauration des musées de France (C2RMF).

The King as a falcon: A “lost” statue of Thutmose III rediscovered
Tom Hardwick

The 1905 excavations of Arthur Weigall at a temple of Thutmose III at West Thebes uncovered a
large quantity of fragmentary statues of the early New Kingdom. Most important among these was
the lower half of an alabaster statuette depicting a king partly covered with the feathers of a bird.
Published with a line drawing by Weigall in his report on the site, the statuette has frequently been
cited in discussions of such images, and is listed in the Topographical Bibliography. The statuette
itself, however, has been presumed lost until now. This paper presents the statuette, which has been
located in the reserve collections of a British museum. The lost head of the figure is also identified
in another institution. In the light of the reconstruction of this piece, the origins and significance of
this unusual statue type are reconsidered

Pyramid Construction at Abydos
Stephen Harvey

Recent fieldwork has produced new evidence for two major royal pyramids of the earliest Eighteenth
Dynasty at southern Abydos. The monumental pyramid of Ahmose was first investigated at the
beginning of the 20th century by Arthur Mace and C. T. Currelly, who were able to document a
limestone casing built at the steep angle of 65 degrees. In 2004, the Ahmose and Tetisheri project
was able to demonstrate conclusively that the mudbrick structure built by Ahmose in honor of Queen
Tetisheri was in fact a pyramid, albeit one constructed in an unusual fashion on a foundation of
brick casemates. A portion of the inscribed Tetisheri pyramidion was also discovered, providing an
angle of ascent similar to that of Ahmose’s stone-clad pyramid. Further, the discovery of an
enclosure wall surrounding Tetisheri’s pyramid now allows the certain interpretation of the text of
the monumental stela (CG 34002) found within the structure in 1902. Work in 2006 at the site of
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the Ahmose pyramid further revealed details of a previously enigmatic mudbrick feature: a massive
construction ramp some six meters in height, built at a gradual slope of about 12 degrees against the
pyramid’s northern face. Substantial evidence of construction activity was encountered, including
ostraca that document the delivery of materials to the construction site, as well as enormous amounts
of limestone chippings. This presentation will present the evidence for the construction techniques
of these, the latest known Egyptian royal pyramids, together with suggestions for their phasing and
interpretation, as well as their potential significance for later traditions of non-royal pyramidal
construction at Abydos and elsewhere.

Mycenaean pottery in Egypt reconsidered: old contexts and new results
Astrid Hassler

Throughout Egypt, Mycenaean pottery is known from a vast number of different sites ranging from
the Libyan coast and the Nile Delta in the north down to Nubia, the fortress of Sesebi being the
southernmost findspot. Apart from various contributions by Vronwy Hankey,87 Martha Bell88 and
others, publishing the finds of singular sites like Amarna or Deir el-Medineh, no attempt has been
made so far to get an overall view of Mycenaean pottery unearthed in Egypt, considering not only the
imported pottery itself but also the contexts and find-circumstances. This project is now undertaken
within the framework of SCIEM 2000 (Austrian Academy of Sciences/Austrian Science Fund).
Thereby, a consequent check of old excavation reports as well as museum collections mainly in
Europe (United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, Denmark etc.) but also in Egypt (Cairo), brought
forth a considerable corpus of long forgotten though highly interesting vessels and their respective
contexts, thereby enlarging the range of scientifically valuable Mycenaean pieces. Already in 1888
W.M.F. Petrie discovered some vessels at Gurob,89 which were considered to be the first Mycenaean
pottery ever found in Egypt. Subsequently most of his following excavations of New Kingdom sites
yielded similar specimens of the same ware. Petrie immediately realised the immense importance
of his discovery for the chronological synchronisation of these two different cultures. During years
of research he and his successors were able to show that the Greek Bronze age cultures did not
flourish around 800 BC, as other scholars proposed, but at a much earlier point in time.90 Nowadays
the absolute chronology of the Mycenaean culture is still a highly disputed topic in archaeology,
though we are dealing with much narrower time-spans than Petrie did.
However, the ongoing thorough research for the catalogue of imported pottery from the Greek
mainland during the Late Bronze Age proved that Petrie was not the first scholar to discover
Mycenaean pottery in dateable contexts in Egypt. Instead, the merit of finding the first Mycenaean
vessel in Egypt during a more or less organised excavation belongs to Carl Richard Lepsius, head
of the Prussian expedition to Egypt and Nubia in the 1840s: During his work at the Saqqara
cemeteries he excavated the tomb of the official Špss-Rc belonging to the Fifth Dynasty91 which was
partly reused for burials during the New Kingdom. One of two later interments, both undisturbed,
yielded a vessel that was afterwards recognised as a Mycenaean straight-sided alabastron, dateable
to Late Helladic IIA. This vessel is not only the first Mycenaean piece ever found in Egypt but
moreover the first specimen of that shape from a clear and dateable context.
Although Fimmen92 and Pendlebury93 in the early 20th century knew about the existence of this
vessel and later researchers still mention the piece, it remained uncommented, a mere entry in some
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catalogues, but was never physically examined and its context remained dubious. A study trip to the
Egyptian Museum in Berlin proved that luckily not only the vessel but also some of its associated finds
survived the two World Wars (the rest unfortunately being destroyed during WWII). The piece is of
utmost importance, as especially ceramics from the earlier Mycenaean phases (preceding LH III)
found in dateable contexts are extremely rare in Egypt and only about half a dozen pieces are known
today. In my lecture I will present the re-discovered vessel and the associated finds from this tomb
and provide evidence for the date of the import and the Egyptian context.

Demotic marriage documents as evidence for the perception and use of coinage
among Egyptians in the Ptolemaic Period
Brittany Hayden

Cultural borrowing between Greco-Macedonians and Egyptians in the Ptolemaic period has seldom
been studied with regard to the private economy, even though the one way in which GrecoMacedonian influence on Egypt was ultimately permanent was coinage. A great deal of cultural
adaptation and assimilation took place at this time, but economic influences were unidirectional.
Ptolemaic coinage, unlike earlier coins that appeared in Egypt, remained entirely devoid of Egyptian
cultural motifs and language. The way in which Egyptians chose to incorporate coinage into their
lives may therefore reflect attitudes towards the adoption of aspects of Greco-Macedonian culture.
Everyone in Egypt would have handled coins to some extent, since the ubiquitous salt tax was
necessarily paid in coin. Some scholars have argued that in implementing such policies, the
Ptolemies were aggressively insisting on the use of their coinage, and that the monetization of the
Egyptian economy was swift. However, the Ptolemies never officially regulated the media of
exchange used in private transactions. If it were practical and beneficial to the parties involved to
use coins, surely they would have done so. Just as, in pharaonic times, individuals like Heqanakht
carefully chose which medium of exchange to use for their business, Egyptians in the Ptolemaic
period made calculated decisions about how to use the newly-implemented coinage, which was so
prevalent in the rest of the Hellenistic world.
No detailed study has yet attempted to establish in which situations and why the Egyptians used
coins in this period. Little has been known of the Egyptian view of coinage, whether a coin was
perceived as having intrinsic value or simply value based on its weight in bullion. The scholars of
the monetization of Egypt thus far have been primarily Classicists working with Greek papyri,
especially family archives. Such documents do not provide much information about Egyptians’ use
of coins or view of them. This paper represents an attempt to address this dearth of understanding
by analyzing demotic documents. I have chosen for analysis texts recording marriages between
people with Egyptian names, limiting my study to those documents collected in Lüddeckens’
Ägyptische Eheverträge. As such, this analysis represents a preliminary exploration into an area of
research that requires more extensive investigation in the future. These documents, dating from
throughout the entire Ptolemaic period, list various types of property brought into marriages, along
with their values. I analyzed the relative frequency of terms describing the weight of metals as well
as specifically named coins in an attempt to learn whether, for Egyptians, coins had intrinsic value
or value based on their metallic content.
The vast majority of items in the marriage documents are actually valued in terms of debens of
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copper, so it seems, from this evidence, that specific Ptolemaic coins did not fully percolate the
Egyptian economic psyche as a common standard of value. The Egyptians therefore did not need
coins to develop a monetary system of worth. Their own system, based on various items, including
metals and grain, allowed them more flexibility and complexity than one based solely on coinage.
Coins may have nevertheless been useful as a medium of exchange. In several cases, “money”
described in terms of metallic weight was given in both cases of divorce and for the maintenance
of the wife. Coins may have represented simply a useful, practical form of metals for the wife to use
to buy goods on her own. Future research, especially an analysis of documents of sale, will address
the issue of how payments were made in more detail. It is generally agreed that by the Roman
period, Egyptians were commonly using coins for private transactions. This paper shows that
although coins were exchanged in the Ptolemaic period, Egyptians did not perceive them in the
same manner as the Greco-Macedonians in their midst.

Old Kingdom sacerdotal texts
Harold Hays

JAN ASSMANN’S three-volume Altägyptische Totenliturgien meticulously examines “mortuary
liturgies” from the Middle Kingdom and later; these are texts which were performed by priests for
the deceased. The present paper gathers together the principal groups of such texts from the Old
Kingdom pyramids, describes their composition, and briefly outlines their principal textual content.
The groups are distinguishable through person deixis (beneficiary originally in the second and/or
third person) and through comparison of series of texts from pyramid to pyramid. With exceptions,
the groups are found in the sarcophagus chamber and comprise its dominant textual material.
Group A. Offering Ritual (W/S/N-E, T/S/N-E IVn, P/S/N, N/S/N). The intimate relationship of the
core of this group to the items indexed in the Type A/B offering list has been repeatedly
observed. The rites integrate action and recitation. Importantly, some of the texts are
explicitly labelled sAx.w “glorifications” in the Middle Kingdom (Sq18X).
Group B. After Reversion of Offerings (W/S/S-Es and P/S, T/S/S, P/S/Se, M/S/Se, N/S/Se). The
first part of this group, PT 213-222, is labelled sAx.w in the Middle Kingdom (M1C) and
has been often discussed (e.g. as Altenmüller Spruchfolge A; Assmann Liturgy PT.A).
Less discussed is the fact that in all the pyramids it is immediately followed by PT 245246, and even less so that these two texts are in turn followed in three pyramids with a
set of twelve texts centering on PT 666.
Group C. After Offering Ritual (T/S/E IVs, P/S/E, M/S/Esup, N/S/Einf n). While the first three
texts of this group are found in later units (Altenmüller Spruchfolge D, Assmann Liturgy
PT.B, III, SZ.2), the remainder have been neglected, doubtless because of the group’s
flexible membership and order. The group appears after the offering ritual and precedes
provisioning texts.
Group D. Protection of Nut (P/S/Wmed-inf-Sw, M/S/Winf, N/S/Nw-Winf). Identified in Middle
Kingdom form by Altenmüller as Spruchfolge C, the Old Kingdom versions show
considerable variation, with nearly half of the unit’s texts appearing in variable order;
lacking fixed beginning, middle, or end, it cannot reflect a process. In the pyramid of Pepi
II, this group immediately precedes Group E.
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Group E. Subjugation of Opponents (T/A/Ws-Sw, P/S/Wsup, M/S/Wsup-med, N/S/Winf-supmed). Typically dealt with in its post-Old Kingdom form (Altenmüller Spruchfolge E,
Assmann Liturgy II), this group of priestly texts remarkably makes its first appearance
in an antechamber rather than sarcophagus chamber. One of them, PT 422 (usually the
first of the group) is labelled sAx.w in the Middle Kingdom (Sq18X).
Group F. Conclusion of Preceding (P/S/Nw, N/S/Sw). Where they are attested, Groups D and E are
typically positioned on surfaces around the sarcophagus, and their texts appear in fixed
units after the Old Kingdom. In two pyramids, a further group of texts serves as pendant
to D and E but its members are not incorporated in the later groups. Several shorter,
miscellaneous groups will also be identified.
The citations above follow this format: Source/Room/Surface. Sources: W= Wenis, T=Teti,
P=Pepi I, M=Merenre, N=Pepi II, also Sq18X=tomb of Ihy, and M1C=inner coffin of Rerut. Rooms:
S=sarcophagus chamber, P=passage, A=antechamber. Surfaces: N=north wall, W=west wall,
S=south wall, E=east wall, with the further specifications n=north end, w=west end, s=south end,
e=east end, sup=upper register, med=middle register, inf=lower register. In two instances, the Roman
numeral IV specifies a register labelled as such in Sethe’s Die altägyptischen Pyramidentexte.

Cypriot and Aegean features in New Kingdom Egypt: cultural elements
interpreted from archaeological finds
Irmgard Hein

This paper focuses on the Cypriot Bichrome Ware of the Late Bronze Age. The ware was widely
distributed in the entire region. In Cyprus, Bichrome Wheelmade Ware was discovered at nearly 40
sites. It canbe found in the coastal areas of the Levant from Alalakh (Turkey) along the Syrian,
Lebanese and Canaanite coast down to Egypt. The elaborate, often highly detailed painting in red
and black gives Bichrome Wheelmade Ware a very attractive appearance, which made it obviously
a popular product in the Eastern Mediterranean. The vessels did not serve as containers for trade
purposes, but as luxury goods with their own trade value. This extensive distribution in the entire
region together with the fact that the type is easily recognizable by its characteristic decoration
makes Cypriot Bichrome Ware an important tool for associating the chronology of Cyprus with that
of the Eastern Mediterranean civilizations. Bichrome Wheelmade Ware can be used by the
archaeologists as a chronological marker for the LC I horizon and consequently to correlate timelevels in the Late Bronze Age cultures from various other regions. For this reason a large project in
the Special Research Program SCIEM 2000 is currently undertaken to solve questions concerning
the chronological sequence as well how far the ware wasdistributed. A large amount of items (more
than 2200) has already been recorded in a database in order to serve the studies of several researchers
analysing the vessels in various directions.
To distinguish the origin of the various types of ware was one main target of the project. As
already pointed out by Aström and Hein (ASTRÖM, 2001; HEIN, 2001), the different types of vessels
together with the large variety of decorative motifs already serve as a proof for considering the Late
Cypriot Bichrome story as a story of originals and imitations at different locations in the region. The
finds from the Austrian Excavations at ‘Ezbet Helmi in the Eastern Nile Delta unearthed such a
great number of this material, that more than 220 vessels could be traced. This is the largest quantity
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of such ware found in Egypt. Outside Cyprus, there only is one other exceptional site where a larger
amount of this ware was discovered: Tell el-Ajjul in the Gaza strip. Furthermore, also Late Minoan
Rhytons have been found as an Egyptian reproduction in the same areas. The paper, therefore,
focuses on the question why Bichrome Ware and Rhytons where reproduced/ imitated in Egypt and
which elements might have been the reason for such a cultural impact on this reproduction work?

Hidden histories project at the Petrie museum of Egyptian Archaeology (UCL)
Marwa Helmy

The Hidden Histories at the Petrie museum of Egyptian archaeology was a nine month outreachcommunity project (funded by the Museums, Libraries and Archives council- MLA) aimed at
creating innovative ways to encourage public engagement with the collection. Key to the project is
the process of integrating conservation and curatorial knowledge with public engagement in the
formation of new displays for the archaeological objects. Conservation and curatorial collaboration
involved identifying, researching and conserving 100 objects of personal adornment from the
collection for permanent display at the museum. The Petrie Museum houses an extensive bead
collection, over 3000 strings spanning the entire history of ancient Egypt. The current bead display
cases were part of Petrie’s typological and chronological display gallery when the museum first
opened in 1915. Being one of the most personal aspects of adornment, this is often the most popular
part of the collection, but also the least appreciated as the personal history of each archaeological
object is not highlighted or have not been researched and sadly in some cases lost forever.
The research focused on examining the archaeological evidence for the selected objects using
the archival library at the Museum. The key question to the research was whether the beads displayed
were strung in their original order or were put together based on the interpretation of museum staff.
This is evidently crucial in our understanding the significance of personal objects and their role in
the daily life of the Ancient Egyptians. The archaeological research entailed examining the objects
for archival notes attached; Petrie’s publications for archaeological references on the objects when
available; Petrie’s original excavation tomb cards where the exact context of the object can be traced
as well as Petrie’s notebooks and journal for drawings of the finds.

Magnetic surveying of archaeological sites in the Nile Delta, Egypt
Tomasz Herbich

The magnetic method turned out to be very efficient in surveying archaeological sites in the Nile
Delta. The efficiency of the method results from the magnetic properties of Nile mud, the principal
building material used throughout ancient Egypt. The author has surveyed four sites in various parts
of the Delta during the last decade. Geoscan Research FM18, FM36 and FM256 fluxgate
gradiometers were used . The sampling grid was 8 measurements per square meter. In Tell Daba, the
survey is carried out with Christian Schweitzer, who uses caesium Smartmag SM4G-Special system.
The survey at Tell el-Dabca, which started in 1999, has covered so far an area of more than one
square kilometer. Together with the research done by H. BECKER and J. FASSBINDER in neighbouring
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Qantir, it has given a total area of nearly 3 square kilometers, thus making it probably the largest
survey ever by the magnetic method. The survey carried out at cEzbet Helmi, revealed remains of
the Tuthmoside palatial platform (palace G), the Hyksos citadel ramparts, town architecture with
houses demonstrating a typical New Kingdom layout and a section of a city wall from the Horemheb
period. The survey east of cEzbet Rushdi revealed an Early Middle Kingdom settlement with
orthogonal layout. To the south, remains of the town from the 15th Dynasty have been mapped. In
area F/I (between cEzbet Helmi and Tell el-Dabca), a palatial complex from the Hyksos period was
discovered The survey on the mound of Tell el-Dabca revealed remains of large buildings which,
to judge by their plans, date to the Late Period. In the area neighbouring with the earlier excavation
in F/I, remains of tombs of the Thirteenth Dynasty and Second Intermediate period were registered.
The survey done with caesium instruments provided a clear picture of the paleomorphology of the
Nile Delta in this area, showing the Pelusiac main branch with river banks and deep water sediments,
less rapid flowing side branches and lagoon areas with limnic sedimentation.
In Tell el-Balamun, the survey has given a very detailed picture of the city’s Late Period temple
enclosure. An unknown temple, a series of buildings, a gate and centers of industrial activity were
registered. In Tell el-Farkha, the map revealed the outlines of an early Old Kingdom town and Early
Dynastic necropolis.In Tell el-Fara’in (Buto), the survey provided data for a reconstruction of the
plan of the northwestern part of the city during the Saite period and revealed the existence of an
unknown enclosure and a section of yet another enclosure, both of the Hellenistic Period. A large
pottery production center from the Roman period was registered at the northern edge of the city. The
investigations have contributed to the knowledge of these sites by making it possible to map
significant fragments, as well as by providing an overview of the distribution and nature of the
structures within the site borders. Regular excavations can now be precisely targeted on points of
particular interest. The use of two different instruments (fluxgate and caesium) made it possible to
compare their efficiency in the specific conditions of Delta sites.
The surveys have been carried out in collaboration with the Austrian Archaeological Institute in
Cairo (Tell el-Dabca), the German Archaeological Institute in Cairo (Tell el-Farain), and the Polish
Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology in Cairo (Tell el-Farkha). The survey in Tell el-Balamun is a
joint project of the British Museum and the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology in Cairo.
One of the FM instruments used in the prospection was provided by the Programa de Estudios de
Egiptología (Consejo Nacional de Investigationes Científicas y Técnicas, Buenos Aires) on the
grounds of a cooperation agreement with the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology in Cairo.

The iconography of god Nile in the monuments from
the State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
Svetlana Hodjash

God Nile is the personification of the river Nile, sacred for the Ancient Egyptians. That is why god
Nile is one of the most respected of the Egyptian gods. The Nile had played an important role in the
life of the Egyptians, as it plays nowadays. The ancient historian Herodotus had good reason to call
Egypt “Gift of the Nile”.The Nile waters the soil, fertilizes it with the fecund silt, providing people
and animals with food, serves as the water way from Nubia to the Mediterranean sea. The Egyptians
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glorified the god of their great river, composed hymns in honor of Nile, carved the stone statues and
casted bronze statuettes of this god.
The collection of various images of Nile in the State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts makes it
possible to trace back the iconography of this god for a long period. One of the earliest images of Nile
—the clay vessel of the New Kingdom for perfumes— represents Nile as a powerful young male with
a strong body and beautiful face. The scarab, on the bottom of which is represented Nile with the
flowers on his head, dates from the New Kingdom as well. The bronze decorations for an arm-chair
representing the image of god Nile date back from the Twenty-sixth – Saissian Dynasty. The figures
of the god are represented on the plaques as if reflected in the mirror. Nile wears a short apron, and
a clautus with flowers on his head. The outline of the picture is strict, without additional details,
characteristic for the Saissian reliefs. The Coptic tissue representing god Nile dates back from the 3rd
century AD. The image of the god is decorated with flowers, berries and vines. The colour scheme
of this masterpiece is rich and wonderful. The image of god Nile produced an important influence
upon the iconography of gods of a number of nations of the Mediterranean region.

Unknown treasures in museum storages: finds from the early archaeological
expeditions of the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Egypt and Nubia during the
years 1910 to 1912
Regina Hoelzl

The Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna houses one of the most famous collections of Egyptian
Antiquities in the world. A large number of objects, especially from early dynastic and old kingdom
sites and cemeteries derive from the archaeological expeditions undertaken by Hermann Junker on
behalf of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Hermann Junker was born in Germany and studied
Egyptology in Berlin. Some time after his graduation he went to Vienna and joined the university,
finally becoming professor for Egyptology in 1912. Before the First World War he was travelling
extensively through Egypt and Nubia. In 1910 he led his first archaeological expedition to Turah and
he continued his archaeological activities in Egypt and Nubia until the year 1939.
This paper will focus on Junkers early excavations during the years 1910 to 1912. During that time
he undertook archaeological expeditions on the following sites: Turah, Kubanieh-South, KubaniehNorth, Ermenne and Toshke. Considering the length of his working periods on these sites —he stayed
only between 16 and 46 days in each place (except for Turah where he stayed for 21/2 months)—
Junkers archaeological output is breathtaking. A large number of the finds from these expeditions are
now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, many of them remained unpublished or were not
sufficiently published and are therefore still unknown to the scientific public.
This paper will give an overview of Junkers excavation results and will present selected finds
which are now in Vienna. Junkers first excavation project for the Austrian Academy of Sciences
brought him to Turah south of Cairo on the east bank of the Nile. From January until March 1910
Junker and his team excavated approximately 600 tombs from predynastic and early dynastic times.
In December of 1910 he started to work in Kubanieh-South close to Aswan, where he found a
prehistoric cemetery of the Nubian A-Group including also some later burials. A bit further north
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he unearthed a vast Egyptian cemetery dating to the Middle kingdom and a cemetery from the
Nubian C-Group. In Lower Nubia the Austrian Academy of Science team focused on the sites of
Ermenne and Toshke. In the area of Ermenne some predynastic rock drawings were found, as well
as a large C-Group cemetery. But also graffiti dating to the New Kingdom were discovered.
However, Ermenne reached its greatest importance in Meroitic and Coptic times. During the last two
weeks of the Ermenne-expedition Junker also worked simultaneously in Toshke, just opposite of
Ermenne on the west bank of the Nile. There, the team unearthed a typical C-Group cemetery.
Almost 100 years after Junker had started his archaeological activities in Egypt his early
excavations and specially their finds have become the subject of a long term archive project in the
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna. The museum storages revealed many archaeological treasures
from the early Junker-excavations, which have not yet been properly examined and made known to
the public and it is the aim of this project to change this.

Tell el-Borg on the Ways of Horus: seven years of work and
the identification of this site
James Hoffmeier

Located 10 km east of Qantara Sharq, Tell el-Borg has been excavated excavated by a multidisciplinary team since 1999. This military site has yielded two New Kingdom forts that defended
the military road leading to Tjaru, Hebua I & II, 5 and 3 km away respectively. Separating the fort
area from the residential and funeral areas was either a branch of the Pelusiac or a drainage channel
from the Ballah Lakes. During the 2007 season, the remains of a moat was discovered that
apparently encircled the the settlement area. Clearly this was a well-defended site. When we assess
the evidence from Tell el-Borg, along with otherrecently obtained archaeolgical data from
neighboring sites, and examine the textual and artistic representations of Seti I at Karnak, it will be
argued that this site is the Dwelling of the Lion (Ramesses), the second fort in the sequence on the
Ways of Horus.

New light on the Amarna Period from North Sinai
James Hoffmeier and Jacobus van Dijk

Since 1999 investigations at Tell el-Borg in North Sinai have uncovered a significant amount of
material from the Amarna period. In addition to pottery from this intriguing period, the names of
an unanticipated number of members of the royal family of Akhetaten were found. Wine jar seals
make up the majority of the witnesses to this period. This paper will review this new material.
Special attention will be given to one with the name of Neferneferu-Aten on it. It also has an
intriguing epithet that helps clarify the identity of this enigmatic royal individual and perhaps also
the relationship between Neferneferu-Aten and Akhenaten.
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Synchronizing Egypt and the Aegean: A Radiocarbon-Based Approach
Felix Höflmayer and Angelika Zdiarsky

Historical disciplines need a sound chronological basis to study the cultural and political
development of human societies. Particularly in the 2nd millenniums BC we mostly lack written
records, which are needed to reconstruct a historical chronology for the most parts of the civilisations
of the Eastern Mediterranean. This time up to c. 1200 saw many different cultures prospering in this
region shaping political and cultural history: the Egyptian Middle and New Kingdom, the coastal
cities of Palestine, the Lebanon and Syria, the Hittites in Anatolia and finally Minoan Crete and
Mycenaean Greece. The interconnections of these distinct cultures are not only known from written
records like, e.g. the Amarna-tablets but also from material evidence and the spatial diffusion of
certain iconographical motifs.
In this region only Egypt can provide a fundamental chronology based on many different sources.
The absolute dates are based on king-lists, genealogical data, and astronomical observations.
Nonetheless the construction of this chronology is based on (sometimes) subjective interpretation of
texts, inscriptions, and other kinds of sources, which seem to be partly ambiguous. A priori it seems
fairly possible that at some point or another a king was omitted from the lists for whatever reasons
and that the absolute dating contains one or more non-quantifiable errors. Although there are problems
in reconstructing a fixed historical chronology (especially for the time of the Third Intermediate
Period) the dates for the New Kingdom are regarded as relatively precise so that the beginning of 18th
Dynasty can be narrowed down to about 1550-1540 BC.
On the contrary the means of chronological reconstruction of the other above-mentioned cultures
of the Eastern Mediterranean is quite different indeed. For Minoan Crete and Mycenaean Greece no
written texts can be used to build up absolute dates as in Egypt. Chronology is therefore based on
the evolution of material evidence, especially pottery. The ceramic sequences in Minoan Crete and
Mycenaean Greece, in Cyprus and the Levant are used to create relative succeeding chronological
phases of a priori unknown duration. Therefore they have to be connected to the historical based
chronology of Egypt not only to provide absolute dates for their relative chronological sequences
but also to come to an understanding of the interregional cultural contacts in the time of the 2nd
millennium BC. Normally this is achieved by cross-linking Egyptian objects in Aegean dateable
contexts and vice versa. As a consequence the dates of the Aegean phases are a derivative of the
Egyptian historical chronology and have therefore to be subject to further modification if an
alteration of the Egyptian dates seems necessary some day, to obtain reliable results for a given
context or phase. However with the increasing use and acceptance of scientific dating methods and
their constant improvement these archaeo-historical dates have come under increasing pressure
during the last 30 years, especially for the time of the early Late Bronze Age culminating in the
ongoing discussion concerning the absolute date of the eruption of Santorini.
Since the well-known key-synchronisms, which lead to the so-called conventional (low) Aegean
chronology, are very much disputed, we tried to synchronize these cultures in a different new way.
We focused our studies on samples from well-dated contexts from Egypt and the Aegean in order
to create a synchronization based on radiocarbon alone. This method would be able to provide an
independent model for synchronization without being subject to archaeological and/or historical
interpretation.
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Hathor, Mistress of Byblos
Susan Tower Hollis

Hathor, Lady or Mistress of Byblos, appears in Coffin Text Spell 61, I, 260f-262b, a text which states:
“Hathor, Lady of Byblos, makes the steering-oar of your bark..” Various other texts similarly refer
to her as Lady or Mistress of Byblos, but when and why did she gain this epithet? This set of questions
along with numerous related questions has driven my research over much of the past decade, initially
instigated by Anson Rainey’s query to me in 2000: “Was Hathor the original Lady/Mistress of Byblos,
nbt kbn in the temple of Byblos?” I could not answer one way or the other on the spot, though
subsequently my work has shown she was not. This discussion will outline briefly my research in
coming to this conclusion, noting the origins of the temple in Byblos and its deity, the Mistress of
Byblos, and Hathor’s relation to both the temple and the deity.
Not only have I explored reports of the archeological finds at Byblos but I have also asked about
Hathor’s origins, raising the question whether she was even indigenous to western Asia and not to
Egypt at all as well as asking about the qualities that might have led her to be the deity who traveled,
not just to Byblos in the early part of the 3rd millennium BCE but elsewhere as well.That she was not
the original Mistress of Byblos is clear; equally clear is that no specific name is attached to the title
“Lady of Byblos” in the Byblos temple’s earliest foundations. Indeed Hathor’s name appears to be
the earliest attached to the epithet and title. I will, in fact, show that she is not indigenous to western
Asia or Byblos but to Egypt, but doing so leaves yet many questions, such as how, when, and for what
reasons did she go to Byblos? I also raise questions about her beginnings in Egypt —or possibly the
western desert, bringing in the 1962-63 work of Henry Fischer on Bat. In this presentation I will
discuss my initial responses to these questions, albeit briefly, with the hope that others will have
some thoughts that might prove useful in further research. In particular, I find problems with the
various statements by BLEEKER (1973: 72-73), referring to MOFTAH (1965: incorrectly 3, really 44)
and ALLAM (1963: 118) relating her to navigation but with no textual or other references.
In fact, her relation to Byblos was so strong that even though her name does not occur in any
one of the Amarna letters (see Moran: Index), virtually all scholars of the ancient eastern
Mediterranean: Egypt, Canaan, Mesopotamia, the Bible, view the common opening greeting found
in numerous of these letters, greetings such as “May the Lady of Gubla grant power to the king,
my lord” (EA 68 and passim) to refer to Hathor. This fact alone makes this research worth carrying
out, and when one adds her persistent relation to foreign lands and borders of Egypt itself, the whens,
whys, and hows demand consideration.
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The shelter of headless bovines: a study of WG 35 (Gilf el Kebir, Egypt)
Emmanuelle Honore

The Gilf el Kebir Plateau, located in the south-western Libyan Desert in Egypt, is host to numerous
prehistoric rock art sites. Among these, WG 35 is a small shelter located on the edge of a wadi
cutting through the north-western flanks of the plateau. Discovered in 2002, this site was described
by Andràs Zboray in 2003, initially under the reference “WG 45”.The aim of this paper is to study
different aspects of the WG 35 paintings. The ceiling of WG 35 shelter bears several layers of paint.
Each paint layer will be individualized and stratigraphic methods will be applied in detail in order
to determine the relative chronology. Though no pigment sample has been made for a physicalchemical dating, some iconographical and stylistic elements will be used to give an overview of the
chronological frame. The archaeological environment of the shelter will also be taken into account
for this evaluation.Thanks to survey drawings and photographs made in 2006, iconographical
motives of each layer will be examined thoroughly, inquiring into the thought systems that led to
their representation. If animal herds are the main theme, there is also a layer exclusively composed
of about 44 persons, looking like a confused crowd despite being lined up in rows. Chaotic human
clouds have also been painted in other shelters of the area (e. g. WG 21). Besides, right in the middle
of naturalistic scenes of animal herds and hunters, there are about twelve white bovines that seem
to be headless, despite being alive. They are astonishingly similar to the white headless bovines of
WG 45/A. We will investigate the prospect of the absence of the head being the effect of technical
or preservation attributes of the paintings, and the discussion will then focus on potential
explanations. Could these headless bovines be compared to headless beasts of Wadi Sûra II shelter
(WG 21)?
Stylistic features will be reviewed, many of them allow deducing a close relationship with Jebel
Uweinat paintings. A comparative analysis of WG 35 (Gilf el-Kebir) and KD 11/A (Jebel Uweinat)
will be made on stylistic features of human bodies (filiform head, steatosis, etc.), equipment (shape
of the bow and quiver, body ornaments, etc.) and on characteristics of cattle depiction (lines and
points on the body, shape of the horns, ears and head, etc.). Finally, this paper will deal with the
function of the WG 35 rock paintings. Rock art meaning and purpose always are a ticklish matter.
But for that case in particular, the specific location and ordering of the paintings will allow us both
to test some proposals already published for rock art in general, and to issue new hypotheses.
Actually, WG 35 paintings are hardly visible: one has to crawl under the rock to enter in this small
shelter where nothing but sleeping could be done.
The ceiling measures about 2,2 meters by 1,5 meters and has the uncommon feature to be very
low (about 70 cm high from the basement rock floor and even less). As it is impossible either to stand
upright or to seat below it, the painter was probably working in very rough conditions: the back on
the rock and the paintbrush held in his arm, right stretched, whose length was probably just sufficient
to reach the roof surface. In addition, the painter probably oriented the pictures either
perpendicularly, either in reverse compared with his position. In spite of these obstacles, this place
was chosen while there were countless propitious rocks for such a work. Furthermore, the motives
have not been erased at each new painting phase, so that they are mixed and not easily readable. On
these arguments, the paper will try to demonstrate that decorative aspects were an improbable
motivation as for WG 35 paintings and that their location had a particular meaning.
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In conclusion, the headless bovines’ shelter bears a rare example of very well preserved
prehistoric paintings on which stratigraphic principles can be applied successfully. WG 35 paintings
constitute a crucial part in the definition of regional styles and, therefore, in understanding the degree
of relationship between Gilf el Kebir and Uweinat human groups. Last but not least, WG 35
iconography allows penetrating prehistoric intellect domains and thought systems, the motives being
a vocabulary and their ordering setting up the grammar.

The Annual Egyptological Bibliography: moving towards a new format
Willem Hovestreydt

In 2007 the Annual Egyptological Bibliography opened a new website where subscribers will be able
to consult the entire bibliography online. An overview will be given of current and forthcoming
developments. Their relationship with the AEB’s institutional situation will be discussed as well.

(a) New research in Tell er-Retaba
Josef Hudec

The first season of works of the Polish–Slovak Tell er-Retaba Archaeological Mission took place
in April 2007. The mission was managed by dr. Slawomir Rzepka (archaeologist, director of the
mission, The Warsaw Univerity) and dr. Jozef Hudec (archaeologist, deputy director of the mission,
The Aigyptos Foundation), under the auspices of the Polish Centre of Mediterranean Archaeology.
The aim of the mission is to explore one of the major sites from dynastic era in Wadi Toumilat. Tell
er-Retaba, placed on a strategically important point, on the main route from Egypt to Syro-Palestine,
must have played an important role in the region at least during the New Kingdom period. This is
evident from the previous archaeological work on the site: excavations of E. NAVILLE, W.M.F. PETRIE
and H. GOEDICKE, as well as from surveys conducted by German and Canadian teams. However, not
very much is known about the earlier history of the site although apparently a settlement existed
there quite early. Thus the mission is focused to reconstruct the history of the settlement in the Tell
er-Retaba from the earliest times till the settlement termination.
A precise geodetic plan of the site was prepared during the first season of works. On the basis
of a total station measurements a precise contour map was created, on which are marked all traces
of archaeological remains (defense walls, walls of the houses, stone blocks), as well as modern
constructions built on the site. A field walking on the whole area has led to discovery of more than
600 diagnostic sherds and ca. 60 other small objects. Positions of all of them were precisely
documented with use of the total station. On the basis of the preliminary pottery assessment the
most vessels can be dated to the late New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period. A few sherds
can be associated with the Late Period one probably comes from the Ptolemaic Period. Some stone
fragments, predominantly from limestone, red granite, quartzite, with traces of processing broken
away from slabs, were found during the survey. Part of the site (about 25% of the whole area) was
searched by geophysical methods. These works have added a significant amount of information to
the knowledge about the position of structures not excavated by Petrie. E.g. the exact position of the
northern defence wall was traced and probable places of gates in this wall were localised.
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(b) A fragment of the Amenhotep III shabti from
the Slovak National Museum [poster]
“Lascaux along the Nile”: The Palaeolithic rock art of Qurta (Upper-Egypt)
Dirk Huyge

In February-March 2007, a Belgian archaeological expedition, financed by Yale University, started
a rock art research project at the Qurta sites, on the east bank of the Nile, along the northern edge
of the Kom Ombo Plain, about 40 km south of Edfu and 15 km north of Kom Ombo. The rock art
sites at Qurta, which are essentially characterized by naturalistically drawn animal figures
(predominantly wild cattle or aurochs), had been discovered in 1962-1963 by a Canadian
archaeological mission, but had never been properly been valued. They were relocated by the
Belgian mission in 2005. On the basis of a large number of arguments, relative to the rock art itself
and to its general geographical and archaeological context, it is beyond doubt that these drawings
are extremely ancient and can most probably be attributed to the Late Palaeolithic Ballanan-Silsilian
culture, dated to about 16,000 to 15,000 years ago (BP). As such, Qurta constitutes the oldest graphic
activity recorded in Egypt until now. It moreover provides clear evidence that Africa in general and
Egypt in particular possesses prehistoric art that is both chronologically and aesthetically closely
comparable to the great Palaeolithic art traditions known for a long time from the European
continent.

Royal monuments of the third dynasty: a re-examination
of the archaeological documents
Ilaria Incordino

Summary of the Ph.D. research results on the royal funerary monuments of the Third Dynasty,
trying to recognize a possible chronological sequence of kings, in which I suggest the chronological
position of Sanakht at the beginning of the dynasty. My work has been focused first on the study of
12 royal reliefs of the third dynasty that could complete the work on the style and proportions in the
reliefs of the Ancient Kingdom begun by GAY ROBINS in the year 1994. This analysis has the aim
to identify the pharaonic canon of representation for this period, giving more evidence to draw up
the chronology. The second phase of my reseach is a more punctual examination of the rich
epigraphical documents referring to the administral officials of the third dynasty, specially from the
Bet Khallaf cemetery, that could clear the birth of some title or mention of buildings and royal
institutions helpful to identify the burocratic development in the administration of the time. Finally
my survey of the Bet Khallaf site in 2007 has suggested me a new hypotesis for the biggest mastaba
of the cemetery (K1).
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Merenptah and the Sea Peoples
Sameh Iskander

The mysterious foreign people traditionally termed “Sea Peoples” who continue to puzzle historians
began to appear in ancient Egyptian inscriptions from as early as the 14th century BC. Five groups
of these Sea Peoples, the Luku, the Sherden, the Sheklesh, the Aqawasha and the Tursha appear in
the texts of Merenptah (1212-1202 BC) as enemies attacking Egypt, and are briefly identified as
“northerners who came from all lands” and occasionally referred to as “foreign people of the sea”.
There is a general agreement among scholars that during Merenptah’s reign, the Sea Peoples came
mostly from different parts of the eastern Mediterranean and attacked Egypt as a cohesive group
from the western desert along with the Libyans. This joint incursion is seen to have been thwarted
in one decisive battle in the western desert, where the Egyptians defeated the allied forces in a mere
six hours. These conclusions, over a century old, derive mainly from early Egyptologists such as
Chabas and Maspero.
This paper will address certain inconsistencies in the texts on which the above conclusions are
based. I will present an interpretation that departs from the generally accepted view about the
historical role of the Sea Peoples during Merenptah’s reign. Specifically, I will argue that
Merenptah’s texts refer to major military operations with the Libyans in the western desert, and
perhaps minor skirmishes with the Sea Peoples in the Delta, and further, that the evidence for an
alliance between these two enemies is open to question. Instead, the Sea Peoples most likely came
to Egypt as a result of repeated skirmishes and counter-attacks with the Egyptians dating back to the
time of Ramses II, after which they took up residence in some parts of the Delta. In order to convey
the impression of a larger battle with a multitude of enemies, the texts conflated the Libyan battle
with the separate confrontations with the Sea Peoples. The texts thus serve to portray the king as the
ultimate victor over both the Libyans and Sea Peoples depicted as numerous enemies (ten enemies,
five components each of the Libyans and Sea Peoples) converging on Egypt as a manifestation of
the Nine Bows. This ideological motif appears pictorially throughout the Egyptian history in the
image of the pharaoh smiting a band of enemies of Egypt while holding them by the hair.

The Double Crown
Sarah Louise Jackman

It has long been established that the red and white crowns symbolise Lower and Upper Egypt
respectively, and the double crown as their amalgamation symbolises the king’s rule over united
Egypt. The double crown was represented in two forms. The first, that of the red crown encasing
the white (hereafter called type 1) was the only one of the two types to be represented threedimensionally (such as in sculpture and figurines), suggesting that this was the only one that could
have existed as a real crown. The second form depicted the white crown superimposed onto the red
crown (type 2). Some earlier scholars believed that type 2 was an artistic mistake, and in many
publications the representation of this supposed mistake was often ‘corrected’ to make it type 1. In
more recent years scholars have acknowledged that both types were used, sometimes opposite each
other, but also alone. However, there has been no systematic analysis of the two forms in
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representation as of yet, and so no explanation for the use of a particular type in a particular scene
or area has been formed.
The temple of Seti I at Abydos provides a rarely observed example of the use of the type 2 form
of the double crown in isolation. This type, although often treated as a more “unusual” form in
discussions, is in actual fact the only one used to represent the double crown in the entire temple
complex, with the exception of the exterior forecourt that was completed by Seti I’s successor and
son, Ramesses II. This raises the question of why, if this form was unusual and was not a real crown,
it was used alone here. This question in itself highlights our lack of understanding regarding the use
of the double crown and its two forms. By charting representations of the double crown and its two
forms during the New Kingdom, this paper seeks to understand its function and symbolism. My
research will analyse scenes in which the two types of the double crown appear, examining the
location and context of the scenes, and will highlight any patterns that emerge. In this way this
paper seeks to understand if there was any significance attached to the use of the two types of double
crown. Does the use of two types merely signify two ways of representing the same crown and so
the same symbolism, or did each type carry its own meaning, possibly in addition to its more general
meaning as a symbol of united Egypt? Another question raised is whether the use of the two types,
each of which accentuates a particular crown, emphasises the region associated with the predominant
crown, or a god associated with that crown or area.
As well as testing current theories regarding the double crown’s symbolism, the results produced
here will give an insight into the use of other crowns in representations, and will provide a model for
the further analysis of other crowns and iconography in other times and contexts. Despite the
abundance of crowns in Ancient Egyptian representation, this is an area in need of much work, and
it is hoped this paper will both address an aspect of this and encourage more research into the area.

“From Alexandria to Rakotis”: progress, prospects, and problems in the study
of Graeco-Egyptian literary interaction
Robert Jasnow

In this talk I will engage several issues relevant to the study of Graeco-Egyptian literary interaction.
While focusing especially on the implications of “new” Demotic material for this subject, I will
also consider questions of language (bilingualism), society, and history which have a bearing on the
process of literary interaction between Greek and Egyptian in the Late Period. My goal will be to
present succinctly progress made in recent years, problems remaining, and the possibilities for future
research on this difficult topic.
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The narrative structure of ancient Egyptian tales: from Sinuhe to Setna
Jacqueline Jay
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Although the ancient Egyptian tales play a major role in our understanding of Egyptian grammar,
thus far there has been no detailed comparison of the grammar of the tales of different language
phases. This paper will present some of the conclusions of my analysis of the Middle Egyptian,
Late Egyptian, and Demotic tales, which focuses on the linguistic presentation of the basic story
elements (events, characters, and settings). My methodology is drawn primarily from that of the
linguist MICHAEL TOOLAN, who distinguishes grammatical constructions which push the story
forward from those whose purpose is descriptive (Narrative: A critical linguistic introduction
[London/New York, 2001]). I place different Egyptian clause types and grammatical forms in one
of these two categories, identifying those which present narrative action and those which provide
background description. My analyses begin on the level of the clause and move outward to examine
the relationship of clauses within sentences and sentences within paragraphs, thereby exploring
how the grammatical components of a tale combine to tell a story. In doing so, I develop a grammar
of narrative for the ancient Egyptian tales.
By determining the key structural elements that characterize the entire corpus of tales, I establish
a framework within which to identify the features that distinguish individual works. Through this
analysis, I believe that I have achieved a deeper understanding of certain texts, particularly the Tale
of Sinuhe, the Report of Wenamon, and the Petition of Petiese. Both Sinuhe and Wenamon stand
out for their innovative features. Sinuhe exhibits a highly creative use of language, for it contains a
broader range of grammatical forms than other Middle Egyptian tales; in particular, I examine its
use of the second tense, aHa.n sDm.n=f, and sDm.in=f to demarcate different scenes. Where Sinuhe
is creative in its use of grammatical forms, Wenamon is distinguished by the constructions that it
does not use. It avoids key initial sentence forms commonly found in other Late Egyptian narratives,
employing neither repetitive fronted temporal formulae (such as “after many days”) nor initial verb
forms. Therefore, it is necessary to acknowledge that Wenamon differs in significant ways from
other Late Egyptian narratives, both literary and documentary, and truly belongs to a category all
its own. In contrast, the grammar of the petition section of Petiese is not unique.
It is the standard grammar of a Demotic tale, stylistically tying the petition more closely to the
Demotic literary texts than to the documentary texts. The text as a whole, however, exhibits an
extremely proficient use of language, for while the petition itself is written is good literary Demotic,
the text of two stelae appended to the end of the petition uses Middle Egyptian and is written in
Hieratic. Each language phase had its own characteristic verb forms and particles, and by examining
the major changes in grammar that occurred from phase to phase, I explore how these changes
impacted the narrative structure of Egyptian tales. Some forms have clear parallels in the other
stages: for example, aHa.n sDm.n=f, the primary main clause narrative form of the Middle Egyptian
tales, is paralleled in Late Egyptian by wn.in=f Hr sDm and in Demotic by sDm=f. Other forms,
however, do not have parallels. For example, there is no Demotic equivalent to the non-initial main
clause, which takes the form of the continuative sDm.n=f in Middle Egyptian and iw=f Hr sDm in
Late Egyptian. As time passes, the grammar of the Egyptian tales becomes increasingly simplified,
a trend which I examine in order to explore questions concerning the audience and the general
purpose of the tales.
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Androcentric to interpretative: testing the validity of the current explicit
assumptions of female literacy in ancient Egypt
Daniel Jones

Approaches to the topic of female literacy in ancient Egypt are piecemeal and have rendered the
topic elusive within the literature. Although we have no evidence to support the view that any section
of Egyptian society was intentionally restricted from acquiring the tools and techniques necessary
to negotiate private or professional tasks and lives, there is a commonly held view that women were
largely denied access to literacy along with the ‘middle’ and “lower” classes in general. The apparent
dominance of the male sex in the archaeological record is considered indicative of the norm and
therefore the only terms of reference on which to base interpretations of female literacy. Evidence
does suggest that a gender distinction did exist as part of the formal structure of society, which
resulted in the experience of women being different to that of men. However, even with this in mind
the only way to understand female literacy is to seek out parallels with the male use of the skill. This
has reinforced the standard view of primary man and secondary woman in Egytpian society in that
men not only wielded physical strength over women but also exercised mental/intellectual strength.
SØRENSEN (2000, 17) states, “pottery production, when ascribed to women, was consistently
considered a domestic activity, while it became a craft or industry if associated with men”.
In ancient Egypt, writing palettes associated with women are a signifier of domestic pastime
activities such as painting, drawing, and cosmetics, while they become active instruments of power
demonstrating literate skills when associated with men. It is therefore a fair assumption that literacy
within an Egyptian context is generally considered a “masculine” entity. But is that really what the
evidence is telling us? Material involving women can be viewed as explicit as that found for men,
however it seems that all they can hope to be is semi-literate or had no other alternative but to call
on a man for literacy skills. It is taken as a given that the surviving material involving men
constitutes “direct” evidence for literate capabilities. As the material involving women does not
conform to our standard view on how literacy manifested itself in Egyptian society, it remains
“indirect”, sub-standard, and insignificant. There is no justification for such a view and it stifles
female material from realising its full interpretative potential.
One of the fundamental problems with approaches to female literacy is the lack of explicit
theorising and methodology construction on how the empirical reality of female literacy in ancient
Egypt can be achieved. The literature is awash with unfounded comments on the topic, which is the
result of an Empiricist approach to literacy in general. There is a belief that through the collective
observations of surviving material the reality of what the Egyptians understood by the term literacy
has been revealed; an understanding very much like our own. This standard view of literacy derives
from the ideational proposition that if you compile enough data the reality/truth of how literacy was
manifested in Egyptian society will be revealed. Collective observations of the extensive surviving
material involving men are considered justification for the view that literacy was a job (scribe)specific skill, that the only form of literacy was professional literacy, a pre-occupation of the elite
only, and a skill owned by men.
The effect is that the past is considered to have spoken for itself, revealing that literacy in an
Egyptian context was utilised in a particular way —the male way. It is acceptable to assume that this
situation did not alter throughout c.3000 years of pharaonic history. Material involving women has
had no influence on this view because first, what survives is limited and considered statistically
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insignificant, and second, it does not demonstrate a male equivalent use of the skill. Ultimately,
literate women are not considered as demonstrably competent as men. The marginalisation and
misrepresentation of female literacy over the years within the academic literature has I believe
brought about a much-distorted view of how the ancient Egyptians possibly viewed and utilised
literacy. I believe the time to test the validity of the claims about female literacy is long over due.
By going right back to the research design stage this paper represents the first steps in re-addressing
this situation. This paper explains why it is invalid and flawed to believe that through applying a
model driven by a “masculated” definition of literacy we have been able to achieve the empirical
reality of female literacy. It explores ideas around key issues that are crucial to the formulation of
a coherent theoretical stance that attempts to access the empirical reality of female literacy and
discusses the implications these theoretical issues have on methodology construction.

The temple palace of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu. An archaeological
approach to its preservation and display
Michael Jones

This paper is about the interpretation of the archaeological remains of the temple palace of Ramesses
III beside his memorial temple at Medinet Habu and the conservation issues affecting its
preservation and display. Since 2004, the American Research Center in Egypt has been working
with the Supreme Council of Antiquities to develop a site management plan for Medinet Habu. The
Medinet Habu temples and their immediate surroundings are part of the World Heritage Site of
Luxor. They are the focus of a lucrative tourist industry as well as vigorous academic study. Large
numbers of Egyptian and foreign scholars, students and tourists visit the site. All come with widely
differing agendas and contribute to its value and significance. The future of Medinet Habu as a
major archaeological, Egyptological and tourism-economic resource is thus assured, but ironically
its preservation is not. The temple palace shares many of the issues facing the whole of Medinet
Habu and although modest in comparison to its neighbouring monuments, it is an important
component of this heritage site, it is a good place to start.
The paper addresses the temple palace of Ramesses III from an archaeological perspective on
the grounds that accurate interpretation of the physical remains sustains academic honesty and
informs display and presentation for visitors. The combination of the almost intact palace façade
with the window of appearance and Uvo Hölscher’s reconstruction of the palace ruins on top of the
original remains presents a striking image of the temple palace in its most developed form. The site
was first mentioned by Daressy and later dug over by sebbakhin and Henry Burton. But it was
Hölscher, working for the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago in 1928, who identified two
palaces on the same site. An early building similar in plan to the temple palace of Ramesses II at
the Ramesseum, had been demolished and buried beneath a second palace built over it with a
completely different ground plan. Hölscher used the remains of the second palace as the basis for
his reconstruction. However, although the history of the site is ostensibly clear from Hölscher’s
publication and meticulous drawings, the authenticity of the reconstruction can be challenged on the
basis of the archaeological records and because the modern materials used in 1929-30 are now
introducing conservation problems due to changing environmental conditions. A critical review of
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the available evidence is used to propose a more balanced interpretation and suggest an informative
presentation of the archaeological remains and Hölscher’s actual reconstruction.
The question is considered of what to do with Hölscher’s early pioneering conservation
endeavour in light of the problems mentioned above. It has now become part of the stratigraphy of
the site by modifying and enhancing the original remains and has to be treated as such. Hölscher’s
awareness of the risks involved in reconstructing ancient buildings and his minimalist approach
contrast favourably with other contemporary approaches to preservation in situ and uphold
recommendations made in internationally accepted charters both of the time and since (Athens,
1931 and Venice, 1964). His work is therefore exceptionally innovative in early 20th century Egypt.
However, cement and iron bars used to connect stone and brick elements would not be allowed
today. The present situation, in which the reconstruction itself now needs a conservation
intervention, offers the opportunity to re-examine the work of Hölscher and his predecessors at the
site to devise a sustainable plan for its future.

The Asyut Project
Jochem Kahl

Seit 2003 erforscht eine deutsch-ägyptische joint mission der Universitäten Sohag und Mainz den
im Westen der mittelägyptischen Stadt Assiut gelegenen Gebel Asyut al-gharbi. Tausende von
Gräbern vom Alten Reich bis in koptische Zeit, zahlreiche Tierbestattungen, mehrere Steinbrüche
vom Mittleren Reich bis in die frühe Neuzeit, zwei koptische Klöster und nahebei gelegene
Eremitenbehausungen, ein islamischer Gebetsort sowie moderne Militäranlagen prägen das
Erscheinungsbild dieses Berges, der insbesondere vor dem Ersten Weltkrieg von mehreren
archäologischen Missionen erkundet, aber nur unzureichend dokumentiert worden war. Dank einer
langfristigen Förderung seitens der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft können die archäologischen
Hinterlassenschaften erstmals überhaupt kartiert und adäquat aufgenommen werden. Im Zentrum
des Projektes stehen bislang folgende Fragestellungen:
Kartierung des Gebel Asyut al-gharbi: Erstmalig liegt eine Karte des Gebel Asyut al-gharbi
vor, die jährlich erweitert wird und derzeit 130 Strukturen enthält.
Die Gaufürstengräber III, IV und V der Ersten Zwischenzeit: Dekoration, Inschriften und
Architektur dieser Gräber werden erstmals überhaupt aufgenommen. Die Arbeiten im Grab
des Gaufürsten Iti-ibi (Grab III) sind bereits abgeschlossen. Dekorations- und
Inschriftenreste im Grab des Gaufürsten Cheti I. (Grab V) und im Grab des Gaufürsten Cheti
II. (Grab IV) wurden als Faksimile aufgenommen. Die Bauaufnahme ist im Gange.
Das Grab des Gaufürsten Iti-ibi-iqer (Grab N13.1; Ende Erste Zwischenzeit/11. Dyn.): 2005
wurde dieses Grab entdeckt, welches die politische Geschichte des Endes der Ersten
Zwischenzeit um eine Facette erweitert. Gut erhaltene Malereien geben Einblick in die Kunst
dieser Zeit. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit verdienen zudem Graffiti, die vornehmlich aus dem
frühen Neuen Reich stammen und vermutlich während Schulausflügen angefertigt wurden.
Sie umfassen klassische literarische Texte (vgl. Vortrag von Ursula Verhoeven),
Besucherinschriften und Zeichnungen.
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Das Grab des Gaufürsten Djefaihapi I. (Grab I; z.Zt. Sesostris I.): Noch während der 1990er Jahre vom ägyptischen Militär genutzt, ist dieses monumentale Grab nun wieder
zugänglich. Mit einer heute noch erhaltenen Länge von 55m und Raumhöhen von bis zu 11m
zählt das Grab zu den größten seiner Zeit. Trotz der Arbeiten von Griffith und Montet blieben
zahlreiche Malereien in Grab I bislang unentdeckt und konnten erstmals während der letzten
Jahre sichtbar gemacht und dokumentiert werden.
Das Kloster Deir el-Azzam: Ein Oberflächensurvey bei Deir el-Azzam gewährte eine
Bestandsaufnahme dieser in den 1960-er Jahren stark zerstörten Klosterruine.
Die Rekonstruktion der Geschichte der Stadt Assiut durch die Erforschung ihrer
Nekropole: Bedingt durch die jährliche Nilschwemme und durch moderne Überbauung liegt
die alte Stadt scheinbar unwiederbringlich unter der modernen begraben. Die Arbeiten im
Gebel Asyut al-gharbi und weitere schriftliche bzw. archäologische Zeugnisse ermöglichen
dennoch, ein Bild vom antiken Assiut zu zeichnen. Assiut war und ist eine wounded city, d.h.
eine Stadt, die in ihrer über 4000 jährigen Geschichte mehrfach durch Bürgerkriege,
Plünderungen und Aufstände “verwundet” wurde.

Inaros’ rebellion against Artaxerxes I and the Athenian disaster in Egypt
Dan’el Kahn

Inaros, son of Psammetichus, a ruler of Libyan descent, rebelled against his overlord Artaxerxes I.
The purpose of this paper is to re-evaluate the conventional accepted dates of this event. It is
commonly held that Inaros rebelled on hearing about the death of Xerxes, King of Persia in 465/4
BC. The struggle between Persia and Egypt, supported by Athenian allies is commonly dated
between 460/459-454 BC. The Athenians were defeated in Egypt and the treasury of the Delian
league was transferred from Delos to Athens allegedly from fear of a Persian attack. This
reconstruction of dates and events is based on acceptance of the version given by Thucydides to the
events, his interpretation of the political situation in Greece and his chronological order of events.
The chronology given by Diodorus Siculus for the same events is discarded and regarded
untrustworthy (start of the rebellion in 463/2 until the siege of Prosopitis in 460/459). The
chronology of Diodorus fits perfectly with Aramaic and Demotic documents from Egypt.

Foreign women in ancient Egypt and their significance during the New Kingdom
Amir Kamal

Foreign women: sexual objects. The aim of my paper is to show the way that sexual exploitation of
foreign women took place during the New Kingdom. This is evident in textual material as well as
in the visual record; the diplomatic correspondence in which pharaoh requested specifically for
foreign women to be sent from Syria, the scenes and texts mentioning the diplomatic marriages, and
the bringing of women as a part of the foreign tribute all show a certain importance of women in
the Egyptian foreign policies. Similar ideas are expressed in the texts of the victory of pharaoh over
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the foreign lands, which also show some importance of the capturing of the women of defeated
reigons and sending them back to Egypt. I intend to explore the influence of the existence of these
women in all levels of the Egyptian society, during the New Kingdom, and how it intrigued the
formation of the prejudiced approach which the Egyptians reflected in their texts about foreign
women, e.g. instructions in which the Egyptians expressed the sexual immorality of these women
and the warnings they gave to their youth. Over all the representation of such women as sexual
objects for the pleasure of pharaoh can be regarded as a form of expressing symbolic authority over
the conquered lands. I also aim to explore the importance of foreign women in the diplomatic
relations between Egypt and its allies as it is evident from texts that what is called the political
marriages represented a key stone in the Egyptian foreign relations during the New Kingdom.
There are few cases that survived in the Egyptian source that could shed light on the real aims
beyond such a practice. I will also involve a case study of the harem palace at Goroub and the
foreign influence existed in the palace as part of my paper, in which I will discuss the existense of
foreign women as part of the occupants of that important New Kingdom palace, together with their
children, which will be based on some results from the three survey seasons conducted by the
University of Liverpool, of which I was an hounoured member since 2005 under the Direction of
Dr. Ian Shaw. The aim of the paper is to explore the effect of the imperial activities of Egypt on its
society during the New Kingdom and the cultural influence regarding foreign women during the
New Kingdom compared with Earlier periods.

Egyptian verb classifiers
Frank H.H. Kammerzell

Whereas classifiers on nouns in written Egyptian and the relations between them and the classified
elements have been treated in a systematic way by GOLDWASSER (2002), little attention has been
given to verb classifiers until now. In order to provide a unified model that is practical to describe
and explain the use of any classifier irrespectively of its distribution, the known types of relations
have to be supplemented by another one. In addition to what can be described either as taxonomic
(e.g., SUPERORDINATE, BASIC, SUBORDINATE), schematic (e.g., DIMENSION,
CONSISTENCY, SHAPE), and meronymic relations (e.g., MEMBER-COLLECTION, STUFFOBJECT) or, more efficiently, as vertical and horizontal relations (according to Lincke 2007),
thematic relations like AGENT, UNDERGOER, EXPERIENCER play a crucial role in defining
the interactions between the entities refered to by a classifier and the objects designated by the
lexeme, word or phrase.
In this paper, the strategies for choosing the classifier on a linguistic element refering to an
action, state or event shall be discussed. The state of affairs in the Pyramid Texts will be contrasted
with the situation in later corpora. There is clear evidence for the hybrid character of the Old
Egyptian system: A limited number of high-frequency verbs had to be used either without any or
with a classifier from a rather small fixed set, while less frequent verbs could be alloted signs which
were created only in the writing process and run into many hundreds of different graphemes. In
later times, increasing conventionalisation resulted in more verbal lexemes being classified by fewer
classifiers. As a consequence, a decrease in the individual classifiers’ specificity was inevitable.
Verb classifiers constituting thematic relations which are in a prominent position on the hierarchy
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of grammaticalisation in spoken language too were markedly preferred in all periods of Egyptian
language history. This fact confirms that classifier usage was systematically linked with grammar
and its cognitive bases and is far from being the outcome of random decisions made by the scribes
during the process of writing.
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Ay versus Horemheb: a reappraisal of the political situation in
the late Eighteenth Dynasty
Nozomu Kawai

Scholars have discussed the individual roles of Ay and Horemheb as well as the relationship between
them for many years. Did they work together cooperatively or did some form of competition or
hostility exist between them? Was Horemheb the designated successor of Tutankhamun, although Ay
ascended to the throne after Tutankhamun’s death? This paper attempts to understand the interaction
between Ay and Horemheb and their attitudes towards one another through an examination of all the
available evidence including some recent discoveries. The first part focuses on their relationship
under Tutankhamun and the second with their interaction following Tutankhamun’s death. I will
demonstrate that they were the most prominent figures in different social groups; Ay was the fatherly
advisor of the king at the court, while Horemheb was the actual governor of all the administration in
the country under Tutankhamun. However, there is no concrete evidence that Horemheb was the
designated successor of Tutankhamun as has recently been suggested. It is likely that Ay ultimately
obtained the title of Vizier to demonstrate that he is capable of ruling the country most probably
immediately after Tutankhamun’s death and he looked after the widow Ankhesenamun. Additionally,
I would suggest that there was a political fission between Ay and Horemheb beginning sometime
during Ay’s reign, but not in the strict sense of geographical division as some scholars previously
suggested, but rather as the emergence of factions based upon the rivals’ “home territories”. Ay
appointed a number of officials from his hometown, Akhmim, to high positions in every branch of
the administration. People from Akhmim had been very influential since Amenhotep III’s reign, and
had also held several significant positions in various branches of the Upper Egyptian and Nubian
administration. It is probable that King Ay kept those people from the same locale together as the
leader of a large clan. Significantly, the major monuments of Ay and the officials from his reign
center in both Thebes and Akhmim, while his evidence in the north is rather small.
Helck suggested that Horemheb did not accept being deprived of his title “Hereditary Prince”
by Ay, and so removed both Ay and Nakhtmin, but it is more likely that he just kept silent, ignoring
the king during the later years of Ay’s reign, instead of taking immediate action against him.
Horemheb did not plot revenge on Ay, probably because Ay was old and would likely die soon.
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Meanwhile, whether Horemheb resigned the title “Hereditary Prince” or not, he seems to have
maintained his power and ignored the king. Ultimately, Horemheb succeeded to the throne, although
how this came about is unknown. What is known is that Horemheb became king after the death of
Ay, although Nakhtmin was Ay’s designated successor as the “Hereditary Prince” and “King’s Son.”
It is not clear if Horemheb pushed Nakhtmin aside, or whether Nakhtmin had already died before
Ay. Sometime after Horemheb came to the power, he started erasing all depictions of Ay as a high
official on the monuments of Tutankhamun, as well as those on Ay’s royal monuments, and those
of his entourage. This action must be understood as damnatio memoriae. Horemheb desecrated Ay’s
tomb (KV 23) in the Western Valley of the Kings, usurped his memorial temple at Medinet Habu,
and removed all other inscriptions and images of Ay. Nakhtmin’s two statues, probably from his
tomb in Akhmim, were also desecrated.
As OCKINGA rightly showed, the tomb of Senqed at Awlad Azzaz in Akhmim was similarly
severely desecrated. Even his sarcophagi were found reused in the New Kingdom Necropolis at
Saqqara. In fact, the inner anthropoid sarcophagus of Senqed was usurped by a contemporary
official, “Overseer of the Double Granaries of Upper and Lower Egypt,” Ray, who probably
continued to serve under Horemheb. At the same time, a damnatio memoriae of Ankhesenamun
was undertaken by Horemheb, although it is unknown if his motivation was due to her passing the
kingship to Ay as a coregent or not. On the famous Restoration Stela of Tutankhamun, the two
images of Ankhesenamun standing behind the king were completely erased, although Horemheb
could have replaced her images with those of his wife Mutnodjmet. I will demonstrate that, on two
other stelae from Karnak, Ankhesenamun’s images were thoroughly removed. Horemheb’s
persecutions against Ay continued into the Ramesside period. Finally, like the names of Akhenaten
and Tutankhamun, Ay’s name was omitted from king lists.

The decoration program in the burial chamber
of the royal tomb of Amenophis III (KV 22)
Takao Kikuchi

The Mission from the Institute of Egyptology at Waseda University, Tokyo, has been working at the
royal tomb of Amenophis III (KV 22) in the Western Valley of the Kings since 1989 under the
direction of Prof.Dr.S. YOSHIMURA and Prof.J. KONDO. In the years 2002-2004, conservation of the
wall paintings has been carried out as a joint project of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, Ministry
of Culture, Arab Republic of Egypt and the Institute of Egyptology, Waseda University under the
auspices of UNESCO / Japan Trust Fund (YOSHIMURA & KONDO (eds.) 2004).
After this stage of the conservation work, the decoration program in the burial chamber of the
royal tomb can be analyzed in a better condition than before. In parallel with studies for a further
conservation work, a digital documentation of the Book of Amduat started from the winter of 2006
-2007 on the walls of the burial chamber. The author is the field director of this project supported
by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology, Japan. In the burial chamber, one can see ensemble of wall paintings on the walls
and on the pillars according to the cardinal points: 1) On the walls the Book of Amduat is to be
seen. A.F. SADEK pointed out the texts had some exceptional spellings of words and played an
important rule for its tradition after the New Kingdom (SADEK 1985). 2) On each face of the six
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pillars is an image of the king face to face with a god or a goddess, for example on the faces along
the axis of the chamber is the image of the king with Osiris; on the western side with Hathor and
on the eastern side with West Goddess.
The first hour of the Book of Amduat is situated in the middle of the south wall and the following
hours can be seen clockwise on the south, west, north and the east wall. On the east wall near the
south-east corner, to the right end of the 12th hour, the résumé of the Book of Amduat, so called the
short version, begins and continues beyond the corner to the south wall and ends to the left of the first
hour of the Book of Amduat. The execution of the Book of Amduat was carefully planed on the walls
of the burial chamber adjusted to the cardinal points. The connection into the burial chamber is
situated in the south wall near the south-west corner. Usually such connection is placed in the axis
of the burial chamber of the royal tombs in the Valley of the Kings. However, this is not the case in
the tomb of Amenophis III. In all probability, the decoration program with the Book of Amduat has
a priority to the architectural element. On the west wall, from which the burial chamber axis runs to
the east, the fourth and fifth hour were drawn. Only in each hour of this part, an intersection of three
registers can be seen. To keep this structure as a whole and avoid a separation of the united registers
with doorway, the connection into the burial chamber was not laid out to the west wall.
The Book of Amduat has not been executed from the beginning of the Book continuously, but
it has been drawn separately on each wall. Such process of work has an advantage to realize an
ideal disposition of the hours.Because of the name of Tuthmosis IV on the foundation deposits
discovered by H. Carter in front of the tomb of Amenophis III, we know Tuthmosis IV started to
construct the royal tomb (THOMAS 1966: 83). However, until now there is no reliable theory to
explain why the pharaoh needed the second royal tomb (cf. ROMER 1981: 240). It is probably
because that the decoration program in the burial chamber discussed here could not be realized in
his first royal tomb (KV 43) so that he launched to excavate another royal tomb (KV 22).
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The (w)nwn funerary dance in the Old Kingdom and
its relationship to the dance of the Mww
Lesley Kinney

A dance scene in the Tomb of Ptahhotep (LD Erganz, 43) at Saqqara appears to be the only Old
Kingdom depiction of a dance, identified by Junker, which resembles the determinative (A90) for
words such as wnwn and nwn in some Old Kingdom texts. The heads of the dancers in this dance
are thrown forward with the hair loose. The arms are held low in front of the body and the wrists
are held one over the other, which appears to indicate a rhythmic beating. The same determinative,
sometimes without the loose hair, is used for the word sps [be tousled]. The dance persists into later
periods, when it appears in funerary scenes as a mourning dance performed by women with
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dishevelled hair flung forwards over their heads. In the Old Kingdom the dance appears in the same
context as that of the mww.In Pyramid Text 1005 the term nwn describes a dance executed by the
souls of Buto in approaching the king: nwn.sn n.k m sm3w.sn [They perform nwn for you with their
hair]. A sentence, almost identical to the one in Pyramid Text 1005, occurs in Pyramid Text 1974,
but with the term (wn)wn instead of nwn.
The men who perform (w)nwn in the Ptahhotep scene stand at the same place as the mww in the
Old Kingdom examples of mww dance (that is, near the pr-nw buildings and palm trees indicating
Buto) and since it appears to be a mourning dance performed by the souls of Buto for the deceased
king, the (w)nwn movement appears to be an alternative form of mww dance in the Old
Kingdom.The relationship between the (w)nwn dancers and the mww can be illustrated by a number
of factors the two have in common. Firstly, both groups perform a dance in funerary scenes, and at
the same point in the proceedings as the cortege enters the necropolis. Secondly, both groups appear
to have the same function of greeting the deceased. In Pyramid Text 1005, the (w)nwn movement
is performed on approaching the dead king and the mww are shown to greet the cortege at the
threshold of the necropolis. Thirdly, both groups appear to represent the dead souls of Buto, since
it is they who are described performing (w)nwn in Pyramid Text 1005, and the mww in the three Old
Kingdom depictions are associated with the dead kings of Buto through their juxtaposition with the
contextual iconography of the palm tree and pr-nw frieze representing Buto, which has been shown
to represent the cemetery of the dead kings of Buto Finally, there is another association between
the mww and the (w)nwn dancers. The eastern horizon, the part of the sky to which the mww were
to have ferried the deceased across the “field of rushes”, is called wnwnyt.

Raumgestaltung und Kultpraxis in den Heiligtümern gräco-ägyptischer Götter
des antiken Mittelmeerraumes am Beispiel ausgewählter Kultanlagen
Kathrin Kleibl

Die Ausbreitung der spätägyptischen und gräco-ägyptischen Religion in den Mittelmeerraum ist
seit den 60er Jahren des 19. Jhs. ein weit reichend diskutierter Aspekt der Geschichts-, Religionsund Kulturwissenschaften. Die außerhalb Ägyptens verehrten Gottheiten waren vornehmlich Isis,
Sarapis, Harpokrates, Anubis und Osiris. Untersucht wurden von Seiten der
Altertumswissenschaften die sich auf den Kult beziehenden antiken Schriftquellen, die
ikonografischen Zeugnisse und - getrennt für sich genommen - die archäologisch nachweisbaren
Heiligtumsanlagen. Aufgrund dieser in der Forschung bestehenden Lücke wurde eine
funktionsanalytische und vergleichende Untersuchung der Architektur der Heiligtümer gräcoägyptischer Götter und eine Interdependenz mit dem die Kultstätten erfüllenden Leben
unternommen (“Der, der du eintrittst, wirst das Seiende erkennen” Raumgestaltung und Kultpraxis
in den Heiligtümern gräco-ägyptischer Götter des antiken Mittelmeerraumes, Dissertation
Universität Hamburg - 2006). Die Untersuchung stützt sich in erster Linie auf die Analyse der
Architektur und der Ausstattung von 69 Heiligtümern gräco-ägyptischen Gottheiten, die an
verschiedenen Orten des Mittelmeerraums errichtet sind, aber auch auf literarische, epigrafische
und ikonografische Quellen zu den Göttern und ihren Kulten. Der zeitliche Untersuchungsrahmen
erstreckt sich vom Beginn der hellenistischen Zeit bis in die römische Kaiserzeit.
Die Heiligtümer der gräco-ägyptischen Götter wurden einem systematischen Vergleich
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unterzogen; ergänzend wurde stets ein Rückbezug zu den möglichen altägyptischen Vorbildern
unternommen. Die Untersuchung erstreckt sich auf sämtliche Elemente der Tempelanlagen, wie
die Topografie der Heiligtümer, die Analyse der Architekturbestandteile des Heiligtums selbst, also
von Hof, Tempel und Cella, dem Aufstellungsort des Kultbildes, sowie die Behandlung weiterer
Einrichtungen, so der Altäre und der Opferstätten, der Brunnen und Wasserkrypten, für die im Kult
der gräco-ägytischen Götter besonders bedeutsamen Wasserversorgung, und von
Nebeneinrichtungen, zu denen die Versammlungsräume von Kultgemeinschaften, Bibliotheken,
Priesterhäuser und Pilgerherbergen gehören. Ausgehend von der genauen Analyse der Architektur
der Heiligtümer war es zum einen möglich, die baugeschichtlichen Charakteristika und Beziehungen
herauszuarbeiten, und zum anderen die bis heute unzureichend geklärte Korrespondenz von
Raumgestaltung und antiker Kultpraxis zu analysieren, die ich in meinem Vortrag an ausgewählten
Kultanlagen verdeutlichen werde.Unter zur Hilfenahme der gewonnen Erkenntnis und weiteren
Informationen aus griechischen und lateinischen literarischen Texten (u.a. Plutarch und Apuleius)
sowie epigrafischen und auch ikonografischen Zeugnissen, konnten Rückbezüge zu altägyptischen
Vorbildern auch im Bereich der Rituale nachvollzogen werden.
Aufgedeckt wird der starke Einfluss, den die Rituale auf die architektonische Gestaltung der
Heiligtümer gräco-ägyptischer Götter hatten. Die Rituale und auch die mit ihnen zusammenhängenden
Bauformen hatten ihren Ursprung in Ägypten, auch wenn die Umsetzung an die Gegebenheiten
außerhalb des Mutterlandes angepasst wurden. Es wird sich zudem zeigen lassen, dass die
Heiligtümer trotz ihrer unterschiedlichen architektonischen Gestaltung eine Entwicklung aufweisen.
Diese Entwicklung bezog sich weniger auf die äußere Gestaltung der Heiligtümer, die sich
weitgehend an dem Zeit- und Lokalstil orientierten, als vielmehr auf die Innengestaltung, d.h. auf
An- und Umbauten von Installationen und Räumen. Ich werde ersichtlich machen, dass es mit einer
genauen Betrachtung der Architektur und der Ausstattung der Heiligtümer gräco-ägyptischer Götter
möglich ist, kultspezifische Charakteristika herauszuarbeiten, die sich in den etwa 600 Jahren der
Verbreitung der Religion in architektonischer wie in ritueller Hinsicht an die jeweiligen Regionenund Zeitstile anpassten, aber auch fortwährend mit ihren altägyptischen Wurzeln verbunden blieben.
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A new magical text: the Papyrus of the Seven Utterances of Mehet-Weret
(pLouvre 6838-6841+ 6848)
Yvan Koenig

This important hieratic document of the Ramesside Period is now part of the papyrus collection
of the Louvre Museum. It consists in nine pages of text (11 cm x 34 cm), written on both sides;
apparently dome are missing. It is meant to cure a sick person who, strangely enough, first remains
anonymous, then is referred to by his name, “Bakenkhonsu son of Ta-Weretemheb”. The magical
invocationuses series of Speeches that involve several aspects of the Theology of Mehet-Weret.
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On further examination, the composition of this text is very similar to the one of a poem, with verses
and stanzas. Each stanza contains a Speech built on the same pattern. The climax of the text is the
solemn evocation of the Seven Utterances of Mehet-Weret; at this particular moment the recreation
of the world excudes the sickness and the suffering is cured. This papyrus renews deeply our
knowledge of magical texts.

The North Village at Malkata: a typical New Kingdom village community?
Aikaterini Koltsida

The palace city of Amenhotep III at Malkata is located at the west bank of Thebes and was
constructed to house the three jubilees that the king celebrated there at the 30th, 34th and 37th years
of his reign. Malkata is a remarkable site for the study of domestic architecture, since, inside the
walled part of the city, all types of domestic buildings are present, namely palaces, villas and
tripartite houses. Of particular interest is an agglomeration of small sized houses that the excavators
called the North Village, which seems like an organically created village. The houses located at
Malkata were seemingly closely related to and dependent on the palace. They arguably housed
palace employees and / or the workmen occupied in the construction of the palace city’s buildings,
but also the workmen who created the numerous faience and glass objects that were discovered at
Malkata. Those were doubtlessly presents of the king to his subjects during the jubilee celebrations.
This paper will focus on the architectural features of the buildings within the north village.
The north village was excavated by Ambrose Lansing during the Metropolitan Museum of Art
excavation at Malkata that took place in the second decade of the 20th century. However, besides
the plan of the buildings there are no notes or excavation diaries concerning the north village, which
was never published. Today the village is not visible, as it is covered with the debris that came from
the excavation of its neighbouring temple of Amun. The detailed plan of the village presented in this
paper is based on Lansing’s plans, that Dr Dorothea Arnold, Lila Acheson Wallace Curator in Charge
of the Egyptian Department of the Metropolitan Museum, allowed me to study together with all the
excavation material from the site. The plan is rather complicated and its study clearly demonstrates
that the village was not planned, as were the workmen’s villages of Amarna and Deir el-Medina.
There are several narrow alleys between the buildings, most of which lead to a dead end. The houses
are comparable in shape and size to the small houses excavated in the Amarna main city. They have
not the uniformity in plan that we find in the workmen’s villages, and it seems that their plan
followed the needs of the family that occupied them, while the available space was certainly a
decisive factor for their size, shape and plan.
Based on comparisons with the domestic architecture of other New Kingdom sites, I will try to
identify the individual buildings within the village. The analysis of their plan shows that there are
at least twenty-two buildings with domestic features, while there are nine more that can be identified
as houses, based on their plan. Ten other buildings were possibly houses. They were poorly
preserved but I will try to reconstruct their original plan. The rest of the buildings were probably
workshops and / or storage areas. Finally, this paper aims to determine the function of the houses
and buildings of the north village. The analysis of the houses of such a village would doubtlessly
contribute to our knowledge and understanding of the domestic characteristics in the area of Thebes
during the Eighteenth Dynasty.
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Duties and composition of the personnel of the cults at Lahun
Katalin Kóthay
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Several studies have been made on the priestly activities and cult services at Lahun. The documents
from the settlement site – both the temple archive and the so-called town papyri —include business
letters, temple accounts, and lists drawn up of the temple staff. The papyri thus form a useful source
material for the study of local cult matters, so providing a possibility to make a case study —a rare
opportunity in Egyptology. Yet up till now, due to the still incomplete publication of the Lahun
textual material, no systematic analysis has been done concerning the cults operating at Lahun.
Having the opportunity to study the unpublished part of the papyri, I make an attempt to contribute
to the issue by undertaking a comprehensive study of the network of temple duties fulfilled under
the authority of the Lahun cults. I try to determine the various forms of temple duties and the
different categories of personnel performing them. The subject matter involves both new and already
studied, but still unanswered or yet only partly understood, questions of the Lahun cults, including:
What were the major groups of the temple personnel? How were their duties co-ordinated in time
and space? How did the phyle system worked? Could the same individual have more than one tasks
in different or partly connected cults? If so, were these tasks connected to one another in some way?
Were the personnel assigned to the temple itself or —in consideration that the temple housed several
cults— a single cult? Did the personnel or part of them enjoy immunity from obligations other than
those performed for the benefit of the temple? How different temples/cults —and as a consequence
temple duties— were interwoven in the region?
Besides delineating the network of temple duties at Lahun, the documents in some instances
also give a possibility to investigate the composition of the temple personnel. Though the social
background of the individual members of the temple staff generally cannot be established, different
types of tasks can be assigned to different strata of the population. By analysing the geographical
scope of the texts belonging to the temple archive, I also expect to outline the area dependent on the
cults at Lahun and answer questions, such as: Which were the key settlements providing manpower
for the Lahun cults? Were there any regional differences in the recruitment of the temple staff as
regards to differently qualified duties? It must be admitted, however, that the data as to the
compositon of the personnel are less promising than the evidence concerning issues relating to
temple duties.
The information gained from the study of the papyri will be supplemented by non-textual
evidence: a few studies on the architecture of the Lahun temple published recently can serve as a
good device to better understand the administration of the temple duties at Lahun. In order to place
the results in a larger context, comparative data (both textual and material) are also considered,
respectively the documents of the Old Kingdom Abusir archive and the case of the recently
excavated temple of Senusret III at Abydos.
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Pharaonic elements in the Roman periphery: the case of the Fayum region
Anna Kouremenos

The elite residents of Egypt under Roman rule favored distinct decorative elements in material
objects for display in their households. The upper classes of the Fayum region in particular chose
to represent themselves as Roman in public —as in the famous Fayum portraits— but preferred to
collect objects for their households which were often copies or amalgamates of pharaonic Egyptian
motifs. Several scholars have argued that many of these objects, in addition to being used in elite
households, were also often placed into the tombs of mummified deceased individuals in order to
accompany them into the afterlife. The households and graves of the Fayum’s elite during the first
three centuries AD were permeated with Egyptian style artifacts and Egyptian themed iconography
and clearly display the culture(s) with which the elite residents of the Fayum chose to identify
themselves in their more private lives.
Based on available archaeological evidence, elite households and graves in the
Roman-ruled Fayum region contained artifact collections, wall paintings, and architectural elements
which can be grouped into four distinct categories: A) Artifacts and iconography of a purely
pharaonic character (e.g., faience unguentaria in the form of the god Bes), B) Egyptian gods on
otherwise classical style objects (Bes on Roman style), C) Motifs inspired by Egyptian nature (e.g.,
the lotus and crocodile motifs on mosaic inlays), D) Orans (praying) figurines in both households
and grave. In this paper, I show how the move to collect and remake pharaonic artifacts and
iconography in the Roman Fayum was directly inspired by the antiquarian interests of the Romans
themselves as well as by the need on the part of the Fayum’s elite residents to associate themselves
with their pharaonic predecessors. In the first and second centuries AD, there appeared a general
trend toward collecting everything antique and classical and pharaonic style artifacts from the period
have been found in places outside of Egypt as far as the Black Sea region and beyond. Demand for
pharaonic style artifacts appears to have peaked during the 2nd and early 3rd centuries AD after
which their presence gradually declined or, as in the case of Egypt, became assimilated into more
religious types of iconography. Thus, the elite residents of the Fayum, who lived in a land with a
long and glorious history, appear to have been very willing to adapt the “new” trends which were
encouraged by the Romans themselves.

Naming and classifying the demonic: ancient Egyptian demonology in context
Panagiotis Kousoulis

In the Egyptian context, what we term demon drawing on our own cultural heritage, are not seen as
negative aspects of cultural practice and conceptualisation. Similarly, the Egyptian equivalents do
not carry the pejorative connotations borne by the modern terms and their Greek antecedents; magic
and demons can be forces for good as well as evil. Indeed, the practice of magic and the
conceptualisation of personified demonic agents are central to the Egyptian understanding of the
workings of the world from the very continuation of the cosmos itself down to the vicissitudes of
existence faced by individuals. In particular, the broader practice of magic and articulation of the
involvement of demonic agency form one of the crucial links in Ancient Egypt between individual
existence on the human level and the level of nature or the cosmos, the realm of the gods. Unlike,
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though, the explicit recognition of the term demon in the ancient Greek language and religion, as
the intermediary between god and mortals (Plato, Symposium, 202e), the majority of the demonic
names in the Egyptian literature do not possess an apparent ontological essence, or a clearly defined
denotation. Many demons have a name of their own, while a few terms such as xftyw, mwtw, SmAyw,
xAtyw, or wpwtyw designate a group or a subdivision of “demons”. It is possible that the reason for
the lack of a general term for what apparently is a class of demons is due to the simple fact that no
such class actually exists.Their names and role depended momentously on the verbal and
performative ritual environment they were part of. The relation between the name of a demon and
its cosmic-natural personification is not contradictory as it may seem, but it is closely interwoven
in a well established ritual framework of words and actions. The scope of this paper is duofold: a.
to examine certain cases of demonic beings from the rich repertoire of the funerary and magical
literature of the New Kingdom and the Late Period, where name vs. function and positive vs.
negative characterists predominate and equally affect each other, and b. to investigate the role of
magic and ritual power in the formation of the demonic identity and, thus, to propose a model for
classifying the demonic personae.

The Rhodian Aegyptiaka Project: a progress report on the sociopolitical and
religious interactions between Egypt and the Dodecanese in the first millenium BC
Panagiotis Kousoulis and Ludwig Morenz

The island of Rhodes occupies an important geopolitical position in the southeastern Mediterranean
region, connecting Greece and the Aegean islands with Cyprus, Egypt and the Levantine coast.
Relationships between Pharaonic Egypt and the contemporary Aegean world are well documented
throughout most of the 14th to 12th centuries BC, and again more intensively during the Late/Archaic
Period. The so-called Rhodian Aegyptiaka,94 the greatest concentration (around 3000) of Egyptian
and Egyptianising objects in the Aegean, distinctively reflect a rich and complex nexus of crosscultural contacts between Egypt and the Dodecanese during the first millennium BC, as a result of
an intense Cypriot trading network and the activation of the Phoenicians’ route, which linked the
Syrian/Phoenician coast to Italy and Sicily. Both networks grew in importance during the 8th century
and caused major imports from the Levant and Egypt. In addition to that, the establishment of a
Greek colony at Naukratis, in the Egyptian Delta, facilitated to a great extent an undeniably great
impact on one civilization to the other, which went both ways, at it is revealed in a variety of artistic
and literary modes.
The Rhodian Aegyptiaka project was inaugurated in 2006 as a joint research project of the
University of the Aegean, the University of Leipzig, the KB’ Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classic
Antiquities at Rhodes and the Italian Archaeological School at Athens. As it has been argued
elsewhere,95 four socially different types of sacral Egyptian and Egyptianising donations to Rhodian
sanctuaries can be distinguished: a. stately Egyptian, b. private Egyptian, c. stately Greek, and d.
private Greek. The importance of these objects within the development of the Greek culture is
obvious from the fact that they generated a cultural wave of Egyptianisation. The scope of this
presentation is to address certain questions related to the political and religious semantics of these
donations and to re-evaluate Egyptian foreign relations, trade and cultural interactions with the
Dodecanese and Southeastern Mediterranean region during the first millennium BC.
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Abusir royal necropolis in the light of new discoveries
Jaromír Krejčí

The locality of Abusir is one of the most important archaeological sites in the Memphite necropolis.
Until the beginning of 1960‘s, the most important source of information regarding the development
of the Abusir Field at the time of the Old Kingdom, and especially during the Fifth Dynasty,
constituted the German excavations headed by Ludwig Borchardt of the pyramid complexes and
Nyuserra’s sun-temple. Since most Egyptologists took the pyramid field as fully explored, the Abusir
pyramid necropolis was relegated to the edge of the Egyptological community’s interest. The only
exception was the archaeological work of the joint Swiss-German expedition in 1950s in the area of
Userkaf’s sun temple, located to the north of the Abusir pyramids. The situation changed when the
archaeological expedition of the Charles University in Prague began its work in the area of
Ptahshepses’ mastaba at the beginning of 1960s, and especially after 1976, when excavations led by
Miroslav Verner commenced in the southern part of the pyramid field. In this area, the tombs
belonging to members of Djedkare’s family, to queen Khentkaus II and pharaoh Raneferef, and the
Lepsius’ pyramids Nos. 23, 24, and 25 were excavated. The discoveries made during this research
dramatically changed our understanding of the development of the pyramid field over time. The finds
also underlined the importance of the Abusir pyramid necropolis for gaining more in-depth
knowledge of the development of the Egyptian state during the Fifth Dynasty. For example, the
complex of Queen Khentkaus II, which Lepsius thought to be a double mastaba, turned out to be a
significant pyramid complex that enlarged our understanding of the position of Egyptian queens in
the Old Kingdom. Raneferef’s tomb —which was thought to have never been used— turned out to
be the grave of the pharaoh —and has provided us with the largest collection of royal sculptures of
a single Old Kingdom ruler as well as collections of faience inlays, stone vessels, mud sealings,
pottery, etc.
In the present paper, I would like to focus on some of the minor tombs belonging to members
of the royal family. These tombs recently disclosed new information concerning the development
of ancient Egyptian architecture and the royal family during the middle of the Fifth Dynasty.
Working in the specific area of the minor tombs on the southern edge of the Abusir royal necropolis
implies dealing with a vast amount of problems and obstacles. This includes the severe destruction
of the monuments (due to secondary burials, quarrying activities, and tomb robbery), various
difficulties involved in the identification of the tomb owner of some of these monuments, the
absence of relief decoration, but also the extraordinary architecture of the tombs, which complicates
the endeavour to date and understand the monuments. In the paper I shall deal mainly with the
monuments excavated recently —the so-called pyramids Lepsius no. 23, 24 and 25. Only Lepsius
no. 24 represents a pyramid complex built for a queen of the Fifth Dynasty. The other two tombs
are mastaba-like constructions that are very interesting in their appearance —Lepsius no. 25 is in
fact a twin mastaba, and the on-going excavation of Lepsius no. 23 shows its very interesting and
quite complex architecture and internal layout. I shall attempt to place these recent results into the
scheme of the development of ancient Egyptian architecture as well as of the Egyptian royal family
during the Fifth Dynasty.
The results of the excavations of these minor tombs brought important new information for the
reconstruction of the appearance of the Abusir pyramid field during the Old Kingdom. These new
results shall, therefore, be added to the reconstruction, presented during the 7th Congress of IAE held
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in Cairo in the year 2000 (J. KREJČÍ, ‘Appearance of the Abusir Pyramid Necropolis during the Old
Kingdom’, in: Z. HAWASS, L. PINCH BROCK [eds.], Egyptology at the Dawn of the Twenty-first
Century Cairo/New York, 2003, 280-8).

“White Walls” of Memphis at Kom Tuman
Alexey A. Krol

Location of the White Walls of Memphis is still one of the debated questions in Egyptology. We
believe that White Walls might be located on the territory of Kom Tuman which currently is
archaeological concession of the Center for Egyptological Studies of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (CESRAS). This area was only once systematically studied in the past. In 1908-1910
W.M.F. Petrie excavated North-Western part of Kom Tuman where he revealed remnants of the
palace of the XXVI dynasty ruler Apries. The general scheme of the building was that it occupied
the north-western corner of the great fortified camp of about 12 hectares. In the course of excavation
Petrie has found a number of clay sealings and very thin wood labels with Aramaic inscriptions
which dated to the 5th century BCE. Besides a large number of Persian weaponry has been
discovered in the palace. Apart from excavations of the palace itself Petrie surveyed the enclosure
wall of the camp in search of the entrance. Near the north-eastern corner he uncovered the so-called
Great Gate. We believe that the palace of Apries and the so-called camp were built on the same
territory where the palace of the III dynasty pharaoh Djozer stayed 2000 years earlier. We assume
that this territory has been called White Walls for the whole period of two millennia.
This hypothesis is based on the following arguments:
1. Historical. Most probably, the palace of Apries has to be identified with the “White Fortress” (Leukon
Teikhos), where, according to Greek sources, the satrap of Egypt and a Persian garrison stayed during
the Persian occupation of the country (Herodote III, 91; Thucydites I.104,2; 109, 3-4; Diodorus
Sicilus XI.74, 2-77, 3; Jeffreys, 1999, p. 14; Chassinat, 1911, p. 147; Briant, 2002, p. 472).
2. Geophisical. Drill cores which were taken on Kom Tuman during the EES survey produced a
sequence of occupation deposits above a course of yellow alluvial sand. In D. Jeffreys opinion
this finding mirrors the results of earlier coring on Kom Rabia and Kom Qala and shows that
the site of Kom Tuman represents occupation of Old and Middle Kingdom.
3. Environmental. The site is located almost opposite the Djozer and Sehemhet mortuary
complexes. We believe that the architectural layout of the pharaoh Apries’ palatial complex at
Kom Tuman copied main features of the Djozer mortuary complex which in its turn simulated
in stone the residence of the first ruler of the Old Kingdom built in perishable material. The
ideology of the Twentieth Dynasty would fit very well into this spatial symbolism.
4. Art Historical. Another argument for our hypothesis is similarities between underground relief
panels of the Step Pyramid complex and reliefs depicting a ruler performing rituals of his sedfestival which were discovered by Petrie in the eastern part of the fosse between the inclined
avenue and the palace itself. These reliefs were carved during the Twenty-sixth Dynasty as
imitations or copies of Memphite reliefs of the Old Kingdom date. Certain is that they very
much resemble sed-festival reliefs of the king Djozer from the underground galleries of the Step
Pyramid, representing kind of residence that the king would use in the next world and which
certainly imitates the residence of the living king.
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Colossi and perspective. On the statues of Amenhotep IV
at the Gem-pa-Aton of Karnak
Dimitri Labouri

Since their discovery in the middle of the 1920s, the colossi of Amenhotep IV known as the colossi
of the Gem-pa-Aton are seen as true icons of the Atonist episode, together with the famous bust of
Nefertiti at Berlin. In this respect, they are integrated in almost every theory on the evolution of
Amarna Art as best examples of the so-called caricatural style which is supposed to have
characterized the beginning of the atonist era. A systematic study of all the remains relating to the
evolution of statuary during the reign of Amenhotep IV —Akhenaton allows nevertheless
concluding that they were exceptions, particularly because of their size, which induced a perspectival
deformation. The paper will demonstrate this assertion and analyse its consequences for the
knowledge by Ancient Egyptians of perspective as a representational system that manages parallax
as well as for the evolution of Atonist Art.

Beyond the royal horse stud: pottery from Stratum Ba, Area Q IV
at Qantir/Pi-Ramesse
Sabine A. Laemmel

This paper presents the first results of the ongoing study of the pottery material collected during the
excavations of Area Q IV at Qantir/Pi-Ramesse. Area Q IV has already been discussed in a series
of preliminary reports and has mainly aroused interest because it has revealed the royal horse stud
of the ancient Ramesside capital of the Delta. Together with its adjoining out-buildings, interpreted
as “grooms’ houses”, the whole complex constitutes a unique example of its kind in ancient Egypt.
However, beyond the specificity of this discovery and the new insights it has provided into ancient
Egyptian horse rearing, military organisation and chariotry, excavations in this area have also offered
an excellent occasion of investigating the changes that took place in the ceramic production between
the end of the 13th century BC and the early Third Intermediate Period in the eastern Delta.
Until now little work has been done on the pottery from Area Q IV at Qantir. A series of complete
and near complete vessels mainly coming from late Nineteenth-early Twentieth Dynasty levels were
published by Aston and Pusch in 1999 and a few pieces were included in the final publication of the
pottery from Area Q I, but no comprehensive analysis of the assemblages has been undertaken in the
aftermath of the excavations. Only very recently, in 2007, two extended study seasons have been
entirely dedicated to the systematic examination of that material.The bulk of the pottery in Area Q IV
comes from Stratum Bb, that is the final stage of the royal stud, which remained in use between the
reign of Seti II and that of Setnakht. This complex was built over a forerunner stable whose earliest
phase has tentatively been ascribed to the reign of Ramesses II (Stratum Bc), itself overlying remains
going all the way back to the late Eighteenth Dynasty (Strata Bd-f). However, the present paper will
focus on the material originating from the levels post-dating the royal stud, and in particular on that
coming from the phase immediately following it. This layer (Stratum Ba) bears witness to a reoccupation of at least part of the stables by squatters starting presumably shortly after the latter had
fallen into disuse, probably still during the reign of Ramesses III, and continuing into the Twenty-first
Dynasty. A series of tombs also began to appear in the area around that time, gradually gaining
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prominence over the settlement and continuing well into the 1st millennium BC (Stratum Ac-b).
In particular, special emphasis will be put on the material originating from the squatters’
occupation phase (Stratum Ba) because, at least as far as what has been examined until now is
concerned, it represents an important proportion of the totality of the pottery material from Area Q
IV, second only to that coming from the stable complex in its last phase of use.The material presented
here illustrates well the transition from the Twntieth to the Twenty-first Dynasties, allowing for the
clarification of specific issues relating to the ceramic sequence over this period. It suggests that the
dating of a few pottery types might be revised in a way which would incidentally also better fit the
evidence from the earliest archaeological phase of the neighbouring site of Tanis. Moreover, some
of the conclusions reached with regards to fabrics in this stratum are worthy of notice. The
dominance of local Nile silts over Upper Egyptian and Sinai marls (at Qantir, Fabrics II.D and II.F
respectively) becomes increasingly marked from the late Twentieth Dynasty onwards, implying a
change in local pottery manufacture and procurement and perhaps a shift in patterns of trade. Imports
from the Levantine area (perhaps also from Cyprus), however, continue virtually unabated compared
with the evidence from the Nineteenth-early Twentieth Dynasties levels, suggesting that contacts
with the eastern Mediterranean were not as deeply affected as is usually thought over a period
marked by important political and socio-economic upheavals in both areas. The continuity of
contacts with the Levant is also supported by a small number of shapes attested in Area Q IV which,
though produced in local silt fabrics, derive from contemporary vessels of Syro-Palestinian origin.
The importance of Stratum Ba in Area Q IV at Qantir should not be underestimated when
considering the history of the site as a whole. Far from being a short-lived, insignificant
phenomenon, this occupation, bearing witness to the domestic re-settlement of former royal
structures, seems to have spanned over a century at least and, judging from the amount of pottery
recovered from it, to have been fairly dense in character. In many ways, this last phase of settlement
at the site sheds new lights on the period immediately preceding and probably partly contemporary
with the final abandonment of the Ramesside capital of Egypt.

Some reflections on the function of a particular triad constellation in New
Kingsdom religious iconography
Kristina Lahn Dumke

The aim of this paper is to present a new interpretation of the triad constellation Qedeshet, Min and
Reshep. I intend to show, that the classical egyptological order systems are not suitable to understand
the function of this particular triad. The construction of a triad ist just one of many ways to unite
several deities in one, others include the well-known “Neun-“, “Acht-“ and other “Vielheiten”.
There are different systems, in which the various cycles can be arranged. On the one hand “the
social system”, which projects terrestrial conditions on the divine level, on the other hand “the local
system”, which makes a cult-topographic order and put deities together, who are worshipped in a
common cult place. A further possibility is to apply the so-called “numeric-genealogical system”,
developed by Hornung, to a special “Vielheit”. However, none of these systems can be applied to
the triad constellation Qedeshet, Min and Reshep, because they are not hierarchically arranged, nor
do they have the same cult place or are familiarly related. For these reasons I investigate, why the
donors were motivated to set up exactly this triad.
Despite her status as a fairly unknown deity, Qedeshet is a goddess with a unique genesis and
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history of development. She is neither a genuine egyptian, nor a genuine near eastern deity, but a
result of an assimilation of various elements from both cultures. For this reason I call her a
“Transfergottheit”. There are figurative and written sources depicting her, i.e. stelae, papyri, pendants
and plaques from Egypt, especially Memphis and Deir el-Medina, and from the Syrian-Palestinian
area. Although the goddess can be depicted alone, i.e. without other gods, she often appears with
the male gods Min and Reshep. Iconographically the goddess Qedeshet is characterised by some
unusual characteristics. She is depicted anthropomorphic, nude and in most cases her face is shown
“en face”. Usually she stands on a lion, holding flowers and serpents. In the triad constellation, the
flowers are always orientated towards Min and the serpents always towards Reshep. Through her
representation and also by her attributes and the kind of objects, which are dedicated to her, it can
be established that she mainly was responsible for two spheres: the general protection (in life and
afterlife) and for a special protection concerning the personal erotic sphere and/or love life.
The gods, arranged with Qedeshet, are connected with her through their functions. Undoubtedly
Min in his ithyphallic form is responsible for the erotic sphere and also for different vegetative and
life-supporting aspects. Reshep on the other side is, through his early connection to the royal cult,
a classical protection deity, who belonged in the context of a phenomenon, called “Persönliche
Frömmigkeit”. There are uncountable sources, which show him in the private cult of many humans.
It is obvious, why some Egyptian people put these deities together in one unit: their motivation was
based on the functional meaning of this triad.There are two possible explanations, to understand the
constellation Qedeshet, Min and Reshep. The first is to interpret this construction as a “real”
functional triad. That means, all three gods received worship through the objects, dedicated to them.
The worshipers adorated all three deities, i.e. Qedeshet and Min and Reshep with their name, titels,
etc., on one object, because of their function for life and/or afterlife. A second and different solution
to understand this construction is to consider the goddess Qedeshet as the only receiver of worship,
the other gods Min and Reshep not owning the same status. There are indications that they are
attributes, assigned to the goddess, to underline the function of this central deity: Min the erotic
and Reshep the protective aspect. Provided this was the case, this was an iconographic variety and
an alternative to a “normal” syncretistic connection by the names of gods. In the case of Qedeshet,
Min and Reshep it was not easy to connect the gods by their name, because of their sexes.

Texts from an era of crisis: database of FIP and
Early Middle Kingdom biographical texts
Renata Landgrafova and Hana Navratilova

The analysis of the First Intermediate Period biographical inscriptions, using prosopographical and
statistical methods, should provide us with an insight into the redefinition of personal and status
identity of both first-class and lesser power holders of this period. In order to make a complete
statistics of phraseology possible, a searchable database of the biographical texts of the First
Intermediate period and early Middle Kingdom should be set up, concentrating on all major aspects
of these texts, indexing their semantic, lexical, and grammatical units. The phraseology of these
texts will thus be traceable in time and place and possible to correlate with the owner’s titles and
functions.This analysis could also bring useful information to the ongoing historical, sociological
and psychosocial debates on the social, cultural and individual memory as an identity builder.
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The dynamics of comparison: a progress report on a comparative study of the
use of sayings in works of ancient Egyptian and Greek literature
Nikolaos Lazaridis

Sayings and proverbial phrases were often employed by the authors of ancient literature to convey
ethical messages, support arguments and portray prudent characters. In this paper I will present the
first results of a project on the uses of sayings in ancient Egyptian and Greek literature. The project
is funded by the Netherlands Foundation for Scientific Research and is hosted by the Radboud
University of Nijmegen. The points of comparison discussed in this paper will come mainly from
the field of literary narrative, within the frame of which Egyptian works such as The Story of Sinuhe
and The Shipwrecked Sailor will be compared to Greek prose or verse narratives, such as
Heliodorus’s Aithiopica or Apollonius’s Argonautica. In the light of these early results, I will attempt
to discuss the structure and aims of such a comparative study, as well as its use as a major tool for
re-considering the defining features of the ancient narratives and the way they were composed.
Finally, I will argue for the importance that such comparative studies hold for Egyptology and its
links to Classics.

Die Dekoration der inneren Räume des Tempels von Athribis in Oberägypten
Christian Leitz

Im Jahr 2003 wurde in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Supreme Council of Antiquities (vertreten durch
Dr. Yahya el-Masry) ein internationales und multidisziplinäres Projekt “Athribis” ins Leben gerufen,
das auf der deutschen Seite von Christian Leitz und Rafed El-Sayed geleitet wird. Hauptaufgabe des
ägyptologischen Teilprojekts ist die Publikation der über 1000 Inschriften und Szenen, die der
Tempel schon im jetzigen, noch nicht vollständig freigelegten Zustand enthält. Ein erster Textband
mit den Texten und Szenen der drei Sanktuarräume, des Umgangs und der beiden Opfersäle, die dem
Sanktuar vorgelagert sind, wird Mitte 2008 in Druck gehen. Der Vortrag selbst gibt einen kurzen
Überblick zu den Inschriften der drei Sanktuarräume: Am Eingang befindet sich eine Anrufung an
drei lokale Kindgötter (Kolanthes, das Kind, Horus als Kind auf seinem Busch, Horus, das
vollkommene Kind aus Gold). Im Durchgang befanden sich rund 50 Schutzgottheiten von Chemmis,
von denen etwa zwei Drittel noch erhalten sind.
Diese Gottheiten kommen auch in den Mammisis von Edfu, Dendara und Philae vor, so daß die
meisten der hier namenlosen Gottheiten identifiziert werden konnten. Jeweils die Durchgänge zu den
einzelnen Sanktuarräumen verzeichnen ein Set von Tagesstunden. Im Türrahmen auf der Innenseite
des ersten Raumes befindet sich eine längere Inschrift mit einer Anrufung an Anubis, den Sohn der
Hesat, der als „herausgekommen aus Osiris in der Nacht der Erkenntnis“ bezeichnet wird. Die
Westwand ist bis zum Barkensockel erhalten (von der daraufstehenden Barke ist nichts mehr zu
sehen), sowohl in der Inschrift vor dem Barkensockel (Zl. 8) wie in der dahinter (Zl. 1) wird der
Ortsname Chemmis genannt, was einer möglichen Interpretation der ersten beiden Sanktuarräume
als eine Art Mammisi nicht widerspricht. Ein weiteres Argument hierfür sind die gerade genannten
Schutzgötter von Chemmis und die Szenen an der Tür vom ersten zum zweiten Raum, die den
König vor mehreren stillenden Göttinnen zeigt (eine Szene ist bezeichnenderweise auch ein
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Milchopfer). Das Soubassement des rechten Türrahmens spricht von einer Windel der Neith und den
göttlichen snb-Pflanzen, letzteres ist der speziell in Chemmis beheimatete Papyrus.
Im Türrahmen des nächsten Raumes findet sich eine Anrufung an die verschiedenen Priester, die
gebückt in den Tempel der Repit eintreten solle, im 1. und 2. Register (und ursprünglich auch noch
im 3.) befand sich ein kompletter Satz thoerisgestaltiger Monatsgöttinnen, ebenfalls ein Hinweis auf
den Geburtshauscharakter dieser Räumlichkeiten. Die Szenen des Soubassements beinhalten
Myrrhen- und Stoffopfer, beides scheint charakteristisch für diesen Tempel zu sein. Auf die
Stoffherstellung geht eine Türinschrift vom Gang in den Mittelraum, hier findet sich die Information,
daß genau ein Drittel des Jahres der Stoffherstellung gewidmet war („Was die Tage des Herstellens
der Stoffe des ganzen Jahres anbelangt: 121 Tage“). Die Inschrift im Durchgang liefert eine Reihe
von Bezeichnungen des Repittempels, der Text hat noch eine besser erhaltene Parallele auf der
symmetrisch gegenüberliegenden Seite. Der danebenstehende längere Text liefert einige
Informationen zur Funktion des Raumes D2, es werden die Stoffträger und die ganze Mannschaft
der Salbenköche genannt, der Raum selbst ist „der Aufenthaltsort aller Amtsträger“. In einer
Türinschrift auf der gegenüberliegenden Seite sind die Raumbezeichnungen „Geburtshaus der
Götter und Menschen“ und „große Halle der vornehmen Damen“ erwähnenswert, mit letzteren sind
die thoerisgestaltigen Monatsgöttinnen gemeint. Der Durchgang vom Umgang her enthält eine recht
gut erhaltene Monographie.
Der innerste Sanktuarraum weist noch eine weitere Monographie auf, die eine Reihe von
Bezeichnungen des Repittempels nennt. Das Bemerkenswerte dieses Raumes sind neben
ausführlichen und recht gut erhaltenen Bandeauinschriften zwei Prozessionen von jeweils etwa 30
Kanopengöttern. Jeder dieser Götter trägt ein kanopenartiges Gefäß mit einem Falkenkopf als
Deckel, der wiederum eine Sonnenscheibe auf dem Kopf hat. Unter dem Krug in der Gegend des
Ellenbogens der Gottheit steht eine Angabe, um wieviel Krüge es sich handelt (auf der Ostwand nur
1, auf der Westwand können es deutlich mehr sein, im Extremfall bis zu 140). Der Name der
jeweiligen Gottheit ist zumeist erhalten und häufig auch noch lesbar, es handelt sich um einen Satz
Chronokraten. Sowohl auf dem Krug wie auf der Sonnenscheibe befinden sich winzige Inschriften
von teilweise extrem schwerer Lesbarkeit; die Angaben auf dem Krug beziehen sich auf dessen
Inhalt (Pflanzen, Mineralien, Aromata), die Inschriften auf den Sonnenscheiben – sofern lesbar nennen Chronokratinnen des jeweils gleichen Datums. Insgesamt scheint es sich um eine Art
Kyphirezept zu handeln, deswegen auch die unterschiedlichen Quantitätsangaben.

Analysis of the pictorial practices in the tombs of Sennefer (TT 96)
and Amenemope (TT 29)
Kerstin Leterme

The University of Brussels Expedition in the Theban Necropolis (Mission Archéologique dans la
Nécropole Thébaine – MANT - Centre de Recherche Archéologique de l’Université Libre de
Bruxelles), in close cooperation with the Supreme Council of Egyptian Antiquities, studies,
documents and conserves the tombs of two high officials of the reign of Amenhotep II, very close
to each other in time, space and family relationship: Sennefer (TT 96) and his cousin, the Vizier
Amenemope (TT 29). The lecture will present a research project within this expedition that aims to
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document and analyse the pictorial practices in both tombs since their different decorated parts
show an important stylistic disparity that foreshadows the technical and aesthetical innovations that
will appear in the second half of the 18th dynasty. By a technological approach of the paintings, the
project also intends to reconstruct the ergonomic organisation of the painters’ workshops that
decorated these tombs.

The foundations of military power in early Ptolemaic Kingship
Margarita Lianou

According to the Byzantine Suda Lexicon “kingship” is handed to men neither by virtue of justice
nor familial bonds. Instead, it is their ability to lead armies that earns them the right to rule. In this
entry the Suda compiler is referring to the early Hellenistic period (s.v. basileia). Inasmuch as
warfare dominated the history of the Kingdoms created after the dissolution of Alexandros III’s
empire, very few scholars have attempted explicitly to integrate war and military power into the
study of Hellenistic society, and in particular to the institution of kingship. The major proponent of
this type of “integrationism” is AUSTIN (1986). Scholarship on Ptolemaic Egypt forms no exception
to the former trend.
Treatises on Ptolemaic warfare and in particular its army have focused mainly on the ethnic
composition of its ranks (LESQUIER 1911; LAUNEY 1949-1950 and most recently, MARRINAN 1997 and
BLASIUS 2001) and on its tactical organisation (SEKUNDA 1998). Biographies of individual Ptolemaic
kings, scarce as they are, accentuate the function of the king as a military leader by emphasizing his
prowess in battle as a key element for successful kingship, (for kingship in general PRÉAUX 1978, Ellis
1994 on Ptolemaios I, Nadig 2007 on Ptolemaios VIII). In doing so, however, the military power of
the king is taken to represent a de facto corollary of kingship. This is done without any further
qualification than the realist assumption that ‘might is right’ and that in a monarchical environment,
the personal characteristics of the king are those that determine the success or failure of the uses of
military power. In Weberian terms, personal charisma, which furthers the conviction of followers, but
also galvanises support from non-followers, is a key element in this approach.
Without detracting from the definitional relationship between kingship and the exercise and
uses of military power, this paper will seek to complement the work of ‘integrationists’ by exploring
the relationship between military power and kingship in early Ptolemaic Egypt on an institutional
level. Military power mobilises violence, whether actual or inferred, in order to regulate foreign
policy and maintain internal stability. The capacity for physical force, (notably the size of the king’s
army and police as well as the logistical capability to use these resources) is the obvious quantifiable
indicium of military power. However, there are additional, subtler conditions that can determine
the perceived extent of a King’s military power. It will be argued that this does not emanate by
virtue of the royal position alone in relation to the resources that kings can muster at any given time
nor does it depend on their personal charisma alone. Each on their own, these factors do not explain
why groups of people are more prone than others to allow themselves to be lead by one man, nor
can they elucidate why military success is for those groups such an important determinant of
successful kingship. Rather, an approach to these questions is more akin to the understanding of the
mechanisms that enable the continued use of physical force by the monarch. It will be shown that
in reality, the exercise of physical force by the monarch is sustained via the existence of supportive
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structures that we’ll refer to as “enabling mechanisms”. These can be found ingrained in the
structures of the particular society that is under the rule of one. They include the type of the
constitution under which the monarch operates, the type of education that is advanced for the youth
and the prominence in society of what can be summarily described as a military way of life. In spite
of recurrent scholarly critique for a poor Ptolemaic military record of engagement and successes
(Bevan, 1927, Rostovtzeff, 1941), it will be demonstrated that military power was an indispensable
tool of governance that was integrated in the power structure of Ptolemaic Egypt. Its foundations
ran deeper than the temperament of any given ruler into the structure of Ptolemaic society itself.

The determinative is prescribed and yet chosen.
A systematic view on Egyptian Classifiers
Eliese-Sophia Lincke

Stimulated by the publication of Orly Goldwasser’s first book on the Egyptian writing system
(Goldwasser 1995) a discussion about the Egyptian determinatives has emerged among
Egyptological linguists. Because of its parallels to similar phenomena in other linguistic systems the
sign class traditionally called “determinatives” may be labelled as “classifiers”. The discussion
focuses mainly on the question whether the Egyptian classifiers are chosen or prescribed (cf. the title
of Loprieno 2003). One group of researchers argues in favour of the choice of a particular classifier
being prescribed. They believe in a more or less fixed system of classifiers whose use was
independent of the contents of the text and instead dominated by rules of mental categorization and
processing. Those who doubt the effect of systematic classification in the Egyptian writing system
claim that the classifier for a particular word was chosen freely by the writer according to the cotext of the word within a text or on an even more general level along with the socio-cultural or
political contexts of the scribal environment.
Astonishingly, the debate disregards the circumstance that a crucial point concerning Egyptian
classifiers has not yet been clarified: the relationship between the classifying element and the
element classified. It is, however, not impossible to formulate a model that permits the description
of almost every attested relation between a graphemic classifier and the element it is attached to.
Goldwasser (2002) has provided a frame to deal with classifiers on typical nouns. Her theses are
based upon models borrowed from Cognitive Science and research conducted in the field of
linguistic categorisation in general as well as on other languages using classifiers. Thus they have
the advantage of allowing generalisations. She describes two types of relations between a classifier
and its classified, taxonomic (e.g. superordinate–subordinate) and metonymic (e.g. part–whole).
Since these relations are applicable only for noun classifiers, Frank Kammerzell (2004)
supplemented the model by suggesting a third type. In analogy to concepts of semantic phrase
analysis he postulated a set of thematic roles which can systematically describe the relationships
between a verbal classifier and the classified verbal lexeme.
Recent research in this field has led to a further systematisation permitting to incorporate a
specific group of verbs and adjective verbs that Kammerzell’s model did not take into consideration.
Now it is also possible to explain the principles underlying certain cases of double or multiple
classification. The results show that even though Egyptian classifiers can be systematised and are
far from being a random phenomenon, the ancient scribe could nevertheless choose between several
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possible classifiers or even invent new ones – but always within the limits of certain systematic
rules. These rules will be shown in the paper which also attempts to reveal the mental strategies
employed for the choice of a classifier. On the one hand, it will be pointed out how a classifier
might have been selected for an innovative or until then unknown word or in difficult cases. On the
other hand, references for the limits of these rules and the scribe’s liberty of choice will also be
taken into account. The usage of classifiers in the Ancient Egyptian writing system is thus both: fixed
and flexible.
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Agriculture in in Graeco-Roman Egypt - a research database
Sandra Lippert

A research project involving Egyptology, Greek Papyrology and Arabic Studies intended to start in
autumn 2008 at the University of Tuebingen as part of a larger research program on natural resources
and strategies of distribution will investigate the development of the Fayum as Egypt’s most
productive agricultural region throughout the Graeco-Roman and medieval periods. During the
early Ptolemaic period, the size of the arable land in the Fayum was increased by draining lake
Moeris (modern Birket Qarun) to a lower level. The obtained area was then settled with colonists
from other parts of Egypt and especially Greek soldiers who received land lots (klêroi) for their
service. The suitability of the land not only for grain production but also for olive groves, orchards,
palm groves and vegetable plantations turned the Fayum into the „garden of Egypt“, a title it can
rightfully claim to this day.
The interdisciplinary research project will focus on the crucial stages of:
the colonisation of the newly emerged land through settlements, the extension of irrigation and
draining systems, and the allotment of land parcels at the beginning of the 3rd century BC;
the period of comparative decline during the 2nd century AD when larger areas fell barren
through reasons which are not yet clear (but will hopefully become so during our research);
the middle of the 13th century AD during which an-Nâbulûsi wrote his extensive survey of the
agricultural resources of the Fayum Ta’rîkh al-Fayyûm (1244/45 BC), a tract that enables us to
monitor changes and continuities in the productivity and utilisation of the area a millennium later.
As a preparation for this project, the database AGRE – Agriculture in Graeco-Roman Egypt was
initiated with the aim of collecting and sorting source material that contains relevant information.
Starting from October 2006, the database was set up and data input was started with demotic texts,
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mainly legal documents on land lease and sale, but also receipts etc. Greek sources are to follow
next, and an extension to Coptic and even Arabic material is not excluded by the database layout
either. The database is accessible online and will enable researchers to access the metadata, the full
text with English and German translation as well as data selected and preprocessed with a view to
agricultural and socio-economic questions.

Panther-head on the cloak
Éva Liptay

In the iconographical repertoires used on two Twenty-first Dynasty Theban funerary papyri one can
meet the same rather unique iconographical motif: a panther head en face on the long cloak reaching
to the ground and covering the whole body, worn by a strange figure who seemingly has a prominent
role in the represented events. One of the representations is the closing scene of the Richmond
papyrus, flanked by two scarabs half-emerged from the (right) Solar Eye and the ithyphallic figure
of the cosmic “great god” half-emerged from the mound of the eastern horizon. The cloaked figure
has black skin and wears a long beard and a head-dress composed of ram-horns upon the forehead
and a sundisc between two long feathers.
The scene is a Twenty-first Dynasty interpretation of the so-called enigmatic wall in the tomb
of Ramesses IX. The key figure is the rejuvenating world creator represented as a mummy-shaped,
ithyphallic god with one arm raised. It served as a closing scene to the nightly journey of the sungod.
The other example is a re-interpretation of another well-known scene in the tomb of Ramesses VI
which focuses on the snake-formed sun barque at the very same moment as above. The passengers
in the original version are the ram-headed form of the sungod and his similarly ram-headed bA. The
latter motif has been transformed, however, in the Twenty-first Dynasty version, i.e. the funerary
papyrus of Djed-Khonsu-iufankh I. Opposite to the ram-headed god, in front of the barque, the
figure familiar from the previous example appears again: his cloak covering the whole body is
decorated with a broad collar and a panther-head en face. The head-dress is the same as in the
previous case.
The common feature of both interpretations is, therefore, the panther-head en face on the long
robe of the figure accompanying the rejuvenating sun-god which occurs in the same context in both
cases: at the last moments before sunrise.The usage of the discussed motifs goes back to several
older patterns the survey of which can explain the conveyed meaning of the returning symbol.
1) The above mentioned two 21st Dynasty scenes were obviously inspired by Ramesside royal
tombs. The panther head en face also can be traced back to festive robes worn by New
Kingdom pharaohs. The mythological role of the panther worn by the rejuvenated and divine
form of the king is to identify him as the son of the sun god and the divine aspect of
Neferhotep. His special adornment obviously belongs to the official garment of the sedjubilee of the pharaoh aiming the rejuvenation of the ruler during his earthly reign.
2) There are some cases in the iconographic repertoire of the Ramesside royal tombs, however,
where symbolic elements of the royal sed-ritual are evidently applied in cosmic context. In
the Tomb of Ramesses VI the same garment with the panther head en face occurs twice,
exclusively after Schluβszenes of Underworld Books, when the pharaoh performs offering
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ritual as closing act to the invocated (and reborn) aspect of cosmic god. The pictorial
evocation of the sed-rituals which originally had been intended to serve the royal renewal was
started to be used obviously in order to ensure the rebirth of the deceased of non-royal origin
in the period of the Twenty-first dynasty. This conceptual development resulted finally in the
fact that the scene had been raised to cosmic / mythical level only through representing its
protagonist as divine being, i.e. the actual solar and chthonic aspect of the “great god”.
3) The divine figure of the 3rd hour of the Amduat as one of the chthonic aspects of the sungod
wears not only a similar sed-garment, but, moreover, is adorned with ram-horns upon the
head, thus can be considered as one of the precursors of our figures in the discussed 21st
Dynasty representations.
4) The panther head in connection with the rejuvenation recalls one type of the wooden statues
occurring in the tomb of Tutankhamun, the young king (wearing Upper Egyptian crown)
standing on the back of the panther which is actually an artistic expression in the round of
the same concept. The role of the feline as desert animal in such funerary context was to
guarantee the (royal) deceased protection during the perilous transition to the other world.
On the other hand, the female panther’s cosmic function was to guarantee the sun’s course
through the sky.
The symbol of the panther head as iconographical motif therefore obviously appeared to be
highly suitable for the purposes of the composers of the discussed papyri because it could be
interpreted in several levels of symbolism, providing a possibility of a multi-level approach having
been preferred so much by the Twenty-first Dynasty Theban theologists.

The preservation and clearance of the damaged wooden coffins found at
Tomb [KV-63], Kings Valley, Luxor
Nadia Lokma

Ancient Egyptian wooden coffins are considered to be one of the most popular objects found in
excavations in Egypt. They are mostly found in a sensitive condition, suffering from dryness, insects
and sometimes microorganism attack.Unique examples of this condition are the coffins found in
Tomb [KV-63] in the Kings Valley, Luxor, which were uncovered in the excavations of Memphis
University. The discovery of the tomb was formally announced by the SCA on the 10th of March,
2006. The shaft of the tomb, descending approximately five meters, connected to a doorway. Beyond
the doorway lay an undecorated “L-shaped” chamber filled with coffins and large storage jars. The
tomb contained twenty-eight large white-washed storage jars: most of them were sealed, and eight
wooden anthropoid [human-shaped] coffins, around 3,500-3,000 years old [the tomb dates to the late
eighteenth dynasty]. The discovery of this tomb came as a surprise to all the Egyptologists because
since the discovery of the tomb of [tut ank Amon], they thought there was nothing left to be
unearthed in the Valley of the Kings. However, there are many unanswered questions concerning
this tomb. For the conservator, the work in the tomb was a challenge as it was badly infected by
termites and all of the wooden coffins were in a very deteriorated condition and almost impossible
to move them without causing further damage. This paper will discuss the work done to preserve
and transport the Termite-Damaged Coffins found in tomb KV 63.
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How now sick cow? The Veterinary Papyrus – then and now
Constance Lord

The field of veterinary medicine is a little researched area of the ancient Egyptian medical
knowledge. The reasons for this are easy to understand. Only one such papyrus has been uncovered
concerning the treatment of animals. Also, while there have been as many as 150 examples of titles
relating to “doctor” discovered on tombs walls as part of biographies of the tomb owners, while only
one epithet, rekh kau (one who knows bulls)has been found, which some have interpreted as
“veterinary surgeon”. The main evidence for the concept of ancient Egyptian veterinary knowledge,
the Veterinary Papyrus of Kahun, has largely been ignored by Egyptologists, probably due to the
severe fragmentation of the original document. All that remains comprehensible is a main segment
outlining three treatments.By focusing on the case 2 of the surviving treatments, it can be seen that,
like the Edwin Smith Medical papyrus, the cases in the Veterinary Papyrus follow a scientific and
logical order. It also demonstrates that the technique and indeed, the treatments, of the ancient
Egyptian “vet” can relate to those of today.
1) “Title – Eye Examination of a bull panting”. There is no doubt to the species of the patient
in this case as the title names ‘ka’ as the object under examination.
2) “Symptoms – its eye’s running, its tears heavy, the roots of its teeth reddened and its neck
taut”. The symptoms named in this case are recognisable to the modern reader.
The
patient’s eyes are running probably with mucal discharge. The bull’s gums are red and his
neck swollen. These symptoms of a bull panting with thick ocular discharge, an inflamed oral
cavity and swelling of the lymph nodes in the neck and mouth, lead to the strong possibility
that the animal was suffering Bovine Malignant Catarrh, (BMC) a generalised viral disease
of domestic cattle. BMC is present in Egypt today and is spread by wildebeast, however
domestic and wild sheep as well as various species of oryx and addax are considered to be
reservoir hosts for the virus. Tomb paintings show herdsmen moving the cattle from place
to place in search of the best grass, probably grazing in the same areas inhabited by wild
animals. This would be a plausible explanation as to how domestic cattle would come into
contact with grass, water and faeces that could be infected by the virus.
3) “Treatment – it should be lain on its side and sprinkled with fresh water and its eyes should
be rubbed along with its flanks and all its limbs with kenesh or shu plants. It is saved from
damp… to be kept away from water. It is rubbed with kenesh parts of qadet plants. You
should cut it at its nostrils and its tail”. Today, there is still no effective vaccine available for
BMC. Most of the Papyrus treatment can be directly related to bringing the animal’s fever
down as it would be today. The bull is subdued and sprinkled with cold or cool water. Its
whole body is rubbed with kenesh and shu plants. These plants have been translated as
gourds and melons, the cooling properties of which have been utilised in medical practice
throughout history. The bull is then bled. In the ancient and medieval past, phlebotomy was
used as a common treatment for fever as it was believed to effectively remove toxins and was
still used as recently as the 1940s for the treatment of laminitis in horses, one of the main
symptoms of which is fever.
4) “Prognosis – it will die from it or it will live from it”. This “bet each way” statement is
entirely in keeping with a diagnosis of BMC, which has a 50% mortality rate.
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5) “Re-examination – if it does not recover and is heavy under your fingers and its eyes are
blocked”. In the case of section two of the veterinary papyrus, the ancient Egyptian “vet” reexamines the animal if it does not respond to the first treatment. The new symptoms indicate
that the bull is suffering severe lethargy or depression as well as blepharospasm (a spasmodic
twitching of the orbicular muscle).
6) “Further treatment – you should wrap its eyes with fine linen, heated at a fire for the
bleariness”. The wrapping of the eyes with warm linen would be an effort to control the
blepharospasm. The heat would not be of particular importance although it does encourage
the blood supply to the eye but the most effective part of the treatment would be keeping the
eyes in darkness. Veterinary surgeons today use the same form of treatment by covering
affected animals eyes with simple eye patch or sew up the third eye to protect the eye.
The possibility of disciplined and logical veterinary care in ancient Egypt is another fascinating
aspect to the sophisticated ancient Egyptian medical knowledge and is worthy of further
investigation.

Ancient Egyptian demons. The evidence of the magical and funerary papyri of
the New Kingdom and of the Third Intermediate Period
Rita Lucarelli

Demonology is still a neglected aspect of the ancient Egyptian religion, the study of which
concentrates more often on the official pantheon of the “great gods”. However, although in ancient
Egyptian there is not a general term to indicate “demons”, to be distinguished from the nTr.w, a
plethora of demonic beings and minor gods populate the netherworld and influence human life on
earth. The main characteristic of ancient Egyptian demons is their basic amorality; if on one hand
their potentially dangerous nature may threaten the created order on earth and in the netherworld,
on the other hand they can fulfill a protective function as guardians of sacred place or direct their
apotropaic power against the enemies of the deceased or living person who knows how to deal with
them. Demons can bring illness and natural disasters on earth and they can act as emissaries of the
deities, like the so-called “messengers”, “slaughterers” and “errant ones”. These gangs of demons
can be an instrument of either punishment or reward for humankind.
In my study I have compared the evidence on demons provided by two main sources dating to
the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period: the magical papyri containing spells to protect
from evil influences and misfortune on earth (like the Cheaster Beatty papyri, Oracular amuletic
decrees, magico-medical papyri, etc.), and the funerary papyri meant to help the deceased during
his journey in the netherworld (Book of the Dead, Amduat and Mythological papyri). In this paper
I will outline the main research points and results originating from my enquiry, dealing with:
the function of demons in the funerary realm and in daily life on earth: differences and
correspondences
malevolent versus benevolent demons
demonized gods and divine demons
demons and stars: astral influences in mortuary texts

•
•
•
•
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the iconography of demons and the role of the animals in the ancient Egyptian imagery of evil
anthropological views of demons in ancient Egypt
The demonic beings mentioned in the papyri of the New Kingdom announce the important role
that a vast group of supernatural beings (inhabitants of the netherworld, guardian-demons in the
temples, demonic animals and divine emissaries), play in the late pharaonic religion until the Grecoroman period. This post-doctoral research, sponsored by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation,
is the starting point of a wider study on demons, which are attested also on other categories of
magical objects such as statues, stelae and coffins of the Late Period, besides the texts and
iconography of the Ptolemaic temples.

“Sounds of the Underworld”
Colleen M Manassa

Images from ancient Egyptian tombs and temples allow us to recapture the visual aspects of ritual
and mortuary activity, but the accompanying sounds and smells are more difficult to reconstruct. The
sacred “illustrated manuscripts” known collectively as the Underworld Books provide surprising
insights into the role of sound in Egyptian theology. Baboons jubilate at the arrival of the sun god
in the Book of Amduat, who may appear as the corpse the “Netherworldly baboon” in the Litany
of Re, and the king himself imitated these solar creatures in the course of temple rituals. The
denizens of each hour of the night in the Book of Gates mourn when the doorleaves of the portal
slam shut, and Late Period mortuary rituals suggest that architectural models of these Netherworldly
portals were constructed and manipulated during dramatic re-enactments of Underworldly events.
Some of the most complex and theologically significant sounds appear within the Eighth Hour
of Amduat, and New Kingdom royal tombs and Nectanebid through early Ptolemaic Period
sarcophagi record a specific sound heard in each cavern of this division of the night. The sounds
include the buzzing of bees, striking cymbals, the pleasure cry of the “bull of bulls”, the wail of
mourners, the cry of a tom-cat, a war cry, the sound of banks crashing into Nun, and the screech of
the divine falcon. The New Kingdom sources of the Book of Amduat do not provide any solution
to these superficially unrelated sounds heard within each sandy region of the Netherworld. However,
three Nectaenbid through early Ptolemaic Period sarcophagi, those of Nectanebo II (British Museum
EA 10), Tjaihepimu (Berlin 49), and Djedher (Louvre D9), include a text at the end of the middle
register of the Eighth Hour of Amduat that is otherwise unique to these monuments and indicates
the underlying theological significance of the sounds heard in the Eighth Hour. This additional text,
which I have termed the “Amduat Cosmogony”, describes the deceased as the primeval creator
deity, drawing on the identity of Tatenen as creator of the Hermopolitan Ogdoad as well as the rich
Amun theology of the Ramesside and post-Ramesside Periods. The Late Period “Amduat
Cosmogony” thus provides one of the most significant direct links between the Underworld Books
and the extensive corpus of solar hymns, while casting light on the true significance of the sounds
of the Eighth Hour of Amduat: they are the sounds of creation.
The buzzing of bees in the first cavern is not particularly loud, but alludes to honey and the
creative powers of the god Min. The second and fourth caverns contain positive sounds —music
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making and the cry of sexual satisfaction. In the third and fifth caverns are heard the sounds of
mourning and a raging demand. All of these sounds are appropriate to a celebration of the sexually
regenerated Osiris. His death is mourned, but at the same time music-making commemorates the
hieros gamos. The cry of the tom-cat in another cavern links Osiris to the creator Re-Atum, and the
name of the cavern in which the cry is heard —“She who pacifies her lord”— may be an allusion
to the goddess Nebethetepet, a personification of the sexual desire of the creator deity. The Eighth
and the Tenth Caverns continue the goddess imagery, particularly events in the theology of the
goddess of the eye of the sun. In the Eighth Cavern, the sound heard is the “banks falling into Nun”,
a description of the inundation, the time of the return of the eye goddess. The sound of the Tenth
Cavern is the noise of an “entire marsh,” which alludes to the location of the goddess’ return and
the drunken celebration of the hieros gamos. Rattling the papyrus stalks, the goddess Hathor makes
her way to the flooding Nile, and all of Egypt is there to greet her —the pithy text of the Tenth
Cavern captures this precise moment.
The totality of sounds heard within the caverns of the Eighth Hour of Amduat portrays the
revivification of Osiris through the sexual union with Isis-Hathor at the New Year. Although
mourners cry out at Osiris’ death, the unified Re-Osiris himself utters a cry of sexual satisfaction as
both a bull and mighty tom-cat. The pacified goddess —who herself may be cow or feline— returns
to Egypt at the time of inundation and her arrival is marked by the jubilation of her worshippers
awaiting her in the marshes. The sounds of each of the caverns provide a temporal setting and further
theological background with the inundation and myth of the goddess of the eye of the sun. The
Eighth Hour brings all of the senses to bear on the explosive recreation of the cosmos and resulting
revivification of the sexually potent deceased.

The ritual significance of the naos-shaped sistrum
Lisa Manniche

It has long been recognised that musical instruments have connotations that go beyond their acoustic
properties. This applies to virtually all civilisations, ancient and modern, and it would be fair to say
that the more ancient, the more significant the aura that surrounds the instruments. It is apparent,
too, that the simplicity of the construction of an instrument bears a direct relation to its significance
as a ritual object. In Egypt, this applies in particular to idiophones such as clappers (known from
pre-dynastic times) and rattles, generally known as sistra. Egyptian sistra can be subdivided into two
groups, generally referred to as the “arched sistrum” and the “naos-shaped sistrum”.
Numerous examples of both categories of sistra have survived. The arched sistrum (sSSt) is made
of metal and consists of a handle and an arch or loop through the vertical sides of which rods are
inserted, strung with metal disks which produce the sound when shaken. The naos-shaped sistrum
(sxmt), on the other hand, is made of faience. It consists of a handle and an upper part shaped like
a naos with an opening in the middle and holes pierced in the sides to receive rods and disks. Both
types frequently have a Hathor head at the upper end of the handle, and the arched sistrum may
have a selection of figures decorating the base of the arch. The sistrum in itself thus has a special
affinity with Hathor, but may include references to other deities as well.
Sistra were specifically used in the cult to “pacify” or “satisfy” (sHtp) the deity, male as well as
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female. It was usually, though by no means exclusively, held by women. This would appear to relate
to the role of women in this context, re-enacting the primeval ritual of Hathor as daughter of the sun
god and stimulating the creative powers of her father. This creative process with its sexual
undertones was at the core of Egyptian society as shaped by Egyptian priests and thinkers through
the millennia, expressed in words and imaginative representations. Where the texts may be quite
unambiguous (as for example when describing theogamy), the illustrations remain shrouded in
symbolic references. The objects held in the hands of the participants in ritual scenes are thus crucial
for an understanding of the message conveyed. A sistrum will often be paired with a menat, a
necklace with counterpoise, which is in itself a depiction of the essential parts of a woman’s body
(counterpoise = torso and uterus) with copious hair (beads).
This paper will investigate in particular the objects used and handled by the royal family in a
sacred context on the monuments of Akhenaten at Karnak and at el-Amarna in order to define more
closely the roles played by these persons against the background of past religious practises. During
the early years the hathorisation of the queen vis-a-vis the king as creator is evident in her appearance
on the “Nefertiti pillars”, signalled above all by the use of the naos-shaped sistrum. It is also apparent
in the continued references to Hathor as “The Golden” during the sed-festival depicted on series of
talatat from Karnak, details of which were copied from earlier representations in the tomb of Kheruef.

Craft and Science of Egyptian Faience: the case of the Step Pyramid tiles [poster]
Panagiota Manti, Paul Nicholson, Andy Smith, Mark Ellis,
Fred Mosselmans, Trinitat Pradell and Manolis Pantos

Excavations by Lauer in the 1930s at the Step Pyramid of King Djoser (c.2667-2648 B.C.), first
pyramid in Egypt, unearthed some 36,000 faience tiles, most with a turquoise-blue glaze. These
tiles are possibly the earliest known evidence of mass production. The glazing process of these tiles
has been interpreted as a self-glazing or efflorescence process. Approximately 450 of these tiles
that belong to the private collection of Sheikh Saoud Al-Thani are currently at Cardiff University
for conservation. This gave the opportunity to investigate fragments from a tile with the aim of
obtaining a deeper insight into the processes involved in the production of the colour and the glazing
process. Preliminary investigations have involved the use of conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and synchrotron based micro-XRD, micro-fluorescence (XRF), micro- X-Ray Absorption Fine
Structure spectroscopy (EXAFS), and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM/WDS), which give
new evidence for the presence and the composition of mineral phases other than silica, in particular
copper compounds. This new evidence adds to the discussion on the sources of copper used for the
making of the glaze and sets new directions for research in the evolution of Egyptian faience
technology over the four millennia of production. The aim of this paper is to present our current
research, to enable discussion on the copper sources in the coloring of early faience, and demonstrate
the value of modern science for the investigation of early technologies.
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TT 353 of Sen-en-Mut: Contributions on its functional and ritual nature
Francisco Martin Valentin and Teresa Bedman

In the year 2000 it was offered to the Institute of Studies of Ancient Egypt by the authority of the
SCAE in the West Bank de Luxor, to make works of excavation, cleaning and rating of the
hypogeum of Sen-en-Mut, Butler of Amón and the Head of works of queen Hatshepsut, catalogued
at the moment like TT 353 and located in the area of Deir the Bahari. Presented the corresponding
project to the competent authorities of the SCAE, the Spanish archaeological mission of the Institute
of Studies of Ancient Egypt began to develop its works from year 2003, to carry out the execution
of a project of rating, excavation, cleaning and protection of the mentioned monument. The
mentioned project whose execution is contemplated in two phases is financed by the Ministry of
Culture of Spain. Concluded the first stage of the project, consisting on the development of the
mentioned performances of rating, excavation, cleaning and protection of the hypogeum, and the
consequent integrated study of texts of its camera `A´ with other archaeological data, which has
been carried out during the campaigns of years 2003-2006, now is the moment to offer the
preliminary conclusions of our works. The hypogeum of Sen-en-Mut in Deir the Bahari (TT 353),
was discovered by Herbert Winlock in February of 1927. In 1991, the monument and its
documentation, until then unpublished, was the object for the publication by the Professor Peter
Dorman, on behalf of the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York.
In the development of successive campaigns of work from year 2003 to year 2007, that has
implied the execution of different phases from works that suppose, among other tasks, the
photographic reliefment of the monument, the execution of the new planimetry and topographic
cash settlement of it, as well as the study and verification of their relation with other monuments of
the area of Deir the Bahari, specially the temples of queen Hatshespsut and the one of Neb-HepetRa Montu-Hotep, a series of data that credit to the direct relation of the TT 353 has been revealed
with some of mentioned previous archaeological monuments and contemporary, existing in the
mentioned place. In special, it is to emphasize the entailment of TT 353 with the Temple of Hat-Hor,
in the south end of the enclosure of the Temple of Hatshepsut in Deir the Bahari. By the same time,
the nature of the architectonic design of TT 353 allows to propose a new reconsideration of its ritual
nature, as well as trying to explain its probable religious functionality. The existing epigraphic data
inside the hypogeum of Sen-en-Mut also guarantee a series of interpretative considerations, as well
as the exposition of a integrated vision of it, within the archaeological area in which it was
excavated. The conclusions that are tried to expose would help to put in value the set of the sacret
area of Deir the Bahari, confirming their nature of location specially conceived within the real
funeral cults, specially, during the reign of Hatshepsut.

Re-excavating KV 57 (Horemheb) in the Valley of the Kings
Geoffrey T. Martin

The tomb was discovered in 1908 by THEODORE M. DAVIS and was cleared under the supervision
of Edward Ayrton, the results being published in The Tombs of Harmhabi and Touatânkhamanou
(1912). This volume is clearly partial. There is, for instance, no mention of pottery, and many objects
are not fully published or illustrated. Some problems were unsolved until recently, including the
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status of the Wall Shaft inside the tomb: there was no certainty that Davis had cleared it completely.
In the large undecorated chamber behind the sarcophagus hall a huge mound of debris awaited
investigation. It seemed partly, at least, to consist of material deposited there by the excavators and
those involved in repairing and conserving the monument at the time of the discovery and in more
recent years. A tomb of such magnitude and importance clearly needed further work to ensure that
all the evidence was available for a complete publication of the artefacts and an accurate section of
the shaft. The sarcophagus, too, still demanded attention: skeletal material and other debris remained
inside, and the lid, repaired and replaced in position after the discovery in 1908, was wrongly oriented.
The Cambridge Expedition to the Valley of the Kings was granted permission in 2005 to carry
out the projects, and after three short seasons of work the monument is now entirely free of debris.
The Well Shaft proved to have been excavated fully in 1908, but had then been used as a dump for
material excavated further inside the tomb. Quantities of wine amphorae sherds, many with hieratic
dockets, came to light, as well as a few pieces of funerary equipment such as copper shabti, baskets
and hoes. Crucially, a number of the jar dockets bear year dates 13 and 14 of Horemheb, hich will
prove vital in establishing the actual length of his reign, hitherto a controversial matter. (Dr. Jacobus
van Djik, who has recorded and analysed this material, will report on this interesting discovery). The
debris in the room behind the sarcophagus hall revealed many fragments of the original tomb
equipment overlooked or rejected by the earlier excavators, including fine glass inlays from a Mehetweret couch, a complete example of which was found in Tutankhamun’s tomb. All this new
evidence, in conjunction with the objects in the Cairo Museum and elsewhere, will enable a complete
study of the equipment and skeletal material to be carried out, to compare and contrast with the
near-contemporary deposit from the tomb of Tutankhamun.

La peinture thébaine sous le règne d’Amenhotep II (ca 1427-1400 A.C.N.):
étude d’une création artistique comme reflet du contexte historique et
socioculturel de l’époque
Gathy Maruschka

Les tombes des hauts fonctionnaires de la XVIIIème dynastie creusées dans la “nécropole thébaine”
apportent une multitude de renseignements inestimables sur les grandes orientations de l’époque,
que celles-ci soient artistiques, politiques ou économiques. Si de nombreuses études ont déjà été
consacrées aux monuments les plus célèbres de l’époque thoutmoside ou de la fin de la 18e dynastie,
à partir du règne de Thoutmosis IV, la nécropole sous Amenhotep II semble avoir suscité moins
d’intérêt en tant que telle, en dépit de son potentiel informatif évident. Il se révèle en effet, à
l’analyse, que les hauts fonctionnaires de ce pharaon qui se firent enterrés là entretenaient, pour la
plupart, des rapports particulièrement étroits avec leur souverain, rapports qui remontent souvent à
l’enfance de ce dernier, comme l’ont souligné Peter Der Manuelian et Catharine H. Roehrig. Nombre
de ces dignitaires étaient d’ailleurs liés, de près ou de loin, à une nourrice royale. Pour la réalisation
de leur “demeure d’éternité”, ces hommes portèrent très souvent leur choix sur la partie supérieure
de la colline de Sheikh Abd el-Gournah, surplombant ainsi la nécropole tout en s’alignant sur le
temple funéraire du roi. Ces chapelles comptent parmi les plus monumentales de l’époque, tant par
leurs dimensions que par la complexité de leurs aménagements, et reflètent une ambition et un luxe
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peu communs. La décoration de ces tombes, qui s’inscrit tout à fait dans la même optique, témoigne
par ailleurs de transformations notables, non seulement dans le choix des scènes représentées mais
également dans le traitement de ces dernières; l’art pictural, qui se voulait depuis ses origines
purement conceptuel et d’apparence hiéroglyphique, s’assouplit à divers égards pour prendre une
apparence plus “sensuelle” et plus “perceptuelle”. Ces transformations, qui s’amplifieront encore
durant les règnes suivants, jettent en quelque sorte déjà les bases de ce qui deviendra la “révolution”
du règne d’Akhénaton. L’exposé présentera un projet de recherche qui, dans ce contexte, vise, à
travers une étude approfondie et systématique du programme décoratif des tombes thébaines du règne
d’Amenhotep II, à caractériser dans une perspective socio-culturelle les changements
iconographiques et stylistiques qui affectent cette production artistique en pleine mutation.

Die Variation der Tradition. Modalitäten der Ritualadaption im Alten Ägypten
II. L’adaptation d’un rituel sur les murs d’un temple à la Période Tardive:
l’exemple du rituel divin journalier
Laetitia Martzolff

Le projet „Die Variation der Tradition. Modalitäten der Ritualadaption im Alten Ägypten“ mené par
l’Université de Heidelberg fait partie intégrante depuis juillet 2006 d’un vaste projet de recherche
(Sonderforschungsbereich) intitulé “Ritualdynamik”. La section égyptologique de ce projet
comprend deux axes qui seront présentés successivement dans deux interventions. La première,
prise en charge par A. Pries s’intitule “Standardrituale im Wandel-Tradierungsmuster von den
Pyramidentexten bis zur Römerzeit”, la seconde, assumée par L. Martzolff “L’adaptation d’un rituel
sur les murs d’un temple à la Période Tardive: l’exemple du rituel divin journalier”. La civilisation
égyptienne a fourni des sources littéraires sur plusieurs millénaires mais il est vrai qu’aussi
importantes que soient ces sources, elles concernent souvent des textes de rituels, textes qui sont
soumis, sur une période aussi longue, à des changements et évolutions inévitables. Afin de
comprendre et d’appréhender ces modifications, deux approches sont envisagées: la première vise
à étudier l’évolution sur une longue période de séquences textuelles, la seconde, limitée à la période
gréco-romaine, étudie les procédés permettant d’adapter un rituel aux murs d’un temple. Le contenu
et le détail des rituels sont le plus souvent connus par les versions sur papyrus. Exclusivement
composées de textes, ces versions ont été copiées et transmises au fil des siècles jusqu’à arriver dans
les bibliothèques des temples tardifs comme ceux d’Edfou, de Dendéra et encore de Philae pour ne
citer que ces exemples. Ces dernières copies ne nous sont pas parvenues mais les murs des temples
tardifs présentent, en nombre de scènes variable, des “versions” de ces rituels, versions organisées
en tableaux reflétant la plupart du temps les anciennes divisions en chapitres des textes sur papyrus.
Le passage d’une version sur papyrus à une autre sur les murs d’un temple est dépendant d’un
ensemble de choix et d’impératifs. Le premier, relatif aux principes décoratifs du temple impose de
faire un choix dans les chapitres qui seront figurés, le nombre de tableaux pour chaque rituel
représenté étant toujours bien inférieur au nombre de chapitres présents dans le papyrus. Ensuite,
la décoration des temples reposant sur la création de tableaux montrant le roi officiant devant des
divinités, il faut créer une image qui d’une part illustrera une action du rituel, d’autre part servira
d’écrin au texte du chapitre figuré, texte dont le volume sera forcément réduit pour obéir aux
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contraintes de la disposition du texte dans l’image.
Le rituel divin journalier est un cas d’étude particulièrement intéressant. Le papyrus Berlin 3053
présente une version bien conservée du texte de ce rituel. Daté de la XXVème dynastie, cette version
est assurément elle-même une copie d’un texte plus ancien puisque les chapelles des murs du temple
d’Abydos érigé sous le règne de Séthi Ier ont un décor entièrement consacré à ce rituel avec une
version très proche du texte plus tardif sur papyrus. Assez peu figurées dans les temples du Nouvel
Empire et de la Basse Époque, les représentations liées au rituel divin journalier sont très nombreuses
aux périodes ptolémaïque et romaine. Les tableaux sont localisés généralement dans les sanctuaires
et les ouâbet avec parfois plusieurs versions d’un même chapitre dans le même édifice. Cette
multiplication des versions permet d’étudier les variantes dans les représentations et surtout
d’analyser les différences d’adaptation des textes sur une période relativement longue allant du
règne d’Alexandre le Grand à celui des empereurs julio-claudiens, voire postérieurs. L’étude de ces
versions permet de mettre en évidence des spécificités théologiques locales mais aussi un processus
de systématisation dans la représentation du rituel, processus qui passe, avant d’aboutir à un système
relativement figé qui est celui de la scène de temple avec ses espaces de textes prédéfinis, par des
phases intermédiaires comme celle observée au grand temple de Philae.

L’Osireion d’Oxyrhynchos (El Bahnasa, Égypte)
Roca Maite Mascort

L’Osireion d’Oxyrhynchos, a été découvert en 2000 à 1,5 km. à l’ouest de la Nécropole Haute de
la ville, dans le désert occidental. Dans un endroit connu par les habitants comme “Temple de
Ramsès”, à cause de la présence de quelques blocs en calcaire dispersés sur le site. Le sanctuaire
voué à Osiris se présente sous l’aspect d’une éminence naturelle du gébel, haute de 3 m mais aucune
trace au sol n’était visible avant la fouille ni les sources écrites permettaient d’y penser. Ce relief
suggère d’emblée la butte primordiale qui recouvrait et protégeait le tombeau d’Osiris. Cet Osireion,
l’Abaton oxirrinquite, comporte jusqu’à présent deux chambres et une galerie construites à
l’intérieur d’une cavité creusée dans la roche (sous-sol). Il est possible que la construction date de
l’époque ptolémaïque puisque plusieurs blocs récupérés du marché d’antiquité pendant les années
cinquante, semble s’y rattacher, et les textes localises aussi sont de la même période mais par
l’instant la fouille ne permet pas de préciser davantage.
La fouille des structures extérieures, entrevues par la photo aérienne consiste à la délimitation
du temenos et de la porte monumentale d’entrée à l’hypogée. Ce mur du témenos mesure 1,60 mètre
de largeur et se trouve bâti avec des briques crues de 30 x 15 cm. L’ensemble mesure 165 mètres
dans les cotés nord et sud et 105 mètres dans les cotés est et ouest. La structure principale de la
surface est un petit temple en T, inscrite dans un carré de 15 mètres x 15 de côté. Les murs sont en
briques crues, posées directement sur la roche rabaissée, en guise de tranchée de fondation. Un peu
partout à l’intérieure de la structure nous retrouvons de fragments de dalles en calcaire, restes d’un
pavement originel.
Au centre du petit sanctuaire, commençait la descente vers l’hypogée, un escalier monumental,
découpé dans la roche mais qui devait être fini par des blocs en calcaire aujourd’hui disparus. Les 9
dernières marches ont été retrouvées et son faites en calcaire bien travaillée de même que le plafond
du couloir avec des blocs allongés de grandes dimensions posés à plat. Dans l’intérieur nous trouvons
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deux chambres : la salle numéro 1, d’Osiris et la salle numéro 2, que n’a pas pue encore être fouille
à cause du danger d’écroulement de la roche naturelle. La salle d’Osiris contient la statue colossale
du dieu, qui mesure 3,30 m de hauteur et se trouve gisante par terre. L’image du dieu est sculptée dans
un bloc de calcaire, présente à l’origine une couleur noire, la couleur de la régénération. Cet une statue
d’Osiris momiforme, coiffé de la couronne atef, tenant le sceptre et le fouet. La tête, aujourd’hui
défiguré. Dans cette chambre, présidée par la colossal statue, se rendait le culte a Osiris.
La galerie numéro 1, est orientée est-ouest et mesure 29 mètres de longueur. Elle a été bâtie par
plusieurs phases ce qui donne un léger changement de niveaux et d’alignement. Deux escaliers,
donnant au sud, menaient de part et d’autre de la galerie, mais avaient été conçus, probablement pour
la construction et non pas pour l’usage de la structure. La galerie était couverte par des grands blocs
mis à plat et présents en total 56 niches, 28 de chaque côté, avec des inscriptions hiératiques sur le
linteau. Ces niches, scellés par des plaques en pierre calcaire, mesurent de 80 cm. de h x 60 cm. de
larg. X 110 cm. de profondeur, donnant à la structure l’aspecte d’une catacombe. Dans l’intérieur
des niches les offrandes étaient disposée autour de les simulacres des momies d’Osiris
Khentiamentiu, modelés avec des limons contant des graines de céréales (surtout de l’orge) et une
matière résineuse pour consolider. Le tout, enveloppé avec une bandelette, suivant les indications
décrites dans les chapelles osiriaques du temple de Dendera. Ces figures avaient un masque et des
attributs propres à la divinité. Parmi le mobilier funéraire retrouvé nous signalons des objets pour
la protection d’Osiris à côté des offrandes.

(a) Pitch black: The black coated mummies, coffins and
cartonnages from ancient Egypt
Natalie McCreesh

It has become a general assumption over the years that mummies were coated in pitch or bitumen.
This arose from the often blackened appearance of the mummified skin. In fact, the word “mummy”
derives from the Persian word for bitumen “mummia”. In addition to this are the writings of classical
authors such as Diodorus of Sicily (ca 50 BC), who wrote that Dead Sea bitumen was shipped to
Egypt, for use in embalming. Through modern analyses using scientific techniques, it has been
established that the darkening of the skin was caused by the use of embalming agents but of a plant
resin rather than bitumen base. It was not until later periods (occasionally in the New Kingdom
more so in the Late Period), that bitumen was used for embalming either as a resin mix or alone.
On a rare number of coffins and cartonnages from ancient Egypt, there is a thick coating of a
black substance, covering the traditionally decorated surface beneath. Its appearance is somewhat
similar to the bitumen coatings on the mummy wrappings. Funerary objects such as shabti boxes
and Ptah-Sokar-Osiris figures are also found with a black coating. All of which are often described
as being “pitched” or “coated with pitch”. Samples of this black coating were taken for analyses.
Preliminary analyses with microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray analyses do indicate bitumen
was indeed used in these coatings, however different additions were added to the coatings in
different contexts. For example, the coating found over the bandages of a mummy differed from the
coating applied to her associated funerary objects, such as the shabti box. Using this information we
can hypothesis further as to why such a coating may have been applied. It does appear to be most
important to distinguish the coatings by contexts. Even if the coatings are of a similar composition
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they may have held entirely different purposes. The coating of the bandages may have been for
preservation purposes —evidence shows the coating did assist preservation. It may have been used
as part of the anointing of the body, black was associated with Osiris, god of the underworld, and
fragrant resins were often used to anoint the body.
The coating of the funerary items such as shabti boxes may have been to promote the association
with Osiris through the use of the colour black. Or they too may have been anointed to imbue them
with magical power, such as the magic needed to bring the shabti figures to life. The most striking
use of the black coating is that applied to the coffins. It can be seen thickly applied over the
traditional brightly coloured funerary scenes on the coffin. This begs the question, why would such
scenes which had been executed so finely, be totally covered? Were they being purposely concealed
as an unusual aspect of the belief system? Or were they unwittingly being covered if the material
was not in fact the blackened colour we find today? As this research progresses it intends to reveal
answers to these questions.

(b) Curl up and dye: analyses of the treatment of the hair in ancient Egyptian
funerary preparations [poster]

In ancient Egypt the corpse was prepared for the afterlife using practical methods of preservation, yet
also ceremoniously anointed for religious beliefs. The treatment of the hair in this context was studied
using microscopy (light, infrared, and electron) and mass spectrometry (gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry GCMS and matrix assisted laser desorption / ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
MALDI). Ancient Egyptian hair samples were utilised to investigate if the hair was cut or dyed, and
if any such treatment had been applied, and if so, was it pre- or post- mortem.
Distinguishing pre- and post-mortem treatments is of high significance as this indicates if the hair
was cut, curled and / or dyed during life, or only treated in such a way at death. It is also important
to determine the effects of any embalming materials upon the hair, such as staining, oxidisation, and
preservation. Analyses of the hair can also provide insight into the background of the individual. For
example, a female noble woman and a male priest, having different social identities, may have had
differing treatments to the hair in life and in death. The health of the individual may also be reflected
in the hair quality. Through analysis of a single hair; species, race, and health are just a few aspects
of what can be established about an individual. With the addition of information regarding how the
hair was treated in life and death, an in-depth picture of an individual can be created.

Forms and decoration of Graeco-Roman houses from Marina El-Alamein
Stanisław Medeksza, Rafał Czerner, Grażyna Bąkowska

A Graeco-Roman settlement was discovered in the 1980s during construction works at the site of
Marina, a tourist settlement being built just 6 km east of el-Alamein in Egypt. Archaeological
exploration began in 1986. The ancient town can be confirmed as having functioned from the 2nd
century BC through the 6th century AD. Professor Wiktor A. Daszewski has attempted to identify
the ancient place name of the site — based on his study of the local ancient toponomy; the settlement
could have been either Leucaspis or Antiphrae. The town layout is differentiated. The orthogonal
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grid, which was regular in the coastal region, turns there into a ribbed layout that is typical of ancient
and medieval port towns. There are few major latitudinal streets. The irregular part of the town in
the south, situated back of the commercial and official zones, appears to have been delimited by two
major latitudinal streets.
The houses were sumptuous complexes with paved courtyards in the middle, around which ran
two or three portico wings. Series of rooms developed around these courts. One specific functional
scheme keeps on being repeated. Overall, in terms of a typology of the courtyards in Marina, it can
be said that portico and peristyle houses predominate. The portico houses were based on the prostas
and pastas schemes. The peristyle houses are very complex in plan. Orthogonal and axial plans
predominate, representing what is rather a Roman tradition with roots in the Hellenistic architecture
of the eastern regions of the Mediterranean. Roof tiles are an extremely rare, suggesting the use of
terrace roofs. In this case, the staircases, which have survived in fragmentary condition, led up to
the terraces, regardless of the actual number of floors. The upper-floor rooms need not have repeated
exactly the ground plan, part of the space being adapted for use as terraces.
To date, most of the houses had been dated to the 1st century AD. Based on the research carried
out in the cemeteries, one should even expect architecture dating to the 2nd century BC. Many of the
structures like colonnaded peristyle porticoes of the houses had a striking architectural form. The
important facades were decorated with cornices, entablatures and pilasters. The architectural
decoration of the various aedicule found on the walls of chambers inside the houses were of similar
form, but of smaller size. The style of the architectural decoration at Marina developed over time,
assuming around the 1st century AD specific forms that have recently been designated as of the
Marina type (after W.A. DASZEWSKI). The decoration applied here represented three different orders,
which despite the simplification can be recognized as pseudo-Corinthian, pseudo-Ionic and perhaps
pseudo-Doric. These orders are a stylization similar to that of the so-called Nabatean style. The
forms of the capitals of the orders are peculiar. The Marina pseudo-Ionian capital is heavily
simplified. The Marina pseudo-Corinthian capital underwent a stronger stylization. Its calathus is
a reversed truncated cone with an abacus with incurving sides on top. The corners of the abacus
constitute the top of massive volutes. The two rows of acanthus leaves are heavily stylized. Indeed,
the similarity boils down to the number and positioning of the shields that replace the leaves and
project from the face. This gives the impression of an unfinished product, but the simplification
was conscious.
The houses and the architectural decoration were painted. The first researchers already
mentioned blue, yellow, purple and black polychromy on the columns, capitals and surviving pieces
of aedicule. There was also painting on the wall plaster —the fragments surviving in situ or in pieces
are monochromatic or coloured, presenting simple geometric designs like orthostats and rustication,
and linear in the socle part. On a few fragments there are remains of garlands, scrolling, vegetal
ornaments or marble imitation. The predominant colours include black, red, yellow and shades of
brown. There are also traces of green and of blue and grey in the marbling. The remains of a niche,
which had been flanked by plastered engaged columns and topped by a cornice and tympanum with
a relief shell in the field, was also covered with polychromy. Inside the niche, the background wall
bore the remains of a cult painting depicting Helios, Harpocrates as the young Sun and Sarapis.
Based on the style it may be assumed that the niche originates from the second half of the 2nd century
or the early 3rd century at the latest. Coming from the same house was a wall painting of similar date,
representing Heron or Sarapis.
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Die Stiersärge von Abu Yâsîn
Daniela Mendel-Leitz

Im Jahr 1938 erschien ein Ausgrabungsbericht über den Begräbnisplatz der heiligen Stiere der
unterägyptischen Stadt Horbeit (gr. Pharbaitos) in der ca. 3 km südöstlich gelegenen Siedlung Abu
Yâsîn (auch: Kom oder Tell Abu Yâsîn). Der Artikel von Abd el-Salam in ASAE 38 (1938, 609-622)
beschreibt den Fundplatz, dessen Lage und die Objekte, die dort entdeckt wurden. Neben
zahlreichen Kleinfunden wurden dort zehn mehr oder weniger intakte Särge, die die heiligen Stiere
zum Teil noch beherbergten, freigelegt. Die Särge datieren von der 30. Dynastie bis in die
griechische Zeit.
Fünf Sarkophage, die keinerlei Dekoration aufwiesen, verblieben mitsamt den dazugehörigen
Deckeln vor Ort, wo man sie auch heute noch besichtigen kann. Sieben weitere Objekte, vier
Sargwannen und drei Sargdeckel, die zum Teil umfangreiche Dekoration aufweisen, wurden in das
ägyptische Museum von Kairo transportiert, wo sie unter den Journal d‘entrée Nummern JE 86717
- JE 86724 registriert wurden. Einer der Sargdeckel (JE 86723) wurde wegen seiner einzigartigen
Darstellungen von Sternbildern in die Publikation von Neugebauer und Parker (Egyptian
Astronomical Texts, Bd. III, S. 49-51 und Tf. 24) aufgenommen und ist daher seit mehreren
Jahrzehnten bekannt. Zwei der Sargwannen (JE 86717 und JE 86718) wurden 1985 von Goyon
(Les Dieux-gardiens et la genèse des temples, 2 Bde, BdE 93, Le Caire 1985) bekannt gemacht. Eine
der Göttergruppen, die sich unter den Darstellungen findet, die auf der Innenseite der Wanne
angebracht sind - die 77 Götter von Pharbaitos - werden unter anderen in seinem Buch vorgestellt.
Da sein Fokus auf den Tempeln liegt, in denen diese Gottheiten auch erscheinen können, werden
sie jedoch lediglich namentlich genannt. Eine weitere Göttergruppe stellte Gourlay in der
Gedenkschrift Sauneron (Les seigneurs et les baou vivants à Chedenou, in: Hommages Sauneron
I, 363-380) vor. Abgesehen von diesen Erwähnungen sind die Särge mit ihren umfangreichen und
auch singulären Darstellungen nicht weiter beachtet worden, und eine vollständige Publikation fehlt
bis heute. Über den heiligen Stier, der hier bestattet wurde, weiß man kaum mehr, als das, was die
Särge verraten. Der Stier ist danach das heilige Tier des falkengestaltigen Gottes Horus-merti. Auf
den Sarkophagen wird er “Osiris, der (große) Stier” genannt. Weitere persönliche Angaben zu dem
Tier verraten die Sargdeckel und Wannen nicht. Ihre Dekoration, die sich bis auf eine Ausnahme im
Inneren der Wanne, bzw. auf der inneren Unterseite des Deckels, befindet, zeigt eine Vielzahl von
Gottheiten (annähernd 400 bei den Wannen und ca. 80 - 90 bei den Deckeln), die zu verschiedenen
Göttergruppen gehören. Einige dieser Gruppen sind Schutzgötter, wie die schon oben genannten 77
Götter von Pharbaitos. Sie findet man in den Sargwannen.
Andere Gottheiten gehören im weitesten Sinn zum Kalenderwesen, wie Dekane und
Stundengöttinnen, oder zeigen Sternkonstellationen. Wieder andere sind eng mit der Sonne
verbunden, wie die Achtheit der Paviane und die Achtheit der Urgötter. Mit diesen zuletzt genannten
Gottheiten sind die Deckel der Särge dekoriert. Auf dem Deckel findet man des weiteren, wie auf
vielen Särgen, die Figur der Himmelsgöttin Nut und auf dem Boden die Gestalt der Jenseitsgöttin
Imentet. Wie oben schon erwähnt, ist eine der Sargwannen nur auf der Außenseite dekoriert. Unter
einem dekorativen Fries, bestehend aus einem liegenden Schakal auf einem Schrein mit drei
Chekerzeichen im Wechsel, befindet sich ein Inschriftenband. Alle anderen Särge - einschließlich
derer, die sich noch in situ befinden - sind außen nur grob geglättet worden. Hier vermutete schon
der Ausgraber Abd el-Salam, aufgrund der überall in der ursprünglich unterirdischen Anlage
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verstreuten Kalksteinsplitter, daß jeder einzelne Sarg noch einmal mit dekorierten Kalksteinplatten
verkleidet war. Im Zentrum meines Projektes stehen die beschrifteten Särge, die sich heute im Garten
des Museums von Kairo befinden. Ziel ist es, die Texte und Darstellungen dieses interessanten
Ensembles in einer Monographie zu erfassen und zugänglich zu machen.

Foreigners in Deir El-Medinah (D. XVIIIth-XIXth)
Gemma Menendez

Deir el-Medina was part of the Theban society of the New Kingdom from its beginnings. Therefore,
its openness put in touch with people from other places of origin that is, with the foreigners who
lived in the area. Most of them had arrived in Egypt as a result of the military campaigns in SyriaPalestine and Nubia and their arrival meant an important contribution to workforce. Their
distribution was in the hands of the State. Prisoners, servants and slaves were employed as domestic
servants, in workshops and in storehouses of the temples and of the Palace.
The early Eighteenth Theban sources about building works in the west bank report about the use
of foreigners in these tasks. Some of them were also employed in the temples or property of the State
and other domestic servants belonged to officials. We can assume that something similar happened
in the beginnings of Deir el-Medina. The recruitment of workers, not specialized artisans, was made
from the staff belonging to the administration of the temples. The workers-smdt who supplied the
workmen of Deir el-Medina with wood, fish, vegetables and other things, were the same who
worked in the cultivable lands of the dominion of the temples. In addition, the people who were
employed for carrying baskets with debris during the cutting of a tomb most probably belonged to
the workforce of the State. On top of this, the servants or slaves who worked for the gang also came
from the same place. Consequently, the gang was in continuous contact with foreigners and this
relationship caused the eventual integration in Deir el-Medina. Labour was not the only means for
integration. Intermarriage, the education of the new people and the involvement in the Egyptian
lifestyle of the families with foreign origins, were some of the ways in which the outsiders were
present in the history of the village.
Through the study of the sources from Deir el-Medina, like ostraca, papyri, stelae and other
inscriptions, we can identify the tracks of foreign presence in the village. Firstly, we find foreign
names in the list of workmen, letters, judgments, etc. Secondly, the Semitics deities in the Egyptian
pantheon and their believers show a contact with non Egyptian aspects. And, finally, the use of loanwords in the daily language proves the existence of foreigners in Thebes and also in the community
of workmen.

Unusual scenes in Egyptian temples
Rania Younes Merzeban

Egyptian representations in temples are generally characterized by the absence of any break of the
conventions adopted in the figurative program; thus enabling immediate recognition of their
conventions. However a few representations exist of stereotyped royal features’ departures made
from the canons. This was very rare and was confined only to some scenes. The importance of such
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scenes is that they reveal some new details adding to the ideals that we are used to, conforming to
the Egyptian standard of representing royal and priestly programs but in the mean time adding new
details or alterations. Following are examples of the scenes in witch some of the new aspects were
represented or departures from the usual conventions are attested:
In the temple of Khons at Karnak, on the base of Amon’s bark of Ramsses III, at the front
there is a scene representing the king binding the smA symbol.96 Usually the smA tAwy act was
performed by the Nile god @apy. And as the symbolic binding of the emblematic plants of
Upper and Lower Egypt is a political act97, the scene highlights a certain identification of the
king with the Nile god.
The rite of breaking the vase was used in the funerary cult so that the enemies of Osiris fear
him. In the temple of Louxor98, in the fourth antechamber dedicated by Amenhotep III a
scene represents the king breaking the vase. He is represented standing in front of Amon-Re
breaking the vases that he holds in his hands. the parallelism between the rites of the funerary
cult and the divine cult is thus highlighted. Rebellions who attacked the god could as well
attack the king and Egypt.99
In the south half of the hypostyle hall at Karnak temple the king is represented cutting sheaf
before Amun.100
In a scene depicted in the hypostyle hall of Karnak temple the king is represented
extinguishing a torch before Amun.101
In the temple of Re-Horakhty at karnak the king is represented in Hts ceremony with the
priests carrying a naos.102
In the festival temple of Tuthmosis III at Karnak the king is represented writing with Thot
Hb sd texts on wand.103
Other representations depict priests with unusual details, as for example the scene depicting
priests standing in the water on a block of the red chapel of Hatchepsout at Karnak.104 The priests’
feet are represented wading in the water by showing them underneath the level of an engraved line.
In addition to the above mentioned scenes other examples will be also discussed. The scenes will
be thoroughly investigated and discussed with attempts to provide interpretations where possible.

•
•
•
•
•
•

An Egyptian-Phoenician statuette in Seville
Alicia Meza

A small Egyptian statuette representing the goddess Astarte sits within a glass case in the
Archaeological Museum of Seville. At her feet, a Phoenician inscription gives the unending gratitude
of the worshiper, proclaiming the goddess wonderful powers of healing and protection. The serene,
almost smiling face of the statuette expresses a kind and compassionate nature. Yet the dark
completion and regal posture of the goddess gives a hint to her high ranking position in the pantheon
of African deities. Although the statuette from El Carambolo, the place where it was found, has
been famous for its Phoenician inscription, the iconography of the statue, its style of representation
with African features and her pose are obviously typically Ancient Egyptian. However, these
interesting facts have been little cause for study and the statuette remains in a back room of the old
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and imposing castle that is the Seville Museum. Only the Sevillians have given great importance and
proper care to the statuette that is wired and lighted as a genuine gem should be. Mostly, the scholars
that published about her were preoccupied only with the inscription. They just made a passing
reference to the religious aspect of the Phoenician presence and colonization in Spain and their
great center in Gadir. However, they noticed the extrange features of the statuette and her similitude
with ancient Egyptian, no further examination was given to her.
The aim of this paper is to scrutinize the statuette, review the literature about its origins and try
to shed light over its identity and appearance in Spain. How had the statuette made its way from its
probably ancestral home in Northeastern Africa to the Westernmost region of Europe? Or perhaps
was it crafted there, in the Guadalquivir region, in a local workshop? Other objects with Ancient
Egyptian features were also found in neighboring areas, but the Carambolo statuette is a special
one, in the sense that it is inscribed and states its purpose there. Following this amazing trail of
Egyptian art throughout the Mediterranean Sea may reveal surprising aspects of the incredible
impact of ancient Egyptian culture over the Western world. One of the clues to the statuettes’
religious and ethnological importance may lay on a word found within its inscription. The word
disputed over and over again by scholars and philologists has been given no conclusive meaning and
sometime it has even been ignored in the translation of the inscription. My observation is that this
word is not Phoenician but the Ancient Egyptian name of the goddess that was exported altogether
with her cult into foreign lands. Perhaps following the incredible and lengthy voyage of the statuette
throughout the Mediterranean Sea and searching for the location of its final destination in Spain, near
the Guadalquivir River, can give us clues over the real identity and function of this seated goddess,
as well as its dating within ancient Egyptian chronology.

Faience bowls of the Late New Kingdom.
Angela Milward Jones

During Petrie’s excavations at Gurob in 1888-1890, a large number of faience bowls were found in
the settlement near a temple, apparently buried beneath the floors of houses. They are of particular
interest as they comprise a group whose decoration, as well as form, are significantly different from
the faience bowls of the 18th dynasty, familiar from Theban tombs and temples. This paper will
examine the possibility that the Gurob bowls come from a local workshop and suggest that they can
be used to date bowls of similar type and style, as well as a discussion of whether their function can
be determined by their decoration.
In shape, these bowls are thin-walled and rounded without a foot and with rounded rims. The
glaze, where preserved, is thin, pale and rather matt and quite different from the glassy, deep
coloured glazes of the Theban bowls. The decoration is only on the inside and characteristically
includes black dots round the rim above an ornamental of wavy lines, petals or cross hatching. The
motifs of the main decoration are different from those of the earlier bowls. Instead of scenes of
pools, fish, papyrus and lotus, the bowls from Gurob show human and animal activities such as
girls punting, date palms, female sphinxes and monkeys. The bowls were found with other artefacts,
scarabs, beads, cosmetic items and pottery, including imported Aegean ware. Petrie dated the groups
according to dated items, such as scarabs, but the pottery is clearly of the late New Kingdom and
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the bowls are presumably of the same time period. The latest inscribed object from the site was a
scarab of Rameses V and it is accepted that the site probably was abandoned soon after.
Other bowls of this type with similar decoration are found in various museum collections. Some
of the motifs hark back to the Theban bowls, such as a Hathor head on a bowl from Rifeh, and
clumps of papyrus, but the design is quite different. The circular design of the earlier bowls has
been abandoned in favour of an upright orientation, not especially suited to a bowl’s shape. Some
examples have different designs in the two halves of the bowl, in a mirror orientation. Most of the
motifs, however, are very different and include men fishing, a girl swimming, musicians and
monkeys and offering scenes. Most are unprovenanced and undated.
The function of the earlier bowls has been discussed by several scholars. They are usually
accepted to be offering bowls. Some are clearly votive offerings to Hathor; others were found in
tombs and may have held food or liquid offerings for the dead. The fragments that have been found
in settlement sites, although not frequent, imply that they were used in the house, although not
necessarily as tableware. The motifs used in the 18th dynasty bowls are all related to ideas of rebirth,
and reflect some of the commonly used designs found on cosmetic items. The scenes on the later
bowls do not fit so clearly into this pattern. Some of the scenes, such as punting and fishing, can be
seen as extensions of the pool designs and the offering scenes reinforce the idea that they were used
to present offerings. But the musicians and monkeys are not so easily related, although they also are
found on cosmetic items. A reassessment of the range of motifs used and their occurrence elsewhere
may provide a unified theme and interpretation of their function.

Ptolemaic queens in Egyptian temple reliefs:
Intercultural reflections of political authority, or religious imperatives?
Martina Minas-Nerpel

How far was the political authority of the Ptolemaic queens mirrored in Egyptian temples and how
did its patterns fit ancient Egyptian religious imperatives? This question is made the more difficult
by the difference in character between the Greek evidence (papyri and epigraphic sources) and
representations in the indigenous temples, where Macedonian and Egyptian cultures interacted in
order to adapt to the new political situation.
Ptolemaic queens were shown in Egyptian temples accompanying the king in various ritual
scenes, as deceased queens from Berenike I onwards, and as living or acting queens from Arsinoe
II. Like Egyptian queens of the dynastic period, they mostly wear traditional Egyptian royal insignia
and stand behind the king, generally in a passive role, with an ankh-sign, a sistrum, or a flower in
the hand. In the later Ptolemaic period, after the queen had gained some power, she could be less
passive and present specific offerings like the king. She could even present them by herself, as did
queen Nefertari in Nineteenth Dynasty. A figure of a king always complemented the Ptolemaic
queens, in an adjacent ritual scene if not in the same one. The Ptolemies exploited Egyptian
conventions and integrated the royal wives, mothers, or daughters into temple decoration. Where
necessary, they modified earlier Egyptian traditions, for example when the king was married to two
powerful wives at the same time, as is the case with Ptolemy VIII. Some of the requirements and
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conflicts of the Ptolemaic dynasty were incorporated into the temple reliefs by means of Egyptian
metaphors. In this way, not only the figures of the kings but also those of the queens contribute
vitally to our understanding of Ptolemaic Egypt. Although Ptolemaic queens participated decisively
in political developments, very few scholars focus on them, and still fewer on their images and titles
in indigenous temples. The royal titles of the Ptolemaic queens in papyri and in the Egyptian temple
inscriptions are quite different. Their titles in the native context, in particular, have not been studied
properly for their political and religious meaning. Only through a thorough analysis of the titles and
a comparison with papyrological evidence can we understand the image of the Macedonian queens
in the Egyptian temples.
The Ptolemaic queens were shown as co-regents and they could have a Horus-name and even
be designated as nswt-bjtj. Even if both the king and the queen were named “the two Sovereigns of
Egypt” (HqA.wj n bAq.t and iTj.wj tA mrj), the queen was never depicted by herself. While queens
always had a male counterpart, kings also depended on queens. Hardly any ancestor line—a
Ptolemaic innovation—or any dynastic scene that recorded regnal years or venerated the Ptolemaic
ancestors was complete without a figure or the name of a queen. In Egyptian tradition and in
Ptolemaic temple reliefs, it was always the king who at least nominally exercised power, never the
queen. In reality, especially in the second half of the Ptolemaic period, it was often the queen who
held the power at the Macedonian court at Alexandria, for example Cleopatra I when she ruled
during the minority of her son Ptolemy VI. She was mentioned first in the dating formulas in papyri,
but she was not depicted that way in Egyptian temples. This changed under her granddaughter
Cleopatra III who was the first Ptolemaic queen depicted standing in front of her co-ruler, in her case
Ptolemy IX. Even when Cleopatra II gained control over most of Egypt and her husband and brother
Ptolemy VIII went into exile with his second wife Cleopatra III, the queen was not depicted as the
only sovereign in indigenous temples. For reasons to be discussed, the Egyptian temple reliefs rarely
reflect the—undesired and in religious terms unacceptable—political reality in obvious or disturbing
ways, but adapt that reality to the dyanstic period traditions and religious imperatives. The changes
that can be observed, however, provide vital evidence for the story of the Ptolemaic queens.

The incomplete hieroglyphs at the end of the
Second Intermediate Period
Gianluca Miniaci

The custom of mutilating hieroglyphs begins during the Sixth Dynasty. This usually concerns
hieroglyphs in form of the birds and snakes: in one case their legs are removed, in the other their
necks are severed. This custom was quickly forgotten, revives in the late Twelfth Dynasty, with some
changes in external form. During the Middle Kingdom, the legs of birds and the tails of snakes are
cut out. It is not possible to establish a direct link between the two occurrences, separated by a century.
The first evidence attested for the Middle Kingdom is clearly evident in the funerary equipment of
princess Neferuptah, buried in the funerary complex of Amenemhat III. In one of the vases coming
from her burial equipment it is possible to recognize a voluntary action in erasing the legs of birds,
previously carved in a complete form (i.e. with legs). Other items in the burial of Neferuptah show
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already mutilated hieroglyphs. This evidence should imply that the mutilation practice begins during
the age of Neferuptah. The custom of mutilating hieroglyphs spreads throughout the north of Egypt
during the end of Twelfth /early Thirteenth Dynasty. Several examples of mutilation are attested in
the so-called “court type” burials. These kind of burial are attested only for the highest elite. The two
most striking coffins with mutilated hieroglyphs are the inner and outer coffins of the chief lector-priest
Sesenebnef, from the cemeteries of the Residence at Lisht. It seems that in this first stage the practice
to mutilate hieroglyphs does not reach the lower strata of population. At the present, however, it is not
possible to give any secure dating sequence for the diffusion of this custom in the Egypt, but it seems
that in the south the practice of mutilation of hieroglyphs appears later than in the north. The coffin
of Imeni, found by German Archaeological Institute at Dra Abu el Naga (western Thebes) in the 2004,
is dated at the end of the Twelfth Dynasty and it does not show any mutilation of sign. However, in
some way the practice to mutilate the hieroglyphs arrives also in the south of Egypt; at Thebes it is
well attested on a new kind of rectangular coffins, often coated with a layer of black bitumen, the so
called “black-type”. Following an hypothesis of Berlev, the coffins group should be dated to the
Thirteenth Dynasty. At the end of Seventeenth Dynasty, the mutilation of hieroglyphs become
inconsistent, as shown on the canopic box of the King Sobekemsaf, stored in the National Museum
of Antiquities of Leiden Museum. In this piece, it is possible to notice that some birds are with legs
and some other are without legs; some rishi coffins, dated to the Seventeenth Dynasty, stored in the
Egyptian Museum of Cairo, show snakes in their complete form but birds without legs, a mixed
practice to mutilate hieroglyphs. Soon, this custom will be forgotten, till disappears completely during
the Eighteenth Dynasty. The possible explanation for this trend, is that the custom of mutilation of
hieroglyphs raised in north during the end of the Twelfth Dynasty and later moved to the south, but
in Thebes it was not understood completely and soon forgotten.
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Hatshepsut at Serabit el-Khadim: some unpublished finds
and their historical implications
Yossi Mizrachy

The temple of Hathor at Serabit el-Khadim is renowned for a variety of exceptional phenomena
related to its structure, decoration and ideological concept. One the most intriguing features
displayed at this site is a group of representations of Hatshepsut; some are associated with the
formative stage of her accession to the throne as a ruler of Egypt. Among the finds yielded at the
site by the expedition of the University of Tel Aviv during 1968-1978, a few more pieces of the
same category had been discovered and documented. Those unpublished, and barely familiar items,
consist of two representations of Hatshepsut. One of them combines traits of her role as a queen and
a ‘great god’s wife’ with royal insignia of a ruler. Two more pieces are incised with epithets of
unidentified officials of the ‘great god’s wife’ institution. The paper treats the implications of those
finds and their contribution to the understanding of the process which has led Hatshepsut to her
position as a ruler of Egypt. There will be examined the possibility that Hatshepsut already made
use of her position as the ‘great god’s wife’ in order to press forward with her ambitions, and launch
an independent (economic?) strategy before fully taking her position as a ruler of Egypt.

The Demotic tomb stelae from Dandara
Jan Moje

During my reserarch in the Cologne/Leuven project Multilingualism and Multiculturalism in
Graeco-Roman Egypt concerning the epigraphic records in demotic language, I also worked on the
demotic tomb stelae from the Early Roman Necropolis in Dandara near the famous Hathor temple.
These stelae had been excavated by William Matthews Flinders Petrie at the end of the 19th century
and now spread over several museums worldwide. Only a few appeared in museums catalogues, but
most of them are mentioned only in Petrie’s publication from the year 1900. This paper presents
some results of my recent reserach on the whole corpus of the Demotic Tomb stelae from Dandara.
I made new translations of all objects and compared them the first time, because they are belonging
together to the same social stratum. A special focus was set on the iconography as well as on the
classification of the inscriptions.

Les Textes des Pyramides des tombes de Harwa (TT 37) et de Pabasa (TT 279)
Miguel Ángel Molinero Polo

La Mission Archéologique Italienne à Louxor, qui fouille depuis 1996 le complexe funéraire de
Harwa, a commencé l’étude de ses textes funéraires et de ceux de la tombe de Pabasa, sa voisine
septentrionale. La tombe de Harwa est la plus ancienne parmi celles taillées dans l’Assassif pendant
la XXVe Dynastie. Une série d’éléments permet d’avancer qu’elle est devenue le modèle pour les
constructions funéraires postérieures dans ce secteur de la nécropole thébaine, non seulement dans
leur organisation spatiale mais aussi pour l’élaboration de leurs textes et de leurs motifs décoratifs.
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Cependant, la plus grande partie de ses parois est écroulée et l’ensemble des blocs sculptés qui les
composaient – la cour est encore à moitié fouillée – dépasse le nombre de six mille.
Pour identifier leur emplacement d’origine dans les murs, nous avons commencé le relevé de l’une
des tombes taillées postérieures, située dans ses alentours, celle de Pabasa, en partant de l’hypothèse
qu’elle est une réplique très proche de celle de Harwa et que, grâce à son meilleur état de conservation,
elle peut nous fournir des renseignements très utiles sur elle. L’analyse que nous proposons des Textes
des pyramides (= TP) dans l’une et l’autre nous permet de confirmer la dépendance de la tombe de
Pabasa par rapport au type représenté par celle de Harwa. De la même façon, se confirme la valeur
qu’elle peut prendre comme modèle pour les travaux de reconstruction de la tombe qui l’a précédée.
Parmi les textes qui couvrent les parois de la première salle hypostyle de chacune d’entre elles, se
trouve une sélection significative des TP et du Livre de la sortie au jour (= LdSJ).
Les Sprüche du premier corpus se trouvent sur le mur droit des deux tombes (orienté au nord à
Harwa, à l’ouest à Pabasa) et sur la plus grande partie de celui du fond. La paroi d’entrée de la
tombe de Harwa est couverte de formules d’offrandes dérivées aussi de cette compilation de textes
funéraires. Le mur gauche des deux tombes est réservé aux chapitres du second corpus, en plus de
quelques colonnes de la paroi nord de Harwa. Dans cette communication, nous centrerons notre
attention sur ces TP. Nous présenterons ces Sprüche, une vingtaine, et nous commenterons leurs
rapports avec les séries d’Altenmüller, ainsi que leur localisation précise, pour montrer que la
sélection est identique dans les deux tombes et qu’ils prennent place sur les mêmes parois. Plus
encore, ils coïncident avec l’information déjà publiée de deux autres tombes voisines de l’Assassif,
postérieures aussi à celle de Harwa : celles de Padimenope (TT 33) et de Sheshonq (TT 27). La
Chambre III de la TT 33 et la Salle Hypostyle de la TT 27 présentent une succession identique de
textes avec, simplement, de petites variations. Enfin, nous analyserons les particularités du texte, tant
linguistiques que sémantiques, ainsi que les différences graphiques par rapport au corpus original
de l’Ancien Empire.

Writing and cultural identity: the origin of the alphabet
Ludwig D. Morenz

Following A.H. GARDINER’S (‘The Egyptian origin of the Semitic Alphabet’, JEA 3, 1916, 1-16)
fundamental discoveries, the history of the alphabet might be considered to be one of the major topics
of Egyptology in relation to media-archaeology, cultural anthropology etc. In this paper I am going
to discuss the origin of the alphabetic script as a creative misreading (H. BLOOM) of the traditional
Egyptian writing system. Combining epigraphic, historical and cultural approaches I’ll try to (re)construct a scenario for the origin of the Pictorial-Canaanite (so called Proto-Sinaitic) script and its
continuation in the Linear-Canaanite (so called Proto-Canaanite). The invention of the alphabetic
script can be understood as a product of complex cultural contacts between the “urban” high culture
of Ancient Egypt and the “tribal” Canaanite culture of southwestern Sinai in the 2. millennium
culminating in the worship of the goddess Hathor-Baalat. Canaanites not only adopted codes of sacral
iconography from the Egyptians, but they wanted to inscribe their monuments too. To do so they
developed their own writing system which remained a local tradition for many decades. When this
new writing system reached the Levantine late-bronze-age city-states a snowballing effect began and
it had a great cultural impact down to our own era.
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“Those who speak rebellion”: refining our understanding
of the words used to describe “rebellion”
Kerry M. Muhlestein

In the past there has been some disagreement as to what words the ancient Egyptians would use to
describe rebellion by foreigners as opposed to Egyptians. The various dictionaries have not
adequately addressed this question. A careful examination reveals that while a general preference
was shown for some terms to be used for Egyptians (such as sbi), others for foreigners(such as
bStw/bSTw), and still others (such as XAk-ib) could be used for either, these uses were not universally
nor strictly applied. Addtionally, the strength of these preferences and the frequency of use for
various terms changed over time. Furthermore, such a careful examination reveals such things as
which adverbs these verbs prefer (which is already suggesting alternative translations of some texts),
and casts light on such early texts as the “rebellion formula”, and thus its associated rituals.
Moreover, this detailed analysis helps further identify the time periods for some vocalization shifts
(such as between t and T), and what types of actions could be deisgnated as rebellion, and if differing
actions called for differing terms. This word study will allow us to more confidently address the
many ancient Egyptian texts which deal with rebellion.

Kalksteinpuzzle in Per-Ramses
Marcus Müller

In den Jahren 2002 und 2003 wurden in Per-Ramses (Grabungsplatz Q VII) ca. 86 Kubikmeter
Kalksteinbruchstücke entdeckt, die sekundär als Fußbodenrollierung im Vorhof des großen Gebäudes
1 Verwendung fanden. Gebäude und Rollierung datieren in die Regierung Ramses’ II. In insgesamt
über 850 Gummikörben fanden sich über 4300 Bruchstücke mit Reliefierung oder Bemalung oder
beidem. Freilich sind sehr viele Stücke stark verwittert, ihre Farben größtenteils verloren, manchmal
jedoch von beachtlicher Intensität. Zur ihrer Bearbeitung und Vorlage wurden diese Bruchstücke
thematisch zu einzelnen Gruppen zusammengestellt (Themengruppen, s. Tabelle 1), welche ihrerseits
drei Gattungen (erhabene Reliefs, versenkte Reliefs, Architekturelemente, s. Tabelle 2) zuzuweisen
sind. Den weitaus größten Anteil haben die Reliefs, bei denen ihrerseits die versenkten deutlich in
der Überzahl sind. Bedauerlicherweise erlauben die Bruchstücke nur in den seltensten Fällen die
Rekonstruktion von Szenen. Anpassungen im Stile eines großen Puzzle blieben seltene Glücksfälle.
Große oder gar vollständige ikonographische Zusammenhänge der verschiedenen Akteure und
Elemente bleiben uns verborgen. Dafür sind folgende Ursachen anzuführen:
Erstens sind die meisten Fragmente lediglich ein paar Quadratzentimeter groß; nur wenige
großformatige figürliche Darstellungen sind auf uns gekommen. Zweitens mangelt es vielfach an
charakteristischen Ausschnitten, die Rückschlüsse nicht nur auf ein einzelnes Element, sondern auf
das Gesamtmotiv erlauben. Drittens stammen die Reliefs von vielen verschiedenen Wänden und
Szenen. Viertens fanden sich wenige Anpassungen oder eindeutige Zuweisungen mehrerer Stücke
zu einer Szene oder einem Bild, denn die Herkunft der Bruchstücke ist inhomogen, weswegen sich
pro Szene oder Bild vermutlich nur wenige Prozent im ausgegrabenen Teil der Rollierung befinden.
Eine unbekannte Menge weiterer Fragmente harrt nämlich im Bereich nördlich von Q VII-a.b/4-6
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der Ausgrabung – somit fehlen wertvolle Informationen, die in einigen Fällen Klarheit schaffen
würden, wo gegenwärtig der Schleier der Ungewißheit vorherrscht. Der Vortrag stellt das Spektrum
der Themengruppen anhand charakteristischer Stücke vor und gibt gelegentlich Vorschläge zur
Rekonstruktion des jeweiligen Kontexts.Unter den Architekturelementen sind Hohlkehlen,
Rundstäbe, Pfeiler und Abakus-Bruchstücke vorherrschend. Letztere tragen Namen und Titel von
Ramses II., während der Kontext der anderen Fragmente im Dunklen bleibt.
Unter den Reliefs gibt es nur 81 Bruchstücke in erhabener Technik, von denen manche durch ihre
Feinheit bestechen. Die versenkten Reliefs zeigen Figürliches, Inschriftenreste, unbestimmte
Darstellungen und Flächen. Verständlicherweise zeigen die Figürlichen das größte Themenspektrum,
beispielsweise Schlangengottheiten, Teile menschlicher Köpfe und Kopfbedeckungen, Gliedmaßen,
Rumpf, Schmuck- und Würdezeichen, Kleidung, Sonnenscheiben und Bandornamente. Leider sind
die Inschriften beinahe ausschließlich Reste von einer bis drei Hieroglyphen, was inhaltliche
Aussagen beinahe unmöglich macht. Immerhin sind zahlreiche Kartuschen mit Thron- und
Eigennamen Ramses’ II. nachzuweisen, darunter auch monumentale Stücke. Bedauerlicherweise
gehören über 1300 Fragmente zu unbestimmten Darstellungen, weil mir der erhaltene Rest eine
Bestimmung nicht ermöglichte. 1346 Stücke zeigen nur Flächen mit gerader Reliefkante. Rund
1500 Fragmente zeigen lediglich Flächen ohne Reliefschnitt, wobei zu Dokumentations- und
Auswertungszwecken 83 repräsentative Stücke ausgewählt wurden. Allem Anschein nach stammen
die meisten Bruchstücke von einem oder mehreren Tempelbauten Ramses’ II. – ob von älteren
Bauten in Per-Ramses oder als Spolien von anderen Orten bleibt unbekannt. Freilich dürften einige
Stücke ursprünglich Gräbern des Alten Reiches zuzuordnen sein. Insbesondere für diese stellt sich
dann die Frage der Herkunft, wobei die Vermutung auf systematischen Steinabbau in der
memphitischen Nekropole fällt.

Ägypten in Iran
Renate Müller-Wollermann

In der Ägyptologie ist umstritten, ob Ägypten in der 27. Dynastie von den Achaimeniden
ausgebeutet wurde oder nicht. Sollte dies der Fall sein, müßten sich in Iran zahlreiche ägyptische
Objekte von Wert finden. Der Umkehrschluß, daß wenige Objekte auf fehlende Ausbeutung deuten,
ist jedoch nicht unbedingt zulässig, da bekanntlich griechischen Historikern zufolge die
Schatzhäuser in Persepolis, Pasargadae, Ekbatana und Susa von Alexander dem Großen geplündert
wurden. Mitgenommen von den Griechen wurden allerdings vorwiegend Objekte aus Edelmetall;
Steingefäße wurden, da für den Transport zu schwer, am Ort belassen und zum größten Teil dort
zertrümmert. Diverse Besuche in iranischen Museen (Teheran, Hamadan, Susa, Persepolis) haben
ergeben, daß sich dort, sowohl ausgestellt als auch in Magazinen, zahlreiche ägyptische Stücke
befinden, die bislang unbekannt und nicht publiziert sind. Insgesamt lassen sich folgende
Objektgruppen unterscheiden:
1) Objekte, die von den Achaimeniden aus Ägypten nach Persien verbracht wurden; diese
können aus der Zeit vor der 27. Dyn. stammen wie das mehrfach abgebildete Alabastergefäß
des Necho oder in dieser hergestellt worden sein wie z.B. die publizierte Stele Darius I. aus
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Susa oder die diversen hieroglyphisch (Zt. Darius I.) oder mehrsprachig (Zt. Xerxes und
Artaxerxes) beschrifteten Gefäße aus Alabaster oder Granit. Die Gefäße dienten zum Teil als
Tafelgeschirr, zum Teil als Transportbehältnisse. Jahresangaben auf den Alabastergefäßen
deuten auf jährliche Abgaben hin; was die Gefäße enthalten haben, ist aber bislang noch
unklar.
2) Objekte, die von Ägyptern, die in Persien tätig waren, dorthin mitgenommen wurden.
Publiziert hiervon wurden z.B. eine Reihe von Amuletten und in letzter Zeit eine Horusstele.
3) Ägyptisierende Objekte. Hierbei handelt es sich vorwiegend um Alabastergefäße sowie BesKöpfe und Udjat-Augen aus Lapislazuli, die sowohl ägyptisch als auch ägyptisierend sein
können. In vielen Fällen hilft hier nur eine Materialanalyse.
Hierbei nicht erfaßt, da bislang nicht untersucht, sind Objekte, die keine Schätze, sondern
Konsumgüter darstellen wie Hölzer oder möglicherweise ägyptischer Wein oder Fisch. Hinzu
kommen Objekte, die aus frühen Grabungen stammen und in westliche Museen (Paris, London,
Chicago) verbracht wurden; auch diese sind nur zum Teil publiziert. Aufschlußreich sind zudem
Texte, zumal die Treasury und Fortification Tablets aus Persepolis sowie die Foundation Charts aus
Susa. Sie bezeugen Lieferungen nach Iran, z.B. von Silber und Ebenholz, und die Anstellung von
ägyptischen Handwerkern, die ganz offensichtlich keinen Sklavenstatus hatten und mit Schafen
und Wein entlohnt wurden. Insgesamt hält sich die Zahl ägyptischer Objekte, Verluste und
Unpubliziertes aller Art in Rechnung gestellt, in Grenzen. Weiterhin wurden ägyptische Spezialisten
in Iran regulär angestellt und nicht als Sklaven oder Kriegsbeute zur Zwangsarbeit verschleppt.
Beides weist nicht auf eine Ausbeutung Ägyptens durch die Achaimeniden hin.

Syene/Aswan - The city at the First Cataract and its archaeology
Wolfgang Müller

The Swiss-Egyptian Joint Mission has been working in the town since 2000. 40 sites have been
investigated both in rescue and research excavations. A new modus of operations enabled the
mission to establish an urban archaeological unit monitoring any new building activity in town.The
development of the area now covered by modern Aswan from the Old Kingdom to modern times
has been investigated in detail for the first time. The talk will try to give a general overview of the
results of the work of the mission. Special focus will lie on Area 15 in the town centre with a
uninterrupted stratigraphical sequence from Twenty-sixth Dynasty until the Late Roman period. A
part of the well attested Persian garrison of Syene gradually developed into an urban quarter at the
heart of the Graeco-Roman town. Of special interest are its relations to other parts of the city, like
the Temple Of Isis or the Late Roman city centre detected by the mission in earlier excavations in
the immediate vicinity of Area 15. The reconstruction of the natural topography of Syene and its
surroundings is one of the major research aims of the project. First results of these efforts have
impact on any interpretation of the archaelogical record. In Area 15 especially the vicinity to the Nile
and the low building ground have to be taken into account and result in the assumption that the
Area is situated close to the harbour, one of the crucial functional installations of the town.
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Magic in the internet: Investigation by Genre in Trismegistos
Franzisca Naether

Since late 2006, the interdisciplinary research platform “Trismegistos” (University of Cologne/ K.
U. Leuven) encompassing all texts from Egypt dating between the early 25th dynasty and the
disappearance of Coptic as a legal language in the 2nd millennium AD had been established in the
internet freely accessible at www.trismegistos.org. The aim of this paper is to present the newest
spin-off, TM-Magic, a database solely devoted to collect metadata of religious, ritual, magical and
divinatory texts (www.trismegistos.org/magic) —including i.e. liturgies, prayers, oracles or amulets.
Furthermore, some genres will be evaluated more precisely concerning their language, material,
date, provenance and possible reuse.

(a) The value of prosopography in understanding Twenty-fifth Dynasty Thebes
Cristopher H. Naunton

This paper presents the preliminary results of a study of Theban individuals, their titles and family
relationships. Thebes was brought under the control of Kushite pharaohs —the Twenty-fifth
Dynasty— sometime in the middle of the eighth century BC, having been ruled by Upper Egyptian
kings for most of the preceding century. Despite the influence of Libyans, Kushites and, later,
Assyrians, the Theban elite remained Egyptian. The influence of the Kushites is nonetheless manifest
in the prosopographical record: prominent individuals came from families that rose to power at the
time of the Kushite conquest, some such individuals were allied to the Kushites themselves by
marriage, new titles and roles were created, and certain measures were put in place to prevent any one
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individual or family from gaining enough power to threaten Kushite authority.
Criteria for assessing wealth, status and political influence are examined, along with the
relationship between these concepts and both individual titles, and the combinations in which they
were held by single individuals. The study of certain individuals who were prominent in the
monumental record, and their families shows that titles were passed from one individual to the next
in ‘bundles’. Such bundles could be passed from one family member to the next, and there are several
examples groups of titles having been retained by a single family over several generations. Bundles
could also pass between unrelated individuals however, suggesting that in these cases the titles
collectively reflected the component responsibilities of a single office, such as that of the chief steward
of the god’s wife. In other cases, titles not apparently part of such a bundle, might reflect additional
responsibilities held concurrently, or alternatively they might reflect posts held at an earlier stage in
the individual’s career.
Case studies will be used to show how prosopographical study sheds light on the dynamics of
the relationship between the Kushites and established Egyptian families, and can reveal evidence of
Kushite influence, but also that their influence was limited. Particular attention will be paid to the
Montuemhat, Padiamunnebnesuttawy and Nespakashuty families, and the institution of the god’s
wife of Amun, in particular Harwa and Akhamunru, successive holders of the post of her chief of
staff. Consideration will be given to the various institutions in which the individuals concerned were
employed, and observations made about the relative influence of each of these institutions. It is also
noted that there is relatively little consistency in the titles held by prominent individuals of the times,
and the value of individual titles as indicators of status or influence is scrutinised.

(b) The Egypt Exploration Society photographic archive

The Egypt Exploration Society’s London base in Doughty Mews houses its archives – the
photographs and other records of the Society’s fieldwork in Egypt (occasionally in Sudan) from its
beginnings in 1882 to the present day. The range and quality of material varies considerably: some
excavations and sites are well represented by numerous photographs of high quality (negatives and
prints) and detailed notebooks and plans. Other expeditions have very few surviving records
however, while a few have none at all. The Society has recently discovered that the funding it has,
for many years, received from the British government through the British Academy, is to be
withdrawn, with serious implications, for its fieldwork in particular. Thanks to other sources of
revenue and the continuing generosity of its members, the Society’s operations will continue, but
its fieldwork programme will be greatly reduced in scale, and other aspects of its operation, such
as the maintenance and promotion of its library and archives, will assume greater importance.
In 2007 the Egypt Exploration Society received a bequest of £40,000 from the estate of a
member, Lucy Gura, in whose name the archive is now known. So far the money has been used to
digitize approximately 14,000 photographs as the first stage in a project to create an online image
database of the archive that will be accessible at www.ees.ac.uk. The money is also being put
towards re-housing the photographs in archive-quality storage materials and cabinets. These
initiatives, and the publication of a book of photographs and drawings from the “early years” (18821914) which offers an informal look at the work of Petrie, Naville, Newberry, Carter and others at
a wide variety of sites, represent the first steps in making the photographs better known and more
accessible, and are intended to increase scholarly interest in the Society’s current and past work, and
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to engage the membership and the wider public more directly with its activities and ancient Egypt
in general. In the longer term the Society hopes to maximize the use of the archive and its other
resources by making Doughty Mews a hub for researchers and members, and a destination for any
visitor to London with an interest in ancient Egypt.

Glass and vitreous materials at Tell el-Amarna
Paul T. Nicholson

This paper examines the work of the Amarna Glass Project, directed by the author on behalf of the
Egypt Exploration Society. The project took as its starting point the work undertaken by W.M.
Flinders Petrie’s at Tell el-Amarna in 1891-2 and attempted to assess his evidence for the view that
glass was made at the site from its raw materials, rather than simply worked from imported glass.
Although Petrie’s reconstruction of the glassmaking process at Amarna has become standard, and
is reproduced in most accounts of early glassmaking in the Near East, some have questioned whether
the Egyptians could actually make their own glass, suggesting instead that his evidence is more
likely to represent glass working. Comparison of Petrie’s notes with his published account suggests
how such confusion might have entered the literature, and examination of the physical remains
collected by him further helps to clarify the picture.
However, there are undoubtedly serious omissions in Petrie’s account, and the only way to
reassess his work properly was to excavate a glass producing site at Amarna. Site O45.1 was chosen
for this purpose, and revealed several kilns and/or furnaces. Two of these are of a type not otherwise
known from Amarna and it is suggested that they are furnaces used to produce raw glass. This view
is examined in the light of laboratory analyses and experimental archaeology. This latter involved
the replication of one of the furnaces at full scale and an attempt to produce glass in it using local
raw materials. Since the raw materials of glass production are essentially the same as those for the
production of faience, namely silica, soda and lime, it should not be surprising to find evidence for
the production of faience at site O45.1. Petrie also found evidence of faience production at Amarna,
though his published account does not always make it clear just how closely this might have been
linked to areas of glass production. The new excavations show a very close physical proximity
between the installations used for both crafts, and indeed those for the production of pottery. Since
pottery is the raw material for making the moulds used in the production of faience amulets, and also
for the making of the distinctive cylindrical pots associated with glass and glazing works it is perhaps
unsurprising to find the craft represented at O45.1. However, the close proximity of this craft with
the other two may be of particular significance, and it may be that some sharing of craftsmen and
of pyrotechnic skill is implied.
The cylindrical vessels, noted by Petrie, have been found to have the same internal diameter as
the cobalt blue glass ingots discovered in the Uluburun cargo off the Turkish coast. The evidence
unearthed at Amarna may suggest that not only were the Egyptians of the time of Akhenaten capable
of producing their own glass from local materials, but that they actively exported it both within and
outside the confines of Egypt. This suggestion calls for some reassessment of the nature of the glass
trade suggested in the Amarna Letters, and this paper shows that such a reassessment is not at odds
with the letters themselves, and that Egypt may well have been a glass producer somewhat earlier
than the reign of Akhenaten.
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Paintin’ vein: imitating marbling in 2nd millennium BC Eastern Mediterranean
Margarita Nicolakaki-Kentrou

In conjunction with their renowned figurative murals, the Minoans, and subsequently the
Mycenaeans, chose to embellish even further the interiors of palaces and other important structures
in a cost-effective and by all means “environmentally friendly” way: instead of applying the equally
common practice of lining the lower wall zones and plastered floors with luxurious orthostates or
slabs of variegated stones, such as alabaster, gypsum and/or veined limestone, they replicated in
paint the intricate colourful designs of the natural rock veining. They created adjoining panels or
grids covered with plain, undulating or scalloped striations, arc bands, spotted patterns etc., applied
on background of alternating colour, usually red, yellow, blue or white. These patterns of great
variety in colour and design, the so-called marbling imitation motif, are widely accepted as having
a Minoan origin, and are encountered in numerous compositions in Crete, Thera and mainland
Greece from as early as the late 18th century BC.
The motif was diffused and became popular beyond the Aegean borders, as its occurrence among
the painted decoration of four contemporary Western Asiatic royal complexes implies: Mari,
Alalakh, Kabri and Qatna. Analogous evidence from Egypt, although scant, is identified in two
Dynasty XVIII palatial sites: Malkata (Site K) and, possibly, according to the author’s view, Tell elDaba’a. The aim of this paper is to compare the most characteristic Aegean examples of marbling
imitation to their Western Asiatic and Egyptian equivalents and discuss affinities and dissimilarities,
on technical and stylistic grounds. This will provide the basis for sharing some thoughts on the issue
of the artistic transference of the motif in the broader context of the exchange of iconographic
vocabulary and the mobility of artisans between the courts of the Eastern Mediterranean in the
Middle and Late Bronze Age.

A mysterious tomb at Deir el-Bahari. Revelations of the excavations of the
Polish-Egyptian Cliff Mission above the temples
of Hatshepsut and Thutmosis III.
Andrzej Stefan Niwinski

The Polish-Egyptian Archaeological and Geological Cliff Mission is working on a cliff ledge, ca.
100 m above the temples of Hatshepsut and Thutmosis III at Deir el-Bahari since 1999, realising
two main objectives: protecting the temple area below against the danger of falling rock fragments,
and documenting every trace of the ancient human activities there. The researches have confirmed
that the ledge was an area of intensive engineering works, done on a gigantic scale, having however
little in common with a conceivable protection of the temples; on the contrary, these works were
most probably the reason of the destruction of the Thutmosis III temple in the early 21st Dynasty. It
seems that their purpose was the protection of a tomb, both against rain water and robbers. A
presumable intensive activity of the ancient robbers has been confirmed, as well, in form of several
tunnels excavated in the area after the aforementioned engineering works had been accomplished.
The numerous graffiti found there make possible an exact dating of these ancient activities, and
attest to an official control of the area in the early and middle/late Twenty-first Dynasty.
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Some preliminary conclusions resulting from the excavations were announced during the
previous Congress of Egyptologists, and in this paper the results of the last three seasons, including
some rather astonishing ascertainments, are presented. The tomb entrance was, according to all the
archaeological hints furnished by the excavations, and most probably, confirmed by the geophysical
research done in February 2006, situated under a huge fallen rock (“Pillar”) reposing on the ledge
since time immemorial, and the tomb corridor must have crossed two tectonic fissures, which were,
in consequence, carefully protected against rain waters, among others by a system of drains
avoinding any water accumulation. The burial chamber should be expected under the high cliffs
separating Deir el-Bahari from the Valley of the Kings.
As the “Pillar” presented a serious threat to the temple area below (making at the same time any
further archaeological investigation impossible), the SCA authorities decided on removing it, and
a special technical Egyptian team performed the operation in Spring 2007. In the paper the actual
situation on the ledge will be presented, together with an analysis of the safety of the temple area
at Deir el-Bahari after these works and the further perspectives of research.

Sun temples and Pyramid Texts:
king’s path to eternity through the evolution of cult
Massimiliano Nuzzolo

The Pyramid Texts represent the oldest body of extant literature from ancient Egypt embracing all
the religious practices and instances developed up to the end of the Old Kingdom. Through a
comprehensive reading of the textual corpus, I will try to show how the inclusion of the pyramid
texts in the funerary beliefs concerning the ruler would have served symbolic-ideological functions
in defining and establishing the conceptual image and nature of the pharaoh, namely the theoretical
and ideological bases of the Egyptian State embodied by the monarch. These functions involved
above all the identification of the dead king with the god Osiris and the worship of the sun god Ra.
The sun temples seem to have played a key-role in this complex, winding evolution, although only
for a brief period.

Excavating anger in ancient Egyptian and ancient Greek literature
Emily Jane O’Dell

While there are traces of the material lives of the ancient Egyptians around the world, what does not
remain are tangible samples of ancient Egyptian emotion. The emotions of the ancient world, with
particular attention to Egypt and Greece, were in significant respects different from our own
concepts of emotion, and these differences are crucial to our understanding of ancient Egyptian and
ancient Greek culture. This paper will compare and contrast the emotion of anger in ancient Egyptian
and ancient Greek literature, along with its inherent consequence—a desire for revenge. The subject
of the emotions is inherently interdisciplinary, and has become popular over the last thirty years in
a variety of fields, including but not limited to: psychology,105 sociology, psychology, history,
anthropology, philosophy, political science, neuroscience, and, more recently, artificial intelligence.
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While the study of the emotions has more recently has garnered the attention of students of classical
Greece and Rome,106 the same cannot be said yet of those of Egyptology.107 Egyptologists have,
more or less, assumed that the ancient Egyptian terms relating to emotions neatly correspond to our
own categories of emotion, but they have wrestled with how to properly define a plethora of emotion
words in the dictionary and in scholarship for some time. Nevertheless, there are profound
discrepancies to be encountered, and we must not take it for granted that ancient Egyptian words
project conveniently onto our own emotional vocabulary and understanding.
The one emotion that consistently appears in both classical and modern lists of emotion is anger.
However, David Konstan108 has shown that the ancient Greek concept of anger is in many significant
respects different from our modern concept of anger. If we envision anger as a desire for revenge
after a real or perceived slight, we can acknowledge that anger is dependent on an assessment of
social roles, relationships, and consequences. The question of who may belittle or seek revenge on
another is intimately connected to the power dynamics of one’s social relationship, especially with
respect to gender and class. The grammarian Demetrius109 states: “Giving orders is succinct and
terse, and every master is monosyllabic to his slave, whereas suppliation and lamentation go on at
length.” Obviously, the impassioned supplication of the Eloquent Peasant, as contrasted with the
pithy or non-existent responses of his superiors, could be considered one such example of a statusdetermined linguistic exchange inspired by anger and a perceived injustice. In addition to social
status, we must examine gender to discover to what degree women could exhibit anger over their
husbands or fathers, and to what degree anger was directed and revenge enacted against them.
In ancient Greece, Aristotle compared a man’s power over a woman as similar to an aristocratic
ruler.110 Certainly, in ancient Egyptian literature, especially the Late Egyptian Stories, there are
many examples of men seeking revenge on their wives and mothers in very violent and arresting
ways. While women are not a homogeneous group, their anger as depicted in literature proves
asymmetrical to that of men. The paradigm of honour and shame, especially in instances of adultery
in ancient Egyptian literature, seems to be a reoccuring justification for revenge and violence against
women, and this paper will explore whether or not honor and shame were used to control the sexual
comportment of women in ancient Egypt and ancient Greece. Aristotle said that anger resides in a
perceived injustice [adikia],111 and injustice was a central theme in the speeches of Athenian leaders
in the 5th and 4th centuries BCE. However, this focus on injustice must be placed within the context
of a society preoccupied with the ideals of democracy.
Ancient Egyptian literature, however, is not without examples of perceived injustices in the
social, familial, political, and religious spheres. One instance, in which anger is viewed as
completely acceptable and justified, in both ancient Egypt and ancient Greece, is in the treatment
of the population of a conquered city. The Greeks and Egyptians were equally as egocentric with
their claims of superiority over inferior barbarians. Aristotle himself believed that non-Greeks were
destined to servitude (Politics 1.2, 1252a31-4). Finally, I will also discuss the maxims against anger
in the wisdom texts and compare them with such maxims in literature from ancient Greece.
Ancient Greece and ancient Egypt were both hierarchical societies, and the emotion of anger and
the action of revenge functioned in a hierarchical fashion, in relation to status, wealth, gender, and
might. There is an undercurrent of honor and shame that may have influenced and informed such
rageful responses to real or perceived slights, but the status-conscious, socially competitive,
democratic society of ancient Greece, with its intensely high value of the opinion of others, does
differ in significant respects from the social atmosphere of ancient Egypt.
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Alexander and Egypt: some investigations
Laila Ohanian

After the battle of Issus and the sieges of Tyre and Gaza, the way to Egypt is open: in 332 BC
Alexander entered into the land, where he was acclaimed as the new pharaoh. In the present article
we will examine the links between Alexander the Great and Egypt; in order to explain the deep
relationships between the conqueror and the land which acclaimed him as new pharaoh, we will take
into consideration three basic aspects: the divine origin affair, Alexander’s deification and his wish
to be buried at Siwa. We will also try to explain the strange attitude which characterized Alexander’s
last years – when, according to Arrian, since he had no one else to fight with, he began to struggle
against himself - inquiring if and how it could have been originated in Egypt.
As to the first point, we know that the matter of the divine filiation emerges in 327 BC in Bactra
and comes to a head at Opis: Alexander’s orientalism, his integration of barbarian troops into the
army and his acceptance of the oracular response that he was Ammon’s son —which implied also
the rejection of his true father, Philip— all served to alienate the Macedonian soldiery. Since neither
Achaemenids nor Greeks believed in a double fatherhood, in order to explain the topic we will refer
to the Egyptian tradition. The second point to be considered in our presentation is Alexander’s
deification. We know from the historical sources that in 324, in Babylon, Alexander claimed for his
deification the epithet aníketos. It is our intention to demonstrate the probably Egyptian origin of
the epithet aníketos. In order to explain the deep relationship between the conqueror and Egypt, we
should go back to the Macedonian conquest of the land (332 BC), taking into consideration
Alexander’s Egyptian royal protocol and the affair of his divine origin.
Concerning the third point of our presentation, we will take into account Alexander’s last desire.
According to Curtius Rufus, Diodorus and Justin, Alexander, dying in Babylon, wanted to be buried
at Siwa. According to W.W. Tarn, Alexander’s wish is not believable since it would be due to
Ptolemy’s propaganda to secure the holy relic for himself. Nevertheless, in our opinion, it is very
important to consider the desire of the Macedonian conqueror, whether truthful or not, as a
confirmation of his role as the continuer of Late-Egyptian tradition.The short stay in Egypt is very
important to understand Alexander’s behaviour during his last years, when, according to Arrian,
having no one else to fight with, he began to struggle against himself. Infact, after the defeat of
Darius III, when he became the new Great King of Asia, it seems to us that he reigned as a pharaoh,
not as Darius’s heir.

The square antechamber in the pyramid temple of Senwosret III at Dahshur
Adela F.L. Oppenheim

The Egyptian Expedition of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York has been working at the
pyramid complex of the Twelfth Dynasty Pharaoh Senwosret III at Dahshur since 1990; the site was
previously excavated by Jacques de Morgan in 1894 and 1895. A major component of the project has
been the excavation of the king’s pyramid temple, which was undertaken in the 1990, 1992-94, 1996
and 1998-2003 seasons. As is usual for these types of structures, the pyramid temple was attached
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directly to the east side of the pyramid. However, in contrast to the complex, enormous structures of
the Old Kingdom and earlier Twelfth Dynasty, Senwosret III’s structure was a modest building
approximately 15x15m. Probably in the later New Kingdom, stone robbers eager to obtain fine white
limestone completely destroyed the pyramid temple, leaving behind the structure’s mud brick
subfoundation and piles of debris from which approximately 12,000 fragments of relief decoration
have been recovered.
Study and reconstruction of the pyramid temple fragments have revealed four major decorated
groups: 1) an exterior inscription consisting of royal-name panels at the wall corners and a horizontal
line of text near the top of the wall; 2) a room that had processions of deities on all four walls; 3) an
offering chamber with offering bearers, an offering list, piled offerings, cattle slaughtering, the king
seated before an offering table, fecundity figures, deities flanking the false door and tympana with
depictions of the king interacting with deities; and 4) ritual scenes including a procession of fecundity
figures and a purification scene that originate from one or possibly two additional rooms.
Of particular interest is the deity procession, which covered all five registers on each wall of a
probably square room, a space comparable to the so-called square antechambers found in Old
Kingdom pyramid temples. The top of the north wall seems to have had a group of nine figures
representing a the “spirits” of Heliopolis, followed by Horus foremost-of-the-houses, another
Heliopolitan figure. Also included on the wall was the text of a speech six columns wide and two
registers high made to the king by the deities. Over the door that must have lead to the offering
chamber was an elaborately decorated lintel centered on the king’s cartouche. The deities depicted
in Senwosret III’s square antechamber include those that are better known such as Bastet, Heqet,
Bat, Hathor and Anubis. Other important deities are included such as Seth, but here they are identified
with epithets that are unusual or possibly unique. Finally, figures are depicted in the square
antechamber that seem to have been known only from afterlife books such as the Pyramid and Coffin
Texts and the Amduat, including Wed and “the one who struggles against the washers.”
Not only are the deities interesting because of the information they provide about late Twelfth
Dynasty religion, but many of the figures are stunning examples of the relief sculptor’s art.
Particularly beautiful are two goddesses probably carved by the same artist, which have gently
rounded cheeks, finely modeled features and the naso-labial fold that is characteristic of threedimensional sculptures of the later Twelfth Dynasty. Carefully considered details are found in such
pieces a feline goddess with small, pointed marks used to indicate whiskers and a ram-headed deity
with layered horns that give the impression that they are twisting in space. This presentation will
feature a selection of the more interesting and beautiful deities originating from Senwosret III’s
square antechamber as well as a proposed reconstruction of the chamber’s north wall. A comparison
will be drawn between Senwosret III’s square antechamber and that of Pepy II, which was
reconstructed by Gustave Jéquier. Finally, a possible rationale will be offered for the seemingly
unusual choice of deities.
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Semen ingestion and oral sex in ancient Egyptian texts
Marc Orriols-Llonch

Amongst the sexual motifs that appear in Egyptian texts copulation is one of the most recurrent ones.
It is alluded to in a very explicit manner in the sacred texts through a specific verb and it is referred
to in a more implicit manner in the profane texts by the description of the action without it being
designated by any specific verb. But Egyptian texts refer to other activities related to sexuality such
as masturbation (the act of creation) or the ingestion of semen and oral sex, these last two hardly
ever studied and the reason for this communication. In the texts two types of ingestion of semen are
alluded to, one of them involving sexual contact and the other one not. In the first case, the semen
gets by chance in the mouth of an individual, male or female, who then usually gets pregnant. Two
examples of this can be found in The Condending of Horus and Seth (pChester Beatty I, rº 11’10)
where Seth ingests the semen of Horus by eating some lettuce in which the semen lay, and in the tale
of The Two Brothers (pOrbiney 18’3-18’5), where the king’s wife ingests a Persea splinter as simile
to the semen. Another example, this one in the sacred context, is documented in the creational process
of the god Atum who, after masturbating ingests his own semen only to spit it afterwards and creating
Shu and Tefnut by doing so (CT 77 II, 18 b-e).
In the case of semen ingestion with sexual contact, the action is expressed by means of a specific
verb. At least two verbs are used in this context. One of them is nwH (Wb. II, 224,1) which according
to most of the scholars refers to an undetermined sexual act or to the act of copulation, but which
Goedicke (JARCE 6, 1967, p. 101) relates to oral sex by means of its homophony with the verb
which means “ to drink“ (Wb. II,224, 3-6). This verb is documented in two passages with very
different purposes: in the negative confession of the Book of the Dead (BD 125, 27) it appears as
a homosexual act whereas in an Hymn to Ptah (pBerlin 3048, 8`8) it does so as a creational act. The
other verb is xnp (Wb. III, 291,1), translated by different dictionaries as “receiving (semen)” but
without specifying the means of the action. A detailed study, both etymological and semantic, shows
that the verb refers to the absorption of semen by oral means. On the one hand, it is in fact, a verb
homophone to another verb that also means “to drink“ (Wb. III, 291,2) and on the other hand the
use of the determinative D19 remits to an action performed with the head. The presence of the verb
in a passage where the copulation between Isis and Osiris is described (Louvre Stele C286, 16)
suggests that one of the manners in which Horus was conceived was an oral means, being understood
that Isis ingests the semen of Osiris in order to conceive. The ingestion of semen and oral sex were
not regarded as bad actions by ancient Egyptians and in the mythic or literary texts they lead, in most
of the cases, to conception. It is only in one case that oral sex has a negative connotation, but this
negativity does not apply to the act per se but to the individual upon whom it is acted, a nk.kw, that
is to say, literally “one that has been repeatedly copulated“, which refers to a homosexual act and
therefore an infertile one.
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Egyptian finds from Mycenaean chamber tombs at Mycenae
Helene Palaiologou

Egyptian imported items of the 14th and early 13th centuries BC were found at Mycenae, either at
the acropolis or in chamber tombs. All these finds present a special interest for the relations in the
Mediterranean world and their social acceptance by the Mycenaeans. Among others, a scarab with
a “cartouche” of Amenhotep III was found in a chamber tomb, while faience plaques with the same
cartouche are known from the acropolis. We also examine an alabastron vase, faience beads, a
conroid presenting at the same time their mycenaean context.

Egyptian blue in Egypt and beyond: the Near East and the Aegean
Marina Panagiotaki, M. Tite, Y. Maniatis

Egyptian blue frit is one of the three so-called “vitreous materials” of antiquity, the other two being
faience and glass. It is coloured blue throughout and unlike faience is without any glaze layer. It is
a multicomponent material whose colour is due to the presence of calcium-copper tetrasilicate
crystals (CaCuSi4O10). It may have been first manufactured in Egypt during the Old Kingdom (ca.
2613-2181 BC).112 Its existence in Mesopotamia is almost contemporary,113 while in the Aegean it
appeared at the very end of the third millennium or the beginning of the second.114 It was more
extensively used during the Late Bronze Age and it is one of the vitreous materials that survived into
the Graeco-Roman period.
There is no direct textual information on Egyptian Blue in ancient written sources in Egypt or
the Near East, but the material referred to as artificial lapis lazuli (against genuine or fine) might
have been Egyptian Blue frit.115 The word ku-wa-no (PY TA 714) in the Linear B tablets may have
been the kyanos of Homer (Iliad, XI 24, 35; Odyssey, XII 87) and hence again possibly Egyptian
Blue frit. Theophrastus (On Stones, VIII. 8, 55, 4th century BC) referred to kyanos as a natural and
a manufactured kind, the latter being Egyptian Blue frit, while Vitruvius (Die Architectura VII. 11,
1st century BC), recorded the ingredients and the whole procedure followed to manufacture
caeruleum, which again is Egyptian Blue frit.
Egyptian blue frit was produced by firing a mixture of quartz, lime, a copper compound and a
small amount of alkali flux at about 900-1000ºC.116 The resulting frit consists of calcium-copper
tetrasilicate crystals and partially reacted quartz particles that, in the unweathered state are bonded
together by glass phase. The colours vary from a dark to a pale blue. The dark blue is associated with
coarse-textured frit (i.e., larger calcium-copper tetrasilicate crystals) such as typically results from
the primary production from raw materials, whereas the pale blue is associated with finer-texture
frits which results from grinding the coarse-textured frit, reforming the resulting powder into small
objects, and refiring to a lower temperature. Vitruvius (Die Architectura VII.11) referred to the raw
material as made into balls, placed in clay pots and fired in the kiln and such balls have been found
in an excavation at the Aegean island of Kos, dating to the 3rd century BC.117 During the Bronze Age,
however, the raw material was made into round cakes often similar to the glass ingots recovered
from the Uluburun shipwreck.118
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In this paper we shall try to trace the possible production centres of Egyptian Blue frit during
the Bronze Age, basing our arguments on the results of analytical work performed on Egyptian blue
frit in the form of lumps or cakes as well as artefacts from the Aegean and Israel. A particular
question is whether Egyptian blue frit was produced in Egypt and/or the Near East from where it
was imported into Minoan Crete and the Mycenaean mainland as primary lumps or cakes for local
use both as a pigment and for the production of small objects, or whether the frit was made on Crete
and the Greek mainland from locally available raw materials. Analysis of Egyptian Blue frit from
Crete (dating from the 19th century BC onwards) suggests that a mixed alkali flux (i.e., flux
containing comparable amounts of soda and potash) was used in its manufacture whereas, in both
Egypt and the Near East, a soda rich flux was used.119 Therefore, it seems probable that Egyptian
Blue frit was being produced in Crete from locally available raw materials. Analysis of Egyptian blue
frit from the Mycenaean mainland (14th-11th century BC), indicates the use of a soda rich alkali.
However, the unusually coarse texture of Mycenaean Egyptian Blue frit, with considerable surviving
unreacted copper, differs from frit produced in Egypt and the Near East. Since soda rich alkali is
available on the Greek mainland, it is probable that Egyptian Blue frit was produced on the
Mycenaean mainland from locally available raw materials. The Aegean thus may have played a
vital role in the production of Egyptian Blue frit during the Bronze Age.

Urban environments - new evidence from Amarna
Eva Panagiotakopulu

Reconstructions of living conditions in Pharaohic Egypt tend to give a rather clinical view of the
cities. Fossil insect studies from the house of the king’s chief charioteer Ra-Nefer’s at Amarna, where
desiccated organic deposits were found sealed beneath the house floor, provide us with a wealth of
new information on conditions and activities in New Kingdom urban Egypt. Finds include large
numbers of house flies, grain pests, a bed bug and dates with insect attack. The dumping of garbage
into any abandoned plot, no matter how temporary, will be familiar to anyone working in the close
packed cities of the Near and Middle East, where garbage disposal is always a problem. In contrast,
lower class environments are hinted at in the Workmen’s Village, on the edge of the desert, where
ectoparasites and pests of stored products are supplemented by evidence from the surrounding
environment. The implication is of a more vegetated landscape. Further work from Amarna will
provide more intricate information on health, hygiene and urban environments and will parallel the
evidence recently excavated from the cemetery of the poor. Similar studies are required on other
urban deposits in Egypt to enable the entomological history of urban environments to be written.
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Mineralogical characterisation of limestone from the Great Pyramids and
limestone quarries along the Nile [poster]
Manolis Pantos, Karen Exell, Winfried Kocklemann, Zsolt Karsstofsky,
Mark Ellis and Bob Billsborrow

The great pyramids of Giza, the first and only surviving of the 7 wonders of the ancient world, have
been silent witnesses of mankind’s technological prowess for 5 millennia. The building material
falls into 3 general categories: a) The core blocks forming the steps visible today and lining internal
corridors and chambers, b) granite or other hard stones used for special purposes and c) the stones
dressing the outside surface, referred to as the casing stones. Today these casing stones can be seen
only on the top part of one of them, the Chephren pyramid. It has been a long-standing assumption
that the core blocks and the casing stones have been extracted from quarries from or near the Giza
plateau, with the finer material for the casing stones transported by boat from across the Nile where
the limestone quarries of Tura and Mokattam are located, in the outskirts of Cairo. Published data
obtained using physical techniques are rather limited in scope and information content.
In this paper we focus our attention on the possible sources for the casing stones. We have used
synchrotron X-ray, neutron and other techniques to analyse the mineralogical content of ancient
casing stone samples, four of which are from a small collection at the Manchester Museum and
another small handful from other sources. We have compared the data with geological limestone
samples from quarries all along the Nile basin. The data show some important, we think, variations
in mineralogical composition. Our preliminary analysis of powders and small sections indicate that
the mineralogical composition of the ancient samples shows significant variations in content of
marker phases, such as ankerite, sepiolite, palygorskite and gypsum. Similarly, comparison of data
from the ancient samples with quarry samples shows significant differences in mineralogical content,
not altogether consistent with the Tura/Mokkatam provenance view. Although the sampling statistics
are lamentably small when the quantity of samples at our disposal is compared to the volume of the
three Giza pyramids, the data we have collected over the last five years lead us to the conclusion
that the time has come to take a fresh look at issues concerning the provenance of the pyramid
stones, whether casing or core stones, from the outer surface of the pyramids or from the inside
corridors and chambers.

De l’influence de la langue de la seconde phase sur l’égyptien de tradition
d’époque Gréco-romaine
Aurélie Paulet

Outre les différentes phases relevant de l’évolution naturelle de leur langue, les Egyptiens de
l’Antiquité ont aussi pratiqué, du moins à l’écrit, des langues reconstruites artificiellement sur base
de traits de langue plus anciens que ceux de la langue vernaculaire de leur époque. Ces langues,
regroupées par les égyptologues sous l’étiquette “égyptien de tradition”, “Late Middle Egyptian” ou
encore “Spätmittelägyptisch”, constituaient, de par leur caractère archaïsant, des marques
sacrilisantes, et étaient dès lors surtout utilisées dans les inscriptions religieuses, royales et funéraires
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(voir à ce sujet les divers articles de PASCAL VERNUS). L’état de langue à l’imitation duquel a été
conçu l’égyptien de tradition serait l’égyptien de la première phase (ancien égyptien et moyen
égyptien), considéré par les Egyptiens comme la langue de la création, la langue de la “première
fois”, et donc apte à conférer un caractère sacrilisant aux textes. Plusieurs auteurs ayant étudié des
textes en égyptien de tradition notent cependant la présence d’éléments relevant de la langue de la
seconde phase (néo-égyptien, démotique et copte) au sein de ces textes (voir les études de ÅKE
ENGSHEDEN, KARL JANSEN-WINKELN, PETER DER MANUELIAN, JACQUELINE LUSTMAN, etc).
L’analyse des composantes diachroniques de l’égyptien de tradition figurant sur les parois des
temples d’époque gréco-romaine ayant spécialement suscité peu d’intérêt jusqu’à présent, c’est plus
particulièrement à cet état de langue que je m’attacherai. Les exemples qui illustreront mon propos
seront issus des textes du temple de la déesse Opet à Karnak, dont la majorité des inscriptions datent
soit du règne de Ptolémée VIII soit de l’époque augustéenne. En me fondant sur un dépouillement
exhaustif des textes du temple publiés à ce jour (par Constant De Wit), je tenterai de déterminer
l’ampleur de l’influence de la langue de la seconde phase sur ces inscriptions, et, lorsque des formes
ou des emplois empruntés à différents stades de la diachronie coexistent au sein d’un ensemble de
textes chronologiquement homogène, j’essaierai de voir quels facteurs (le genre du texte,
l’emplacement de l’inscription dans le temple, etc) ont pu avoir une influence sur le choix de telle
ou telle forme ou sur telle ou telle utilisation d’un morphème. Différents éléments, relevant des
domaines morphologique, syntaxique, sémantique ou phonétique, seront brièvement analysés au
cours de cet exposé : les pronoms personnels, la conjugaison suffixale à l’accompli, les constructions
pseudo-verbales avec Hr et l’infinitif, le morphème iw, ainsi que quelques graphies résultant de
changements phonétiques. Pour terminer, j’examinerai la morphologie du pseudo-participe, qui
n’est muni des désinences classiques qu’à certaines personnes, et je tenterai de déterminer si les
désinences non-classiques apparaissant dans le corpus présentent des affinités avec celles du pseudoparticipe néo-égyptien ou démotique.

La situation politique de Tanis sous la 25ème dynastie
Frédéric Payraudeau

Les recherches récentes concernant la domination koushite en Égypte montrent que l’assise du
pouvoir de la 25ème dynastie était probablement plus restreinte qu’on ne le pense, surtout à partir
du règne de Taharqa. Ce n’est que sous Shabaka et Shabataka que les rois du Sud sont durablement
reconnus en Basse Egypte. Le réexamen de certains documents concernant Tanis sous la domination
koushite permette de faire le point sur la situation politique de cette ville à cette époque. Ancienne
capitale de la 22ème dynastie, la ville, surnommée “Thèbes du Nord” ne semble pas perdre son
importance politique. Elle redevient même le siège d’une royauté, à un moment qu’il conviendra de
préciser. Cette dynastie, dont l’existence avait été entrevue par le fouilleur de Tanis, Pierre Montet,
n’est apparemment pas enregistrée dans les Aegyptiaca de Manéthon, absence sur laquelle il faudra
s’interroger. Il apparaît que ces rois, attestés par une vingtaine de documents tout au plus, ont régné
à Tanis pendant le règne même de Taharqa. Cette situation n’est pas sans rappeler celle de Saïs à la
même période, avec l’avènement de la 26ème dynastie sous le roi Tefnakht. Il s’agit donc de dresser,
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à partir de la documentation, la liste des souverains tanites du début du VIIème siècle avant J.-C.:
Un Pétoubastis (mais lequel?), Néferkarê, Chepsesrê Gemenefkhonsoubak et un Horus Séânkhtaouy,
voire d’autres personnages mal connus. Cet inventaire permettra de mesurer l’extension de leur
autorité en Basse Egypte, de Tanis à Memphis en passant par Athribis. L’émergence de ce pouvoir
local n’a sans doute pas été sans conséquences sur la situation de la 25ème dynastie, notamment en
matière de politique extérieure étant donnée la position stratégique qu’occupe Tanis. Cependant, si
cette dynastie tanite apparaît comme un contre-pouvoir face au rois napatéens, ses réalisations tant
artistiques qu’onomastiques montrent qu’elle se fond parfaitement dans le paysage “archaïsant”
caractéristique de la période. Enfin, on se penchera sur les conditions de la fin de cette indépendance
tanite au milieu du VIIème sècle, entre les invasions assyriennes, le retrait koushite et le début du
règne de Psammétique Ier, le pharaon réunificateur de Saïs.

Who is the sage talking about? Neferti and the Egyptian sense of history
José-Ramón Pérez-Accino

The discourse of Neferty is one of Egyptian literary works received more succesfuly judging by the
number of preserved copies or fragments. This study presents a possible reason for this, since the
words of Neferty before king Snefru adopt a structure and a meaning beyond the mere prophecy of
the arrival of the founder of the Middle Kingdom Amenemhat I. An examination of verbal forms in
the text, specially sDm=f, sDm.n=f and iw=f r sDm, seem to indicate a deliberate ambiguity in the
expression of time. The discourse, therefore, may refer both to future, as is the case of the already
mentioned prophecy when produced from the Old Kingdom referring to Amenemhat I, and to a
distant past defined in several passages in such terms as to be defined as primeval. The accurate
description of chaos and disaster brought to Snefru by Neferty adjusts well to the stereotyped
interpretation of First Intermediate Period in Middle Kingdom literature. It also can be applied to a
situation of chaos such as the one conceivable in the time prior to the arrival of the first king at the
beginning of Egyptian monarchy who effectively put an end to such situation. The reign of Snefru
occupies a central chronological position between the original foundation of the Egyptian monarchy
and the prophesized arrival of the saviour founder of the Middle Kingdom. These could constitute
a good reason for its choice as a scenario for the story. The discourse of Neferty presents an internal
structure in which historical time seems to be expressed through several verbal forms containing the
xpr verb conforming a cycle. This cycle oscillates between the primeval chaos prior to the beginning
of monarchy and the chaos of the First Intermediate Period with the reign of Snefru as a middle point
representing a golden era. The historical metaphor is completed with the treatment of the future
saviour, Ameny. His appearance in the text is also chronologically ambivalent since the description
and the information provided can be of application not only to Amenemhat I as founder of the
Middle Kingdom but also to the founder of the Egyptian monarchy, Menes. This metaphorical
comparison established between the two figures is based not only in the logical similarity of
historical functions but also in the homophony of both names. The use of Menes or Menas instead
of Amenemhat can be illustrated with other examples. The whole of the discourse of Neferty appears
thus as a riddle to be solved by the reader. This is expressed in the final lines in which Neferty
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closes his ambivalent vision with a particularly ambiguous use of the verb xpr, again to be taken as
an expression either of past or future. Comparison between the primeval past before the first king
and chaos before the arrival of Amenemhat I allows the expression of a particular idea of historical
time and the use of metaphors illustrating a particular conception of time. This would constitute an
early mention of Menes as the founder of the Egyptian monarchy.

The Necropolis of First Intermediate Period/early Middle Kingdom
at Ehnasya el Medina (Herakleopolis Magna).
Excavations 2004-2007
Carmen Pérez-Die

Between 2004-2007 the work of the Spanish Archaeological Mission concentrated on the southern
area of the necropolis at Ehnasya-el Medina (Herakleopolis Magna) where the Fisrt Intermediate
Period/early Middle Kingdom tombs were constructed alosg “streets”, running from east to west.
The stone chambers, some of wich were decorated with paintings, and the mud brick chambers are
usually filled with rubble and burned earth indicating that they have been exposed to fire. Indeed,
some of the tombs have been destroyed and there is evidence that the destruction was deliberate.
In 2004-2007 excavations several tombs complexes has been revealed and this presentation will be
concentrated on the most important of these. The stratigraphy and the pottery study made by B.
Bader in 2006 has demonstrated that one stratum of Old Kingdom is under the necropolis of the
First Intermediate Period/ early Middle Kingdom.

“Hundsköpfige Götter”: Die Griechen in Ägypten und der Tierkult
Stefan Pfeiffer

Das erste, was einem Griechen beim Kontakt mit Ägypten auffallen musste, war die dortige hohe
Wertschätzung des Tieres. Die Darstellungen tierköpfiger Götter in den Tempeln sind auch für den
heutigen Betrachter noch allgegenwärtig, und ausgedehnte Friedhöfe mumifizierter Tiere zeugen
von dem enormen finanziellen Aufwand, der im kultisch-funerären Kontext um sie betrieben wurde.
Die griechisch-lateinische Literatur schildert die ägyptische Tierverehrung fast durchweg negativ.
Im auffälligen Gegensatz dazu steht die Förderung der einheimischen Tierkulte durch Griechen und
Makedonen im Lande selbst, nachdem es ein hellenistisches Königreich geworden war. Unter den
Ptolemäern erhielten diese Kulte eine bis dahin nie dagewesene Aufmerksamkeit. Es entsteht also
der Eindruck, dass die Griechen in Ägypten der Verehrung tiergestaltiger Götter durchaus zugetan
waren. Sucht man jedoch nach konkreten Zeugnissen privater Hinwendung von Nichtägyptern zu
den Tierkulten des Landes, so ergeben sich Probleme. So lässt sich keinesfalls sagen, dass die
Herrscher selbst von den einheimischen Kulten überzeugt gewesen sein müssen —deren Förderung
könnte ebenso Ergebnis einer Innenpolitik sein, die auf eine Befriedung der Bevölkerung abzielte.
Wenn wiederum griechische Funktionäre die Tierkulte durch Stiftungen unterstützten, dann vertritt
die Forschung die Ansicht, dass sie dies ebenfalls nicht aus Überzeugung taten, sondern um die
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Politik der Herrscher weiterzutragen und um diesen Loyalität zu erweisen. In dem Vortrag soll
deshalb nach epigraphischen Zeugnissen gefragt werden, die belegen könnten, dass Griechen sich
auch in ihrer privaten Frömmigkeit der Verehrung von Tiergöttern zugewandt haben.

Egyptian amethyst in Mycenaean Greece
Jacke S. Phillips

That Egyptian material has been imported into the Bronze Age Aegean has long been demonstrated
by the recovery of the objects themselves. Most have been found on the island of Crete, in contexts
as early as the MM IIA cultural phase (generally contemporary with Dynasties II-IV). However, a
surprising number of artefacts also have been recovered on the Greek mainland, the earliest contexts
being much later in date. The majority of material is from the site of Mycenae in the Argolid, but
others are found in widely disparate areas of the mainland and more are recovered annually. The
present author is collating and cataloguing the Egyptian material found in the Bronze Age mainland,
and attempting to identify any ‘egyptianising’ material in the same region and period. The latter
includes both indigenous Helladic material, as well as that produced elsewhere in the Aegean or in
the Mediterranean world and then imported to the mainland where it was ultimately found. The
ultimate aim is to consider the degree to which the mainland was influenced by Egyptian material
culture and iconography, whether first hand or through intermediaries, and what aspects of it the
Mycenaeans considered relevant to themselves.
Amethyst stone is one focus of Mycenaean attention. Considerable quantities of the stone, both
as raw material and as finished Egyptian artefacts, have been recovered over a wide expanse of the
Greek mainland, mostly as jewellery elements of one form or another. In colour, the stone ranges
from very dark purple through near-colourless, and its quality from excellent to very poor. Both
imported Egyptian and indigenous Mycenaean artefacts have been recovered, as have also objects
originating elsewhere in the eastern Mediterranean, including Minoan Crete. The origin of most
objects, chiefly spherical beads, cannot be determined with any degree of certainty as no direct
analysis of the stone itself has attempted to pinpoint its specific origin, although more than likely
the vast majority of the amethyst stone on mainland Greece would have originated from Egypt.
Multiple individual pieces have been recovered in the larger “elite” tombs, whilst fewer or even
single examples are found in less wealthy graves. Some pieces are not amethyst, but rather obvious
deliberate substitutes for the stone in another material. This paper will examine some Egyptian and
“egyptianising” objects in amethyst recovered in the Mycenaean world, as well as other artefacts
of unique character, and will discuss some of the inferences and conclusions that may be drawn
from the evidence they present.
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Principles of decoration:
concept and style in the mastaba of Mereruka at Saqqara
Gabriele Pieke

The mastaba of Mereruka at the Teti-Cemetery of Saqqara is one of the most important tombs of the
Old Kingdom. The layout of the architecture presents three different sections for Mereruka, his wife
Watetkhether and some smaller chambers generally attributed to their son Meryteti. Besides this
the mastaba is of vital importance due to the high number of decorated chambers and innumerable
motives, some newly defined for the very first time. Traditionally, illustrations and texts are recorded
only descriptively in scholarly publications. Evaluations concerning composition, visual concepts,
style, relief, and painting techniques as well as the “Rezeptionsästhektik” (“aesthetics effect”) are
rarely to be found, even though the visual communication and its numerous meanings play a decisive
role especially for the layout of relief and painting. The analysis of a representative elite tomb of
the Sixth Dynasty, the mastaba of the vizier Mereruka at Saqqara, exemplifies the possibilities of a
detailed description of form and style. “Der Betrachter ist im Bild” (‘the beholder is within the
image’) as described by the art historian Wolfgang Kemp can also be stated without doubt for
Ancient Egyptian Art. The lecture presents a discourse of images as another important key for the
understanding of Ancient Egyptian ‘pictorial language’ as well as the semantics of tomb decoration.
Accordingly, different techniques were used to increase the visibility of relief and painting. This
was already in focus, while the wall decoration was conceptualized – an important aspect, which was
almost neglected so far in our scientific tradition. By detailed recording of the wall areas, several
artists can be distinguished, who are working next to each other in regular distances in the same
direction. Stylistic parameters like the height of the relief cut, the modelling and smoothing of relief,
and special designs of details are the underlying criteria for this analysis. The examination of the
working techniques besides the evaluation of quality in general is an important method especially
when the process of work in the tomb is concerned. With this method for example, identical sculptors
can be distinguished, who worked in several rooms of Mereruka as well as of his wife, which verifies
a simultaneous working process. Various rooms and wall designs indicate different periods of
development for the different parts within the tomb. Furthermore, the layout of chambers and walls
emphasise the semantic structure and meaning of the different parts of the tomb. This outline of the
wall scenes and group of figures is thereby based on a metric system of numbers.
As part of the layout of the complete mastaba a strong hierarchy of decoration can be detected.
Chambers in particular relevant for cultic activity and the afterlife of the deceased can be defined
outstanding in terms of quality as well as the height of the register. Especially the main cult chamber
with the false door (A 8), the room A 11 with the shaft to the burial chamber, and the pillar hall (A
13) containing the famous statue of Mereruka enshrined above an alabaster altar have to be
mentioned in this particular context. Moreover, the size of the main figures refers to the importance
of the different areas within the tomb: first Mereruka, then his wife Watetkhether and in the end area
C of the tomb, which belongs to one of Mereruka’s sons. Furthermore, an accurate examination of
the depicted persons refers —amongst others— to Memi, the eldest son. He is included in some
important themes and is emphasized as the main cult provider for his father. In spite of younger
publications of the section C of the tomb, the original ownership of these chambers is still not
convincingly proved. Considering the complete decoration of the mastaba it can be speculated, that
this part of the tomb has been originally built for the eldest son of Mereruka, the previously
mentioned Memi.
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An archaeometric data base for archaic Greek faiences and Late Period
Egyptian faiences (VII-VIth . s B.C.): the determination of workshops
Genevieve Pierrat-Bonnefois
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Excavating in Rhodes en 1861-1863, AUGUSTE SALZMANN discovered a large amount of faience
artefacts, now mainly in the Louvre Museum and in the British Museum. A Louvre temporary
exhibition in 2005 revealed the wealth of its collection of archaic Greek faiences: small
anthropomorphic bottles, aryballoi, alabastra, votives statuettes, spoons in form of a swimming girl,
etc. These objects has been already a matter of extensive studies, according to the classic methods
of art historians, by eminent specialists: F. VON BISSING, V. WEBB et G. HÖLBL. These small artefacts,
widely spread through the Mediterranean world, have not been yet securely linked to well localized
workshops. Some workshops are supposed to have existed in Rhodes, but have not been discovered
till now.
These studies of the 40’s and the 80’s focused on the typology of the forms and decorations, of
Greek or Egyptian style. The material itself, a siliceous faience, comes from the old Oriental and
Egyptian ceramic tradition, unknown in mainland Greece formerly. For BISSING, the ideal context
for this introduction of the faience technique in the Greek world was the meeting of Egyptians and
Greeks in Egypt, in the city of Naukratis. This well-known trading post for the Greeks from the
Islands, from 620 B.C. on, celebrated by its excavator W.F. PETRIE as an important industrial area,
became a frequent reference for the production place of the Greek archaic faiences, without any
archaeological proof. In the meantime, a complex circulation of small faience artefacts of Egyptian
influence: scarabs, amulets, figurines and vessels, called aegyptiaca, seems to follow the Phoenician
traffic in its different places around the Mediterranean Sea. Rhodes is among them.The study of
these aegyptiaca, searched in museums with perseverance by G. HÖLBL, is consequently in close
relation with the study of archaic Greek faiences.
Therefore, in the complete ignorance of the real production places, the knowledge of these
faiences remains a matter full of unanswered questions: what is precisely Egyptian-, Rhodian-, and
Phoenician made? Is the presence of a royal Egyptian cartouche a signature of Egyptian origin?
Where the so-called “New Year flasks” come from? G. HÖLBL, in 1987, set the question in these
words: “We know of four production groups of Egyptian type faience late Egyptian, including
Naukratis, Rhodian-Greek, East Phoenician, West-Phoenician-Punic. For a more detailed
classification and in order to assign dubious pieces on the basis of their composition, scientific
analysis is essential. The rich and diverse faience from Rhodes seems to offer a promising field for
investigation” (HÖLBL, “Typology of form and material in classifying small aegyptiaca in the
Mediterranean during archaic times: with special reference to faience found on Rhodian sites”,
Early vitreous faience, British Museum Publication, London 1987) To endeavour a real progress in
this matter, an archaeometric program has been built up, associating the Louvre Museum (Egyptian
Department, Greek, Etruscan and Roman Department) with the Centre de Recherche et de
Restauration des Musées de France. In addition to the so-called Greek faiences (from Rhodes but
also Italy), we gathered exclusively Egyptian artefacts, not produced for the export (well dated
sistrums bearing the name of Amasis), groups with a local provenience (scarabs from Naukratis,
objects from Kôm el Hisn), and finally the heteroclite group of the New Year flasks.
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These groups, worked out on typological or archaeological grounds, are submitted to analysis
in order to be either confirmed, or specified, or subdivided, or invalidated. Besides, there is no
certitude that a common technology is the proof of a common workshop. Anyhow, we expect that
formerly invisible associations, new or already suspected, will be revealed by the new data of
material and glaze components and structures, through a rich corpus of 140 objects.

Lampes Isiaques De La Cote Égeenne D’Asie Mineure
Jean-Louis Podvin

Les cultes isiaques dédiés à Isis, Sérapis et Harpocrate notamment constituent un témoignage
intéressant des échanges culturels et religieux entre l’Egypte et le monde grec. Apparus à partir de
l’époque hellénistique, ils se prolongent au cours de l’Empire romain. Les dieux ont changé
d’iconographie et apparaissent comme hellénisés. Leurs fonctions ont elles aussi évolué. Parmi les
traces de ces cultes figurent les lampes décorées de motifs isiaques. V. Tran tam Tinh a ainsi étudié
l’importante collection de lampes du musée d’Alexandrie. Nous voudrions dans cette étude montrer
quels sont les motifs iconographiques des lampes retrouvées le long de la côte égéenne d’Asie
mineure, en y associant les îles situées à proximité, pour voir s’ils sont les mêmes que sur les
égyptiennes, ou si au contraire les cités grecques de cet espace ont su créer de nouveaux motifs et
les imposer sur leur “marché”.

Milch einer Frau, die einen Knaben geboren hat
Tanja Pommerening

Bereits zur Zeit des Neuen Reiches gerät das Horuskind in der Konstellation mit seiner Mutter Isis
in einen medizinischen Kontext. Das in den medizinischen Papyri überlieferte magische Spruchgut
läßt Isis als Zauberin erscheinen, die ihren Sohn beispielsweise vor Skorpionen, Schlangen oder
Verbrennungen schützt. Gestützt auf diese mythologischen Präzedenzfälle werden bestimmte
Heilmittel auf magische Weise mit Wirkkraft versehen. Eines dieser Heilmittel ist “Milch einer
Frau, die einen Knaben geboren hat”.
Bemerkenswerterweise findet man diese Droge auch im historischen Kontinuum der koptischen,
griechisch-römischen und arabischen Heilkunde sowie in der mittelalterlichen und frühmodernen
Medizin des lateinischen Europa. Ob ihr Vorkommen in der älteren ägyptischen Heilkunde in eben
diesem Kontinuum kausal zu verorten ist, wird die zentrale Frage dieses Vortrags sein. Zwar ist
bislang der Nachweis eines generellen, d.h. die interkulturelle Tradierung zumindest größerer
Textabschnitte aufweisenden, altägyptischen Einflusses auf die medizinische Literatur
Griechenlands —und hier insbesondere auf das Corpus Hippocraticum— nicht gelungen. Inhaltliche
Übereinstimmungen in manchen Bereichen sind jedoch bereits wissenschaftlich beschrieben
worden; sie machen die Hypothese, dass auch die arzneiliche Droge “Milch einer Frau, die einen
Knaben geboren hat” im Weg einer mündlichen Überlieferung aus Ägypten in die sog. “klassische”
Antike eingewandert sei, plausibel. Mittels naturwissenschaftlicher, sprachwissenschaftlicher,
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philologischer sowie medizin- und kulturgeschichtlicher Methoden wird diese Hypothese überprüft
und das Heilmittel “Milch einer Frau, die einen Knaben geboren hat” in seiner stets eigenen
kulturellen Einbettung vorgestellt. Ausgangspunkt dieser Untersuchung sind Teilergebnisse des von
der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) finanzierten Projekts “Die medizinischen Rezepte
Altägyptens in ihrem transdisziplinären Kontext philologisch, kulturhistorisch und pharmakologisch
betrachtet”. Die detaillierte Einzelbetrachtung nur des einen Heilmittels “Milch …” wird durch die
Mitarbeit im Mainzer Sonderforschungsbereichs 295 “Kulturelle und sprachliche Kontakte:
Prozesse des Wandels in historischen Spannungsfeldern Nordafrikas/Westasiens” und hier
insbesondere des Teilprojekts B.8 “Kindgötter in Tempel und Siedlung: Vom ägyptischen Götterkind
zum multikulturellen Heilsbringer” ermöglicht.

The archaeological site of Oxyrhynchus (El-Bahnasa), Egypt:
the Saite Tomb nº 14
Esther Pons Mellado

The Saite tomb nº 14 is situated in the Upper Necropolis of Oxyrhynchus and was discovered in
2002. For four years we have been working in this area and the result has been very satisfactory. The
tomb was built with very big stone blocks and actually has eleven rooms, some of them with vaulted
roofs, although one part is destroyed and perhaps it was bigger. Without any doubt the most
interesting rooms both in archaeological and in historical terms are the 4, 6 and 7 because they are
given great quantity of funerary objects. Inside the room nº 4 or offering room, we found close to
the west well, three stone canopic jars, one of fayenze, many plates and small jars of clay, several
small jars of libation and a big pot and inside, more of 30 bronze sculptures of Osiris some of them
with remains gold leaf. Unfortunately the room didn’t have the north wall or roof.
The room nº 6 is a small complete funerary chamber of 3.5 m. with a vaulted roof with three
levels. The thieves had made a small hole in the top of the entrance. Inside this room we found
many funerary objects of very high quality and remains, very destroyed, of the owner. We found
eight alabaster canopic jars with the organs of the deceased and with lids in the form of the four sons
of Horus. All the canopic jars had inscriptions: four of them alluded to the owner, a woman, Tadiher;
more than four hundred ushebtis without inscriptions and ten of them with inscriptions in the back
with the name of Tadiher; many remains of gold leaf and cartonnage with many colours, red, blue,
white, black; a wood coffin totally destroyed; a big jar of clay and remains of potteries. The other
set of four canopic jars made reference to a man, Pedineith, but in the beginning we did not know
who was he, because we had only the body of a mummy and was a woman. But when we stared to
dig in the funerary room nº 7, in front of this room, we found the answer. The funerary room nº 7
is a bigger chamber, enough high and has complety the west wall. Because of this we know that in
the past this room had a vaulted roof. In this wall we found an inscription about the connection
between Tadiher and Pedineith. They were mother and son. But, in this room we found too the
anthropoid sarcophagus of Pedineith. It is a very nice and big stone coffin with a large inscription
around the box and a cover with inscriptions and relief scenes of Isis, Neith, and Horus. The
inscriptions alluded too to Pedineith, son of Tadiher, Priest of..., son of Ouah-ib-Re…,. In this
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inscriptions we can read two times the name of the old city of Oxyrhynchus, Per-Medyed. The coffin
was open and inside of it we found a mummy very destroyed and many faience beads and stone and
cornelian amulets of Isis, Horus, and Dyed-pillar.

The Offering of Liquids in Egyptian religious ritual
Mu-Chou Poo

Studies of Egyptian rituals tend to concentrate on individual rituals, rituals related to a certain deity,
or rituals in a certain temple. This study takes a different approach and proposes to discuss the
significance of the offering of liquids (including wine, milk, beer and water) in Egyptian funerary
and temple rituals. First the individual offering rituals will be discussed. I shall study the individual
offerings by examining their religious, economic, technological and sociological significance, in
order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the role of each liquid in Egyptian society.
Next I shall compare the liturgical texts used in these rituals, and see how they are similar or different
from each other. The liturgical texts are taken from offering scenes on temple walls, mainly of the
Ptolemaic period. I shall concentrate one some key phraseologies and the typology of the texts so
as to find out the structural relationship between these texts. Based on the above results, I can finally
discuss the collective significance of the offering of liquids in the context of Egypt temple ritual and
wall decoration. This study will be a contribution to the UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology.

The antithetical interrelation between life and death
in the Pyramid Texts and the Coffin Texts
Joanna Popielska-Grzybowska

The author of the paper will attempt to scrutinise, with reference to contextual arguments, the
conception and complexity of the language of the Pyramid Texts in relation to the Coffin Texts,
treated as a religious language. To some scholarly readers of the ancient religious texts, collections
of spells such as the Pyramid Texts and the Coffin Texts seem incoherent. It will be shown, however,
how they are composed to be a coherent word-picturing of ancient Egyptian beliefs, as depicted in
the oldest religious writings. The Egyptians wrote: “Say that which is, do not say that which is not,
for conformance of words is god’s abomination” (PT spell 511 § 1160b-1161a), therefore emphasis
will be laid on the texts speaking for themselves, namely how the Egyptians put the words together
to formulate certain thoughts.
Multi-faceted interpretation of some diagnostic excerpts will be presented to show that the
composition of the Pyramid Texts was not only intentional, but also very carefully considered.
Moreover, the concept of the Pyramid Texts especially, but also the Coffin Texts, was formed on the
basis of their most crucial and significant motives —the topos of an antithetical interrelation between
life and death, as well as the topos of completeness. These two topoi were chosen for analysis based
on two facts. Firstly, life pictured in connection and correlation with death is the main topic of
human ruminations in all religious writings all over the world and over time. Secondly, the topos
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of completeness is inextricably linked and compulsory to that of life and death. Furthermore, no
conception seems to be more relevant than that which forms the foundation of the ancient Egyptian
religion.The two topoi are intermingled, penetrating each other to create an idea of an immortal
pharaoh in the Pyramid Texts. The king, who has not died “the death”, but lives “the life”. This was
later broadened and adapted as the one to be applied for the deceased of non-royal backgrounds in
the Coffin Texts.The word-portraits of the pharaoh and the god will also be scrutinised as some of
the most thought provoking and interesting notions of the ancient Egyptian religion. Furthermore,
the author of the paper will attempt to show how the two chosen topoi made a basis for the “pharaoh
myth”.
Notwithstanding the difficulties of working on a religious text, the author would like to stress
the need to study thoroughly the topoi constituting the framework within which the conception of
the Egyptian religious texts was constructed and their fluent flow from text to text. Although a range
of topoi are discussed in scholarly works by Egyptologists, usually, however (excluding ANTONIO
LOPRIENO’S, Topos und Mimesis. Zum Ausländer in der ägyptischen Literatur, ÄA 48, Wiesbaden
1988) at the margin of the main topic/topics. For analysis of the scholarly issue mentioned above
one needs to realise the specificity of the religious language as a means of expression of a magically
created reality. It is based on the assumption that religious writings do describe reality, symbolic and
archetypal, but reality nonetheless. Therefore, emphasis will be laid on the means of expression of
the religious language as used by the Egyptians to create the picture of an immortal pharaoh (or later
other deceased as well) at the head of the Imperishable Stars and the oldest and the most powerful
of the gods.

Kom Ombo et Shedbeg: temple et nécropole à l’époque Gréco-romaine
René Preys

Tout comme la plupart des centres religieux de l’Egypte, le temple de Kom Ombo entretenait des
liens importants avec la nécropole de la ville. Celle-ci n’était pas seulement composée des tombes
des habitants de la ville mais aussi des tombes des dieux-ancêtres dont le culte devait être entretenu.
L’emplacement de la nécropole de Shedbeg reste à ce jour inconnu. Pour connaître la signification
des fêtes de la nécropole le temple de Kom Ombo constitue notre unique source. Les informations
provenant des calendriers du temple Kom Ombo témoignent de deux fêtes importantes impliquant
un déplacement vers la nécropole de Shedbeg. Du 2 au 11 paophi, Haroëris, accompagné de
Tasenetneferet et de Panebtaouy, visitait la tombe de son fils Sobek pour lui apporter des offrandes.
Durant le mois de Pakhons, retournant à la nécropole, son attention se tourne vers les dieux « qui
reposent dans la butte secrète ». Bien que les deux fêtes se déroulent dans la nécropole, leur
signification diffère fortement. La fête de Paophi met l’accent sur la figure du dieu de la nécropole
qui est généralement appelé Sobek. Celui-ci peut cependant s’identifier à Rê ou à Osiris, permettant
ainsi à la théologie d’absorber les données d’autres centres théologiques (Thèbes, Dendera, Edfou).
La fête de Pakhons, par contre, met plus en valeur l’action du dieu visiteur en tant que successeur
et protecteur du dieu-ancêtre et donc comme garant de la prospérité du pays.
Les monographies du temple indiquent clairement que la visite à Shedbeg est liée au thème de
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l’union des dieux. Ceci constitue le mythe fondateur du temple car il explique la raison d’être des
deux triades à Kom Ombo. L’union des dieux est suivie de la création d’Osiris qui devient ainsi, tout
comme Sobek, le dieu résidant à Shedbeg. Ceci permet d’introduire le concept du rituel décadaire,
exécuté par Isis, à l’instar d’Isis de Philae visitant la nécropole de Biggeh. L’Isis de Kom Ombo est
de plus identifiée à Hathor de Shedbeg exécutant le rituel pour son père Rê, tout comme Hathor de
Dendera qui visite la nécropole de Behdet. Sobek, Rê et Osiris deviennent ainsi les dieux majeurs
de Shedbeg. Les scènes d’offrandes du temple procurent également un grand nombre de références
aux fêtes de la nécropole; celles-ci se trouvent principalement dans la partie antérieure du temple
et sont concentrées dans la partie gauche du temple, dédiée à Sobek. Plusieurs offrandes mentionnées
par les calendriers se retrouvent à l’intérieur du temple. Elles permettent entre autres de reconstituer
le déplacement du dieu dans le temple et de proposer l’existence d’un rituel de substitution qui avait
lieu dans la partie sud-est du temple. Le rituel décadaire en faveur des dieux morts pouvait ainsi être
exécuté sans quitter le temple.

The preliminary report of the geophysical survey of the area to the East of the
Step Pyramid, 2007 Season
Cambell R. Price

Since 2001, the Glasgow Museums Saqqara Geophysical Survey Project (SGSP) has been engaged
in producing an up-to-date archaeological and subsurface geophysical map of an interesting and
little explored area of the necropolis of Memphis at Saqqara. In 2007, the SGSP team extended the
survey to the area to the east of the Step Pyramid enclosure, north of the Unas causeway and south
of the pyramid of Userkaf. A considerable number of the structures in the Saqqara necropolis are
composed of mud brick. Geophysical surveyors are fortunate that mud brick retains magnetic
properties that contrast greatly with those of overlying sand and limestone debris. By measuring and
recording the magnetic field across the site, a plan of the underlying structures can be drawn. The
SGSP team have been developing methods and techniques in the Saqqara area since 1990, and have
found Fluxgate gradiometers, FM 18 and FM 256, designed by Geoscan Research of England, to
be ideal instruments for recording the data required.
In previous seasons a significant number of mud brick structures have been identified using
these methods. The results from the 2007 season compliment these findings and further augment the
magnetic data showing previously unrecorded subsurface features of the Saqqara necropolis. The
conclusions draw on the significance of the SGSP’s work using geophysical prospection methods
to find the best solutions for archaeological work in desert conditions, enabling excavations to be
planned in a cost-efficient and environmentally economic manner. Without undertaking excavation,
the latest findings add substantially to our knowledge of sacred landscapes at Saqqara throughout
the Pharaonic period, and provide a model for cultural resource management in Egypt today.
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Die Variation der Tradition. Modalitäten der Ritualadaption im Alten Ägypten
I. Standardrituale im Wandel - Tradierungsmuster von den Pyramidentexten
bis zur Römerzeit
Andreas Pries

Das Heidelberger Forschungsvorhaben „Die Variation der Tradition. Modalitäten der Ritualadaption
im Alten Ägypten“ ist seit Juli 2006 Teil eines mehrere Fakultäten umfassenden
Sonderforschungsbereiches „Ritualdynamik“. Die Leitung des ägyptologischen Teilprojekts obliegt
Prof. Dr. J.F. QUACK. Das Vorhaben wird von seinen Mitarbeitern, L. Martzolff und A.Pries, in zwei
sich ergänzenden Vorträgen vorgestellt werden: erstens „Standardrituale im Wandel Tradierungsmuster von den Pyramidentexten bis zur Römerzeit“ (A. PRIES) und zweitens
„L’adaptation d’un rituel sur les murs d’un temple à la Période Tardive: l’exemple du rituel divin
journalier“ ( L. MARTZOLFF).
Wohl kaum eine Kulturwissenschaft kann, wie die Ägyptologie, eine Textüberlieferung von
mehreren Jahrtausenden überblicken, die zudem noch in üppiger Breite vorliegt, soweit der Fokus
sich auf Ritualtexte beschränkt. Ritualtexte unterliegenden während eines solchen Zeitraumes einer
Vielzahl von Veränderungen in ihrem Textbestand. Daneben ist gerade das Spruchgut der
Tempeltexte der griechisch-römischen Zeit geprägt durch die Montage individueller, jeweils neuer
Opfertableaus aus vorgefertigten Bausteinen. Um diese Modifikationen zu fassen, ist demgemäß
einerseits ein diachrones Vorgehen angeraten, wobei häufig und über sehr lange Zeiträume belegte
Einzelsprüche untersucht werden, welche Standardriten wie z. B. Reinigung, Räucherung,
Bekleidung etc. begleiten, andererseits ein synchrones, indem beispielsweise geprüft wird, wie man
bei der Zusammenstellung von Szenen des täglichen Tempelrituals in den Tempeln der griechischrömischen Zeit verfahren ist.
Teil I) „Standardrituale im Wandel - Tradierungsmuster von den Pyramidentexten bis zur
Römerzeit“ Richtungweisend ist zunächst die Erkenntnis, dass Veränderungen im Textbestand, die
sich zunächst schon zwangsläufig im Rahmen einer regen Kopiertätigkeit ergeben, nicht einfach als
Fehler zu verstehen sind, sondern auf ihre Aussage hinsichtlich eines gewandelten Verständnisses
der Texte geprüft werden müssen. Es werden also keine Stemmata angelegt, und die Rekonstruktion
eines Archetypus hat für die Betrachtungen keine Relevanz. Im Gegenteil, es soll gezeigt werden,
wie fehlerhafte Vorlagen durch potentiell bewusste, redaktionelle Arbeit einen von älteren Vorläufern
verschiedenen, aber kohärent verständlichen Text hervorrufen können, der letztlich dann zu einer
neuen Norm des Rituals führen kann. Im Vordergrund stehen demnach das Funktionieren der realen,
in vielen Fällen jüngeren Fassungen und ihre „Wirksamkeit“ in ihrem konkreten
Verwendungskontext. In diesem Zusammenhang lassen sich nicht nur ältere und jüngere, sondern
auch regionale oder an bestimmte Kultbereiche gebundene Lesarten isolieren.
Nicht nur vollständige Spruchgruppen sind Gegenstand der Untersuchung, sondern auch
einzelne Phrasen oder Sätze, welche man den Langfassungen von Ritualsprüchen entnommen, neu
zusammengemixt und stellenweise mit Versatzstücken anderer Herkunft verbunden hat. Gerade der
Transfer dieser Ritualversatzstücke in andere Kultkontexte verdient dabei besondere Beachtung.
Entsprechende Tradierungsmuster werden anhand von verschiedenen Textproben exemplifiziert
werden. Entnommen sind jene Proben den Pyramiden- und Sargtexten, dem Totenbuch, den
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Aufzeichnungen des täglichen Tempelrituals und des Mundöffnungsrituals. Hinzu kommen
Spruchgruppen und Versatzstücke aus verschiedenen Ritualen des Königs- und Tempelkultes sowie
speziell des Osiriskultes. Letztere werden im Rahmen dieses Vortrages insbesondere den
Stundenwachen entnommen werden.

Insights and outlooks: the Ramesside residence and its structure
Edgar B. Pusch

Between 1996 and 2003 a joint team of geophysisits (Munich) and archaeologists (Hildesheim)
scanned almost two square kilometres in the vicinity of Qantir, Markaz Faqus, Sharkija, Egypt
(Eastern Nile Delta) by Caesium-Magnetometry SMARTMAG SM4G in duo-sensor-configuration).
The mostly negative, but sometimes also positive allignements show houses, villas, palaces, temples,
magazines and not yet identified structures arranged along streets and avenues. At least five Cityquarters are discernable which are bordered by the Pelusiac Nile Branch (F02) as surveyed by JOSEPH
DORNER (Reichenau, Austria). The magnetic scan contains all features starting with surface details
down to a depth of ca. 5m including different stratigraphical layers, posing problems to
interpretation. Nevertheless the mounted and interpreted scans open a window to the structure of PiRamesse’s centre and give way to a fruitful discussion of this city’s layout in comparison to others.
The structure of the Ramesside capital and its layout will be presented and discussed. Foreign
findings will be integrated into the discussion.

Potsherd scrapers and their function at the workshops
of the residence at Piramesse
Christine Raedler

In the excavation of settlements in Egypt, the pottery finds occasionally include sherds which had
been reworked to make particular tools already in Antiquity. These sherds are distinguished by the
deliberate smoothing of the edges and also retouch in the same fashion as flint blades. As part of my
work on the DFG-Excavation project of the Pelizaeus-Museum Hildesheim at Qantir/Piramesse in
the eastern Delta, the project director Dr. E.B. PUSCH gave me the chance to study the pottery
scrapers found there. 275 potsherd scrapers were recovered in the last 30 years in the excavation
areas Q I, Q III, Q IV, and TD. With 256 pieces, the potsherd scrapers of the excavation area Q I
represent the vast majority of these, and also form a stratigraphically closed group of finds. As far
as the raw materials are concerned, given their hard-firing there was a clear and deliberate choice
in favour of the marl clays (over 80%); the Upper Egyptian marl clay II.D.02 was the most common
(51.6%). In terms of the vessel types, for the most part (92.2%) the scrapers were made from closed
forms, of which the ovoid meat jar storage vessels formed the largest part (72.6%). Within this
vessel type, the rimsherds of the meat jar were preferred, which obviously can be traced back to the
excellent “grip” offered by the thick rims of the meat jars, which is necessarily related to the use of
the tools.
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From the technological standpoint, experimental archaeology was able to throw light on the
manufacturing process of the potsherd scrapers, identifying a three stage process, originally
developed for the examination of lithics. First came the crude shaping of the best functional form
of the scraper using a percussion technique, followed by retouching the working edge, and finally
the forming of the working edge by abrasion.The stratigraphic context of the potsherd scrapers from
Q I revealed that the surface distribution included a concentration within the area of the
“multifunctional workshops”. The investigation of the altitude revealed a concentration on the level
of the thick accumulation deposits of the workshop horizon of the Stratum B/2. The functional
context for the workshops is thus that of the “Chariot garrison” of the kings Sety I and Ramesses
II. Amongst other things, the use of the scrapers in working skins was logical given the finds in
Stratum B/2: the thick humus accumulations which characterized the workshops suggest the working
of vast quantities of organic material. Experimenting with the scraping of a sheepskin confirmed that
a potsherd scraper is quite efficient for scraping the skin. To confirm the use, selected potsherd
scrapers were examined for traces of fatty acids, and these clearly revealed a high degree of fatty
acids along the working edges with mammal fat on both the inner and outer surfaces. Thus, it can
be excluded that the traces of fat were the result of the original use of the vessels, and thus they must
be related to the use of sherd as a scraper.
If one were to link these results to Egyptian representations and texts, then the leather working
scenes in the tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100) can be understood as the working of animal skins with
scrapers. In an adjacent scene, a craftsman draws a skin out of a meat jar which can be interpreted
as being part of the process of oil tanning. In the “Teaching of Khety”, large “storage vessels of nHHoil” were typical of a furnishings of a leather atelier. If one links this context with the striking
quantity of meat jar sherds found in Q I and relates this to the distributions and proportions of the
concentrations of scrapers, the ateliers of Q I must have been used for Leather production and
processing as well as the working of metal and wood. The high concentrations of meat jar sherds
and potsherd scrapers are indicators of large-scale leather production and processing within the
multifunctional workshops of Q I, which were attached to the “Chariot garrison” and served the
production and maintenance of the chariots.The material “leather” played an important role here,
as many individual parts of the chariots, and the furnishings of their horses, and the equipment of
the teams responsible for them will have been made of leather.
The examination of a seemingly ordinary tool made of recycled material allows one to
extrapolate from a functional identification and its stratigraphic context to the socio-political role
of these tools. They formed part of the “multifunctional workshops” attached to the chariot divisions
of the army and thus witnesses to the growing importance of the military use of leather production
and processing for the manufacture and maintenance of chariots and weapons. In this sense, these
scrapers become testimony to the Pharaonic demonstration of power and its maintenance, both in
terms of military necessity and prestige.
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The tomb of Akhenaten’s royal butler Ptahemwia at Saqqara
Maarten Raven

In January 2007, the joint expedition of Leiden Museum and Leiden University under the direction
of MAARTEN RAVEN and RENÉ VAN WALSEM discovered a new tomb in the New Kingdom necropolis
at Saqqara. This is situated due east of the previously found tomb of Meryneith, steward of the Aten
temple at Memphis during the reign of Akhenaten. The new tomb proved to belong to a “royal
butler, clean of hands” named Ptahemwia. Previously, this person was only known from a pilaster
in Bologna (no. 1891) and a door-jamb in the Cairo Museum (JE 8383). The tomb is built in mudbricks and has preserved a considerable part of its limestone paving, revetment, and architectural
elements. The monument consists of a rectangular enclosure of about 10.5 m wide and 16 m long.
The massive entrance gateway is followed by a courtyard with a peristyle of papyriform columns
and three chapels for the offering cult. The shaft to the subterranean tomb-chambers is situated in
the centre of the court. This has obviously been entered before, presumably in the 19th century, and
will be investigated during the 2008 season.
As always, the main interest of the tomb lies in its wall-decoration. Starting with the eastern
gateway, the door-jambs on its east side have been robbed away but those on the west side are at
least partly extant. They show a portrait of the seated tomb-owner in exquisite raised relief. The west
face of the east wall is only preserved to the north of the entrance. It is clearly unfinished and shows
artists’ sketches in red ink, lightly incised figures, and some sunk relief lines. The main scene
represented here is that of the funeral of the deceased. Similar unfinished representations cover the
adjacent east part of the north wall of the courtyard. After a gap presumably left by the removal of
the Bologna pilaster, the rest of the north wall has preserved its properly completed sunk reliefs,
which still show part of the original colours. On the right is a scene of farmers ploughing their
fields. Further left is a depiction of the tomb-owner himself, arriving at a rectangular structure with
gabled roof, presumably a tent or light pavilion. Servants inside the pavilion run to the open door,
followed by female musicians carrying a lyre, lute, and harp. At a higher level another servant pours
a drink to Ptahemwia’s wife, the songstress of Amun Maia. Thus the whole scene has the character
of a moment frozen in time and of a continuous space, filled with anecdotical episodes depicted with
great naturalism. The west half of this wall is occupied by a more formal scene of priests performing
the ritual of opening the mouth and presenting food offerings to the deceased and his wife. The
main attraction of this scene is the realistic depiction of two monkeys under the wife’s chair.
The opposite south wall of the courtyard is completely devoid of its original revetment, and
even a large part of the limestone floor of this half of the tomb has been robbed away. Small parts
have survived of the door-jambs of the north chapel, and only the base of the relief scenes in the
entrance and on the north wall of the central chapel. The chapel comprised an antechapel with two
papyriform columns and an inner sanctuary, raised by a low step in the floor and screened off by
two transverse walls. The tomb can be dated to the reign of King Akhenaten (1353-1335 BC) in view
of the peculiar technique and style of its decorations. Most of these have been executed in the
shallow sunk relief which was the favorite medium of the Amarna age. This date is confirmed by
the characteristic details of the anatomy of the persons represented. Here we should also mention
the great artistic freedom of the artists, who created a number of scenes which seem to be unique
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to this tomb. Thereby, the tomb of Ptahemwia seems to have been constructed and decorated at the
same time as the earliest phase of the neighbouring monument of Meryneith. It remains to be seen
whether the tomb of Ptahemwia, too, was decorated in successive phases. Some of the scenes in
raised relief seem to betray a slightly different stylistic character more characteristic of the reign of
Tutankhamun . We can only speculate why the reliefs on the north and east walls were never
finished. Perhaps an answer will be provided by our excavation of the subterraneran part of the
tomb, which will take place in January and February 2008.

Development of early writing in Egypt:
a palaeographic study
Ilona Regulski

The very interesting problem of the “origins” of writing is shrouded in a cloud of darkness and is
as hard to interpret as the “origins” of art, architecture, religion, and social institutions, to name
only a few of the important aspects of early civilizations. It would be unthinkable even to try to
sketch the history of writing without taking into consideration the written sources of ancient Egypt.
But great gaps in our knowledge remain. The further back we go in time, the fewer sources we have
at our disposal. Needless to say, early burial places have been repeatedly disturbed. Despite these
misadventures, however, a rich variety of inscribed artefacts, intact or fragmentary, have survived
to provide glimpses into the earliest phases of writing in Egypt. The most numerous categories are
sealings, engraved inscriptions or cursive annotations in ink on pottery or stone vessels, and bone
or wooden tags originally attached to tomb equipment. Examples of Egypt’s earliest written
documents also include royal stelae and stelae of royal women and courtiers from subsidiary tombs
around the royal tombs at Umm el-Qa‘ab. More elaborate reliefs appear at the end of the Secondbeginning of the Third Dynasty. Written papyrus is not attested before the end of the Third Dynasty.
It can clearly be seen that early Egyptian writing witnessed rapid growth, and that the main
principles that were established in the early dynastic period, remained en vogue throughout the
pharaonic and Greaco-Roman periods for fully three thousand years. A Ph.D.-dissertation, submitted
by the author in august 2007 at the University of Leuven (Belgium), contributed to the research of
writing evolution in Egypt as an attempt to collect, describe, and evaluate the earliest attestations
of writing from a palaeographic point of view. It seemed an opportune moment to undertake such
an investigation. Not only have the earliest texts tended to be neglected when compared to larger
and more formal historical inscriptions from later periods, but the amount of new evidence has
increased dramatically during the past few decades. Only recently, scholars began to question the
conclusions of the exhaustive studies done by Kaplony on early writing. This has revealed that
some material had not been analyzed since his publication of the Inschriften der Ägyptischen
Frühzeit or even earlier, at the beginning of the 20th century. Systematic work by Jochem Kahl on
the earliest stage of writing has placed research on a solid basis and goes far beyond what had been
achieved before. In 2001, Kahl published an article in which he presented perspectives for the future
study of early Egyptian writing and where he stressed the need for a palaeographic treatment of
early dynastic inscriptions.
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Our palaeography reflects writings over half a millennium, covering the first attestations of
writing discovered in tomb U-j at Umm el-Qa‘ab (ca. 3200 BC) until the earliest known written
continuous text in the reign of Netjerikhet -more commonly known as Djoser (ca. 2600 BC). Given
the obscurity of this initial phase of writing, it may come as a surprise that a little less than 4500
sources are at our disposal. Contrary to palaeographical studies concerning other periods, no
selection on the basis of material or type of inscription was made; every single inscription within
the above-mentioned time frame was considered, whether incised, painted or executed in relief.
The presented paper will outline some results of the study. Based on the chronological
sequencing of the available early dynastic signs, it is possible to describe developments in writing
style until the reign of Netjerikhet/Djoser. In addition, less well-dated inscriptions have been reconsidered, re-evaluated and re-dated on the basis of an established palaeography. Finally, dealing
with the earliest inscriptions allowed for a better understanding of the origins of the Egyptian writing
system and in particular, of the relationship between the latter and the already existing
communication systems.

Understanding the nature of propaganda in ancient Egypt:
the divine birth of Hatshepsut
Stephen Renton

The presence of propaganda in ancient Egypt has long been the subject of debate within Egyptology,
particularly following POSENER’S seminal 1956 work on political literature in the Middle Kingdom.
The vast majority of studies into the propagandistic nature of texts and monumental scenes
throughout Pharaonic Egypt, however, have been undertaken in the absence of a comprehensive
philosophical, ideological, or theoretical examination of the idea of propaganda. This is hardly
surprising though, as efforts to analyse the idea of propaganda are rare even in the field of
communication studies. In Egyptological studies, propaganda is seldom defined —it is generally
assumed the reader already understands the term, or else the definitions provided vary from one
study to the next. Similarly, the methods used to identify and assess propaganda within Egyptology
are either inconsistent between studies, or not immediately apparent to the reader. The end result is
that few examples of purported ancient Egyptian propaganda have been subjected to a form critical
analysis based on communication and propaganda theory.
This paper seeks to redress this balance by applying a propaganda model, developed through an
analysis of communication and propaganda scholarship, to Hatshepsut’s divine birth scene in her
mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahri. For many Egyptologists, the reign of Hatshepsut is replete with
examples of propaganda; the extent to which her divine birth scene should be seen as such, however,
has been the subject of debate. Although often described as propaganda aimed at bolstering
Hatshepsut’s legitimacy and claim to the throne, a number of scholars (most notably Brunner) view
the scene more as an expression of a new canonical form of the mythical concept of the Pharaoh’s
divine son-ship. How then do we go about rationalising these competing views? The process of
identifying and analysing propaganda in ancient Egypt requires more than an analysis of the content
of a text or wall scene. Therefore, essential criteria that characterise the idea of propaganda — intent,
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a select audience, benefit to the author, and the epistemic merit of the message— are applied to
Hatshepsut’s divine birth scene. These criteria are not mutually exclusive, and we should not begin
to consider the scene as propaganda until they have all been met.
First, the issue of intent is addressed to ascertain whether the temple scene was formulated to
intentionally persuade or influence a select group of people to think/act/behave or believe in a certain
manner, or to take a certain course of action. Was the scene part of a conscious ‘campaign’ or strategy
on Hatshepsut’s behalf? Was propaganda the raison d’être of the scene? The question of a select
audience is then considered. Can a defined audience be identified to whom the message of the scene
was addressed, and who might this audience be —members of the priesthood, the administrative
elite, the gods, or even eternity? What implication does the positioning of the scene on the middle
portico of the temple have —would the audience have been able to gain access to the scene and/or
message? Next, the benefit to the author is discussed. What response or reaction is being sought from
the target audience, and (how) would this response have benefited Hatshepsut’s position? Finally,
the epistemic merit of the message is addressed. Several propaganda scholars have remarked on the
epistemic defectiveness of propaganda, a characteristic that helps operationalise the pejorative
meaning propaganda has come to be associated with. As such, the issue of whether Hatshepsut’s
divine birth scene subverts superior epistemic values such as truth, knowledge and understanding
is examined.

Déconstruction intellectuelle et restitution virtuelle:
le temple d’Amon-Rê de Karnak comme laboratoire d’idées
Jean Revez

Les divers types de raisonnement et modes d’argumentation employés dans le domaine de la
restitution monumentale sont pour la plupart jusqu’à présent dispersés à travers des ouvrages et
articles pointus qui traitent d’un ensemble monumental spécifique. Ces données méritent pourtant
d’être structurées selon un principe de hiérarchisation précis dans le but de traduire le plus fidèlement
possible la logique employée par les archéologues pour reconstituer le patrimoine bâti ancien. Suite
à un recensement préliminaire des ouvrages consacrés à l’étude des principaux monuments élevés
à Karnak, un certain nombre de types de raisonnement récurrents, utilisés dans le domaine de la
reconstitution synchronique et diachronique d’un ensemble monumental, a pu être dégagé:
a) Restitution par symétrie:Restitution d’un élément architectural, iconographique ou épigraphique
d’après la correspondance entre la forme, la taille et la position de parties opposées, et d’après la
distribution plus ou moins régulière de parties et d’objets semblables de part et d’autre d’un axe.
b) Restitution par proportion: Restitution d’un élément architectural, iconographique ou
épigraphique d’après le rapport de grandeur entre les parties d’une chose, entre une des parties
et le tout, défini par référence à un idéal esthéthique supposé.
c) Restitution par trame modulaire: Restitution d’un élément architectural, iconographique,
épigraphique en respectant certaines règles métrologiques.
d) Restitution par typologie: Restitution d’un élément architectural, iconographique ou
épigraphique d’après l’association entre type architectural et espace qui lui est propre.
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e) Restitution par marque de proximité: Restitution d’un élément architectural disparu d’après les
traces préservées en négatif sur les constructions attenantes.
f) Restitution par calcul d’angle des fruits: Restitution d’un élément architectural d’après la
détermination du degré d’inclinaison que prend la paroi d’une structure architecturale au fur et
à mesure qu’elle s’élève.
g) Restitution par complétion: Restitution d’un objet architectural, iconographique ou épigraphique
d’après un ou plusieurs des éléments qui le constituent.
h) Restitution d’après description dans un document écrit ou bas-relief : Restitution d’un élément
architectural, iconographique ou épigraphique d’après une description donnée dans un texte ou
un dessin tracé ou gravé dans un bas-relief.
i) Restitution par homogénéité: Restitution d’un élément architectural, iconographique ou
épigraphique d’après le degré de cohésion et d’uniformité d’un élément par rapport à un
ensemble.
j) Restitution par inférence : reconstitution d’un objet iconographique, architectural ou
épigraphique en vertu d’un lien avec d’autres propositions tenues pour vraies.
k) Restitution d’après positionnement en rapport avec les points cardinaux: Restitution d’un objet
architectural, iconographique ou épigraphique d’après son orientation par rapport aux points
cardinaux.
Le classement, en cours de réalisation, des différents arguments par mode (inductif, déductif, par
analogie, etc.), en vue de déterminer l’emplacement, la configuration, la fonction ou le mode de
construction d’une bâtisse permettra-il d’établir des règles de validation d’hypothèses de restitution?
À cet effet, dans quelle mesure l’outil informatique pourrait-il contribuer à évaluer le bien-fondé
de cette argumentation, et à mettre éventuellement en relief les contradictions qui peuvent en
découler? Voilà quelques problématiques dans lesquelles s’inscrit la présente recherche.

Cercueils et sarcophages du département des
Antiquités Egyptiennes du Musée du Louvre
Patricia Rigault

Le département des antiquités égyptiennes du musée du Louvre conserve une importante collection
de sarcophages, cercueils, enveloppes en cartonnage et masques de momie de l’époque pharaonique.
Cette collection couvre toutes les périodes de l’histoire égyptienne de l’Ancien Empire à l’époque
romaine. Elle est composée d’environ trois cents pièces parmi lesquelles une centaine de cercueils
ou sarcophages entiers dont plusieurs ensembles complets comportant cercueil extérieur et intérieur
ainsi que, le cas échéant, couverture de momie ou enveloppe en cartonnage. Beaucoup proviennent
de partages de fouilles pratiqués entre le gouvernement français et le gouvernement égyptien. C’est
le cas notamment pour les cercueils provenant de la nécropole d’Assiout, en Moyenne Egypte,
fouillée par l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale en 1903, pour ceux trouvés sur le site de
Deir el Médineh fouillé aussi par l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale à partir de 1917
jusqu’au début des années 50, et pour l’importante collection de masques de momies trouvés à
Mirgissa en Nubie lors des fouilles de la Mission archéologique Française au Soudan entre 1962 et
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1969. Si l’historique de ces objets, issus de partages de fouilles, est relativement bien documenté et
clair il n’en va pas toujours de même avec les nombreux objets appartenant à l’ancien fond du
département égyptien. Beaucoup ont été acquis au cours du 19ème siècle, notamment lors des ventes
des grandes collections Salt, Durand ou encore Drovetti. Si certains d’entre eux sont facilement
identifiables, en revanche, l’imprécision des descriptions portées sur les inventaires ainsi que
l’absence ou la disparition du numéro d’inventaire sur les objets ne permettent pas pour un grand
nombre d’en retracer l’origine exacte. La collection Drovetti, acquise en 1827, comprenait quatre
sarcophages bien identifiés, parmi lesquels figurent celui de Djehoutyhotep en pierre représentant
le défunt en costume de vivant ((D 3 – N 339) ou encore l’énorme cuve en granit de Djedhor (D 8
- N 344). Parmi les pièces acquises directement par Champollion en 1830, figurent aussi plusieurs
sarcophages dont le sarcophage de Djedhor (D 9) et l’ensemble ramesside appartenant à la chanteuse
d’Amon Tamoutnefret (N 2571 – N 2620 – N 2623). En revanche, sur les 16 pièces (12 cercueils et
4 cartonnages) inventoriés lors de l’acquisition de la collection Salt en 1826, seules cinq d’entre elles
sont identifiées de façon presque sûre. Le même cas de figure se présente avec les douze objets
(onze cercueils et un cartonnage) mentionnés dans l’inventaire de la collection Durand acquise en
1825, auxquels seuls trois cercueils et le cartonnage peuvent être attribués de façon à peu près sûre.
Par ailleurs, certains ensembles ayant perdu leur origine historique ont été, au fil du temps et de
déplacements successifs, défaits. C’est le cas notamment pour l’ensemble de la dame Tanetmit de
la 22ème dynastie dont on ne connaissait plus, jusqu’à une date récente, que le cercueil intérieur et
l’enveloppe en cartonnage portant tous deux son nom.
La restauration récente de ces deux éléments en vue d’un prêt à une exposition a permis d’étudier
en détail cet ensemble et faire le rapprochement avec un cercueil extérieur anonyme appartenant à
l’ancien fonds entièrement recouvert d’un badigeon moderne grisâtre qui masquait complètement
les couleurs et le décor. La confrontation des visages, des colliers et des bandeaux floraux ainsi que
la technique utilisée ont permis d’envisager un rapport entre les trois éléments. Hypothèse vérifiée
lors de la restauration qui a été l’occasion de retrouver le décor d’origine ainsi qu’une colonne
d’inscriptions mentionnant le nom de Tanetmit. En dehors de quelques articles et notices de
catalogues d’exposition, cette riche collection est en grande partie inédite. Sa publication est prévue
dans les prochaines années selon un découpage chronologique. Dans un premier temps, un premier
volume concernera l’Ancien et le Moyen Empire, le second sera consacré au Nouvel Empire. Si
l’Ancien Empire n’est représenté que par un unique sarcophage, provenant d’Abou Roach, en
revanche ce sont huit cercueils, plusieurs fragments de cercueils, un lit funéraire d’un intérêt tout à
fait exceptionnel et une soixantaine de masques de momie qui représentent le Moyen Empire.

La littérature sapientale du Nouvel Empire. Un état de la question
Vanessa Ritter

Si nous connaissons relativement bien huit Enseignements, royaux ou non, rédigés au Moyen
Empire, il est étonnant de voir que, pour la période du Nouvel Empire, les Sagesses présentes dans
les recueils de traductions120 sont essentiellement l’Enseignement d’Any, ainsi que ceux
d’Amennakht et d’Aménémopé. Toutefois, en 1951, G. POSENER121 recensait pour cette période six
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textes : l’Enseignement éducatif d’Ani (= no 53) ; les Préceptes négatifs (= no 54 et 56) ;
l’Enseignement éducatif d’Amennakht (= no 55) un ostracon inédit et sans numéro du Musée du
Caire122 en était alors l’unique fragment ; la Lettre satirique de Hori (no 57) ; enfin l’Enseignement
d’Aménémopé (= no 58). La publication de nouveaux textes, notamment inscrits sur ostraca, nous
amène cependant à réviser ce chiffre. Ainsi P. VERNUS123 traduit-il dans son ouvrage huit textes créés
au Nouvel Empire, soit l’Enseignement de la tablette de l’Ashmolean Museum, un Recueil
d’aphorisme (P. Ramesseum II), l’Enseignement d’Ani, celui du P. Chester Beatty IV, Les
Enseignements d’Amennakht et de Hori, le Recueil de prohibitions et l’Enseignement d’Aménémopé.
De façon pertinente, il rattache également à ce corpus certains textes qui nous étaient connus par
ailleurs, tels la Lettre de Menna et des passages de miscellanées réunis sous le titre
“Recommandations à l’apprenti scribe”. Il importe donc de considérer plus généralement les textes
éducatifs dans une approche simultanément formelle et thématique. En se rapportant exclusivement
aux titres égyptiens de ces œuvres, l’on peut délimiter trois groupes. Tout d’abord, les descendants
directs des textes du Moyen Empire, et en particulier de l’Enseignement de Ptahhotep, sont les
Enseignements éducatifs (sbAy.t-mtr.t), regroupant la plupart des textes cités par G. POSENER, les
Enseignements éducatifs d’Amennakht (actuellement connu par 21 ostraca), de Hori, d’Ani et les
Préceptes négatifs. Parallèlement, l’unique texte ayant conservé le simple terme de sbAy.t est
l’Onomasticon d’Aménémopé.
Le second groupe est formé par les Enseignements épistolaires (sbAy.t-Sa.t). Il s’agit
essentiellement de deux extraits de miscellanées l’Enseignement épistolaire de Nebmaâtrênakht et
celui de Pyay, de même que le texte de l’O. Gardiner 357 ainsi qu’un ostracon dont il ne nous reste
que le titre : Enseignement épistolaire de Sethmès (O. Ram. 4). Restent enfin les Lettres éducatives
qui, par le truchement d’une forme et de tournures usuelles propres à l’épistolaire, permettent de
rendre plus concrets les préceptes. Si ces textes se présentent comme des missives, ils sont parfois
ponctués et le niveau de langue en est élaboré. Outre la Lettre satirique de Hori et la Lettre de
Menna, nous pouvons également évoquer les Lettres de Pahemnétcher et de Houy à Néferrenpet
ainsi que celles destinées au scribe Paser ou à Nekhemmout. Comme pour les Enseignements
épistolaires ces textes sont majoritairement des variantes de la Satire des métiers dont l’une des
nouveautés, inhérente au genre épistolaire, est de présenter fréquemment une seule profession par
texte. La seconde innovation est l’apparition de métiers absents dans le texte initial, et
principalement le thème des déboires du soldat et de la vie en campagne. Les scribes du Nouvel
Empire “ont exploité le même thème en l’adaptant aux conditions sociales nouvelles”.124
Par ailleurs, on peut encore citer plus d’une quinzaine de textes dont le titre est pour l’instant
en lacune, mais dont le contenu même succinct ne nous permet pas de douter de leur caractère
éducatif. Malheureusement la quasi-totalité de ceux-ci ne nous est connue que par un unique
ostracon.Avec pour l’instant pas moins de quarante Enseignements identifiés pour le Nouvel Empire,
et sans tenir compte de tous les “extraits” de textes éducatifs contenus dans les miscellanées, il nous
faut reconnaître que la littérature éducative, à l’instar de la narration,125 est bien plus abondante et
présente qu’elle ne le semble au premier abord. Notre connaissance de la littérature sapientiale
évolue en permanence au gré des fouilles et des nouvelles publications. Ainsi lors des fouilles dans
la tombe de Ramsès X (KV 18), A. Dorn a pu identifier un ostracon contenant le début de
l’Enseignement d’Amennakht permettant de faire la liaison avec le texte d’O. LACAU et de découvrir
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le texte dont nous ne connaissions finalement que le prologue126. Ce qui en fait est maintenant le
second Enseignement du Nouvel Empire le plus attesté après la Lettre satirique de Hori. En
comptant également sur les nombreux ostraca encore inédits dans les diverses collections, on peut
encore présager d’un enrichissement conséquent de ce corpus pour l’époque ramesside.

The flying pintail duck
Gay Robins

The pintail duck (anas acuta) is one of a number of birds that migrate to Egypt from the north
during the fall. These birds reach Egypt in large numbers in mid-September and October during the
inundation and it is therefore likely that for the ancient Egyptians they would have had a close
association with the inundated landscape. Since the source of the river and its inundation was
believed to be the primordial waters of Nun in the midst of which the creation occurred, the annual
inundation returned the land to its primeval state as the world was renewed and recreated for another
year. Thus, the inundated landscape replicated the primordial landscape of creation. I would argue,
therefore, that the pintail duck would have been thought of as part of the primordial landscape and
that the presence of the birds in art is often a reference to the inundation and creation. In many
scenes, the pintail duck is simply one of a variety of species represented, but in others the pintail
duck predominates. In this paper, I want to examine two examples where the latter is the case.
My first example is the decoration of palace floors, known mainly from Amarna, but with enough
evidence to suggest similar decoration in the palace of Amenhotep III at Malqata. At the center of these
formally laid out palace floors are rectangular pools of water filled with fish, water lilies, and ducks
swimming or flying over the surface of the water. In bands around the pool are growing stands of
papyrus, reeds, poppies and cornflowers, above which pintail ducks fly. DAVID O’CONNOR has argued
that when the king appears enthroned in his palace, he is the embodiment of the sun god, and just as
the sun god renews the created world at dawn each day after the darkness of the night, so “the king
“illuminates” a representation of the terrestrial universe.” Thus, the floor represents the world at dawn
brought into being once more after the darkness of the night by the appearance of the king in the role
of the sun god. Since every dawn repeats the creation of the cosmos, the floor must also refer to the
primordial landscape. The choice of the flying pintail duck as one of the major inhabitants of this
landscape to the exclusion of almost all other birds must surely be significant. Its connection with the
inundated and therefore primordial landscape may be one reason but I would suggest that there is a
second reason that makes this bird particularly appropriate. The flying pintail duck was used as a
hieroglyph to write the verb pA “to fly”, and then, through the rhebus principle, to write a large number
of words containing the phonetic value p3. One of these is pA(w)t “primordial time”. The repeated
representation of the flying pintail duck is literally spelling out the notion that we are looking at the
primeval landscape brought into being by the ritual appearance of the king in the palace.
My second example is a scene on the small golden shrine of Tutankhamun. There is good
evidence that the shrine came originally from a palace context. I have argued elsewhere that it
functioned in the cult of the divine aspect of the king, performed in the palace by the queen as
ritualist, with the purpose of constantly renewing the king’s divine aspect through the female agency
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of the queen. In many of these scenes, the king plays the role of the creator god. One of them shows
the king standing in a papyrus boat with his rear arm raised and his hand grasping a throwstick; his
forward hand holds by the legs a group of four pintail ducks with spread wings. Behind him is a
figure of the queen. In front of the boat is a clump of papyrus in which is placed a nest holding two
fledglings. Because omA means both “to throw” and “to create”, the king by throwing is engaged
in the act of creation, thus taking on the role of the creator god. The queen represents the female
aspect of the creator which is combined with the male within the creator god but separated out when
the first male and female pair of deities, Shu and Tefnut, are created, thus enabling the development
of the ordered cosmos. Shu and Tefnut are here represented by the two fledglings in the nest. The
pintail ducks with the spread wings grasped in the king’s hand are not just an allusion to pA(w)t
“primordial time”, but also to pAwtj the primordial god who came into existence of himself and
created the world. Their presence, therefore, underscores the king’s role as creator god in this scene.

The language of the Qeheh
Alessandro Roccati

A long known papyrus, belonging to the collection of the Egyptian Museum at Turin, where it
arrived in the early 19th century, contains what remains of a number of spells against snakes, said
to be uttered in the language of the Qeheq. We know through the literature of Magic during the
Ramesside period that people could converse with the snakes, in order to kill them. Thereby it is
assumed that some foreign language could resemble the voices of animals, and we are reminded of
the role that onomatopoeia played even in the common Egyptian language. The difference is that,
while the Egyptian language was worked out for writing, oral speech was not foreseen for that
purpose; therefore any sentences written down from direct communication convey an outstanding
interest, in spite of the difficulty to understand them. However it is to be stressed how deep was the
interest of Ramesside Egypt for foreign speeches, in a way that resembles the enlargement of the
use of the cuneiform script inside the Near East. In more recent times, with the arrival of new waves
of cultivated people endowed with literacy, such as Arameans and Greeks, such development of the
Egyptian writing came to a stop. At any rate no culture inside Africa was ready at that time to exploit
the input coming from Egypt, as probably no textual tradition was yet at work. Compare on the
other hand the conjectures about the derivation of the alphabets from the Egyptian world.
The papyrus is not complete, but the rests of some pages may be read and an idea of its original
layout can be given. Probably it was used in the community of the village of Deir el-Medina,
wherever the exact finding spot of the Turin collection of papyri may lie and the origin of its texts
be envisaged. The existence of this manuscript was discovered by Ernesto Schiaparelli, who quoted
it in the Congress of Orientalists held in Rome in 1899; but it was no longer investigated until its
study was resumed by the present writer in September 1983. It is now embodied in the frame of a
project dealing with magical manuscripts in the Egyptian Museum of Turin under the auspices of
the chair of Egyptology in the University of Turin. This project considers not only the individual
manuscripts, but especially the cultural and political background that surrounds the ancient
knowledge and application of such texts. A particular interest is awaked by the mention of the Qeheq,
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a scarcely known people at the end of the Egyptian New Kingdom, inasmuch it points out to Africa
and thereby it constitutes a further link of Egypt with its southern neighbours.
In particular the present paper will deal with:
a) a presentation of the extant text with a transcription from the original hieratic script, and
an attempt to render the pronunciation;
b) a commentary on its nature and possible parallels from other collections,
c) some statements about the development of the syllabic script,
d) an enquiry on the Qeheq people,
e) more thoughts of historical nature.

The King’s sister Ahmes:
the missing titles of Hatshepsut’s mother
Ann Macy Roth

On the monuments of Hatshepsut, her mother Queen Ahmes bears the titles “king’s sister”, “king’s
great wife”, and “king’s mother”, but she is never called “king’s daughter”, despite the fact that if
she were a sister of Amenhotep I or Ahmose, she would most likely also be the daughter of a king.
The absence of this title has been interpreted in various ways. It has been suggested that she simply
dropped the title, preferring to emphasize her connection to a more recent king. Some take the
“sister” in the “king’s sister” title to mean “wife”, as it does in love poems and non-royal inscriptions.
Others take the title more literally, arguing that Thutmose I married his own non-royal sister at his
accession, in imitation of the brother-sister marriage favored by the previous royal family.
In an essay for the catalogue of the 2005-2006 exhibition, Hatshepsut: From Queen to Pharaoh
(San Francisco, New York, and Fort Worth), I proposed that Queen Ahmes’s lack of the “king’s
daughter” title was the result of a policy whereby “king’s daughters” lost that title when they married
anyone who was not a king. This paper will argue that suggestion more fully and discuss some of
its implications. If Ahmes was the daughter of Queen Ahmes-Nefertari, as seems likely by this
argument, it is perhaps surprising that she is not attested with the title “god’s wife”, since she would
be in the direct female line by which that title seems to descend. There is, in fact, some evidence
that she held it.

L’iologie et les aspics dans l’Égypte Ptolémaïque:
le cas de Cléopâtre VII
Ana Maria L. Rosso

Dans l’Égypte Ptolémaïque les crises politiques, les soulèvements généraux, les disputes
dynastiques, les morts violentes, les crimes et meurtres deviennent monnaie courante. Les rois
étrangers d’origine grecque luttent pour maintenir leur pouvoir au milieu d’une recrudescence de
violence. Les exécutions, chaque fois plus sophistiquées, permettent d’éliminer les ennemis à travers
l’empoisonnement subtil, l’ingestion obligatoire de ciguë, l’ébouillantement, les mutilations,
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décapitations, immolations, massacres collectifs, incendies massifs et la crucifixion, d’influence
romaine. L’iologie, branche de la médecine et science nouvelle développée à partir des conquêtes
d’Alexandre le Grand, permet d’approfondir les connaissances sur les effets de l’empoisonnement
par des plantes ou toxines animales et de les contrecarrer par des antidotes. Les souverains
hellénistiques d’Alexandrie et d’autres royaumes, de peur d’être empoisonnés par des proches,
choisissent les pharmacologues spécialisés en venins comme médecins personnels de la cour et font
à leur tour des recherches personnelles. Les rois Lagides attirent vers Alexandrie les savants de cette
science qui feront des recherches et essais dans le célèbre Museion ; ainsi, la cité devient-elle un
centre prestigieux d’étude et de découverte. À l’époque des Diadoques et des Épigones, ce type de
sagesse était à la mode car, dans la société hellénistique, on faisait un usage fréquent du poison. Ainsi
Galien (De antidotis 1.1 K XIV, p. 2.) décrit des cas médicaux dans lesquels les criminels condamnés
doivent tester les effets de nouveaux poisons et les exécutions ‘humaines et rapides’ obtenues à
Alexandrie grâce au concours des cobras (De theriaca ad Pisonem, 237.9 s.).
Une fois Octave installé en Égypte, Cléopâtre VII, la dernière reine de la dynastie, dut choisir
entre se rendre à Rome captive et attachée dans son char de triomphe ou mourir libre. Elle opta
pour la deuxième possibilité et tenta d’abord de se donner la mort la plus rapide, s’enfonçant un
poignard dans la poitrine, mais elle échoua et la blessure s’infecta. Attirée par le savoir sur les
venins et poisons surtout après la défaite face à Auguste et la longue agonie d’Antoine, qui tomba
sur sa propre épée, et fut accompagnée de profondes souffrances, elle commença alors à faire des
expériences sur des prisonniers en leur faisant absorber différentes sortes de poisons. Elle s’était
d’abord penchée sur l’étude de la pharmacologie et des recettes cosmétiques, écrivant en grec un
Traité de cosmétique selon Galien[1] et son nom apparaît dans une liste tardive d’auteurs médicaux
égyptiens, grecs et romains [2]. Elle évalue à ce moment la manière qui convient le mieux pour
s’auto éliminer tout en évitant de probables souffrances et malaises.
Elle sait probablement que les morsures de vipères produisent en général une violente douleur
locale avec inflammation, oedème, décoloration de la peau, pustules, ulcères, vomissements et perte
de sang et que, par contre, avec les morsures de cobra la mort peut arriver en une demi-heure par
arrêt de la respiration et paralysie générale sans laisser aucune trace de morsure sur la chair. Elle
choisit finalement une mort douce dans son royaume d’Égypte, tombant dans un sommeil comateux
mais sa fin restera un mystère. Sur son corps aucune tache, aucune trace de poison, seulement sur
un bras de légères piqûres, faites par une aiguille empoisonné ou par le morsure d’un serpent (Élien,
IX, 61), jamais retrouvé. Fâché de voir cette femme orgueilleuse lui échapper par la mort, Octave
fit sucer par un Psylle la plaie de l’aspic qui l’avait apparemment mordue. La précaution fut inutile,
on pensait que le poison avait corrompu la masse du sang et le Psylle ne la rendit point à la vie [3].
De tous les serpents et vipères qui habitent en Égypte, lequel avait-t-elle préféré et pour quoi ? Nous
analyserons un à un les symptômes qu’ils provoquent pour arriver à une réponse possible.
[1] H. LÜRING, Die über die medicinischen Kenntnisse der alten Ägypter berichtenden Papyri
verglichen mit den medicinischen Schriften griechischer und römischer Autoren, Leipzig,
inv. 8, 1888, thèse de l’Université de Strasbourgh, inédite, tiré de V. LORET, ‘Pour
transformer un vieillard en jeune homme (P Smith, XXI, 9-XX, 10)’, MIFAO 66, Mélanges
Maspero I, Orient Ancien, 1939, 853-877, 872, n 1 .
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[2] La longue liste que mentionne ces auteurs médicaux et qui démontre une grande
connaissance de la littérature médicale jusqu’au VIlè siècle, fut ajoutée dans un manuscrit
du XIe siècle de l’oeuvre de Celse (Laur. 73, 1, fol 142). Paul d’Égine fait référence à
quelques uns. Voir M. WELLMANN, « Zur Geschichte der Medicin im Alterthum », Hermes
35, 1900, p. 349-384, p. 366-67.
[3] L. KEIMER, ‘Histoire des serpents dans l’Égypte ancienne et moderne’, Le Caire,
Imprimerie de l’IFAO, 1947, p. 46

Deir el-Medina community in the light of rock graffiti
Slawomir Rzepka

The community of workmen from Deir el-Medina has provided us with a richness of textual sources
(ostraca, papyri, tomb inscriptions etc.) incomparable with any other ancient Egyptian settlement.
The workmen have left their traces not only in the village itself, but also in the larger area of the
Western Theban gebel. In this area a huge corpus of ca. 4000 graffiti was documented so far, among
which the inscriptions and drawings left by Deir el-Medina workmen prevail. The absolute majority
of their graffiti are short inscriptions, containing only a personal name (names) and titles. A single
inscription of this type does not really give us much new information about Deir el-Medina
community (sometimes it can contain a personal name not known from other sources or can help
in correcting a genealogical tree). This material, however, has the potential to reveal much more, if
we apply a proper way of analysis:
1) if we look at such a graffito as a confirmation that its author was present on the place of its
execution
2) if we analyse not a single graffito, but the whole corpus of them.
Using this approach we can analyse:
1) which parts on the Western Theban gebel were visited more or less frequently during specific
periods;
2) by whom specific parts of the necropolis were visited.
Under the second question, formulated quite generally, a number of more specific problems can
be listed:
Did ranks and functions of graffiti authors determine in any way which parts of the necropolis
were visited by them? In other words: did foremen or scribes visit the same places as simple
workmen?Can we observe cconstant groups of persons who were visiting together various parts of
the necropolis? Who are the members of such groups? What were the relations between them? Were
they members of one family or maybe of one gang of workmen, were they all of equal rank, or we
find superiors and subordinates within such groups ? These and similar questions can be summed
up: who with whom and where was going out from Deir el-Medina into the gebel? In order to deal
with such questions a database including all rock graffiti from Western Thebes was created, what
allowed applying to the graffiti corpus a statistical and a probabilistic approach..
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How Quesna fits in: using large and small scale survey methods to consider Kafr
Raml within its regional context
Joanne M Rowland

Quesna is best known, to date, through the publication of FAROUK GOMAA and EL-SAYEED HEGAZY
‘Die neuendeckte Acropole von Athribis’ in 2001. Quesna, or Kafr Raml, Quesna, is the name used
for the remaining expanse of Pleistocene gezira (turtleback), on which a Late Period and Ptolemaic,
and a Roman cemetery were situated, together with a sacred falcon necropolis. These most
prominent archaeological remains are to be found today at a height of 15m above the surrounding,
and flat, landscape, a site very possibly originally inter-visible with Tell Atrib, c7km distant, the
inhabitants of which are known to have buried some of their rulers at Quesna. Whereas the modern
landscape prohibits visibility between Tell Atrib and Quesna, this was very possibly not the case in
antiquity, and it is highly plausible to suggest that Quesna was chosen as a sacred site due to its
prominent and elevated position.
Since 2005, the Minufiyeh Archaeological Survey (part of the Egypt Exploration Society’s
Delta Survey) has been conducting a programme of ground survey and exploration in the region of
this sand hill, in an attempt to not only discover more about the archaeology of the sacred site of
Quesna itself, but furthermore, to try and place this site within its regional context. Previously, the
site has been explored in relative isolation, and this contribution will discuss the results of fieldwork
aimed at a) clarifying the extent of the archaeology on top of the gezira and b) the surrounding
communities who made use of the site as part of their daily life.
On the gezira itself, geophysical survey using a fluxgate magnetometer established the probable
extent of the subsurface archaeology in 2006 and enabled the team to pinpoint the location of two
test trenches for the 2007 season, one in the annex to the west of the bird necropolis, which is located
to the northern extent of the remaining gezira, and one to the west of the brick built mausolea, in
the south of the site. The trench in the bird necropolis has established that the entrance building has
most probably been identified, a series of descending mud-brick structures having been uncovered,
and furthermore the presence of associated limestone pieces, some of which retain the marks of
decoration, may suggest either the original presence of stone shrines or statues within this building.
While little in the way of mummified bird remains was located during the 2007 season, the results
of a planned second trench in 2008 may serve to confirm suspicions that the northernmost extent
of this ‘entrance’ structure was utilised as a preparatory area for the mummification of falcons.
A trench located in the cemetery located the remains of 29 individuals buried within 18 graves
and revealed a range of burial types, from simple pit graves, to mud-brick lined and formed graves,
to multiple burials, with up to 7 individuals in a grave. Five ceramic coffins, of the type known to
have been in use during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods were also uncovered, although due to time
constraints, they await further investigation until the 2008 season. The burials exhibit a range of
positions, with orientation north-south and east-west, although only one burial with the head to the
east. In terms of bodily position, hands were found at the sides, crossed over the chest and a number
of the burials oriented east-west cut what are believed to be earlier, north-south burials. Only two
of the graves revealed what may be termed ‘grave goods’; the large multiple burial contained what
can be described as a rough, ceramic amulet, inscribed with the eye of Horus, and a pit burial was
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found to be laid out replete with painted plaster amulets and the remains of a funerary mask.
Ground survey and drill coring in the region have not only established a tentative spatial
distribution of Roman finds in the area, but the analysis of the drill cores has also laid the basis for
a palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of the region. This, in turn, has allowed for hypotheses as to
the location of settlements from the Pharaonic and prehistoric eras, which will be investigated in
future seasons. The aim from the beginning of the project was to assess the wider chronological
and geographic spread of human habitation and activity in the central Delta throughout antiquity —
and this recent research has already drastically altered our earlier comprehension of this region.

Some remarks on the Egyptian nostalgia or the “Cult of the Past”
Louay Mahmoud Saied

“For the modern Egyptians, the greatest man in the country is a man who had died. And the best day
had already gone. And the most popular love song is the crying on a far past. Egypt is doubtless a
nation which created history, but this great advantage may turn into a huge prison which separates
its consciousness from the present surrounding circumstances. Memories can be so transferred into
a disaster or a coffin to burry the future”. This obvious phenomenon of the Egyptian culture seems
to have its roots as early as the beginning of the Egyptian realizing of the world. This Egyptian
nostalgia could be noticed in: Ancestors' cult, Mummification of the dead persons and many many
other habits and traditions which succeeded to live for centuries. This classicalism could be clearly
detected in the repeatedly mentioning of "Golden Age" or the “first time” sp tpy in the Egyptian
texts. They meant the starting point of the world shortly after creation. According to the texts, that
was the “Ideal era” in which the whole world was created by gods which established the cosmic
order: “MAAT had descended from heaven during their time (Gods) and united with those on the
Earth”; “There were no years of hunger in both Lands”, at that far time and “there was no crocodile
bites or a snake stings…”.
The question is: Was this nostalgia only some kind of “keeping the past alive” to neutralize the
bad present situation? If we accept this assumption, we have to reject any classicalism or
Fundamentalism rather than some specific periods of the Egyptian history as: Middle Kingdom,
Third Intermediate Period or the Saite period. This was of course not true. As one of the
characteristics of the Egyptian culture, nostalgia could be detected all over the Egyptian history and
it is related to the dialectic relation between the past, the present and the future. But its intensity
increases or decreases according to the general social and economic circumstances. BRUNNER
assumes that: “The archaistic tendencies never affected the everyday life: Only the religious realm,
which pertains to the salvation of man”. This study will try to figure out some of the main motives
of this Egyptian nostalgia or fundamentalism and to find out if there is an effect of this phenomenon
on the everyday life of the Egyptians or it was restricted only to the religious realm as BRUNNER
assumed.
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Les qualités royales des Ptolémées d’après leurs noms officiels Grecs
José das Candeias Sales

Que représentent et que signifient, en termes de propagande royale, les prédicats et noms des
Lagides? Quels “sentiments dynastiques” et quelles qualités de pouvoir sont-ils diffusés et invoqués
par l’onomastique de culte hellénique de ces seigneurs de l’Egypte? À quel ensemble de notions et
de conceptions renvoient-ils et quelles vertus communiquent-ils? Il s’agit de quelques-unes des
questions auxquelles nous avons cherché à répondre dans cette communication. D’une manière
générale, si l’on se place sous le prisme de leur grandiloquence, les éléments distinctifs des
qualificatifs officiels des Lagides assument une nature valorisante et édificatrice de la dynastie,
nonobstant les innombrables fluctuations que l’on détecte dans leurs significations les plus
profondes. Pariant sur des modes d’expression plus ou moins stéréotypés, le roi lagide s’est légitimé
auprès des Gréco-macédoniens au travers d’une panoplie de vertus et de qualités que ses épiclèses
soulignent.
De notre point de vue, il n’est pas pertinent de déterminer avec exactitude si tous les rois faisaient
effectivement preuve des qualités —ou des défauts— auxquels leurs noms officiels (prédicats et
noms) font allusion. Nous avons toutefois cherché à le faire au nom d’une exégèse scientifique. Ce
qui est véritablement important est de comprendre que toutes les éventuelles exagérations, formules
laudatives ou critiques systématiques ont été, d’un côté, des contributions essentielles pour la
définition d’une image idéale du roi et, d’un autre, le produit d’une image déjà construite. Dans ce
contexte, la titulature et l’onomastique sont des composantes politiques et idéologiques au sein
desquelles convergent des intentions clairement propagandistes. Selon les contours helléniques, les
qualités salvatrices, de victoire ou d’opulence matérielle, la justesse des actions honorables et la
protection des sujets constituaient l’essence de la propre monarchie.

Thebes, Amarna, Memphis:
Akhenaten’s officials with double tomb
Daniele Salvoldi

During the sixth year of his reign, Akhenaten moved the capital city and the royal necropolis from
Thebes to Amarna. After his death, during his seventeenth year of reign, Ankhetkheperura,
Semenkhkare or Tutankhamun moved again the capital city to Memphis and the royal necropolis
to Thebes. These sudden changes in politics, that took place in less than thirty years, caused a unique
phenomenon in the history of ancient Egypt: court officials, who had the right of a burial, moved
their tombs following their sovereign now at Thebes now at Amarna and now at Saqqara or Thebes
again. Nevertheless, not all the cases are clear: only a compared discussion of titles and familiar
relationships, of tomb architecture, iconography and style can help the identification; it seems certain
that nobody mantained the Amarna burial.
If we count the few tombs in the theban necropolis during the first years of Akhenaten’s reign,
the most of them have a permission given by his father Amenhotep III at the end of his reign to high
officials like Vizier Ramose (TT 55) and the Stewart of the Great Royal Wife Kheruef (TT 192), the
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Amarna necropolis — with its 45 tombs— shows us a royal necropolis fully operating. The
memphite necropolis, that recently showed us some interesting good news, has several post-Amarna
Age tombs, starting from the best known Eighteenth Dynasty tomb: that of Horemheb. Excluding
the tombs of the two officials that later became kings, id est Ay and Horemheb himself, there are
only two certain cases of double tomb; three very uncertain; two cases in which —unless the
homonymy— is possible to exclude with certaincy that we are dealing with only one man.The most
remarkable case is that of Parennefer, Royal butler clean of hands, who, unique of the court in the
first years of Akhenaten’s reign, had the privilege to excavate a tomb at Thebes (TT 188). He
followed Akhenaten at Amarna, carrying on the same offices, and he built a beautiful tomb in the
South necropolis, where he imported many iconographical and architectural models from his first
tomb. If at Amarna the style is the one typical of Akhenaten’s reign, the theban tomb has a strange
transitional style, decisive for a reconstruction of an exact Amarna art chronology.
The second remarkable case is the burial of Meryra, First Prophet of the Aten in Akhetaten and,
with the same office, but name changed in Meryneith, at Saqqara. Comparisons between the two
tombs can be made with a certain degree of precision, nevertheless the memphite tomb is much
smaller and less beautiful, sign of the inevitable decline of the Aten cult, to which Meryneith was
associated. The change of the name is typical of a change in the regime and involves another well
discussed character: a certain Paatenemheb (Royal Scribe and Troops Overseer), owner of a small
tomb at Amarna; a second Paatenemheb (Overseer of all the king’s workers, Royal Butler) buried
at Saqqara, but whose tomb is now completely disappeared apart from the chapel that was
dismantled and reassembled at Leiden, and the more famous Horemheb, later the last Eighteenth
Dynasty king. No comparison is possible between the first two officers, whose titles let us know that
they are two different people, while is open between the Amarna Paatenemheb and Horemheb, also
if we need to suppose a name change, nowhere else documented.A similar case is the one of a certain
Hatiay, buried at Thebes with a beautiful equipment and the titles of Scribe and Overseer of the
Granary of the Temple of Aten and a homonymous owner of a tomb (empty) at Saqqara, where he
shows off similar title of Scribe of the Treasury in the Temple of the Aten.
Another uncertain case is the one of May, maybe buried at Amarna with the title of Overseer
of all the King’s works, and Maya, which in his memphite tomb declares to be an Overseer of the
Treasure; this man is well documented under the reign of Tutankhamun and Horemheb (until year
VIII).Finally, is with absolute certaincy the we can deny the identity between the famous Vizier
Ramose of TT 55 and a homonymous Ramose owner of a modest tomb at Amarna. It should be
also ri-discussed the attribution of TT 136 proposed by H. Schlogl and A. Grimm to a certain Ipy,
known for his Amarna tomb and maybe related to the same Vizier Ramose.

The fate of the voiced plosives of Proto-Egyptian.
Helmut Satzinger

In the traditional view of historical Egyptian phonology, the language has four voiced stops, namely
b, d, D, and g. According to the sensational discoveries of O. RÖSSLER (1971), only two of them
have remained, namely b and g. It was shown that the phoneme that is transcribed as d since one
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hundred years is in reality an emphatic dental or alvolar stop, whereas D is an emphatic palatal,
result, inter alia, of the palatalization of q. Of course, the language also had a voiced dental/alveolar
stop, at least in its proto-historical phase. Yet this phoneme has mutated into a sound that resembled
the Semitic ayin. This appears to be a very drastic sound-change. In this paper, however, it shall be
shown that (the original) d was not the only voiced plosive that underwent substantial change. The
arguments will be based, in the main, on Afro-Asiatic (Hamito-Semitic) etymologies, but also, for
corroboration, on pairs of Egyptian root doublets. Exx.: DnH vs. gnH, “wing”, Arabic ganâH, id.; gAf
“to bake” vs. DAf “to burn”. The results of the investigation seem to point to a remarkable (probably
dialectal) variation. Virtually every voiced stop may have yielded two different phonemes. E.g., old
*d may become either new Ayin, or new “d” (= emphatic t). Historical Egyptian, in particular
Classical Egyptian, turns out to be quite heterogenous, though only on the level of closely related
idioms, and not necessarily of a character of a “Mischsprache”.

The perception and role of Egyptian tradition in Hellenistic Alexandria
(3rd-1st centuries BC)
Kyriakos Savvopoulos

Alexandria, the capital of Egypt during the Hellenistic and Roman periods is often hailed as the
ancient cosmopolitan center of Mediterranean par excellence. Since the foundation of the city by
Alexander the Great in 331 BC, several traditions- along with their representatives, mainly Greek
and Egyptian- coexisted and interacted with each other, resulting in a multiculturalism in
Alexandrian society. However, in the past scholarship, the Greek cultural aspect of the city has been
extensively discussed, while the Egyptian part has never been fully overviewed and interpreted.
Alexandria has been reconstructed as the Greek city of Egypt, in which Greek inhabitants were
proud to promote their Greek origin, ethnic identity and way of life. The Egyptian element of the
city is presented cultureless, powerless and second-class, thus expressions of greco-Egyptian contact
or interraction are considered as signs of degeneration for the Greek element of the city and
subsequently for the city itself. These ideas caused in a large extent, from the one side, a deformed
picture of the Alexandria’s Greek-ness, almost equal to this of a Greek “colony” separated from
Egypt –Alexandria ad Aegyptum- and from the other side a blur picture about the role of the
Egyptian tradition in the Greco-Egyptian interaction and the life of Alexandrian society.
Over the last decade an alternative framework of understanding has been developed. Discoveries
from the underwater missions of the last 20 years promoted several new ideas especially concerning,
among others, the role of Alexandria as Egyptian capital. It seems that the city had much more
Egyptian characteristics than hitherto believed. At the same time, recent studies in several types of
material such as sculpture and architecture suggest that there was a multiple combination and
exchange between Egyptian and Greek contents and forms as expressions of various aspects of
city’s ideology, religion, arts, funerary beliefs, and of course the multi-cultural identity. Within this
context, Greek-ness and Egypt-ness seem to become flexible characterisations dependent on the
context in which exist and interact with each other. Therefore, by giving an as complete as possible
overview and interpretation of the Egyptian elements and influences in Alexandria, it might be
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possible to have a better understanding of the multicultural life of the city as well as a more precise
image of the role of the two cultural components.
This presentation would like to address the contribution of the Egyptian tradition in the GrecoEgyptian interaction and the formation of the multicultural life and identity as occurred in Alexandria
of Hellenistic period. In that respect, we might find Egyptian influences and elements in different
types of the city’s material culture. Underground tombs constitute the most well preserved
archaeological discipline of material remains. There are several structures of extensive architecture
and decoration, which can shed light on funerary customs, religion, arts, and the multicultural
identity of their inhabitants. Moreover, monumental art, architecture and everyday-life objects such
as ceramics, terracotta and coinage, would further contribute to the analysis. Finally, this discussion
will take into account the socio-political conditions, which are related with these cultural
phenomena, in different periods of the Ptolemaic history of Egypt.

Locating the cemetery of the residential elite of the
Thirteenth Dynasty at Dahshur
Robert Schiestl

For the Old and New Kingdoms much information on the top echelons of society, on the
administration of the country and the elite’s relationship to the king can be gleaned from the
decorated tombs of the high officials in the orbit of the royal court, the residential elite. In stark
contrast, our understanding of the social and administrative structure of the Middle Kingdom is
primarily based on other sources (e.g. seals and sealings, Abydene stelae), as our knowledge of
tombs of the Middle Kingdom residential elite is very patchy and for the period of the Thirteenth
Dynasty not a single such cemetery is known. In 2006 a survey was conducted in the region of
Dahshur in two new areas. One of the goals of the survey was precisely the location and
documentation of Thirteenth Dynasty elite necropoleis, whose location in this central area of royal
Thirteenth Dynasty activity could be assumed with high probability. This was followed in 2007 by
a trial excavation of one of the newly discovered funerary monuments in Dahshur South. The results
of these two seasons will be presented in this paper.
In 2006, in continuation of the work done by the German Archaeological Institute and the Free
University Berlin,127 a survey was undertaken in the area of Saqqara-South/Dahshur-North, around
the two Thirteenth Dynasty pyramids (Khendjer and anonymous unfinished pyramid), and in the
very south of Dahshur, in the region between the pyramid of Ameny-Qemau and the pyramids of
Mazghuna.128 Both areas revealed extensive new Thirteenth Dynasty features. While the area in the
north had been previously investigated by G. JÉQUIER129, his publication focussed exclusively on
the two relatively well preserved royal monuments of the Thirteenth Dynasty. Traces of two further
pyramidal structures could be documented: Saqqara South 3 represents a large sand filled
substructure of a an unfinished monument to the north of the pyramid of Khendjer, Saqqara South
7 the more substantial remains of an unfinished pyramid —only mentioned in passing by JÉQUIER—
south of the large anonymous pyramid. Its dimensions (base length today 54-57 m, originally
probably 52.5 m x 52.5 m) equal those of the pyramid of Khendjer.
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Between the royal monuments large pits surrounded by accumulations of limestone and quartzite
chips mark the location of destroyed elite funerary monuments of this dynasty, presumably originally
mastabas. An elite cemetery of this period could be also identified about 150 m to the west and
southwest (Saqqara South 8). Most tombs are only represented by pits marking the tops of robbed
shafts, in one case, however, the lower levels of a limestone encased mastaba still remains (Saqqara
South 8/9). The dating to the Thirteenth Dynasty is confirmed by pottery found on the surface.The
region south of the pyramid of Ameny-Qemau had previously never been archeologically surveyed.
Here traces of a remarkable type of 13th Dynasty funerary monument could be documented. On the
narrow ridges of hills reaching the edge of the cultivated land shafts had been erected (Dahshur
South 49, 50/1-7, 51, 52). No superstructures remain; however, substantial amounts of mud brick
and limestone debris surround these pits to confirm the former existence of such small monuments
crowning these steep hills. One of these pits, DAS 53, is so large, an intended substantial
superstructure can be assumed. Thirteenth Dynasty pottery was associated with these structures.
In 2007 one of these sites, Dahshur South 49, was investigated by a brief trial excavation. The
top of a large brick lined shaft could be cleared. Despite being heavily robbed, the tomb offered
various finds: Limestone blocks and small fragments of relief had once formed part of the
superstructure. Substantial amounts of pottery corroborate the initial dating to the early Thirteenth
Dynasty. In the robbers’ debris the offering table could also be found, confirming the owner as a
member of the residential elite. The inscription is damaged but a preliminary reading of his name
and titles (confirmed titles are jrj-pct rx-njswt) will be presented.

Possibilities and Limitations of Fine Dating Egyptian Middle Kingdom Pottery –
the Middle Kingdom Pottery Handbook
Robert Schiestl and Anne Seiler

In the course of the SCIEM 2000 research project (based at the Austrian Academy of Sciences,
Vienna) a “Handbook of Middle Kingdom Pottery” is being devised. It represents the first attempt
in Egyptology at combining all data on pottery for a period of approximately 300 years (from the
mid 11th to the mid 13th Dynasty) from all of Egypt in order to gain a comprehensive morphological
overview and in order to formulate dating criteria. The handbook consists of two parts, part 1, the
Corpus Volume, is being written by the authors of this paper, and part 2, the Regional Volume, is a
collection of contributions by numerous colleagues. The pottery assembled in the Corpus Volume
derives from three sources: well published, dated sites, unpublished material from recent and
ongoing excavations provided by the excavators and redrawn and reanalysed pottery from old
excavations stored in museum magazines. Many users will approach the book in order to receive
an as exact as possible date for “their” pot(sherd)s and thus for their archaeological feature, layer
or site. While the book was conceived with a strong chronological focus, the newly emerging picture
of Egyptian pottery is clearer, yet no less complicated. In this paper we would like to provide a brief
manual, showing how the book should be used and how potential dating-pitfalls lurking in the
Middle Kingdom corpus can be avoided. Traditionally, Egyptology has had to lean heavily on the
Riqqeh-Harageh-Lahun Corpus, to which the crucial sites of Lisht130 and Dahshur131 could be added
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more recently. The latter sites’ royal links have formed the backbone for absolute dating of Middle
Kingdom pottery and the thus established corpus, deriving from residential funerary contexts, has
become what is generally perceived as “Middle Kingdom Pottery”. The addition of pottery from the
late Eleventh and the earliest Twelfth Dynasties, of material from settlement sites, from Upper
Egyptian towns and tombs and from socially diverse contexts, provides us with a new and uniquely
rich collection of material, which forms the basis of our discussion. A prerequisite of typological
groupings is the detachment of the unit (the individual pot) from its context. In other words, pots
deriving from functionally and socially diverse deposits from different regions are lumped together
in morphologically determined groups. This can also have chronological consequences, in short: the
same shapes can date differently, depending on where and in which context they were found. This
shall be illustrated by case studies:
During the early phases of the Middle Kingdom different strands of supra-regional and regional
developments in pottery production can be discerned. It can be shown for example that two different
traditions of pottery production existed parallel. The northern part of Egypt produced vessel shapes
that indicate clear morphological similarities to the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Period.
The potters of Upper Egypt, on the other hand, introduced new vessel shapes already in the 11th
Dynasty. With the foundation of a new capital in the region of Lisht, to which the king and his court
move, these Upper Egyptian traditions find their way to the north. Here they push aside some of the
old vessel shapes and fuse with others. Out of this fruitful union emerges a new pottery style which
will soon be distributed all over Egypt. A second case study concerns distribution patterns of certain
shapes. Parallel to the formation of a general pottery style in the course of the Twelfth Dynasty,
some types of pots remain separate of this process. Either they remain regional, such as the largest
Middle Kingdom container, an enormous ovoid or sausage-like jar made of Upper Egyptian Marl.
This jar remains popular in Upper Egypt throughout the Middle Kingdom, but is never found in the
north. Or new shapes evolve, such as the “residential funerary corpus”, in which social and regional
restrictions (residential elite) converge. A selection of shapes from this group eventually trickles
down the social scale, thus spreading its distribution, both socially and regionally.

La semence des pierres:
le dépôt de fondation dans l’Egypte ancienne
François Schmitt

La présentation de la dimension archéologique du rituel de fondation tel qu’il était pratiqué dans
l’Égypte des temps anciens repose essentiellement sur l’étude des dépôts de fondation132. Il s’agit
de ces groupements d’objets qui étaient placés au début du chantier au sein de cavités, parfois
ménagées avec un soin extrême dans des puits, dégagés dans certains cas avec force efforts du roc,
et disposés à des points stratégiques de la future construction. Des objets étaient donc enfouis dans
les fondations au cours d’une cérémonie que l’on a coutume de nommer cérémonie de fondation.
Cette communication vise à investiguer sur la nature intrinsèque de ceux-ci. Le point de vue
adopté est de tenter d’écarter, autant que faire se peut, le voile qui dissimule à nos esprits
contemporains les motivations qui animèrent les intellectuels qui élaborèrent ces dépôts. L’étude de
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ceux-ci fut, par le passé, globale et a mené à tenter de mettre en exergue, le plus souvent, ce que ces
dépôt ont en commun afin d’en dégager les traits caractéristiques. Le point de vue ici adopté, motivé
par la coexistence de modèles extrêmement différents de dépôts de fondation dans le même contexte
historique et archéologique parfois, porte plutôt à distinguer, au-delà de règles de composition et de
disposition, les différences, c’est-à-dire ce sur quoi les penseurs ayant conçu ces dépôts ont voulu
porter l’accent, ces objets soigneusement sélectionnés car ils répondaient à une attente clairement
identifiée et consciemment réfléchie. Cette communication, et la thèse de doctorat qui va suivre, vise
en conséquence à rechercher ce qui peut encore nous éclairer sur notre compréhension des dépôts
de fondation, et au-delà, nourrir encore davantage notre appréhension de l’architecture et de la
pensée égyptienne.
Les divers objets composant les dépôts de fondation relèvent de motivations diverses quant aux
valeurs qui y étaient investies. Étant enfouis, ces objets étaient dès lors immobilisés et inaccessibles.
Ils faisaient corps avec le monument élevé en superstructure. Les diverses motivations ayant prévalues
à la sélection et à la mise en place de ces objets s’accomplissaient dans la nature autoperformative
de ces dépôts. En effet, ceux-ci étaient vraisemblablement investis d’une nature incitative. Par
exemple, les matériaux de la construction, les outils, les silhouettes de personnages et tant d’autres
objets présents dans ces dépôts portent en eux le potentiel des actions auxquelles ils font référence.
C’est ce caractère autoperformatif des dépôts de fondation investi lors de la mise en œuvre du projet,
et qui se maintient après l’achèvement de celui-ci, qui permet de les assimiler à des semences portant
en germe le projet et son accomplissement lui-même.
Une fois le projet architectural achevé, ces dépôts, qui sont de fait demeurés en place dans les
fondations, conservaient leur capacité d’action, au même titre que les scènes rituelles développées
dans le programme décoratif des parois des temples. Cette nature incitative ne se limite pas aux
temples, même si, dans leurs cas, leur présence était davantage porteuse de valeurs. En effet, le
temple est un microcosme, une somme du monde créé résumée et matérialisée dans la pierre. Or,
les temples furent souvent élevés sur des éminences dès lors identifiées comme étant le lieu sur
lequel le démiurge s’est dressé. Le sable de fondation peut-être identifié à la butte primordiale, l’eau
phréatique au Noun, le temple au cosmos, et les dépôts de fondation, par leur nature incitative et
autoperformative, comme étant les semences du projet architectural, la semence du cosmos, la
semence des pierres.

Crocodile gods on a late group of hypocephali
Gábor Schreiber

Excavations in a secondary burial place in the area of Theban Tomb 32 brought to light fragments
from two cartonnage hypocephali, which exhibit a painted decoration much unfamiliar to most
known examples of this genre. Both objects exhibit deities in compartments, of which a scarabheaded ram, a falcon-headed crocodile and a seated figure can be reconstructed. Remarkably
enough, four complete hypocephali in museum collections, namely Louvre N3525 B, N3525A,
N3182 and Cairo CG9449, bear similar deities, whose figures are also complemented by other
divine images now lost on the ones from TT 32. Three of these hypocephali show the falcon-headed
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crocodile in the company of another, four-headed crocodile, while in two instances these apparently
closely associated reptile deities form the central theme of the composition.
Crocodile gods in pairs have manifold connotations in late Egyptian religion and may denote,
among others, Pnepheros and Petesuchos in the Fayyum, Geb and Khonsu in Coptos, Shu and Tefnut
or Osiris and Re in Esna. However, as the objects in question are certainly of a Theban origin, the
explanation of this representation should be searched for in the framework of the Theban theology.
Figures of falcon-headed crocodiles in Hibis, el-Qal’a and Karnak were to represent Khonsu,
Khonsu-Shu or Horus. The Khonsu theology in the god’s temple at Karnak illustrates that the above
three deities merged during the Ptolemaic Period in the person of the Theban Khonsu. Graecoroman textual sources verify, moreover, that the falcon-headed crocodile was also understood as a
specific form of Kematef, procreator god of the Theban Amun cosmogony. Since the Khonsu
cosmogony elaborates on the fusion of the progenitor Ptah/Kematef and Khonsu, it seems reasonable
to identify the god on hypocephali as Kematef-Khonsu, ancestor and, at the same time, son of Amunre. The other four-headed crocodile seems to be a substitute of the seated deity with four ram’s
heads on “standard” hypocephali. The latter, usually shown in the centre of the disks as being
adorned by eight baboons representing the Ogdoad, is Amun-re, the visible form of the creator god.
The application of the same interpretation to the four-headed crocodile is supported by the naos of
el-Arish, which makes mention of four crocodiles —Sobek-ra, Shu, Geb and Osiris-re— a group
of gods, actually the male progenitors of Heliopolitan cosmogony, representing the creative force
of the solar god. Taking this into account, the two crocodiles may refer to the key figures of Theban
theology, viz. the procreator Kematef and the solar god Amun-re. On another level the two gods were
to represent the opposition of Sun and Moon, a central theme in late Theban theology, which is
frequently depicted on “standard” hypocephali as well. Such an interpretation follows from the
identification of Khonsu as a lunar god. The representation of the two gods/celestial bodies are
placed on these hypocephli in a broader context of subsidiary deities alluding to the changing of day
and night and, through this, to the liminal rites of death and resurrection.
Since this late group of hypocephali appears to reflect the doctrines of Ptolemaic Khonsu
cosmogony, a late development in Theban theology, they certainly postdate the early Ptolemaic
Period. Such a chronological assessment is in accordance with the context of the hypocephali from
the area of TT 32 which suggest in general a dating between the later 3rd century BC and the second
half of the 2nd century BC. A dating to this period may be deduced from a mummy linen inscribed
with the names of Ptolemy IV and Arsinoe III as well as from the style-critical analysis of painted
pottery and multiple-piece cartonnages found in association with the hypocephali in question.
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The historical treatment of mummies and
the impact upon museums today [poster]
Gillian Scott

The modern history of the treatment of ancient Egyptian mummies is almost as diverse as the ancient
cultural treatments of the body during the course of ancient Egyptian civilisation. From having been
used as paint, through to their role in the development of our understanding of human anatomy,
mummies have been sought out from their resting places and used in many different ways. Some
have been ‘lucky’ and have survived to the present day relatively unscathed- although with
‘Egyptomania’ still thriving and the public’s desire to know more about these ancient beings, there
is pressure upon museums to continue pushing these bodies to the limits in search of knowledge.
The way in which mummies were treated in the past can have a huge impact upon what museums
can glean from them today in terms of information and what they can do with them by means of
display and even conservation. To get a better understanding of what we can and cannot achieve in
this respect, it is important that we not only build upon our knowledge of the ancient culture itself,
but also understand the more recent events that have also left their mark on these fragile bodies.
Often one way to achieve this is through science as documentation, more often than not, is relatively
poor. However, in some circumstances it can hinder, not help us- yielding information that if read
incorrectly can provide us with a misguided view of ancient Egyptian culture instead of a clearer
picture of more modern scenarios. Clearly a way through this minefield is by multi-disciplinary
analysis where science, archaeology and history combine. It is also by sometimes educating both
scientists and museum curators and getting them to understand what has gone before and how that
may affect —both positively and negatively— the remains in question. This poster aims to look at
the different ways in which ancient Egyptian human mummies have been treated in the past and,
by using some case studies, examine how this has affected what we can and cannot do with them
today. It is based upon the author’s current PhD research which includes the creation of a recording
database specific to unwrapped Egyptian mummified remains.

Le rituel de l’Ouverture de la Bouche dans la tombe de Djehouty (TT 11)
Jose M. Serrano

Les fouilles que la Mission Archéologique Hispano-Égyptienne mène depuis 2002 à la nécropole
de Thèbes, à Dra Abou el-Naga (tombeau de Djehouty et Hery - TT 11 et 12) ont commencé tout
récemment à mettre en valeur les textes et les representations artistiques appartenant à la tombe
principale du gisement, celle de Djéhouty (TT11), datée à la XVIII Dynastie. Haut fonctionnaire de
la reine Hatshepsout, scribe rémarquable et directeur en chef du Trésor, entre autres charges de
responsabilité, Djehouty fut enseveli dans une superbe tombe avec une decoration trés originale et
d’ailleurs d’une tres bonne qualité. Découverte officialement à la fin du XIX siècle, surtout grace aux
efforts de P.E. NEWBERRY et W. SPIEGLEBERG, elle n’a pas étè jamais etudié ni publié comm’ elle
mérite. Sur le mur est du corridor que mène à la chapelle funeraire, la partie la plus profonde et cachée
de la tombe, au lieu qui est sans doute le propre, nous trouvons la representation du rituel de
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l’Ouverture de la Bouche. Connú depuis longtemps, il n’à pas e’eté consideré dans les études
auparavant, apparemment à cause du mauvais état de conservation des images et du texte, qui presenten
pas mal de cassures et vides. Le classique et d’autre part excellent étude de E. OTTO se contente de
mentionner très rapidement le rituel de la tombe de Djehouty, en disant qu’il se trouve tres endommagé.
Malgré tout, le netttoyage du débris du corridor, et aussi les travaux de restauration, avec la recuperation
de plusieurs fragments merci aux fouilles de l’exterieur, surtout dans la cour de la tombe, ont possibilité
une nouvelle reconstruction des scénes et aussi une lecture plus complete du mur.
Le résultat est à notre avis tres remarquable: nous sommes face à une version très complete du
rituel de l’Ouverture de la Bouche, ce qui n’est pas très commun dans les tombes thèbaines de la
XVIIIº et XIXº Dynastie. Originalemente, il était composè au moins par 40-45 scènes, correspondant
aux diffrerentes étapes du rituel. Il faus aussi se rappeler que la version peut ètre la plus complete,
celle de la TT 100 (Rekhmire), compte environ 50 scènes. En plus, la copie du rituel de la tombe
de Djehouty est possiblement une de plus anciennes conservées, avec un mélange des images et du
texte que rend sa lecture tres expressive. Ceci dit, ont doit esperer qu’un étude en profondeur de ce
document puisse se constituer en une apportation importante pour une meilleure comprension du
rituel de l’Ouverture de la Bouche. Aussi le fait d’être inclus dans une tombe d’une si bonne qualité
como celle de Djehouty peut-être permettra de mieux connaître la place de cette liturgie dans la
religion funéraire et dans le programme iconographique des tombes tébaines du Nouvel Empire.

Présentation du projet “Tradition, diversité ethnique et culturel: les Textes des
Pyramides à la XXVe dynastie”
Covadonga Sevilla Cueva and Miguel Ángel Molinero Polo

Les Textes des Pyramides ont continué à être copiés avec fréquence et une certaine fidelité au texte
original pendant les periodes suivantes à l’Ancient Empire, même si l’on a employé d’autres
éléments que les murs des chambres funéraires comme c’était l’habitude de la première période
d’utilisation. Nous connaissons a peu près deux cent objets du Moyen Empire —cercueils, petits
objets du mobilier funéraire— qui temoignent cette utilisation et sa validité religieuse à tel point que
quelques spécialistes considérent qu’il est necessaire “d’effacer” la frontière qu’on avait établi
entre les TP /Ancient Empire et les CT/ Période Héracleopolitaine et Moyen Empire, pour considérer
les deux corpora des manifestations d’une tradition commune. On peut constater qu’à partir du
Nouvel Empire, le numéro d’hymnes des TP utilisés commence à se reduire et pendant la TPI ils
ont presque disparu du régistre épigraphique. C’est pourtant, significatif, dès quelques points de
vue (l’histoire des croyances égyptiennes, le moyen de transmission des textes, la possibilité de la
conservation de la tradition écrite dans les archives des temples) sa “réapparition” pendant la XXVe
dynastie, dans un contexte sociale, politique, culturelle et religieux très différent.
Les rapports entre les égyptiens et les nubiens vont provoquer des changements dans l’idéologie
politique et religieuse, mais aussi sociales, comme les documents nous permettent d’envisager. Nous
pouvons apercevoir, d’une part, les essaies d’adaptation des kouchites à une organisation mûre, tant
du point de vue de la population autochtone, comme des groupes dirigents. D’autre part, les égyptiens
semblent accepter, d’une façon apparement naturelle, les traditions et les reinterpretations nubiennes
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étranges à son système.Les TP seront recuperés par les pharaons de la XXV dynastie, mais aussi par
l’élite égyptienne. Donc, ces textes funéraires constituent un des cas de symbiose culturelle à
l’époque. Nous connaissons jusqu’à ce moment plus d’une trentaine d’exemples qui témoignent la
récuperation de ce corpus. Il s’agit de documents d’une longueur différente –quelques lignes à une
cinquantaine d’hymnes complets-. Ils n’ont pas été étudiés en profondeur et de notre point de vue il
faut, en plus, les mettre en rapport avec un contexte religieux, idéologique, politique, social et
géographique. Ce dernier aspect semble plus compliqué mais très interessant, car la plupart des
documents que nous conservons proviennent de la région thébaine, où l’activité et l’intêret des
nubiens à été plus intense que dans le reste du pays.
Les objectifs globales du projet que nous nous avons tracé sont les suivantes: La recuperation
des textes avec l’étude de ses modifications même s’il semble apparement qu’ils se conservent à
l’essentiel; la création d’une édition synoptique critique avec l’analyse léxique, syntactique et ses
variations en rapport au textes de l’Ancien Empire; un étude des objets ou monuments ou ils sont
inscrits. En ce dernier cas, son emplacement dans quelles chambres et murs ; quel est le rapport
entre le texte et l’objet. Et, finalement, de ce point de vue essayer de comprendre, du point de vue
religieux, la récuperation de ces anciens hymnes et le contexte cultuel ou ils se trouvent. D’autre part,
nous voulons identifier la situation politique et sociale spécifique de ceux qu’utilisent les TP pendant
la XXVe dynastie, voire l’identité et le groupe ethnique des proprietaires et l’analyse de sa situation
à la société et ses rapports avec la royauté nubienne.

The University of Liverpool Gurob Project:
new research on a New Kingdom town
Ian Shaw

This paper presents the first three seasons of work by the University of Liverpool survey at Medinet
el-Gurob in the Faiyum. This project (2005-2007), is a preliminary study of the urban and funerary
remains at Medinet el-Gurob, a ‘harim town’ in the Faiyum region of northern Egypt. It represents
the first opportunity in modern times to re-assess the current state of the site, after a long period of
military use during the 1960s and 1970s. Our study of the site employs surface collection of pottery
and other material, in order to gain a better understanding of the patterning of human activity at the
site in all periods, but particularly during the long period of occupation of the New Kingdom town.

An archaeological survey in the northeastern part of the Fayum
Noriyuki Shirai, Willeke Wendrich, René Cappers

Since 2003, the UCLA-RUG Fayum Project has obtained permission to carry out archaeological
fieldwork in the northeastern part of the Fayum Depression. The concession area of the project is
located between Kom Aushim (Karanis) in the east and Qasr el-Sagha in the west, and between the
northeastern shore of Lake Qarun in the south and the rocky terrains in the north which mark the
northern ridge of the Fayum Depression. The 2003-2006 seasons’ survey concentrated on the eastern
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half of this concession area. The survey was aimed at determining the present condition of the
concession area and the spatial distribution of archaeological remains, with special attention to rich
prehistoric remains in this area. A number of prehistoric sites which have been investigated by
different research teams before the 1980s were recorded and revisited. Together with any other
uninvestigated archaeological and geological features encountered, these sites have been
incorporated in a GIS for the study of land use patterns in this area from the Epipalaeolithic to the
Old Kingdom.

The mortuary cult organization during the Old Kingdom
Yayoi Shirai

As Malek133clearly pointed out, the mortuary cults of the deceased kings of the Old Kingdom made
a significant impact on the society and economy of this period through organizing a number of
people to operate the cults and redistributing the national produce to all the strata of Egyptian society.
Abusir Papyri vividly illustrate how cults of Fifth Dynasty kings were actually organized and how
ritual offerings were circulated into the functionaries. Likewise, it appears that this practice was
widespread in the milieu of the non-royal individuals, where the religious conducts of mortuary
cults enhanced the social bond centered on the deceased, and trickled down the national resource
to the lower social layers. However, this remains a hypothetical view based on the studies of a
limited quantity of evidence. To reach a better understanding of the role of private mortuary cults
in the society of the Old Kingdom, it is necessary to look at the substantial amount of evidence. In
particular, the information of the organization of mortuary cults provides valuable clues about the
underlying social and economic interaction among non-royal individuals. In this regard, the author
has gathered and analyzed the evidence for the mortuary cult organizations of individuals who were
buried in the royal cemetery at Giza from the Fourth to the Sixth Dynasties. The detailed assessment
of the textual as well as archaeological evidence at Giza will reveal not only overall pictures of the
organization of private mortuary cults in the Old Kingdom, but also the influence of the mortuary cult
organization on the spatial patterns of tombs in one cemetery. This paper will present the latest results
of this research, concentrating on the patterns of the mortuary cult organization according to the
social ranks of the deceased, the chronological development of the organization, and its effect on the
spatial patterns of tombs in the cemetery at Giza.

Politics of placement:
The Theban Necropolis in the Eighteenth Dynasty
J.J. Shirley

In the Eighteenth Dynasty the Theban Necropolis became a preferred location for elite burials,
witnessing an explosion of tomb construction. This paper examines how tomb locations were
obtained by 18th Dynasty officials, focusing primarily on the area of Sheikh Abd el-Qurna. It
investigates tomb placement in the necropolis, particularly focusing on the effect that a tomb owner’s
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family and titles had on his tomb’s location, and touching on how tomb locations within the
necropolis were allotted and by whom. This investigation reveals that significant changes in patterns
of tomb placement took place as the Eighteenth Dynasty proceeded.
There are several factors that would have influenced where a person cited their tomb. Previous
scholars (e.g. HELCK, KAMPP, POLZ, ROMER) have demonstrated that tomb owners in the Theban
New Kingdom generally appear to show a preference for placing their tombs near royal mortuary
temples and along routes of religious processions. While tomb placement was in part connected to
enhancing one’s afterlife, there are clear indications that it was also a reflection of one’s place in the
living world. For example, Englemann has shown that the size and vertical location of a tomb on
the cliffside can often be tied to the status of its owner. However, there are anomalies within this
pattern —tombs that seem to be located either too high or too low on the cliff, or whose size seems
out of proportion for their apparent status— which have not been satisfactorily explained. Several
examples from my current research illustrate how not only elite status, but also lineage, one’s
connection to the king, and a government official’s position would have influenced where an 18th
Dynasty tomb was situated on the expanse of the Necropolis. This information not only offers an
explanation for the anomalies mentioned above, but also allows the discovery of new geographic
clusters of tombs whose owners are connected by family and/or position.
Although we have not yet established precisely who might have decided where officials could
build their tombs, preliminary research suggests that the role may not have been a defined position
within the administration. Unlike in the Old Kingdom, when officials speak of their role in
constructing their own tombs, in New Kingdom Thebes any mention of tomb building is related to
that done for the king. However, it may well be that those involved in, for example, royal tomb
building or guarding the West Bank, also had a hand in the development of the Theban Necropolis.
Based on an examination of the tomb owners it would also appear that during the Eighteenth
Dynasty the king himself had some role in determining tomb placement. This paper concludes that
by examining tomb locations from the perspective of titles and families a clearer picture begins to
emerge of the complex nature of the Theban Necropolis’ development in the Eighteenth Dynasty.
While tomb builders certainly valued a good view to the mortuary temples and access to the festival
processions, these were not the only, nor perhaps even the most important features of a prospective
tomb site. As exemplified by the tombs on the upper slope of Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, how a tomb
owner defined himself in terms of family and career seem to have been dominating factors in tomb
placement.

“He subdued the water monster/ crocodile”:
God’s battle with the Sea in Egyptian sources
Nili Shupak

The battle of god with the sea, which designates the conflict between the cosmic order and the
chaotic powers, was a myth prevalent in the ancient world, of which different versions from
Babylon, Ugarit, Mari and Hatti have long been known. Allusions to it occur also in the Bible (e.g.
Gen 1:21; Isa 27:1; 51: 9-10; Ps. 74:13; Job 7:12; 26:12-13; Hab 3:8-9, 15). The common view in
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research is that the Hebrew texts bear the imprint of the Mesopotamian or the Ugaritic versions, and
lately even an impact of Asia Minor was mentioned. The aim of the present discussion is to
demonstrate that a parallel myth that unfortunately has not attracted the attention it merits, was
known in ancient Egypt as well. The Egyptian tradition is documented from the 2nd millennium
BCE until the Roman period, thus predating most of the ancient Near Eastern versions, the oldest
of which is from the 18th-17th century BCE. The Egyptian myth has been preserved in fragments
from many sources. Some sources are literary —the wisdom instructions, magic-medical formulae
as well as folk tales and legends. Then there are iconographic sources such as illustrations in the
Books of the Dead, tombstone reliefs, and the decorations on scarabs, seals and amulets. To
reconstruct it one must collect and assemble all these scattered fragments into one whole. The
present investigation establishes that the tradition of god’s battle with the sea was well known in
ancient Egypt, and one should not rule out the possibility that it left its traces in the Biblical texts.

Saqqara in the Middle Kingdom
David P. Silverman

Priests who served in the cult of King Teti chose, for the most part, locations near the king’s pyramid
at Saqqara for their personal burial sites. This practice continued during and beyond the Old
Kingdom. Priestly titles in Teti’s cult still existed in the Middle Kingdom, and officials of the cult
continued to construct their tombs close to the pyramid. Sites have been found on the northern,
eastern, and southern sides of Teti’s pyramid, and the University of Pennsylvania Museum has been
working in this area since 1992. A few of these tombs seem to follow a similar pattern, a chapel with
a courtyard, a vertical shaft, a descending corridor, and a burial chamber. As the Twelfth Dynasty
began, we see that the decorum regarding placement of the burial chambers seems to have changed,
and individuals were allowed to situate their sarcophagus chamber just within the royal sacred space
of the pyramid that the enclosure wall demarked. Within a few generations, the rules became more
lax, as the burial chamber had shifted to a more prominent place within the royal courtyard. Family
memorial chapels also appear closeby. Investigations the expedition team have made indicate the
importance of orientation in the placement of the chapels, the burial chambers, and the inscriptions.
In November-December 2007, our recently conducted season, has revealed what appears to be an
expansion of these burials on the southern side of the courtyard, just beyond the enclosure wall of
Teti’s pyramid.

Intra site analysis and Landscape dynamics at Kom Kawaled,
in the Northern Nile Delta
Paul Sinclair

This paper reports on two seasons of work by the Swedish Mission at Kom el-Khawaled in the Kafr
el-Sheikh area of the north Nile Delta. The team includes archaeologists and Egyptologists from
Uppsala and Oxford Universities and personnel and inspectors from the SCA. Initial work in 2006
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aimed to confirm the previously established extent and height of Kom el-Khawaled; to ascertain the
nature and variability of archaeological finds on the surface of the tell, to provide a preliminary
chronology of the site, to situate Kom el-Khawaled in relation to other sites in the near vicinity. Kom
el-Khawaled is 72 Ha in extent and rises c15 m over the surrounding fields. A 50m grid was
established over the site and systematic sampling of a 10 m2 area around 78 points was undertaken.
Finds of Brick, Pottery, Stone, Glass, Slag, Metal, Shell (Marine and Fresh water) and Bone were
recorded from each sample area. All pottery sherds >1cm were recorded according to shape and
ware categories. Rim sherds were drawn. In addition to the systematic sample considerable field
walking was undertaken on the site. Features and finds were noted and recorded with digital cameras
and plotted using GPS equipment. The combination of systematic and haphazard sampling provided
a useful compromise between detailed and broad coverage of the site.
Brick Structures The number of bricks scattered over the site is considerable and indicative of
a range of different structures. These include walling discovered in the north west of the site and a
brick and mortar structures with adjoining walling in the west central area. It is likely that brick
kilns were used for metal working, glass production and ceramic and brick firing.
Pottery wares comprised both earthen and glazed wares. The majority of earthen wares were
coarse in texture but medium and even some fine wares also occurred. African Red slipped wares
were present. Overall the ceramics seem to best represent Late Roman Byzantine and Islamic wares.
No earlier Pharaonic examples were noted. Glazed sherds included polychrome Islamic wares and
one possible example of Sassanian Islamic Blue green glazed ware and also some east
Mediterranean wares. Glass finds were abundant on the site and included a range of small thin
walled flasks and open containers represented by a variety of rims, handles bases and body
fragments in different shades of green as well as some colourless and dark blue examples and some
with blue blob patterns. Only one glass bead was recovered (0,5cm blue drawn cylinder) and quite
possibly fine mesh sieving would significantly increase the recovery rate. The possibility of glass
manufacture at the site is an important consideration given the range and quantity of glass sherds
found across the surface of the tell.
Metal finds were rare but included some copper coins of different sizes which were recorded.
Inscriptions were not possible to decipher owing to corrosion. Indications of metal working included
possible ore samples as well as considerable quantities of flow slag both magnetic and none
magnetic examples. The abundance of slag as well as warped bricks and potsherds and caked glass
are likely to reflect a range of activities with considerable temperatures being reached in brick ovens.
Finds of stone include a large limestone worked block and a variety of smaller worked pieces. Upper
and lower grinding stones also occurred as did crudely worked limestone flaked pieces sometimes
apparently used as scrapers. A number of carved stone bowl fragments of basalt also occurred. These
together with the grind stones might well indicate food processing areas. Organic remains were few
and no examples of carbonized seeds were recovered and very few bones. Marine and fresh water
shells were however recorded. The marine examples can include those from limestone
agglomeration which were recovered on the site. The localization of specific features e.g. suspected
brick and pottery and glass kilns and categories of finds such a slag and fragments of glass indicate
activity areas which might well include glass manufacture and metal smelting or forging. Areas in
which limestone and granite fragments occurred together with amphorae fragments and more rare
glazed wares seem suggestive of other activity areas.
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Current work in 2008 aimed at identifying sub surface features using magnetometry will also be
reported as will results of strategraphic investigation using hand augering. In addition efforts to
understand the environmental context of tell formation and landscape dynamics in the vicinity of
Kom Kawaled relation to riverine history and levee formation combining satellite imagery analysis
and ground truthing will also be presented. This provides material for discussion of resource
availability and communications in the areas surrounding Kom el-Khawaled and the basis for further
discussion of the development of urbanism in north central area of the delta.

Intra site analysis and Landscape dynamics at
Kom Kawaled, in the Northern Nile Delta
Paul Sinclair

This paper reports on two seasons of work by the Swedish Mission at Kom el-Khawaled in the Kafr
el-Sheikh area of the north Nile Delta. The team includes archaeologists and Egyptologists from
Uppsala and Oxford Universities and personnel and inspectors from the SCA. Initial work in 2006
aimed to confirm the previously established extent and height of Kom el-Khawaled; to ascertain the
nature and variability of archaeological finds on the surface of the tell, to provide a preliminary
chronology of the site, to situate Kom el-Khawaled in relation to other sites in the near vicinity. Kom
el-Khawaled is 72 Ha in extent and rises c15 m over the surrounding fields. A 50m grid was
established over the site and systematic sampling of a 10 m2 area around 78 points was undertaken.
Finds of Brick, Pottery, Stone, Glass, Slag, Metal, Shell (Marine and Fresh water) and Bone were
recorded from each sample area. All pottery sherds >1cm were recorded according to shape and
ware categories. Rim sherds were drawn. In addition to the systematic sample considerable field
walking was undertaken on the site. Features and finds were noted and recorded with digital cameras
and plotted using GPS equipment. The combination of systematic and haphazard sampling provided
a useful compromise between detailed and broad coverage of the site.
Brick Structures The number of bricks scattered over the site is considerable and indicative of
a range of different structures. These include walling discovered in the north west of the site and a
brick and mortar structures with adjoining walling in the west central area. It is likely that brick
kilns were used for metal working, glass production and ceramic and brick firing.
Pottery wares comprised both earthen and glazed wares. The majority of earthen wares were
coarse in texture but medium and even some fine wares also occurred. African Red slipped wares
were present. Overall the ceramics seem to best represent Late Roman Byzantine and Islamic wares.
No earlier Pharaonic examples were noted. Glazed sherds included polychrome Islamic wares and
one possible example of Sassanian Islamic Blue green glazed ware and also some east
Mediterranean wares. Glass finds were abundant on the site and included a range of small thin
walled flasks and open containers represented by a variety of rims, handles bases and body
fragments in different shades of green as well as some colourless and dark blue examples and some
with blue blob patterns. Only one glass bead was recovered (0,5cm blue drawn cylinder) and quite
possibly fine mesh sieving would significantly increase the recovery rate. The possibility of glass
manufacture at the site is an important consideration given the range and quantity of glass sherds
found across the surface of the tell.
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Metal finds were rare but included some copper coins of different sizes which were recorded.
Inscriptions were not possible to decipher owing to corrosion. Indications of metal working included
possible ore samples as well as considerable quantities of flow slag both magnetic and none
magnetic examples. The abundance of slag as well as warped bricks and potsherds and caked glass
are likely to reflect a range of activities with considerable temperatures being reached in brick ovens.
Finds of stone include a large limestone worked block and a variety of smaller worked pieces. Upper
and lower grinding stones also occurred as did crudely worked limestone flaked pieces sometimes
apparently used as scrapers. A number of carved stone bowl fragments of basalt also occurred. These
together with the grind stones might well indicate food processing areas. Organic remains were
few and no examples of carbonized seeds were recovered and very few bones. Marine and fresh
water shells were however recorded. The marine examples can include those from limestone
agglomeration which were recovered on the site. The localization of specific features e.g. suspected
brick and pottery and glass kilns and categories of finds such a slag and fragments of glass indicate
activity areas which might well include glass manufacture and metal smelting or forging. Areas in
which limestone and granite fragments occurred together with amphorae fragments and more rare
glazed wares seem suggestive of other activity areas.
Current work in 2008 aimed at identifying sub surface features using magnetometry will also be
reported as will results of strategraphic investigation using hand augering. In addition efforts to
understand the environmental context of tell formation and landscape dynamics in the vicinity of
Kom Kawaled relation to riverine history and levee formation combining satellite imagery analysis
and ground truthing will also be presented. This provides material for discussion of resource
availability and communications in the areas surrounding Kom el-Khawaled and the basis for further
discussion of the development of urbanism in north central area of the delta.

The social organisation of predynastic Upper Egypt from Badari to Naqada
Gavin Kevin Smith

The social organisation of predynastic Upper Egypt remains a substantially unresolved conundrum
of research and discussion despite many attempts to formulate hypotheses based on a number of
approaches and evidence. Archaeologists of early Egypt particularly those concentrating on the late
predynastic period have focused intensely upon the unitary aspects of predynastic culture —religion,
language and kingship— that are more indicative of early modern European state formation than the
older, more intrinsic, forms of social organisation reflective of early Egypt’s indigenous development
as part of north east Africa. The continuity that existed between Badarian and Naqada culture is
important, but compared to the potential continuity that existed between the East African Neolithic
and Badari, it is overstated in its influence. Therefore the disputation being undertaken here contends
that Badarian settlements should not only be considered as just the forerunner of the more successful
Naqada period, but that they were part and parcel of the antecedents that influenced the entire flow
of socio-political development between the Neolithic and the predynastic period. Our propensity to
focus narrowly on the core aspects of dynastic civilisation that are evident during the Naqada period
with a distinct emphasis on the late predynastic through a process of retrospective analysis continues
to make us dependent upon theories that a more appropriate for our time than early Egypt.
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One of the biggest deceptions is that Naqada civilisation tilts inexorably towards state formation
and its constituent components. No one people, group or culture is the same nor do they develop
along a trajectory and simultaneously develop similar social organisations or structures either when
in close contact or completely unknown to one another. Each society is individual and unique in its
inception. Thus the perception that Mesopotamian civilisation provides the social template for
archaic civilisation in the eastern Mediterranean and north east Africa is fundamentally inaccurate
because it presents the development of a late predynastic Egyptian “state” as a fait accompli. The
early Egyptian ‘state’ was predicated upon the rules of its own existence not those of the European
world. The antecedent of the late predynastic ‘state’ was not the classical Greek polis, it came much
later, but that which preceded Naqada culture in Upper Egypt. The antecedents of Naqada Egypt
were powerfully influenced by indigenous people who had migrated from the south and southwest
during the preceding millennia and their influence had been left on the material culture of the early
predynastic people but also upon the settlements and social organisation of the occupants of
Badarian sites in Middle Egypt. Therefore the clear focus of the discussion will be upon the lineage
and descent aspects of social organisation and social structure based upon a comprehensive
understanding of human interaction as outlined in the studies of Emile Durkheim, Max Weber and
Pierre Bourdieu as well as the extant material evidence. Furthermore it is expected that the social
organisation of early Egypt between 4000 and 3000 BCE will be gradually revealed if we take a
careful and deliberate approach to understand the cultural landscape in its own context, time, space
and history.

Xm(w) nTr mAat: law and administration of justice in ancient Egypt
Teressa Soria

The investigation in which we are working, and that constitutes the object of our communication in
this Congress, born with the last purpose to deepen in the study of the officials known as Priests of
Maat, always associated to judicial and legal fields. Since the beginnings, the points that interested
us to approach were to be able to define if we are dealing with a rank, title or epithet, if those officials
carried out a specific duty to hold it or, on the contrary, if it is a simple epithet as a result of the
exercise of another different duty, although related, the consecuence of a concrete position inside the
Administration, or due to their family status. If “Priest of Maat” would be a title, then it turns out to
be evident that the following step would be to connect it with a possible family succession in the same
one. In order to the attainment of our objectives, we decided to undertake a prosopographical analysis
of these Priests of Maat. Still knowing the existing criticisms to this kind of approximation, we
consider that exist several prosopographies that have given rich fruits and are of evident interest for
Egyptology, besides offering us a very proper method to our purposes by means of the analysis of all
the titles and epithets of each official and the more in depth study of all those related to the judicial
and legal fields during the chosen period.
Nevertheless, when the work began to give its fruits we realized that it would not be excessively
complete if we did not dedicate a prior section in which the concept of Maat was undertaken in
depth from the legal point of view, studying the terminology usually used by the ancient Egyptians
that does relation to aspects that could be considered as legals and judicials during the chronological
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limits that we marked us, and the usually terminology used by academics to translate these terms,
as well as a look around the antiquity Laws of the most nearby civilizations, in time and space, to
the studied Egypt. By this way, our work will be developed in two perfectly complementary,
narrowly linked and related sections, seeking the following results:
To Establish a proper terminology related to the Law and the Administration of Justice in
ancient Egypt.
To reconfigure the concept of Maat from a legal point of view.
To define the duties of the Priests of Maat, since its appearance until the end of the Eighteenth
Dynasty.
We will apply the following methodology:
(Sec. I) A descriptive analysis of the terminology used by ancient Egyptians in the
established period of time, and its possible relation with the contemporary terminology in the
field of Law.
(Sec. I) Analysis of the concept of Maat from a legal point of view that permit us to stress
on some related and practical questions.
(Sec. I) Comparative study between different contemporary legal systems and those ancient
ones developed in nearby areas, in time and space, to the chosen Egyptian period.
(Sec. II) Prosopographical study of the Priest of Maat, including other titles and epithets of
these officials in order to carrying out a comparative analysis on possible existing links with
a specific duty or social or family position.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The dualistic symbolism of the funerary “Cadiac” amulets
Rogério Sousa

Usually studied separately, both the heart scarab and the heart amulet were very important elements
of the magical protection of the mummy. Being an iconographical expression of the heart, we’ve
found useful to study the relationship between these amulets in order to get a better view of their
meaning and, if any, what kind of symbolic relation existed between them. Starting with the physical
characterization of those amulets, we’ve traced the most notorious differences in the use of materials,
colours or decoration. Based on those differences we have traced a formal typology of those amulets.
Curiously enough, those differences are also consistent with the depictions of those amulets in
distinct pictorial contexts. In order to understand the meaning that the «cardiac» amulets had in
Egyptian artistic tradition, we also have identified the most important iconographical contexts in
which we can expect to find representations of those amulets. Relating this information with the
religious beliefs of the afterlife we have manage to trace a new interpretation of the dualistic
symbolism of the «cardiac» amulets, which is also consistent with their ritual use on mummification
and other funerary rituals.
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The secret of Sinuhe revisited: the heart as the God’s voice
Rogério Sousa and Telo Canhão

The Story of Sinuhe is, in many ways, a unique piece of Egyptian literature and is without question
one of the most studied texts from Ancient Egypt. Despite the extensive research concerned with
it, the most dramatic event of that narrative, the Sinuhe´s flight from Egypt, is still veiled in secret.
To better understand the reason’s behind that event, crucial to understand the all story, we have
focused our attention on the description of Sinuhe´s behavior. It is clearly stated that his behavioral
disorder was caused by the command of his heart. On our presentation we intend to point out that
the mystery that veil that moment is, to our understanding, the signs of a manifestation of a god. The
identity of that god is, in fact, revealed during the tale as we intend to showcase.

Desert related themes in the iconographic programme of
Memphite Old Kingdom elite tombs134
Nico T.B. Staring

The decorative programme in the elite tombs of the Memphite region, especially with regards to the
so-called daily life scenes, has been responsible to a large extend for our understanding of the Old
Kingdom society. The huge amount of available data however, has also had its disadvantages where
it concerns a detailed study of scene content integrated into an all encompassing study of the decorative
programme. In this paper, a selection from the larger iconographic programme has been made, which
allows for a systematical, numerical approach in order to analyze the iconographic material and
eventually make overall, generalizing, statistically well founded statements in this respect.135
The main data for research is derived from the decorated tombs of the elite cemeteries of the
Memphite area, supplemented with the provincial cemetery of el-Hawawish. The four selected
themes do occur in a total number of 118 tombs, accounting for roughly one third of all published,
decorated Memphite elite burials. The research and its conclusions are therefore based on a large
and thus representative amount of data, allowing for statistical assumptions.The selection of data
from the larger corpus of iconographical themes for the present research has been made on their
exclusive possession of and occupation with desert animals as their main subject. As such, four
different sub-themes have been identified: the desert hunt, the slaughtering of desert animals,
stock/cattle breeding and finally the offering procession of desert animals. The representational
data, that is the individual scenes, could be studied on several levels. First of all there is the
distinction between quantitative and qualitative data. The first could be considered as an objective
rendering of all features that are suitable to be tabulated and analyzed at the same level. With the
qualitative data, extracted from the scenes, one enters the interpretative sphere. From formal,
outward appearance one now considers the meaning, Sinnbild, of the scene.
The quantitative data can also be studied on two distinct levels. First, there are the internal
dynamics within the scenic representation, the interplay between represented activities and associated
text, thus a detailed study to the scene as an independent entity. The different themes will furthermore
be studied in light of the topographical and chronological development. Basically, each theme has a
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minimum of internal features, or basic structure, which could be enlarged or reduced. An
identification and analysis of these factors is an important part of the present research. The external
data associated with the decorative programme could be designated as the external factors
determining the development of the decorative programme within the boundaries of tomb
architecture, orientation and location. In other words, this is the supposed relationship between tomb
architecture and the decorative programme.136 Several factors have been identified and analyzed with
regards to their influence on tomb decoration, which results in the opposition between strict rules of
decorum versus a rather random choice and placement of scenes, in which the personal choice of the
tomb owner is evident. The discussed factors do not necessarily include all possibilities, since, as long
as we do not clearly understand the interdependability of all factors and sources that can be of any
influence on the iconographical programme of the elite tombs, we can not be certain when we ascribe
particular events as the driving force behind changes in our data.
This also includes assumptions such as whether the occurrence of a certain theme on a wall with
a minimum of registers should lead to allusions on its relative importance, and that walls with a
small number of registers thus display the ‘basic needs’ of decorative programme.In this presentation
I will discuss the questions posed within and results for the internal and external aspects concerning
the studied themes. A special focus will be on the occurrence of the animals, their distribution and
development, per theme as well as inter-thematical, on a geographical and chronological level.137
The results for these data, as abstracted from the quantitative data, will be presented and discussed.
To summarize, an outline of the possible questions, its applicability and final results of the above
mentioned theoretical considerations in the practice of tomb decoration will be given. It will be
emphasized that a detailed study of scene content has the potential of arriving at statements on
several subjects, where it concerns the tomb’s iconographic programme as a whole.

Linguistic artificiality in the verbal system of the Tuthmoside era
Andreas Stauder

Any attempt to model the much-discussed transition from (essentially synthetic) Earlier Egyptian
to (essentially analytic) Later Egyptian calls for a thorough questioning of the very nature of the
extant written record. Far from yielding a linear diachrony, the empirically accessible varieties of
Egyptian increasingly appear as a series of ‘snapshots’, heavily determined by the varying cultural
dialectics in the use of written language in a society underlying strong constraints of decorum. This
is true in particular for the language of the crucial period of the 18th dyn., which, leaving aside a
few letters, is essentially known through official productions. On a most general level, the
exuberance and redundancy of the verbal paradigms as empirically gathered by Th. Ritter for the
corpus of Urkunden IV138 cannot reflect any kind of reasonably functional synchronic linguistic
system. Besides raising strong suspicion about the homogeneity of the investigated corpus139, this
suggests that further features of the verbal system of Eighteenth Dynasty “official” texts might be
“artificial” altogether.
“Artificiality” is to be understood as a cover term for several different phenomena. A case of
plain archaism is shown by the de-transitive tw constructions. The categorial reanalysis of the
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morpheme tw, from marker of verbal inflection to personal morph, is effective as early as Twelfth
Dynasty.140 In “official” Eighteenth Dynasty texts however, one comes across de-transitive tw
constructions with an overt agent introduced in syntactic periphery by means of jn, that is to say,
construed as if they were still morphological passives.
“Artificiality” may further involve specific intertextual reference to earlier text types. Eighteenth
Dynasty texts show instances of a “bare” pseudo-participle, i.e. with omission of the pre-verbal
subject (NP zDm(w)), outside manipulative speech-acts. Furthermore, some uses of the pseudoparticiple show semantic orientation on A with verbs not able of denoting primary states (i.e. with
verbs oth than rx and xm). Both uses, often coming together, are reminiscent of the sociolect
characteristic of some MK biographies and literature. Some verbal forms in the Eighteenth Dynasty
texts seem to be outright hybrids. This would be the case of instances of reduplication in both main
perfective forms —whose stem is otherwise short— the zDm.n.f and the pseudo-participle.
Considering that the Eighteenth Dynasty is the time in which the usual reduplicating forms, the
mrr.f, mrr(.t), and mrr(.t).f are loosing or have already lost ground, these occasionally reduplicating
zDm.n.f and pseudo-participles might be interpreted as hypercorrect refections. The whole issue may
be further connected with the artificial opposition made by some Eighteenth Dynasty texts on
pragmatic grounds between zDm.f and zDm.n.f.
A further type of hypercorrect refection is shown by the use of bare initial tw in tw r zDm. Leaving
aside personal names —for which the lack of jw is immediately explained by the fact that personal
names stand outside énonciation141— the pattern tw r zDm is restricted to some Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Dynasty literary texts, such as Neferti and Ipuwer142. The bare initial tw is probably best
understood as a conscious strategy to “de-Late-Egyptianize” a Future III, the morpheme jw as a
future marker being conceived as a feature typical of LE as opposed to ME (Eighteenth Dynasty
actual speech jw.tw r zDm.f  some Eighteenth Dynasty literary texts jw.tw r zDm.f).The latter type
of hypercorrect refection yields an hybrid between the LE (jw NP r zDm.f) and the ME (NP r zDm)
realizations of the same morphological category: Eighteenth Dynasty literary tw r zDm.f (i.e. jw.tw
r zDm.f), where ME would have had jw.tw r zDm.f. The former type of hypercorrect refection is more
complex. It yields an hybrid between a perfective form - be it still productive (pseudo-participle)
or not (zDm.n.f) —and a morphological feature of a (semantically incompatible!) imperfective form,
reduplication. As long as backgrounding was a by-function of aspect, no such combination was
possible. Its very appearance, in Eighteenth Dynasty texts, implies the contemporary development
of a morphological category whose primary function lies in backgrounding, independently of aspect,
the LE j.jrj.f zDm. The Eighteenth Dynasty reduplicating perfective forms are thus to be understood
as hypercorrect refections, expressing LE functions by ME formal means.
The language of most of the Eighteenth Dynasty extant written record thus shows complex
dialectics with the language of the past. Well beyond the classical notion of “archaism”, these involve
specific intertextual reference to past text types, as well as various types of hypercorrect refections,
yielding hybrid forms that are only to be understood in the context of currently ongoing language
evolution.The various phenomena mentioned above throw indirect light on evolutions that are not not
directly accessible through the written record. They further witness to the complexity of the cultural
dialectics in the use of written language in Earlier Egypt. They also contribute to our picture of the
broader cultural context of the Eighteenth Dynasty. A time of profound political, social and cultural
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change, the period is distinguished by the need of the ruling dynasty for political legitimacy over a
newly reunified country, as shown, among others, by building policies, official literary productions of
the time (Neferti, Merikare, Berlin Lederrolle)143 or the well-known ideological statements of e.g.
Hatshepsut (WHm-mzwt, Speos Artemidos inscription, etc.). Modeling linguistic “artificiality” in the
sense defined above would view it as a reflection of a deliberate linguistic policy, further taken up by
officials imitating the official language to various degrees.

Relations between verbs and simple prepositions in Earlier Egyptian
Julie Stauder-Porchet

In a first step I shall discuss the general characteristics of the Egyptian preposition as a part of
speech. The Egyptian preposition is morphologically invariable (not taking into account prosodic
phenomena), syntactically multifunctional (including predicative functions), semantically a relater
casting a term A into dependency on a term B. On formal grounds, one may distinguish preposition
locutions and simples prepositions. Among the latter, m, n, and r can be gathered as a kernel group
by the combination of the following features: they are mononconsonantal, and display clear Semitic
cognates and show prosodic alternation when introducing a pronoun.
In order to appreciate the complexity of relation between a verbal predicate and a complement
introduced by a preposition, some elements of valency theory have to be introduced. In particular
one has to distinguish four types of relations: the “requis et régi” arguments —the “régi”
arguments— the “requis arguments and those phrases that are neither “requis” nor “régi”, the
“circonstants”. The main difficulty is to establish for every single verb how many and which
complements he needs for the predication to be semantically complete. The richness of several
Egyptian verbs lies in their ability to show up in different valences (e.g. jrj mono-/bivalent; Dd bi/trivalent). Earlier Egyptian so compensates for a relatively lower number of verbal lexemes in
specifying the process semantics in the interplay between verb and preposition.
It is generally assumed that these semantics exclusively pertain to the lexicon. This might indeed
be the case in Later Egyptian, as in many other languages. However, as far as Earlier Egyptian, the
focus of my study, is concerned, this assumption turns out to be wrong. The analysis of some verbs
in their combinations with prepositional phrases allow us to classify the meaning of the prepositions
in terms of whether they are used in a valential or in a non-valential complement. Starting with the
latter, it so appears that prepositions m, n, r and Hr, when used in non-valential prepositional phrases,
display their fundamental meanings as those can be defined on the basis of their predicative use.
These meanings are respectively: inclusion (m), projection (n/r) and contact (Hr). Preposition n
differs from preposition r as it is restricted to introducing animate complements only. In contrast,
preposition r when used before an animate complement bears a depreciatory meaning. All further
meanings developed by the prepositions in non valential prepositional phrases may be derived from
these primary meanings.
Turning to uses in valential prepositional phrases, it is possible to demonstrate how the meaning
of the prepositions m, n, r and Hr is contaminated by the motion feature born by the verb. The
inclusion meaning of m becomes ablative, the projective meanings of n and r becomes allative. As
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to Hr, the meaning seems to be ablative, close to the one of m, although the scarcity of examples
does not allow any definite conclusion on this. One may stress that, contrarily to what is generally
assumed, and indeed true as far as Later Egyptian is concerned, the prepositions m, n and r do not
have any kind of inherent motion feature in Earlier Egyptian. Complexity increases with valential
prepositional phrases of trivalent verbs. Two cases are to be kept apart: either the motion conveyed
by the verb affects both subject and direct object (e.g. jnj), in which case the preposition has the same
meaning as elsewhere in valential prepositional phrases. Or the motion affects only the object (e.g.
rdj), in which case the preposition keeps its fundamental meaning, as in its non-valential uses, the
motion feature not extending to the prepositional phrase.

Xkrt-nswt on the monuments of ATw n Tt HqA
Danijela Stefanovic

The issue of the social position of women in ancient Egypt is still under work. Studies investigating
the status of non-royal women are a recent phenomenon as well as the research of non-royal women
within their cultural and historical contexts. The administration of ancient Egypt during the Middle
Kingdom, as well as for the other periods, was male, with all the leading ranks and offices occupied
by man in the household, private, royal and temple domains. A woman’s domain was in private life:
the women create a home, care for the children, and generally run the household. In families of the
middle and upper economic strata, this could mean a considerable load of work. Large households
had scores of servants, workshops for weaving, preparing food supplies, and making clothes, fruit
and vegetable gardens. The wife was therefore often in charge of a substantial community and it was
her job to see that it functioned effectively.
These mean that most women did not hold jobs outside the home and consequently they were
usually referred to by more generic titles such as “mistress of the house” (nbt pr). Women were
also frequently identified by giving the name and titles of their husband or father, from whom,
presumably, they derived their social status. The majority of the known female titles do not appear
in any explanatory context and some cannon understand with accuracy. Since the meaning and
function of women’s titles are often unknown, the duties and the rank of an individual can rarely be
determined. Furthermore, the issue of inherited titles for women has only rarely been studied. The
title Xkrt-nswt is common on the monuments of the Middle Kingdom and discusses by several
authors (See: R. DRENKHAHN, Bemerkungen zu dem Titel Xkr.t nswt, SAK 4, 1976, 59-67; D. NORD,
Xkrt-nswt = “King’s Concubine”?, Serapis, 2, 1970, 1-16; W. WARD, Essays on Feminine Titles of
the Middle Kingdom and Related Subjects, Beirut 1986, 14ff; W. GRAJETZKI, Two treasurers of the
late Middle Kingdom, London 2001, 48-51). According to the sources of the Early Middle Kingdom
it seems that the title was given to women closely linked to the royal court. However, most of the
title holders from the Late Middle Kingdom are no longer women directly connected with the royal
court. Their husbands, attested on the monuments, occupy positions just under the highest officials.
The title such as Atw n Tt HqA is very common for the male relatives of the Xkrt-nswt. The dossiers
of the holders of the title Atw n Tt HqA shows that 75% of all females attested on their monuments held
the title Xkrt-nswt (D. STEFANOVIC, The Holders of the Regular Military Titles in the Period of the
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Middle Kingdom: Dossiers, London 2006, 398-480). From the list of attestations, it can be seen that
this “title pairing” was current during the Late Middle Kingdom (for example: Chicago, Or. Inst. no
6740;Berlin 7287; Vienna KHM ÄS 196; Brussels E 480; CCG 20322; CCG 20530; CCG 20668;
Petrie, Abydos I, 42, pl. LIX; Chicago, Field Museum 31.679;Chiddingston EDECC:01.2882;
Engelbach, ASAE 23, 1923, 183-186; Krakow MNK XI-490; Liverpool M 14001; Moscow 5608).
By examining the titles of the persons in question, and the titles of their relatives, we can obtain
valuable information about the possible importance of title-pairing in question. By breaking down
the data into relationships (mother-daughter; mother-son; husband-wife) and comparing the level of
similarity between various families, it is possible to speculate about the relationship of titles in
question within their social framework.

Analyzing CAT-scans of a mummy:
The amulets of Nesmin
Isabel S. Stuenkel

During the late 1990s all mummies in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York were studied
using noninvasive computer assisted tomography (so called CAT scans) and other radiographic
methods. In the course of this project it became evident that one of the mummies has a large number
of amulets on its body. According to the inscription and decorative elements on its cartonnage, this
mummy (86.1.51) belongs to Nesmin and is probably dated to the Ptolemaic Period. The study of
the mummy included x-rays, but only some of the amulets of Nesmin were visible on these images.
A much better look inside the mummy was provided by the computer assisted tomography, which
presents very thin slices of the body and shows that many more amulets are underneath the
wrappings. The scans of the mummy were taken at 5 mm intervals and in areas of particular interest,
for example where the amulets started to appear, at 2 mm intervals.
The computer assisted tomography of the body shows therefore sections through the amulets.
In contrast to the x-rays, which show the amulets in frontal views, the CAT scans represent them in
a very unusual perspective, making it difficult to immediately recognize the objects. However, by
combining these sequential images, the shape of the amulets can be discerned.The focus of this talk
will be several series of CAT-scans, which illustrate slices through Nesmin’s amulets. Discussed will
be how an analysis of them results in the identification of the various types of amulets. In addition
to determining their shape, the position of the amulets on the body can be established, and through
the intervals of the scans the dimensions of the pieces can be approximated. Not all details, however,
can be seen on the scans, meaning that the amulets depicting standing deities could not be further
identified. Without unwrapping Nesmin’s mummy we now know that he has 30 amulets on his
body, only one of which cannot be discerned.
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Restoration Works of Mural Painting of Idout, Saqqara, Egypt
Hiroshi Suita, Ahmed S. A. Shoeib, Adel I. M. Akarish,
Robert Rogal, Tadateru Nishiura, Iwataro Oka
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In 2005, “The Egyptian-Japanese Mission for the Mastaba Idout” started the conservation and
restoration works of mural paintings of burial chamber of Idout, Saqqara. The mastaba of Idout
dates back to 2360 BC and it was discovered in 1927 by C.M. FIRTH.The mural painting is located
at a subterranean burial chamber, which was hewn in local hill of Saqqara area. The walls of the
chamber were covered with plaster layers of different thickness, depending on the quality and nature
of stone support. The paintings and plasters show many signs of severe degradation. Some were
fragmented and others were peeled off approximately one thirds when R. MACRAMALLAH published
this tomb in 1935. The degradation processes have been accelerated since its discovery due to the
effect of the surrounding environment (variation of relative humidity and temperature, and rainfall)
and the bad nature of the bed rock (mother rock, as it was formed of marl and clay lime stone). The
paintings at the burial chamber are keeping the original character and shining of their colors till
now. Because the mural of Idout is one of the best beautiful of Pharaonic age and because it is on
the crisis of eternal loss due to the fragile mother rock, we have decided to rescue it by using the
“stacco” technique, i.e. detachment of mural paintings.
Laboratory tests and investigations using different equipments as well as XRD, XRF, SEM,
petrographic study, I.R. spectrophotometry etc. were carried out in order to identify the compositions
and mineral constituents of pigments, plaster and stone support as well as organic biding media, by
which we recognize the painting technique.We have looked for non health-hazardous materials and
method for our works. As our work was carried out at a close and narrow chamber located under
ground, which allowed little air to circulate through a small entrance of the chamber, the synthetic
solvents (Acetone or Toluene), common in this work, were limited to the inevitable usage, and
natural materials are preferred to them.
The main steps and processes of the restoration works, starting from the fixation of paintings
along their edge on the walls by using mortar free of salt, the consolidation of the pigments by using
Paraloid B-72, facing consisting of some different layers by glue, detachment of the painted plaster
layers by different kinds of knifes, backing (some processes to the attachment on the new support),
and the final fixation of some fragments on their original supports. It is “facing” to prevent the plaster
itself from being cracked and broken into pieces during the detachment process. Facing means
consolidating some flexible materials on the surface of painting plasters. Here, we used Japanese
materials, i.e. some kinds of papers and natural resin, the latter being called “Funori”, gloiopeltis
glue, made of seaweed. It can be notified that these materials are also “friendly” for the site itself. In
2007, we completed the work of facing on the west, north and east walls. And we detached almost
all parts of west wall and some pieces of north and east walls in 2007.
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Men on their knees, women with snakes:
some aspects of gender and personal religion at Deir el-Medîna
Deborah Sweeney

The workmen’s village at Deir el-Medîna is one of our main sources for personal religion in the
Ramesside Period. Like most documentation from ancient Egypt, the record is dominated by the men
of the community, alone or with their families. Most of the sources relating to religion in the
community were built, carved, drawn or written by men, whereas it is difficult to attribute sources
to women. Men’s participation in religious ceremonies is more frequently commemorated or noted
in bureaucratic records such as absence list, whereas records of women’s participation tend to be
sporadic. Women may have participated in rituals where their presence is not necessarily thematised
—as cultic singers or as audience— and they may have made religious artefacts not especially
attributed to men, but the extent of their involvement is uncertain. Professional identity was an
important part of Egyptian elite masculinity, and was especially salient for the Deir el-Medina
workmen. Their participation in a highly significant secret royal project impacted heavily on their
religious lives; the village had a shrine to the royal cult, (eg EXELL 2006) and one of their favourite
patrons was the divinised king Amenhotep I. The remote location of the village, which may have
been extremely isolated (VENTURA 1986, BURKARD 2003 but contra MCDOWELL 1994) may also
have contributed to a do-it-yourself approach to religion.
Personal religious expression also found its way to the worksite: figured ostraca in honour of
various deities were found in the Valley of the Kings (DARESSY 1901) and the workmen’s huts on
the col (BRUYÈRE 1939.III: 362-3 and a number of small stelae were found at or near the latter
(BRUYÈRE 1939.III: 360-2; DE GARIS DAVIES 1935)In parallel, there is a tendency for Egyptologists
to privilege the fertility-related aspects of women’s religious lives in the village. A couple of dozen
ostraca represent a woman with an unusual hairstyle and small child on a bed, a scenario which
Emma Brunner-Traut has argued is a birth shelter (BRUNNER-TRAUT 1951), and the first room in the
houses often has remnants of painted plaster featuring Bes, god of childbirth, or other motifs
associated with successful pregnancy (KLEINKE 2007). I plan to show that this equation of women
with fertility and vice versa is only partially true.Fertility was also a male concern. We see this from
the appearance of votive phalli, some explicitly labelled with the names of the men who donated
them (e.g. CERNY 1973: 325).
Fertility was, however, often a shared family concern. Fertility-related stelae were often erected
by couples or families rather than by just one partner. The guardian Penbuy, his wife, mother and
children erected a stela to Taweret (BIERBRIER and DE MEULENAERE 1984). In his prayer Penbuy
describes himself in almost feminine terms, “May she grant that I will be healthy and my body bear
children.” However, women also erected stelae to other deities, notably the local goddess Mertseger,
and the goddess Renutet. We can see here some connection to women’s other major activities, food
preparation and weaving, since Renutet was patron of cereals and had some connection to cloth.
Stelae emplacements were found in the kitchens of the houses at Deir el-Medîna. Food preparation
was time-consuming, demanding hours at the grindstone (SWEENEY 2006: 148): given that the
women spent much of their time there, it might be likely that these kitchen stelae were strongly
connected with women’s religious lives.
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Infancy of the non-elite:
a case study of early childhood at Lahun
Kasia Szpakowska
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The life of infants and toddlers in Ancient Egypt is a topic that is not often explored in any depth—
for good reason. The preponderance of the surviving textual evidence is focussed on the lives of
adults, with most references to infants usually set against a mythological backdrop featuring the
infant Horus or at best the pharaoh. Modern urban myths concerning childbirth and infancy creep
into the scholarly discourse and influence our perceptions of these issues in the ancient world.
However, the few settlements that have been excavated provide us with the best evidence for
understanding the earliest childhood years in ancient Egypt. This paper will focus on reconstructing
infancy of the non-elite through a case-study approach, concentrating on the Late Middle Kingdom
town of Lahun. Relying on evidence primarily from this specific context will lessen the risk of overgeneralising either temporally or geographically. One of the goals of this project is to see whether
a reconsideration of the archaeological evidence, new publications of the texts, and recent excavations
at contemporary sites, combined with a judicious application of ethnography (particularly in terms
of infant behaviour) might allow us to better understand the lives of young children whose activities
are usually invisible. And, with a few notable exceptions, these individuals really are invisible in
discussions not only of settlements, but in ones concerned with religion, sociology and life in general.
And yet children were everywhere in Ancient Egypt —they filled the streets, they laboured, they
produced, used, and discarded objects that we try to interpret millennia later.
Due to time constraints, only a few key issues will be addressed. The numerous problems with
determining infant and maternal mortality rates in Pharaonic Egypt must be noted as these affect our
interpretation of many key artefacts. These include objects such as hippopotamus birthing tusks,
birth rods, and clappers that have traditionally been categorised as ritual devices used to safeguard
vulnerable expectant mothers, newborns, and infants as well as the process of childbirth itself. The
material manifestation of other practices such as teething, weaning, and learning are problematic and
difficult to recognise, but potential feeding vessels, containers, and toys will be discussed. Scientific
analysis on these artefacts, particularly those that still contain residue, will allow for a more
penetrating evaluation of their probable functions in ancient Egypt. Understanding early childhood
is important for scholars of any culture, whether modern or ancient, for it is by means of the young
that a culture’s beliefs, embedded social values, and norms of behaviour are transmitted through the
generations. In addition, childhood in Ancient Egypt is a valuable topic for study, in and of itself. This
presentation will highlight how a re-examination of old finds can shed light on this difficult topic.
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Did Egypt lack interest in the Levant during the Amarna age?
Hanadah Tarawneh

This paper aims to explore the issue of possible negligence of the Levant on part of the Egyptian
administration during the Amarna age. The Amarna text shall be used in this paper as the primary
source to argue the possible lack of Egyptian interest in the Levant during the Amarna Age. Such
argument will be illustrated through the content analsysis method. The first impression given by the
content of the Amarna letters may indicate that the Egyptian empire in Syria and Plaestine declined
during this period. The notion that there was a decline in the Egyptian empire in Syria and Palaestine
is supported by evidence in the letters themselves. This theory argues that disorder and instability
occured due to the Egyptian king’s negligence to the messages received from vassals as well as lack
of military activities in Asia. The latter impression was mainly supported by the correspondence of
Rib-addi of Byblos who sent the largest number of letters. Such letters were mainly pleas to the
Pharaoh to respond and send troops to help him.The paper will argue against this theory by use of
the text itself. The argument will be presented in two parts. Firstly, the possible lack of military
activities and Egyptian intervention in the Levant. Secondly, the lack of communication and Egyptian
response. Both parts will use refernces from the letters themseves to argue against both possibilities.
The mythodology: the paper will record all references, mention pleas for troops and soldiers on
one side and on the other side the resreach will gather all indications of any reference to any Egyptian
activities presented in any of the vassals’ letters. In doing so, one may arrive to a certain conclusion
as to the extent of severety or seriousness of the situation in the levant as well as the extent of
Egyptian activities and intervention indicated in the letters. In the second part of the paper the
researcher shall apply the same method of gathering all references to Egyptian communication and
correspondence which are mentioned by the vassals in their letters. As the vassals made many
statements which implied that the king sent a previous message or a command. This task is done by
recording references from each vassal. The result arrived at from both tasks will be a presentaion
of all indication of Egyptian activities, whether military or intervention, as well as the indication of
all Egyptian messages and commands sent to the Levant either by a messanger or a tablet.
The preceding presumption may lead to the conclusion that the flow of the tablets and orders in
any form of communication was intense and regular. Notwithstanding the fact that there were few
letters sent from Egypt which formed part of the discovered Archive, it cannot be asserted that Egypt
had no interest in the events that occurred in the Levant. Lack of Egyptian letters cannot be construed
as evidence of disinterest in the Levant. In fact, the reason for the shortage of letters is simplier than
expected, that is, that not the whole correspondence is at hand, and the Egyptian lettes may have
been filled at their final distination. Any future discoveries might change the picture of the period.
The importance of this paper falls within boundaries of the new appraoch in interpeting the data
which was presented in the letters. As texts, manily ancient texts derive their meaning from the
interpetation that we give them. Hence the variable in this equation is us and once we apply different
appraoch in reading an ancient text we arrive sometimes to different conclusions which are a
departure from the traditional ones.
In general the paper aims to lead to the conculsion that the Egyptian court and the Egyptian king
were in communication with almost all vassals. In addition, the paper aims to establish that the
Egyptian Court and the King did in fact intervene when they felt the seriousness of the situation as
was in the case of Abdi-Asirta and later on his son Aziri.
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I’m Osiris, No I’m Osiris, No I’m Osiris: hairstyles and the afterlife.
G.J. Tassie

During the latter part of the Early Dynastic and first half of the Old Kingdom the high officials were
buried around the burial place of their king. The deceased king would then intervene with the gods
on their behalf so that they may enter the vitalised cosmos and start their journey in the Afterlife.
Osiris first starts to be mentioned in the reign of Neferikare, third king of Fifth Dynasty. At this
time Osiris does not appear to be a state god, but possibly one of the people. When Osiris is first
depicted he is shown as seated wearing the tripartite hairstyle. Certain high male officials start to
be depicted in this same pose and hairstyle at the end of Fifth Dynasty. Until this time the only men
depicted wearing the tripartite hairstyle were deceased kings and gods, apart from a few Predynastic
figurines. This break with the ideology and traditions that had been in place from the Early Dynastic
Period, aligned with other changes during this period, indicates a socio-religious change. These
socio-religious changes that began at the end of Fifth Dynasty develop through Sixth Dynasty and
show their full expression in the form of anthropoid coffins that appear in Twelfth Dynasty, showing
the deceased male or female wearing the tripartite hairstyle, thus linking the deceased to Osiris. By
this period the king was no longer needed to negotiate with the gods, for the people could do it on
their own, justify their own place with virtuous deeds of their own and become one with Osiris.

The ritual as Connection Principle in the ancient Egyptian knowledge
Renata Gabriela Tatomir

The Connection Principle (hereafter, CP) says that there is some kind of internal relation between
a state’s having intentional content (“aspectual shape”) and its being (at least potentially)
conscious.(JERRY FODOR, ERNIE LEPORE, “What is the Connection Principle?”). Had we tried to
apply this principle to the Ancient Egyptian particular type of knowledge, we would find that there
must has been a set of “techniques” — discerned mentally and visibly as well— which worked as
a catalyst in the process of connecting the levels of reality, i.e., the human, the god, the deceased.
This set of techniques constitutes the very Egyptian ritual. The whole temple building, with premises
included, was considered the actual home of the god. The god Thoth was honoured as the founder
of the Ritual. While many different definitions of ritual may be formulated, one of the most complete
may be the following one: (ritual) is “… a special event in time and space, organized in terms of a
shared sequence of symbolical, formal acts and utterances, serving the goals, values and expectations
of an individual, a group, a society, a cultural form, or a world order, whatever these aims may
be”(VAN DEN DUNGEN 2008). Through enactment, religious ritual makes use of the (visible or
invisible) natural order (elements & forces) created by the divine, realizing intention. Therefore,
we are using here the word “ritual” as the religious concept and action opposing the magical
techniques. “At least, it is true to say that the bulk of the surviving inscriptional evidence represents
ritual and ceremonial activities performed by the king” (WILKINSON, 1994, 149)
Rituals synchronized with a series of natural events interwoven in complex mythologies and a
theology of state were Egypt’s way of worship. Pharaoh was the only high priest of Egypt, the sole
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representative of the gods and goddesses on earth. Of course, royal festivals were also a way to
strengthen the prestige of pharaoh, and the whole society participated. Some interesting questions
arise from this:
Which part of the Egyptian knowledge should we label as “science”, which one as “magic”,
and which one as “religion”?
Did the Egyptians really make a distinction between these two parts?
Does ritual in its capacity of CP link these to key-aspects?
Can we extend the CP function of ritual to other types of knowledge?
What are the main types of the Egyptian ritual and how did they work?
Excerpts will be provided from the ancient Egyptian magical texts, the ancient Egyptian Pyramid
Texts, the ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts.

•
•
•
•
•

New innovation or re-import? Some investigations on iconographic features of
Syro-Palestinian deities worshipped in New Kingdom Egypt
Keiko Tazawa

It is well-known fact that some Syro-Palestinian deities, Baal, Reshef, Hauron, Anat, Astarte, and
Qadesh, were venerated in Egypt, gaining a greater prominence, from the New Kingdom onwards.
These deities are attested in both iconographical representations and texts including magical, socioeconomic and historical documents, literature and hymn to the king. In this paper, attention will be
paid to the iconographical integration of these deities into the Egyptian religious spheres. It should
first be noticed that it is not so easy to deduce the original pre-Egyptian motifs or styles of the SyroPalestinian deities from the view of iconography. Although we have original descriptions of them
from the Ugaritic texts, for example, the Baal myth, the love story of Baal and Anat, and some ritual
texts and legends such as Keret and Aqhat. However there are no clear visual images depicting
them. Instead, as it has been previously highlighted, those objects that are now identified as figures
of “Syro-Palestinian deities” are in fact mostly influenced by Egypt, Anatolia and possibly
Mesopotamia in addition to their local traditions (e.g. Louvre AO15775).
The excavation at Ras Shamra, Ugarit in the ancient time, in the early 20th century produced a
large quantity of objects that tell us about the heyday of Ugarit during the 13th and 14th centuries
BCE, indicating the influence of Egypt in iconographic depictions (e.g. RS 23.216 and RS 23.217),
even though the typical Ugaritic method of representation is also discernible. The presence at Ugarit
of objects deriving from Middle Kingdom Egypt clearly shows how much Egyptian influence
existed in that area: a sphinx of Amenemhat III (RS 4.416), a damaged statue of the wife of Senusret
II, Khnumet-Nefert-Hedjet (RS 3.336), and a damaged statue of an Egyptian official Senusret-ankh
(RS 4.466 altogether with 5.144 and 5.144A). It is also obvious from The Story of Sinuhe that a
certain number of Egyptians were resident in the Levant. Although Egyptian political control of the
Levant has been disputed, the Levant, including Ugarit, must have been subject to considerable
artistic influence from Egypt. It is, therefore, not hard to find Egyptian elements in the appearance
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of Syro-Palestinian deities even though they are regarded as non-Egyptian deities.
Consequently it can be interestingly argued that there are two possibilities for interpretation of
iconographic representations of Syro-Palestinian deities in Egypt: they are an innovation to be
matched new comers, namely Syro-Palestinian deities, or re-importation of the Egyptian motifs
which had previously had some impact in Syria-Palestine.
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Excavations in the small domestic/industrial area at
Zawiyet Umm el-Rakham
Susanna Thomas

Ramesses II constructed a chain of fortresses and fortified towns stretching north from Memphis
along the western edge of the Nile Delta and then out west along the coast towards Libya. Since 1994
the university of Liverpool has been working at two of these sites, at Tell Abqa'in near Hosh Isa in
the North West Delta, and at Zawiyet Umm el-Rakham near Mersa Matruh under the direction of
Dr Steven Snape. Zawiyet Umm el-Rakham is the largest known example and probably the furthest
west of these fortresses, with massive mud brick walls enclosing an area of 20,000 square metres.
The site seems to have been both built and abandoned during the reign of Ramesses II. Excavations
to date have uncovered features including a stone temple and ancillary chapels, a series of nine
storage magazines to the north of the temple, and an administrative/residential centre for the fortress
commander Neb-Re.
This paper will focus on an area of approximately 1000 square metres in the south-east corner
of the fortress. Excavations have revealed an enclosed, walled and gated settlement containing small
three and four-roomed houses and workshops, communal areas and at least one well. The whole area
is rich in domestic debris, much of which is in situ, due both to original rather casual waste disposal
and also because of the rapid abandonment of the site. The paper will offer a brief overview of
excavations in the area and the mass of artefacts found, including pottery from the Aegean, Cyprus,
Syria/Palestine and Egypt, substantial quantities of faunal remains, stone furniture, tools and
weapons, and personal trinkets such as amulets and beads. Activities indicated include butchery,
baking, spinning, weaving, leather working and metalworking as well as crop farming outside the
walls of the fort. Consideration will be given to various research avenues arising from this material,
including the use of living space, the identity of the occupants, and strategies for provisioning the
garrison at Zawiyet Umm el-Rakham.
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The temple of Deir el-Medina
Claudia Tirel-Cena

The aim of this paper is to analyse the cults and ceremonies that took place in the Ptolemaic temple
of Deir el-Medina, rebuilt by Ptolemy IV in the same place where the Ramesside Hathor temple was
located. Dedicated to Hathor “Mistress of the West of Djeme” and to Amun Djeser-set, it was related
to the small Amun temple at Medinet Habu and to Hathor’s chapel at Deir el-Bahari. The lack of
references to a daily liturgy in the temple reliefs and the presence of a cult terrace and an altar for
holocausts let me think that the temple was used for solemn liturgies. In fact the archaeological and
epigraphical evidence shows us that the temple of Deir el-Medina was a part of the framework of
western Thebes liturgical ceremonies, in particular of the procession known as “Amun’s visit to the
Djeser-set temple”. It is quite probable that this procession was a late development of the Beautiful
Feast of the Valley and that its route touched Medinet Habu, Deir el-Bahari and Deir el-Medina. Also
data from papyrological documents, such as the archive of a priestly family attached to the temple, can
help us to understand the ceremonies, the priest’s functions and the relations between the priest in
Deir el-Medina and the clergy in the other western temples, especially the temple of Amun Djeser-set.

The Heron Cult in Egypt during the Old and the Middle Kingdom
Helena G. Tolmatcheva

The cult of the birds took an important role among the religious and mythological concepts of the
ancient Egyptians. The birds were connected with the world of gods since the Predynastic and early
Dynastic period as significant solar, lunar and astral symbols. Being associated with the royal image,
the birds (for example falcon, hawk) reflected the king’s divine essence. Their cults were included
into the king’s worship. The concept of the bird-“soul”, bird-“dead messenger”, bird-“resurrection
symbol” were the essential part of the Egyptian ideas about afterlife. The worship of the heron has
been existed in Egypt since the early Dynastic period. Later on, heron’s cult has been united with
Benu cult and worship of Benu as a heron have widespread all over Egypt. The representations of
so-called Libyan palette are one of the first evidences that have confirmed the worship of the herons
in Egypt. It is quite possible to interpret them as a pictographic “record” of the Libyan campaign or
subjugation of the Middle Egypt. On the obverse side of the palette the heron is represented inside
the wall of a fortress in the top register. Most probably, it is a symbol of the conquered region in the
north of the Upper Egypt (later called Hwt-bnw) but question of localization of this site is still
disputable. The other evidence is the ceremonial Narmer’s macehead where representations of the
Heb-Sed ceremonies are depicted. It is worthy to note subject, connected with Nekhbet goddess. The
divine vulture is spreading her wings under enthroned king dressed in Heb-Sed robe. The image of
a heron deity located on the opposite side, depicts a heron standing on the top of an archaic shrine
that closely resembles the Lower Egypt shrine pr nw. Therefore, it is possible to consider the heron
here as a deity replacing cobra Wajet in Heb-Sed rituals.
Later on similar ideas are preserved on the reliefs from Medamud, which are dated to the time
of Senwosret III . They are also devoted to the depictions of the Heb-Sed ceremonies. The Upper
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Egypt is represented by the falcon Horus from Hierakonpolis, the Lower —by perched heron. The
inscription contains the toponim Dbawtj, the ancient name of Pe (Buto), which stresses the
connection of the heron to the certain site. It is possible to suppose that this heron is an ancient deity
of Buto, heron Djebaut. The hypothesis about existing of the heron cult in Buto let us to extend the
localization of the region that was represented by a heron on a Libyan palette. It is possible to
interpret it as a symbol of the Delta region (Buto) besides the generally accepted variant as one of
the northern Upper Egyptian nomes. In our opinion, idea about simultaneous existing of two centers
of the heron cult – in Lower Egypt (Buto) and Upper Egypt (Hwt-bnw) is preferable. The existence
of the heron cult in the Upper Egypt during the Old Kingdom confirms stela, which was found in
Kom el-Ahmar (Hardai). The “house (Hwt) of heron” is mentioned here also. Most of the
Egyptologists called it “house of Benu”(Hwt.-bnw) and identified this site with well known Hwtbnw located either near modern Sharuna or to the south of Hardai, between Hardai and Hwt-nswt.
It is obvious that Hwt-bnw was the center of Benw worship, but the question is —since what time
the name of Benw has a determinative of heron? The lack of written sources prevents us from
definite conclusions. We found just one example from the Old Kingdom —the geographical list
from the tomb of Mehu, where the name of Hwt-bnw is written completely: the name of Benu is
followed by the determinative of heron. Moreover, in the Pyramid Texts (§1552 а-с) Benu is a small
bird (wagtail or plover), local Heliopolitan deity. Therefore, from our point of view, it is quite
disputable to consider the “house of heron” of the Old Kingdom as a “house of Benu” (Hwt-bnw),
taking into account, that we have several heron deities in the Pyramid Texts (heron-aHaw, heronnwr and heron-baH).
It is worth to point out that the herons as well as the other representatives of Egyptian fauna were
depicted as real creatures also. The depiction of the birds hunting was one of the favorite subjects
of the tomb painting since the time of the Fourth Dynasty. Starting from the Middle Kingdom,
herons were intentionally depicted aside of the main subjects of hunting. In spite of the lack of
written evidences, we can consider the existence of the ritual taboo to kill herons.

Cretulae on papyrus from the Ancient Egypt” – witness
through the impressions on clay [poster]
Maira Torcia
Kha’s funerary equipment at the Egyptian museum in Turin:
resumption of the archaeological study
Marcella Trapani

I have recently resumed, together with my colleagues Egyptologists of the Soprintendenza per i
Beni Archeologici del Piemonte e Museo delle Antichità Egizie (i.e. the National Archaeological
Bureau for Piedmont and Egyptian Museum), the methodical study of the funerary equipment from
Kha’s tomb. The equipment is entire (except for a lamp, which is at the Egyptian Museum in Cairo)
and is kept at the Egyptian Museum in Turin. In the limits of this work, I studied the following
classes of materials: pottery, stone vessels, metal vessels, professional equipment, writing
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equipment. In the following contribution an anticipation and a summary of the methods adopted for
the study of the materials will be illustrated. The proper study will be extensively published in the
next future.
Besides the pure archaeological researches, the finds can give rise to other researches and
different questions, some of them being at the moment still open:
The equipment and its display in the museum.
Historical and social background: Kha and the Pharaohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty.
Open questions: chemical and paleo-botanic analysis of the organic stuff; restoration of
objects; non textual identity marks on objects; drawings.
Information deduced from the study of materials.
In the paper, I will mention these subjects too, granted that probing such extensive themes need
the cooperation of different scholars. The subjects and the materials being studied by my colleagues
are the following:
General Part: The discovery of the tomb; the project and the building of the tomb: between
tradition and innovation.
Materials: the papyrus; the stela; staves; coffins, masks and mummies; the statuette, shabtis and
small-scale working tools; boxes, baskets and mats; chairs and stools; beds and head-rests; toilet
objects and containers (perfume vases, make-up tools, wig, pins, needles); food with respective
containers (table vessels, baskets, nets) and flowers necklaces; linen clothes; jewelry; the tomb
entrance door; the lamp support.
The equipment comes from Kha’s tomb which is no. 8 of the Theban necropolis,144 is placed in
Deir el Medina cemetery and was discovered by E. Schiaparelli in 1906. It has not been published
extensively again since time of Schiaparelli’s own publication in 1927. In the meanwhile, new
knowledge and new discoveries happened in the field of Egyptian archaeology and that is the reason
why it seems useful to refresh the study of these materials according to modern standards. This also
in view of a new display of the objects scheduled for next year. The present display of Kha’s goods
met some forced requirements (first of all, the lack of space); besides, this arrangement gave to the
visitor an idea of the inside of the tomb at the moment of its discovery. At last, the choice was
suggested by aestethic reasons too, i.e. to create “a pleasing effect in combination of different forms
and colours”.145
These display criteria could be considered valid before the sixties, when the museum was
conceived as a static place, simply to keep precious, historical or scientific objects; nowadays the
reasons of this display fail, as the idea of the museum as a dynamic place is spreading, being in
service of the public. The museum aims at being accessible to the audience, to welcome it in the most
pleasing and, at the same time, instructive way. All these museum functions should be accompanied
by a certain amount of emotion to be risen in visitor’s mind, so that the museum experience remains
longer in his memory. The museum “are required to produce entertainment and not only an educative
experience”, according to D. JALLA’S words. The same author maintains that “we are living in a
positive transition phase towards the full ackownledgement of the museum as an institute, no more
as a mere passive ‘objects’, a collection to exploit or a place to keep goods; but as an active ‘subject’
of conservation politics and of cultural mediation, a place of meeting between audience and cultural
heritage, to whom can be acknowledged an important social role —it does not matter the way and
the reasons”.146

•
•
•
•
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The Apries Palace, Memphis
Maria Helena Trindade Lopes and Maria Fonseka
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Kôm Tumân is situated north of Mit Rahîna and south of the modern cemetery of Sheikh Said in
Kôm Aziz. The site covers approximately 220 000 m2 and today is bordered southwest by the Ezbet
Gabry village.The Palace rises at the northwest corner of the vast plain, built on an artificial hill and
about 13.66 m high. This platform is founded on a net of thick adobe walls whose gaps were filled
with debris, broken ceramics and pieces of stone, in order to produce a solid, strong base for the
upper constructions.
This great structure was built with adobe and stone, and its dimensions can be calculated
according to the sections of limestone columns and capitals located on the upper level. The walls,
which Petrie described as approx. 4 m thick (Petrie, 1909:1), were made of adobe and sustained with
stone on the lower sector. The floor, the thresholds and the steps were also made of stone. The access
to the Palace was done through the south, by a colossal ramp 87 m wide. The main entrance led
directly to a bridge over a ditch, which was about 3 m wide and bounded by curbs. Once the bridge
was crossed, the internal activity at the Palace was done through two corridors. To the left of the
“new corridor” was the house of the guards and the kitchen, and to the right there were several
compartments (PETRIE, 1909:2). From the “old corridor”, also encircled by unidentified
compartments, there was direct access to the Great Royal Room. The northern part of the Palace
corresponds to the “Mandara”, which was built following an adobe cellular structure, with an oval
plan and probably cupolas (KEMP, 1977:103).
Annexed to the Palace laid the “Military ground” of Apriés, spreading out to northwest, east
and southeast, where several mercenary groups might have lodged, especially Greeks and Carians.
The entire area, covering Palace and Ground, was fortified and the fencing walls show a 10 m width
on the base. In his excavations, Petrie also detected a large gate, on the northeast side of the
fortification (PETRIE, 1909b:12, pl. XXX). As mentioned before, this site was in the past subject to
two excavations and two probes. M. DANINOS PACHA (PACHA, 1904: 142-143) completed the first
excavation, in 1901-1902, working on the west area of the Palace platform. W.F. PETRIE led the
second and most important excavation (1909-1910), and his works exposed the fortified palace and
the access ramp (PETRIE, 1909: 1-5; PETRIE, 1910: 40-41). The brilliant English archaeologist also
probed the fencing wall, which may have been repaired in the Ptolemaic or Roman periods
(JEFFREYS, 1985: 41), at an unidentified area in the field, to the east (JEFFREYS, 1985:42).
According to PETRIE, the Apriés Palace was built over the most ancient palaces (PETRIE, 1909:
1; PETRIE, 1910: 40-41). Although Petrie wasn’t able to confirm his intuition, the objects and the
painted ceramics of the New Empire that were found and referred to by PETRIE and KEMP can lead
us to determine which New Empire installations were used to build the palace, specially if the
foundations were built with trenches (JEFFREYS, 1985: 43). In 1978, B.J. KEMP directed probes at the
palace, for two days (KEMP, 1977: 101-108), and he verified that the hill on which it stood was
artificial, as Petrie had claimed. Finally, in 1989, within the project “Survey of Memphis” of the
Egypt Exploration Society, the EES made 18 probe drills to the west, southeast and northwest of
Kôm Tumân (GIDDY, JEFFREYS and MALEK, 1990: pic. 2) and, according to the results, the
foundations of the Apriés palace, at the west side, were longer than the ones calculated by PETRIE
in the beginning of the century (GIDDY, JEFFREYS and MALEK, 1990: 12).
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The Portuguese team from the Faculty of Social and Human Sciences of the Universidade Nova
de Lisboa, led by MARIA HELENA TRINDADE LOPES, began working in Kôm Tumân in 2000, having
completed five stays up until now. During these stays, we carried out probes in order to confirm the
data supplied by KEMP and JEFFREYS. We photographed and registered all the existing objects in the
ground, verified the structure of the palace according to PETRIE’S and KEMP’S drawings, and
excavated the north area between the Palace and the north fencing wall, to assess its date of
construction, which was established to be contemporary to the Palace. We have also studied all the
material that was discovered, whose dating supports PETRIE’S theories of occupations and building
activities prior to the Apriés ruling, namely the New Empire. Finally, all that remains to be carried
out is to explore the structure identified by PETRIE, at the field to the east, which is probably
concealing a great stone monument from an earlier period. These assumptions are rooted on the
prospecting and topographic works developed during our five stays.

Isis on magical Amulets in Late Antiquity
Eleni Tsatsou

In ancient Egyptian tradition we often meet the use of amulets related with funerary ceremonies. The
Book of the Dead informs us about the way that ancient Egyptians produced and used such amulets
as the “Tiet” or “Isis knot”. This amulet was placed around the neck of the mummy of the deceased
and was believed to curry the protection of the goddess in the netherworld. By the era of New
Kingdom, the Egyptians hung a golden amulet that depicts an image of a vulture, a bird related to
Isis, around the neck of the mummy. The goddess, taking the form of a vulture, protected her son
Horus, and, via the use of the amulet, in the same way, she was going to protect the dead man in the
netherworld. In late Hellenistic Egypt, Isis’s picture was very often engraved on Graeco Egyptian
gems, together with the pictures of Osiris or Sarapis and Nephthis or alone holding her young son
Horus, on her breast.
Sometimes, she appeared having characteristics of other deities of the Egyptian or Greek
Pantheon. The kind of amulets in which we recognize the form of Isis are: 1. Love amulets, 2.
Maternal amulets, 3. Healing amulets, 4. Amulets for general protection and good luck, and 5.
Astrological amulets.
1. Love amulets
Isis, goddess of devotion, marital faith, and protector of the relation between two persons that
love each other, re-established the relationship of couples that are separated and satisfied the
erotic wishes of unsatisfied lovers. This is the reason why most of the erotic love amulets are
related to Isis. By the greek and roman times Venus, the greek goddess of love was related to
Isis. That is the reason why Isis many times appeared emerging from the sea.
2. Amulets that protect maternity
The picture of Mother-Isis that embraces her beloved son Horus, is common on the amulets of
Graeco Roman times. Sometimes, next to Isis appeared the deformed but likeable god Bes. Later
in the greek and roman times, Isis was presented sitting on a chair with a tall back, holding
Horus in her arms or on her lap. Many times her breasts ccould ber seen naked, as she was trying
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to feed little Horus.147 A type of amulet that portrays a group of deities around something like
an oval vessel is of great interest. This kind of gems may be readily assigned to the class of
uterine amulets. This oval vessel is probably a uterus, and all the presented deities in some way
are connected with maternity. Prominent here is Isis’s presence. These fertility amulets declared
that the divine world was the one that directed and supervised the process of birth and death.148
3. Healing amulets
Despite the fact that Isis was particularly related to cure and healing, her presence on healing
amulets was not very frequent. Even if we often meet Isis with her son Horus-Harpokratis in the
therapeutic columns and statuettes that the Egyptians placed in their house, she appears only a
few times on the healing amulets. Among these, a fertility amulet is of great interest, because it
bears the inscription: “επί ποδία”. The amulet mended to protect or heal its owner from some
foot-illness.149 Very interesting is Isis appearance as goddess Hegieia (Υγεία), holding a snake
in her hand.150
4. Amulets for general protection and good luck
This kind of gems was used in order to protect their holders from envy or bring good luck. On
many amulets, that Isis is present, holding a torch or a piece of cloth in her hand there are brief
exclamations such as: “νικά η Ίσις” or “Ο Σεραπις νικά τον φθόνο”.151 In an extraordinary amulet
in a prismatic form Isis is holding in her right arm something uncertain and in her left a torch.
There are the inscriptions: “Ζευ άγιε” and “αποστρεψικακε”. These invocations protected the
wearer from evil forces.152 Texts of the Μagical Papyri have sometimes much in common with
the Greco-Egyptian gems. On a amulet, the goddess appeared to sit on a crocodile, with her right
hand stretched out, as if she had been begging for something. This jesture reminds us of the “little
beggar” formula, from the Greek Magical Papyri. The recipe describes the manufacture of statueamulets that ensure in their holders, wealth and success in their work, good look and prosperity.153
5. The astrological amulets
It Greco Roman times Isis was considered as the “overseer of the world”. Her figure was present
in many astrological amulets. There are gems from this era that depict Isis and Sarapis in the
centre of the Zodiac.154

The underwater survey of the Greek mission in Alexandria:
1998-2007 seventeen campaigns
Harry E. Tzalas

The Hellenic Institute of Ancient and Mediaeval Alexandrian Studies has obtained a concession
from the Supreme Council of Antiqutities of Egypt, for an underwater archaeological survey of the
sea area extending eastwards of Cape Silsileh, in Alexandria. The total length of the littoral to be
surveyed is 17 kilometers and the surface is circa 44 M2. It extends from the Suburb of Chatby to
the Montazah Peninsula, ancient Lesser Taposiris. Since November 1998 the Greek Mission
composed of Archaeologist-divers, historians, marine geologists and retorers has carried out
seventeen surveys on six different sub-sites. The surveys focused on:
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1. The submerdge ancient Cape Lochias, that was part of the Ptolemaic Royal Quarters. Over 400
architectural elements of the Graeco-Roman times have been traced. The finds are varied and
include a monolithic tower of a granite pylon which probably marked the location of the
Temple of Isis Lochias, a granite architrave of a monumnetal door wich if reconstituted should
be 7 meters in hight, a complete base of red granite of over 2 meters high, several inscribed
pharaonic blocks and slabs with low relief representations and hierogliphic inscriptions.
2. There are also remains in the shallows of structures that may be associated to the protoChristian martyrium of St. Mark.
3. On a reef, in deeper waters more than 40 stone anchors were found. They date from the
mediaeval times. There is also the lead components of a very large Hellenistic or Roman
composite anchor.
4. The remains of a submerdged stone quary coexist with shaft burials were surveyed and
drawn before been totally obliterated by the widening of the new Corniche coastal road.
4. The remains of a large Necropolis and the foundations of some large unidentified structure
have also been partialy surveyed in shallow waters.
5. A large amount of amphorae and sherd testify to the presence of maritime activities and of
shipwrecks on the El Hassan Reef at 500 meters distance from the Easter Port entrance.
The proposed paper will attempt to evaluate the importance of these finds and their contribution
to ancient and mediaeval history and the topography of Alexandria in general and its the eastern
suburb in particular.

Ramesses II as a deity at Abu Simbel
Martina Ullmann

In his influential study “Features of the Deification of Ramesses II” Labib Habachi took the temples
of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel as starting point of his considerations.155 This was justified not only
by the outstanding preservation of both structures but first of all by the particular importance of
this ritual complex for the study of the divine kingship. The paper aims to present an overview of
the basic archaeological facts related to this subject as well as a new evaluation of them. The remarks
are based on a detailed analysis of the wall decoration and the statuary of the temples at Abu Simbel,
which goes far beyond the study of Habachi.156 Due to time restrictions the comments will
concentrate on the great temple only.
Ramesses II as god is omnipresent in the great temple at Abu Simbel. In the secondary rooms
he appears mainly in offering and adoration scenes on the side walls as part of longer sequences of
similar cult scenes. But far more significant for the theological concept of the temple is the evidence
along the main axis. Here Ramesses II as a deity is shown accompanying the processional way from
the facade of the temple until the final destination of the ritual at the rear of the sanctuary. The
divine forms in which he appears along the east-west axis of the temple are much more differentiated
in shape and naming as the ones in the side rooms. I.e. in the rooms along the main axis (and in the
so-called south chapel) the divine forms of Ramesses II convey a more complex image of the divine
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king’s character and his function within the scope of the temple’s theology. The placement, the
context, the denomination and the iconography of this divine forms of Ramesses II will be shortly
presented and analysed in the paper.
The iconography used to convey the divinity of the pharaoh primarily reflects the assimilation
of Ramesses II to the sungod from Heliopolis, mainly in the form of Ra-Horakhty. The most
important elements thereby are —in this order— sundisc (with uraeus), falcon-head, crescent. The
falcon-headed Ramesses II e.g. was preferentially depicted along the main axis, which was part of
the initial planning of the temple. It may be assumed therefore that the strong association between
the divine self of the king and Ra-Horakhty was from the very beginning a crucial part of the
decoration system. The in Abu Simbel newly introduced shape of the royal ritual barque with falconheads crowned by sundiscs at the prow and the stern is to be seen at the same background.
The often repeated thesis that the divinity of Ramesses II steadily increased during the construction
of the temple157 can not be upheld anymore. The placement, the definition (by the different
denominations and the iconography) and the context of the divine forms of Ramesses II along the main
axis show very clearly that the divine self of Ramesses II was from the very beginning an essential
part of the theological concept of the great temple at Abu Simbel. The most important forms to express
the divinity of Ramesses II are the colossi at the facade, the so-called Osiride pillar statues in the 1st
hall, the group statue at the rear of the sanctuary and the royal ritual barque. At least the three first
mentioned are key elements of the temple which were definitely planned in the beginning. The
composition of the elements along the main axis of the temple displays a consistent conception. This
can be seen in the linkage of the eight Osiride pillar statues following the principles of diagonal and
symmetry as well as in their connection with the colossi at the facade by identical divine forms of the
king. It is furthermore supported by the sophisticated reference system within the wall decoration. Not
an increase of divinity, thus a change in quality, but first of all a numerical augmentation of the
depictions of Ramesses II as a deity during his reign is detectable.

New evidence on the length of the reign of Horemheb
Jacobus van Dijk

The Royal Tomb of Horemheb in the Valley of the Kings (KV 57) was officially discovered by
THEODORE M. DAVIES and EDWARD AYRTON in the final days of February 1908. The clearing of the
tomb they subsequently undertook was far from thorough, however, and much debris remained
inside the monument, particularly in the Well Room (E) and in the undecorated room (Je) beyond
the Burial Hall. During three short seasons of work in 2006 and 2007 the Cambridge Expedition to
the Valley of the Kings under the direction of finally cleared the tomb completely, with unexpected
but very interesting results.In the Well Room a considerable quantity of pottery sherds were
discovered which turned out to belong almost without exception to a single type of vessel, the wellknown amphora with pointed bottom, round shoulders and two vertically placed handles commonly
used for the storage of wine at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty and the Ramesside period. More
than 200 of these sherds proved to be inscribed with hieratic dockets. These consistently mention
Year 13 of Horemheb for ordinary wine and Year 14 for good quality wine. The quantity and
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consistency of these labels would seem to indicate that Horemheb was buried in his Year 14 or at
least before the wine harvest of his Year 15 at the very latest. Such a date would agree much better
with the unfinished state of the tomb, which has always been difficult to explain if Horemheb, as
many Egyptologists still believe, reigned for about 27 or 28 years.

The Court of the Ninth Pylon at Karnak during the Ptolemaic,
Roman and Byzantine Periods.
Charles van Siclen

Excavations undertaken in conjunction with the Centre Franco-Egyptien d’Etude des Temples de
Karnak over the past thirteen years have greatly increased our knowledge of what had occurred in
the area between the Eighth and Ninth Pylons of the great Temple of Amun at Karnak. From the time
of the area’s final clearance of “surface” debris during the 1930s, this space has been understood as
a vast empty courtyard. The recent excavations show a more complex usage of the area extending
back to the Middle Kingdom (ca. 2000 BC). When the pharaoh Horemheb built the Ninth Pylon at
the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty (ca. 1300 BC), he created a broad and deep court (75 x 80 m)
extending northward to the Eighth Pylon, and whatever visible structures that had originally stood
south of the Eighth Pylon up to his reign were removed. For the next millennium, the meager
evidence recovered suggests that little of substance occurred within the area of this court. By the end
of the regency of the satrap Ptolemy, about the time when he was to transform himself into king
Ptolemy I (ca. 300 BC), the area of the court of the Ninth Pylon was in considerable disarray: a
furnace for smelting bronze has been installed in the southwest quadrant, the surface of the courtyard
was cut through with trenches left by stone robbers, and the lower stonework of the walls and that
of the axial road had disintegrated and was in need of repair.
Under Ptolemy, the courtyard was renovated: stonework was renewed, holes were filled in, the
surface was roughly paved, trees were planted and a major building project was begun. The
foundations for this new building were excavated and consecrated, but the project was abandoned
and the foundation pit was filled in. The circumstances of this aborted project, however, suggest a
possible intended usage. For another six centuries after the Ptolemaic renovation, the court again
served merely as a court, but during a period at the end of the reign of Constantine the Great in AD
330, the courtyard took on a different purpose. At this time, in the courtyard to the north, beyond
the Eighth Pylon, scaffolding was erected to remove a great granite obelisk (the one now standing
in the site of the Hippodrome in Istanbul) and in the courtyard to the south of the Ninth Pylon were
built lesser structures which seemingly housed workers. In the southwest quadrant of the court of
the Ninth Pylon, a villa was erected, presumably to house the chief engineer who had been charged
with the obelisk’s removal. Within the court, in the area north of the villa were a garden with a
statue of the emperor and a contemporary tomb.
With the closing of the pagan Temple of Amun in the late 4th century AD, Christian structures
were located within the temples of Karnak. A Christian monastery was erected around the Eighth
Pylon, using its stone mass as a core, and additional structures were built against the Ninth Pylon.
The intervening space between these groups of buildings was filled with an open-air granary which
covered the earlier remains. When these monuments were no longer used, the court was finally
abandoned to its fate.
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Demonstration of the Leiden MastaBase cd-rom. A tool for quantitative and
qualitative study of Old Kingdom elite tombs from the Memphite area
René van Walsem

Methodology/Approach: The decorative programmes of Old Kingdom (±2600-2100 BC) elite tombs
(restricted to the Memphite area) are extremely complex with many facets and varying aspects on
different levels of interpretation. The in-depth study of the various topics entails sets of standard and
non-standard quantitative and qualitative questions. As much as possibly unequivocal answers are
of the greatest importance to help maximizing the substance and authority of the outcome and
interpretation of all kinds of analyses. An objectively quantitative database makes these analyses
imitable and controllable for everybody beyond the researcher him/herself and thus helps to better
weigh the produced evidence for well-founded research results.
It is no longer good enough for an “authority” to state that a certain topic occurs “frequently”
among the elite tomb material – and, thus, was important for “the” ancient Egyptian elite. For
instance, as an imaginary case, by giving a list of 27 parallels, which may seem impressive to the
reader but which, nevertheless, leaves him uninformed on the number of publications consulted by
the author as well as of the total population of published tombs.MastaBase, first of all, gives not only
the total number of published tombs (337), but also of rooms (581), of walls (2366), of registers
(6740) and of texts (11459). Thus, it immediately shows that 27 is not “frequent” at all, nor is its
importance impressive for “the” elite. On the other hand, MastaBase, may show that 21 occurrences
of the topic are found in Giza, 5 in Saqqara and 1 in Meidum, which irrefutably demonstrates that
the topic was of great importance for “the” elite of Giza, but not for those of Saqqara and Meidum.
However, MastaBase may also prove that at Giza 3 occurrences date to the 4th dynasty and the
remaining 18 to the 5th, while the 5 at Saqqara all date to the 4th, demonstrating that it was important
for “the” elite there in the 4th dynasty only. Obviously, abundant subtleties in interpretation emerge
immediately and objectively. Other aspects will be demonstrated as well: orientation (is there a
“symbolic” meaning, e.g., a West (place of the majority of necropolises) wall means by definition
“funerary” connotations?), distribution on walls (high, middle or low position on walls), and historic
developments of texts (concise core text expanding/changing over time.
The great variety of data (location, date, name of owner, gender, tomb type, concise description
of each sub-theme, orientation, texts, detailed references to published source(s)) and their
presentation as tomb plans, multi-coloured walls schemes of main themes and sub-themes
(immediately showing their horizontal and vertical distribution over the walls), hieroglyphic texts
and its three working modules (Searching, Statistics and Texts), make MastaBase - by a few clicks
- a highly time-efficient tool for the research of the fascinating aspects which encompass many sides
of the Old Kingdom elite society.
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Recent discoveries in the plain of Dayr al-Barsha – Zone 9B.
Bart Vanthuyne, Veerle Linseele, Stefanie Vereecken

Dayr al-Barsha is located approximately 300 km south of Cairo on the east bank of the Nile. The
plain west of the escarpment of the Eastern Desert extends north (zone 8) and south (zone 9) of the
outflow of the Wadi Nakhla. In zone 9 several branches of the wadi outflow delimit ‘islands’ of
higher ground. The southernmost of these, zone 9B, is a roughly triangular spur, its base being the
slope of the desert cliffs further east. A magnetometric survey was conducted by TOMASZ HERBICH
in 2004, which revealed several anomalies. An archaeological excavation was carried out in 2006
and 2007 to investigate what features were present, to date them and to investigate whether they
could be related to data from other zones in the plain. In total 7 burials and one pit containing cattle
bones were excavated.
The plundered mud brick-lined shaft tomb 13J46/2 belonged to a Nubian woman and contains
evidence of an ancient murder case. This tomb dates to the very end of the Old Kingdom. Within
this tomb a secondary burial 13J46/1 (date unknown) of a man was found who suffered extensive
perimortem trauma and sheds new light on Egyptian medical practices.East of the burial shaft of the
tomb 12J47/1 was located, on the ancient surface level, a roughly made offering table. Within the
shaft and robbed burial chamber of a man were discovered fragments of several ceramic vessels,
some of which could be reassembled. The robbed burial chamber of the mud brick-lined shaft tomb
12J46/1 contained the remains of a woman, whose wrapped face must have been accentuated by a
clay nose. Traces of wooden models, other items and offerings were uncovered. The burial
equipment of both tombs will be compared with that of the Qaw-Badari region. Both tombs date to
the early First Intermediate Period.
A circular pit, filled with well preserved cattle bones, was positioned above the burial shaft of
tomb 12J47/2. Butchery marks are completely missing and the bones were partly still in anatomical
position, indicating that the remains did not represent consumption refuse. Minimally 15 animals
were buried and their skeletons all seem to be complete. Besides cattle bones, a few fragments of
other animals were found and the pit also contained a few fragmentary human remains. This cattle
pit is an extremely interesting find. It is puzzling which kind of (cultural) practices are behind the
burial of 15 cattle. Several options will be discussed. Ancient Egyptian longhorn cattle are poorly
described osteometrically and osteomorphologically, and the animals from the pit can contribute
significantly to closing this gap. In doing so, they may also help to unravel if the ancient Egyptian
Longhorns are really the descendants of domesticated African wild cattle, as has been suggested in
the literature. The bones will be the subject of further study in the field season 2008. A C14
radiocarbon analysis will be carried out to date these cattle bones. Within the shaft of the plundered
tomb 12J47/2, belonging to a woman, evidence of another funerary ritual was preserved. This will
be presented. None of the ceramics in this shaft have any parallels in the Qaw-Badari region. They
appear to have more similarities with finds in Middle Kingdom Beni Hassan.
Under the east mud brick wall of the tomb 12J46/1 a secondary burial 12J46/2 of a man was
discovered. Three ceramic vessels from the early New Kingdom were assigned to his burial, which
have parallels elsewhere in Dayr al-Barsha and Egypt. In tomb 12J46/3 a decorated Graeco-Roman
anthropomorphic coffin of a woman was discovered.Finally zone 9B will be compared with other
zones in the plain in order to provide an insight into the chronological evolution of the use of the
plain as burial ground.
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Exclusion or importance: Some reflexions on the women absent
from the decoration of the Old Kingdom elite tombs
Vera Vasiljević
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The majority of the Old Kingdom elite tombs belongs to men, and they are the focal points of the
funerary cult, and accordingly of the tomb decoration. The wish of the ancient Egyptians to unite
with their family in the Afterlife, explicitly expressed in several spells of the Coffin texts, can be
recognized in the decoration of the Old Kingdom tombs, in which the tomb owners are often
accompanied by their wives, children, and sometimes by other relatives. But in some tombs,
especially those from the end of the Fifth Dynasty, wives are not represented, though their existence
is indirectly confirmed by the representations of the tomb owners’ children. The reasons for the
absence of women probably vary from case to case, and up to now several possibilities were taken
in the account, ranging from divorce or death of the woman before the decoration was started, to a
kind of taboo which excluded wives of the men who were in service of powerful women. Most of
the explanations imply, some even state, that the interests of a (male) tomb owner, quality of his
relationship with wife and her subordinate role are the decisive factors for her presence or absence
in the tomb decoration. In the opinion of A.M. ROTH, the consistent absence of husbands from the
tombs owned by women whose married status is confirmed by representations of children, is due
to the fact that the husbands were superfluous for the rebirth of women. The absence of one of the
spouses was also already considered in terms of status. Still, there are no indications that one single
rule or pattern is valid for all the cases.
In order to scrutinize the possible reasons for differences, several examples will be examined of
female tomb owners (especially those whose husbands or relatives are known or with some
probability identified e.g. Khamerernebty, Nedjetemepet) and some women of similar rank buried
in the tombs of their spouses, as well as their respective husbands, inter alia on the basis of the data
concerning the titles, the scale of representations and their position in the tomb decoration. The
social rank of an individual member of a society is positioned in relation to the rank of other society
members, but it is not static: it is constantly redifined or finely tuned according to context and in
relation to different persons. The interplay of multiple factors relevant in social life and reflected in
the burial has a variety of results; whether a woman is present in the tomb of her husbands as a
marginal, equal or prominent person, or is completely absent, may depend on the constituents of both
her and his identity, such as descent, gender, inherited or acquired status, and they sometimes result
in a married woman being primary or sole beneficiary of the funerary cult in her own chapel or
tomb. Besides, the avoidance of “competition” between the relatives could play a role also in the
case women: it can be observed in tombs such as Mereruka’s tomb, where Meriteti is consistently
labelled as son in tomb sections belonging to his parents, and the record of his high titles is limited
to the rooms of his own cult. It is in the interest of a woman to be the focus of the funerary cult
instead of being adjunct to her husband, her needs provided for only through him, and her relative
status is the decisive factor in attaining it. The authority based on administrative rank (power over)
may be stronger than the status based on influence (power to), but the first one doesn’t necessarily
prevent or subjugate the display of the second one.
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“Lost child” of Isis: towards the problem of the “interpretatio Graeca” of the
Osirian myth in texts of later antic and Christian authors
Olga Alexandrova Vassilieva

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate some specific features of Graeco-roman interpretation of the
Osirian myth in the texts of later antic and Christian authors. These sources of the interpretatio
Graeca have been little studied in comparison with those of Herodotus, Plutarchus and Diodorus.
The subject of a “lost child” studied in this paper has been taken as a typical example of the later
antic tradition of interpretatio Graeca. Texts of some authors, containing mentions of Isis and Osiris
inform us that Isis set out in search of her lost child. This child is called either Harpokrates
(Cassiod.Var.V.17; Hyg.Fab.277), or Osiris (Etym. Magn.s.v. Kovpto”; Min.Fel.Oct.21.1–2; Lact.
Div.inst. I.20-21, cf. I.17; Ael. Nat.anim.X.45; Euseb. Praep.ev.III. 51), or he is not given any name
(Arnob. Adv. nat. I.36). Most authors tell about losing and finding a child, but only in the
Etymologicum Magnum it is said that the lost son of Isis (being Osiris at the same time) was torn
to pieces in the city of Coptos (cf. Plut. DIO, 14, 356D-E). As it may be concluded from the sources,
the image of the ‘lost child’ is nobody else that Harpokrates, “Horus-the-Child”, which became a
kind of a ‘double’ of Osiris in later antic tradition. Such a fusion of two images might have been
appeared since the Graeco-roman time, although in the Egyptian tradition the images of Horus and
Osiris had a very close connection. One of the main factors of this interpretation seems to be a
specific position of Isis in this period, who became a universal goddess and a saviour, and the
essential role alongside her passed from Osiris to her little son Horus. Also the fusion of two images
was influenced by the syncretic tradition of Hellenistic and pre-Hellenistic period, Osiris being
equated with Dionysos (and Dionysos/Zagreus), and Isis with Demetra.
In the episode of the “lost child” were combined several mythological topoi: the dismemberment
of a child Zagreus, the murder (and dismemberment) of Osiris, the wound of a young Horus; the
search for a lost daughter by Demetra, and the search for a murdered husband by Isis. The motives
of searching for a child and his murder/dismemberment are combined only in the text of
Etymologicon Magnum, while the other narratives record only the motif of search. This paragraph
may have been influenced by Diodorus’ tradition, which also unites both motives (a search and a
cruel murder: Diod.I.25.6; I.21.2; IV.6.3-4). In our opinion, the contamination of motives may be
issued from the particular features of Zagreus’ myth —a god that was murdered and dismembered,
like Osiris, being at the same time a child, like Horus. The motif of search becomes the central one
in all the passages, a “meeting point” for Greek and Egyptian different mythological traditions.
The discussed theme has a special significance in the context of the methodology of
“interpretatio Graeca”. The appearance of the topic of the “lost child” can be explained both from
Greek and Egyptian tradition, but it is not an easy question to decide which one is predominated.
The later antic authors, perhaps, were not responsible for the distortions of the authentic tradition,
as they followed the information preserved in the previous graeco-roman writings on Egypt. One
of the problems of studying the interpretatio Graeca of the Egyptian religion is that noone can be
sure whether the graeco-roman authors themselves were acquainted with the Egyptian tradition and
were really based on the authentic sources, or they transmitted already interpreted and a second or
third-handed information. Some of ‘Egyptian realities’ in the texts of many authors may be only an
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intellectual construction of modern researchers giving all possible Egyptian parallels to a topic being
studied. So one should be methodologically very careful not to ascribe to the ancient authors the
information they may not knew at all.

(a) Ancient Egyptian footwear project: preliminary results
of Tutankhamun’s footwear
André Jacques Veldmeijer

The study of the footwear of Tutankhamun is part of a multidisciplinary study of footwear from
ancient Egypt and Nubia. The ancient Egyptian Footwear Project deals with the footwear from
prehistoric to late Christian times. Due to the holistic approach, footwear is studied in all its aspects,
from manufacturing technology to socio-economic aspects, and several specialists are involved.
The basis of the research is the study of the technological aspects of the archaeological material.
Equally important however, but dealt with in a later phase of the Project, will be the iconographic
and philological studies. Experimental archaeology will provide additional insight. The Project is
closely associated with the Ancient Egyptian Leatherwork Project.
Among the objects from Tutankhamun’s tomb were no less than 93 pieces of footwear. Although
the majority is Sewn Sandals, several pieces are extraordinary and thus far, comparable pieces have
not been recovered from other contexts. Among these is a pair of shoes, based on the familiar sewn
soles with leather uppers and elaborately decorated with beads. Another extraordinary pair of small
sandals is entirely made of beads.The presentation will shortly discuss the manufacturing technology
of the footwear, with an emphasis on the Sewn Sandals, which is one of the most abundant
Categories of sandals known from ancient Egypt (there are 75 specimen in the AEFP database,
excluding Tutankhamun’s). The four Types are presented and their most important differences
explained in order to be able to put Tutankhamun’s sandals in perspective. The sandals from
Tutankhamun will be compared with the footwear from among others Yuya and Tuya.
It is beyond the scope of the presentation to fully discuss topics outside the technological aspects,
not in the least because the research is still in progress, but few (preliminary) conclusions can be
presented:
Tutankhamun’s footwear has some extraordinary items, but a large part are Sewn Sandals.
The distinction between the various Types is not only shape but also the refinement of the
manufacturing technology.
Differences in detail within types might be explained by different sandal makers/production
centres.
The leather treadsole might be a geographically induced feature.
Type C sandals were meant for the higher levels of society and at least Type A for the lower
levels. The distinction however, might even be subtler as a comparison with the footwear
from Yuya and Tuya suggests.
In general the wear is slight, and in some cases (almost) non-existing. This shows the strength
of this Type of sandal, but one should realise that the degree of wear is much influenced by
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the surface on which one walks. On the other hand, some sandals might have been made for
burial only.
Sewn Sandals, especially Type C, are very popular in the 18th Dynasty, but they are much
older: Type A and B go at least as far back as the Middle Kingdom. The manufacturing
technique however, is already seen in prehistoric basketry.

(b) The “Rope Cave” at Mersa Gawasis [poster]
André J. Veldmeijer and Chiara Zazzaro

In the mid 1970s, Abdel Moneim Sayed discovered the remains of a Middle Kingdom harbour,
known in ancient Egypt as S3ww, in Mersa Gawasis, about 22 km south of modern Safaga at the Red
Sea coast. It proved to be an important site, not in the least because texts mention expeditions to BiaPunt. In 2001, the University of Naples “L’Orientale”, the Italian Institute for Africa and the Orient
Rome, in collaboration with the University of Boston, co-directed by Rodolfo Fattovitch and
Kathryn Bard, started the systematic investigation of the site in order to understand the organisation
of seafaring in Pharaonic Egypt. One of the most spectacular finds is a cave, used to store shipping
ropes. The analysis of the study of the cordage is in progress, but we are nevertheless able to present
the first results.

(c) The PalArch Foundation: four years of
electronic publishing in Egyptology [poster]
Board of the PalArch foundation

This year the PalArch Foundation celebrates its 4th year of www.PalArch.nl, which hosts the
electronic journal PalArch’s Journal of Archaeology of Egypt/Egyptology. The PalArch Foundation
offers peer reviewed, electronic publications in pdf format. Studies will be reviewed by at least two
members of the international editorial board, consisting of various specialists, or outside the board
if necessary. If accepted, it is placed on the website (www.PalArch.nl) and is free to download for
everyone (membership is thus not required!). We have a short publication cycle (there are two issues
a year; the deadline for each issue is six months prior to its publication). Moreover, no money has
to be paid to publish. There are no limits as to size and number of (colour) illustrations and finally,
everybody can submit their work. We accept papers on all archaeology and Egyptology related
topics and from all era’s of Egypt’s history. Obviously, the manuscripts must be written conform the
requirements of the journal as described at the website. From summer 2008 onwards, back issues
remain accessible through the website.
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The Old Kingdom Tombs at Dayr Al Barshā:
Overview of the Pottery Corpus from Zone 07
Stefanie Vereecken
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The archaeological mission of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven working at the site of Dayr Al
Barshā, Middle Egypt, has excavated a number of Old Kingdom rock-cut tombs during the last few
years (H. WILLEMS et al. 2006. ‘Preliminary Report of the 2003 Campaign of the Belgian Mission
to Deir al-Barsha’, MDAIK 62: 307-340). These tombs are situated on the southern hill of the Wādī
Nakhla (zone 07) on the East bank of the Nile and even though they are clearly visible and quite
easily accessible, they were never investigated before. The tombs comprise a small rock-chamber,
with in the floor one or more square shafts. In some of the chambers, remains of carved out statues
can still be seen, protruding from the back of the walls. Even though the tombs have been robbed
and reused within time, some remarkable archaeological objects were retrieved, belonging to the
original tomb contents. One of the tombs, tomb 15j15A, even contented one of the original burials,
complete with skeleton in situ. Funerary offering gifts, like a copper mirror, alabaster jar and pieces
of jewellery were found lying next to the body. The majority of the finds of these tombs consisted
of pottery fragments and sherds. Since the tombs were flooded several times by the Wadi-floods,
most of the sherds had suffered a lot and were sometimes much eroded and fairly poorly preserved.
However, carefully studying and puzzling has lead to the reconstruction of quite a number of vessels.
After close examination, different types of pottery could be distinguished that represent a basic
assemblage for the Late Old Kingdom.
Furthermore, pottery fragments dating from the reuse of the tombs were discovered. As we could
establish in other tombs and zones at the site of Deir al-Barsha, the reuse of tombs was a common
practice during the Late Second Intermediate Period and early New Kingdom (J.D. BOURRIAU et al.,
2006, ‘The Second Intermediate Period and Early New Kingdom at Deir al-Bersha’, Ägypten und
Levante XV: 101-129). During this lecture, an overview will be given of the different types of
objects that were found during the excavations of the Old Kingdom tombs (The 2008 campaign of
the archaeological mission of the Kathyolieke Universitiet Leuven will take place march-april 2008.
The research of the Old Kingdom tombs of Zone 07 will continue, so new elements and results will
be integrated in this lecture). Special attention will be paid to the pottery, as it is one of the most
helpful instruments to obtain the most accurate dating for the Late Old Kingdom Tombs and its
reuse . Different pottery types will be discussed, and in addition, we will take a closer look at the
fabric and production technique of the different types. As we have two pottery assemblages from
two different time periods, this gives us the opportunity to take a quick glance at the evolution of
pottery production in Egypt.
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Literarische Graffiti in Grab N13.1 in Assiut/Mittelägypten -Literary graffiti
in the tomb N13.1 at Asyut/Middle Egypt
Ursula Verhoeven

Seit 2003 finden im Rahmen deutsch-ägyptischer Kooperationen jährliche Feldkampagnen sowie
langfristig angelegte Forschungen statt, die der Dokumentation und Interpretation der weitestgehend
unbearbeiteten Felsnekropole von Assiut dienen (vgl. den Vortrag von Jochem Kahl). Das von der
DFG finanzierte Projekt ist an der Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz angesiedelt und arbeitet
mit Mahmoud El-Khadragy vom Department of Egyptology der Universität Sohag zusammen. Im
Jahre 2005 wurde im oberen Teil des Gebel Asyut el-Gharbi ein Felsgrab entdeckt, das bislang in
keiner Dokumentation dieser Nekropole vermerkt war. Der Besitzer ist ein Gaufürst und Priester
vom Ende der 1. Zwischenzeit namens Iti-ibi-iqer (ca. 2030 v. Chr.). Dekoration und Architektur
sowie der ausgedehnte Vorhof mit zahlreichen, z.T. ungestörten Schachtgräbern wurden in den
Kampagnen von 2006 und 2007 aufgenommen und analysiert.
Etwa 500 Jahre nach der Anlage des Grabes begann man, auf den hellgrundigen Wänden der
inneren Halle Tintengraffiti anzubringen. Unter den heute ca. 140 Text- bzw. Bildeinheiten finden
sich Besucherinschriften, historische Vermerke, Opfertexte sowie Tier- und Menschenzeichnungen,
die in ähnlicher Weise auch an anderen Orten Ägyptens im Neuen Reich zu finden sind. Als
singulärer Befund kommt eine Reihe von berühmten literarischen Texten hinzu, die jeweils vom
Anfang an und über meist relativ lange Passagen aufgeschrieben wurden. Es handelt sich dabei um
die Lehre Amenemhets I. (2x), die Loyalistische Lehre (2x), die Lehre des (Dua-)Cheti, die Lehre
eines Mannes für seinen Sohn, die Prophezeiung des Neferti sowie den Nilhymnus. Alle diese Texte
spielten bekanntermaßen im Schulunterricht des Neuen Reiches eine wichtige Rolle.
Schreibübungen zu einzelnen Redewendungen (z.B. “Anfang der Lehre”) sind ebenfalls an den
Wänden zu finden und zeugen eventuell von einem schulischen Kontext.
Nach einem ersten Faksimilieren im Jahre 2006 und einer Kollation und professionellen
fotografischen Aufnahme im Jahr 2007 können nun erste Abschriften der lehrhaften Texte präsentiert
werden. Paläographische Untersuchungen zeigen ein teilweise sehr frühes Entstehungsdatum,
spätestens zu Beginn der 18. Dynastie, wenige Texte entstammen der Ramessidenzeit. Der
Textbestand erweitert an manchen Stellen unsere bisherigen Kenntnisse, insbesondere was den
Autor der Loyalistischen Lehre betrifft, dessen Name in den bislang bekannten Quellen immer
zerstört vorgefunden wurde. Die Anbringungsorte und Kontextualisierungen mit der
Originaldekoration, auf die in der Regel Rücksicht genommen wurde, aber auch Bezüge innerhalb
der Gruppe der Graffiti, können Anhaltspunkte für die Interpretation dieses Befundes liefern. In
den Besuchergraffiti sind einige Schreiber mehrmals namentlich greifbar, die auch für die Abschrift
der lehrhaften Texte verantwortlich gemacht werden können.
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Child burials in the Dakhla oasis
Petra Verlinden
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The Dakhla oasis is known among many Egyptologists today as an area of great archaeological
potential. This is no great surprise, as the discovery of the sites of interest —the Old Kingdom
village of Ayn Asil and necropolis of Qila el Dabba— is relatively recent. The interest in this area
was roused by the research of Ahmed Fakhry from 1947 onwards, when an exceptional event —a
sandstorm that lasted for three days— revealed the remains of the Old Kingdom village of Ayn Asil.
Fakhry excavated small areas in the village, concentrating mostly on the epigraphic evidence. He
also did some research in the necropolis, mapping at least five artificial “hills”, which turned out to
be Old Kingdom mastaba’s, belonging to governors of the oasis in the sixth dynasty. The projects
of the institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire and Dakhla Oasis project have since the
seventies further contributed to our knowledge about the Old Kingdom “colony” in the oasis.The
efforts of the institute have been concentrated on the mastaba’s, continuing where Fakhry had left
off. The results of these efforts have been extensively published in the series of monographs
‘Fouilles de l’institut français d’archéologie oriëntale’ (ex. A. MINAULT-GOUT, P. DELEUZE, P.
BALLET, J. VERCOUTTER 1992; M. VALLOGGIA, N.H. HENEIN en J. VERCOUTTER 1986), and
preliminary reports were published at regular intervals in the periodicals ‘Bulletin de l’institut
français d’archéologie orientale du Caire’ (ex. M. VALLOGGIA 1978; A. MINAULT-GOUT 1980), after
a while the reports appeared in the ‘Annales du Service des Antiquités de l’Egypte’ (ex. A. MINAULTGOUT en M. WUTTMANN 1983). In Balat, a small portion of the graves showed an unusual tendency,
which was to reopen the graves after some time —no more than a few generations— and to bury
another person in the entrance of the tomb. These persons were given their own funerary equipment
and thus were granted a private space in the burial grounds.
In a paper which I presented to the university last year to conclude my bachelor studies, I
collected the evidence on a portion of these graves, trying to compare these subsidiary burials with
the tombs’ main occupants. A first interesting fact, albeit not a very surprising one, was that grown
up persons who had been buried in subsidiary graves consisted mostly of women. A second, even
more interesting fact, was that a great part (39 %) of these burials consisted of neonates, infants and
children. In the last few years, a lot of Egyptologists have written about the role of women and
children in Egyptian society. Especially PINCH (1994) and ROBINS (1993) write about the ritualisation
which surrounded childbirth in Ancient Egypt, and conclude that child mortality must have been
very high. But, as ROBINS also remarks, no exact figures of this mortality rate exist.
Not just in Egypt, but in a lot of ancient cultures children are often underrepresented in graveyards
(PEARSON 1999). However, Egypt has several factors to take into consideration when talking about
child representation. Firstly, the science of Egyptology has much evolved in the last few decades, and
it was not so long ago that the remains of small children were discarded without even making note
of their presence. Secondly, children’s remains (and especially those of neonates) are very small and
fragile. When buried in simple, shallow pits, one can easily imagine the destructive influence of
factors such as taphonomy, bioturbation and excavation methods. Lastly, it has become clear in recent
excavations that small children were often buried in the settlement itself, under house floors or in
courts between houses. When one considers additionally the small amount of settlements in
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comparison to the amount of excavated gravesites, the representative sample seems rather small.
Thus, Balat offers a unique opportunity to look at neonates and infants in the context of a
graveyard. This is not so new as one would expect. MESKELL (1999) made a study on child burials
in the eastern necropolis of Deir el Medineh, while PATCH (1989 unpublished, cited by ROBINS 1994)
calculated the percentage of infant burials in the cemeteries of Gurob, Matmar and Mostagedda.
However, these calculations are mostly based on old excavation reports and additionally all date
back to the New Kingdom and Third intermediate period (ROBINS 1994). In Balat, on the other hand,
we have recently excavated material at our disposal, which dates back to the Old Kingdom. In my
presentation, I will discuss the anthropological data from Balat, first concentrating on the subsidiary
burials, then moving on to the bigger picture of the necropolis. I will speculate on whether the portion
of child burials can be seen as a representative sample, or a group which received special treatment.
If the former is true, I will try to draw some conclusions about the exact child mortality rate.
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10 Years’ epigraphy in Theban Tomb 65
Krisztián Vértes

My participation in the epigraphic documentation of Theban Tomb 65 started in 1998. I was
entrusted with the task of copying and interpreting the painted tomb walls. The tomb itself was
constructed on the northeastern face of the Sheikh Abd el Qurna hill and was originally intended for
the high official Nebamun during the reign of Hatshepsut. The artists decorated the tomb with typical
Eighteenth Dynasty raised relief scenes of exceptional quality, although the decoration was mostly
left unfinished. During the second half of the Twentieth Dynasty, the tomb was selected for reuse
by Imiseba, an important member of the Theban clergy, who first restored the damaged parts of the
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walls then covered the reliefs with a layer of gypsum plaster and redecorated the whole tomb with
wall-paintings. In late Antiquity TT 65 was merged into the so called “Monastery of Cyriacus,”
which also led to some Coptic activity on the wall surfaces, resulting in incised crosses and graffiti
and the defacing of most of the painted figures.158 Thus today’s visitor encounters a relatively
complicated scenery on the walls, with a multiplicity of layers of different activities.
Similarly, the epigraphic activity in the tomb has been rather complex: it covers more than a
hundred years, serving the interest of many scholars and artists beginning with A. Dupuy in 1832
(as an artist of the Hay expedition), and later continuing with Prisse d’Avennes, P. Newberry, H.
Winlock and N. de Garis Davies.159 Although the tomb decoration has never been published in its
entirety, one could ask what the reason was for copying the scenes over and over again. The answer
lies in the word “entirety.” The decoration program is not only distinctive in its theme (mostly
temple and royal scenes, a divergence from the typical Ramesside private tomb decoration); its
uniqueness derives also from the way every single wall was decorated as an independent scene
depicting a particular event (mostly Theban festivals). Thus each and every wall (the largest of them
being 10x4 meters) must be treated as a separate unit during the documentation process.
My lecture concentrates on the interpretation of the painted decoration, since it is the most intact
and complex one of all the visible layers. The main challenge for the epigrapher is to capture the
fine details while showing the integrity of the whole, and, at the same time, indicating the impression
of the colors. Therefore the method I would like to introduce (the so-called “Imiseba-method”)
combines the advantages of the traditional facsimile drawings and the visual effects of color-coding,
together with the most recent scanning technology. The result is a highly detailed freehand graphic
impression of the entire wall that is treated as a single drawing, which, at the end of the process,
needs to be reduced to a manageable size. The ten-year work in TT 65 has definitively pointed out
the strengths and weaknesses of the method, which I would also like to discuss in my presentation
by using a drawing of an entire wall as my guide.

Icon of propaganda and lethal weapon – further remarks
on the LB Age sickle sword
Carola Vogel

Among the multitude of weapons in the tomb of Tutankhamun two different shaped sickle swords
have been discovered. They do belong to a small group of LB scimitars known from various places
in the Ancient Near East, and dispersed over the museums worldwide.For years, Hans Wolfgang
Müller had compiled all scimitars that did come to his knowledge with the aim to establish a proper
typology – and – if possible – to work out a chronological frame for this weapon. His efforts resulted
in a monograph study that in the following did become a standard work: H. W. Müller, Der
Waffenfund von Balata-Sichem und Die Sichelschwerter, München 1987. However, more than 20
years after its publication new swords could be traced that demand a re-examination of the whole
group. Based on the updated data, the aim of this paper is twicefold: In the beginning, an overview
of royal iconography will exemplify the prominent role that the scimitar played in New Kingdom
propaganda, above all in the so-called “smiting scenes”. My second approach deals with the use of
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the sickle sword as standard infantry equipment by discussing its archaeological, epigraphic and
iconographic evidence. Furthermore, the practical value of this weapon in close combat will be
highlighted to show its increasing significance beginning from the Second Intermediate Period
onwards. In the effort to explain this as an example of development as adaequate offensive response
to an improvement that had been made on the side of the defensive, the body armour will be
discussed against which the scimitar has been implemented. And finally, the suggested replacement
of the scimitar by the two-edged sword will be analyzed.

Who was “King” (S)asychis?
Alexandra von Lieven

Herodotus II 136 as well as Diodorus I 94 attest to a lawgiver named (S)asychis, who, according to
Herodotus, also was a king. Researchers have struggled for a long time to identify this figure,
proposing candidates from Shepseskaf to Shoshenq I. The present paper will look afresh at the
testimonia and propose an altogether new interpretation. It will show that the person in question was
not a king, but a deified sage, whose cult can be attested by a growing number of documents.

Settlement structures of the Old and Middle Kingdom
on the east bank in Aswan
Cornelius von Pilgrim

Since 2000 the Swiss Institute of Architectural and Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt in
Cairo and the Supreme Council of Antiquities Aswan conduct a joint archaeological project in the
town of Aswan. In addition to excavations in three registered antiquities sites the work concentrates
mainly on systematic rescue excavations in current construction sites. More than twenty areas were
investigated during the last three years. A surprising discovery was a harbour site of the Old
Kingdom. It was located in the vicinity of an ancient quarry and was used to embark granite blocks.
In the paper an outline of the results will be given followed by some general remarks on the
settlement history of Aswan in the 2nd millennium BC.

Egyptian temple architecture in the light of the Hungarian Excavations
in Egypt (1907-2007)
Gyozo Voros

A few short interruptions notwithstanding, the history of Hungarian excavations in Egypt dates back
a hundred years. As fate would have it, the excavations have mostly concerned monuments,
principally the ancient relics of temple architecture. The Hungarian excavations and surveys in
Egypt have generated a strong response worldwide, and have undoubtedly contributed to the high
international rank and reputation of Hungarian research into antiquity.We Hungarians began field
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work in Egypt in January 1, 1907. This paper on the temple architecture of Egypt is being written
on the centenary of this. I am glad to be able to use these introductory (abstract) lines to hint at the
conclusion, and to say that we do indeed have much to celebrate: Hungarian excavations and
theoretical research have brought cardinally new results to the study and understanding of Egyptian
temple architecture.
Very few nations involved in the study of Egypt can claim an unbroken tradition of scholarly
dedication spreading over many generations. The writer of these lines is a member of the third
academic generation to follow in the footsteps of the great Hungarian astronomer-Egyptologist,
Professor EDE MAHLER (1857-1945). The fourth generation of Hungarian Egyptologists is both
inheritor and student of my spiritual great-grandfather. My master LASZLO KAKOSY (1932-2004)
had his progress at Lorand Eotvos University of Budapest (ELTE) overseen by VILMOS WESSETZKY
(1909-1997) and ALADAR DOBROVITS (1909-1970), themselves in turn students of EDE MAHLER.
The paper clearly distinguishes, as follows, those field research projects which I have elaborated on
the basis of a knowledge of the site and of the specialist literature, those in which I participated, those
where I enjoyed mutual academic achievement with the leaders of the excavations in joint
publications, and those which I myself led and published about.
Hungarian excavations in which I could not participate.
Hungarian excavations in which I participated on site or in the processing of results.
Hungarian excavations which I led or am currently leading.
Dates of excavation, area, institution (director of excavations)

•
•
•

1907-1909

Sharuna-Gamhud, the concession of Fulop Back (Tadeusz Smolenski)

1956-1963

Savaria, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS) (Tihamer Szentleleky)

1926-1950

Gilf Kebir (Laszlo Almasy)

1964

Abdallah Nirqi, HAS-UNESCO (Laszlo Castiglione)

1985-1987

Oxyrhynchus-Bahnasa, KAFAS (Geza Fehervari)

1983-

1994-1998

1998-2004

Thebes – Cemetery of the Nobles, ELTE (Laszlo Kakosy)
Thebes – Thoth Hill, ELTE

Taposiris Magna, Peter Pazmany University of Budapest (PPKE)

2004-

Nea Paphos, PPKE-UNESCO

Neolithic period

Cave shrine, the so-called Cave of Swimmers (Libyan desert, Gilf Kebir)

The division of the temple digs of the Hungarian excavations in Egypt according to period (by the
period of the foundation of the buildings):
Archaic period

The cultic temple of the goddess Horus (Thoth Hill, Thebes)

New Kingdom

The mortuary monument of Djehutymes (TT 32, Thebes)

Middle Kingdom
Ptolemaic Empire

The mortuary temple of King Montuhotep III (Thoth Hill, Thebes)
The stone blocks of Ptolemy I Soter I (Kom el-Ahmar, Sharuna)
The acropolis of the goddess Isis (Taposiris Magna, Alexandria)
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Roman Empire

Byzantine Empire
Arabian Empire

The acropolis of the goddess Aphrodite-Isis (Nea Paphos, Paphos)
The podium temple of the goddess Isis (Savaria)

The cave chapel of Pantocrator (Thoth Hill, Thebes)
Basilica (Taposiris Magna, Alexandria)
The mosque of Hassan ibn Salih (Bahnasa)
Christian church (Abdallah Nirqi)

From the above it is clear that we have excavated almost all periods of Egyptian culture. For the
division of the Hungarian excavations in Egypt according to geographical area (from north to south):

Savaria
(Pannonia)
Nea Paphos
(Cyprus)
Taposiris Magna
(Lower Egypt)
Sharuna
(Middle Egypt)
Bahnasa
(Middle Egypt)
Thebes
(Upper Egypt)
Gilf Kebir
(Western Desert)
Abdallah Nirqi
(Lower Nubia)
It can easily be seen that we have excavated almost all important geographical areas of Egyptian
culture. Following the chronological and geographical overview of the monuments, I will hereby
list the temples on which my text is directly based, in chronological order and dated:
1. The Neolithic cave shrine of Gilf Kebir, the so-called Cave of Swimmers (c. 6000 BC)

2. The Archaic temple of Thoth Hill (the earliest stone temple in Egypt) (c. 3000 BC)

3. The Middle Kingdom temple of Thoth Hill (with correction to Sirius) (2000 BC)

4. New Kingdom temples in mortuary architecture: the tomb of Djehutymes (13th C. BC)

5. The stones of the temple of Pharaoh Ptolemy I (are partly in Budapest) (4th-3rd C. BC)

6. The acropolis of Taposiris Magna, with a Doric peripteral sanctuary (3rd C. BC)

7. The acropolis of Nea Paphos: a wholly Greek, Corinthian peripter (3rd-1st C. BC)

8. The Roman podium sanctuary: The Corinthian Iseum of Savaria (AD 1st and 2nd-3rd C.)

9. The basilica of Taposiris Magna (AD 4th-5th C.)

10. The chapel of the Pantocrator on Thoth Hill (AD 5th-6th C.)

11. The mosque of Hassan ibn Salih (Coptic church reconstruction, AD 5th-10th centuries)
12. The central church of Abdallah Nirqi (Coptic church, AD 5th-8th centuries)
This centenary paper cannot attempt a theoretical survey of the entirety of Egyptian temple
architecture; it can only analyse temple architecture through elucidating the results of Hungarian
field research. In the distinctly technocratic turn of phrase of Vitruvius, the term ‘venustas’ refers
to the grace and appearance of a building. Others apply present-day architectural keywords like
‘building structure’ and ‘functional requirements’ to Egyptian temple architecture, while yet others
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consider construction technology to be of primary importance. Riegl, for example, regards Egyptian
temples as buildings that are statues.
Let us examine the relationship between buildings and groups of buildings, and the issue of
spatial form and spatial connections, in the light of these twelve temples. We should endeavour not
to limit ourselves to the changes and development of ground-plan structures and individual building
elements, i.e. to the two-dimensional world of these pages, but also to make an attempt at presenting
spatial development and finding explanations for these changes. I would like to make an important
observation about the subject of my centenary paper. Naturally, the temple architecture of Egypt can
be presented through the lens of temples other than those excavated by the Hungarian missions to
Egypt. Our body of knowledge on Egyptian temple architecture would be all the poorer without the
results of the Hungarian excavations, however, and in their absence some key questions would
remain entirely unanswered.

The Gurob ship model
Shelley Wachsmann

PETRIE’S 1920 excavation at Gurob, in middle Egypt, revealed a remarkable disassembled and
broken wooden ship model in an unmarked New Kingdom tomb probably dating to the Nineteenth
or the Twentieth Dynasty now housed at the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology in London.
Despite the fact that Petrie and his assistants published descriptions and reconstructions of it, the
model has missed further scholarly attention in the ongoing discussion on ancient seacraft. Although
found in Egypt the prototype of the Gurob model was clearly an Aegean-style galley—possibly a
pentaconter of a type used by both the Mycenaeans and the Sea Peoples. This model is the most
detailed representation presently known of this vessel type and is unique among all known depictions
in its polychrome painted decoration: as such it contributes to our understanding of Homer’s epitaphs
regarding his heroes’ ships. The vessel bears a typical Helladic bird-head decoration topping the
stempost while holes along the sheerstrakes confirm the use of stanchions that have been postulated
based on other representations. The boat was found with four wheels and other evidence for a
wagon-like support structure, which connects it with European prototypes. A number of the model’s
pieces are missing, indicating that it had been broken, probably intentionally, prior to having been
deposited in the tomb. Textual evidence for Sherden living in and around Gurob raises the possibility
that the model represents a galley of that Sea People. Comparative materials permit the tentative
reconstruction of a virtual reality replica of the model.

Sarcophagus circle: the godesses in the tomb
Cory L. Wade

Since the New Kingdom reign of Amenhotep III (c. 1390-1353 BCE), royal sarcophagi were
customarily reproduced with a specialized funerary depiction intended to assist the king into the next
life. As unvaried as it was memorable, this design portrayed four female deities in a striking
configuration: a single goddess stood at each corner of the sarcophagus, her wings outstretched in
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protection. The overlapping wings on the narrow end and the touching wingtips on the long side
created a ring of divine protection, a circular sanctuary in which the king could safely await his
new life. This powerful depiction, which appeared frequently on canopic chests and shrines as well
as sarcophagi in the royal tombs of the Eighteenth Dynasty, always revealed the same four goddesses
composing a circle of safety for the king: Isis, Nepthys, Serket, and Neith. While these deities were
certainly among the most significant members, male or female, of the ancient Egyptian pantheon,
there were arguably many other deities who possessed power, vitality, fertility, and varied forms of
magic, all of which attributes might be of inestimable value to the king in his journey to the next
life. Yet although many of these formidable gods and goddesses appear regularly in the tomb and
sometimes appear even on the sarcophagus, no other divinity ever appears as a member of the
funerary quartet encircling the dead pharaoh besides Isis, Nepthys, Serket, and Neith.
The consistent appearance of these four goddesses on royal sarcophagi and canopic containers
raises many questions: What determined the gender of the deities who would surround the remains
of the king? If the divinities were to be goddesses, why were there always four—one stationed at
each corner? If there were to be four goddesses at each corner, why was it Isis, Nepthys, Serket, and
Neith to whom the sacred task of guardianship was inevitably entrusted? The answers lie in part with
the fact that these goddesses are associated with birth and new life in widely differing forms. The
four divinities represent fertility, but fertility of a complex metaphysical nature rather than that of
a simple physical sort. In brief, their cosmological purpose was to create, not to procreate.
Besides being connected to birth and fertility, the guardian goddesses are also associated with
motherhood, albeit motherhood of an unconventional nature. The maternal attributes of Isis,
Nepthys, Serket, and Neith revolve around protection rather than production of progeny. Concepts
of birth, fertility, and maternity appear repeatedly in connection with the four divine guardians, yet
it is not these traits alone which qualify a deity to become one of the four sentinels protecting the
body of the king. Hathor, Mut, Bastet, and Tawret, for example, all of whom evoke birth and
fecundity, never become part of the divine quartet in the tomb. Rather, additional attributes of a
transformative nature characterize the goddesses who, joined in a ring about the king’s sarcophagus
or canopic shrine, become his living, three-dimensional cartouche.
Representing the four cardinal directions—virtually every point on the earth—the four guardian
goddesses may be seen as extensions of the limbs of Nut, whose arms and legs hold up the sky and
whose celestial womb cyclically revitalizes the sun god reborn each dawn. Like Nut herself, Isis,
Nepthys, Serket, and Neith represent a quintessentially feminine force in the pantheon of ancient
Egypt. As potent as the male gods may be, the deities who establish a sacred circle about the body
of the dead king are female. Associated with fertility in all its myriad forms, these goddesses can
manifest every facet of the creative process, including transcendent birth. In the creative maternal
act of enclosing him within their magical circle of protection, the guardian goddesses endow the king
with the ultimate cosmic gift: rebirth.
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New Findings from the Early Dynastic Period from
Temple-Town Hierakonpolis
Elizabeth J. Walters
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Geoarchaeological fieldwork of the Pennsylvania State University concerns the ancient TempleTown of Hierakonpolis located in the cultivation and suffering from invasive groundwater and salt.
Our bi-national team of geologists and archaeologists has won support of the Supreme Council of
Antiquities, Egypt under Dr. Gaballah Ali Gaballah and Dr. Zahi Hawass, and two grants from U.S.Egypt Science and Technology, under the aegis of National Science Foundation. The goal of our
interdisciplinary project is to conserve this important site, develop efficient methods to lower
groundwater, and document the history still preserved at this important ancient town with its temple.
We have discovered that the alarming sharp increase in depth and size of the surface pools and
encrusted salt evident this January, 2008 and increasing since 2000 are the results of new irrigation
in the desert by the Wadi Sa’ayda Land Reclamation Project, 9 km to the south and east and 20 m
higher than our site.
Our shallow observation trenches to 60 cm depth have revealed a patchwork of debris as recent
as Islamic and fortunately material ‘in situ’ from early Dynastic Period remain protected by adjacent
walls. Stratigraphy is preserved with occupational evidence clarifying early Dynastic evidence first
recorded by Fairservis Hierakonpolis excavations 1967-1992 known locally as the Kom el Ahmar,
to the Egyptians as the ancient town of Nekhen, and to our multidisciplinary project as the TempleTown Hierakonpolis. Clarification of structures and dating of pottery identify rooms in quadrants
15n8-9w, and 15-16n1w, as belonging to Dynasty II or earlier. Accompanying finds in the northwest
room of 15n8-9w include faience figurines (found in 1981, 2005, 2006), known from temple sites
at Abydos and Elephantine and a pristine alabaster (calcite) palette dating to Dynasty I (Walters
2005). Polished bowls are pre-Meydum owing to distinctive surface treatment and dateable to
Dynasty II or earlier recur in each consecutive occupational layer (3-6), designating the occupation
in this room as close in time. A bread oven was discovered in 2006 the same room in quadrants
15n8-9w and in 2008 was found to occupy layers 5 and 6 affording a new, secular context for the
faience ‘baby’ figurines and with pottery providing an earlier date for the figurines than thus far
known.
A deposit of pot stands (quadrant 10n11w) dating to Dynasty I found in 2003 were re-studied
this January 2008. Their position adjacent to a limestone bench also protected a new find —ebony
statuette, of which the left striding leg (0.095 m long) was found in two pieces January 17 and 18,
2008. The statuette was under the pot stands to the west of the limestone bench and hence is
contemporary with or earlier than the pot stands dated to Dynasty I. The majestic modeling and
anatomy, polish and use of the grain of wood, deep stride and originally multimedia (skirt originally
pinned over the leg above the knee from a different material) designate this leg as a masterpiece from
Dynasty I, possibly an early image of a god or king.
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The New Kingdom Solar theology: from Egypt to Scandinavia?
David A. Warburton

Egyptologists may not be fully conscious of it, but recent years have seen the appearance of a
number of publications in which certain elements of Scandinavian Bronze Age iconography are
relevant to Egypt. Images in rock art and as decoration on bronze objects are interpreted as reducing
the movements of the celestial cosmos to voyages of a solar ship moving through the sky by day
and by night. The detailed interpretation of the iconography as published by Kaul (and followed by
others) corresponds quite closely to Assmann’s schematic rendering of the voyages of the sun.
Certain aspects of the depiction of the ships seem to irrefutably imply that one voyage sails east and
the other west and at least one image seems to combine these into a circular movement.
It is quite evident that the New Kingdom solar theology is a vast simplification of the celestial
activities observed and recorded in the Old Kingdom Pyramid Texts. It is also evident that the
conceptual presentation in Scandinavia does not resemble the type of astronomical system
understood at Stonehenge (since the one is annual whereas the other is daily). Therefore, it follows
that the New Kingdom solar theology is a specific phenomenon which arose in a specific theological
context, extracting only part of the scientific knowledge available a the time. In the same sense, the
Scandinavian tradition clearly represents a specific development unrelated to other contemporary
images. Furthermore, it is evident that the daily movements of the sun will have been far less
relevant to the Scandinavian observer on the ground than the annual changes relating to Summer and
Winter. Furthermore, Kristiansen & Larsson have now interpreted the religion of Bronze Age
Scandinavia in terms of an ideology enmeshed in contemporary power structures, and thus provide
additional parallels to Assmann’s structure. Thus, neither of these religions is an inevitable
development and yet they are strikingly similar both in expression and intent —but if there is nothing
inevitable about either the New Kingdom solar theology nor the Scandinavian cosmic vision, what
could possibly relate the two?
The parallels are quite close, but the Greek images of Helios use the horse-drawn chariot as the
means of locomotion, and these likewise play a role in Scandinavia —but not in Egypt, where the
chariot was a royal toy, but not a divine one. Strikingly many of the Scandinavian parallels suggest
developments in the Geometric era, rather than the Mycenaean period, contemporary with the New
Kingdom solar theology. Evidently the Classic images of Helios arose out of this later period. Thus,
there is a striking combination of elements to be explored, as Mycenaean and Geometric Greece
must have played some role in the transmission, if transmission there was.
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Human sacrifices in early dynastic egypt: an archaeological mirage?
Luc Watrin
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Researchers have long advanced the idea that human sacrifice was practiced in Egypt in the last third
of the 4th millennium BC, reaching their supposed apogee with the instauration of the Egyptian
state around 3000 BC. The theory of “human sacrifices” was first formulated by Petrie in 1901,
based on the iconography of Early Dynastic jar labels, and then in 1936 by G.A. REISNER, based on
royal funerary architecture unearthed in Abydos. It was never really tested and, quite to the contrary,
was re-used and embellished, especially since the re-opening of excavations at Abydos by G.
DREYER and D. O’CONNOR. These ostentatious acts would have been carried out as a tool to make
invincible the absolute political and religious power of the newly founded state.
The argument supporting the theory of “human sacrifices” is based on two main points. Firstly,
it is based on the iconographic study of a few First-Dynasty ivory jar labels engraved with difficultly
read scenes: two individuals, one the executioner and one the victim, facing off, in the supposed
context of a religious ceremony. Secondly, the theory is based on the presence around the Abydos
royal tombs of less-important graves belonging to the king’s entourage. These subsidiary graves
are indicated by different researchers as burials of sacrificed victims, based on three characteristics:
their great number (e. g. several hundreds in the case of Djer) viewed as abnormal, their proximity
to each royal grave (particularly as for the later ones, stuck to the Qaa and Semerkhet graves), and
the supposition that all of the deceased were buried at the same time as the king (despite no remain
of tomb roofs).
In addition to these two arguments is a study of a set of bones scattered on part of the royal
cemetery near the grave of Aha at Abydos. The preliminary results indicate the age and gender
(mostly males) of a group of individuals analyzed as an “anomalous” sample, which consequently
are, according to G. DREYER, sacrificed retainers. As for the argument of the sealing of several
graves together, it was reiterated by D. O’CONNOR for another archaeological area comprising
funerary enclosures, located 1.5 kilometers from the royal cemetery: a layer of plaster covers six
joined graves, that he explains by human sacrifice. Lastly, the theory of “human sacrifice” was
recently dusted-off and applied to the pre-dynastic context after the finding of some human skeletons
bearing evidence of incisions interpreted as sacrificial practices (El Adaima), whereas similar traces
are commented elsewhere (Naqada, Gerzeh, Hierakonpolis) as intentional post mortem ritual
dismemberments, likely related to specific funerary practices (secondary burials).
This theory suffers from methodological flaws. Each set of data can be read in a great number
of ways which have to be exposed and tested before giving credence to one interpretation or another.
Without any scientific process, the points tend to be subjective and unfounded, often presented as
a peremptory declaration without arguments, making them hard to challenge. We will undertake to
develop a scientific process for evaluating the foundations of the human sacrifice theory. This paper
seeks to demonstrate that the above-mentioned archaeological data from royal Thinite cemeteries
are neither conclusive nor sufficient to sustain the hypothesis of ritual sacrifices (or collective
suicide). The conclusion will be that none of the arguments put forth for the moment makes it
possible to credit the theory of human sacrifice.
It will be demonstrated that the above-mentioned jar labels of Aha and Djer do not work towards
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religious purposes, but rather economic and fiscal. Due to this, it seems more appropriate to discern
a free man or a slave marked with paint or tattoo in framework of receiving taxes or royal tributes.
It will also be shown that the proximity of the “subsidiary burials” with the royal tombs is an
institutionalized practice, which remained invariable during Old Kingdom, with the same funerary
concessions layout —the whole tombs being built beforehand around the royal grave for bureaucrats
and servants. As such, neither the proximity of the subsidiary burials with the royal grave, nor the
simultaneous construction of the graves attests to the practice of human sacrifice. Then, we will
challenge the notion that the Abydos burials were simultaneous, which is pure speculation. For the
individual graves adjacent to the Qaa and Semerkhet graves, no cover remains. For the area of
funerary enclosures, explaining the presence of a layer of plaster by human sacrifice is a shortcut
that omits other more likely explanations.
In conclusion, in its current state, the thesis of “human sacrifice” is a dossier lacking of evidence.
Particularly in the case of individual burials and without any trauma traces on the bones, the thesis
of sacrifice is neither the only nor the most likely explanation.

The headless beasts of Wadi Sûra II Shelter in the Western Gilf el Kebir:
new data on Prehistoric mythologies from the Egyptian Sahara
Luc Watrin, Khaled Saad, Emmanuelle Honoré

In 1933, LASZLO DE ALMÁSY discovered a ten-meter large shelter in the Western part of the Gilf el
Kebir, that he named “Wadi Sûra” or “the Cave of Swimmers” (WG 52). This shelter shields
prehistoric paintings including negative hands, fauna, and humans, some of them being lined up
horizontally as if they were floating or swimming. ALMÁSY found there the picture of an
unidentifiable creature that he thought to be a lion. Its long tail is terminated by a round flossy and
there is a hollow instead of its head. In 1991, Y. GAUTHIER and G. NEGRO discovered such a second
creature painted on a negative hand in a nearby shelter, WG 45/A. They described it as a three-leg
canid or felid that they interpret as a “possible mythical animal”. In 2002, AHMED MESTEKAWI
discovered a new and bigger shelter (about 20 meters large) at the top of a hill, called “Wadi Sûra
II” or “the shelter of the beasts” (WG 21). The very well preserved paintings include all Wadi Sûra
I motives, along with hunt and village scenes. The headless creature is represented about thirty
times. Lastly, in 2003, another rock face was found (WG 73/A), which also bears depictions of the
headless creature.
The aim of this paper is first to study the common points and the variations on the “headless
creature” theme and to propose a classification. Each anatomical feature of the beast will be
compared with characteristics of animal and human species. The results will be put in a synthetic
table, showing that some characteristics belong to felids, other remind bovids, while other else look
like monkey or human one’s. The conclusion of this study is that anatomical features do not allow
comparing the headless beast to any existent animal. This is a composite creature. Sometimes it has
a penis. It is hard to conclude on the gender of the creature bearing neither penis nor udder, but
sometimes a small similar beast is squatting between the legs of the principal beast (WG 73/A),
which could evoke a young following its mother.Some African cultures have also represented
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acephalous animals. In the Pahi region (Tanzania), some white zebra and ostriches have been painted
without head. In the immediate vicinity of the Wadi Sûra II shelter, WG 35 ceiling bears a herd of
white headless bovines. They could be contemporaneous with the headless beast, because these two
motives are painted together in WG 45/A.
After focusing on the beast in itself, we will open the discussion about its interactions with its
setting. Some specimens are alone (WG 45/A) or do not interact with nearby people (WG 73/A),
while others seem to swallow down or to spit humans by their hollow. On some representations,
surrounding people form a compact and chaotic crowd. One or two persons sometimes touch the
creature, often on its penis. About 25 % of the beasts are covered by white or yellow pricked strips.
Part of the beasts paintings were the target of mutilations, intentionally done with stone arrows or
tools. They consist of series of line-shaped lacerations or round impacts on the beast body. A few
full-size yellow personages have also been the butt of such disfigurement, as if one tried to injury
their existence in damaging their image. Are these wounds connected with hunting? Did one try to
destroy a dangerous beast or enemy by this way? Unless would it be due to a later iconoclasm.
Wadi Sûra II paintings have been interpreted in 2005 by the French anthropologist J.-L. LE
QUELLEC, who directly links these prehistoric Saharan representations with Middle- and NewKingdom religious texts. The Wadi Sûra “swimmers” would be the ancestors of the “drowned of the
primitive ocean Noun”. This interpretation however stands in contrast with the regular position of
the swimmers. The pricked strips would be a filet prefiguring the “fishing of the bad spirits and
sethian demons”, and the headless creature would be the forerunner of the composite animal
crocodile-lion-hippopotamus, the “Devourer” of the Book of the Dead. Several thousands of
kilometers and years separate these two sets of beliefs; and due to the gap which differentiates
prehistoric mentalities from historic religions, such a direct link is questionable.
Finally, the only chronology existing today for Wadi Sûra II shelter has arbitrarily been fixed
around 4500 BC by J.-L. LE QUELLEC. During this congress, we will propose a rational chronology.
Several clues indicates an earlier chronology. A stratigraphic study of the painting layers will first
permit to establish a relative dating. Then, we will present new archaeological data from the
immediate surroundings of the shelter to evaluate the absolute chronology of the successive
settlements.

Academic rescue archaeology
Willeke Wendrich

In the discussion on cultural heritage preservation often the argument is heard that there are two
types of archaeology: academic and rescue archaeology. The first is thought to be based on strictly
formulated research questions and needs to address these by excavating sites that are not under
immediate threat, while the second has an important function in the preservation of knowledge, but
does not enable thorough research. In four years of work by the University of California Los Angeles
and the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen in the Fayum a serious attempt has been made to reconcile
these two approaches.
The Neolithic remains north of Lake Qarun have been partly destroyed by agricultural
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development and are under increasing pressure of further serious damage. Our excavation program
is, therefore, greatly determined by the areas that are under immediate threat. The results of our rescue
excavations are balanced with additional survey and excavation in less-threatened areas to round out
the information needed for the research program. The central question is the development of
agriculture in relation to other subsistence strategies in the Fayum Neolithic and its broader context.
Similarly, our work in the Greco-Roman sites in the region balances the research question of the
development of agriculture and international contacts with excavations and site management work
in Karanis, exploration of Qaret Rusas, and excavations in el-Qarah el-Hamra. Much of the work is
done through the use of non-destructive techniques, and excavation is limited to clarifying very
specific research questions. The results of the work are incorporated in an interactive display, which
explains various layers of information, directly related to the archaeological results and the
conservation efforts. The work is supported by the National Geographic Society and the Antiquities
Endowment Fund of the American Research Center in Egypt, as well as several private donors.

The U in the UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology
Willeke Wendrich and Jacco Dieleman

The knowledge of Egyptologists, archaeologists, linguists, geologists and all other professions that
are involved in research in Egypt reflect the interdisciplinary approach that is needed to make sense
of the wealth of information that Egypt presents us with. True encyclopedic knowledge in this day
and age means to have access to every relevant source, of guaranteed quality, with clear guidelines
on how to search for the desired material with the potential to open unexplored research paths.
For thirty years the Lexikon der Ägyptologie (LÄ, edited by WOLFGANG HELCK, EBERHARD OTTO,
and WOLFHART WESTENDORF), seven-volumes published between 1975 and 1992, has been the
standard reference work in Egyptology. This great body of knowledge is still extremely useful for
professionals in the field, even though it begins to show signs of age due to recent archaeological
discoveries in Egypt and new insights or changed views. The target of the UEE is both the scholarly
public and the popular interest in ancient Egypt. For an English reading public, the LÄ poses a
number of problems. For example, most of the texts and all entry titles are in German, even though
some articles are in English or French (and there are English and French indices to the article titles).
The development of research and scholarly discourse makes revision of the range and configuration
of entries of the LÄ urgent, but to publish a revised edition in print is prohibitively expensive.
The advantages of online publishing are obvious. It is no longer as costly to produce a new
edition, because single encyclopedia entries that are in need of revision can be updated whenever
necessary. Through a rigorous version control, and the continued availability of older versions of
an entry, the articles can be cited similar to printed versions. To ensure the highest academic quality,
all articles incorporated in the UEE is peer reviewed and published through the University of
California online publishing website eScholarship under the title: UEE Open Version
(http://repositories.cdlib.org/nelc/uee/). Project information can be found at www.uee.ucla.edu. An
enhanced, subscription based version, the UEE Full Version, will come online in June 2008.The
UEE has been made possible by a grant from the National Endowment of the Humanities.
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Theology and cosmography of the Book of Caverns (Livre des Quererts)
Daniel Werning

In this talk, interesting aspects of the theology and the conception of the Egyptian netherworld
described in the Book of Caverns (late 13th/early 12th century BCE) or underlying it are going to
be discussed. The interpretations presented are the result of a careful study of the texts as well as
the drawings (‘illuminations’) as reconstructed in a new text critical edition (and translation) that
has been prepared by the speaker as part of his PhD thesis. The edition itself is based on all accessible
text witnesses including passages on the sarcophagus of Tjaiharpata (CG 29306) that until recently
have been unnoticed as well as large parts of the still unpublished text witness in the Late Period
tomb of Petamenophis (TT 33).

Archaeology and the economy of Old Kingdom Settlements
Cordula Werschkun

Most studies of ancient Egyptian economy have mainly focused on textual or pictorial sources. As
part of a wider examination of the procurement and management of resources in Old Kingdom
settlements, this paper looks into how archaeology can help in establishing the economic
characteristics of individual settlements and internal economic networks. It enquires into which
patterns we should expect in architecture, selected artefact groups and organic remains for different
modes of resource procurement and management, i.e. self supply, dependence on external
provisioning and export of resources. It should be kept in mind from the beginning that most
settlements will most likely display a mixture of procurement/ management modes depending on
their location and access to resources. The ensuing methodology is then applied to some more
extensively excavated and published settlement sites such as Elephantine, Ayn Asil and Giza in
order to establish the character of their economy and possible interconnections between them. In
addition, the results shed some light on how geographic location and settlement type, i.e. naturally
grown or planned, influences the economy of individual settlements. Furthermore, I hope to
demonstrate that archaeology can provide us with valuable information on ancient Egyptian
economy.

The nomarchal plateau at Dayr al-Barshâ. Latest results
of the mission of the K.U. Leuven
Harco Willems

The K.U.Leuven has worked on the nomarchal tombs at Dayr al-Barshâ from 2002 until the present.
The paper presents a fresh reconstruction of the plan of this area, offering, for the first time, the
general outline of a number of destroyed tombs. The exact content of the paper will depend to a
degree on the results of the 2008 campaign. In any event attention will be paid to the architecture
of the tomb of the nomarch Amenemhat and of the side chapel attached to it, the design of which
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can be almost entirely reconstructed. This was probably a statue shrine for a man called Sepi and
his mother Wadjkaus. Attention will also be paid to the ongoing work in and around the tomb of
Djehutihotep. A major issue is the recent discovery that the plateau contains not only the well-known
Middle Kingdom tombs, but also two other types of tombs, of which one dates back to the Old
Kingdom. This suggests that the Middle Kingdom nomarchs destroyed the tombs of some of their
ancestors to build their own. If time so permits, this new insight will be taken as the point of
departure for a discussion of the demography of the nomarchal plateau.

Ramses©. An annotated corpus of Late Egyptian texts
Jean Winand, Stéphane Polis, Serge Rosmorduc, Laurence Neven,
Anne-Claude Honnay, Stéphanie Gohy

Le projet Ramsès© ambitionne de constituer un corpus électronique rassemblant la totalité des
textes écrits en néo-égyptien. Allant bien au-delà de la simple saisie informatique de l’égyptien
(sous forme translittérée), le corpus sera encodé sous sa forme hiéroglyphique et enrichi
d’annotations ecdotiques et linguistiques (morphologique, syntaxique, sémantique et pragmatique).
Cet outil —innovant à la fois dans le domaine de l’égyptologie et, par les méthodes mises en oeuvre,
dans celui de la linguistique de corpus en général— devrait renouveler entièrement les perspectives
d’étude de la langue des Ramsès. Le produit fini se présentera comme une base de données
relationnelle, directement interrogeable sur le Web. Une procédure d’exportation au format .xml
rendra l’ensemble conforme aux standards de la Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), dont l’objectif est
la conservation et l’exploitation du patrimoine textuel de l’humanité (http://www.tei-c.org).
Commencé depuis un peu plus d’un an, le projet a déjà réalisé plusieurs points de son
programme:
d’un point de vue informatique, plusieurs modules ont été écrits: module d’encodage du
lexique, module d’encodage des textes, module de description du corpus, module de
recherche simple des occurrences;
du point de vue de l’encodage: un lexique de base comprenant quelque 13.000 mots, une
centaine de textes comprenant l’encodage des hiéroglyphes, la translitération, l’analyse
morphologique et une traduction.
Dans l’avenir, c’est le module d’analyse syntaxique et le module de recherche qui concentreront
nos efforts. L’encodage se poursuivra parallèlement.

•
•

Structuring the Lexicon
Jean Winand and Stéphane Polis

In Egyptology, the methodology still widely applied to the study of the lexicon could be labelled
“common sense philology”. In this special field of Egyptian linguistics, Egyptologists do not seem
to really bother about what happens in general semantics. The developping of the Ramses© project
at the University of Liège (cf. the paper of J. Winand, S. Polis and S. Rosmorduc at this congress)
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worked as a catalyst prompting us to revisit how to handle lexical semantics. After a brief survey
of what is going on in Egyptology, we present what we call a “lexical trail”, whose main points are:
the study of the lexemes within a conceptual domain (onomasiological axis)
the systematic study of the collocations (semasiological axis),
the study of the semantic-syntactic interface (especially for verbs),
the diachronic dimension (etymology, comparison),
We’ll also address some crucial questions in lexical semantics:
lemmatisation (with a special note for the composita),
definition of lexemes (problems of homonymy and polysemy)
From a theoretical point of view, we take a cognitive approach without rejecting some strong
theoretical results made by the (post)-structuralists.

•
•
•
•
•
•

(a) Royal and divine marble statuary in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt
Myriam Wissa

Marble use and trade is a topic with wide implications for scholars of Egyptology and Classical
Antiquity. Egypt is rich in mineral deposits and it is clear that the majority of those were exploited
in the various stages of its history. Soft and hard stones are widely used in the pharaonic time, whilst
marble is much more limited both in its production and use. “Marble” outcrops are located mostly
in the Eastern Desert and the best quality known comes from Gebel Rokham, but the evidence for
the quarries themselves may be somewhat distorted. The stone was occasionally used in the early
dynastic period, Middle and New Kingdom, whereas its greater use began soon after the Macedonian
conquest of Alexander and continued throughout the Hellenistic and the Roman periods.The reasons
for this are definitely socio-economic rather than technological: the highly-developed stone-working
technology in Egypt has suggested that the Greeks began to use systematically white marble both
for sculpture and architecture after the colonisation of Naukratis by the sixth century. In other words,
technically and artistically the initial impulses came from commercial contacts with Egypt.The
massive production of marble items and the use of the material in architecture around the
Mediterranean created markets and a significant demand to which the craftsmen responded in a
spectacular way.
While a considerable amount of works on Aegean, Roman and Punic marble sculpture have
been published, the study of pharaonic and greaco-roman marble sculpture in Egypt is still a very
much developing subject. In 2006 and 2007, I have conducted a survey in the Egyptian museum of
Cairo, the Greaco-Roman, the Bibliotheca Alexandrina and the National museum in Alexandria. My
inquiry has confirmed the idea that Hellenistic and Roman Egypt produced an extraordinary number
of marble statues where local and different regional styles prevailed. How Egypt acquired the stone
remains uncertain although there is a strong possibility that it was through trade and exchange. In this
case was the marble, namely the Thasian and Proconnesian variety, exported as primary product or
as prefabricated sculpture? Meanwhile, local workshops were apparently quite capable of overcoming
the difficulties of using some“Egyptian marble” probably the Gebel Rokham veins.
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This paper gives an overview of the research project I have undertaken on the production and
use of marble in selected sculptures of the Egyptian, Greaco-Roman, Bibliotheca Alexandrina and
National museum. It investigates the material of the royal and divine statuary from the Ptolemaic
and Roman periods by identifying the marble, determining its provenancing and the quarry sources,
discussing technical and trade aspects, methods of production, supply and flow of the material. The
combination of the results will provide a solid ground for the understanding of historical, technical
and trade issues. It will give as well the opportunity for scholars from the relevant disciplines to meet
and collaborate.

(b) GRAFMA Bulletin [poster]

“GRAFMA Newsletter” – the publication of the Groupe de Recherche Archéologique Internationale
sur les Métiers depuis l'Antiquité (Égypte-Soudan), published once a year in December, has changed
to become the “GRAFMA Bulletin”. This change reflects the growth in contributions to the
publication whose purpose is to shed light on, an until now, disregarded area of study: the
craftsmen’s trades since antiquity in the Nile Valley (Egypt and the Sudan). The idea of promoting
the study of materials, technology, ethno-archaeology and exchange began 15 years ago while I
was preparing my doctoral thesis on the origin, technology and use of stones in the royal funeral
complexes of the Memphito-Letopolitan region. A number of problems arose such as the relationship
between the techniques and the economy. Many underdeveloped areas of study on the subject were
consequently discovered. They concerned materials other than stones as well. It was time to open
up new research areas. My desire to bring this about resulted in the birth of Grafma.
The following themes enhance various researches of history, archaeology and anthropology
related to Egypt, Nubia and the Sudan:
• materials (stone, brick, ceramics, glass and faïence, metal, wood, bone and ivory,
• leather, parchment, papyrus, paper, basketry, wool and linen) and their pigments,
• early technology,
• ethno-archaeology,
• sociology and organisation of the craftsmen guilds,
• prosopography,
• technical semantics,
• relation between technology and economic systems,
• trade relations and transport of goods and products throughout Africa, Mesopotamia, the
Levant, the Aegean and the Roman worlds.
A two-day international colloquium has been organised on the 9th and 10th of December 2005
in Paris and from 2009 an annual meeting will take place.
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Tell er-Retaba 2007: ceramic survey
Anna Wodzinska

Tell er-Retaba, located in the Eastern Delta, is the new site under investigation by the Polish Center
of Archaeology. The first season of work was devoted to drawing up a detailed contour map of the
site and to geo-physical studies, as well as to conducting a ceramic survey. Numerous sherds cover
the surface of the site, but due to time constraints only diagnostic pieces were collected. These
consisted of rims, bases, and handles, while wall parts were collected only when exhibiting fabrics
typical to imported wares. During three weeks of work over 600 sherds were collected, all of which
were surface finds from both parts of the site, which is bisected by a modern road. Based on a quick
assessment, the pottery assemblage seems to be very uniform due to its date – most probably late
New Kingdom, Third Intermediate Period, and the Late Period. However, the northern part of the
site contains sherds of imported ware of Levantine origin, which would be dated preliminarily to
the late New Kingdom. The eastern part, which contains previously excavated houses, is
characterized by more types, including bread trays, various bowls, jars, and large basins typical to
the Third Intermediate and Late Periods. Unfortunately, many of the vessels from this survey cannot
be securely dated, given that they constitute surface finds with no clear stratigraphy. There is some
ceramic evidence to indicate that parts of the site may have dated to the early Dynasty 20, even
though the majority of the Retaba vessels date to the Late New Kingdom/Third Intermediate Period
and the Late Period, with a few pieces displaying Ptolemaic features. Sherds of imported vessels
from parts of the Levant and the Greek world are also attested, testifying to Tell er-Retaba’s —and
Egypt’s— foreign contacts during those periods.

Five significant features in Old Kingdom spear-fishing and fowling scenes
Alexandra Woods

This paper will examine a number of features consistently represented in scenes where the King or
tomb owner is shown as a major figure spearing fish and catching fowl in the marshlands.
Comparative analysis with other scenes dating to the Old Kingdom from the Memphite and
provincial cemeteries, has identified five important features and include: the type of kilt, wig and
headdress worn by the major figure; the rendering of the umbels in the papyrus thicket; the shape
of the papyrus boat and the arrangement of the water weed in the scene.
The first detail to be addressed is the garment worn by the major figure in a spear-fishing and
fowling scene. There are various types of kilts worn by the tomb owner, such as the wrap around
kilt with or without a projecting point and the shendjit kilt, the latter of which is normally worn by
the King or tomb owner when participating in outdoor activities such as a desert hunt or marsh
pursuits. The second feature to be discussed is the type of wig worn by the tomb owner in a spearfishing and fowling scene. The major figure can done a short wig or a shoulder length wig and can
also be shown wearing a fillet and streamer or a papyrus headdress. A fillet and streamer is worn
by both men and women and is again normally associated with outdoor activities. There are a few
rare examples where the tomb owner wears a fillet and streamer outside the context of a marsh
scene and the first attestation is in the tomb of Neferi at Giza, dated to the reign of Khufu. In this
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scene the tomb owner is shown standing adjacent to a doorway and holding a staff. The third detail
to be examined is the representation of the umbels above the papyrus thicket. The umbels can be
placed at different heights and spaced irregularly or can be shown in several structured rows where
the tops of the umbels are straight or curved. The fourth feature to be analysed is the shape of the
papyrus boat, which can take several forms. The stern of the boat can be shown to gradually curve
upwards and extend very high, as in the spear-fishing scene of Hetep-her-akhet at Saqqara, or the
stern and prow can curve upwards at both ends, a detail depicted in the fowling scene of Iyi-nefert
at Giza. The final detail to be analysed is the positioning of the water weed in a spear-fishing and
fowling scene. The weed is frequently shown beneath the stern of the papyrus boat, however it can
also be represented under both the prow and stern.
The paper will analyse each feature and establish whether the different types of wigs, garments
or changes in the details of a spear-fishing and fowling scene are the result of chronological
development, variations due to the tomb’s geographical location or specific to an individual tomb.
The results, together with additional archaeological and textual evidence, may assist in refining the
dates of certain Old Kingdom tombs and fragments.

Un exemple de l’évolution funéraire à la Troisième Période intermédiaire:
le chapitre 166 (Pleyte) du Livre des Morts
Annik Wüthrich

Le chapitre 166, publié pour la première fois en 1882 par W. Pleyte, apparaît durant la seconde
moitié de la 21ème sur de petits billets placés sur la momie des prêtres d’Amon-Rê de Thèbes dans
la Cachette de Bab el Gusus. Les caractéristiques formelles de ces billets font penser aux phylactères
oraculaires de la Troisième Période intermédiaire destinés à protéger magiquement les vivants que
l’on retrouve à Deir el Medineh. Cette formule est attestée une vingtaine de fois entre la seconde
moitié de la 21ème dynastie et la fin de la 22ème dynastie avant de disparaître et de n’être inscrite
que sur deux papyrus d’époque ptolémaïque. Dans une période aussi troublée que la Troisième
Période intermédiaire, alors que les tombes royales sont soumises aux pilleurs, faut-il y voir une
correspondance entre la protection physique des vivants et celle des morts?
De nombreux changements apparaissent dans l’appréhension du monde funéraire durant cette
période avec notamment la disparition à Thèbes des tombes décorées et les changements dans le
mobilier funéraire, particulièrement en ce qui concerne les papyrus qui accompagnent la momie et
les oushebtis. Un nouveau type de figurine funéraire fait son apparition; elles sont plus stylisées et
moins individualisées et voient leur nombre augmenter. Cette évolution du matériel funéraire à
Thèbes correspond à l’apparition de ces billets de papyrus contenant le chapitre 166.
Comment doit-on envisager ce texte et faut-il considérer qu’il appartient vraiment à cet
ensemble? Au vue des attestations en notre possession, il est possible d’imaginer que ce texte n’était
initialement pas destiné à être intégré au Livre des Morts mais qu’à l’instar du papyrus magique
Harris, il appartenait à une espèce de grimoire contenant un ensemble de formules magiques. De
plus, les formules du Livre des Morts ont généralement une finalité exprimée dans le titre. Or, dans
le cas du chapitre 166, on se trouve face à un texte qui n’exprime pas clairement son but. L’intitulé
indique simplement qu’il a été retrouvé au cou de la momie d’un roi que l’on peut identifier avec
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Ramsès II. Grâce à cette indication, il est possible de fixer le terminus post quem d’élaboration de
ce texte à l’époque ramesside. On peut donc se demander si ce texte reflète une pensée propre à cette
période et s’interroger sur les raisons qui ont rendu nécessaire son introduction au sein du corpus
du Livre de Morts, alors que cet ensemble est, a priori, figé dans le traditionalisme propre aux textes
religieux égyptiens.
Le début du texte commence par une invocation à cinq divinités dont les noms restent mystérieux
et dont la fonction précise n’est pas clairement exprimée, à qui l’on demande de protéger une divinité
également mystérieuse, que l’on peut reconnaître comme étant Osiris. La formule mentionne ensuite
la mort de ce dieu dans des termes très alambiqués et sous lesquels il est peut-être possible de
retrouver la description qu’en a faite Plutarque qui mentionne une mort par noyade enfermé dans
un coffre. Le statut exact de la divinité dans ce texte rappelle des caractéristiques solaires, alors
même que plusieurs exemplaires du Livre des Morts semblent attester d’une volonté de faire
d’Amon-Rê une divinité à caractère solaire. A l’instar du chapitre 162 qui apparaît à la même
période, le chapitre 166 semble être destiné à assurer la renaissance solaire du défunt assimilé à
Osiris. En identifiant son destin à celui de ce dernier, le défunt accède au même statut et aux mêmes
prérogatives dans l’au-delà.
L’intérêt des égyptologues pour ce texte s’est par ailleurs focalisé sur la seconde partie de la
formule dans laquelle le rôle des oushebtis est évoqué. En considérant certains textes datant de la
même période relatifs aux oushebtis, on observe une relation étroite avec les mutations idéologiques.
On constate que désormais les oushebtis sont « activés ». Chaque décision est en effet prise par le
truchement de l’oracle d’Amon-Rê et le fonctionnement des oushebtis y est également soumis. On
s’interrogera donc sur la disparition de ce texte à la fin de l’époque libyenne et la relation qu’il peut
y avoir avec le retour aux formes plus anciennes des oushebtis héritées du Nouvel Empire.

The royal children as symbols;
“reading” New Kingdom princely iconography
Georgia Xekalaki

The subject of this presentation is the way that symbolism operates in official representations of the
pharaohs’ sons and daughters, during the historical period widely known as the New Kingdom
(1550-1069 BC). The use of symbols in different expressions of Egyptian culture has been widely
mentioned, and has been discussed from many different angles. Scholars have also analysed the
identity and function of various royal children through historical and genealogical works. However,
there has been little attempt to associate general ideas about visual and verbal symbolism with a
socially homogeneous group such as the royal children. My work therefore aims to explore and
explain what lies beneath the choice, the variation and the evolution of symbols used in the royal
children’s iconography and imagery. The area of Egyptian culture that was most affected by this
symbolism is essentially the royal ideology. During this presentation I aim to explain not only the
role of royal children in analogies between divine and royal families, but also how the royal children
became an official link between the king and leading non-royals.
My thesis is based in a methodology in which modern content analysis methods are combined
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and then applied to the evidence. Elements of literature theory, theory of mythology and semiotics
are blended and applied to the evidence, producing an analysis extending from visual observations
to deeper interpretive categorizations. As the official representations of royal children are linked to
divine mythological prototypes, it is argued that such imagery is generally inspired by ideas deeprooted in the Egyptian thought and expressed through cosmogonies. Deviation from the prototypes
(designated here as mythologems) might indicate a social need for personal display, which surpasses
the ideas about established roles in the cosmos.

Predynastic and Early Dynastic Nile Valley populations:
identity and migration
Sonia R. Zakrzewski

The origins of the ancient Egyptian state and its formation have received detailed study through
analysis of mortuary contexts, skeletal material, and trade. In the current study, genetic diversity
within the ancient Egyptian population was analyzed by studying skeletal variation within a series
of six time-successive samples in order to investigate the evidence for migration through the period
of development of social hierarchy and the Egyptian state. Cranial variation was assessed through
principal components analysis, discriminant function analysis, and Mahalanobis D2 matrix
computation, with spatial and temporal relationships assessed by Mantel and Partial Mantel tests.
The results indicate overall population continuity over the Predynastic and early Dynastic, thereby
suggesting that state formation occurred as a mainly indigenous process. Nevertheless, significant
differences were found in skeletal morphology between both geographically pooled and cemeteryspecific temporal groups, indicating that at least a certain degree of migration occurred along the
Egyptian Nile Valley over the periods studied. These results are presented in terms of the variability
within the Nilotic population and hence in terms of the biological identities of these groups.

Comments on the Egyptian term wHyt: family quasi-village?
Andrea Paula Zingarelli

During the New Kingdom the Egyptian word wHyt, written with the niwt sign, was associated
with a “village” (FAULKNER 1962, 66; AEO, II, 205; Wilbour Papyrus, II, p. 33) that could receive
a person´s name i.e. wHyt of Neshi (Inscription of Mes)160. These villages were named according
to the first owner of the land. However, the term wHyt, with a people determinative, is also linked
to family or tribe (Wb. I, p. 346, 9) in different sources and contexts. The double dimension of the
word lets us think in “family villages”. The main purpose of this paper is to analyse that issue,
defining the importance and role of this type of space organization and extended family. We will
compare these “family villages” first with other type of villages, towns, cities or settlements (dmi,
niwt, grgt, iidt) and later with other forms of family organizations (hwt, pr).161 Family property of
land is known in all pharaonic history, but from New Kingdom documents we will take into account
the particular features of wHyt villages on state, communal or/ and private lands. Nevertheless, we
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will consider specially land property in the frame of village communities linking to family
exploitation during New Kingdom period.
The wHyt may have been inhabited by families and in some cases called after the first person
receiving the plots, though his descendants could also live in another place. It is interesting to seek
the origin of these families properties or how they obtained rights to the village land, especially
considering that the first owner of the land could have been rewarded with plots by the king himself.
Family forms of land possession through donations and the transfer-inheritance forms in the New
Kingdom can be understood from many documents (Wilbour Papyrus; Mes´s Inscription; Berlin
Papyrus 8523; Inscription of Ahmose, Abana´s son; Berlin Stele 14994, Berlin Papyrus 3047;
Papyrus of Adoption; The Will of Naunakhte/ Ashmolean Museum Papyrus 1945.97, Ostracon
Petrie 16 = (O. Hieratic 21,1), reverso). As a consequence, a varied forms of family land possessions
and conflicts on property rights can be distinguished.
Some documents that mentions wHyt allows us to recognise social tensions related to property
rights of different families and descendants over the same land. During the New Kingdom, the
conflicts on property rights were solved by the local (kenebet) or central councils (Great kenebet),
whose function was mainly judicial including the administrative sphere. Reference to written
documents, catastral records, personal judgement, and often, oracle decisions were used in judicial
processes. Property records proved the family rights to the land and state contribution was pointed
out in them162. The inheritance and family ties can known through those sources. From them, we can
recognize inheritance divisions, individual and family rights, decisions related to the inheritance
and contributions to the state for a period of time. Moreover, these documents could mention details
about families properties, listing goods, persons and servants. From mainly these judicial
information, we can define the scope of this type of villages called wHyt in New Kingdom Egypt.

The “structure” of ancient Egyptian religion
Jan Assmann

Over 40 years ago, Siegfried Morenz attempted a “structural analysis” of ancient Egyptian religion.
Following these lines, the lecture tries to give a more differentiated analysis, starting from a general
definition of religion as comprising three fields: cult, theology, and life-style, and locating Ancient
Egyptian religion, both structurally and historically, within this general tableau. Religions get their
specific profile by their forms and fields of emphasis within this triad of cult, theology and lifestyle. Ancient Egypt, where the cult forms the dominating center, produced nevertheless a wealth
of texts, mostly hymns, dealing with theological questions on an exceptionally high level of
reflection and speculation. Moreover, during the three millennia of its documented history, it
influenced also the life-style and moral orientation of the Egyptians to an ever increasing degree,
due to the idea of an individual judgment of the death.
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The nature of relationship between Egypt and the Minoan
world in the Tuthmoside Period
Manfrend Bietak

Already in the time of the Old Palaces in Crete Egypt had trade relations with the Minoan World
which faded away in during the 13th Dynasty. In the time of the New Palaces relations were resumed
during the middle of the Hyksos Period, although such evidence is only scanty. A peak in the
relationship can be observed during the reigns of Tuthmosis III and Amenophis II which went
beyond the mere exchange of commodities. The discovery of a Tuthmoside palace precinct of 13
acres at the site of ancient Avaris with original Minoan palatial paintings with original Minoan
palatial emblems poses a riddle which has to be solved by and by. Within this lecture an attempt is
made to closly scrutinise the function of Avaris and of the Tuthmoside Palaces in view of mounting
evidence of maritime connections. Cogent reasons will be given for the identification of this site with
the famous Tuthmoside naval base Peru-nefer with the help of data of Nile Hydrography and
navigation. Such an identification, proposed long ago by George Daressy and following him Labib
Habachi, who were still lacking firm evidence of 18th Dynasty-installations, could shed new light
in the analysis of Egypts ties with Crete. It is no coincidence that at the same time as the palace
precinct with the Minoan paintings was set up, Minoan delegations appeared in Theban tombs from
Hatshepsut and early reign of Tuthmosis III onwards. At the same time also Minoan influence can
be found in the art of the Theban tombs in an unprecedented way.

Recent activities of the Institut Français d'Archéologie Orientale in Cairo:
results and prospects
Laure Pantalacci

The IFAO director's paper, as traditional in an ICE, will present the highlights of the recent
excavations and other research work by the IFAO teams, emphasizing the major archeological
results of the IFAO since the last Congress in 2004, particularly in the Western oases and the Eastern
desert. Specific overviews of the most interesting results (in Ayn Sokhna, Bahareya, and others)
will be given. Attention will also be drawn to the most recent and future developments of various
egyptological tools: on-line publications, bibliographies, GIS and various databases, such as the
“Cachette de Karnak” project.

New discoveries at Saqqara
Christiane Ziegler

Of the tombs recently discovered by the Mission archéologique du Louvre à Saqqara, several date
to the Late Period. The first dicovery was the tomb of Iahmes, son of Psamtikseneb, discovered in
autumn 2003 and shortly presented at the last International Congress of Egyptology163. Since that
time many other late period burials were discovered, most of them are undisturbed. They are located
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North of the Unas Causeway, in the northern sector of the area excavated by the mission. Like
numerous tombs previously discovered, they are accessed via a shaft hewn into the structure of an
older Old Kingdom mastaba. The sand fill contained animal bones and numerous ceramic vessels,
some of which were practically complete164. These vessel forms are found in relation to burials. The
shafts also contained several hundred of faience amulets, blue turquoise or pale green in colour.
Some chambers contained a few grave goods of great quality: limestone sarcophagi still covered
with their lids and wooden painted coffins, small chests, and statuettes of Ptah-Sokar-Osiris165. No
titles are given, which is not infrequent with coffins discovered in this area of the Saqqara necropolis.
We are therefore left in the dark regarding the men’s socio-professional status.The mummies were
examined by X rays. After this non-intrusive examination, every mummy was placed once again in
its coffin and the lid closed.
Several chambers having been discovered intact, with objects in their original position, this
corpus reveals itself particularly interesting. The small number of objects, which is a constant in our
excavation area, is striking and we must revise our idea of Late Period funerary goods. Our
excavations have revealed the frequency of the coffin/Ptah-Sokar-Osiris statuette/chest
combination166. In general, the shawabtis, the net, and the amulets placed upon the mummy are
absent. Cartonnages, present in numerous tombs in the area, are absent from the decorated coffins.
This may be the result of a selection based on the financial resources of the deceased and their
family. The discovery of objects in situ is extremely important. Of such objects now in museum
collections, few have a secure archaeological context and many have been separated from their
contents, notably chests and coffins. With the exception of the tomb of individuals with welldocumented careers167, the precise dating of these assemblages generally causes problems. Using
several criteria some of them are from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty and the Persian Périod, other
clearly from the Thiertieth Dynasty.
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The present abstract is based on aspects of my MA-thesis, submitted to Leiden University, Faculty of
Archaeology, 2008.
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titled: The iconographic programme in the elite tombs of the Memphite region – A study of desert-related
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was completed, the deification of the king had not yet taken place. But later when the First Hall was
decorated, some features suggesting deification were introduced ... But it seems that the idea of deification
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Schweizer Privatbesitz', GM 74 (1984), 31-41; M.J. RAVEN, 'Papyrus-Sheaths and Ptah-Sokar-Osiris statues',
OMRO LIX-LX, Leyden, 1978-1979, 251-296; J. LIPINSKA-BOLDOK, 'Some problems of the funerary figures
of Egyptian God Ptah-Sokar-Osiris', Bulletin du Musée National de Varsovie 3 (1961), 75-84.
Shaft F 17, shaft H, and shaft N. See: C. BRIDONNEAU, G. LECUYOT, 'Saqqara à la Basse Époque—
Étonnantes coutumes funéraires des Vè-IVè siècles av. J.-C.', Archéologia, n°445 (June 2007), 34-46.
For example, in the area of the Complex of Unas, that of Tjanenhebu, PM III, 2, 1979, 648 and Hekaemsaef, id.
ibid., 650; also see: Di. ARNOLD, 'The Late Period tombs of Hor-Khebit, Wennefer and Wereshnefer at Saqqâra',
Études sur l’Ancien Empire et la nécropole de Saqqâra dédiées à Jean-Philippe Lauer, OrMonsp XI, 1997.
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Proceedings of the X International Congress of Egyptologists
Guidelines for Submission

1. The Proceedings are to be published by PEETERS Publishers (Leuven, Belgium) under the
Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta series. Only papers submitted on time will be published. The
closing date for submission of contributions for this volume will be 1 September 2008.

2. Normally we would not expect contributions to be substantially in excess of 4,000 words
(excluding footnotes and bibliographic material). We are, however, happy to discuss with
contributors the possibility of longer articles, where their subject matter demands a greater word
length.

3. The submitted texts should be in the same language (English, French or German) as the one
used for the oral presentation. The decision to accept or reject material submitted will be made
by the editors on the basis of anonymous references. Authors should follow the practices of the
language in which they are writing (the following notes mainly apply to English).

4. Ideally, contributions should be sent as an email attachment to the following addresses:
congress2008@rhodes.aegean.gr, kousoulis@rhodes.aegean.gr. Our preferred WP format is
Microsoft Word. Submitted text should contain as few, and as ubiquitous (e.g. Times New
Roman, Arial, Helvetica) varieties of font as possible. We shall be carrying out the formatting
and typesetting of the volume using the submitted text as the base material and so do not require
the text to be formatted in any specific way, but to be left as ‘clean’ as possible. In addition,
contributors are asked to send a printed version of their paper to the address below:
Panagiotis Kousoulis
Department of Mediterranean Studies
University of the Aegean
Demokratias 1
Rhodes 85100, Hellas
5. Style. It would be helpful if you could follow these notes:
• If you are not a native speaker of the language in which you have written, please have your
manuscript read by a native speaker before submitting it.
• Use British-English spelling. Spelling and capitalisation should be uniform, e.g. artefact or
artifact, rôle or role, élite or elite, colonisation or colonization throughout.
• Numbers: adopt a rule that all numbers under ten should be spelt out except where attached
to a unit of quantity (e.g. 3 kg). Numbers above 10 should be numerals except where the
context makes this awkward (e.g. use spelt-out forms at the beginning of a sentence). Write
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•
•

•

0.37 not .37, etc. Decimals should rather be indicated by point (.) than a comma (,). Squares
and cubes should be given as 89 m2 and not 89 sq. m.
Use SI (metric) units rather than Imperial/US units.
Chronology: give centuries and millennia as e.g. 3rd century AD, 4th century BC, 1st
millennium BC.
Abbreviations: initial-letter abbreviations should be typed with no full points (e.g. UK,
BBC). Abbreviations in which the last letter of the abbreviation is the same as the last letter
of the word should also have no point (e.g. Mr, St but frag., etc.).

6. Black and white photographs, line drawings and hand-copies of non-standard texts should be
sent either as high-resolution JPGS or TIFFs or as high-quality prints for us to scan in JPEG
format; as a rule they are printed as separate black and white plates within the text. It is
recommended that drawings are accompanied by scale-bars. The publisher has the right to refuse
any (photo)graphic material or other digital illustration material that is of insufficient quality to
be reproduced in the book according to the publisher’s own expertise and judgment.

7. Footnotes should be brief and limit themselves to what is necessary to document an argument.
They will be printed at the foot of the page of text. Include full citation with the place and date
of publication (see 6. References). The reference numbers in the text should be placed before and
not after the comma/dot (e.g. 23. not .23). If you refer more than once to the same publication,
abbreviate the citation to author and short title. Please check that footnotes are numbered
consecutively and that note reference numbers in the text actually correspond to the correct
footnote.
8. References. Include the following information for book references:
•

name of the authors, editors or the body responsible for writing the book (small caps)

•

series title and volume number (no italics)

•

•

•

full title (italics)

city of publication and year of publication in brackets

edition, if not the original

•

page numbers for articles in

•

R.K. RITNER, The Mechanics of the Ancient Egyptian Magical Practices, Studies in Ancient
Oriental Civilisations 54 (Chicago, 1993).

e.g.:

•
•

J. BAINES, ‘Egyptian myth and discourse: myth, gods, and the early written and iconographic
record’, Journal of Near Eastern Studies 50 (1991), 81-105.

S.J. SEIDLMAYER, ‘Die Ikonographie des Todes’, in: H. WILLEMS (ed.), Social Aspects
of Funerary Culture in the Egyptian Old and Middle Kingdoms, Orientalia Lovaniensia
Analecta 103 (Leuven, 2001), 205-252.
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Do not abbreviate journal titles, and in using all other abbreviations you should bear in mind that
these may not be immediately obvious to all readers.

9. Paragraphs: the first line of a new paragraph should be indented.

10. Quotations. When quoting from an author please always do so from the same edition (unless
you say why you are not doing so) and state which edition this is. Quotations should be set in
double quotation marks. Long quotations of several lines of text should be indented and
separated from the preceding and following lines of typescript by a double line-space.

11. Copyright. There are no internationally accepted rules about the extent to which copyright
material can be quoted without the need to ask permission. The editor/s and the publisher will
assume that the authors have obtained permisions (including photographs, etc. for illustrations)
where necessary. Permissions are the author’s responsibility, not that of the editor/s or publisher.
Authors are kindly requested to take care of reproduction fees, if any.
12. Individual contributors will receive 25 free offprints of their own contribution(s) and a 30%
discount on the retail price of the volume if they desire to purchase a copy.
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